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Preface

It has been over a decade since my friend and colleague, Doron Mendels,
first approached me about writing a commentary on the Book of Judith for
this series, and I am somewhat surprised to discover that I have actually fin-
ished the book. Judith is a challenging work and I have come to the text as a
classicist, rather than a biblical or Septuagint scholar. I hope that this per-
spective has not led me too far astray, but rather allowed me to look at the
work with the fresh eyes of an outsider.

I have incurred a great many debts over the years. My student, Mr.
Guy Darsan, now Dr. Guy Darshan, helped me first become acquain-
ted with the world of biblical and Septuagint studies. The Accordance
program for searching Greek and Hebrew biblical texts has been an in-
valuable tool in my research, and I would like to thank Roy and Helen
Brown for developing the program and teaching it so patiently in their
seminars.

Joseph Geiger, my teacher and friend, read the entire manuscript
with great care and had many helpful suggestions and corrections. Loren
Stuckenbruck also read the complete manuscript and was most encourag-
ing at a critical time. Dov Gera, Marc Hirshman, and David Satran read the
introduction and I have benefitted from their comments. Marc, David, and
I have been reading Talmudic and Greek texts together for many years and
our weekly hevruta is a beacon of light. Amanda Davis Bledsoe read and
copy-edited the commentary with an eagle eye and saved me from many er-
rors and inconsistencies. My teacher Ra’anana Meridor was kind enough to
put her vast knowledge, good sense, and precious eyesight at my disposal in
reading the proofs. Unfortunately, I have not always been wise enough to
accept the advice offered me by all these learned scholars, and the remain-
ing mistakes and infelicities are my own.

Friends, too, have listened to me hold forth on Judith over the years and
have politely disguised their doubts as to whether I would ever complete the
commentary. Thanks to Sara Berman, Celia Fassberg, Harriet Finck, Ruth
Rohn, and Shari Satran. My family, as always, has kept me anchored in the
here and now, rather than in faraway Bethulia, and I’m deeply grateful to
my mother, Ivriah Levine, to my husband, Dov, and to my children, Avital,
Chemi, and Ariel Gera for their presence.
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Finally, two technical points. My translation, based on the Hanhart text,
is meant to be readable, but is also fairly literal, because it seems important
to me to preserve the feeling of the Greek original: both its akward, pseu-
do-biblical tone and its many internal echoes. I have used the term Palestine
anachronistically throughout the book, for convenience’s sake, to indicate
the area, roughly speaking, of the biblical kingdoms of Israel and Judah
where the Israelites of Judith live. I have also used the term to refer to the
wider area, including the Galilee and coastal cities, inhabited by Jews dur-
ing the Second Temple period.

Jerusalem,
June 2013 Deborah Levine Gera
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Section 1: Preliminaries:
The Story, Structure, and Message of Judith

The Septuagint Book of Judith opens with a war between two unknown,
but seemingly historical rulers, Nebuchadnezzar, king of the Assyrians, and
Arphaxad, king of the Medes. Nebuchadnezzar is unable to recruit allies
in his campaign against Arphaxad, but nonetheless roundly defeats him
(Jdt 1:1–16). After this victory, Nebuchadnezzar plots his revenge and sends
his chief of staff Holophernes on an ambitious and punitive military cam-
paign directed against those nations who did not join him in his earlier, suc-
cessful war (2:1–20). Holophernes destroys the fields, flocks, and towns of
those who resist him, taking some young men captive and killing others
(2:21–27). When the fearful coastal peoples surrender and welcome Holo-
phernes, he stations garrisons in their cities, conscripts their men into his
army and destroys the local shrines, so that Nebuchadnezzar alone will be
worshipped as a god (2:28–3:10). Next Holophernes approaches the Israe-
lites, who decide to resist. The people of the Israelite town of Bethulia are
told by the high priest in Jerusalem, Joakim, that they must block the Assy-
rian army’s path to Jerusalem and its temple. The Israelites prepare for war
and also pray to God, who, in his single appearance in the book, is said to
hear their prayers and be aware of their distress (4:1–15). Holophernes is
unacquainted with the Israelite enemy and learns something of their history
and relationship with God from his ally, the Ammonite Achior. Achior
warns Holophernes that God may well defend his people (5:1–21). Achior’s
speech angers the Assyrians and their commander, Holophernes, who
sees Nebuchadnezzar alone as divinely powerful. Consequently he expels
Achior from the Assyrian camp and Achior is brought to Bethulia, where he
informs the Israelites of his exchange with Holophernes (5:22–6:21). Ho-
lophernes then besieges Bethulia and captures its water springs. When
water supplies run low, the people of the town press their leaders to sur-
render to the Assyrians. Uzziah, the chief leader of Bethulia, promises to
capitulate if there is no relief within five days (7:1–32). It is at this point that
the pious, wealthy, and beautiful widow, Judith, steps on stage. Judith, who
leads an ascetic and solitary life, summons Uzziah and his fellow leaders to
her home. In a lengthy speech, she reprimands the town leaders for setting a
five day limit for the surrender, an ultimatum which she interprets as a lack
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of faith in God (8:1–36). Judith then takes matters into her own hands. She
prays at length (9:1–14), bathes, and removes her widow’s weeds. Beautifully
dressed Judith leaves Bethulia for the enemy Assyrian camp, accompanied
only by her chief maid, who carries kosher food supplies in a bag (10:1–14).
In the Assyrian camp, Judith charms and deceives Holophernes. In a speech
rich in irony and double-entendre, she promises to deliver the Israelites to
the Assyrians with the help of “her lord.” Judith presents herself to Holo-
phernes as a prophetess and invents a tale of imaginary misdoings by the
Israelites, misdoings which will lead to God’s anger and their downfall
(10:18–12:4). For three days, Judith remains in the Assyrian camp, going
out in the evenings to bathe and to pray to God. Holophernes then invites
Judith to a party, sending his chief eunuch Bagoas as an intermediary. Ho-
lophernes’ intention is to seduce Judith, but he drinks a great deal of wine
and collapses on his couch. Judith seizes Holophernes’ sword and after a
brief prayer cuts off the head of the sleeping general (12:10–13:10). She
returns to Bethulia with her maid, who carries Holophernes’ head in the
food bag. Judith is celebrated by Uzziah and the townspeople for her deed,
and when Achior the Ammonite learns of these events and sees the dead
general’s head, he converts to Judaism (13:11–14:10). The Israelites, fol-
lowing Judith’s advice, subsequently take the offensive and attack the Assy-
rian army. The Assyrian forces panic after Bagoas discovers the decapitated
Holophernes, and they are quickly defeated (14:11–15:7). Judith, praised
by all, including the high priest Joakim and an entourage from Jerusalem,
sings a victory song and joins in a procession to Jerusalem (15:8–16:20).
At the close of the book, she returns to her quiet life at home, where she
lives until the ripe old age of 105. All of Israel mourn her when she dies
(16:21–25).

This, then, is the overall outline of the book.
1:1–16 Nebuchadnezzar wars with Arphaxad and defeats him.
2:1–20 Nebuchadnezzar has Holophernes organize a vast military initi-

ative.
2:21–3:10 Holophernes’ conquests.
4:1–15 The Israelites brace for war and pray to God, who hears their cries.
5:1–6:21 Achior describes the Israelites to Holophernes and is expelled to

Bethulia.
7:1–32 Holophernes cuts off Bethulia’s water supply, causing the people of

Bethulia to despair.
8:1–36 Judith is introduced. She summons and scolds the town’s leaders.
9:1–14 Judith’s prayer.
10:1–17 Judith prepares for her mission and leaves for the Assyrian army

camp.
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10:18–12:9 Judith’s first encounter with Holophernes and first days in the
camp.

12:10–13:10 Judith parties with Holophernes and kills him as he sleeps.
13:11–14:10 Judith returns home to Bethulia and Achior converts to Ju-

daism.
14:11–15:7 The Assyrians learn of Holophernes’ death and are defeated by

the Israelites.
15:8–16:20 The Israelite victory is celebrated in song and with a visit to Je-

rusalem.
16:21–25 Epilogue.
A few points are worth noting at the very outset. The story begins with Ne-
buchadnezzar in Assyria, in the twelfth year of his rule, and ends with Ju-
dith in the Israelite town of Bethulia. We are puzzled both by the unknown
ruler Nebuchadnezzar king of the Assyrians and the unfamiliar Israelite
town Bethulia and we must grapple with the accuracy of the story’s history,
chronology, and geography from its very start. Is this a historical work, con-
veying a true story? Can we rely on the historical, geographical, and chro-
nological background supplied by our author? It quickly becomes apparent
that the answer is no, for our story is fictitious, with an invented back-
ground, setting, plot, and characters.1 Fictitious though the story may be,
it has a strong biblical tinge, for the author often uses situations, figures,
places and phrases taken from the Bible, adapting and combining these el-
ements in order to lend his story verisimilitude and a biblical air. Virtually
every scene and character in Judith has several biblical influences lurking in
the background; there are Greek influences as well.2 At the same time, our
author is capable of inventing details freely and he plainly has a voice and
style of his own.3 He combines motifs and characters taken from the Bible
with specific, but imaginary details to make his story both immediate and
timeless. The author’s own personality is particularly apparent in his rich
and varied use of irony, for the Book of Judith is filled with ironic situations
and speech, and both the narrator and his characters enjoy using duplici-
tous, double-edged statements.4 In this fashion the author of Judith creates
a tale which seems both historical and biblical, but is nonetheless an orig-
inal piece of fiction. The story contains a clear and didactic message about
God’s ability to rescue his people, and it is laced with humor and irony as

1 See Section 3 for a detailed discussion.
2 See Section 4 on the biblical influences in Judith and Section 5 on the Greek in-

fluences.
3 For the strong probability that a male wrote our book, see Section 7.
4 Moore 1985, 78–85 surveys the ironic elements of Judith; see too Section 5.
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well.5 The combination of qualities assigned to the heroine of the tale, Ju-
dith, well illustrates the versatility and wide-ranging purview of our author:
his heroine is beautiful and wise, a warrior and a widow, deceptive, bold,
seductive, and pious. While a variety of labels have been used to determine
the genre of our work – it has been termed a Jewish novel, a didactic short
story, a folktale, a legend, parabolic or paradigmatic history6 – perhaps the
most important point to remember is that the story is fiction and that the
author gives us fair warning of this fictitious quality in his very first verse.7

Simply put, the story of Judith is one of conflict and reversal, a tale of a
crisis and its resolution, and its theological message meshes with the literary
means used to tell the tale.8 Powerful enemies, the Assyrians and their allies,
threaten the Israelites, Bethulia, Jerusalem, and the temple, and these en-
emies are overturned and defeated, thanks to Judith’s initiative and God’s
support. Neither the Assyrian enemy nor the brave heroine are real. We are
shown an archetypal enemy – a fictitious, supra-historical tyrant who at-
tempts to attack the Israelites and dares to set himself up as an equal to
God – whose plans are overturned by a mere woman, a woman who is a
composite figure drawing on many biblical heroines. On one level the
struggle in Judith is between the God of Israel and the heathen king at-
tempting to usurp the place of God, a theological conflict over the identity
of the true, supreme deity. On a second level, the conflict is a military and
political one, a war between an imperialist nation, the Assyrians, and a
people, the Israelites, who do not wish to be occupied and conquered. On a
third level, dramatic and personal, it is the story of the charged encounter
between Judith and Holophernes. All ends well: Judith kills Holophernes,
the Israelites rout the Assyrians, and God defeats Nebuchadnezzar, if at a
distance and metaphorically.

It is interesting to follow the appearance (and disappearance) of four of
the main characters of the book, Nebuchadnezzar, God, Holophernes, and
Judith. Nebuchadnezzar goes to war in the first chapter and convenes a
council in the second chapter, but he is then replaced by Holophernes, who

5 Gruen 2002, 158–170 discusses the many humorous elements in Judith.
6 See the survey of scholarly discussion of the genre of Judith in Otzen 2002, 124–128

and Efthimiadis-Keith 2004, 99–100. The book has been described as a short story
(Alonso-Schökel 1975, 1), a folk tale of rescue (Cootes 1975, 21), a tale of epic
struggle (Milne 1993, esp. 48–55), a Jewish novel (Section 5, 60), paradigmatic his-
tory (Section 3, 27), etc. For wisdom elements in Judith, see, e.g. Schmitz 2004a,
474–481 and Otzen 2002, 106–107; see too notes on 8:14, 29.

7 See Section 3 and note on 1:1.
8 See further Section 3.
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takes over the role of army commander and council-convener and features
prominently in the book thereafter. Nebuchadnezzar’s behavior is auto-
cratic and he is depicted, at times, in a manner elsewhere used only of God,9

but he himself makes no direct claims to divinity and we do not see him
actually usurping the power of God. He is a victorious and vengeful ruler,
no more, and it is his underling and chief commander Holophernes who
demands that Nebuchadnezzar be worshipped to the exclusion of all other
deities (3:8 with note) and who states explicitly that the king is a god
(6:2 with note). It seems that the author deliberately removes Nebuchadnez-
zar from the scene and does not have him appear in the flesh after the first
two chapters in order to transform the king into a more remote and godlike
figure. It it perhaps difficult to imagine Judith seducing and killing someone
who is allegedly divine, and Holophernes, an ordinary flesh and blood gen-
eral, is a more convenient victim. At the same time, the fact that we have
seen Nebuchadnezzar involved in ordinary activites at first hand – turning
to potential allies and being dismissed by them, going to war, losing his
temper, and calling upon his staff for advice – reduces him to human pro-
portions and makes him a less majestic figure, perhaps similar to a Homeric
god, but an unlikely or unequal rival to God. While Holophernes may see
Nebuchadnezzar as the only real god, the author makes certain that the
readers of Judith will not share this view at any point in the story, precisely
because we have seen him at such close quarters in the opening of the book.
God, on the other hand, is a very distant figure in our text. While God is ad-
dressed and spoken of regularly by various characters in the story from
chapter 4 onwards, he himself is barely present in the work and appears as
an actual character only in a single half-verse, where he is said to listen to
the Israelites’ prayers and be aware of their tribulations (4:13 with note).
This brief divine appearance is meant to assure readers of Judith that all will
be well in the end, but the Israelites of the story are unaware of God’s
attention. Such divine remoteness compels the Israelites to deal with their
fate on their own and also allows God to preserve his majesty and remain
numinous. Nevertheless, Judith seems to feel particularly close to God. She
describes God at great length, in her theological reprimand of the leaders of
Bethulia, in her prayer, and in her victory song. Judith also selects herself to
act on behalf of the Israelites and while there is no explicit indication in our
text that God has chosen, guided, or aided her in any way, Judith presents
herself as God’s emissary.10 In this fashion, Judith and Holophernes play

9 Jdt 1:11,12; 2:1,5,12, 13 with notes; see Section 4.
10 See Section 7 with note on 11:16–17.
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parallel roles, acting as the zealous lieutenants and spokespeople of God
and Nebuchadnezzar respectively, and a great deal of the book centers on
the encounter between these two proxies.

Indeed, the climactic scene of our story, familiar from countless paint-
ings, is the final meeting between Holophernes and Judith, ending with his
death at her hands. The death of Holophernes prefigures the defeat of the
entire Assyrian army and underscores the inferiority of the king who has
sent him, the not-so-divine Nebuchadnezzar. Holophernes is present virtually
throughout the work, from his introduction in chapter two and even
beyond his death in chapter 13, for his decapitated head is brought to Be-
thulia and his tent furnishings are dedicated to God in Jerusalem; our book
has been described as the Tragedy of Holophernes.11 There is little doubt,
however, that Judith is the book’s heroine and chief protagonist,12 even if
she is first introduced only midway through the book, after the first seven
chapters. Her initiative leads to the victory of the Israelites and her success
demonstrates the ability and desire of God to save his people. Although she
arrives fairly late on the scene, Judith is at the center of the book’s action
once she does make her appearance. Scholars have sometimes considered
Judith’s late entrance a failing or misjudgment on the author’s part,13 but it
is plain that the early chapters pave the way for the reversals found in the
second part of the work. Judith’s entrance serves as a turning point from the
lowest juncture of the tale, where the Israelites despair and are willing to
surrender to the Assyrian aggressors. This turning point leads some scholars
to divide our book into two parts, pre-Judith (chapters 1–7) and post-Judith
(chapters 8–16), and here the work of Toni Craven has been particularly in-
fluential. Craven divides our book into two symmetrical and parallel parts,
with the first seven chapters demonstrating the case for Nebuchadnezzar’s
supremacy and the next nine chapters (in which Judith appears) presenting
the case for the supremacy of God. Each of these two parts is further di-
vided by Craven into a threefold grouping, with shifts between nations and
geographical settings in the various chiastic subdivisions. Craven tweaks
her material at times, but her scheme does much to demonstrate that the
book is a carefully constructed whole, with an intricate literary design.14

11 Corley 2012, 22.
12 Cf., e.g. Milne 1993, 48–55 for the claim that Judith is a secondary figure, with God

as the chief hero; see too Section 7.
13 See, e.g. the sources cited by Craven 1983, 56–58; Moore 1985, 56; cf. introductory

note to ch. 8.
14 Craven 1983, 60–64; Rakel 2003, 84–92 refines Craven’s scheme, while Moore

1985, 58 n. 34 and Otzen 2002, 129 note that Craven sometimes overstates her case.
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Another popular division, proposed by Zenger, divides the book into three
sections, underscoring what he sees as the chief theme of the book, “Who is
the true god, the Assyrian god or the Israelite one?” According to Zenger,
Nebuchadnezzar reveals himself as god in chapters 1–3, there is an attempt
to resolve the question of whether Nebuchadnezzar or God is divine in
chapters 4–7, while God reveals himself to Nebuchadnezzar as god in
chapters 8–16. Zenger finds close symmetry and links between his three sec-
tions and also notes the repeated key words found in Judith, which again
point to the integrity and cohesiveness of the work.15 Other commentators
suggest other ways of dividing the book into several sections and it is not
difficult to find connections between these various sections and divisions as
well, for the book is a cohesive whole, and contains a great many sym-
metries and reversals coupled with verbal repetitions and echoes.16 We can
also arrange many of the book’s characters in complementary or contrast-
ing pairs, such as the Assyrians and the Israelites, Holophernes and Judith,
and Nebuchadnezzar and God. The eunuch Bagoas has his counterpart in
Judith’s maid, and Uzziah, the town’s weak male leader, can be contrasted
with Judith, a strong and independent woman or with Achior, a foreigner
with a better understanding of the ways of God. Achior can also be con-
trasted with Holophernes, the good gentile versus the bad one, or else com-
pared to Judith,17 and he unites the two main sections of the book with
“one foot solidly planted in the first part … and his second foot resting in
the other.”18

The Book of Judith is, then, a unified whole which scholars divide into
subsections in order to illuminate the work’s underlying meaning and chief
message. One major theme of our text is the contest between Nebuchadnez-
zar and God, and the demonstration that God is the only true god. We see
the power and might of God and his capacity to deal with threats from the
likes of Nebuchadnezzar and his huge army. In addition to this external
contest between a foreign god and the Jewish one, the book also depicts an

15 Zenger 1981, 432–434.
16 See, e.g. the division of Haag (1963, vii-viii): chs. 1–3 Threat to the Israelites by Ne-

buchadnezzar; chs. 4–8 The distress of the Israelites; chs. 9–16 Rescue of the Israe-
lites. Van Henten 1995, 225–232 argues that chapters 7–13 are a cohesive unit; see
in particular 231 n. 4 where he finds verbal echoes in chs. 7 and 8. Schmitz 2004a,
421–436 finds echoes between pairs of speeches, besides echoes within speeches.
Roitman 1992a, 190–201 reproduces the detailed outlines proposed by a wide range
of scholars.

17 See Roitman 1992b.
18 Moore 1985, 59.
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internal struggle within the Israelite people on the right approach to God
and the proper way to deal with a crisis when God seems to have dis-
appeared. Judith interprets God’s ways to her fellow Israelites,19 and dem-
onstrates that active resistance should go hand in hand with prayer and
trust in God. Jerusalem and its temple must be protected at all costs, there is
to be no submission to a foreign power, and all means, including deception
and killing, are legitimate in this context.20 The victory described in Judith
is twofold: an external victory over a foreign enemy and their alleged god
and an internal one over the defeatist Israelites. The book’s message – both
theological and political – may well be related to the author’s own times and
commentators attempt to link our book to various Hasmonean events and
outlooks.21

19 Roitman 1992a, 67–70, 90–95 quite correctly notes the significance and centrality of
Judith’s programmatic speech in chapter 8 in the overall structure of the book; see too
Nickelsburg 1981, 107. Schmitz 2004a argues for the centrality of Judith’s speech
and prayer (chs. 8 and 9), taken together; see further Section 7.

20 See, e.g. Christiansen 2012 for the claim that the message of the book is that violent
resistance against a national and religious threat is justified and see Section 7 on ethi-
cal issues raised by the book.

21 See Section 3 for the date of Judith and traces of topical issues.
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Section 2: Transmission, Canonicity,
and Later Jewish Tradition

The Septuagint Judith is, according to the foremost editor of the text,
Robert Hanhart, a translation text,22 but there is no extant trace of an early
Hebrew text of Judith, not even a single fragment. Indeed, the Book of Ju-
dith – which the Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches include in their
Bibles, while the Protestants place it among the apocryphal books – seems
to have disappeared from Jewish tradition at an early stage. Judith is un-
doubtedly a Jewish work, written by and intended for Jews, and Judith her-
self is portrayed as an ideal Jewish heroine, as her very name, Yehudit,
“Jewess,” indicates. There are also many references to Jewish practices in
the work. Prayers to God are accompanied by the customary fasting, sack-
cloth, and ashes. The temple in Jerusalem with its priests, daily sacrifices,
first fruits, and tithes plays an important role. Judith herself is punctilious in
her religious observance. She fasts regularly and eats only kosher food, even
in enemy territory, where she also bathes and prays under difficult condi-
tions.23 Despite its strong Jewish content, the story has had a checkered his-
tory among the Jews and there is no mention of Judith in Jewish tradition
for well over a millennium. There is no remnant of Judith’s tale in the Dead
Sea scrolls (which include hundreds of fragmentary biblical and post-bibli-
cal texts, dating from about 150 B.C.E. to 68 C.E.) and Judith is not men-
tioned either by Philo or by Josephus. Such arguments from silence are not
conclusive: there is, for example, no surviving fragment of the Book of
Esther, a work often linked with Judith, from Qumran, and Philo does not
mention any of the apocryphal books. Nonetheless Judith’s absence from
Josephus is worth noting, for when he rewrites the Bible in his Jewish An-

22 The opening sentence of Hanhart’s book on the text of Judith reads, “Der griechische
Text des Buches Iudith ist ein Übersetzungstext.” (Hanhart 1979b, 9). Hanhart then
suggests that the original language was Hebrew (or Aramaic) and consequently is
particularly interested in the Vulgate tradition, because it is the only translation spe-
cifically said to be made from a Semitic source; see below. The majority of scholars
think that Hebrew underlies the Greek text, but in recent years several scholars have
argued for Greek as the original language of Judith; see Section 6.

23 See Jdt 4:9–15; 8:6; 10:5: 12:1–4, 7, etc. with notes.
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tiquities, he displays considerable interest in beautiful, biblical women and
he utilizes both the Septuagint and the Hebrew Bible in his retelling of bib-
lical tales. Josephus’s colorful account of Esther (Ant. 11.184–296) is based
on the Greek Additions to Esther as well as the Hebrew MT, and one might
have expected him to include the story of Judith, with its similar themes and
elements, as well.24

While the story of Judith is not mentioned explicitly in any early Jewish
text, we do find traces of the tale in two early Jewish compositions. In both
these works, the figure of Judith herself seems to have left its mark on the
fashioning (or re-fashioning) of two biblical heroines. Thus the presenta-
tion of Esther in the Greek Esther, particularly in two of the six Additions
which are not found in the MT, Additions C and D, is plainly influenced by
the figure of Judith.25 A colophon provides three possible dates for the
Greek Esther with its Additions: 114 B.C.E., 78/7 B.C.E., or 49/8 B.C.E.,
with the first two dates generally considered more likely.26 We can also rec-
ognize the influence of the figure of Judith on the re-telling of the story of
Jael in Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum, a work written in Hebrew, in all
likelihood in Palestine, between 50–150 C.E.27 These two Jewish texts
point to the influence of the story of Judith within Jewish circles, from the
second or first century B.C.E. to some time in the first or second century
C.E., but they do not mention the work or its heroine by name, and they
provide no information on the text itself.

24 Enslin 1972, 43 suggests that Josephus did not think the story historical. Hengel
(2002, 102) notes that Josephus makes use of 1 Maccabees, but “disdains or does not
know” Tobit, Judith, the Additions to Daniel, etc. Hengel (2002,115) also points out
that Clement of Rome writes to the Corinthians of Judith and Esther at the very same
time and same place as Josephus writes of Esther, using the same expanded Greek text
of Esther; see immediately below. Rajak (2009, 220–221) discusses Josephus’ silence
regarding several Jewish writers in Greek, such as Ezekiel the tragedian and Deme-
trius the chronographer, and notes Josephus’ familiarity with the Greek Bible, as well
as the Hebrew one (253–254).

25 See notes on intro. to ch. 9; 9:1,10; 10:3,18; 12:2; 14:1–4. Moore 1977, 220–222 and
1985, 212–216 compares Esther of the Additions and Judith and finds the evidence
for Judith’s influence on Addition D of Esther particularly strong. See too Day 1995,
222–225 for a detailed analysis of the greater resemblance between Esther and Judith
in the Greek Esther texts than in the MT Esther.

26 See Bickerman 1944; Moore 1977, 161; deSilva 2002, 116–118 and the further ref-
erences there.

27 See notes on 4:9–15; 12:15, 16; 13:2,7 and see Jacobson 1996, i.199–210, 226, etc.
for the date of L.A.B. and the influence of the story of Judith on L.A.B.
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Judith is mentioned explicity in one of the earliest extant Christian docu-
ments outside of the New Testament, the First Epistle to the Corinthians by
Clement of Rome. The letter is dated to 95–97 C.E. and serves as a terminus
ante quem for the dating of Judith in general. Clement speaks of women
who, through the grace of God, perform manly exploits (�νδρε�α) and
he links together “the blessed” Judith and Esther “perfect in her faith”
(1 Clem. 55:4–6). It is not just the story of Judith that Clement knows;
the wording of his text echoes some phrases of the LXX text (e.g. 1 Clem.
59: 3–4~ Jdt 9:11).28 Some hundred years later Clement of Alexandria
(ca. 150 – ca. 215 C.E.) follows in his wake and again mentions Judith and
Esther together, along with Miriam and Susanna (Strom. 4:118–119).29

The two pre-eminent Christian biblical scholars living in Palestine,
Origen and Jerome, provide inconsistent testimony about the status of the
Book of Judith among the Jews in the third and fourth centuries C.E. (while
in the contemporary Jewish tradition we hear nothing at all). Origen, writ-
ing towards the middle of the third century C.E. tells us that the Jews do not
use Judith (or Tobit) and adds that the Jews themselves have informed him
that these two books are not found in Hebrew, even in the Apocrypha:
’Εβρα�οι τ� Τ�β�� ο� ξρ�νται, ο�δ� τ� �Ιοψδ��� ο�δ� γ�ρ �ξοψσιν
α�τ� κ#ν $ν �ποκρ&φοι« Ψβραιστ�, )« �π *  α�τ�ν μα�+ντε« $γν,καμεν
(Origen, Letter to Africanus 19).30 It is worth remembering that five frag-
mentary texts of the Book of Tobit – four in Aramaic and one in Hebrew –
which represent all 14 chapters of the work, have surfaced at Qumran, an
indication that Jews were still reading Tobit in the first century B.C.E.,31

and perhaps they were reading Judith then as well. Origen himself refers to
Judith several times and was clearly acquainted with the Greek text.32

Jerome, who translated the Book of Judith into Latin at about 400 C.E.,
says that the Jews count Judith among the Apocrypha (apud Hebraeos liber

28 Clement nonetheless domesticates and modifies the figure of Judith, for he has her
request permission from the city elders to leave for the Assyrian camp, but in fact she
neither asks for permission nor reveals her plans; see van Henten 1995, 246–247.

29 For further ancient Christian sources on Judith, see Biolek 1911; Dubarle 1959;
Dubarle 1966, i.110–119, 173–179; Enslin 1972, 43–52.

30 De Lange 1983, 562. This letter is dated ca. 245 C.E. “Apocrypha” should be under-
stood here as “hidden” or possibly “stored” books, i.e., the more respected of the
non-biblical books; see Beckwith 1985, 325–326 n. 30.

31 Fitzmyer 2003, 19. See Flint 2001, esp. 89–96 and 124–125, for a useful survey of
fragments of the Apocrypha found at Qumran.

32 See Hengel 2002, 117–118; Dubarle 1966, i.174–175.
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Iudith inter Agiografa33 legitur), implying that in his time the Jews still read
or had access to the text. Jerome also states that an Aramaic text underlies
his translation of Judith, a translation he allegedly finished in the course of
a brief night’s work by the lamp (unam lucubratiunculam). He adds that his
translation is according to sense rather than a literal word-for-word version
(magis sensum e sensu quam ex verbo verbum transferens).34 This mention
of an Aramaic version complicates matters, for there are no extant Aramaic
versions or fragments of Judith to substantiate Jerome’s claim. It seems
plain that there was no Hebrew version available to Jerome and an Aramaic
version would presumably have been translated for him on the spot into
Hebrew, with Jerome then translating the Hebrew into Latin. This, at any
rate, is the method he uses for his translation of Tobit.35 It is clear that
Jerome made use of Old Latin versions of the Book of Judith – and these
Old Latin texts were translated from the Septuagint –36 and introduced
some passages of his own composition, as well as using his alleged Aramaic
source.37 We shall see that the Vulgate version of Judith differs in many
ways from the Septuagint one, and it is particularly interesting to note the
greater role assigned to God and the portrayal of Judith as a more subdued
and domesticated heroine. These changes seem to reflect Jerome’s own
attitudes, rather than a missing Aramaic text.38 One scholar, Dubarle, sug-

33 There is a variant reading Apocripha, instead of Agiografa. The word Agiografa is
sometimes used of the Apocrypha and sometimes used as the technical term for the
Ketuvim or Writings, the third section of the Bible. Here Jerome is referring to the
Apocrypha. In his parallel preface to the Book of Tobit (p. 676 Weber), Jerome speaks
of the Jews separating Tobit from the biblical canon and transferring it to the Agio-
grafa, i.e. Apocrypha (librum … Tobiae quem Hebraei de catalogo divinarum Scrip-
turarum secantes, his quae Agiografa memorant manciparunt).

34 Preface to Judith (p. 691 Weber).
35 Preface to Tobit (p. 676 Weber).
36 Bogaert 2001 suggests that the Vetus Latina is based on a Greek text close to that

underlying the Peshitta translation of Judith, and should be dated to the third century
C.E.

37 Bogaert 2001, 58 and 64 is skeptical about Jerome’s Aramaic source and argues for
the predominance of Old Latin versions. Enslin 1972, 44–45 suggests that the “sup-
posititious” Aramaic text was translated from the Greek; this elegant solution
preserves Jerome’s word while explaining why there is no trace of an Aramaic tradi-
tion. See too Moore 1985, 94–101; Otzen 2002, 137–138, 141 and the further bib-
liography there.

38 See e. g. notes on 8:11–27; 13:4, 16; 15:10. André 1903, 164–168 is a useful tabular
comparison of the Septuagint and Vulgate versions of Judith; see too Börner-Klein
2007, 3–11. Callahan 1998, esp. 81–85 discusses the ways in which Jerome trans-
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gests that the Hebrew version – if not the Aramaic one – used by Jerome
survived underground, as it were, in Jewish circles, only to surface again in
medieval times, in the Judith midrashim; see below.

There is, then, no direct trace of Judith – no actual mention of either the
figure or the text – in Jewish sources until medieval times, and this leads to a
somewhat paradoxical situation. Many scholars posit an original Hebrew
Judith which underlies the Septuagint version, but in essence the surviving
Greek text serves as the original text of Judith. The manuscripts of the Sep-
tuagint are considerably earlier than the other ancient versions of Judith
and all these other versions – the Old Latin, Syriac, Sahidic, Ethiopian, and
Armenian – ultimately stem from the Greek, as daughter or sister ver-
sions.39 The Vulgate, too, depends on the Septuagint through the Old Latin
versions, albeit in a somewhat more complicated relationship, as we have
seen.

The great uncial Septuagint codices of the fourth and fifth centuries
C.E. – Vaticanus (B), Alexandrinus (A), and Sinaiticus (S) – are, then, the
earliest sources for the text of Judith, along with the Venetus (V) of the
eighth century C.E.40 The very earliest bit of evidence for the text of Judith
is an ostracon in Cairo from the second half of the third century C.E., con-
taining a lacunose version of Jdt 15:2–7.41 There is also a (now missing)
parchment palimpsest in Damascus from the fifth or sixth century C.E.,
containing part of a single verse, Jdt 2:19.42 The Christian Septuagint un-
cials do not follow the order of the books used in the Hebrew canon and
Judith is found in close proximity to Esther and Tobit. All three books are
sometimes included within the group of OT texts.43 The very earliest Syriac
text of Judith comes from a 6th century manuscript called the Book of
Women, which collects together Ruth and Esther (both translated from He-

forms the figure of Judith. Skemp 2011, esp. 267–271 demonstrates how Jerome
alters the text of Judith in order to emphasize the chaste heroine’s exemplary traits;
see too Ryan 2012, 5–9.

39 Hanhart 1979a, 13–19; Ryan 2012, 4–6 is a brief and updated survey of the ancient
versions.

40 See Rahlfs and Fraenkel 2004, 337–344 (on B), 221–226 (on A), 201–206 (on S),
344–346 (on V) for a detailed description of the four respective uncials.

41 Schwartz 1946 first published the ostracon. Hanhart 1979a, 11 reproduces the text;
see too Rahlfs and Fraenkel 2004, 165.

42 See Rahlfs and Fraenkel 2004, 64; Hanhart 1979a, 11.
43 Bogaert 2001, 41 conveniently lists the various orders in which the three books –

Esther (E), Judith (J), and Tobit (T) – are found in several important Greek mss.: EJT,
ETJ, E…TJ, JET, TEJ, T…EJ.
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brew), Susanna and Judith (both translated from Greek), followed by the
story of Thecla, the disciple of Paul.44

Of the four great uncials, Vaticanus (B) is considered the best witness of
the text and earlier editors of Judith such as Swete and Brooke-MacLean-
Thackeray used it as the basis of their text; Moore translates this text in the
Anchor Bible Commentary.45 The most recent and comprehensive editor,
Hanhart,46 has produced an eclectic text, and he notes that secondary read-
ings are already found in all the old uncials.47 Hanhart uses some 34 Greek
minuscules, dating from the ninth to the fifteenth century, in addition to the
early uncial texts, when compiling his edition, as well as translations from
the Old Latin, Vulgate, Syriac, Coptic-Sahidic, Ethiopian, and Armenian.48

In recent years Bogaert has done much work on the collection, classification
and editing of the Old Latin manuscripts, while a new Syriac version of Ju-
dith has been discovered.49

Earlier editors often divided the mss. into three recensions,50 but Han-
hart, utilizing his earlier investigations of Esther and 1 Esdras, finds four
recensions: (1) the so-called Origenic or hexaplaric recension, which served
as the basis of the Old Latin and Syriac translations,51 (2) the “Lucianic”
recension, (3) recension a which shares readings most frequently with

44 See Burris 2007, esp. 88–89 who states that there is no evidence of an existing Jewish
Book of Women to which the story of Thecla was added and concludes that it is a
Christian collection; see too Van Rompay 2006, 205 on other Syriac mss. of the Book
of Women. For Nachmanides’ likely acquaintance with a Syriac Book of Women, see
n. 65 below. Swete (1914, 213) brings a Latin list of libri mulierum, Ruth, Esther, and
Judith, found in the seventh-eighth century Bobbio Missal, while Moore 1985,
91 suggests that the scrolls of Esther and Judith were kept together in the same box in
ancient Christian congregations.

45 Swete 1907, ii. 781–814; Brooke, McLean and Thackeray 1940, iii. 1, 43–84; see
Moore 1985, 108.

46 Otzen 2002, 137 says of Hanhart’s 1979a edition: “all essential problems of the
Greek text are solved by this impressive enterprise.”

47 Hanhart 1979b, 60–74.
48 For a detailed list of the Greek mss. see Hanhart 1979a, 7–11; the mss. and sources

for the ancient non-Greek translations are found at 13–18.
49 See Bogaert 2001; he lists and describes the Old Latin mss. at 12–29 and discusses the

transmission of LXX Judith passim. Bogaert published and commented upon several
of the Old Latin mss. in a series of articles in Revue bénédictine from 1967–1978. Van
der Ploeg 1991 discovered and published a facsimile of a new Judith Syriac text with
a translation and commentary; see too van der Ploeg 1992. Van Rompay 2006 dis-
cusses the importance of this new version for the study of the LXX text.

50 See, e.g. Cowley 1913, 243; Enslin 1972, 47.
51 Hanhart 1979b, 14–45; see however Bogaert 2001, 53–54 and 69.
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the Venetus, and (4) recension b which has the most in common with the
Alexandrinus.52 These different recensions of Judith are recensions in a
limited sense, i.e. groupings of the various manuscripts. There are of course
many variant readings in the different groups of manuscripts, but, on the
whole, the text of Judith is relatively fixed and the number of serious diffi-
culties is few. There is no longer and shorter version of the text as with the
Greek Tobit, nor are there two rather different versions of approximately
equal length, as with the Greek Esther and Daniel. The translation here is
based on Hanhart’s eclectic text, unless otherwise noted.

Canonicity

The question of the canonization of the Book of Judith is in fact a cluster of
questions, about the Hebrew Bible, the Septuagint and Judith itself. When
was the Bible canonized? How? When was the text of Judith fixed and sta-
bilized? Was Judith deliberately excluded from the canon or simply not
included? How was the Christian Septuagint formed? Why was Judith in-
cluded there? As compelling as these questions may be, scholars are unable
to provide a definitive answer to any of them, and the evidence to be mar-
shalled is essentially negative.

It is far from certain that there was a Hebrew Bible, i.e. a final, formal,
and canonized list of biblical books, before rabbinic times, although scholars
now tend to recognize the makings of a defined – but not definitive – col-
lection towards the middle of the second century B.C.E.53 The Book of
Judith, which is not explicitly mentioned in Jewish literature before medi-
eval times, may have been a candidate for inclusion in the Bible which ulti-
mately emerged, but there is not a trace of any discussion in Jewish sources.54

52 See Hanhart 1979b, 46–60.
53 See van der Kooij 1998 and the further references there; cf. Rajak 2009, 21.
54 The rabbis discuss the canonical status of only a single apocryphal work, Ben Sira; see

e.g. t. Yad. 2:13, where it is stated that the book of Ben Sira does not make the hands
unclean, i.e. is not canonical. The rabbis also recognize Baruch, Jeremiah’s scribe and
friend, as a prophet (e.g. b. Meg. 14b), but do not mention the apocryphal work as-
cribed to him; see Beckwith 1985, 380–381 and Tanzer 1997, xxii–xxiii. The anony-
mous Christian writer of the sixth century C.E. Dialogue of Timothy and Aquila, no
expert in Jewish matters, includes Judith in his list of the 22 books of the Hebrew
Bible, joining Ecclesiastes and Song of Songs together in order to make room for the
work; see Beckwith 1985, 270 n. 68.
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We can contrast for example, the MT Esther, sometimes presented as Ju-
dith’s rival for inclusion in the canon, a competitior who won the “canon-
ization contest,” so to speak, despite its more secular tone.55 The canonicity
of Esther was debated by the rabbis well into the third century C.E.56 The
search by scholars for the causes that led to the absence of Judith from the
Hebrew Bible assumes that the original language of the text was Hebrew,
and clearly if Judith was written in Greek it would never have been a can-
didate for inclusion in the Bible.57 Some scholars who postulate an original
Hebrew Judith suggest that the Hebrew text disappeared at a very early
date or that the book was composed too late to be included in the Bible,58

but we have only Origen’s statement on the “missing” Hebrew text
(see above) and we cannot point to a final and firm date for the closing of
the canon. Both these hypotheses assume that objective circumstances led to
the text not being included. Other commentators turn to the content of the
work, searching for the “fault” that led to the deliberate exclusion of Judith
from the canon. One alleged problem is the process of conversion which
Achior the Ammonite undergoes, for Ammonites (and Moabites) are
expressly forbidden to join “the assembly of the Lord,” down to the tenth
generation (Deut 23:4). Achior undergoes circumcision when he converts,
but he does not follow the other rabbinical rules of ritual immersion and a
sacrifice at the temple. It is likely, however, that the Book of Judith was
composed before these rabbinical rules were regularized and codified.59 An-
other theory points to the powerful role allotted Judith and suggests that
she was simply too feminist and independent to be accepted by the rabbis,
who did not appreciate her subversion of patriarchal norms.60 Further
hypotheses on the reason for Judith’s exclusion have been raised, but none
of these conjectures can be proved and, “the simple fact is that we do not
know.”61 Judith survived in Greek, as a Septuagint text, that is to say in a
Christian context,62 and here, too, the reason for its survival and inclusion

55 Zeitlin 1972; Moore 1992; Crawford 2003.
56 All the rabbis named in b. Meg. 7a who deny the canonicity of Esther belong to the

third century C.E.; see, e.g. Beckwith 1986, 275.
57 See, e.g. Joosten 2007, *175–*176.
58 Crawford 2003, 70.
59 See, e.g. Moore 1985, 87 and note on Jdt 14:10.
60 Craven 1983, 117–118; Crawford 2003, 70, 73–76; see too Section 7.
61 Moore 1992, 66.
62 The concept of a Greek Jewish canon, compiled by the Jews of Alexandria, is now

rejected by scholars; see, e.g. Beckwith 1985, 382–386; Rajak 2009, 21.
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in the Septuagint, as opposed to various other Jewish works of the Second
Temple period, “remains a mystery.”63

Later Jewish Tradition

Despite her early disappearance from Jewish tradition, Judith proved too
vital a figure to vanish entirely. Judith is not mentioned in the Mishnah, Tal-
mud, or other rabbinic literature, but from about the tenth (or perhaps the
eleventh) century C.E. onwards, over a thousand years after the apocryphal
book was first composed, Judith is found once again in Jewish literature.
When Judith does re-surface, it is in a variety of contexts and genres, in brief
as well as lengthy form. Thus we encounter accounts of Judith in several
different kinds of Jewish literature: Hebrew tales of the heroine, liturgical
poems, commentaries on the Talmud, and passages in Jewish legal codes.64

These later accounts vary considerably and it is worth noting at the outset
that none of the medieval versions tell a story identical to that found in the
Septuagint. Indeed, the Septuagint version of Judith virtually disappears
from Jewish tradition until modern times.65

In many of these medieval Jewish sources, Judith becomes linked with
the festival of Hanukkah, an eight day holiday first instituted by Judas
Maccabeus in 164 B.C.E., to celebrate the re-dedication of the temple in Je-
rusalem. It is clear that Hasmonean events influenced the composition of
the original tale66 and in medieval times, perhaps as a result of this, Judith
becomes an actual participant in events surrounding the Hasmonean vic-
tories. Another reason for the introduction of Judith into Hanukkah tales
and customs seems to be the many parallels between Judith and Esther:
these two beautiful and seductive Jewish heroines who save their people
from the threats of a foreign ruler are associated together.67 At the same

63 Hengel 2002, 113.
64 See the fuller survey in Gera 2010a.
65 There is one notable exception. The biblical commentator and philosopher Ramban

(Moses ben Nachman or Nachmanides) was acquainted in the twelfth century with
a Syriac version of Judith, translated from the Septuagint, for he quotes from the
Peshitta version of Jdt 1:7–11 in his commentary on Deut. 21:14. He says that the
verses come from ]>v> tlgm, the Scroll of Shoshan (or Susann), apparently referring
to a scroll containing the “women’s books,” Susanna, Ruth, Judith, and Esther, which
began with Susanna.

66 See Section 3.
67 Crawford 2003 is a detailed comparison of Esther and Judith.
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time, the holiday of Hanukkah is linked in Jewish eyes with the festival of
Purim, for both festivities are late ones. The two holidays are not mentioned
in the Torah, but date to the Second Temple period, and their laws and cus-
toms are regulated by the rabbis. The holidays share a special, parallel
prayer, “On the Miracles,” as well. Purim has a heroine, Esther, and a scroll
telling her story, Megillat Esther, and this may have led to the analogous
holiday, Hanukkah, which has no special text of its own, being assigned a
similarly seductive heroine, whose story is entitled at times, Megillat Yehu-
dit, the Scroll of Judith.68 It is also worth noting in this context the final
verse of the Vulgate version of Judith, apparently a late addition to the text,
which speaks of an annual celebration: ‘The day of … this victory was ac-
cepted by the Hebrew among their holy days, and is observed by the Jews
from that time up to the present day.’ (Vg. Jdt 16:31).69 Thus, even though
there is no actual basis for linking Judith with Hanukkah,70 Judith’s tale is
frequently enmeshed with the story of Hanukkah in medieval times,71 and
we find this connection in several separate strands of Jewish literature.

The Hebrew stories of Judith, often termed the Judith midrashim, are
the largest and most varied group of medieval Jewish texts which mention
Judith. While some of the stories are attributed to named authors who can
be dated, other tales are simply found anonymously, in manuscripts written
as late as the sixteenth century. Two of the Judith stories are known only in
published form, in books dating to the eighteenth and nineteenth century,72

and there are many other Hebrew versions of Judith’s tale which have yet
to be published.73 Many of the texts cannot be dated with any certainty, but

68 See Bogaert 1988.
69 dies autem victoriae huius festivitatem ab Hebraeis in numero dierum sanctorum ac-

cepit et colitur a Iudaeis ex illo tempore usque in praesentem diem. See, e.g. Soubigou
1949, 575 and Grintz 1957, 197 on the lateness of the verse.

70 See however Bogaert 2000, esp. 345–346 (and the further references there) for the ar-
gument that the author of the Septuagint Book of Judith already subtly refers to Ha-
nukkah. In the sixteenth century, the critical Jewish thinker Azariah de’ Rossi ob-
jected vigorously to the association of Judith with Hanukkah; see Weinberg 2001,
636–639.

71 Stemberger 1993, 527–545 discusses Hanukkah in rabbinic Judaism and the various
medieval tales associated with the holiday. Friedman 1986/87, esp. 225–232 brings
various manuscript illuminations and Hanukkah menorahs which point to the con-
nection between Judith and Hanukkah in Jewish art.

72 See Gera 2010a, 37–39 (Texts D and 9); Dubarle 1966, i. 33–37, 94–98; ii. 152–163.
73 See, e.g. a Yemenite account of Judith published for the first time in Leiter 2006,

435–442 and the eleventh century liturgical poem by Rabbi Isaac son of Samuel dis-
cussed below.
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several were already in circulation in the eleventh century.74 The tales are
not readily accessible and have been published, chiefly in Hebrew, in a var-
iety of books and journals, but there is no single comprehensive collection
of the midrashim.75 Most of the midrashim have not been translated into
English at all, and the existing English versions of these stories are scattered
in various venues and have not been collected together. French and German
readers are better served.76

The midrashim can be grouped into several categories (with some over-
lap between the categories). One group of Hebrew stories is closely related
to the Vulgate and these accounts recast in Hebrew the Vulgate account of
Judith, generally in abridged and adapted form.77 We have seen above
(14–15) the view expressed by Dubarle, the foremost collector of these
medieval Hebrew tales, that these stories preserve the ancient, original
Hebrew version of the Book of Judith. He suggests that these medieval He-
brew tales of Judith stem from an independent older tradition, one which
underlies Jerome’s Latin text as well. These early Hebrew accounts were
then translated into Aramaic, runs the argument, and it is this Aramaic ver-
sion that Jerome subsequently translates into Latin.78 Dubarle’s claims have
not been widely accepted.79 Most scholars think that the medieval Hebrew
versions of Judith are translations and adaptations of the Vulgate, and stem

74 Both the brief Hebrew tale by Nissim ben Jacob and the liturgical poem of Joseph Ben
Solomon are dated to the eleventh century C.E.; see Dubarle 1966, i.82–84, 98–99;
ii.104–109, 162–167. If the Hanukkah sheelta, a homily on Jewish law and ethics,
ascribed to Rav Ahai (680–752 C.E.) is authentic, then the earliest extant Hebrew
tale telling of Judith dates back to the eighth century. See Mirsky 1961, 175–176 and
182–190 for the text; Wacholder 1963, 258 thinks that this tale is a late gloss.

75 Dubarle 1966, i-ii and Börner-Klein 2007 (who relies heavily on Dubarle) are the ful-
lest collections. See too the further bibliography cited in Gera 2010a, 32 n. 30 and the
appendix of sources there on 37–39.

76 For translations of several midrashim into English, see, e.g. Moore 1985, 103–107;
Mehlman and Polish 1979; Weingarten 2010, 110–125. Dubarle 1966 and Börner-
Klein 2007 translate the Hebrew texts they collect into French and German respect-
ively.

77 See Dubarle 1966. ii. 7–97 for the texts.
78 One of Dubarle’s allegedly original Hebrew texts turned out to be a Hebrew trans-

lation of the German translation of Judith in Luther’s Bible; see Dubarle 1961.
Dubarle 1966 is nonetheless a very useful collection of material, even if one does not
accept his theories.

79 See Grintz 1957, 196–204; Moore 1985, 102; Hanhart 1979b, 10 n. 1 and the
further discusssion and references in Otzen 2002, 138–140 for reservations about
Dubarle’s hypothesis; Otzen himself is inclined to accept some of Dubarle’s argu-
ments.
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from a much later source, most probably a medieval Hebrew translation of
the Vulgate Judith, rather than being the source of Jerome’s text. Because of
their close resemblance to – and dependence upon – the Vulgate these
stories do not teach us much about medieval Jewish attitudes towards
Judith and her story. They do, however, provide important evidence for a
renewed Jewish interest in the Book of Judith – and the Apocrypha in gen-
eral – in medieval times. From the tenth century onwards, a series of
medieval Jewish writers translated many of the apocryphal works into He-
brew, often in adapted form, as part of larger (historical) compositions.80

These Hebrew Vulgate-based Judith versions are linked, at times, to Ha-
nukkah as well. Thus the title page of one such version reads “This is the
book of Judith daughter of Merari of Hanukkah,” even though there is no
mention of Hanukkah in the story itself.81

A second group of Judith stories consists of rather brief, folkloric ac-
counts which concentrate upon Judith’s actual deed.82 These stories make
little reference to the events described in the first half of the Book of Judith
and make no mention of Hanukkah. Brief though these tales may be, their
basic plot, which deviates in certain ways from the Septuagint, is followed
in all the non-Vulgate versions. A third group of Hebrew Judith stories is di-
rectly linked to Hanukkah, and these stories fall into two parts.83 In the first
half, we hear of the assassination of an enemy leader by Hasmoneans, who
object to the leader’s desire to exercise his right of the first night (ius primae
noctis) when their sister is about to be married. Judith, who is now ident-
ified as a relative of the Hasmoneans, performs her daring deed in the sec-
ond half of these stories.84 A particularly interesting group of midrashim are
hybrid tales which have a Vulgate-inspired account in the first half of the

80 The author of the Book of Josippon (mid-tenth century C.E.) was apparently the first
medieval Jewish author to translate and adapt various sections of the Apocrypha. He
is followed by Jerahme’el son of Solomon (early twelfth century C.E.) and Rabbi
Eliezer son of Asher (mid-fourteenth century C.E.), among others; see Yassif 2001,
38–40.

81 Dubarle 1966, i. 22.
82 Dubarle 1966, ii. 100–109, 152–163 (=texts 1, 2a, and 9).
83 Dubarle 1966, ii. 110–116, 118–125, 138–152, 170–177 (=texts 3, 4, 5, 8, and 12);

see too Weingarten 2010, 110–125. Dubarle prints only the second Judith-related
half of these texts; see Gera 2010a, 38 for further sources which cite the full versions
of these midrashim.

84 Bogaert 2000, 353–358 provides interesting indirect evidence for the circulation of
such Hanukkah-Judith midrashim in thirteenth century France, for he demonstrates
how the Chevalerie de Judas Macchabée of Gautier de Belleperche incorporates el-
ements of the Hebrew stories.
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tale, until immediately after Judith arrives on the scene. The second half of
these stories resembles the accounts of Judith found in the Hanukkah
tales.85

Many details of the plot and the characters in these medieval Hebrew
stories are not identical with those found in the Book of Judith. The setting
of the story is generally Jerusalem, rather than Bethulia. The enemy king
Nebuchadnezzar and his commander Holophernes are often conflated into
one figure, the leader whom Judith encounters and kills, and his name and
country of origin vary considerably from story to story. Even Judith herself
is not always named in these stories and her family background varies.
Similarly, an Achior figure, a wise counsellor who advises the enemy com-
mander against attacking the Israelites, is found in virtually all the tales, but
his name, position, and profession vary in the different stories. In all the
tales, Judith’s city is besieged and she decides to intervene and meet with the
enemy leader. This leader attempts to seduce or marry her, arranges a ban-
quet, becomes intoxicated and is killed by Judith. She returns to her city
with his head and the Israelites are filled with joy when they learn of his
death. The enemy forces discover their leader’s body and are then slaught-
ered by the Israelites, and their possessions are pillaged. All of these el-
ements are found, of course, in the original Book of Judith and they form
the very core of the plot.86 At the same time, several key features are missing
in the medieval stories, which add some new elements of their own.87

Judith was celebrated in Hebrew poetry as well as prose in medieval
times, and there are at least three liturgical poems (or piyuttim) for Hanuk-
kah which tell her story. The three poems were recited in synagogues in
various Jewish communities on either the first or the second Sabbath of Ha-
nukkah. One poem, yb tpnX yk „dvX (I give thanks to you although you
were angry with me) was composed by Joseph ben Solomon of Carcassone,
who is dated to the first half of the eleventh century.88 The poem tells an
epic tale of the Jews’ resistance to the decrees of Antiochus IV and includes
accounts of both the Hasmonean bride and Judith. It bears a considerable

85 Dubarle 1966, ii. 8–55, 127–136 (=texts E, 7a and 7b)
86 For a survey of all these elements in the various tales, see the useful list in Dubarle

1966, ii. 98–99.
87 Gera 2010b discusses the more vulnerable, dependent, and subdued role assigned to

Judith in the various midrashim and compares Judith with the Hasmonean woman
described in the Hanukkah midrashim; see too Weingarten 2010 for a close reading
and annotation of one particular Judith midrash.

88 Dubarle 1966, i. 98–99, ii. 162–167 (=text 10).
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resemblance to two of the Hanukkah midrashim89 and this is evidence for
the circulation of the joint Hasmonean daughter-Judith tales in the eleventh
century, even if the surviving manuscripts of these stories are from a later
date. This elegant and abstruse poem by Joseph ben Solomon was recited
on the first Sabbath of Hanukkah in Italian synagogues. A second poem,
lXvgv iy>vm ]yX (There is no savior and redeemer) is by Menachem ben Ma-
chir of Ratisbon who was active in the second half of the eleventh century.90

His poem may be based on the earlier one and he devotes only a few lines to
Judith, comparing her to Jael. A third, unpublished poem ynvim> ,kvvxX
(I shall declare to you, listen) is found in several festival prayer books from
France and was written by Rabbi Isaac ben Samuel of Provence, who prob-
ably should be dated to the middle of the eleventh century. This rhyming
acrostic poem is based on the Vulgate version of Judith and it is studded
with biblical quotations and allusions, some of which are taken from
tales which underlie the Judith story, such as the stories of Jael and Ehud.91

Such biblical echoes are found in the Hebrew prose tales of Judith as well,
and these biblical phrases serve a double function, both narrating the sur-
face story and subtly underscoring the resemblance between Judith’s tale
and similar biblical stories and characters which were well known to the
readers.92

Although Judith is not found in the Talmud itself, later commentators on
the Talmud do mention her, always in the context of Hanukkah.93 These
commentators do not tell Judith’s story for its own sake, but use elements
of her tale to explain the commandments and customs of the holiday. Thus
the foremost exegete of the Talmud, Rashi (Rabbi Solomon ben Isaac,
1041–1105), when discussing why women, as well as men, are required to
light Hanukkah candles, simply notes that when the Greeks decreed that
Jewish virgin brides were to be bedded first by the ruler, a woman brought
about the miraculous rescue. We know that Rashi was acquainted with the
liturgical poem Odecha ki anafta bi because he quotes it in his biblical com-
mentary (on Ezekiel 21:18), and it is very likely that he knew of the story of
Judith, but did not choose to mention her by name. Rashi’s grandson, the
Rashbam (Rabbi Samuel ben Meir, 1085–1174), does mention Judith, and
he is quoted as saying that the chief miracle of Purim came about through

89 Dubarle 1966, ii. 113–117, 170–177 (= texts 4 and 12); see Grintz 1957, 205–208.
90 Dubarle 1966, i. 100, ii. 168–169 (=text 11)
91 See Zunz 1865, 168. I am grateful to Avraham Levin of Jerusalem for allowing me to

see his unpublished research on the text, author, and background of the poem.
92 See Section 4.
93 See Dubarle 1966, i. 105–107, 109.
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Esther, and that of Hanukkah through Judith.94 Later commentators bring
further details. Nissim ben Reuben (ca.1310–1375), known as the Ran,
refers to Judith not by name, but as the daughter of Johanan. In his account,
which he says comes from a midrash, the woman gave the chief enemy
cheese to eat95 so as to make him drunk, and then cut off his head. This,
adds the Ran, is why it is customary to eat cheese on Hanukkah.96 In the
Kol Bo (section 44), a work outlining Jewish laws and customs dating to the
thirteenth or fourteenth century, we find a similar version. In this account,
the king of Greece attempts to seduce Judith, the daughter of the high priest
Johanan, and she feeds him a cheese dish so that he will become thirsty,
drink too much, and fall asleep. Such references to Judith’s encounter with
an enemy whom she fed either cheese or milk are subsequently found in a
long line of works which codify halakah, Jewish law, and supply the back-
ground to the practice of eating cheese dishes on Hanukkah. Similar remarks
are found in Jewish guides and responsa written to this very day.97

Judith, then, disappeared from Jewish tradition at an early stage, but
subsequently returned, transformed, in the Middle Ages, and left her mark
on Jewish texts, prayers, practices, and ritual art. In the earliest known
printed Hebrew version of the Book of Judith, a translation of the Vulgate
dating to ca. 1552, the translator, Moses Meldonado, sees fit to apologize
for straying from the accounts of Rashi and the Ran. He points out that
Jerome’s version and those of the Talmudic commentators have something
in common – the recollection of God’s boundless grace and mercy.98 Indeed,
all the various versions of Judith we have looked at – the Septuagint, the
Vulgate, the midrashim, prayers, and commentaries – have at least certain
elements in common and all become part of Jewish tradition.

94 Rashi on b. Sabb. 23a; Tosafot on b. Meg. 4a.
95 According to several mss. of the LXX and OL, as well as the received text of the Vg., Ju-

dith takes cheese along with her other kosher food, when setting out for Holophernes’
camp; see note on 10:5.

96 Nissim ben Reuben on Alfasi, Shabbat 10a (on b. Sabb. 23b).
97 See the detailed discussion in Leiter 2006, 362–369. A search of the Bar Ilan Online

Jewish Responsa Project (http://www.biu.ac.il/jh/Responsa/) supplies further texts,
including a responsum from 1996.

98 See Habermann 1975, 15–16, 62–74.
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Section 3: Dating Judith:
History, Geography, and Historicity

The Book of Judith is rich in historical, geographical, and genealogical
detail, but this information does not provide any readily identifiable histori-
cal background, location, or date for the story. The very first verse of the
Book of Judith well illustrates the difficulty in setting the work in an actual
historical time and place, despite the specific information it contains. The
verse reads, “In the twelfth year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, who ruled
over the Assyrians in the great city of Nineveh, in the days of Arphaxad,
who ruled over the Medes in Ecbatana” (Jdt 1:1). Nebuchadnezzar
(605/4–562 B.C.E.), the nefarious king who captured and destroyed Jeru-
salem, was the second ruler of the Neo-Babylonian empire. He did not reign
from Nineveh, which was, in fact, conquered in 612 B.C.E. by his father,
Nabopolassar. Further difficulties arise with Nebuchadnezzar’s enemy, Ar-
phaxad, king of the Medes. Arphaxad is otherwise unknown and the Medes
were allies, not enemies, of the Babylonians and joined Nabopolassar in his
conquest of Nineveh.99 We begin, then, with an anachronistic, ahistorical
situation, akin to the statement “It happened at the time when Napoleon
Bonaparte was king of England and Otto von Bismarck was on the throne
in Mexico.”100

What lies behind this egregious error? While it has been suggested that
the author of Judith is simply ignorant101 or perhaps did not distinguish
sufficiently between Assyria and Babylonia,102 it seems more likely that the
mistake is deliberate. This is pseudo-history, not wrong history. It is clear
from the historical survey of the Jews found in Achior’s speech in chapter 5
that our author is well acquainted with the history of the Jews as recorded in
the Bible. Indeed, his close familiarity with the Bible as a whole is apparent
throughout the book of Judith, for he uses figures, situations, and clusters
of phrases taken from a wide variety of biblical episodes and re-works them

99 See, e.g. Kuhrt 1995, ii. 544–546 and 590; Wiseman 1985, 8–9.
100 Torrey 1945, 89.
101 Thus, e.g. Millard 1999, 197:“he had little knowledge and did not anticipate others

to be better educated.” See too Pfeiffer 1949, 297.
102 See note on 1:1.
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skillfully into his own text.103 Nonetheless, at the very opening of his work,
our author chooses to deviate from the biblical record. Nebuchadnezzar,
a well-known, even notorious figure among the Jews, is allotted the wrong
kingdom and an imaginary enemy, and this must be a deliberate move on
the part of the author. If Nebuchadnezzar, king of the Assyrians, is patently
unhistorical, the Assyrians and the Babylonians were nevertheless the two
worst enemies of the biblical Israelites, and the conflation of the two seems
intentional. A new, stereotypical figure, who seems to combine the most
frightening features of the two kings, Sennacherib and Nebuchadnezzar,
and their peoples, the Assyrians and Babylonians, has been created. By
straying from the facts and recasting them in a fictional way in the very first
verse of his book, the author gives us fair warning that what we are about
to read is not a historical account, not factually true in the narrow sense,
but nonetheless actual and illuminating in a broader way. This fictitious
account serves as a general lesson about the Israelites, their God, and their
foes.104

A similar conclusion can be drawn from the genealogy alloted to Judith
in the very first verse where she appears. “Judith … the daughter of Merari
son of Ox, son of Joseph, son of Oziel, son of Elkiah, son of Ananias, son of
Gideon, son of Raphaim, son of Akitho, son of Elijah, son of Hilkiah, son
of Eliab, son of Nathanael, son of Salamiel, son of Sarasadai, son of Israel”
(Jdt 8:1). This long list of ancestors honors Judith and emphasizes her im-
portance; no biblical woman is assigned such a full and detailed genealogy
(note on 8:1). At the same time, the very length and comprehensiveness of
the list seems designed to underscore its fictive quality. There is something
exaggerated, even comical, about this extended genealogy and it seems clear
that we are not meant to take this list of sixteen generations of forefathers
as historical truth.105 Judith’s family is traced all the way back to Israel (i.e.
Jacob) and in the process she is allotted ancestors whose names link them to
several different tribes, thus transforming her into an ideal, generic Israelite
woman who belongs to all of the tribes.106 Judith’s very name, “Jewess,”
makes the identical point. Several of her forefathers’ names – Gideon, Eli-
jah, Joseph and Merari – are identical with those of judges, prophets, am-
bassadors, and priests, all the various roles which Judith herself plays in the
story, so that the list of her ancestors also hints at or encapsulates her

103 See Section 4.
104 For this approach see Haag 1963; Licht 1975; Nickelsburg 1981; Zenger 1981; see

too the useful summary in Otzen 2002, 91–92.
105 Pace Bruns 1956.
106 See van Henten 1995, 247–250.
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doings.107 Judith’s elaborate genealogy plays a parallel role to the depiction
of “Nebuchadnezzar, king of the Assyrians.” Just as we are made to under-
stand at the very outset that the chief villain of the work is a fictitious, com-
posite character, here, too, we are told (again, obliquely) from the very mo-
ment that the book’s heroine is introduced that she is not a real person, but
a composite and idealized figure.

The lengthy catalogue of Judith’s ancestors also points to our author’s
fondness for detailed lists and measurements. Thus he reports the precise
dimensions of Arphaxad’s fortifications in Ecbatana (1:2–4), the exact size
and composition of Holophernes’ army (2:15), and the plethora of places
traversed and captured by the Assyrians once they set out (2:23–28). No
matter that the fortifications are imaginary or that Holophernes’ route is
meandering and roundabout, with his huge army covering some 500 kilo-
meters in a mere three days.108 The catalogue of place names, like the
detailed list of Judith’s ancestors, the size of Arphaxad’s tower, and the
numbers of the Assyrian army, should not be pressed for accuracy or coher-
ence and it is the overall impression created by the accumulation of details
that is significant.109 We are not meant to trace Holophernes’ route care-
fully, map in hand, for the military march is intended rather to dazzle and
impress readers with its sweep and success. We, the readers, see that Holo-
phernes and his immense army conquer all the countries that lie between
him and the Israelites. It is not military or geographical logic that underlie
his path, but the author’s desire to portray Holophernes’ string of victories
as an inescapable, all-encompassing force, which only the Israelites are able
to resist.110 The author takes liberties with historical figures and events, as
well as geographical locations, in order to present a story which is true on a
different plane, true on the broader theological level. His powers of inven-
tion are apparent throughout the book, as is his willingness to make use of
fabrications even while imparting a serious theological message.

If we assume that the author of Judith deliberately altered historical facts
in order to tell a more universal, meta-historical tale, then the chronological
inconsistencies found in the work can be noted, but need not be explained

107 Levine 1992, 21.
108 See Gruen 2002, 163 and note on 2:21–27.
109 Compare Esth 1:10 and 1:14 with its playful lists of Ahasuerus’ eunuchs and advisers.

See too the catalogue of the Israelites’ movements in the desert at Num 33:10–37
(“They left x and encamped at y”) where the repetition and the detail of these stops is
an effective means of stressing the length of their stay in the desert.

110 Licht 1975, 177; Haag 1963 passim.
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away or made to harmonize.111 Indeed, it is not surprising to discover that it
is impossible to assign our story a dramatic date. The author mentions three
absolute dates, the twelfth, seventeenth and eighteenth regnal years of Ne-
buchadnezzar (1:1, 13; 2:1). It is particularly noteworthy that the campaign
against Bethulia is said to take place in Nebuchadnezzar’s eighteenth regnal
year (2:1), i.e. in 587 B.C.E., the exact date of the destruction of Jerusalem
by the historical Babylonian king. Yet the Jews of our story repel and defeat
the forces sent by Nebuchadnezzar, and Jerusalem is untouched by the
enemy. To complicate matters further, Achior clearly refers to post-exilic
events, some seventy years later, stating that the Jews have recently returned
from Babylonia and regained possession of Jerusalem and its temple (5:19;
cf. 4:3 with notes). Our author is not interested, then, in assigning a specific
and realistic date to the events he describes. This does not, however, prevent
him from including in the story a series of references to precisely defined
periods of time. We hear, for example, that Nebuchadnezzar and his forces
feast for 120 days after their first victory (1:16), Uzziah requests a five day
waiting period before surrendering (7:30), and the Jews celebrate in Jerusa-
lem for three months after their victory (16:20).112 Modern scholars have
followed up on these precise markers of time and (with a bit of tweaking)
it has been calculated that the plot of the Book of Judith unfolds over the
course of a year, from Hanukkah to Hanukkah.113 This kind of subtle cal-
culation is not apparent to the average reader of Judith, but if the author
did intend such a connection to be made, it well suits his playful use of elab-
orate (and imaginary) circumstantial detail to make a larger theological
point.114

Geography and topography also play an important role in Judith,115 and
our author mentions a great many place names, just as he includes many
specific references to the passage of time. There is a great deal of movement
in our work. We first follow Nebuchadnezzar and his messengers in his quest
for allies against Arphaxad, from Persia to Cilicia to Palestine, Egypt and
Ethiopia (Jdt. 1:7–12). After the defeat of Arphaxad’s army in Ecbatana

111 As in the “evolving text” theory of Steinmetzer described by Moore 1985, 52.
112 See the useful enumeration of references to time in Moore 1985, 38–39.
113 See Bogaert 1984 and the further references there; cf. Bogaert 1988.
114 Such allusions to Hanukkah would also indicate that our work was composed not

only after the actual rededication of the temple in 164 B.C.E., but also after the an-
nual celebration of Hanukkah became institutionalized; see below.

115 Otzen 2002, 87–90 is a useful and balanced survey of earlier scholarship on the
“topographical jumble of the book of Judith” (90), its problems, and the suggested
solutions.
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and the death of the king at the hands of Nebuchadnezzar in the mountains
of Ragae (1:13–15), we track the course of the wider punitive campaign
undertaken by Nebuchadnezzar’s general Holophernes. Holophernes is
said to stop in Cilicia, Put, and Lud, along the Euphrates, and on the Dam-
ascus plain, among other places (2:21–27). He then focuses on Palestine,
first its coastal cities and then the more central areas (2:28–3:10). Finally,
Holophernes besieges the town of Bethulia, the last obstacle before the con-
quest of Jerusalem (chs. 4–13). In the course of the siege, Achior is expelled
from Holophernes’ camp and brought to Bethulia (ch. 6), while Judith
leaves her city for the enemy camp and then returns home (chs. 10–13).
After Holophernes is killed, the Israelites gather from Bethulia and its
surroundings, as well as Jerusalem, Gilead, and the Galilee, to pursue the
frightened Assyrian army all the way to Damascus (15:4–5). The Israelite
victory causes the high priest Joakim and other dignitaries to come in per-
son from Jerusalem to Bethulia in order to congratulate Judith (15:8). She
and the people of Bethulia then make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem and the tale
ends with their return home (16:20–21).

The places and movements mentioned in the work often have symbolic
significance. Sometimes, as we have seen, a list or catalogue of places is
meant to dazzle the reader. Elsewhere it is the physical setting – the moun-
tains, plains, valleys, and coasts – that is significant, and mountains and high
places play a particularly prominent role in Judith.116 At times, the very act
of crossing over various areas is meaningful. In chapter 10 of the work,
Judith moves from the roof of her house down to the house itself and then
over its threshold and into the streets of Bethulia. Next she passes through
the city gates, moves down from the mountain and over the plain into the
enemy camp, and eventually arrives at the very tent of Holophernes. These
movements are not merely physical, for she is crossing a series of conceptual
boundaries as well as actual ones, when she leaves her protective roof,
home and city and walks into the epicenter of danger, the enemy’s lair. It
matters little if Judith’s house, the gates of Bethulia, or Holophernes’ camp
and tent cannot be assigned an actual, precise physical location: broader
movements and issues are at stake here.

When recording these varied movements, the author of the Book of
Judith mentions many place names and these lists are problematic in two
different ways. When known places are named, they are often mentioned in
an inappropriate or puzzling geographical framework. Thus we find a curi-
ous blend of cities, countries, and physical entities, as well as inappropriate,

116 See Craven 1983, 76–80 and Ben Eliahu, forthcoming, ch. 4.
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haphazard routes, and reference to vast areas of territory.117 Many sites
mentioned in the book are not otherwise known and it is often difficult to
situate these places in a precise locality (e.g. 4:4 with note). The outstanding
instance is Judith’s own city of Bethulia. Despite the many topographical
details supplied by the author, scholars have been unable to agree upon an
exact location. Bethulia is said to be north of Jerusalem, somewhere in
northwest Samaria, as well as to control a narrow pass which leads to the
capital city, which is why Holophernes besieges Bethulia on his way to Jeru-
salem (4:6–7 with notes). This description bears little relation to geographi-
cal or historical reality. No actual invader ever used such a route from the
north when attempting to conquer Jerusalem and none encountered any
such obstacle. Indeed, there is a much more straightforward route to Jeru-
salem from Scythopolis along the west bank of the Jordan to Jericho, and
only then westward towards Jerusalem.118 Judith’s home town of Bethulia
is, it seems, an invented, artificial obstacle on the road to Jerusalem and its
“real” location is of no consequence. Bethulia, wherever we place it, is not
important in and of itself; it is the fact that it is allegedly the last stronghold
before Jerusalem, the very last obstacle in the Assyrian army’s path to the
temple, that makes its defense of critical importance. Bethulia cannot sur-
render because Jerusalem and its holy places cannot be violated. It is Jeru-
salem which is the crucial place in our story, and the city and its temple lie
at the heart of the book.119 It is not surprising that in several later versions
of our tale, Bethulia simply disappears, with Judith located in Jerusalem.120

Most scholars are unwilling to pinpoint an exact location for Bethulia and
place it on a map; this is a strong indication of the town’s fictitiousness.121

117 See, e.g. 1:6, 7–10; 2:7, 21–27 with notes. See too Haag 1963,16–18; Otzen 2002, 91.
118 Caponigro 1992, 53–54; see note on 4:6.
119 See Otzen 2002, 94–97; Christiansen 2012.
120 In medieval Hebrew tales of Judith, Bethulia is often dispensed with altogether and it

is Jerusalem itself that is threatened; see, e.g. Dubarle 1966. ii, 100, 104, 110, 114 for
four such tales. In the Vulgate Judith, Bethulia is virtually blended with Jerusalem; see
Moore 1985, 101 and the further references there.

121 Zertal 2009 is the most recent, speculative, and detailed attempt to argue for the his-
toricity of Judith and the accuracy of its information on Bethulia and its surround-
ings. Zertal points to traces of settlements in the valley of Dothan dating from the
Persian period and contends that these were Jewish settlements. He assigns the towns
of Bethulia (and even Betomesthaim) precise locations between the valleys of Dothan
and Jezereel, draws a map of Bethulia and its surroundings, and also tries to pinpoint
the location of Holophernes’ military camp and the family tomb of Manasseh and
Judith! Another scholar who is bold enough to locate Bethulia physically on a map of
Palestine is Michael Avi-Yonah; see Aharoni and Avi-Yonah 1968, 132 (frequently
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Some of the unfamiliar names in Judith may well point to actual places
which were once known but subsequently disappeared. Nonetheless, we
cannot assume that all the places mentioned in the work reflect real cities
and their precise locations at some specific historical period.122 We know
that our author freely mixes facts with fiction and blends together various
historical periods, and there is no reason to assume that he is more precise
or exacting when dealing with geographical features. There may be frag-
ments of authentic information about the cities and settlements of Palestine
during the author’s own lifetime to be found in our work, or perhaps traces
of such inhabited areas from an earlier period, but it is extremely difficult to
separate these traces and memories from the surrounding fabrications and
inventions.

The part played by Samaria in the Book of Judith is a particularly good
example of the difficulties in analyzing the information provided in our
work, difficulties which touch upon questions of geography, history, chro-
nology, and ideology. Our story seems to take place in an idealized, united
Israel with no division between northern and southern Israel, i.e. Samaria
and Judah. Thus cities belonging to northern Israel are incorporated into
Judith’s Israel.123 We might understand this situation as implying events in
the period before 722 B.C.E., i.e. before the northern kingdom of Israel was
captured and incorporated into the Assyrian empire.124 This would explain
the mention of Israelite tribes and their territories in our book (6:15; 8:2;
16:21), although there is a difficulty with Judith’s own tribe and territory.
Her forefather – and that of her husband – was Simeon, but there is no evi-
dence that the tribe of Simeon lived in Samaria or was allotted land there.125

Another suggestion is that the plot centers on northern Samaria for ideo-
logical reasons. The author, who may have been a native of the area,
imagines a Samaria without any Samaritans, erasing them as it were, and
incorporating the territory into Judea. At the same time he stresses the im-
portance and centrality of Jerusalem and its temple. Towards the end of the

reprinted). Compare the question mark used by Grintz (1957, 247) in his map and
the absence of Bethulia in the map of Moore (1985, 42–43).

122 Z. Safrai 1987 notes that the book includes place names from both the Persian and
Hellenistic periods.

123 See 3:9–4:7 with notes on 4:1 and 4:4.
124 See Otzen 2002, 82; cf. Joosten 2007, *169–*170 who sees this as ignorance on the

part of the (non-Palestinian) author.
125 According to Josh 19:1–9 the tribe of Simeon was given territory in the south, in the

vicinity of Beersheba. Elsewhere they are said to be scattered in towns within the ter-
ritory of Judah; see Büchler 1956, 63–64.
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book the author broadens his canvas to include the Jews of the Gilead and
Galilee, who join in the pursuit of the Assyrian army in what appears to be a
reversal of the Maccabean rescue of the Jews of the Galilee and Gilead in
163 B.C.E. (15:5 with note). This is ideological or wishful geography, a map
of the Land of Israel as it should be.126 Other scholars contend that the situ-
ation in Judith reflects a Persian layer of the story and suggest that the pic-
ture found in Judith of a Samaria settled by Jews is historical, and describes
a time when Jews returned from the Babylonian exile and settled in Sama-
ria.127 Recent archaeological excavations point to a large number of (pos-
sibly Jewish) settlements in Samaria during the Persian period and a unique
rabbinic source mentions the existence of such Jewish settlements.128 About
half of these Samarian settlements disappeared in Hellenistic times.129 Yet
other scholars make use of the information on Samaria to date our work to
Hasmonean times. They look closely at the boundaries of Palestine as de-
scribed in our story to pinpoint an exact date for its composition, under the
assumption that the geographical data reflect a genuine historical setting
and time, the author’s own. The Jewish Samaria described in Judith (4:4–6)
is thought to be the result of the capture of the important Samaritan cites of
Shechem and Samaria by John Hyrcanus. Since the coastal cities of Jamnia
and Azotus are independent (2:28) and not yet under Hasmonean control,
this is said to lead to a precise date of 108–107 B.C.E. for our work.130

Other commentators use the geographical and political situation outlined
in the work to arrive at different dates.131 It is probably unwarranted
to press the text in this way. As the case of Bethulia shows, our author can
be casual, even cavalier, about geographical matters, even when he is ac-
quainted with the territory.132

126 Ben-Eliahu, forthcoming.
127 Grintz 1957, 29–43 is a strong proponent of this thesis.
128 See the scholion or commentary on Megillat Taanit on 25 Marheshvan with the dis-

cussion of Noam 2003, 243–249.
129 See further the highly speculative Zertal 2009 (with note 121 above).
130 See, e.g. Avi-Yonah in Aharoni and Avi-Yonah 1968, 132 (note 121 above) and com-

pare Moore 1985, 67–71. Corley 2012, 25–26 notes that the precise date of the de-
struction of the temple on Mount Gerizim by John Hyrcanus is disputed, but is gen-
erally thought to be between 128 and 104 B.C.E.

131 See, e.g. Mendels 1987, 51–56, who dates the final version of Judith to 140–135/4
B.C.E., because of the relatively independent status of Moab, Ammon, and the Edo-
mites, as well as Jerusalem, Judea, and the Jewish settlements in Samaria.

132 See, e.g. Pfeiffer 1949, 296–297 for the suggestion that our author was acquainted
only with the geography of Palestine, but was ignorant of more remote areas.
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The geography of the Book of Judith, then, presents challenges parallel to
those raised by the historical information included in the work. The author
takes liberties with names and places in order to present a story which is not
factual, but is true on the broader theological level. The deliberate use of his-
torical and geographical imprecisions conveys both a religious message and a
literary one: our tale is not what it appears to be on the surface. The story is
not restricted to a specific time or precise place: instead it tells of a paradig-
matic encounter between an enemy of Israel, one who rules over a vast em-
pire, and his defeat at the hands of the only true god, the God of Israel. The
tale is not bound by specific historical events or actual geographical and topo-
graphical data; consequently its message of the power of God to defend his
chosen people and defeat any hybristic enemy who may arise, is a timeless,
universal one.133 At the same time, such use of fictitious materials makes for a
more colorful and dramatic story. These inaccuracies also prepare the reader
for the many instances of deception and irony to be found in the work and en-
hance our appreciation of its literary qualities.134 The author of Judith is no
less deceptive than his cunning and duplicitous heroine. In this fashion, the
literary and the theological blend together seamlessly in the Book of Judith.

The direct information supplied by the author of Judith does not, then,
allow us to assign the work a consistent dramatic date or a precise historical
or geographical setting. When we look beyond the problematical dates,
places, and figures explicitly mentioned by the author and turn to implicit
traces of actual events, personalities, and institutions embedded in our text,
the situation becomes even more complicated. There is no shortage of allu-
sions to – and traces of – historical happenings in Judith, but they point to
a variety of time periods, spanning some five centuries.135 We already have
noted the anachronistic combination of Assyrians, Nebuchadnezzar, and
Medes, mentioned directly by the author. The Assyrians ruled from their
capital Nineveh in the seventh century B.C.E., Nebuchadnezzar ruled in the
sixth century B.C.E., and the Medes were still independent in the first half
of that century. The return from exile, mentioned by Achior, took place at
the end of the sixth century. There are other, less obvious, historical markers
as well. Thus we find many Persian names, paraphernalia, and practices in

133 Haag 1963 pioneered this approach; see 27 with n. 104.
134 Schuller 1992, 241: “From the [historical mistakes in the] very first verses one is

alerted that this work is not what it appears to be, and one is thus prepared for irony
and double entendre in what follows.” For the use of historical blunders, recogniz-
able not only to modern scholars, but to the original audience, as related to the genre
of the novel and indicative of the fictional mode, see Wills 1995, 51.

135 See the useful survey of Pfeiffer 1949, 292–295.
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the book, reflections of the Persian period of the fifth and fourth centuries
B.C.E.136

Two Persian features are particularly striking. The first is Nebuchadnez-
zar’s mention of earth and water as a token of submission, familiar to us as
a demand made by Persian kings in Herodotus.137 The second prominent
Persian element is the use of the two names Holophernes and Bagoas in our
story. Both a Bagoas and a Holophernes (or Orophernes) are said to have
participated in a campaign waged by the Persian king Artaxerxes III Ochus
against Egypt. Artaxerxes went to war against Egypt twice. After an initial
unsuccessful campaign against Egypt in 351 B.C.E., Artaxerxes subdued
rebellions in Phoenicia and Cyprus, and this revolt may possibly have ex-
tended to Jerusalem and Jericho as well. In any event, the king and his army
had to pass through Palestine on their way from Sidon to Egypt.138 The Per-
sian king’s second attack on Egypt in 343–342 B.C.E. was successful and he
is then said to have plundered gold and silver from Egyptian shrines and
taken away inscribed records from the ancient temples.139 It is tempting to
link these events with our story and see the imperialistic and impious Arta-
xerxes as the inspiration for the figure of Nebuchadnezzar in the Book of
Judith. Artaxerxes and his generals may well have left some kind of mark
on our story, but there are many differences between the two tales and the
respective kings’ characters. Artaxerxes III, unlike our Nebuchadnezzar, did
not, it seems, demand to be worshipped as a god. Nor is it clear from our
source on Artaxerxes III, Diodorus Siculus, if Bagoas and Holophernes par-
ticipated together in the same Egyptian campaign and there is no trace of a
heroic female figure akin to Judith in the Diodorus account. Only a few
lines of Diodorus devoted to Holophernes have survived, and he is ident-
ified there as the son and brother of Cappadocian kings and is said to have
fought well in Egypt, on the Persian side. We hear nothing of a defeat or
death akin to that found in Judith.140 Bagoas, on the other hand, features

136 See Section 5 with n. 244.
137 See note on 2:7 and Section 5, 60–61.
138 Stern 1974–1984, i. 43 and ii. 421 collects the ancient sources telling of the deport-

ation of the Jews of Jericho by Artaxerxes III. See the detailed discussion in Briant
2002, 682–688, 1004–1005, who calls the evidence for an anti-Persian rebellion in
Jerusalem and Jericho “meager and contradictory” (685), and compare Schürer
1986, iii. 1, 6 with n. 12 and 217–218.

139 Diod. Sic. 16.51.2; see too Ael. VH 6.8.
140 Diod. Sic. 31.19.2–3. The form Holophernes ( ’Ολοφωρνη«) found in Diodorus is

thought to be a corruption of Orophernes ( *Οροφωρνη«); Diodorus himself uses the
latter form for the later Cappadocian king of that name (Diod. Sic. 31.32, 32b, 34).
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quite prominently in Diodorus, who tells us that he was the king’s most
trusted companion. Diodorus’ Bagoas is a wily and devious figure, a brave,
powerful eunuch who eventually assassinates Artaxerxes and his son(s).141 In
other words, Bagoas is a much more prominent figure than Holophernes in
Diodorus’ account, in contrast to their respective roles in Judith. It may even
be a second Holophernes mentioned by Diodorus who has given his name
to our tale (note on 2:4). The younger Holophernes (or Orophernes), who
ruled Cappadocia briefly ca. 160 B.C.E., drove his brother from the throne
and plundered temples.142 He was notorious for his dissolute lifestyle and
drunkenness and eventually was also expelled from the throne.143 Interest-
ingly, this Orophernes was aided by Demetrius I Soter of Syria, the very same
Demetrius who sent Nicanor against the Jews.144 Our Holophernes resembles
this dissolute Orophernes in his plundering of temples and love of drink. If
the younger Orophernes has given his name to our Holophernes, this would
point to a later date for Judith, i. e. Hasmonean times; see further below.145

The attempt to identify the Nebuchadnezzar of Judith with the historical
Artaxerxes III is a particular instance of a more general approach favored
by a great many scholars of Judith over the years. Since there clearly was no
“Nebuchadnezzar, king of the Assyrians,” scholars have attempted to re-
solve the chronological problems of Judith by identifying an actual, histori-
cal king who lies hidden behind the figure of Nebuchadnezzar. Such an
approach goes all the way back to Sulpicius Severus, who at the beginning
of the fifth century C.E. already identified Nebuchadnezzar with Arta-
xerxes III Ochus, and noted the presence of Bagoas in both stories.146 Other
ancient writers suggest that the Nebuchadnezzar of Judith is a different Per-
sian king, Cambyses, Darius, or Xerxes.147 In this fashion, a whole series of
rulers were identified by different scholars as the “real” Nebuchadnezzar.

141 See esp. Diod. Sic. 16.47.3–4; 17.5 3–5.
142 Diod. Sic. 31.32, 32b, 34; App. Syr. 244–245.
143 Ael. VH 2.41; see too Plb. 32. 11. 10 = Ath. 10.440b and Corley 2012, 43–44.
144 Plb. 3.5.2; Justin 35.1; see too Diod. Sic. 31.32; 1 Macc 7:26 and see below on Nicanor.
145 See Hicks 1885. One further point to be noted is that Orophernes’ mother, Antiochis,

who was the daughter of Antiochus III (Diod. Sic. 31.19.7), may be the same Anti-
ochis who is mentioned in 2 Macc (4:30) where she is described as the mistress or pal-
lake of Antiochus IV Epiphanes.

146 Chronica 2.12.1, 14–16. Sulpicius notes that many of his predecessors had suggested
Cambyses as the figure behind Nebuchadnezzar.

147 See the sources in Dubarle 1966, i.115–120; ii.178–180. We also find textual variants
in the ancient manuscripts of Judith, with, e.g. the name Cambyses instead of Ne-
buchadnezzar; see Hanhart 1979a, apparatus at 1:1 and 1:11.
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For some commentators the search for the actual Nebuchadnezzar was
linked to a belief in the historicity of the story and was intended to reveal
the concrete historical circumstances behind the tale of Judith. Finding and
identifying such a monarch, would at the same time supply a terminus post
quem, an earliest possible date for the composition of the work. This has
not proven to be an easy task. Over 20 possible candidates for the role of
Nebuchadnezzar have been suggested by scholars over the years, with the
dates of these kings spanning nearly a millennium.148 Ashurbanipal and
Antiochus IV Epiphanes are two popular contenders, in addition to Arta-
xerxes III. Ashurbanipal, an actual Assyrian king (668–626 B.C.E.), waged
many campaigns in the West and even went to war with the Medes. King
Manasseh of Judah went into exile during the years of Ashurbanipal’s reign
and subsequently returned, and this is thought to be linked to Achior’s
description of the Jews’ return from exile, as well as explaining why it is the
High Priest Joakim who is the ultimate authority.149 Antiochus IV (175–164
B.C.E.) of Syria (i.e. “Assyria” in Judith) certainly resembles our Nebuchad-
nezzar, for he is presented in Jewish sources as a hubristic king who pro-
hibited Jewish worship, defiled the temple, and attempted to rival God.
Antiochus, too, waged war against Egypt and Judea in the West and against
Persia (if not Media) in the East.150 We shall see below that figures and
events dating to Hasmonean times certainly influenced the writing of Judith,
but as the very number of hypotheses indicates, there is no single over-
whelming reason to identify any particular ruler as the Nebuchadnezzar of
Judith. Indeed, those who wish to find the specific historical circumstances
underlying the story of Judith should not restrict their search to a single,
historical king. Instead, they should identify a whole series of interlock-
ing historical figures – the people disguised as the characters Arphaxad,
Holophernes, and Achior, as well as Judith herself – who were active at the
same time as their designated “Nebuchadnezzar.” Commentators are not
able to meet this challenge successfully and it is particularly interesting to

148 See Pfeiffer 1949, 295–6; Haag 1963, 1–8; Soubigou 1949, 489–493; Moore 1985,
52–56; Otzen 2002, 83–87 for lists of the candidates. The list is still growing: Boc-
caccini 2012 – using the earlier work of Rocca 2005 – suggests that Tigranes the
Great who nearly invaded Palestine, but then yielded to Shelamzion’s bribes and
withdrew, is the figure behind Nebuchadnezzar.

149 See 2 Chr 33:1–20 with, e.g. Moore 1985, 54–55 and the references there; Moore re-
jects the identification.

150 See Mittag 2006, 159–327 for Antiochus’ military campaigns. Delcor 1967, 168–173
is a detailed discussion of the presence of Antiochus IV in our book; see too n. 157
below.
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note how few scholarly attempts have been made to assign a real name and
figure to Judith, the heroine of the tale.151 Judith is almost invariably seen as
an allegorical figure, representing the Jewish people, rather than a flesh and
blood woman.152 She also owes a great deal to earlier biblical women.153

Once we assume that Judith is a fictitious character, there seems little point
in looking for history in any of the other characters. Just as Judith is a com-
posite, seemingly allegorical figure based on a series of biblical (and other)
women, the same could be true of the royal Nebuchadnezzar, his com-
mander Holophernes, etc. Why should there be more history in the king
and his general than in the heroine? Settling on one historical king or an-
other as the inspiration for Nebuchadnezzar, would give us at best a termi-
nus post quem, no more, for we have seen that the work is a layered one,
with allusions to many different historical periods. And what we gain in
precision by choosing a particular stand-in for Nebuchadnezzar, we lose in
general relevance. Nebuchadnezzar of Judith, the imperialist tyrant who at-
tempts to rival God, is most impressive as he is, a compelling literary repre-
sentation of a powerful tyrant who is unsuccessful in his attempt to equal
God or subdue God’s people.

While we cannot find an interlocking set of historical figures who serve
as the basis for the work’s characters and cannot use the traces of several
different cultures and time periods found within the text to arrive at a pre-
cise dramatic or actual date for Judith, we can nonetheless attempt to date
the work by more indirect means. The outstanding piece of evidence is a
definite terminus ante quem, since Clement of Rome is plainly acquainted
with the text of Judith, and writes of it ca. 95–97 C.E.154 Our book can be
dated even earlier than that, by using an argument from silence, for there
is no telltale trace of the Roman period in the work. There is no literary, his-
torical, geographical or linguistic bit of evidence that points to Roman rule,
i.e. that points to a date after 63 B.C.E.155 When we approach the book

151 Thus, as recent and intelligent a commentator as Otzen (2002, 83) complains that Ar-
phaxad is overshadowed by Nebuchadnezzar in scholarly circles and only identified
as a secondary figure, but he displays no interest in identifying Judith. In the past dec-
ade or so, both Cleopatra III and Shelamzion have been put forward as a possible
source of inspiration for Judith; see below.

152 See Section 7, 102.
153 See Section 4, 51.
154 See Section 2, 13.
155 Thus, e.g. Delcor 1967, 160–161 notes that the Hellenistic term γεροψσ�α found in

Judith is not replaced by the Roman concept of βοψλ1. Schürer 1986, iii.1, 219
points out that the political background of Judith – with the high priest as sovereign,
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from the other end of the spectrum and attempt to set a terminus post
quem, it is clear that despite its Persian flavor, the work cannot be earlier
than Hasmonean times. Evidence from several different quarters converges
to indicate a time after the defeat of Nicanor by Judah (161 B.C.E.) and be-
fore the Roman conquest of Palestine (63 B.C.E.).

The characters in Judith – most notably Nebuchadnezzar, Holophernes,
and Judith herself – are clearly influenced by figures in Hasmonean history,
particularly as these figures are presented in 1 and 2 Maccabees.156 While
Antiochus IV need not be the sole model or basis for the Nebuchadnezzar
of Judith, it seems plain that he has left his mark on the work. Both the his-
torical king and the fictitious one are said to proclaim themselves gods –
Antiochus IV is thought to be the very first Persian, Macedonian or Seleucid
king to aspire to such divinity – and they show no religious tolerance
towards others, pillaging and destroying temples and sacred groves.157 The
depiction of the defeat of Nicanor, a general under a later Seleucid king,
Demetrius I, in 1 and 2 Maccabees certainly influenced the portrayal of
Holophernes’ death and its aftermath in our work. The sequence of events
in 1 Maccabees (7:39–50) and the Book of Judith (chs. 9–16) is particularly
close: (1) the hero(ine) prays to God; (2) the chief lieutenant of a powerful
and evil king is killed; (3) the enemy army panics and flees; (4) all the sur-
rounding Israelite soldiers attack; (5) they kill and plunder; (6) the enemy’s
head is chopped off and brought to Jerusalem; (7) the Israelites celebrate
their victory; (8) peace descends on the land.158 Judith herself can be seen as
a variation on the figure of Judah (especially as portrayed in 1 Maccabees),
a counterpart of sorts to the Maccabean leader, as her very name hints. Both
Judith and Judah are pious figures who fast, pray, and reprimand their fel-
low Israelites for their lack of faith in God. Both manage to overturn the
threat to the temple in Jerusalem posed by an overweening and arrogant
king and they both behead the chief military commander in the process.

and the various towns as independent political entities – corresponds more closely to
the Hellenistic period than the Roman one.

156 See Dubarle 1966, i.156–157; Nickelsburg 1981, 108–109; van Henten 1995,
243–245; Rakel 2003, 265–272.

157 See notes on 3:8 and 6:2 and Delcor 1967, 163–174. Mittag 2006 is a recent and
comprehensive discussion of Antiochus IV; see especially 128–145 and 225–281 on
Antiochus’ claim to be divine and his religious rulings. See too Pfeiffer 1949,
294–295; Zenger 1981, 442–443; Delcor 1967, 168–173, etc. for the Nebuchadnez-
zar – Antiochus identification and parallels.

158 See note on 14:1 and the useful chart in Rakel 2003, 267, which includes a compari-
son with 2 Macc 14–15 as well.
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Both are celebrated in song for their deeds and both are deeply mourned
when they die.159 It is also worth noting that the temple, altar, and vessels in
our book are said to have been polluted and then reconsecrated (4:1–3),
rather than destroyed and rebuilt, and this too points to the activities of
Judah the Maccabee and the events of 164 B.C.E.160 There are a great many
parallels between the plot and characters of the Book of Judith and the
Maccabean revolt, as described in 1 and 2 Maccabees,161 and it is not sur-
prising that in medieval times, Judith becomes linked with the Maccabeans
and associated with the celebration of Hanukkah.162

Here we must be careful to distinguish between historical Hasmonean
figures and events and their subsequent representation in literature, most
notably the books of 1 and 2 Maccabees. The Book of Judith betrays the
influence of early Maccabean history as shaped and mediated in 1 and
2 Maccabees. In other words, it is not simply the Maccabean revolt that in-
fluenced the writing of our book, but the recounting of these events in later
literary works. This means that Judith should be dated after the composi-
tion of 1 Maccabees and after either the original version or later epitome of
2 Maccabees. 1 Maccabees is generally dated towards the end of the second
century B.C.E., or the early part of the first century (and the Greek trans-
lation followed shortly thereafter).163 The original composition by Jason of
Cyrene underlying 2 Maccabees is thought to have been composed shortly
after the events it describes, i.e. mid-second century B.C.E., while the book
itself is dated to the close of the second century B.C.E. or the early first cen-
tury B.C.E.164

None of these dates is certain or absolute, but the language and termi-
nology used in the extant Greek text of Judith also point to a date of about
100 B.C.E. Steiner demonstrates that the transliteration of het as chi used
for the Hebrew names found in our text points to a date in the Hasmonean
period, some time around the turn of the first century B.C.E.165 More gen-
erally, the vocabulary of Judith has much in common with the later works

159 See further Gera 2009.
160 1 Macc 4:36–51; see Nickelsburg 1981, 109.
161 See notes on 13:8, 19; 14:1; 15:1–7; Weitzman 2005, 34–54.
162 See Section 2.
163 See, e.g. Schürer 1986, iii.1, 181 and Gruen 1998, 265 n. 86 and the further refer-

ences there.
164 See, e.g. Schürer 1986, iii.1, 532–534 and Gruen 1998, 265–66 n. 88 and the further

references there.
165 Steiner 2005, esp. 264–267; he notes that Judith is certainly earlier than Josephus and

probably contemporary with 1 Maccabees.
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of the Septuagint, most particularly 1 and 2 Maccabees.166 The political,
geographical, and military terminology used in our text points to the
Hasmonean period as well. Delcor studies a series of military and adminis-
trative titles used in Judith – terms such as σατρ2πη«, στρατηγ+«
and 3γο&μενο« – and points to their correspondence with Seleucid usage.167

Institutions such as the Jerusalem gerousia (note on 4:8) and a high priest
who acts as a military commander (note on 4:6–7) are further indications
of the Hasmonean coloring and date of the work. Baslez extends the study
of Hellenistic military terminology used in Judith and (more speculatively)
suggests that the kind of warfare waged in our work – the use of light units
in mountainous terrain – is meant to be a corrective of actual Seleucid-
Hasmonean encounters, in particular the battle of Beth Zacharias of
162 B.C.E.168

Scholars also see our book as a response to challenges raised by the ac-
tivities of the Hasmoneans, although they are divided as to whether our
work is intended to praise the Hasmoneans or criticize them; different
scholars refer to different periods of Hasmonean rule. Thus our book has
been seen as a model for Jewish cultural survival in the time of John Hyrcanus
(135–104 B.C.E.), with the maneuvering and duplicitous Judith portrayed
as a female version of that ruler. Judith, it is claimed, shows that submission
to foreign rule does not mean a relaxation of one’s commitment to defend
Jewish tradition, but may simply be a question of waiting for the right
moment to rebel.169 Achior’s conversion, too, is thought to be a reaction,
whether negative or positive, to the conversion of the Idumaeans by
Hyrcanus (135–104 B.C.E.) and the Itureans by Aristobulus (104–103
B.C.E.), and this too would point to a date around the turn of the first cen-
tury B.C.E.170 Other commentators suggest more generally that our book is
used to attack the political excesses of the Hasmoneans, with Judith as a
new and improved version of Judah the Maccabee, as her very name sug-
gests. Most notably, Judith does not turn to political or religious office once
her deed is done, and she does not establish a dynasty of high priests, let

166 See notes on 2:2; 4:3; 5:5; 7:1, 15; 9:7–8; 11:3, 11; 12:10; 13:2, 18; 15:5, etc.; see too,
e.g. Rajak 2009, 170.

167 Delcor 1967, 153–163. These linguistic arguments are based, out of necessity, on the
extant Greek text (and would be less relevant to an original Hebrew text). See too 3:7
with note on the Hellenistic crowns or victory tokens awarded to Holophernes.

168 Baslez 2004.
169 Thus Weitzman 2005, 34–54 esp. 52.
170 See note on 14:10.
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alone kings, but returns home to her quiet and retiring life.171 Such attempts
to date Judith on ideological grounds are by their very nature subjective and
cannot lead to a definitive result.

Some commentators find parallels between the figure of Judith and the
only reigning Hasmonean queen, Shelamzion or Salome Alexandra, who
ruled in Judea (76–67 B.C.E.).172 Both are women who come to the fore as
widows and represent the Jews as a whole, taking an active role in military
affairs in defense of their country. Both are said to be formidable, arousing
terror in their foes (Jdt 16:10; Ant. 13.409, B.J. 1.112), both have a repu-
tation for piety and strict observance of sacred laws (Jdt 8:6, 8; B.J.1.108,
110–11), both bring about peace (Jdt 16:25; Ant. 13.410, 432) and both die
peacefully of old age (Jdt 16:23; Ant. 13.430).173 More generally, beyond
the specific resemblances between the two women, the Book of Judith is
thought to serve as political propaganda for Shelamzion, in a literary cam-
paign designed to promote the leadership of women through its depiction of
a strong female leader.174 If the historical queen Shelamzion has indeed left
her mark on the Book of Judith, this would mean that the book was written
after 67 B.C.E. However the resemblances between Judith and Shelamzion
are not that strong. Judith comes forward for a single mission and is not an
active political leader who rules for a considerable amount of time. Unlike
Shelamzion, she does not govern, form alliances, or send off armies to war,
and she retires to the privacy of her home once her deed is done and the
victory celebrations are over. While the fictional Judith and the historical
Shelamzion do not seem directly related, it is possible that they share a com-
mon influence, the powerful Egyptians queens. The second century B.C.E.
Ptolemaic queens, Cleopatra II and Cleopatra III, are two instances of
strong and independent women who ruled (at times only nominally) along-
side male relatives, and these queens probably paved the way for Shelam-
zion’s ascent to the throne. Cleopatra III thwarted the offensive against

171 See Roddy 2008, esp. 275–276; van Henten 1995, 244–245. Eckhardt 2009 suggests
that Judith is a “counter-discourse” to the Hasmoneans, a work of fiction which re-
casts and alters the biblical references and terms used by the Hasmoneans to legitim-
ize their rule. Rakel 2003, 271–272 argues that Judith presents an alternative, less
belligerent form of resistance to the Seleucids.

172 See Patterson 2002, 277–281 and Corley 2001, 79–80 on specific similarities be-
tween Shelamzion and Judith; see too Patterson 2008; Zeitlin in Enslin 1972,
180–181; Hopkins 1998, 281; Rocca 2005; Boccaccini 2012.

173 This is an unusual feat for a Hasmonean ruler, as Sievers (1988, 138) notes.
174 See Ilan 1999, 127–153; Patterson 2002 passim and 2008; Rocca 2005; Boccaccini

2012.
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Jerusalem led by her son Ptolemy IX and concluded a treaty with Alexander
Jannaeus (103–102 B.C.E.), and perhaps the figure of Judith was influenced
by her.175

Three other ancient works should also be mentioned in conjunction with
the dating of Judith. Biblical influence is pervasive in Judith, but the influence
of the Book of Daniel is particularly noteworthy because of its relatively
late date of composition. Our text echoes situations and phrases taken from
the Book of Daniel,176 and the Old Greek (LXX1) version of Daniel which
underlies our text is generally dated around 100 B.C.E.; the “Theodotion”
translation (LXX2) is later.177 Another likely influence on the Book of Ju-
dith is the history written by Eupolemus, the earliest Hellenistic Jewish his-
torian. Eupolemus is generally identified with the ambassador whom Judas
Maccabeus sent to Rome in 161, and his work, a historical composition on
the kings of Judea written in Septuagintal Greek, is dated to 157/8 B.C.E.178

Only a few fragments of the work remain, but one fragment (FGrH 723 F5)
has considerable overlap with the opening chapters of Judith. Eupolemus
tells of Nebuchadnezzar’s campaign against the Israelites together with a
Median king named Astibaras, during the time of Jonachim. The Babylo-
nian king first attacks Samaria and his army includes 120,000 cavalry
troops. All these elements are found in our book, albeit in slightly different
form: Nebuchadnezzar is not allied with a Mede king, but wars with one;
his army, led by Holophernes, includes 120,000 infantry troops; and there
is an Israelite leader Joakim, rather than Jonachim.179 Eupolemus’ posited
influence is interesting not only for the terminus post quem of 158/7 B.C.E.
which it supplies, but also because of what it suggests about the milieu of
our work and its author; see Sections 5 and 6. The influence Judith had on a
later Jewish work, the Additions to Esther, should also be taken into ac-

175 See Haider 1998 for Judith as a Jewish version of Cleopatra III.
176 See Section 4, 48. For the influence of Daniel on Judith, see Delcor 1967, 174–177;

Eckhardt 2009, 248. For echoes of the Old Greek in our text, see notes on 3:8 and
11:7.

177 See, e.g. deSilva 2002, 223. Moore (1977, 31–33) notes that the LXX additions to
Daniel are dated to the same time as the Old Greek, i.e. about 100 B.C.E. The “Theo-
dotion” of Daniel is not the second century C.E. Theodotion and the translation is
generally dated to the first half of the first century C.E. (or even earlier, during the
first century B.C.E.).

178 See 1 Macc 8:17; 2 Macc 4:11 (with Schwartz 2008, 220–221); Wacholder 1974,
1–7.

179 Priebatsch 1974, esp. 51–53 argues for Eupolemus’ direct influence on our work,
with the author of Judith misunderstanding or distorting his text. Wacholder 1974,
136–137, 234 points to the similar geography found in the two texts.
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count. Esther of the Additions, particularly Additions C and D, is in-
fluenced by – even modelled upon – the figure of Judith.180 The Greek
Esther with its Additions is generally dated 114 B.C.E. or 78/7 B.C.E., and
this would again point to a pre-Roman date for our work.181

In conclusion, a series of factors – literary, linguistic, historical, political,
military, and possibly geographical – taken separately and together, all
point to a date of circa 100 B.C.E. for the Book of Judith, give or take a dec-
ade or two on either end.

180 See the references in Section 2, note 25. Moore 1985, 212–216 notes that Judith’s
conversation with Holophernes in ch. 11 is an integral part of the work, but the simi-
lar scene in Addition D is simply an elaboration of MT Esth 5:1–4. This is a strong
indication that Judith served as a model for Esther of the Additions, rather than the
influence being in the opposite direction.

181 See Section 2, 12; L.A.B., another work which exhibits the influence of Judith, is gen-
erally assigned a later date, 50–150 C.E., and consequently is less relevant for our
purposes.
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Section 4: Biblical Influences

The author of Judith was thoroughly acquainted with the Bible and our
work is filled with traces of biblical situations and characters, themes and
theology, allusions and quotations. Indeed, Judith has been described as a
“symphony of biblical allusions” and virtually every commentator who
writes on Judith points to “the intricate palette of intertextual relations be-
tween Judith and biblical writings.”182 Biblical passages are utilized in the
work in a variety of ways, beginning with the overall plot of our book. Our
narrative is reminiscent of a great many biblical salvation stories, chief
among them the paradigmatic tale of the exodus from Egypt. It is clear that
the story of Exodus 1–15 and, in particular, the Song of the Sea have left
their mark on our work. The author of Judith utilizes the first section of the
Book of Exodus in a variety of ways, borrowing elements from the char-
acters, language, and literary features of these biblical chapters, in addition
to the overall plot, and he makes use of these borrowings in several different
sections of the story. In our story, as in Exodus, the weak and frightened
Israelites are threatened by an arrogant foreign leader and his powerful
army, and here, too, they cry out to God. God, in his single appearance in
our work, hears the Israelites’ cries, just as he did in Egypt, and “saw their
affliction,” a phrase used in Exodus as well (note on 4:13). This verbal echo
underlines the similarity between the Israelites’ plight in our story and that
of Exodus. Nebuchadnezzar and his Assyrians are assimilated to Pharaoh
and the Egyptians,183 and Judith, who rescues her people, has been termed
a “female Moses.”184 Judith appropriates the Song of the Sea, echoing
phrases and themes of Exodus 15 both in her prayer and her victory

182 The quotations are from Montague 1973, 10 and van Henten 1995, 224 respectively.
See the brief survey in Otzen 2002, 74–79, and for more detailed comparisons and
discussions see, e.g. Haag 1963 and Rakel 2003 passim. Dubarle 1966, i. 137–164
and Zenger 1981, 439–446 list a series of specific biblical passages which have in-
fluenced our work.

183 See notes on 1:12; 2:5, 8; 9:7–10.
184 See note on 14:7 with van Henten 1994; see too Rakel 1999, esp. 44–47 and 2003,

249–253.
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song.185 Such broad borrowings invite, virtually compel, readers to draw
the parallel between episodes in Judith and the biblical original, and trans-
form our story into a recasting, as it were, of the deliverance story of Exodus.

Our salvation story can also be compared to the story of the attack of the
Assyrian king Sennacherib on Jerusalem.186 The danger presented by Ne-
buchadnezzar and Holophernes to Jerusalem and the Israelites has many
parallels with the threat posed by the biblical Sennacherib and his officer
Rabshakeh, and in this fashion the Assyrians in Judith are likened to the
Assyrians of Sennacherib’s time. Holophernes, who proclaims Nebuchad-
nezzar’s divinity, is reminiscent of Rabshakeh who conveys his king’s con-
tempt for the Israelite God.187 Judith, it seems, is assigned the role of Heze-
kiah, and one section of her prayer closely echoes the content of Hezekiah’s
prayer.188 Here, too, there are parallels in plot, character, and language be-
tween the biblical story and our own, and here, too, these parallels are scat-
tered over several scenes.

The deliverance stories found in Judges have also influenced our tale,
which shares with them a pattern of a threat to the Israelites, a leader who
comes forward, and the rescue of the Israelites.189 Judith plays the role of a
judge who delivers her people from danger and brings peace to her country.
The very last verse of our book (16:25) telling of the many years of quiet
following Judith’s death is apparently intended to recall the phrase “and the
land had peace for 40 (or 80) years” used several times in Judges.190 The
miraculous rescue stories of 2 Chronicles seem to have influenced our work
as well.191

The author of Judith is particularly fond of making use of the setting,
characters or plot of a biblical scene and then deliberately adding a direct
allusion to the original biblical passage which underlies his own narrative.
A further instance can be found in the scene of communal supplication and
prayer at Judith 4:9–15. This communal prayer is influenced by several
such biblical scenes, most notably Joel 1–2 and Jonah 3. Our author in-

185 See notes on 9:7–10; 16:1–17, 3, 4, 10, 13, 14.
186 2 Kgs 18–19 = Isa 36–37; see Zenger 1981, 441–442; Otzen 2002, 76–78.
187 See notes on 1:1; 2:4–13, 5, 10; 3:8; intro. to ch. 9.
188 See 2 Kgs 19:15–19= Isa 37:16–20; see notes on 9:12–14.
189 The stories from Judges usually begin with the sins of the Israelites and their sub-

sequent punishment, but this is not true in Judith, where the Israelites have not
sinned.

190 Judg 3:11, 30; 5:31, 8:28; see note on 16:25 with van Henten 1995, 242–244.
191 2 Chr 13:4–20; 14:7–14; 20:1–30. See notes on 4:12; intro. to ch. 9; 15:1–7; see too

Haag 1963, 118–124.
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cludes the acts of fasting, donning sackcloth, and praying performed by
men, women, and children in the two biblical texts. In addition, he includes
two telling and specific details, one of content and one of wording. The ani-
mals in Judith wear sackcloth, just as they do in Jonah, and the Israelites cry
out to God in the same unique and intense fashion ($κτεν�«) found in the
two biblical passages.192 In similar fashion, the protests by the people of Be-
thulia when water supplies run out are not only reminiscent of the com-
plaints by the Israelites in the drought scenes of Exodus 17 and Numbers 20,
but also include verbal echoes from these two biblical episodes.193 When
Holophernes inquires about the Israelites before attacking them, both the
content and the wording of his questions resemble the information which
the spies sent to Canaan are meant to uncover at Numbers 13.194 The dis-
covery of Holophernes’ body by Bagoas bears a striking resemblance to the
discovery of the dead King Eglon by his servants, and our author underlines
the similarity by giving us a rare glimpse into Bagoas’ mind just as the nar-
rator in Judges 3 lets us know what Eglon’s servants are thinking.195 In an-
other episode, we are shown the parallels between Judith’s attempt to win
over Holophernes with words at their first meeting and Abigail’s diplomatic
efforts to placate David at their first encounter. Judith, like Abigail, is a
beautiful, intelligent, and eloquent woman who needs to soothe a powerful
and dangerous man. When presenting herself as Holophernes’ humble
maidservant, Judith makes use of a variation on Abigail’s conciliatory lan-
guage towards David, and in a second, perhaps associative echo, she takes
with her virtually the same food that Abigail has brought for David and his
men.196

In all these instances, the author underscores, as it were, the biblical
underpinnings of his work by including allusions which unmistakably – and
deliberately – point to the original source. Elsewhere he makes use of bibli-
cal allusions in a more subtle way. A good example is the way the narrator
prepares his readers for the presentation of Nebuchadnezzar as a deity to
rival the Israelite God. Even before Nebuchadnezzar is explicitly pro-
claimed as a god, the author assigns him epithets (Lord of the entire earth),
actions (swearing by his own might), and commands (forbidding the viol-
ation of his instructions), which are the exclusive province of God in the

192 Notes on 4:10 and 4:12.
193 Exod 17:1–7 and Num 20:1–13; see notes on 7:20–29, 23–32; 8:12.
194 Num 13:17–21; see note on 5:3–4.
195 Judg 3:23–25; see notes on 13:1; 14:14–18.
196 1 Sam 25; for Judith and Abigail see notes on 8:29; 10:5; 11:5–19, 21, 22.
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Bible.197 These biblical echoes cause us to recognize almost subliminally
that Nebuchadnezzar is arrogantly claiming for himself divine status. Once
we hear of the Assyrian intention that Nebuchadnezzar be invoked as a god
and only he be worshipped, this demand is presented to all “nations, lan-
guages, tribes,” a rare phrase which is particularly prominent in Daniel 3,
where in a scene close to ours Nebuchadnezzar erects a colossal golden
statue to be worshipped by all.198 Here, both the content and the language
of Daniel 3 are echoed, with the author pointing his readers towards the
original biblical passage. In a further echo of Daniel, Judith describes the
wild beasts of the fields and the birds of the sky as worshipping Nebuchad-
nezzar along with humans, again linking the Nebuchadnezzar of our work
with that of Daniel.199

While the adaptation of a biblical source together with a telling detail
from the original source is a favorite technique used by our author, he does
not always refer directly to the biblical passages which inspired his tale.
One obvious biblical episode which has influenced our book is the killing
of Sisera by Jael, which certainly underlies Judith’s assassination of Holo-
phernes, for Judith entices and kills a commander-in-chief in a tent, just as
Jael does. Both women kill the general as he sleeps, after drinking, and both
use weapons that just happen to be at hand. Here, the author allows his
readers to draw the parallel for themselves and in our killing scene he does
not allude directly to the two biblical descriptions, in poetry and prose, of
Jael killing Sisera.200 Interestingly, Judith shares many characteristics with
Deborah, in addition to Jael.201 Judith has the wisdom, authority, and
moral stature of Deborah, and both women behave authoritatively towards
Israelite men, exhorting, reprimanding, and speeding them off to war. Both
Judith and Deborah bring years of peace and quiet to their country after
performing their courageous deeds, and both sing victory songs. Judith’s
song resembles the Song of Deborah in Judges 5, not only in the technique

197 Jdt 1:11, 12; 2:1, 5, 12, 13 with notes; see Haag 1963, 16.
198 The statue is either of himself or of a god; see note on Jdt 3:8 and Otzen 2002,

106–107.
199 See Daniel 2:37–38 and note on Jdt 11:7. Judith herself, like Daniel, escapes mortal

danger on foreign territory, and both figures rely on their wits as well as their fidelity
to God to save the situation.

200 Compare Judg 4:17–22 and 5:24–27 with Jdt 12:10–13:10.
201 For Judith and Deborah: see notes on 8:10; 11:16–17; 14:1–4. For Judith and Jael:

see notes on 11:5–19; 12:15; 13:1–9, 18; 14:5, 7 and compare 10:22. For compari-
sons of the three figures see Hackett 1985; Crawford 1992; Ackerman 1998; Frymer
Kensky 2002, 45–57; Shemesh 2006.
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of restating in verse what has been told in prose, but in its content too.202

Yet Judith is also very like Jael. Both Judith and Jael are more complex,
deceptive, and morally ambiguous figures than Deborah and unlike Debo-
rah, they use guile and stealth. Here, our author’s creative use of biblical
material allows him to merge Deborah and JaeI into one figure, Judith, who
combines features of both. This blending is particularly apparent in Judith’s
victory song where she plays the part both of Deborah, who celebrates God
and his ways, and of Jael, whose daring deed is described by Deborah.

One close parallel between Jael and Judith is the way in which the
two women are blessed. When first Uzziah and then Achior bless Judith,
both make use of phrases used to praise Jael (“blessed of women,”
“blessed among women in tents” Judg 5:24) and, interestingly, both also
incorporate traces of another biblical passage in their benedictions.203 In
his blessing, Uzziah also hints at the words Melchizedek uses to Abram
(Gen 14:19), thus comparing Judith both to a woman who kills by stealth
in a tent and to a man who wins a great military victory. Achior’s blessing
of Judith also alludes to the benediction uttered by Balaam to the Israelites
(Num 24:5); both Achior and Balaam are foreigners who recognize God’s
might.

Both these latter biblical passages – Genesis 14 and Numbers 22–24 –
are alluded to several more times in our book and here we again encounter
another practice favored by our author: the repeated use of key biblical
passages, to which he returns several times, mining their setting, characters,
content, and language for his own purposes. We have seen that both the
story of the Israelites’ exodus from Egypt and Sennacherib’s attempt to cap-
ture Jerusalem are used in this way (above 45–46), but the use of Genesis 14
and Numbers 22–24 is more unexpected, for their overall content and char-
acters are less similar to those found in Judith. Genesis 14 tells of the battle
between a coalition of five kings and a coalition of four, describing Abram’s
successful intervention and rescue of his nephew Lot. The very opening
words of our work are in the style of the first verse of Genesis 14 and the
coalition of nations ranged against Nebuchadnezzar is influenced by the
pair of foreign coalitions described in Genesis. Our author borrows the
names of a ruler, a place, and a plain from the Genesis chapter, as well as
echoing the mention of Hoba and Damascus. Judith unexpectedly upsets
the military balance of power, as did Abram, and both Abram and Judith
receive a warm reception and a blessing from a priest in Jerusalem after

202 See introductory note on 16:1–17.
203 See 13:18 and 14:7 with notes.
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their rescue mission. So too, Uzziah, as we have seen, echoes the very words
used by Melchizedek to Abram. The writer borrows, then, different el-
ements from Genesis 14 – an annalistic opening, various names and places,
the return of the conquering victor and blessings by a leader, together with a
few near citations of the LXX text – and scatters these allusions in various
passages throughout his work.204 Numbers 22–24, the fruitless attempt by
King Balak to persuade the prophet Balaam to curse the Israelites, is used in
similar, if more limited, fashion. We find that the words of Balaam are cited
by Judith, as well as in Achior’s blessing. Judith reprimands Bethulia’s
leaders with a variation on the warning issued by the prophet Balaam to
Balak that God is not to be trifled with (Num 23:19). Our verse in Judith
not only makes use of the LXX version of this verse from Numbers,205 but
uses it in a similar context, for unexpected figures – a woman and a gentile
prophet – provide unwelcome truths to leaders about the nature of God.
Achior reminds us of Balaam for a second time in his speech to Holo-
phernes, where he warns the ruler that the God of the Israelites should not
be underestimated; in this scene, Holophernes plays the role of Balak
(Jdt 5:5–21 with note). In this fashion both Achior and Judith are assimi-
lated to Balaam in different sections of our story, and both Holophernes
and Uzziah are temporarily assigned the complementary role of Balak. This
is, in a sense, a reversal of the melding of Deborah and Jael which we have
noted above, for here two different characters in Judith resemble one and
the same biblical figure. One further echo of Numbers 22–24 is a combi-
nation of two phrases used by Balak to Bilaam to express his fears that
hordes of Israelites will lick the face of the earth and cover it. In Judith, it is
the Israelites who voice this fear in view of the great numbers of the
enemy.206

We have seen that several of the chief players in Judith seem to be based
upon – or strongly influenced by – one or more notable biblical figures.
Thus, Nebuchadnezzar of Judith, the arrogant and aggressive king out to
rival God, owes something to the biblical figures of Pharaoh and Sennache-
rib, and also resembles the biblical Nebuchadnezzar as he appears in Daniel
and Jeremiah.207 Holophernes, the military commander who is assassin-
ated, is clearly a latter day Sisera, with touches of the royal officers Rabsha-
keh and Nebuzaradan, the frightening Goliath, uncomprehending Balak,

204 See Jdt 1:1,6; 13:18; 15:5,7; see too 2:15 with notes.
205 See note on 8:16 and Section 6, 90.
206 Num 22:4–5; see Jdt 7:4 with note.
207 See above 45–46 and 48 and notes on 1:1; 2:4–13, 5, 10; 3:8; 11:7.
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and partying Haman.208 Achior, the righteous gentile who recognizes God,
brings to mind Jethro, Naaman, Balaam, and Rahab, as well as reminding
us of the first “convert,” Abraham.209 Uzziah, the weak leader who is out-
shone by a woman and gives in to the will of the people, resembles Barak, as
well as Aaron and Saul.210

It is, however, the heroine of our book, the beautiful, seductive, and cou-
rageous Judith, who is the most complex and composite figure of all, and her
deeds and character are reminiscent of a whole series of biblical women.211

Indeed, virtually every element in Judith’s story brings to mind one biblical
woman or another. We have seen how Judith resembles Abigail, Deborah,
and Jael (above 47 and 48–49), and she also is quite similar to Esther and Mi-
riam,212 but there are points of contact between her and many more women
in the Bible. These other women include Hagar, Sarah, Rebecca, Tamar the
daughter-in-law of Judah, the midwives Shiphrah and Puah, Rahab, Bath-
sheba, Tamar the sister of Amnon, Rizpah, Naomi, Ruth, and Huldah.213 Ju-
dith also resembles a series of unnamed biblical women, including the women
from Tekoa, Abel Beth-Maacah, and Thebez, as well as the allegorical Lady
Wisdom and Strange Woman of Proverbs.214 Several male figures found in
the Bible, most notably men who unexpectedly triumph over a single power-
ful enemy, have also left their mark on the fashioning of Judith. Such are
David in his encounter with Goliath, and Ehud who assassinates King Eglon.
Judith can also be compared to Abraham, Moses, Daniel, and Job.215 Occa-

208 See notes on 2:4–13; 12:15–13:9; 13:2, 4–9; 15:1–7 and compare Corley 2012, 27–34
for some further biblical men who may have influenced the portrayal of Holophernes.

209 See notes on 5:5–21, 6–9; 14:10.
210 See notes on 7:30; 8:11, 30; 14:1–4.
211 See, e.g. Lacocque 1990, 35; Bach 1994; Corley 2001; Crawford 1992 and 2003;

Rakel 2003.
212 Esther: see notes on intro. to ch. 9; 11:5–19; 12:15–13:9 and see Section 2, 19–20.

Miriam: see notes on 11:16–17; 15:12–14; 16:13.
213 Hagar: see note on 8:11–27. Sarah: see note on 16:23. Rebecca: see notes on 8:1,

11–27. Tamar and Judah: see note on 10:3. Shiphrah and Puah: see note on 11:5–19.
Rahab: see notes on 10:12; 11:8. Bathsheba: see notes on 8:5; 11:5–19. Tamar and
Amnon: see notes on 9:1; 12:16; 13:1. Rizpah: see note on 8:2. Naomi and Ruth: see
notes on 8:2; 11:5–19; and compare 11:23. Huldah: see note on 8:10.

214 Woman from Tekoa: see notes on 8:29; 11:5; 13:5. Abel Beth-Maacah: see notes on
8:29; 10:6–10; 11:5–19; 13:5, 8. Thebez: see notes on 10:6–10; 13:8. Lady Wisdom
and Strange Woman of Proverbs: see note on 8:29.

215 David and Goliath: see notes on 13:8; 15:1–7, 12; 16:6, 19. Ehud: see notes on 13:1;
14:14–18 and see below, 74. Abraham: see notes on 13:18; 15:7. Moses: see note on
14:7. Job: see note on 8:11–27. Daniel: see notes on 8:7, 12:1–4, 9.
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sionally, she is presented as the precise opposite or inverse of specific biblical
figures, and she is meant, perhaps, to serve as an improved version of char-
acters such as Esther and Jael; see below.

Our work is also heavily influenced by attitudes and perspectives found
in the Bible. The view of God and his workings expressed both by Achior
and Judith is deuteronomistic and has many biblical parallels.216 In her
discussion of God’s ways, Judith echoes biblical passages, in particular wis-
dom passages, even while she raises several novel points of her own.217 The
approach to war in our book has much in common with biblical perspec-
tives and the work has been described as a virtual summary of biblical atti-
tudes towards war.218

Two of the book’s characters, Achior and Judith, make direct reference
to tales and figures from the Bible. Achior’s historical survey of the Israelites
naturally owes a great deal to the Bible and includes echoes of the original
biblical passages which underlie his survey.219 Judith refers to the deeds of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, as well as her forefather Simeon, citing these
biblical ancestors as an inspiration for her own actions and attitudes. Inter-
estingly, her presentation of these figures sometimes goes beyond the bibli-
cal account and hints at post-biblical versions of their stories; this is true of
Achior’s account of Abraham as well.220

Biblical influence is also apparent in the language and style of our work.
Biblical poetry with its parallel stichs has plainly left its mark: both Judith’s
prayer and her victory song are modeled, on the whole, on the conventions
of biblical poetry.221 There are many biblical expressions used in the text,
phrases such as “a month of days” or “all flesh” and the author cites longer
phrases and verses from the Bible as well. It is worth noting that virtually all
the direct citations from the Bible – whether brief phrases or longer ci-
tations – are taken from the LXX and do not seem to be independent trans-
lations of the Hebrew MT texts.222

All of the biblical echoes we have looked at thus far seem both deliberate
and intelligible. While some of the allusions are more oblique and subtle
than others, these echoes generally add to the text of Judith, with the orig-
inal context in the Bible lending meaning and depth to their adapted use in

216 See Jdt 5:17–21; 8:18–20; 11:9–10 with notes and see Voitila 2011.
217 Jdt 8:11–27; 9:5–6 with notes.
218 Fischer and Obermayer 2010.
219 Jdt 5:5–21, 9, 10, 11 with notes.
220 Jdt 8:26–27; 9:2–4; 5:6–9 with notes.
221 See introductory notes to chs. 9 and 16.
222 See, e.g. 3:10 and 2:3 and see further section 6, 89–91.
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our work. There are, however, several difficult phrases and citations in Ju-
dith which clearly stem from the Bible, or more specifically from the LXX
version of the Bible, but here the biblical echoes seem somewhat arbitrary
and are difficult to understand. Thus Holophernes terms the men under
Achior’s command “the mercenaries of Ephraim,” an expression which ap-
pears as a mistranslation of Isa 28:1, and is not easily understood in its new
context in Judith.223 Another difficult LXX expression is found in Judith’s
victory song (16:12) where she speaks somewhat obscurely of the sons of
young women (ψ4ο5 κορασ��ν) and children of deserters (πα�δα« α�τομο-
λο&ντ�ν), apparently splitting a singular phrase in the LXX (ψ4� κορασ��ν
α�τομολο&ντ�ν 1 Sam 20:30) into two.224 Of all the biblical material in
our work, the use of these seemingly random phrases taken from the LXX is
the most puzzling.

It would be possible to enumerate a great many more biblical influences
and allusions found in Judith,225 but the sampling we have looked at dem-
onstrates how the author uses and re-casts story lines, specific scenes, char-
acters, views, and phrases taken from the Bible. He condenses and conflates
well-known biblical stories of deliverance and salvation, includes villains
and heroes who are new and dramatic characters, but are nonetheless based
on a blend of familiar biblical figures, and also uses the language and idiom
of the Bible. These biblical allusions, both explicit and implicit, serve several
purposes. First and foremost, the biblical aura of Judith conveys a theologi-
cal message, for the story both utilizes and confirms the biblical approach
to God and his role in the world of the Israelites. Our book continues and
extends, as it were, the world of biblical storytelling, and once again we see
the Israelites delivered from great danger by God. The message that God is
the only true god and that the people of Israel should trust in him is en-
hanced and strengthened by means of these recognizable biblical echoes.
Readers of Judith can relate to this biblical sounding tale, which is both
familiar and universal, precisely because it blends so many known biblical
ingredients.226

At the same time, the author lends his own work the aura and authority
of a biblical book when he assimilates his story and characters to the bibli-
cal tradition. The frequent allusions to biblical scenes, motifs, and language
place Judith firmly within the biblical tradition and confer upon the book

223 ο4 μισ��το5 το7 *Εφρ2ιμ (Jdt 6:2 with note).
224 This is an imprecise rendering of a difficult Hebrew expression tvdrmh tvin ]b “son

of a perverse, rebellious woman” (JPS); see further 16:12 with note.
225 See Commentary passim.
226 See section 3, 27.
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near biblical status. The use of biblical elements – be they characters,
phrases, or situations – is also a kind of shorthand, easily understood and
absorbed by the readers, and the biblical echoes in Judith come heavily
laden with associations. A phrase such as “wipe from the face of the earth”
(Jdt 6:2 with note), immediately reverberates and conjures up biblical
scenes of wrath and destruction, and these parallels add to the force and
effect of the expression when used in Judith. When we read that Simeon and
Levi were zealous for God, in language which echoes the description of the
original, paradigmatic zealot, Phineas, the brothers’ act of killing the people
of Shechem becomes more positive and Phineas-like.227 The burial of Judith
alongside her husband in the family tomb in a cave in the field between
Dothan and Balamon, seems to be a later version of Sarah and Abraham’s
burial at the cave of Machpelah. Manasseh and Judith are made to resemble
the earlier couple by means of this echo and their burial place acquires the
prestige of their forefathers’ tomb.228

Using biblical materials also allows the author to “correct” the Bible, as
it were, revising and recasting events and characters, with the heroine
Judith, for example, serving as a new and improved version of both Esther
and Jael. Unlike Esther, Judith does not sleep with a gentile or eat non-
kosher food: she is also exceptionally pious and devout, and prays regularly
to God. Unlike Jael, Judith is an Israelite and a widow, rather than a woman
married to a foreigner. Judith does not pretend to offer hospitality and ref-
uge to the man she kills, and, unlike Jael, she has a clear motive for her
deed.229

Finally, the use of biblical echoes underlines the author’s artistry and
allows him to indulge his sense of fun and play, teasing his readers with the
similarities (and differences) between his text and earlier biblical writings.
Readers of Judith who recognize the biblical sources and allusions can
appreciate the work’s literary skill. It is fascinating to see how medieval
writers who retold Judith’s story in Hebrew identified the biblical echoes
and parallels which underlie the tale and repeatedly wove the actual words
of the “original” biblical verses into their texts. In one Judith midrash, for
instance, the description of Judith approaching Holophernes just before she
kills him (“Then she took the sword and went softly to him for he was fast
asleep”) combines in a single sentence quotations from the story of Ehud

227 See LXX Num 25:11 ($ν τ� ζηλ�σα� μοψ τ9ν ζ:λον) with note on Jdt 9:4
($ζ1λ�σαν τ9ν ζ:λ+ν σοψ).

228 Gen 23:17, 19; see Jdt 8:3 and 16:23 with notes.
229 See Daube 2003, 849–870 and Roitman and Shapiro 2004 on Judith as an anti-

Esther, and Shemesh 2006 on Judith as a corrective to Jael.
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killing Eglon and Jael assassinating Sisera, two scenes which inspired our
story.230

Despite the plethora of biblical allusions, it is worth remembering that
there are other influences on Judith as well. Various stories and motifs
found in classical Greek writings seem to have left their mark on our
work231 and it is clear that several post-biblical writings also influenced the
writing of Judith. The events and structure of our book have much in com-
mon with the rescue stories of 1, 2, 3 Maccabees and the Book of Esther
with its Additions. All these tales share the elements of a threat from a
foreign king, prayers by the Israelites, rescue by God, revenge on the foreign
enemy, and celebration of the rescue.232

We have seen that the language and vocabulary of our book overlaps
with 1 and 2 Maccabees and that Judith shares some of the characteristics
of Judas Maccabeus. We have also seen that the death of Nicanor and its
aftermath influenced our account of Holophernes’ death and the dispersal
of his army.233 Judith 15:5, which tells of the Israelites pursuing and encircl-
ing the fleeing Assyrian soldiers, is a particularly interesting example of the
influence of Nicanor’s story. The verse has a verb, ;περκερ2�, found only
one more time in the LXX, in the account of Nicanor’s army at 1 Macc 7:46.
The verb is used in both texts in a very similar context: Israelites from sur-
rounding areas pursue and encircle (;περκερ2�) the soldiers of the foreign
army, who flee once their commander has been killed. Here, perhaps, our
author is using the book of 1 Maccabees just as he uses the Bible, including
an explicit verbal echo taken from the scene which underlies his own.

Judith’s lengthy “scripturalized” prayer is another pointer towards post-
biblical works, for it can be compared with the similar prayers of LXX
Esther (Addition C) and Simon in 3 Maccabees (2:1–20), and the prayer
plainly belongs to this later strand of literature, both in content and
form.234 Judith herself reminds us of several women of post-biblical litera-
ture, including Esther of the Additions, Susanna, the mother of the seven
martyred sons, Aseneth, Deborah and Jael of L.A.B., but in some of these
instances Judith appears to be the source of inspiration, rather than follow-

230 ,drn Xvhv uXlb vylX Xbtv brxh xqtv; compare Judg 3:21 and 4:21 and see the care-
fully annotated text of this Judith midrash in Weingarten 2010, esp. 123; see too Gera
2010b.

231 See Section 5.
232 See van Henten 1995, 226–227 who stresses the common motif of celebration and

feasting found at the conclusion of these narratives.
233 See Section 3, 39.
234 See introductory note to ch. 9.
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ing in the wake of these women.235 Other features in our book – the lengthy
introduction of Judith when she first appears, the detailed descriptions
of Judith grooming herself and of the contents of Holophernes’ tent, the
extended conversations and speeches in the book, and the flowing narrative
which does not leave many gaps to be filled – also diverge from biblical
practices and are more typical of post-biblical writings.

Despite the presence of post-biblical and Greek elements in Judith, the
overwhelming influence on the composition is that of the Bible. Our work is
filled with quotations and citations of biblical texts, contexts, characters,
and situations. The author of Judith uses and presents this biblical material
in a variety of ways, ranging from the explicit and obvious to the more
implicit and subtle. At times he quotes a brief and tantalizing phase whose
relevance to the immediate context is not apparent, while elsewhere he uses
a whole cluster of allusions in a single passage, pointedly refering to his
biblical source while adapting the setting, characters, and language of the
original scene for his own purposes. Some biblical texts underlie several
passages scattered throughout the work, while others appear only once.
The theology found in Judith is deuteronomistic and biblical, and the work
is dotted with biblical phrases, poetry, and place names. The characters of
the Bible are perhaps the most significant influence of all, and virtually
every character in Judith can be paralleled with one or more biblical figures.
In sum, the author of Judith makes the Bible his own and there is no doubt
that he was thoroughly acquainted with the biblical text.236

235 LXX Esther: intro. to ch. 9; notes on 9:1,10; 10:3; 10:18; 12:2; 13:16;14:1–4. Sus-
anna: notes on 8:8; 9:1; 10:7; 11:23; 12:16, 17. Mother of seven sons: notes on
8:24–28, 31; 11:17 with notes. Aseneth: notes on 9:1; 11:16–17. Deborah of L.A.B.:
note on 8:31. Jael of L.A.B.: notes on 12:16; 13:2, 7. See Burnette-Bletsch 1998.

236 It should be stressed again that our author consistently uses the LXX text of the Bible;
see section 6.
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Section 5: Judith against the Background
of Greek Literature

If many features of the plot, characters, language, and motifs of Judith
clearly draw upon biblical literature, other features seem influenced by – or
bear a certain resemblance to – elements found in classical Greek literature.
There are similarities between Judith’s dressing up scene and Homer’s
account of Hera’s beautification before seducing Zeus (introductory note
ch. 10). A second possible Homeric echo is found when Judith meets with
the city elders at the gates of Bethulia; this seems a reminiscence of Helen
talking to the elders at the city wall of Troy (note on 10:6–10). Holophernes’
questions about the Israelites remind us of the questions about the Athe-
nians asked by Atossa, the Persian queen in Aeschylus’ Persae (note on 5:
3–4). The five day moratorium before a military surrender because of a
water shortage may be influenced by the Chronicle of Lindos (note on
7:30), while the beheading of Holophernes bears a resemblance to the
murder of Spitamenes as narrated in the Alexander tradition, as well as sev-
eral other stories in Greek literature (note on 13:8).237

We might also consider the frequent use of irony found in Judith a Greek
literary effect, rather than a biblical one. There are, to be sure, ironic situ-
ations and duplicitous or double-edged statements in the Bible, but there
is nothing to equal the lengthy and frequency of the ironic exchanges
and situtations found in Judith.238 Such irony is found, for example, in Ho-
lophernes’ desire to seduce Judith in order to avoid shame (Jdt 12:12), for
the attempted seduction will bring even greater disgrace upon him, his
death at Judith’s hands (14:18). In another instance (7:13), we are told by
the narrator that the enemy’s soldiers guard against even a single man leav-
ing the city of Bethulia, but we readers then realize that these soldiers are
unaware of the danger entailed by the departure of a single woman, Judith,

237 See Hadas 1959, 165–169 for some further parallels between Judith and passages of
Greek literature.

238 Zakovitch 2005, ch. 2, esp. 140–162 is a useful survey of ambiguity and irony in the
Hebrew Bible; see too Polak 1999, 338–342. Moore 1985, 78–85 discusses many of
the ironic passages in Judith; see too Alonso-Schökel 1975, 8–11 and notes on 5:18;
6:5; 8:29; 12:14, etc.
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accompanied by her maid. Our book is particularly rich in dramatic irony,
passages of direct speech in which a character seems to be saying one thing,
but is, in fact, saying another. Such irony is repeatedly and deliberately used
by Judith in her encounters with Holophernes.239 She toys with Holophernes
in their conversations, uttering such reassurances as “my lord will not fail in
his undertakings,” where we, the readers (and Judith herself) understand
that “my lord” refers to God, not Holophernes, and that a successful con-
clusion, i.e. “not fail in his undertakings,” means the commander’s death.
Holophernes does not share our comprehension. Other characters’ words
can be inadvertently true, in ways they do not anticipate, as when Holo-
phernes threatens Achior that he will not see his face again until he has
taken his revenge (6:5). Achior will next see the dead Holophernes’ head –
but only his head – when it is brought to Bethulia by Judith (14:6). This
kind of sustained dramatic irony, with its use of duplicitious or ambivalent
statements in an exchange between two people, is particularly associated
with Greek tragedy, with Oedipus Rex an outstanding example. Another
classic instance is to be found in Aeschylus’ tragedy Agamemnon, where
Clytemnestra hides her murderous intent towards her husband Agamem-
non under a barrage of deceptive and two-faced statements, whose true sig-
nificance is only fully appreciated by Aeschylus’ audience. Clytemnestra
proclaims herself a faithful wife anxious to welcome her honored husband
home upon his return from war, asking “What day dawns sweeter for a
woman than this, when a god has brought her man safe home from a cam-
paign?,” but in fact she has betrayed Agamemnon, and the day is sweet be-
cause she is about to kill him (Aes. Agam. 600–609). Judith’s exchanges
with Holophernes are reminiscent of Clytemnestra’s bold-faced statements.

Most interesting and complicated of all is the question of storytelling
elements in Judith taken from the world of Oriental, or more specifically, Per-
sian, courts as found in Greek writings. The Greeks were not, of course, the
only people to circulate stories of autocratic and imperialistic kings, powerful
courtiers and eunuchs, and strong-minded women. Such tales of intrigue and
conflict may well go back to the Assyrian empire and it has been suggested
that Assyrian court tales, written in Aramaic and set against a seventh century
B.C.E. background, circulated for hundreds of years and were subsequently
retold by both Greek and Jewish writers.240 The Ahiqar story, the earliest ver-

239 See notes on chapters 11 and 12 passim.
240 See Allen 2005, esp. 57–59 on Akkadian court tales and the spread of such “courtier

meets king” stories in the Persian period; see too Dalley 2007, esp. 112–136. Dalley sug-
gests (135 and 216–217) that the Nebuchadnezzar of Judith is based on Sennacherib.
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sion of which was found in Aramaic at the Jewish colony of Elephantine and
dates to the late fifth century B.C.E., is a good case in point, for it demon-
strates the use of an Assyrian court tale by both Jewish and Greek sources.
There is a Jewish Ahiqar in the Book of Tobit, the Greek figure of Aesop is
assimilated to Ahiqar, and commentators even suggest that the figure of
Achior in Judith owes something to Ahiqar.241 Other court tales circulated in
Jewish circles as well and it is worth noting in this context several fragmen-
tary tales of the Persian court written in Aramaic and dating to the first cen-
tury B.C.E. which have been found at Qumran. These stories (4Q550 a-e)
feature Jews who play a role at the Persian king’s court, and the tales remind
us of biblical accounts of courtiers found in the books of Esther and Dan-
iel.242 Nonetheless, while Greek writers were not the sole or earliest source of
Persian or Oriental court tales, they are the richest source of such stories.

Here it is worth looking for a moment at the Book of Esther. Esther has a
great many Persian features, as Adele Berlin points out in her article, “The
Book of Esther and Ancient Storytelling.” “Esther,” states Berlin, “typifies
storytelling about Persia from the Persian period. It takes some of its motifs
from biblical literature, and it partakes of many others from the broader lit-
erary world of its time, preserved for us most abundantly in the Greek writ-
ings. We should … use these Greek writings in connection with Esther for
literary purposes, not for historical purposes.”243 This is no less true of Ju-
dith than Esther, for there is a strong Persian flavor to Judith as well. Be-
sides characters with Persian names such as Holophernes and Bagoas, Per-
sian weapons such as the akinakes, and luxurious Persian objects such as
Holophernes’ richly equipped tent,244 the Book of Judith has many novel-
listic or fictional elements which seem to be influenced by, and perhaps even
stem from, stories of Persia.245 Many tales of the Persian court circulated in-

241 See note on Jdt 5:5–21 and see West 2003 for the argument that Herodotus was also
acquainted with the Ahiqar story and used it in his account of the rescue of Croesus
from Cambyses (Hdt. 3.36).

242 See Crawford 2002 for a text and translation of these fragmentary stories and a dis-
cussion of their relation to biblical courtier tales; Wechsler 2000 analyzes the stories
rather differently.

243 Berlin 2001, 14; see too Johnson 2005, esp. 588–589.
244 See notes on 2:4; 12:11; 13:6; 10:21–22 respectively. See too the further Persian fea-

tures mentioned by Grintz 1957, 24–28 and cf. Priebatsch 1974, 53; Delcor 1967,
151 n. 3; Corley 2012, 35.

245 See Momigliano 1977, 26: “ … however much the heroine [i.e. Judith] had … been
painted in Pharisaic colors, she belonged to the international fund of stories of the
Persian empire.”
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ternationally from the fifth century B.C.E. onwards and these stories fea-
tured arrogant kings and ferocious queens, omnipresent eunuchs, maids,
and courtiers, as well as councils, monumental building projects, and ag-
gressive military campaigns.246 All these elements are found in Judith and
contribute to the work’s fictional air. Indeed the overall fictional cast of our
work has led in recent years to the description of Judith as a Jewish novel,
one of a group of Second Temple Jewish texts, such as Tobit, the Greek
Esther, and Joseph and Aseneth, which are said to form a genre of their
own. These Jewish novels share several features with Greek novels, but
were generally written before most of the Greek romances.247 Comparison
of Judith and other Jewish fictions with the Greek novel has proven fruitful,
but in order to investigate possible Greek influences on Judith it is necessary
to turn to three Greek writers of the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.E.,
Herodotus, Ctesias, and Xenophon, who are the chief and earliest sources
for colorful tales of the Persian court. These Greek writers of history and
pseudo-history provide dramatic stories of harsh despots, independent
women, and plotting eunuchs, whose caprice and cunning seemingly dic-
tated the course of Persian history. In addition to the contribution made by
these writers to the molding of the Greek novel, they may well be the source
of many of the Persian elements, characters, and motifs found in Judith. In
other words, while there are many resemblances between Judith and later
Greek novels, these resemblances ultimately stem from their common
source of influence, classical Greek authors who wrote about early Oriental
monarchies and the Persian empire. Herodotus, Ctesias, and Xenophon
are forerunners of both Judith and the Greek novel and their works can be
used to trace and illuminate the Persian literary background of the Book of
Judith.

Of these three classical Greek writers, Herodotus has been mentioned
most frequently by commentators in conjunction with Judith, but scholarly
attention thus far has been restricted to a few particular passages in our
work. Perhaps the most striking Herodotean element in Judith is Nebu-
chadnezzar’s request that the peoples of the west give him earth and water.
In Herodotus, the Persian kings Darius and Xerxes demand several times

246 See Gera 1993, 192–279 for a survey of such tales in Herodotus, Ctesias’ Persica and
Xenophon’s Cyropaedia.

247 See Wills 1995, esp. 1–39, 132–157 and Wills 2011 and compare the reservations of
Johnson 2005, 574–576 who prefers the term “Jewish fictions” to “Jewish novel.”
Stiehl 1956, esp. 6–9 analyzes Judith and Esther as Hellenistic novellas, while Pervo
1991 analyzes the role played by Susanna, Judith, Aseneth, etc. in comparison with
the heroines of the Greek novels.
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that various Greek cities grant them earth and water as a symbolic token of
submission, and this use of earth and water by the Persians is found only in
Herodotus (and later ancient writers who make use of him).248 In Judith,
Nebuchadnezzar’s demand that the nations he intends to conquer prepare
earth and water for him is used in a slightly different way, but the Herodo-
tean echo is nonetheless significant.249 A second passage which has been
called Herodotean is the council Nebuchadnezzar convenes before going to
war (Jdt 2:1–3 with note). Caponigro argues, not altogether convincingly,
that these three verses in Judith are based directly on Herodotus (7.5–11),
where Mardonius urges Xerxes to invade Greece, and he suggests that the
brief passage in Judith is used for the “Xerxizing” of Nebuchadnezzar.250

While Jdt 2:1–3 may not be influenced directly by Book 7 of Herodotus, it
is worth noting that war councils are frequently found in Herodotus, and
such conferences and consultations, both on the Israelite and the Assyrian
side, are a noteworthy feature of our book as well.

Commentators also point to the similarities between our story and
Herodotus’ account of Xerxes’ attack on Athens in Book 7 of his History.
Bethulia’s strategic location with its narrow pass which controls the road to
Jerusalem bears a strong resemblance to Thermopylae, so that Holo-
phernes’ attempt to conquer Jerusalem is similar to Xerxes’ assault on
Athens.251 Before attacking Athens, Xerxes converses with Demaratus
(Hdt. 7.101–104) on Spartan obedience to the law. King Xerxes, who has
just finished counting and reviewing his troops before invading Greece,
questions Demaratus about the enemy. Xerxes cannot understand how the
Greeks could possibly withstand his huge army and Demaratus replies,
asking permission to speak freely. He speaks movingly of Spartan courage,
fighting ability, and love of freedom. The Spartans, he explains to Xerxes,
have only one master, the Law (�πεστι γ2ρ σφι δεσπ+τη« ν+μο« 7.104.4).
This is in contrast to Xerxes’ Persian soldiers who fear the whip of their
master, the king. It is worth noting Xerxes’ response; “Xerxes burst out
laughing at Demaratus’ answer and good-humoredly let him go.” This dia-
logue reminds commentators of the exchange between Holophernes and
Achior on the Jews and their Law, just before the Assyrian commander be-
gins his campaign against the Israelites.252 Herodotus and Judith both con-

248 See Hdt. 6.48, 94; 7.131–2 with note on Jdt 2:7.
249 Caponigro 1992, 49–51; Corley 2012, 39–40.
250 Caponigro 1992, 51–53.
251 Jdt 4:7; see Hdt. 7.176, 201 with Corley 2012, 39–40 and the further references

there.
252 Jdt 5:5–21 with note.
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tain the same sequence of an ideological dialogue on the role of law and a
particular military situation of a narrow pass leading to an important
city.253 The evidence for Herodotean influence on the Holophernes-Achior
conversation has nonetheless been termed “problematic,” because there is
no mention of nomos or the Torah as such in Judith, and because Achior,
who is similar to the gentile prophet Balaam and makes several deutero-
nomistic pronouncements, seems to belong to the biblical world.254 While
there are, to be sure, biblical parallels for Achior’s role and words, a look at
the discussion between Holophernes and Achior from a wider Herodotean
perspective demonstrates that there is a strong Herodotean flavor to the
scene as well.

Indeed, the encounter between Achior and Holophernes weaves together
several recurring motifs, character types, and situations found in Herodo-
tus. This use of Herodotean themes – over and above the use of a few
specific details – points to a close acquaintance with his History. The first
feature worth noticing is the figure of the tragic warner.255 Time and again,
an adviser tries to dissuade an imperialistic king or commander in Herodo-
tus from embarking on a war, just as Achior tries to dissuade Holophernes
here. The Herodotean wise adviser is often a minority voice, the sole figure
to speak his mind and voice an unpopular view, while the others who par-
ticipate in the discussion often side against him, and this is true of Achior
as well. Thus Croesus is warned by the Greek Bias or Pittacus and by the
Lydian Sandanis not to attack the Persians (Hdt. 1.27, 71). The Persian Ar-
tabanus warns both Darius and Xerxes not to undertake their wars against
the Scythians and the Greeks respectively (4.83; 7.10), and Artemisia warns
Xerxes against attacking before the naval battle of Salamis (8.68). In all
these instances – and several more – the leader does not heed the wise advice
given by the warner and he then suffers a defeat. Generally the reasons
given by Herodotean tragic warners for not going to war concern the
character of the people being attacked or the more general issue of the mu-
tability of human fortune (or both). Artabanus, for instance, points out to
Xerxes (7.10e) that the Scythians are an unworthy enemy because they are
wanderers who live in a land without cities. He also notes that God likes to
strike down the high and mighty and bring them low and that a great army
can be destroyed by a little one. When Cyrus asks for advice on the tactics

253 Thus Momigliano 1982, 227–228; see too Schmitz 2004b. She notes (31 n. 51) that
in these parallels, the Israelites are cast in the role of Greeks.

254 Caponigro 1992, 48; see note on 5:5–21.
255 See Lattimore 1939.
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to be used in his campaign against Tomyris and the Massagetae, the Lydian
king Croesus replies (1.207): “If you think that you and your men are im-
mortal, there is little point in my telling you my opinion; but if you recog-
nize that both you and the troops under your command are merely human,
then the first thing I would tell you is that human life is like a revolving
wheel and never allows the same man to continue long in prosperity.” The
tenor of Achior’s words to Holophernes at Jdt 5:20–21, his warning that
God’s role in military successes and failures must be not ignored, is not dis-
similar. An awareness of the gods’ influence is a Herodotean motif, as well,
of course, as being a Jewish one.

The words of a Herodotean tragic warner can be received with equanim-
ity – Cyrus, for instance, does not object to Croesus’ warning and Xerxes
simply laughs at Demaratus’ description of the Spartans – but at times
Herodotus’ kings and generals become infuriated at the advice they are of-
fered, just as Holophernes reacts angrily to Achior’s words. When Xerxes’
uncle, Artabanus, opposes the Persian expedition to Greece, Xerxes be-
comes exceedingly angry (7.11). When Croesus offers Cambyses some un-
solicited advice, Cambyses attempts to put him to death because of his
words (3.36); Croesus, like Achior, manages to survive the leader’s wrath.
The irrational, angry response by a ruler to sage advice is then the third of
the Herodotean topoi found in the Achior-Holophernes encounter. More
generally there are a series of cruel and capricious kings in Herodotus – fig-
ures such as Cambyses and Xerxes – who remind us of both Nebuchadnez-
zar and Holophernes.256 Some Herodotean kings also share with Nebu-
chadnezzar the belief that they are the equal of the gods.257

A fourth Herodotean theme found in our passage is that of inquiries
about – or discussions of – the nature, values, and ethos of the enemy.
Holophernes’ questions, “What people is this? Why have they refused to
come out and meet me?” (Jdt 5:3–4) are reminiscent of more than one king
inquiring about an enemy or a foreign people in Herodotus. Thus Cyrus
the Great asks about the Spartans (Hdt. 1.152–153), Croesus is taught
about the Persians (1.71), and Darius tries to understand the Scythians
(4.126–127). Xerxes learns about Greek ways on more than one occasion
(7.208; 8.26). Just as in the Book of Judith it is the Jews’ unique quality,
their special relationship with God, which leads to their victory, in Herodo-

256 See Corley 2012, 35–41 on Holophernes’ resemblance to Cyrus, Darius, and Xerxes
in Herodotus.

257 See Hdt. 1. 204; 2. 169; see too 7.10e. For the more general figure of the angry tyrant,
found in both biblical and Greek literature, see note on Jdt 1:12.
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tus it is the inexplicable practices of an enemy which are almost invariably a
sign of their strength. Thus Xerxes and the Persians are astonished to hear
that the Spartans comb their hair before going to battle, but they learn
that this careful attention to their hair is a sign that they are about to risk
their lives (7.208). The Persians are also surprised to discover that the prize
awarded Greek athletes at the Olympic games is an olive wreath; Greeks,
the Persians realize, compete for honor rather than money (8.26). The long-
lived, handsome Ethiopians described by Herodotus choose their king
according to height and strength, and consider dyed garments and perfume
deceitful. They think so little of gold that they use gold chains as fetters for
their prisoners. It is not surprising to see that the Persian king Cambyses,
who wants to conquer these distant and exotic people, cannot even manage
to reach the Ethiopians with his army, let alone defeat them (3.17–25).
Greek values – or for that matter, Scythian and Ethiopian values – differ
from Persian ones as much as Assyrian values differ from those of the Israe-
lites. All of these foreign people with different, un-Persian customs manage
to resist Persian imperialism, just as the Israelites will overcome the Assy-
rians.

The ignorance of Herodotean inquirers about the enemy is, then, invari-
ably ominous and signals their forthcoming defeat. This is true of Holo-
phernes’ ignorance of the Israelites as well. Achior’s description of the Is-
raelites is a historical survey coupled with a theological caveat, rather than
a straightforward ethnographical demonstration of different customs and
practices. Yet the figure of an interpreter of the culture of a foreign people
to an ignorant enemy is typically Herodotean. This use of a series of Hero-
dotean themes by the author of Judith indicates a close familiarity with the
contents of the History, perhaps even direct acquaintance with the work.
At the same time, Achior is certainly not an exclusively Herodotean char-
acter, for he also resembles a biblical type, the righteous gentile who recog-
nizes and confirms God’s power, a type exemplified by Jethro, Balaam, and
Rahab. It is this blend of biblical and Greek influences which makes Achi-
or’s encounter with Holophernes particularly interesting.258

The same compelling blend is found in Judith herself, who has not been
given her due by commentators interested in the traces of Greek literature
to be found in our work. While scholars have singled out several Herodo-
tean elements found in the first half of the Book of Judith, they have paid
little attention to the figure of Judith herself in this context. Commentators

258 In similar fashion, Corley 2012 sees the figure of Holophernes as combining features
of biblical characters and figures from Greek historiography.
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who have pointed to the parallels between Xerxes’ campaign against Athens
and Holophernes’ expedition against the Israelites assign Judith the role of
the traitor Ephialtes who is willing to betray the secret of the pass to the Per-
sians (Hdt. 7.213–218), for she is supposedly willing to lead Holophernes
to Jerusalem (Jdt 11:19). She is also said to resemble the false traitor Them-
istocles, who sends word to the Persian fleet that he favors them, luring
them to the battle of Salamis where the Persians are defeated (Hdt.
8.75–90). Themistocles, like Judith, knows how to interpret divine will to
his fellow citizens and he too succeeds by using persuasion and deceit.259

These scholars, however, ignore a crucial element in Judith’s tale: the fact
that she is a woman. Great and wondrous deeds were performed by the
hand of a woman, the author of Judith stresses time and again.260 It is a
woman who saves her city, her townspeople, and the temple in Jerusalem
from enemy attack, and she does so by cleverly using both seduction and
brute force, attracting Holophernes with her beauty and then cutting off his
head. Here, too, as with Achior, it is worth looking at Judith from the wider
perspective of Greek literature on Persia, comparing her to some of the
fierce and powerful women found in the pages of Herodotus’ History and
Ctesias’ Persica, for women often play an important political and military
role in these Greek accounts of Oriental courts.

Judith has a great deal in common with several warrior queens found in
Herodotus and Ctesias, women who rule kingdoms, make crucial political
decisions, and defeat a powerful enemy. She particularly resembles three of
these women: Herodotus’ Tomyris and Artemisia, and Ctesias’ Zarinaea.261

All four women – Judith, Tomyris, Artemisia and Zarinaea – are wise, cun-
ning, and militant, and all succeed in the very masculine sphere of war. All
four are widows as well, allowing them a great measure of independence.
While Judith’s widowhood is often interpreted as a sign of chastity, her wid-
owed state also affords her an autonomy and freedom of movement which
would otherwise be unthinkable (note on 8:2–3).

The first female ruler in Herodotus, Tomyris, is the queen of a semi-civi-
lized people, the Massagetae, and she ascends to the throne by virtue of her

259 Hdt. 7.143–144; 8.57–63, 75–76, etc. See Momigliano 1982, 228; Caponigro 1992,
55–56; Schmitz 2004b, 31 n. 49.

260 See notes on Jdt 8:33 and 9:9.
261 For detailed descriptions of these women, see Gera 1997, 84–100 and 187–218 and

the further references there. Patterson 2008, 114–115 briefly discusses Tomyris and
Artemisia in conjunction with Judith, while Corley 2012, 35–36 and 41 looks at these
women in relation to Holophernes.
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husband’s death. Tomyris defeats the most powerful man of her time, the
Persian king Cyrus the Great, in battle, and then cuts off his head and dips it
in a sack of blood (Hdt. 1.204–216). Cyrus originally proposes marriage to
the widowed Tomyris, as a means of taking over her kingdom. She rejects
his offer, and he then prepares for war. Tomyris tries to dissuade him, stat-
ing, “King of the Medes, abandon this enterprise, for you cannot know in
the end if it will do you any good. Be content to rule your own people and
try to endure the sight of me ruling mine.” (1. 206). Cyrus refuses and the
two parties then go to war. There is a great gap between the worlds of the
Persians and the Massagetae, just as there is a gap between the Israelites
and the Assyrians of the Book of Judith, and in Tomyris’ confrontation with
Cyrus, the different outlooks and dietary habits of the Persians and
the Massagetae come into play. The Massagetae are unacquainted with the
Persian diet of varied meats and grains, and they drink milk, rather than
wine. Cyrus uses rich Persian food and drink to trap Massagetan forces,
leaving great quantities of potent wine for the Massagetan soldiers to con-
sume. Cyrus’ forces then kill some of the sleeping, intoxicated soldiers and
captures others, including Tomyris’ son. The queen is infuriated by Cyrus’
deceitful use of wine, rather than a fair fight, to gain his aims, but she no-
netheless suggests that he be satisfied with his partial victory over the Mass-
agetae, withdraw his forces, and return her son. She adds: “Refuse, and I
swear by the sun, the sovereign lord of the Massagetae, bloodthirsty as you
are, I will give you your fill of blood.” (1. 212). Cyrus pays her no heed and
her captive son subsequently commits suicide. The Persians, led by Cyrus,
and the Massagetae, led by Tomyris, take to the battlefield once again, and
after fierce fighting, Cyrus and his forces are defeated. The Persian king
himself is killed and Tomyris searches the battlefield for Cyrus’ corpse, only
to dip his head in a wineskin filled with blood. Her final triumphant words
are chillingly ironic: “I have made good my threat,” she says. “You have
your fill of blood.” (1. 214).

An enemy commander’s head in a sack is the outstanding element com-
mon to the stories of both Tomyris and Judith. Tomyris’ bag filled with
blood captured the imagination of later Greek writers, just as Judith’s sack
containing Holophernes’ head is found in innumerable Western paintings.
We find the two women, Tomyris and Judith, closely linked together in
medieval times. Tomyris, Cyrus, and Holophernes are found in close prox-
imity in Canto 12 of Dante’s Purgatory, while in the medieval monastic
work Speculum humanae salvationis (The Mirror of Human Salvation)
which first appeared in 1324, Tomyris is one of three female “types” who
prefigure Mary’s triumph over Satan; the other two are Judith killing Ho-
lophernes and Jael driving a peg into the skull of Sisera.
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Other features in Tomyris’ tale – such as the different food eaten by the
two sides, intoxication leading to a foe’s downfall, and ironic exchanges
with the enemy – are a part of the plot of Judith as well. Tomyris, like
Judith, will have nothing to do with the enemy’s food and drink; both in-
voke curses on their enemies. Both Tomyris and Judith provide sage coun-
sel. Judith advises Uzziah and the elders that they recognize their limitations
and not expect to fathom God’s ways (Jdt 8:12–14), just as Tomyris advises
Cyrus to recognize his limitations. Both women, Tomyris and Judith, are
more than clever advisers; their advice stems from their moral stature and
uncompromising values. Judith is defending God’s honor, her people, and
the temple, while Tomyris, a wise, noble, and bloodthirsty figure, defends
her family and her nation’s ways.

There are, of course, considerable differences between the two women as
well. Herodotus’ Tomyris does not use deceit or duplicity: she is plain-
spoken and wields her weapons on the battlefield openly. Judith acts in more
private arenas, in her own home and in Holophernes’ tent, and she is wily
and deceptive. In fact, Judith’s approach to the enemy is closer to that of
Cyrus, for like Cyrus, she kills a helpless, drunken foe. Tomyris is a mother,
while Judith is not, and the queen is motivated by a desire to avenge the
death of her son, as well as concern for her country. When dealing with her
arch-enemy Cyrus, Tomyris has both the personal and the political at stake,
while Judith is concerned solely with God, his temple, and his chosen people.

The next warrior queen, Herodotus’ Artemisia, is a complex and du-
plicitous figure. Herodotus assigns her a series of contradictory qualities:
she is courageous and cowardly, a Greek who sides with the Persians,
a woman, but the only “man” in Xerxes’ navy. Artemisia inherits her rule
from her spouse, an anonymous background figure whose most notable
deed is bequeathing the monarchy to his wife; his role is similar to that of
Judith’s husband Manasseh. Artemisia joins the Persian military campaign
of her own free will, Herodotus tells us (7.99), because of her courage
and bold spirit, reminding us of Judith, who decides, on her own initi-
ative, to take on Holophernes singlehandedly. Artemisia not only fights at
the side of the Persian king Xerxes: she twice gives him excellent advice
(8.68, 101–103). She is the only woman to participate in a Persian council
of war, where she courageously expresses an unpopular opinion, an opinion
which could have easily led to her being put to death. Artemisia advises
Xerxes, in fact, not to undertake the sea battle at Salamis, and while he does
not, of course, heed her words, subsequent events prove just how good her
counsel was. Judith advises both the Jewish leaders of Bethulia and Holo-
phernes, and she displays her independence and courage on both occasions.
With Uzziah and the elders, Judith is forthright and critical, while with Ho-
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lophernes she is unafraid to meet the powerful commander on his own ter-
ritory and address him virtually as an equal. Uzziah does not, in fact, accept
Judith’s counsel, for he is already committed to another course of action,
just as Xerxes rejects Artemisia’s first piece of advice. These male leaders
may not act upon the advice offered by the two women, but they do value
their wisdom. Xerxes expresses his appreciation of Artemisia’s sage coun-
sel several times,262 while Judith’s wisdom is recognized both by Uzziah
(Jdt 8:28–29), and Holophernes and his men (11:20–21, 23). When Judith
acts as military strategist and commander and gives the orders for the Be-
thulians’ counter-attack, all obey her unquestioningly (14:1–4).

Artemisia is no less courageous in deeds than in words. She joins Xerxes’
forces in the naval battle against the Greeks at Salamis (8. 87–88). When
her vessel is rammed by a Greek ship, Artemisia immediately turns upon
her closest neighbor and ally, and rams his ship. The Greek captain, seeing
Artemisia attack a Persian ship, then turns away, thinking her an ally, while
the neighboring ship sinks: luckily, no one aboard survives to tell the tale.
Artemisia’s good fortune extends even further: a Persian observer who has
seen her sink what he thinks is a Greek ship comments on her daring deed to
Xerxes. The king then exclaims: “My men have become women, and my
women men!” (Hdt. 8. 88. 3). In this encounter, quick-thinking, deceitful
Artemisia is indeed superior to all the males who surround her, Greek and
Persian alike. She survives at sea, fools everyone, and wins undeserved
glory. Both Artemisia and Judith are, then, duplicitous and impulsive; their
spur of the moment deeds bring them victory and renown. Artemisia, when
pressed, sinks a friendly ship; Judith takes advantage of Holophernes’
drunkenness to grab the sword above his bed and cut off his head.

When telling Artemisia’s tale, Herodotus stresses the reversal of gender
roles, something Judith herself does more than once in her story. Holo-
phernes, we are told several times, dies by Judith’s hand, “the hand of a
widow,” “the hand of a woman” (Jdt 9:9, 13:15, 16:5). In the Book of
Judith the fact that a woman kills Holophernes ultimately demonstrates the
power and glory of God, but there is an element of paradox as well. The
citizens of Bethulia find Judith’s safe return from the enemy camp beyond
belief (παρ2δο<ον 13:13). Another theme in these tales of warrior women
is that of masculine humiliation: being defeated in war by a woman is
shameful. “One Hebrew woman has brought disgrace upon the house of
Nebuchadnezzar,” cries Holophernes’ servant Bagoas when he discovers his
master’s headless body (14:18). In Herodotus, Xerxes’ exclamation that his

262 Hdt. 7.99. 3; 8.69; see too 8.101. 1, 4; 8.103.
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men have become women and his women men, points above all to a topsy-
turvy, paradoxical state of affairs. Herodotus adds that the Athenians
thought it scandalous that a woman was doing battle with them and offered
a reward for capturing Artemisia alive. Had Artemisia’s Greek opponent
known that he was engaged in combat with a woman, Herodotus states, he
would not have ceased fighting until one of them had captured the other
(8.93). In Cyrus’ encounter with Tomyris, the king is similarly told that it
would be unseemly and shameful for him to give way and withdraw before
a woman (1.207). After acquitting herself bravely – but duplicitously – in
the naval battle, Artemisia is assigned a more conventionally female task,
accompanying the Persian king’s illegitimate children on their journey to
Ephesus. This womanly activity – acting as a caretaker of children – is the
last we hear of Artemisia (8.103). Judith, in similar fashion, resumes her do-
mestic life once she has killed Holophernes, and she ends her days quietly in
her own house, neither marrying nor leading her people (Jdt 16:21–25).

Judith and Artemisia, then, have a great deal in common. They are wise
advisers to powerful males; quick, courageous, and deadly in dangerous
situations; secretive, scheming, and devious. Both end their lives quietly.
The two women are also complex figures. Artemisia simultaneously plays
the roles of a Greek and an ally of the Persians, a woman and a man, a brave
warrior and a coward. Judith is chaste and seductive, deceptive and pious,
audacious and retiring. Yet the two women are quite different as well. The
Greek queen has none of Judith’s beauty, seductiveness, or seeming softness
and there is no hint of eros in Artemisia’s story. This is true of Tomyris as
well. While Cyrus the Great proposes marriage to Tomyris, he does so as an
easy means of gaining her territory, and we hear nothing of her appearance
or attractiveness.

Indeed, for a parallel to the combination of beauty, seduction, and com-
bat found in Judith’s story, it is necessary to turn from Herodotus to Ctesias
and the warrior queen Zarinaea depicted in the Persica.263 Zarinaea is
another widowed queen who inherits her kingdom from her husband. She is
a Scythian and the Scythian women go to battle on horseback together with
their menfolk, reminding us of Amazons. Zarinaea, like Judith, is outstand-
ingly beautiful, enterprising, and courageous, and when her country is
attacked by Medes, she rides out to meet the Mede commander Stryangaeus
on the battlefield. Normally Zarinaea is successful in combat, but the Mede
Stryangaeus manages to unseat her from her horse. He nonetheless spares

263 See F5 (34.1–6), F7a-b, F8a-c in Lenfant (2004, 80–82 and 89–93), a comprehensive
edition of the fragments of Ctesias.
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her, because he is impressed by her beauty and grace. The Medes and Scy-
thians subsequently negotiate a peace agreement and Stryangaeus falls in
love with Zarinaea. Encouraged by his eunuch, he declares his love, but
Zarinaea gently rejects his advances, because he is married and should
remain loyal to his wife; an alliance, states Zarinaea, would shame them
both. Stryangaeus then commits suicide and the queen continues to rule her
country on her own, conquering and civilizing neighboring nations.

Zarinaea combines physical attractiveness, belligerency, and a moral
approach to life, just as Judith does. Beauty and the awakening of passion
in a male enemy is a crucial factor in both their stories and both women are
approached by commanders who have consulted with their eunuchs before
unsuccessfully attempting to gain their way with these women. Both Judith
and Zarinaea remain widows to the end of their days and both are said to
be greatly admired by their fellow countrymen and deeply mourned once
they die.264

All four of these women – Judith, Tomyris, Artemisia, and Zarinaea –
are complex figures, who perform notable feats of courage and killing.
Judith’s character is no less intricate than that of the other women, even
if she is uniformly presented in a positive and pious light. It is only in Xe-
nophon’s Cyropaedia that we find a simpler and more consistently “good”
or ethical woman, Panthea, who is reminiscent of Judith as well.265 Pan-
thea, the most beautiful woman in Asia,266 is also involved in a clash of
armies in an Oriental setting. She is included in the booty set aside for
Xenophon’s Cyrus the Great after his first victory over the Assyrians; her
husband was away when she was taken as a prisoner of war. The man
Cyrus appoints to watch over her tries to seduce her, but she manages to
avoid his advances by communicating directly with Cyrus. Panthea then
encourages her husband to change sides and join her in Cyrus’ camp, and he
does so, only to be killed in a battle between the Assyrians and Cyrus’
forces. Surrounded by a retinue of servants – maidservants, a nurse, and eu-
nuchs – Panthea mourns her husband. Cyrus promises to have her escorted
to whomever she chooses and she replies, in terrible irony, that she will not
conceal from him the identity of the person whom she wishes to join. She
then asks her eunuchs to withdraw so that she can mourn as she likes, again
hiding her intentions by means of ambiguous words, and turns to her nurse

264 F5.34.4–5; Jdt 16:21, 24.
265 Xen. Cyr. 4. 6. 11; 5.1.2–18; 6. 1. 31–51; 6. 3. 14–21, 35–37; 6.4.2–11; 7. 1. 15–18,

29–32; 7.3.2–16; see Gera 1993, 221–245 for a detailed discussion of her story.
266 See note on 11:21.
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with the request that she be covered with the same shroud as her husband.
Panthea then unsheaths a hidden dagger267 and stabs herself to death. The
nurse, who has tried to dissuade Panthea from suicide mourns her mistress
aloud, while Panthea’s three eunuchs join her in death, killing themselves
with daggers on the spot. Panthea, irresistibly lovely and exceedingly loyal
to her husband, is thought to be the forerunner of – and inspiration for –
many heroines in later Greek novels, whose authors sometimes used the pen
name “Xenophon” in tribute to the author of the Cyropaedia.268 Judith re-
sembles Panthea in several ways. Both women are exceptionally beautiful,
but are sexually circumspect and insist upon remaining in their widowed
state. Both are able to resist would-be seducers in the heart of enemy terri-
tory. Both have a close female servant, communicate with eunuchs, and are
well able to hold their own with a powerful commander. Indeed both Judith
and Panthea are the match of every man they encounter. Neither Judith nor
Panthea takes to actual combat on a battlefield, but both know how to
wield a dagger. Finally, both are masters of duplicitous language and irony,
well able to hide their true intentions from those with whom they speak. Ju-
dith, however, remains alive and victorious, while Panthea triumphs in death.

There are yet other women in these Greek writings on the East who
resemble Judith in various ways. Candaules’ wife bends Gyges to her
will and arranges a bedroom killing because she has been exposed naked
(Hdt. 1.8–12). Nitocris the Egyptian queen uses food and drink to lull her
enemies and bring about their death (2.100), while the Babylonian queen
Nitocris uses deceitful words to inculcate a moral lesson (1.187). The
vengeful Greek queen Pheretime rules her city, sits on its council, and
avenges her son’s death by killing those responsible and arranging their
mutilated bodies around the city wall (4.162–167, 200–205). Hegetorides’
daughter, a beautiful dressed Greek women, is found unexpectedly on the
Persian side at the battle of Plataea, but manages to persuade the Greek
commander Pausanias to grant her safe escort home (9.76). Intaphrenes’
wife intervenes with Darius in an attempt to save her family and the king is
impressed by her wisdom (3.119). Phaedyme, Otanes’ daughter, undertakes
a dangerous task in an intimate, bedroom setting, exposing the false Smer-
dis (3.68–69). Sparethra, a Scythian warrior queen takes to the battlefield
against Cyrus the Great, rescues her husband, and is then reconciled with
Cyrus, while the Persian princess Roxane is both beautiful and an experi-
enced archer and javelin thrower (Ctesias F 9.3; F15.55).

267 �κιν2κη« Cyr. 7. 3. 14; cf. Jdt 13:6 with note.
268 See Gera 1993, 221.
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In sum, Judith would not be out of place in the pages of Herodotus,
Ctesias, and Xenophon, for strong-minded, independent women are often
found in these Greek works, either influencing Oriental despots or else
challenging them in some way. Powerful, scheming women are a standard
component in the stories told of the Persian court,269 so that when the
author of Judith decided to compose a tale of a powerful king from the East
who threatened the Israelites, the recurring presence of persuasive and in-
dependent women in Greek tales of the Orient may well have influenced his
decision to have a woman as the chief character in his tale. Naturally there
are other influences underlying the fashioning of Judith. Biblical women
such as Esther, Deborah, and Jael clearly left their mark on the depiction of
Judith (Section 4, 51) and there is, of course, a religious element in Judith’s
story as well, an element sometimes absent from the Greek writings. In our
work, the triumph of a mere woman over powerful enemies is ultimately
the triumph of God, with Judith simultaneously an independent heroine
and a divine vessel or instrument. Nonetheless, the women found in an
Oriental context in the writings of Herodotus, Ctesias, and Xenophon also
seem to have left their mark on the figure of Judith.

If powerful, conniving women are regularly found in Greek tales of the
Persian court, eunuchs are also prominent in such stories, and this probably
influenced the portrayal and the very presence of the figure of Bagoas the
eunuch in our book. Eunuchs are key figures throughout Ctesias’ Persica,
and appear in the pages of Herodotus and Xenophon as well.270 These eu-
nuchs perform a variety of tasks, as does Bagoas in our work, and the tasks
assigned to these literary eunuchs probably reflect the actual functions of
eunuchs at the historical Persian court.271 The name Bagoas itself points to
the tradition of Greek and Roman writing about eunuchs (note on 12:11).
Bagoas is in charge of all of Holophernes’ affairs, just as the eunuch Gada-
tas runs the entire household of Cyrus the Great in Babylon in Xenophon’s

269 Brosius 1996 passim.
270 See Guyot 1980, esp. 80–91; Llewellyn-Jones 2002 and Briant 2002, 268–277 on

eunuchs in classical Greek sources; Lenfant 2004, cxv–cxx discusses eunuchs in
Ctesias.

271 Many of the roles assigned to eunuchs in the Persian court go back, in fact, to their
functions at the Assyrian royal court; see Guyot 1980, 79–80 and the further refer-
ences there. Briant 2002, 274–277 discusses the scholarly debate on whether there
were two kinds of “eunuchs” (or ,ycyrc) at the Persian (and Assyrian) royal court,
actual emasculated eunuchs who were palace slaves, and high officials who were not
castrated, but were also termed eunuchs.
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Cyropaedia (8.4.2).272 In Ctesias, eunuchs deliver messages and plead their
master’s cause in front of another, just as Bagoas is sent by Holophernes to
intercede with Judith.273 Bagoas speaks to Judith in a clever and kind way,
when inviting her to Holophernes’ party and we find several such sagacious
eunuchs in Greek historiographical writings as well.274 Bagoas also sees to
Judith’s physical needs and presumably he attends to all of Holophernes’
women, a regular function of eunuchs.275 When asking Bagoas to summon
Judith to his drinking party, Holophernes expresses to the eunuch his fear
that he will be a laughing stock if he does not seduce Judith, reminding us of
Ctesias’ Stryangaeus, who turns to a eunuch as a confidant in sexual
matters when discussing his love for Zarinaea.276 Bagoas also guards the en-
trance to Holophernes’ tent, overseeing the visitors who will be allowed to
see his master. This, too, is a regular function of eunuchs in the Greek lit-
erature telling of the Persian court (and, again, in real life as well).277 Bagoas
is, in essence, a eunuch of all trades and is allotted a wide variety of func-
tions normally assigned to several different eunuchs: he is audience master,
intimate adviser, messenger, and keeper of women. This concentration of
tasks in a single figure may stem from narrative economy and the desire to
avoid introducing a series of servants.

Bagoas’ final role in Judith is his most dramatic one, the discovery of his
master’s headless body. In classical Greek historians we find tales of faithful
eunuchs, who attend their Persian masters when they are dying, and are
involved in their burial as well. Several eunuchs mourn their deceased
masters, weeping and wailing, and a few even join them in death. We have
seen that Panthea’s eunuchs kill themselves in the wake of their mistress’
suicide (above, 71). Xenophon also tells of Cyrus the Younger’s most
trusted bodyguard, a eunuch, killing himself once he sees that Cyrus has

272 Compare too the eunuch Bagapates, the keeper of the keys to the Persian palace, in
Ctesias (F13.16).

273 Jdt 12:11–12 with note; see Ctesias F6b.4, 6; F8c; F8d. 22; F14.42–43.
274 Jdt 12:13 with note; see Ctesias F6b.6; F8c; F14.42; F20.12.4–6 for some wise

eunuchs and compare Hdt. 8.106 and the role played by Gadatas in Xenophon’s
Cyropaedia (e.g. at 5. 4. 33–40).

275 Jdt 12:15. For eunuchs who guard and serve Persian royal women, see Ctesias F6b.3,
F8c; F26.15.1–2; F27.70–71; Hdt. 3.130.4; compare too Panthea’s eunuchs (Xen.
Cyr. 6. 4. 11; 7. 3. 14–15).

276 Ctesias F8c; see above, 70 and see, e.g. F6b.6; F13.13 for more general consultations
with eunuchs.

277 Jdt 13:1; 14:13–14. See e.g. Ctesias F1b.24.4; F1pa,e; F8d.25; F14.49; Hdt. 3.77–78;
Xen. Cyr. 7.5.59–65; 8.4.2.
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fallen, while in Ctesias’ account of the same incident a different eunuch sits
by the dead Cyrus and mourns him. Ctesias also tells of a eunuch who dies
after sitting at Darius’ tomb for seven years.278 Our author lingers over Ba-
goas’ reaction to the sight of Holophernes’ decapitated corpse. Bagoas cries
out in a loud voice, weeps, groans, shouts, and tears his clothes. He then
rushes out to look for Judith and when he cannot find her, he announces,
“A single Hebrew woman has brought disgrace upon the house of King Ne-
buchadnezzar.” (Jdt 14:14–18). In order to appreciate the substantial and
dramatic – even melodramatic – part played here by Bagoas, it is worth
comparing this scene in Judith to a parallel situation in the Bible, the
murder of King Eglon of Moab and the discovery of his body by his ser-
vants (Judg 3:12–30). Eglon was assassinated by Ehud, who used deceptive
words to gain a private audience with the king, and then pulled out a
hidden sword and killed him; Judith is, in many ways, a female version of
Ehud. When Ehud flees the king’s chamber, he locks the doors behind him.
Only later do the servants enter the locked room and find the king’s body
and the biblical narrator describes their discovery quite briefly: “They
waited until they became embarrassed, but still he (i.e. Eglon) did not open
the doors of the upstairs room. Eventually, they took the key and opened
the door; and there lay their master, dead, on the ground.” (NJB Judg 3:
25). There are no tears, shouts, or exclamations by Eglon’s servants, or any
other utterance to rival Bagoas’ groans and cries. We can also compare the
bald narrative of the death of Saul at 1 Sam 31:4–5. Saul asks his anony-
mous arms-bearer to kill him for fear that the Philistines will make sport of
him, but the soldier refuses because he is afraid. Saul then commits suicide
and the arms-bearer quickly follows suit, but there is no trace of weeping or
wailing in the tale. In the Book of Judith itself, other characters do cry and
shout at times,279 but no one besides Bagoas is allotted such a collocation of
weeping, groaning, and shouting. Eunuchs appeared on stage in Greek tra-
gedy, as well as in historical narratives, and the Greeks, who had an am-
bivalent attitude towards such figures, were “appalled and fascinated” by
them, seeing eunuchs as emotional, emasculated creatures.280 Bagoas has
some of these qualities as well.

278 Xen. Cyr. 7.3.14–15; Anab. 1.8.28–29; Ctesias F20.12.1–2; F13.23; see too
F1b.27.2; F13.9; F15.47; F20.11.7–8. It should be recalled that we have only a sum-
mary of Ctesias’ sensational and dramatic text, not his actual words, and it is very
likely that he described the weeping, mourning eunuchs at some length.

279 See, e.g. Jdt 4:12, 15; 6:18; 7:29; 9:1; 10:1.
280 Hall 1989, 157; see too Gera 1993, 254–259 on the emotional, fearful, and tearful

Gadatas of the Cyr.
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It is likely, then, that both the relatively extensive role allotted to Bagoas
in Judith, as well as the drama of his discovery of Holophernes’ body owe
something to the portrayal of court eunuchs found in Greek sources. There
are, of course, several eunuchs mentioned in the Bible as well, and eunuchs,
named eunuchs with a specific role, are particularly prominent in the Book
of Esther, a part of the Persian background of the work. The eunuchs in
Esther (i.e. the officials termed ,ycyrc, some of whom may be high officials
who were not castrated; n. 271) have differentiated tasks, but not a single
one of them has the color or dramatic role of Bagoas. Some eunuchs min-
ister to the king, deliver messages and act as escorts (Esth 1:10–12; 6:14;
7:9). Mordecai discovers and reports two eunuchs, Bigthan and Teresh,
who conspire against Ahasuerus (2:21–23; 6:2), and one eunuch, Harbona
suggests to the king that Haman be hung from the tree he has prepared for
Mordecai (7:9). Harbona is a wise adviser of sorts and he is the only eunuch
in Esther with an actual speaking part. Hathach, the king’s eunuch ap-
pointed to attend Esther, acts as a messenger and intermediary in the ex-
changes between Esther and Mordecai at 4:5–16, but gradually disappears
from the text and his own voice is never heard. Hegai is the keeper of the
women, i.e. the virgins, and favors Esther (2:3, 8–9, 15), while Shaashgaz is
the keeper of the concubines (2:14). The eunuchs in Esther are minor and
(with the exception of Harbona) silent background figures, unlike their
counterparts in Herodotus, Ctesias, and Xenophon.281 It is the latter who
are more likely to have influenced the role allotted to Bagoas in Judith.

Bagoas has a female counterpart in our work, Judith’s anonymous maid-
servant, and their functions are described in virtually identical language:
both are chief servants, in charge of their mistress’ or master’s affairs.282

The two servants, Bagoas and Judith’s maid, come into contact at the Assy-
rian military camp, when seeing to Judith’s needs (Jdt 12:15). Just before
killing Holophernes, Judith reassures both her servant and Bagoas that she
will be going out as usual to prayers, and the maid is not privy to her plans
(13:3). Unlike Bagoas, Judith’s maid is a nameless, drab, and silent figure
who weaves in and out of the story according to the needs of the plot.283

Her chief role is that of pack mule, as she carries Judith’s provisions on the
way to the Assyrian camp and Holophernes’ head on the way back (10:5;
13:9–10). Judith does not confide in this maid, nor does she have her take

281 Compare too the ,ycyrch r> in charge of young Daniel and his friends with whom
Daniel discusses his diet (Dan 1:7–10).

282 Jdt 8:10 and 12:11 with notes.
283 See, e.g. the appearing and disappearing servant of Judges 19 for a similar use of a

servant in biblical narrative.
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part in the assassination of Holophernes, although Western paintings based
on the story of Judith often assign the maid a prominent role in the killing.
Female servants who have an intimate relationship with their mistresses are
found in several Greek tragedies, and we have seen that Xenophon’s her-
oine Panthea has such a confidante as well, a nurse who tries to dissuade
her from suicide.284 Ctesias tells of another female servant, Gigis (or Ginge),
who is the favorite of the queen mother Parysatis, and is either an accom-
plice or a witness when Parysatis poisons her daughter-in-law, the king’s
wife.285 Unlike these maidservants in Greek accounts, Judith’s maid plays
no real part in the plot and has no voice of her own, but her very presence
as a single servant who accompanies her mistress throughout a dangerous
journey may nonetheless be influenced by Greek writings. Judith, who
undertakes a mortally dangerous task is a potentially tragic figure, and
the presence of a trusted maid, voiceless and colorless though she may be,
perhaps hints at Judith’s resemblance to tragic heroines.286 Biblical women
have maidservants as well, and often these are anonymous, shadowy figures
who appear in pairs or groups. It is only in post-biblical works that such
anonymous servants acquire more of a character and personality (see note
on 8:10). Other, named female servants in the Bible, such as Hagar, Zilpah
and Bilhah, generally have a single function, to bear children in place of
their mistress.287 While the role assigned to Judith’s maid is more extensive
and varied than that of the biblical female servants who attend their mis-
tresses in pairs and groups, her drabness is in marked contrast to the more
vivid and active role of her counterpart, the eunuch Bagoas.

There is, then, considerable overlap between the themes, plot, and char-
acters of Judith and those found in classical Greek authors writing about
Persia.288 We can explain this overlap or common ground in several ways.
One possibility is the parallel development of tales of the Persian court in
both Greek and Jewish cultures, in the wake of Persian rule, with stories
circulating separately in the two cultures,289 just as earlier stories of the As-

284 Above, 71. See, e.g. the nurses who are confidantes of Andromache and Deianara in
Euripides’ Andromache (811ff.) and Sophocles’ Trachiniae (874ff.) respectively and
the further references in Gera 1993, 242 n. 173.

285 Ctesias F27.70; F29b.19. 2.
286 Dancy 1972, 99 and 129.
287 Two further female servants are Deborah, Rebecca’s nurse, who is briefly mentioned

twice (Gen 24:59, 35:8), and the young maidservant of Naaman’s wife (2 Kgs 5:2–3).
288 One additional resemblance between Ctesias and our author is the use of precise, but

unrealistic building dimensions; see note on 1:2–4.
289 See Johnson 2005, esp. 588–589 for this argument in relation to Esther.
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syrian empire seem to have circulated independently (above, 58). But the
similarities between certain motifs and characters in Judith and those found
in these Greek authors, particularly Herodotus, point to a stronger connec-
tion, and the author of Judith seems familiar with stories found in these
Greek writers. Was our author acquainted firsthand with the writings of
Herodotus, Ctesias and Xenophon, or did he know of their stories, themes,
and characters only indirectly? Both Herodotus and Ctesias were very
popular in the Hellenistic period, when Judith was composed,290 and the
Cyropaedia was Xenophon’s most popular work throughout antiquity.
This does not, of course, guarantee firsthand acquaintance and their works
may have been available to our author in other, mediated forms. Stories
from these compositions may have circulated orally and perhaps there
were digests or epitomes of the historians available to the author of Judith,
but such digests must have conveyed the specific motifs and figures, the
wise advisers, warrior women, and eunuchs, whom we have encountered in
Judith.

Here it is worth turning again to Eupolemus, who wrote on the kings of
Judea in Septuagintal Greek some fifty years before Judith was composed,
and apparently influenced our work.291 In his composition, Eupolemus
reveals an acquaintance with Ctesias, for he mentions Astibaras king of
the Medes, a figure thought to have been invented by Ctesias, who is known
to us only from his Persica (and later writers influenced by Ctesias).292 In
addition to his knowledge of Ctesias, Eupolemus apparently was familiar
with Herodotus.293 Such knowledge on the part of Eupolemus adds to the
likelihood that the author of Judith, who wrote several decades later and
was influenced by Eupolemus, also knew Ctesias, Herodotus, and possibly
Xenophon, in one form or another. If Judith was originally written in
Greek, it makes it even more likely that our author was directly acquainted
with the writings of Herodotus, Ctesias and Xenophon, but there are few

290 See Murray 1972, esp. 212; Lenfant 2004, clxi–clxvii.
291 See Section 3, 43 and see section 6, 96.
292 FGrH 723F5; Ctesias F5.34.1, 6; F8c.
293 See Wacholder 1974, 231–235 and 255–256 for the likely influence of Ctesias on

Eupolemus and the “less certain but quite probable” (255) influence of Herodotus.
Wacholder raises the possibility that Eupolemus was not acquainted with these auth-
ors directly, but used a book which “fused the accounts of Herodotus and Ctesias
with some native Babylonian and Jewish traditions” (232). Priebatsch 1974, 53 notes
that Eupolemus does not use Akkadian or Median sources, just Greek ones.
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traces of any verbal allusions to their texts in our work.294 This is in marked
contrast to passages in Judith which are based on biblical situations and
characters, for these passages often include verbal echoes of the underlying
biblical text (Section 4). Even if there is no linguistic evidence that any
Greek writer was consulted directly by the author of Judith, it is clear that
various stories, literary techniques, and themes found in Greek literature –
particularly in Herodotus, Ctesias, and Xenophon – have nonetheless left
their mark on our work.

294 Corley 2012, 34–41 finds several verbal echoes between Judith and various passages
in Herodotus, but almost all the words are common ones (e.g. α=σξρ+«, γψν1, ο>νο«)
and the evidence is not strong.
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Section 6: Original Language and Milieu

For many years scholars have had little doubt that the Book of Judith was
originally written in Hebrew, and virtually all commentators agreed that
the surviving Greek text is a translation from the Hebrew.295 In the last de-
cade or so, scholarly opinion has changed direction and a considerable
number of commentators now contend that our text was written in Greek
and is not a translation.296 What was the original language of Judith? Does
the available evidence allow us to decide between a Hebrew original and
a Greek one?297 What are the implications for the author’s identity and mi-
lieu? We must, of course, distinguish between the original language of the
ur-text of Judith and the original language of the extant Septuagint text.
The question to be investigated here is not whether there was an ur-version
of Judith in Hebrew (or Aramaic or Greek), but whether the text, as we
have it, was fashioned in Greek rather than translated from the Hebrew.298

The extant text is certainly not written in classical Greek and there is
little doubt as to its Septuagintal coloring. Thus over 40% of the book’s
verses (138 out of 340) begin with κα� and a conjugated verb in the ao-
rist,299 generally followed by the subject and/or object of the verb. This con-
struction seems to reflect the Hebrew waw consecutive which often opens
biblical verses. While κα� followed by an aorist indicative is by no means an
unacceptable Greek construction, it is the frequency of this construction in

295 See, e.g. Enslin 1972, 39–40: “That the book of Judith … was originally written
in Hebrew is recognized by all scholars,” and Moore 1985, 66–67. Otzen 2002,
137–141 and Corley 2008, 65–66 survey and summarize recent scholarship on the
question.

296 Thus, e.g. both Rakel 2003 and Schmitz 2004a base their close readings of passages
of Judith on the assumption that the text was originally Greek, after briefly pre-
senting the arguments for a Greek original. See Rakel 2003, 34–40; Schmitz 2004a, 2.
See too Engel 1992; Joosten 2007; Corley 2008.

297 See Davila 2005 for an excellent discussion of the complexities involved in determin-
ing the original language of an apocryphon or pseudepigraphon.

298 See for this point Engel 1992, 156.
299 Another 10 verses have κα� with an imperfect. The statistics used throughout this sec-

tion are based on a search of Rahlfs and Hanhart 2006, using the Accordance pro-
gram for biblical software, OakTree Software, www.accordancebible.com.
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Judith which makes the text seem Septuagintal. In 2 Maccabees and 3 Ma-
cabees, for instance, two apocryphal works which were composed in Greek,
barely one percent of the verses begin in this fashion. κα� (with and without
an aorist verb in the indicative) opens some two thirds of the verses in
Judith (228 of 340 verses). δω, on the other hand, is used as a connective be-
tween verses, i.e. is found in the second place in the verse only thirty five
times (about 10% of the work’s verses), and is found a total of 45 times.
Here, too, a comparison with apocryphal narrative works originally
written in Greek is illuminating: in 2 and 3 Maccabees δω is used as a con-
nective between verses in 42% and 41% percent of the verses respect-
ively.300 The syntax in Judith is highly paratactical, with few of the connect-
ives and particles found in classical Greek writing. κα� is found 979 times
altogether, but there is not a single τε. There is only one instance of μ�ν …
δ� … in the book and ο?ν, γε and @ρα are not found at all. γ2ρ is relatively
infrequent (used thirty two times), while Aτι causale (i.e. Aτι as yk) is more
common and is found in forty two verses.301 δι+, found only twice, opens
two verses and the relatively rare conjunction δι+περ is used only once, at
the beginning of a verse.302 Further Greek connectives include B�«, 3ν�κα,
Cπην�κα, Dνα, μ1ποτε, Eπ�«, and Aτε.303 These conjunctions are often fol-
lowed by the principal verb of the clause and this may reflect a Hebrew
word order.304

The use of the participle also reflects Septuagintal patterns. Predicative
aorist participles in the nominative generally precede the main verb in the
verses of Judith, in accordance with Septuagintal practice, rather than having
the participle come either before or after the verb as in classical Greek writ-
ing.305 The genitive absolute construction is used only once (at 4:7).306 The
word order in noun phrases also deviates from classical Greek usage, with at-
tributive phrases in the genitive regularly found after the definite article and

300 295 out of 555 verses in 2 Macc and 93 out of 228 in 3 Macc.
301 See Aejmelaeus 1993, 17–36 and Davila 2005, 35–36 on Aτι causale in Judith and

elsewhere.
302 δι+: Jdt 5:24; 11:10. δι+περ: 8:17. Elsewhere in the LXX, δι+περ is found only in the

Greek of 2 Macc (5:20; 6:16, 27; 7:8; 14:19).
303 B�«: Jdt 5:17; 6:5, 8; 10:15, 18; 14:8; 15:5, etc. 3ν�κα: 14:2, 11; 16:18. Cπην�κα:

11:11. Dνα: 7:9, 28; 11:11; 12:2; 14:5, 13; 15:4. μ1ποτε: 5:21. Eπ�«: 3:8. Aτε: 5:18.
304 See Walser 2001, 111–122, who seems to overstate the case.
305 See, e.g. κα5 �ποστρωχαντε« $κ τ:« σκην:« $πορε&�ησαν (8:36); ο4 δ� ψ4ο5

* ΙσραGλ �ναστρωχαντε« �π9 τ:« κοπ:« $κψρ�εψσαν τ�ν λοιπ�ν (15:7). See
further Walser 2001, ch. 2, esp. 29–31, 63–64, 67–68.

306 Note the classical use of )« and a participle to mean “as if” at 14:2 (with note).
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its noun rather than in between the two.307 There is also a preponderance of
personal pronouns in the genitive used to denote possession, pronouns which
always follow their nouns, another marker of Septuagintal Greek.308

A series of calques or literal translations from the Hebrew are also found
in Judith, constructions such as ε=μ5 ε=« … l tvyhl (four times)309 and
κα5 $γωνετο in the sense of yhyv.310 Several biblical expressions – a month
of days (,ymy xry/>dvx ),311 all flesh (r>b lk),312 from small to great
(lvdg div ]uqm),313 very, very (dXm dXm),314 and to strike with the mouth
of a sword (brx ypl tvkhl)315 – are translated quite literally into Greek.
Another recurring Hebrew idiom is the use of ynb “sons/ children of” as a
means to describe an ethnic group. The children of Israel are mentioned
twenty times, and we also find the children of Moab, Ammon, Assyria,
Esau, Canaan, Ishmael, Midian, Cheleoud, Rassis, and Titans. The last six
of these combinations are not found elsewhere in the MT or LXX, and it
seems that our author is particularly fond of such “children of” formu-
lations. The mention of “children of Titans” (ψ4ο5 τιτ2ν�ν 16:6 with note)
is particularly interesting, for while the Titans well suit a Greek context, the
use of ψ4ο� seems biblical.316

307 See, e.g. κα5 $πο�ησεν τ9 Hχο« το7 τε�ξοψ« (1:2), π»ν τ9 πρ+σ�πον τ:« γ:«
(2:7) and see too Jdt 1:12; 2:2, 12–13, 20; 3:3, 10; 4:5, 7, 12, 14; 5:1; 6:1, 3–4, etc.

308 See, e.g. κα5 $προν+μεψσε τ�« πλατε�α« α�τ:« κα5 τ9ν κ+σμον α�τ:« ��ηκεν ε=«
Eνειδο« α�τ:« (1:14). Jdt 1:4, 13; 2:2, 27; 5:3; 6:4; 7:19; 8:3; 9:4; 10:3, 23; 13:3;
16:9 are all verses with four (or more) such pronouns.

309 Jdt 5:21, 24; 7:18; 8:22.
310 See esp. Jdt 2:4; 5:22; 10:1; 13:12.
311 μ:να 3μερ�ν Jdt 3:10. Compare Gen 29:14; Num 11:20–21; Deut 21:13;

2 Kgs 15:13.
312 π»σα σ2ρ< Jdt 2:3. r>b lk is quite common and found forty five times in the MT,

while the phrase π»σα σ2ρ< is found fifty nine times in the LXX.
313 �π9 μικρο7 B�« μεγ2λοψ Jdt 13:4, 13. lvdg div ]uqm is found twelve times in the

MT (Gen 19:11; 1 Sam 5:9; 30:2; 2 Kgs 23:2; 25:26; Jer 6:13; 8:10; 31:34; 42:1, 8;
44:12; 2 Chr 15:13) and is generally translated as in Judith.

314 σφ+δρα σφ+δρα Jdt 4:2; dXm dXm is found twelve times in the MT while σφ+δρα
σφ+δρα is found eight times in the LXX (including once in Jdt), and translates only
five of the MT’s twelve instances.

315 $π2τα<εν … $ν στ+ματι Iομφα�α« Jdt 2:27. Only about half (fourteen out of
twenty six) of the uses of brx ypl hkh in the MT are translated literally as in Judith,
with the use of the word στ+μα. Sometimes the expression is not translated at all, and
sometimes it is translated more freely.

316 At the same time it is worth noting that this kind of expression has a parallel in
Homeric Greek where we find the phrases ψJε« / ψJα« Kξαι�ν some sixty four times
in the Iliad and the Odyssey.
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The prepositions used in Judith also seem to point to a translation from
an original text in Hebrew.317 While the author does occasionally use Greek
prepositions in the conventional, classical way – in verse 12:11, for
instance, we find four different prepositions used correctly318 – by far the
most frequently used preposition is $ν, which is found 223 times. This ex-
tended use of $ν with a dative, which often replaces an ordinary instrumen-
tal dative, is considered a telltale sign of translation from the Hebrew, re-
flecting expressions with an original b, such as xkb (cf. $ν =σξ&ι Jdt 2:5;
5:15; 16:13) or dyb (cf. $ν ξειρ� Jdt 2:12; 8:33; 9:2, etc.).319 Another Sep-
tuagintal construction is the use of prepositional phrases involving the
calque πρ+σ�πον “face” for expressions such as ynpl and ynpm. The word
πρ+σ�πον is found sixty times in Judith, generally in conjunction with a
preposition320 and this too seems to be a particular linguistic preference of
our author.

All these phenomena point to the strong Septuagintal flavor of the text
of Judith, but the predominance of Septuagintalisms has been interpreted
by scholars in very different ways. The traditional view holds that Judith
reads like a translation from Hebrew simply because it is a translation
from Hebrew. Indeed, the Hebrew tone of the text has led one scholar,
Y.M. Grintz, to produce “a full reconstruction of the book in its original
Hebrew language,” a retroversion of the Greek text into biblical Hebrew.321

Many other scholars assume a Hebrew original as well,322 and several com-
mentators attempt to explain difficulties in the Greek text of Judith by re-

317 See the useful criteria of translation Greek, particularly in relation to prepositions,
proposed by R. A. Martin in a series of publications. In Martin 1960 he tests Judith
according to the relative frequency of a series of prepositions (δι2, ε=«, κατ2, περ�,
πρ+«, ;π+) in relation to $ν, and in each instance the data indicate that Judith is
translation Greek. For some reservations about – and improvements of – Martin’s ap-
proach, see Davila 2005, 28–31, who cites the work done by Karen Jobes.

318 12:11 κα5 ε>πεν Βαγ,� τ� ε�νο&ξ8 N« Oν $φεστηκP« $π5 π2ντ�ν τ�ν α�το7
πε�σον δG πορεψ�ε5« τGν γψνα�κα τGν ’Εβρα�αν Q $στιν παρ� σο5 το7 $λ�ε�ν
πρ9« 3μ»« κα5 φαγε�ν κα5 πιε�ν με� *  3μ�ν; see too 13:10 for another such verse.

319 See Conybeare and Stock (1905), 82–83 (§ 91).
320 We find κατ� πρ+σ�πον (15 times), �π9 προσ,ποψ (10), $π5 (τ9) πρ+σ�πον

(5), $κ (το7) προσ,ποψ (4), πρ9 προσ,ποψ (3), ε=« (τ9) πρ+σ�πον (2). Compare
$ν,πιον (7), �μπροσ�εν (3), $ναντ�ον (11), κατωναντι (2), 2πωναντι (7), 2πωναντι
το7 προσ,ποψ (1).

321 Grintz 1957. The quotation is from the English title page. Cf. Davila 2005, 49–54
who is quite pessimistic about the possibility of retroverting an extant Greek text into
its original Hebrew (or Aramaic) form.

322 Above, note 295.
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constructing alleged mistranslations or misreadings of an original Hebrew
stratum.323 A second view interprets the many Septuagintalisms – ex-
pressions characteristic of the LXX which often differ from classical Greek
usage – found in Judith in precisely the opposite way, as an argument for the
composition of the work in original Greek, albeit a non-classical, Septua-
gintal Greek. The phrases common to Judith and other LXX texts are
thought to point to the work being composed in Septuagintal Greek, rather
than its being a translation from the Hebrew.324 Here, too, scholars are di-
vided, for some think that Greek was the native language of the author of
Judith, who nonetheless deliberately composed in Septuagintal style, rather
than in idiomatic Greek, in order to lend his composition the weight, air,
and authority of a biblical work.325 Such an attempt to write in the style of
the Septuagint, it is argued, is in accordance with Greek literary tradition,
where tragedians, for example, used Doric forms in choral odes or Hellen-
istic writers imitated Homer.326 Other scholars who agree that Judith was
originally composed in Greek, nonetheless suggest that Greek may have
been a second language for the author, who was influenced by Hebrew lin-
guistic patterns when writing the work.327

The extant text of Judith is a cohesive and carefully composed work and
the linguistic situation becomes even more complicated when we look
closely at our text. Our author strays, at times, from Septuagintal usages
and writes idiomatic, even elegant Greek.328 Thus while some of the relative
clauses in Judith seem translated from the Hebrew, because of their redun-
dant phrasing, others are constructed more fluently, in accordance with
Greek style. Septuagint translators often use both a relative pronoun and an
ordinary one in relative clauses in order to adhere closely to the Hebrew
wording. We find expressions such as κατωβη ε=« τ9ν ο>κον, $ν R διωτριβεν
$ν α�τ� (literally, “she went down to the house in which she spent her time
in it” Jdt 10:2), where the $ν α�τ� (“in it”) is as unnecessary in Greek as it
is in English. While several relative clauses in Judith have this akward struc-

323 Zimmerman 1938 and Grintz 1957, 57–61 are detailed discussions; see too Moore
1985, 66 and passim. Most of these passages are well dealt with by Corley 2008,
87–96 who convincingly concludes: “While some of these conjectured misunder-
standings are possible, none of them is overwhelmingly necessary, and most of these
cases can be better understood as inner-Greek changes …” (95).

324 See in particular Engel 1992 and Corley 2008.
325 See Joosten 2007, *162–*163.
326 See Walser 2001, 2–3.
327 See Corley 2008, esp. 67–68.
328 Soubigou 1949, 483–487 is a brief and useful survey of the Greek style of Judith.
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ture, others, as Joosten notes, are more idiomatic and elegant.329 A particu-
larly interesting instance is Holophernes’ question at Jdt 5:3 τ�νε« S« κα-
τοικο7σιν π+λει« (“What cities do they inhabit?”). Holophernes’ query is
clearly based on the question which the Israelite spies at Num 13:19 are
meant to investigate (note on 5:3), but the LXX of the “original” Numbers
verse has more tangled syntax (τ�νε« α4 π+λει« ε=« S« ο?τοι κατοικο7σιν
$ν α�τα�«; compare the MT hnhb b>vy Xvh r>X ,yrih hmv). Such carefully
crafted relative clauses indicate that the person responsible for the Greek
Judith – be he author or translator – was capable of writing well in Greek.

A similarly complex situation is found in what appear to be Greek ver-
sions of the Hebrew infinitive absolute construction or figura etymologica
found in Judith. Expressions such as lkXt lkX or ]vtvmt tvm, do not lend
themselves easily to literal translation into Greek and LXX translators used
several different constructions to translate such phrases. The two most
popular Greek constructions are (1) a finite verb and cognate participle;
(2) a finite verb and a noun, often a cognate noun, either in the dative or
accusative. Translators of individual books of the MT generally have a
decided preference for a particular construction.330 In Judith we find four
apparent reflections of such reinforcing, absolute infinitives: $πιτελ�ν $πι-
τελωσει« (2:13); �π�λε�� �πολο7νται (6:4); �νταποδ,σει« α�το�«
�νταπ+δομα (7:15 with note); $ζ1λ�σαν τ9ν ζ:λον (9:4 with note). In
this small sample of four, there are three different constructions, with the
absolute infinitive represented once by a cognate participle, once by a cog-
nate noun in the dative and twice by a cognate noun in the accusative.331

The three noun constructions, using either an internal accusative or an
instrumental dative would not be out of place in composition Greek, and it
is only the more literal intensive participle used in the first instance which
seems Semitic.332 In other words, while there may well be four translated
instances of the Hebrew absolute infinitive in Judith, only one of the four
examples points strongly towards a Hebrew original.

329 Joosten 2007, *161–*162. He cites Jdt 5:19; 7:10; 8:22; 16:3 as further instances of
Hebraicizing relative clauses and notes the elegant Greek of the relative clauses at 9:1
(κα5 $γ&μν�σεν Nν $νεδεδ&κει σ2κκον); 9:9 (δ9« … N διενο1�ην κρ2το«) and es-
pecially 8:15 (α�τ9« �ξει τGν $<οψσ�αν $ν αJ« �ωλει σκεπ2σαι 3μωραι«).

330 Tov 1990.
331 Compare the three different Greek expressions used at Jdt 3:2–4 to convey a single

Hebrew idiom, „ynyib bvuk; see note on 3:2.
332 See Conybeare and Stock 1905, 74–75 (§ 81); Thackeray 1909, 47–50; Tov 1990,

70–71.
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There are also several instances of what appears to be a Greek form of
indirect speech, the nominative with infinitive construction, following the
verbs ε>πεν and �φη. A particularly noteworthy example is Jdt. 13:3 κα5
ε>πεν �Ιοψδ5� τ� δο&λT α�τ:« στ:ναι �<� το7 κοιτ�νο« … $<ελε&σεσ�αι
γ�ρ �φη $π5 τGν προσεψξGν α�τ:« (Judith told her maid to stand outside
the bedchamber … for she said she would be going out to her prayers),
which seems a clear use of the Greek nominative and infinitive construc-
tion, underlined by the single use of �φη – the usual verb for such construc-
tions – in the work.333 Another interesting instance of indirect speech is in
Judith’s victory song (16:3–4): Oλ�εν Ασσοψρ … ε>πεν $μπρ1σειν τ� Aρι2
μοψ κα5 τοV« νεαν�σκοψ« μοψ �νελε�ν $ν Iομφα�� … (The Assyrian
came … He said that he would burn up my territory, and kill my young
men, etc.). Judith’s words here are clearly influenced by a similar verse
found in the Song of the Sea, but in the Exodus passage the enemy’s words
are quoted in the first person, in direct speech, as it were.334 Are these sen-
tences in Judith a reflection of an original Hebrew text or are they instances
of a Greek nominative and infinitive construction? Sometimes LXX trans-
lators use an infinitive to translate an original finite Hebrew verb of indirect
speech.335 We also find rmX with an infinitival complement in the MT, es-
pecially in late biblical Hebrew,336 and the infinitive constructions in Judith
may derive from Hebrew phrases of this kind. Thus, while the nominative
and infinitive constructions in Judith seem inherently Greek, it is not im-
possible that they stem from a Hebrew original. At the same time, most of
the infinitives found in our passages of indirect speech are future infinitives,
and such infinitives are fairly rare in the LXX. Only thirteen of the seventy
five future infinitives found in the LXX are used in books for which we have
a Hebrew original, and the future infinitives in our text are thought to be
another indication of a Greek original for Judith.337

333 See too Jdt 8:9, 11, 33.
334 Exod 15:9 ydy vm>yrvt ybrx qyrX y>pn vmXlmt ll> qlxX gy>X [vdrX byvX rmX;

LXX ε>πεν C $ξ�ρ+«, δι,<α« καταλ1μχομαι μερι� σκ7λα $μπλ1σ� χψξ1ν μοψ
�νελ� τ� μαξα�ρT μοψ κψριε&σει 3 ξε�ρ μοψ; see note on 16:4.

335 See, e.g. Exod 32:13 ,kirzl ]tX ytrmX r>X tXzh /rXh lkv; LXX κα5 π»σαν
τGν γ:ν τα&την, Wν ε>πα« δο7ναι τ� σπωρματι α�τ�ν and Num 14:31 r>X ,kpuv
hyhy zbl ,trmX; LXX κα5 τ� παιδ�α S εDπατε $ν διαρπαγ� �σεσ�αι.

336 See, e.g. the near parallel verses 1 Kgs 8:29 and 2 Chr 6:20 (cited by Miller
1996, 127–128) where the conjugated verb of reported speech in the Kings verse
(hyhy trmX r>X) is replaced by an infinitive (,v>l trmX r>X) in Chronicles.

337 See Joosten 2007,*161. Joosten counts eight future infinitives in Judith but there are,
perhaps, ten instances, if we include �νελε�ν, which was used as a future in the Hel-
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We have seen thus far that the Book of Judith has many features of Sep-
tuagintal Greek, but also includes linguistic elements which are written
in more elegant and classical Greek. None of these observations points cat-
egorically to a Greek original, but they do attest to the careful and creative
use of words in the Greek text. The text also has a varied and rich vocabu-
lary in Greek, and many synonyms are used.338 At times, verbal tense and
aspect are varied in accordance with classical Greek distinctions.339 There
are several elegant constructions with variations in vocabulary, word order,
and syntax, and it is worth noting that the literary effect of the Greek is
not, in some instances, readily reproduced in Hebrew.340 The author also
makes use of alliteration and assonance,341 and the work is filled with
deliberate internal echoes. These effects, too, can be difficult to represent
in Hebrew.342 Key words are also deliberately repeated, for literary effect,
acting as significant echoes or foreshadowing future events.343 While such
synonyms and key words may have been found in an original, underlying
Hebrew text, the extant Greek text is a literary creation in its own right.

Some of the Greek nuances are not easily reproduced in Hebrew. In sev-
eral passages, different compound forms of the same verbal root are used
nicely in the Greek, but these forms cannot be translated to equal effect in

lenistic period and is found in close proximity to future infinitives in our text (1:12;
16:4); see LSJ s.v. α4ρω�.

338 See for instance the varied series of nouns signifying death, destruction, and plunder
which are added to the calque phrase δ�δ�μι ε=« (i.e. l ttl) in our work. These in-
clude δ�δ�μι ε=« διαρπαγ1ν, φ+νον, 4ρπαγ1ν, �φανισμ+ν, Iομφα�αν, προ-
νομ1ν, $κδ�κησιν, α=ξμαλ�σ�αν, κατ2βρ�μα, Eλε�ρον; see Jdt 2:7, 11, 27; 4:1, 12;
8:19; 9:2–4; 10:12; 11:15; 16:4. See too, e.g. notes on 2:7; 8:19.

339 See, e.g. the imperfects in 12:7–9 and the pluperfect at 14:8 with notes. These may re-
flect a change of tense in an original Hebrew text.

340 See, e.g. the rhyming rhythmic σV I2<ον α�τ�ν τGν =σξVν $ν δψν2μει σοψ κα5
κ2τα<ον τ9 κρ2το« α�τ�ν $ν τ� �ψμ� σοψ at 9:8; see too notes on 2:27; 4:9–15;
9:11–12, etc.

341 See, e.g. 15:9 ΣV Hχ�μα �Ιεροψσαλ1μ, σV γαψρ�αμα μωγα το7 * Ισρα1λ, σV
κα&ξημα μωγα το7 γωνοψ« 3μ�ν and compare 1:4; 5:19; 8:32; see Barucq 1959,
11.

342 Schmitz 2004a passim includes comprehensive lists of the many internal echoes and
recurring words found in the various sections of individual speeches and prayers in
Judith. Only some of these echoes are easily reproduced in Hebrew, as can be seen
from Grintz’s retroversion.

343 See Enslin 1972, 172. Zenger’s list of keywords includes κ&ριο«, =σξ&«, ξε�ρ, φ+βο«
and its synonyms, and �π2τη (1981, 433–434); Rakel 2003, 88 and 92 adds
κ2λλο«. (�να)βο2� and δ&ναμι« are two more such words.
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Hebrew, which either requires different verbs344 or else does not distinguish
between the different forms.345 Our work also contains a syntactical dis-
tinction which is not found in biblical Hebrew, for in a single verse (12:12
with note) there are two different future conditions, a vivid future condition
(ε= with a future indicative) and a regular one (with $2ν and a subjunc-
tive).346 A wordplay on the root γεν at 8:32 (see note) cannot be reproduced
in Hebrew. The Greek text of Judith also includes expressions which do not
seem to have a Hebrew equivalent. The term πρ+γν�σι«, foreknowledge,
is used twice in Judith (9:6, 11:19), and commentators agree that there is no
equivalent Hebrew term, even if the concept is biblical.347 A further ques-
tion arises from some of the feminine forms which would be needed in a He-
brew version of Judith. The phrase π»σα γψνG * Ισρα1λ is found only at
Jdt 15:12 in the LXX. At first sight it seems to be a female version of the
biblical expression “every man in Israel” (lXr>y >yX lk) which is often
translated π»« �νGρ * Ισρα1λ,348 but the expression lXr>y h>X lk cannot
be used in Hebrew and something like ,lXr>ym h>X lk ,lXr>yb h>X lk
lXr>y t>X lk is required, which would entail a different form of Greek.
Nor are there any attested biblical Hebrew female forms for the adjectives
used to describe Judith’s piety (γψνG ε�σεβ1« 8:31; �εοσεβ1« 11:17). We
would perhaps expect ,yhvlX tXry and tqdj respectively, but these femi-
nine forms are not found in the Bible.349

344 See Engel 1992, 158 who notes the pair παροικω� / κατοικω� in 5:7–9, where
Achior is careful to use παροικω� (which generally translates rvg) when describing
temporary sojourns in Mesopotamia and Egypt, but uses κατοικω� (which generally
translates b>y) when describing permanent residence in Canaan, the land of Emori,
etc. See too, e.g. Oλ�εν, $<:λ�εν, ε=σ:λ�εν at 14:6, 8, 14 and �π:λ�εν at 16:21 vs.
ε=σ1λ�οσαν at 16:18.

345 See the double use of $κξω� followed by a single use of $πεκξω� at 15:2–4 (with notes);
Grintz translates all three instances identically. Compare too 14:8 κα5 ν7ν �ν2γγειλ+ν
μοι Aσα $πο�ησα« … κα5 �π1γγειλεν α�τ� where again Grintz uses an identical
Hebrew root. Compare too 13:1 κα5 Βαγ,α« σψνωκλεισεν τGν σκηνGν �<��εν κα5
�πωκλεισεν τοV« παρεστ�τα« $κ προσ,ποψ το7 κψρ�οψ α�το7 with note.

346 See too the rare unreal condition at 11:2.
347 See in particular Grintz 1957, 142–143. Joosten 2007, *161 notes several other

words which have no Hebrew equivalent.
348 See Deut 29:9; Judg 7:8; 20:11, 33; 2 Sam 16:18; 17:14, 24; 19:42; 20:2; 1 Chr 10:7;

16:3; 2 Chr 5:3.
349 ε�σεβ1« is found 34 times in the LXX, but only five times in translations of the MT,

where it translate the words bydn and qydj, but not in the feminine. The word �εο-
σεβ1« is found only 7 times in the LXX and it translates ,yhvlX Xry (God-fearing) of
the MT four times, but it is used only of men, never of women. Cf. however Prov 31:
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The prayers and blessings in Judith are carefully composed, and it is
sometimes difficult to convey in Hebrew a literary effect found in the
Greek. Thus in Judith’s prayer at 9:11 there is an artistic variation of
genitive and nominative cases (… �λλ� ταπειν�ν ε> �ε+«/ $λαττ+ν�ν ε>
βοη�+«/ �ντιλ1μπτ�ρ �σ�ενο&ντ�ν / �πεγν�σμων�ν σκεπαστ1«/
�πηλπισμων�ν σ�τ1ρ).350 This chiastic variation cannot stem from the
Hebrew, where the genitive cannot come first.351 Elsewhere in Judith’s
prayer the author aims at a more biblical effect and makes use of parallel
versets of biblical poetry, as well as the asyndeton which is sometimes found
in poetic verses; such biblical touches are found in Judith’s victory song as
well.352

In general, the passages of direct speech in Judith – the conversations,
speeches, and prayers – are written in livelier, more colloquial Greek and
seem to point to a writer who is sensitive to nuances in Greek.353 These pas-
sages are particularly rich in Greek particles, connectives, and verbal modes
and it appears that the author – or translator – distinguished in his mind be-
tween narrative and speech and felt that direct speech required a different,
more idiomatic Greek. Thus the speech sections of Judith contain all the
optative forms – optatives used to express wishes – and virtually all the uses
of the subjunctive (thirty seven out of forty) found in the work.354 Many
particles and connectives are found only in passages of direct speech. We
find twenty five of the thirty six occurences of γ2ρ, all fourteen uses of δ1,
seventeen out of nineteen uses of �λλ2, five of the six uses of @ν, all thirteen
uses of $2ν, the two uses of δι+ and the single instance of δι+περ, as well
as the sole use of μ�ν … δ� … The particles and phrases used by the author
to enliven speech sections are a blend of Septuagintal and ordinary Greek
usage. κα5 ν7ν is used seventeen times, only in direct speech, to enliven and
exhort; this seems a translation of the biblical idiom htiv, although it is
certainly possible in classical Greek. All eleven uses of =δο& (the regular
Septuagint translation of the biblical hnh) are in passages of direct speech as
well, and interestingly this is far from true of the use of hnh in the Bible.
So, too, all fourteen uses of δ1 are in direct speech, and in twelve instances

31 llhtt Xyh ’h tXry h>X (LXX γψνG γ�ρ σψνετG ε�λογε�ται, φ+βον δ� κψρ�οψ
αHτη α=νε�τ�).

350 Note too the parallel, rhyming opening clauses.
351 See Engel 1992, 158.
352 See introductory notes to chs. 9 and 16.
353 See Gera 2013.
354 Optatives: Jdt 7:24; 10:8; 13:20; 15:10. The subjunctives outside of speech passages

are at Jdt 3:8; 10:4; 15:4.
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δ1 comes immediately after an aorist imperative and consequently seems to
represent the Hebrew Xn which follows imperatives. Like Xn, at times δ1
seems to mean “please,” while elsewhere it signals a more urgent command.
In the remaining two instances, δ1 is used as an intensifying particle and
this is more in accord with classical Greek.355 Passages of direct speech in
Judith are frequently livelier and more idiomatic than the surrounding nar-
rative,356 but it is worth remembering that even in the case of an undoubted
Hebrew original, direct speech may be presented in more fluent Greek in
the LXX. Anneli Aejmelaeus notes that when translating direct speech, the
translators of the Penateuch, particularly of Genesis, “frequently used free
renderings that are otherwise rare in order to create more fluent Greek and
a flavor of spoken language.”357 We should also remember that cohesive
and rhetorical Greek can be used to translate a Hebrew original.358

The final and perhaps most powerful argument in favor of a Greek
original for Judith rests on the author’s use of biblical quotations from the
Septuagint. The Book of Judith is filled with allusions to biblical scenes,
characters, and phrases. There are many quotations, or near quotations,
from the Bible, and these biblical citations and quotations almost invariably
derive from the LXX rather than the MT (Section 4). Here we must distin-
guish between those cases where the Septuagint version of a biblical phrase
is a literal translation of the original Hebrew text, and those where the
Greek version differs considerably from the original MT. In the first in-
stance, we cannot be certain which version underlies a biblical echo in Ju-
dith, but several citations found in Judith clearly stem from the Septuagint,
since the cited LXX version differs considerably from the Hebrew. These
LXX variants are often better suited to the story of Judith than the MT ver-
sions. Judith alludes to the Song of the Sea in both her prayer and her vic-
tory hymn, and one of her direct “quotations” is taken from the LXX of
Exod 15:3 where God is said to shatter wars (σψντρ�β�ν πολωμοψ«),
rather than the MT text where God is a “man of war” (hmxlm >yX).359 The
Exodus translator apparently shies away from the anthropomorphism of

355 See Jdt 5:3 (with note), 5, 21; 7:9; 8:11; 12:6, 11, 13, 17; 13:11; 14:1, 13 for δ1 with
an aorist imperative; Jdt 5:24; 12:18 are the two other instances. Walser 2001,
128–134, 161, discusses the use of δ1 in the Septuagint.

356 An interesting exception is the fluent, flowing Greek found in Holophernes’ death
scene; see note on 13:1–9 with Moore 1985, 228–229.

357 Aejmelaeus 1993, 48.
358 See Gera 2007 on the LXX version of the Song of the Sea (Exod 15:1–18), a trans-

lation of a Hebrew poem which is nonetheless composed in elegant Greek.
359 See MT and LXX Exod 15:3 and see Jdt 9:7–8 and 16:2 with notes.
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the MT and the author (or translator) of Judith follows in his wake. Com-
mentators note that this description of God as shattering or crushing wars
well suits the context of Judith, where the enemy is defeated with no need
for an extended battle.360 In a second passage, Judith takes on the persona
of Balaam, using a variation on the words of the prophet (according to the
LXX, but not the MT), in order to scold the leaders of Bethulia. Here, too,
it seems that the Septuagint version of Balaam’s words which refer to
threatening God – rather than the fact that the God does not lie or change
his mind, as in the MT – well suits the context in our text, for Judith is
greatly displeased by the leaders’ five-day ultimatum to God.361 A third
example underlines the difficulties in drawing simple, straightforward con-
clusions from the use of the LXX in Judith. When Judith prays to God and
mentions the rape of Dinah, she attributes to God the statement “it shall
not be thus” (ε>πα« γ2ρ Ο�ξ οHτ�« �σται Jdt 9:2), clearly referring back
to Gen 34:7, where the narrator describes the reaction of the sons of Jacob
to Shechem’s deed. “Such a thing ought not to be done” (h>iy Xl ]kv) states
the narrator, adding a comment of his own or perhaps reporting the
brothers’ thoughts. This phrase becomes κα5 ο�ξ οHτ�« �σται (“and it
shall not be thus”) in the LXX version of Gen 34:7, and the phrase is then
taken up by the author of Judith as God’s words, rather than those of the
narrator (or the brothers).362 At first sight, it seems plain that the phrase in
Judith is based solely on the Septuagint version of Genesis,363 but the con-
tinuation of our verse “yet they did it,” with its use of the verb ποιω�
(ε>πα« γ2ρ Ο�ξ οHτ�« �σται, κα5 $πο�ησαν Jdt 9:2) may be a play of
words on the Hebrew of Gen 34:7, referring back to the verb h>i “to do”
in the phrase h>iy Xl ]kv i.e. “such a thing ought not to be done, yet they
did it.” This phrase in Judith may, then, refer simultaneously both to the
Greek and the Hebrew versions of Gen 34:7. We can postulate an author
composing in Greek who was also acquainted with the Hebrew of Gen 34:7,
but the combination could also arise from an original Hebrew text, with the

360 See Joosten *165–*166 and compare Perkins 2007; Lang 2012.
361 Num 23:19 ,xntyv ,dX ]b bzkyv lX >yX Xl; LXX ο�ξ )« @ν�ρ�πο« C �ε9« διαρ-

τη�:ναι ο�δ� )« ψ49« �ν�ρ,ποψ �πειλη�:ναι; Jdt 8:16 ο�ξ )« @ν�ρ�πο« C �ε9«
�πειλη�:ναι ο�δ* )« ψ49« �ν�ρ,ποψ διαρτη�:ναι (see note ad loc.). Note how the
Greek version again seems to shy away from anthropomorphism and adds )«: ο�ξ
)« @ν�ρ�πο« C �ε+«. See Joosten 2007, *164–*165 and Schmitz 2004a, 166–167,
187–189.

362 Kugel 1997, 242; see note on 9:2.
363 See Engel 1992, 158 and 167 n. 16, where he nicely compares the MT and LXX of

2 Sam 13:12.
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translator into Greek incorporating the LXX of Gen 34:7 into his version,
and then translating the next verb literally.364 This is a particularly complex
example, but it is clear, in any event, that the author made extensive use
of the LXX. Several problematic Septuagintal expressions, which are not
literal translations of MT phrases, are unexpectedly woven into our text
and it is particularly difficult to conjecture a Hebrew original for these pas-
sages.365

The question of the original language of Judith, is, then, quite perplexing
and not easily decided. Briefly put, our text displays familiarity with both
Septuagintal and classical Greek. The style of the work is, on the whole,
that of the Septuagint, and the author frequently makes use of the calques,
vocabulary, syntax, and phrasing of the LXX. While at first sight this seems
to point to an underlying Hebrew original, it is also possible that the author
chose to write in Septuagintal Greek. Several linguistic phenomena can be
seen as stemming either from a Hebrew original or a Greek one, while other
Greek phrases and usages are not readily retroverted into Hebrew. The lan-
guage is, at times, carefully crafted, with the use of synonyms, balanced
clauses, and internal echoes, and there are passages of elegant Greek. Some
passages blend Hebrew and Greek stylistic elements and such fusion can
be found even in the course of a single verse.366 The text includes differ-
ent kinds of genres and registers – sparse biblical narrative combined
with longer, more detailed descriptions, dialogues, speeches, poetry, and
prayers – and the idiom used for narrative sections differs from that found
in passages of direct speech. How can we make sense of the different kinds
of Greek found in Judith? If the book was, in fact, translated from the He-
brew, we might well expect a translator to be in full command of the target
language, Greek, which may have been his native tongue. Such a translator
would adhere closely to the word order and idioms of the Hebrew, and
utilize earlier translations of biblical books into Greek, thus explaining the
many Septuagintalisms in Judith. At the same time, our hypothetical trans-
lator could, at times, make use of his knowledge of more literary Greek and
produce fluent and artistic effects in Greek, perhaps even unconsciously,
by reworking the Hebrew slightly. A second possibility is that Judith was
composed in Greek, by someone fluent in Greek, who chose to use a Sep-
tuagintal style for his work. Septuagintal Greek would place the work
within a biblical context and lend the composition an air of biblical auth-

364 See the translation of Grintz (1957, 141): v>iyv “]k h>iy Xl” trmX yk.
365 See Section 4, 53 with Joosten 2007, *166–*167.
366 See, e.g. 5:20–21; 10:1; 15:7 with notes.
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ority. However, composing in Septuagintal Greek may have not been alto-
gether easy for our hypothetical author. Many Septuagintal markers – such
as the frequent use of κα� and a verb in the aorist, the regular addition of
third person personal pronouns in the genitive, or the utilization of phrases
and calques found in earlier (translated) Septuagint books – seem easy to
imitate deliberately. Other stylistical phenomena, particularly the lack of
particulae and connectives, as well as the use of unusual prepositions and
excessive pronouns, would seem more difficult to maintain without the
constant prompting of a Hebrew original written in that fashion.367 At
times, the presumed author may have used more careful or literary Greek,
whether deliberately or unconsciously. A third possibility is that of an
author heavily influenced by Hebrew linguistic patterns, who composed in
Greek and included the occasional Greek literary flourish, but for whom
Greek was a second and acquired language. We can, of course, put forward
further hypotheses, such as a two-tiered Greek version (i.e. a literal Septua-
gintal translation, which was then modified and improved in places) or,
vice versa, a more fluent Greek translation, which was then re-written in a
Septuagintal idiom, but there is no real basis for such theories and no way
to substantiate them.

It is worth noting that a blend of Greek styles is found in other para-bib-
lical works of the period and there are several writers or translators who
deliberately chose to use Greek in the style of the Septuagint, despite their
fluency in Greek. One such work is the Greek version of Ben Sira. The Book
of Ben Sira was translated from Hebrew by the author’s grandson, a native
of Jerusalem who spent some time in Egypt. The translation, which is
usually dated to 117 B.C.E., opens with a preface by the grandson, and this
preface is written in careful koine Greek, but the translation itself is in more
stilted, Septuagintal Greek. The preface indicates that Ben Sira’s grandson
had a fine command of literary Greek, but nonetheless deliberately chose a
Septuagintal style for his grandfather’s para-biblical text.368 This situtation
is reminiscent of the Book of Luke, which also has two different Greek
styles. After a prologue in fluent Greek (Luke 1:1–4), the rest of the work is
composed in the style of the Septuagint.369 The Third Book of Maccabees,

367 Cf. Davila 2005, 36 who suggests that it would be easy to imitate Septuagint style and
produce a pastiche of biblical Greek.

368 See Wright 2003a and 2003b who suggests that the grandson apologizes in his pref-
ace for the inelegant Greek of his literal translation, but nonetheless chooses to use a
form of Greek taken from the LXX of the Pentateuch as the basis for his own trans-
lation.

369 See Davila 2005, 33–34 with note 80.
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which is written for the most part in elaborate, stylized Greek with an un-
usual vocabulary, uses more Semitic Greek for the prayers of the work.370 It
seems that the 3 Maccabees author thought that an elevated prose style
suited his narrative as a whole, but considered Septuagintal language more
appropriate for praying to God. In parallel fashion, the story of the mother
of the seven martyred sons in 2 Maccabees 7 is said to be written in a more
Semitic Greek than the surrounding narrative, in order to lend that particu-
lar story a biblical aura.371 Septuagintal Greek could, then, deliberately be
used by writers who were well-versed in Greek, for both theological and lit-
erary purposes. This phenomenon lends weight to the hypothesis that the
author of Judith was capable of using a classical Greek style, but chose (on
the whole) to write Septuagintal Greek. There are also instances of entire
works originally written in Semitic Greek, such as the Testament of Job and
(the longer recension of) the Testament of Abraham, although we do not
know how much Greek these two latter authors actually knew.372

It is possible, then, that the Book of Judith was composed originally in
Greek, but we have by no means eliminated the alternative view, that it was
translated from the Hebrew. We must choose, it seems, between a work
originally written in Hebrew which was translated into Septuagint Greek or
a tale originally and deliberately composed in the style of the Septuagint,
allowing in either instance the translator or author a command of literary
Greek. Here we must look outward from the language of the book to its
content, milieu, and intended audience, for the question of the original lan-
guage of Judith should not be examined in and of itself, and the issue can-
not be resolved – if at all – in a vacuum. We have seen the pervasive biblical
influence on the figures, scenes, and motifs of the work, but have also
noticed elements which seem influenced by classical Greek literature.373 It is
intriguing to note that just as the content of the book blends biblical in-
fluences, characters, and motifs with several features taken from classical
Greek literature, the language of the book, too, combines Septuagintal
Greek with traces of a richer and more polished Greek style. While the
mixed linguistic elements of the work can be attributed either to an original
author or to a translator, the work’s content must, of course, go back to the
author. It seems plain that Greek literature was part of the background or

370 See in particular 3 Macc 6:2–15.
371 See Schwartz 2008, 20.
372 Both compositions are often assigned an Egyptian provenance. See Schürer 1986,

iii.1, 553 and 1987, iii. 2, 763; Gruen 2002, 183, 195, and 330 n. 46 with the further
references cited by them.

373 Section 4 and Section 5.
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world of the author of Judith and influenced his composition. Thus, while
we cannot know for certain if the book of Judith was originally written in
Greek, it is clear that the author of Judith was acquainted with Greek lit-
erature, in addition to having a thorough knowledge of the Bible. This
means that when deciding between a Hebrew original and a Greek original
for the Book of Judith, we must also decide between a Hebrew-speaking
Jew who was conversant with Greek culture and a Greek-speaking Jew who
was well acquainted with the Bible.374

Where was Judith written? By whom? Who were the book’s first
readers? At first sight, a work written originally in Hebrew is more likely to
have been composed in Palestine, while a Greek composition would be
more likely to stem from a Greek-speaking Jewish community in Alexan-
dria (or elsewhere in the Greek-speaking diaspora), but these are likeli-
hoods, not certainties.375 The presence of Greek biblical fragments in Qum-
ran and in the Judean desert show that there was a certain audience for
biblical material in Greek in Palestine itself.376 If scholars once stressed the
opposition and conflict between Hellenism and Judaism in Palestine, today
it is commonly accepted that there was considerable acquaintance with
Greek language and literature among the (upper classes of) Jews in Jerusa-
lem before, during, and after the Hasmonean period, with schooling in
Greek and individuals who translated Hebrew into Greek.377 Indeed, sev-

374 The orientation and theology of the Book of Judith – its emphasis on the observance
of Jewish law and the proper attitude to God – leave no doubt that the author was
a Jew. There is no reason to think that the author was a woman, given the lack of a
female voice in the work; see Section 7.

375 See, e.g. Moore 1985, 70–71 who plumps for a Hebrew Judith written in Palestine
and Joosten 2007, *169–*176 who argues in detail for a Greek Judith composed in
Alexandria. Rajak 2009, 102–106 has a useful survey of Jewish Greek-speaking dias-
pora locations and conceivably a Greek Judith could have been composed in any of
these places. Zeitlin (in Enslin 1972, 31–32) suggests somewhat surprisingly that
Judith was written in Hebrew in Antioch.

376 See Tov 2003 who is careful to note that in the Judean Desert outside of Qumran the
majority of the Greek texts are not biblical, but documentary – letters, legal transac-
tions, etc. – indicating that Greek was in active use there. He suggests (100) that the
Nahal Hever text of the Minor Prophets (8HevXII gr), a Jewish revision of the Old
Greek, may have been used by Bar Kochba’s soldiers. In Qumran only one (possible)
Greek documentary text was found and the remainder of the texts are biblical, but
there is a relatively low percentage of Greek biblical texts compared to Semitic ones.

377 See Hengel 1974, esp. i. 88–102; Levine 1998, ch. 1 and the further references there.
Wacholder 1974, 279–287 argues for a Greek literary school in Jerusalem during the
second century B.C.E. and investigates the possibility that a series of (Jewish) Greek
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eral translations into Greek of biblical and near biblical writings are said to
have been undertaken in Jerusalem. The Scroll of Esther, together with
some of the Additions, was translated by Lysimachus of Jerusalem and
brought to Alexandria.378 Scholars suggest that 1 Maccabees and the open-
ing letters of 2 Maccabees were also translated in Jerusalem and the Greek
summary or epitome of Jason of Cyrene which underlies 2 Maccabees may
have been composed in Jerusalem as well.379 The fictional Letter of Aristeas
assumes that the best translators into Greek should come from Jerusa-
lem,380 and we have seen that the grandson and translator of Ben Sira was
indeed originally from Jerusalem.

Whatever its original language, it is likely that the Book of Judith orig-
inated in Palestine. The book’s geographical setting in Palestine (wrong
details and all),381 and the importance allotted to Jerusalem and its temple
point to a Palestinian author, as does the reaction to – or appropriation of –
Hasmonean events and issues. The attitude towards outsiders found in our
work is not the conciliatory, outward looking one associated with works
composed in the diaspora.382 There is no attempt to excuse or explain away
the misdeeds of the Assyrians and their leaders or to have the Israelites
interact with them in a positive way, and Achior is the sole gentile who
learns to recognize God’s greatness.

Nonetheless, it is not always easy to distinguish between works written
in the diaspora and those composed in Judea,383 and the Book of Judith is
linked at times with diaspora novellas, such as Esther and Daniel 1–6.384

These stories take place on foreign territory, often at the court of a king,
with the chief Jewish protagonist, who rises up from obscurity to an hon-

writers – Demetrius the chronographer, Philo the elder, Theodotus, and the tragedian
Ezekiel – had their origins in Palestine.

378 See Section 2 with note 26 and Bickerman 1944. Rajak 2009, 184 suggests that all of
the Additions may have been originally composed in Greek; cf., e.g. Moore 1977,
155.

379 See Hengel 1974, i. 100–102; Rappaport 2008, 130–133; Levine 1998, 79–80; Rajak
2009, 221.

380 Let. Aris. 32, 39, 46, etc.; see Rajak 2009, 126.
381 See Section 3.
382 See the thoughtful discussion of Schwartz 2008, 45–56 on the characteristics of the

diaspora writings of Hellenistic Jews and compare Rajak 2009, 250 on the contrast
between the outward, inclusive attitude found in Hellenistic Jewish literature and the
inward, resistant attitude of Qumran writings.

383 See, e.g. Collins 2000, 17–18.
384 See Humphreys 1973 and Wills 1990 for a characterization of the protagonists of

such tales. Ahiqar and Joseph are earlier instances of such heroes.
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ored position, acting as an adviser or diplomatic intermediary for the
foreign leader. Courtiers such as Mordecai, Esther, and Daniel continue to
remain loyal and devoted to their own people and community even after
their special capabilities are recognized and celebrated by the gentile leader.
These heroes manage to overcome adversity and live at peace in a foreign
setting, but this is not true of Judith. Like Daniel and Esther, Judith en-
counters an authoritative leader on his own territory and seemingly imparts
valuable information to him, but, unlike the diaspora heroes, she is a false
adviser and does not need to be rewarded or honored by an outsider. The
foreign commander, Holophernes, is killed, his army is defeated, and his
riches are plundered. Judith returns to her own home and people, severing
her connection with the non-Israelite world. In our book, then, elements of
a diaspora tale are transformed into a story of a Palestinian victory over
foreigners.

If Judith was indeed written in Palestine, the use of Hebrew would be
unsurprising and there is no need to explain the rationale behind a Hebrew
original for the work. The author would be addressing his fellow Jews in
Palestine, in their language, with an edifying tale. This book would then
have been translated into Greek, i.e. would have received its present form,
in order to educate and entertain diaspora Jews as well. The work would
strengthen the links between the Jews who lived outside Palestine and those
within its borders, by underlining the important role played by God in
rescuing and watching over the Israelites and stressing the significance of
Israelite laws and history, as well as Jerusalem and its temple. At the same
time the work would amuse and entertain them.385 If, on the other hand, the
original language of Judith was Greek, we must try to understand why a Pa-
lestinian author would compose a book in Septuagintal Greek.

Here, we must look again at the precedent of the Jewish historian
Eupolemus, who lived in Palestine and wrote his history in Semitic Greek,
some decades before Judith was composed. Eupolemus the historian is
generally identified with the ambassador of the same name whom Judas
Maccabeus sent to Rome.386 This would mean that Eupolemus moved in
Hasmonean circles. Eupolemus, like our author, was well-acquainted with
the Bible, and we have seen that he had considerable knowledge of Greek
culture as well. The phenomenon of a Palestinian author, familiar with both
biblical and Greek culture, who chose to write in (mostly) Septuagintal
Greek is not unknown.

385 See Hengel 2002, 93–94.
386 See Section 3, 43 and Section 5, 77.
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Finally, it is tempting to make use of the little we know of the author of
Judith in our attempt to determine the work’s original language. Our
author does not hesitate to play with historical figures and geographical
locations, inventing imaginary but allegedly real people, places, and inci-
dents, which are generally based on known biblical models. His text, like
his ironic and deceptive heroine, cannot be taken at face value, and he is, in
essence, an unreliable narrator. This unreliability and willingness to deceive
or elude his readers may apply to his choice of language as well. A biblical-
sounding or pseudo-biblical book written in Septuagintal Greek so as to
create the impression that it was originally written in Hebrew and belongs,
as it were, to the biblical world, would well suit the author’s style and over-
all playful approach. This is a seductive solution, but none of the arguments
presented here is definitive, and the question of the original language of Ju-
dith must remain open at present.
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Section 7: The Figure of Judith:
Between Feminism and Theology

“What shall we do with Judith?” asks a feminist scholar, and the question is
not easily answered.387 Judith is a complex character and her contradictory
qualities raise difficult theological and feminist issues. Beautiful, pious, and
wise, Judith is also seductive, violent, and cunning. The narrator presents to
us a series of Judiths and these different Judiths are not easily reconciled. One
Judith is a widow, albeit a wealthy one, who is punctilious in her religious
practices and prefers to spend her days in solitude on the roof of her home,
fasting, praying, and wearing her widow’s weeds. Another Judith is a stern
moral figure who reprimands and advises her town’s leaders on the proper
attitude towards God and the best way to deal with the crisis which they
face. This Judith prays at length, but then immediately grooms and beau-
tifies herself at length as well. When in the enemy camp, Judith deliber-
ately – and playfully – deceives and seduces Holophernes, but is punctilious
about eating kosher food, bathing, and praying nightly to God. She is
unarmed and untrained in war, yet manages to decapitate the enemy com-
mander and give useful military advice. Judith leads women – and men – in
a victory song of praise to God, and then returns to the peace and privacy of
her household, living quietly until her death. While the narrator sometimes
describes the emotions and reactions of his other characters – we see an
angry Nebuchadnezzar, a lascivious Holophernes, a distraught Bagoas – we
are never privy to Judith’s thoughts and feelings, and we must view her from
the outside, examining both her words and her deeds.

Judith’s outstanding quality is that she is a woman and a recurrent theme
in the book is that a great deed has been accomplished by the “hand of a
woman.”388 Judith’s gender – the fact that she is a woman – is an integral
part of her tale, an essential part of the plot and of the theological message
of the book. In the Bible, women, particularly vulnerable women, are used

387 Milne 1993. Craven 2003 is a useful survey of changing approaches and attitudes in
scholarship on Judith in the twentieth century, including feminist studies.

388 Judith’s hand is also termed the “the hand of a widow” and “the hand of a female.”
See Jdt 9:9–10; 12:4; 13:14–15; 15:10; 16:5 and see note on 9:9.
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to represent weak and unprotected cities or nations, and the widow Judith
symbolizes her imperiled city and people. She is Bethulia – or even Israel –
incarnate, so to speak.389 At the same time, Judith is not just a symbol of a
frightened and endangered city and people, for she acts. She shows great
initiative, leaving her city and killing the enemy commander, and she is an
unlikely candidate for this enterprise, precisely because she is female. As a
woman, Judith is expected to be weak and unequal to the task of confront-
ing and killing the head of a vast army, but her bold mission is a success.
Her gender (coupled with her beauty, cleverness, and powers of seduction)
eases her path – one would hardly imagine that a male Israelite would have
been welcomed by Holophernes and his soldiers with the same warmth –
but makes the fact of Holophernes’ death at her hands a startling deed and
one that is particularly humiliating for the Assyrians.390

While Judith’s surprising feat wins her great renown, its paradoxical
quality can be taken as an indication that she is little more than an instru-
ment, a tool used by God to save his people. “The Lord will rescue Israel by
my hand,” Judith promises the elders of Bethulia (8:33), underscoring God’s
role in her endeavors. Is Judith responsible for the victory over the Assy-
rians or is she simply a divine instrument, with her deed serving to highlight
the power and strength of God? In the theological realm, the more unlikely
the victor or hero of a biblical tale, the greater the indication that it is God,
in fact, who is at work and responsible for the victory.391 Are we meant to
see Judith as such a humble tool, whose very unsuitability for her accom-
plishment underscores the glory and might of God or should she be seen as
an independent and bold agent, a feminist heroine, as it were? Our text at-
tributes the death of Holophernes and the rescue of the Israelites from the
Assyrian threat both to God and to Judith, and regularly moves between the
celebration of Judith’s initiative and of God’s assistance. Judith is depicted
both as an instrument and an independent agent, albeit a surprising one.
Such double causation with the Israelites saved both by God and a human
leader is familiar to us from the Bible, where we find recorded in a single
verse, for example, that a hero killed many Philistines “and God brought
about a great victory.”392 Both God and Judith are, it seems, responsible for
the rescue of the Israelites and we need not choose between the two.

389 See, e.g. Levine 1992, 17–18 and notes on 8:4; 9:2–4.
390 Notes on 13:13 and 14:18.
391 For this argument, see Fischer and Obermayer 2010, who note that Judith resembles

another unlikely and unexpected victor, David in his encounter with Goliath.
392 See, e.g. 2 Sam 23:10,12 and see note on 9:9 on double causation in Judith and else-

where.
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Is Judith a feminist work? The book cannot be termed misogynist393 and
at first sight, Judith seems to be a feminist heroine. She plays a pivotal role
in the book, displaying great initiative, determination, and bravery. She also
outshines all the men who surround her, Israelites as well as Assyrians.394

Indeed, the Judith of the Septuagint text is so independent that later ver-
sions of the story, from the Vulgate onwards, find it necessary to supress
and alter her doings, transforming her into a more docile figure.395 The
perception of Judith as an independent and feminist figure apparently has
led, at times, to the suggestion that the Book of Judith was written by a
woman,396 but we have no way of determining whether the author was
male or female. There were female writers of Greek compositions in the
Hellenistic period and while no women are explicitly identified as authors
of Jewish books in that period, some women, at least, were well-educated
and capable of composing such a work.397 A book in which a woman plays
a central role need not, of course, have been written by a woman, and it is
more likely that the author of Judith was a man, if only because female
authors were the exception rather than the rule, and there is no sign that our
text is an exception. Even if we were able to assign a gender to the author of
Judith, this would leave the broader question of the feminist tendencies of
the work unanswered. A male author may portray powerful females who
behave decisively and courageously, and debate issues of great moral im-
portance; Greek tragedy is a notable example of this phenomenon. Just as
a male author can depict strong, thoughtful, and independent women, a fe-
male author may write from a chauvinist or patriarchal perspective.

The question we must ask, then, is not whether our book was written by
a man or a woman, but whether there is a female voice or traces of a fem-
inist perspective in our text.398 We may define such a feminist perspective
or female voice in several rather different ways. One approach may be bor-
rowed from a modern test used of films in which we look for a female pres-

393 See Di Lella 1995 on the contrast between Judith and the misogynist statements found
in Ben Sira.

394 Nickelsburg 1981, 108.
395 See Section 2, 14.
396 See, e.g. the “auctrix” of Caponigro 1992; “he/she” as author in Christiansen 2012.
397 Elder 1996; Lefkowitz 1991, esp. 208–209; Kraemer 1991, 221–231. Kraemer raises

the possibility that Jos. Asen. and T. Job were written by women and DesCamp 1997
suggests that the author of L.A.B. was female.

398 See van Dijk-Hemmes 1993 for an illuminating discussion of F(emale) and M(ale)
voices in the Bible; van Henten 1995, 245–252 analyzes M and F voices in Judith,
while Goitein 1988 is a useful discussion of women as creators of biblical genres.
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ence in a work by searching for at least two named women, who converse
with one another about something other than men. Our book fails this
test.399 Judith is the only named woman and we see her conversing only
indirectly with her anonymous maid, giving her orders, but not confiding in
her. The narrator pairs the two women at times, but Judith never links her-
self to her maid and never uses the pronoun “we” of the pair of them.400

Other women play a very small role in the book. We see Israelite women
at assemblies, joining their menfolk when crying out to God in prayer
(4:10–11; see too 6:16) and to the town leaders in anger and despair
(7:22–23; cf. 7:32). The presence of these women in public places points to
the exceptional gravity of the situation, rather than signalling their equal
status. In one notable passage, Israelite women form a chorus, dancing with
the triumphant Judith, and joining in her victory song. Here the men are
said to follow the women. Yet even this passage does not point to female
solidarity, for Judith plays the role of a returning hero, akin to David or
Jephthah, while the other women fulfill their usual function of celebrating
the triumphant victor (15:12–14 with note). Elsewhere, Judith refers to an-
other woman, Dinah, and tells of her rape by Shechem, but it is significant
that Judith plainly identifies with her ancestor, Dinah’s vengeful brother
Simeon, to whom she refers by name, rather than with the victim Dinah,
whom she does not name. In this passage (9:2–4 with notes), Judith delights
in the knowledge that the women of Shechem have been taken away as cap-
tives, showing no pity for the female victims of Simeon’s revenge.401 We do
find concern expressed for the fate of Israelite women at the hands of enemy
soldiers (4:12; 7:27; cf. 7:14; 16:4).

Judith herself is exceptionally strong and self-reliant, and is not portrayed
as fearful or vulnerable in any way. She is often compared to two apocry-
phal women, Esther of the Additions and Susanna, but Judith is more self-
reliant and self-confident than either one of them. Susanna, like Judith is
beautiful, rich, and pious, but she is helpless and dependent in a way that
Judith is not. Susanna, left to her own devices by her husband and family,
does not manage her own acquittal and is rescued by an outsider, Daniel,

399 This is known as the Bechdel test. The Book of Ruth is a biblical book which would
pass the test.

400 The two women are mentioned together at Jdt 10:6, 10–11; 13:10; see too note on
8:10.

401 Given the conventions of biblical warfare – and the Book of Judith has been described
(Fischer and Obermayer 2010) as a summary of biblical attitudes towards war – it is
perhaps anachronistic to expect such pity from either women or men; see note on
16:4 and cf. Levine 1992, 19; Milne 1993, 44.
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who is sent by God. Esther of the Additions does not hesitate to confess her
fears, dependence, and helplessness before God, and we are told in the
Alpha version (Alph Esth 7:2) that God implants courage in her.402 Judith,
on the other hand, is exceptionally controlled and calm. She is a remote fig-
ure who confides in no one and we hear nothing of her fears or her feelings.
While Judith is certain that God supports her, there is no external basis for
her confidence, and we do not see God helping her directly in any way. Such
strength and self-reliance might be seen as contributing to her stature as a
feminist heroine, but these qualities also lend Judith the air of a cold and an-
drogynous figure, an honorary male, as it were, rather than a role model for
women.403

On the whole, Judith is far removed from ordinary female concerns. As a
childless widow, she lives on her own, and marriage and motherhood are
not a part of her world. Although she is childless, we are not meant to think
of Judith as barren, but rather as a more symbolic “mother in Israel.” She is
akin to Deborah and the wise women of Abel Beth-Maacah and Tekoa,
none of whom are said to be actual mothers. Like Judith, these three women
are wise, persuasive, faithful to God’s covenant, and they are all exception-
ally courageous.404 Their world – and that of Judith – has no room for real
children, and when Judith speaks of “my infants” (16:4) she speaks as a per-
sonified Israel, a metaphorical figure (see above), rather than as a flesh and
blood woman.405 Here it is worth comparing the portrayal of Judith to the
role assigned to women in L.A.B. In pseudo-Philo, women are present as
women: daughters are born, in addition to sons, and we find mention of
babies, nursing, pregnancy, and motherhood, both real and symbolic. At
the same time, the work’s female biblical characters are often portrayed as
authoritative leaders and teachers. Women in L.A.B. are womanly, wise and
strong,406 and while Judith, too, is wise and strong, she is not “womanly,”
for she does not take part in the world of ordinary women.

This brings us to the question of Judith’s beauty, seductiveness, and use
of deception. Judith uses her beauty and sexual power as a weapon, a

402 See Jdt 8:8 and 9:1 with notes.
403 See Moore 1985, 64–66 together with Milne 1993, esp. 42–45.
404 See Ackerman 1998, 38–44 and 62–63; notes on 13:5; 16:4.
405 Rakel 2003, 78–81 suggests that seeing Judith as an allegorical figure, the represen-

tation of Israel, rather than as an individual woman with specific traits, is a way to
domesticate her, and make her less frightening; compare Levine 1992, 28 who thinks
that Judith both represents her community and exceeds that representation, thus
combining the metaphorical and the personal.

406 See van der Horst 1989; DesCamp 1997.
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means to deceive, seduce, and finally kill Holophernes, and this leaves mod-
ern readers uneasy, for several reasons. Some readers are troubled by
Judith’s lies, but it seems fair to say that Judith’s use of deception would not
have bothered the book’s ancient audience. Biblical liars are often rewarded
for their pains, and Judith is lying in order to save her community.407

In the book itself, the male leaders, Uzziah and Joakim, praise Judith un-
reservedly, as do the Israelites, male and female, and there is no trace of
unease with her conduct.408

Other readers are disturbed by the portrayal of Judith as a temptress. In
this aspect of her behavior, Judith resembles several foreign biblical women
who are commonly taken to be negative figures, women such as Delilah
who seduces and maims Samson,409 Potiphar’s wife who fails to seduce Jo-
seph, Cozbi the Midianite who is killed with the Israelite Zimri whom she
seduces, and the Foreign Woman of Proverbs 1–9. There are also several
biblical women who entrap men sexually in order to guarantee the continu-
ity of their husband’s family, and these figures, women such as Judah’s
daughter-in-law, Tamar, and Ruth, are presented in a more positive light, as
is Judith.410 Judith is a femme fatale, and while her victim, Holophernes,
may well deserve to die, the implication of her deed is nonetheless that
women’s beauty and sexuality are dangerous, even fatal to men. The mes-
sage that women use their beauty to deceive and harm men is not a feminist
one.411

It is also worth noting that as pious as Judith is, she uses elements of her
religious observance and knowledge to further her scheming and duplicity.
The rules of tithing and priestly food are used by Judith as the basis for
a false tale about Israelite sins. Her desire to pray in purity and her alleged
need to communicate with God conveniently provide Judith with an
excellent means to disappear from the Assyrian camp in the night. Her
kosher food sack becomes the receptacle for Holophernes’ head.412 Just as
Judith uses her personal beauty to seduce and deceive, she makes use of her

407 See notes on 9:10 and 11:5–19.
408 Wojciechowski 2012 suggests that there is a rift between Judith and her author, with

the author justifying Judith’s immoral behavior only because of the exceptional cir-
cumstances, but there is no textual evidence for this claim.

409 Merideth 1989 points to the similarites between Judith and Delilah. DeSilva 2006,
60 terms Judith a “Delilah for the cause of God.”

410 Compare too the daughters of Lot and see, e.g. Brenner 1985, 106–122 on positive
and negative temptresses in the Bible.

411 See Merideth 1989, 74–76; Milne 1993, 46–48; Bach 1997, 200–209.
412 See notes on 11:11–19; 13:10.
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religious practices in order to trick and manipulate those around her.
Neither Judith’s body nor her religious way of life are affected or violated
by these machinations, but the one is no less a tool than the other.

Judith seduces and deceives in order to save her community, and she uses
her sexual powers for the good of her people. Her unselfish motive –
coupled with the fact that she has not actually been forced to sleep with Ho-
lophernes – allows her both to step outside the boundaries of her commu-
nity, and to return home as a victorious and virtuous heroine. Judith’s
return home to her quiet way of life has been interpreted as a muting or
dimming of her presence, a means used by the author to curb and domesti-
cate his protagonist. Judith was free to act as she chose in the world of the
Assyrians, but once the victory celebrations are over, she is silenced, so to
speak, and does not challenge the established male hierarchy of Bethulia
in any way. There are biblical instances of both men and women who dis-
appear from view after they have performed an outstanding deed, but the
biblical narrator does not specifically say that these figures have resumed a
quiet life; he simply ceases to mention them.413 Here we are explicitly told
that Judith is no longer active, either politically or sexually, and it seems
that returning to her secluded way of life is the price she must pay in order
to be re-integrated into her community.414

Thus far we have looked at Judith’s deeds, but she is a woman of many
words as well, and her speech is no less a part of her persona than her deeds.
The prayers and speeches of our work are used by the author to mark
significant turning points in his story415 and it is Judith who is allotted the
lion’s share of these passages. Both Uzziah and Holophernes praise Judith
for her wisdom, but both men underestimate her intellectual and verbal
skills (8:29; 11:20–21 with notes), and modern commentators tend to fol-
low in their wake, ignoring Judith’s speeches and prayers when they evalu-
ate her character. What can we learn from Judith’s words? Do these con-
tribute to her status as a heroine, feminist or otherwise? Judith speaks
almost exclusively to – or of – God and she greatly resembles the faithful
Israelites of Psalms 149:6 “with paeans to God in their throats and two-
edged swords in their hands.” Judith prays at length to God (9: 1–14),416

praises and celebrates him (16:1–17), and explains his ways to the leaders
of Bethulia (8:11–27). Even Judith’s duplicitious exchanges with Holophernes

413 Compare, e.g. Ehud or Abigail and see the further discussion in note on 16:21–25.
414 Levine 1992.
415 Schmitz 2004a.
416 See too 11:17; 12:8; 13:4–5, 7, 11, 14.
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(11:5–20; 12:2–4) are filled with references to God, both open and coded.
In a work where God himself appears only in a single half verse, it is the
task of the characters to convey the book’s religious message, to mention
God and describe him, and Judith is the foremost figure to do so.

Judith’s first words in the book (8:11–27) are addressed to the leaders of
her city, Bethulia, and she speaks to them from a position of moral author-
ity. She summons the three men in order to chastise them and instruct them
in God’s ways, explaining what one should – and should not – expect from
God.417 Theological pronouncements by biblical (and post-biblical) women
are quite rare and here Judith is not just God-fearing, but also God-know-
ing, wise in the ways of the Lord. This extended speech is noteworthy be-
cause it seems to go beyond the needs of the plot. Judith could have admon-
ished Uzziah for his willingness to surrender and announced her intention
to pursue a plan of her own in a verse or two. Instead, she turns to a depic-
tion of the complex relationship between God and the Israelites and it
seems that this issue is of great interest and significance for the author. Ju-
dith warns the people of Bethulia that they should not underestimate or test
God, and suggests that like their forefathers, they should view divine chas-
tisement and testing as a sign of favor. Her message includes deuteronom-
istic elements, i.e. the Israelites need not fear divine punishment because
they do not worship man-made idols (8:18–20), and such deuteronomistic
themes are found elsewhere in the work, most notably in Achior’s speech to
Holophernes.418 While statements by characters in a literary work need not
reflect the author’s beliefs, the theological views expressed by the various
positive characters in Judith are all of a piece.419

It is perhaps significant that the two figures who best understand and ex-
plicate the ways of God in the Book of Judith are a woman, Judith, and an
Ammonite general, Achior, and we can explain this phenomenon in two
rather different ways. One explanation is that a depiction of God’s behavior
and deeds are voiced by a mere woman (and a gentile) in order to stress just
how clear-cut and obvious these issues are. If a woman and an outsider can

417 See 8:11–27 with notes.
418 See Jdt 5:17–21 and 8:18–20 with notes. Voitila 2011 is a comprehensive survey of

the deuteronomic and deuteronomistic themes in Judith; she uses Weinfeld 1972 as a
basis for her discussion.

419 See Eckhardt 2009, 244–245 (with his further references there) on the futility of as-
signing our work to a particular sect in Hasmonean times. He notes that various com-
mentators have found traces of Hasidic, Pharisaic, Sadduccee and Essene views and
practices in our book, and this lack of unanimity indicates that there is no single sect
to be found.
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understand such theological matters, we might think, then surely ordinary
Israelites have no excuse for not doing so. The leaders of Bethulia are out-
done in wisdom by a most unlikely candidate, a woman, just as they will
shortly be outdone by her in bravery. If Judith is sometimes seen as an
intrinsically unlikely killer and consequently simply an instrument of God,
she can be viewed as an equally unlikely theologian who is simply the
instrument or tool of her author for voicing his views. However, while hav-
ing a mere female unexpectedly accomplish a great deed may be said to
underscore God’s role and add to his glory, the use of a paradoxical and un-
likely spokeswoman does not add to the author’s glory or to the worth of
his message. The length of Judith’s reprimand points to its importance in
the author’s eyes and we should remember that her speech is political as
well as theological. She warns against the shame of exposing Jerusalem and
the holy places to danger and of the disgrace of becoming servants of the
Assyrians, and then sets out to ensure that these misfortunes will not take
place. Whatever the precise time period in the Hasmonean era and the pre-
cise political lessons to be drawn from our work,420 it is plain that a message
is being conveyed and that the author chose Judith as his mouthpiece. The
message is enhanced if it is voiced by an impressive figure, not a paradoxical
one.421

The godfearing and pious Judith is certainly impressive in her religious
observance, and the author describes her devotion to God in considerable
detail. She mourns her husband deeply, fasting almost daily, wearing
widow’s weeds, and living a retired life on the roof of her house. She prays
at length to God. She is fierce about matters of kashrut, taking great care to
eat only kosher food even in the Assyrian camp, where she bathes and prays
nightly. Judith also takes pains to arrange her affairs properly before her
death, disposing of her husband’s wealth and freeing her slave.422 One rea-
son the author lingers over the piety and devotion of Judith is to surprise us
with her unexpected seduction and killing of Holophernes, but he also uses
her devotion in order to lend weight to her theological pronouncements.423

It is precisely because she is so faithful to God that Judith is able to explain

420 See Section 3, 41–42.
421 For a parallel claim that Achior is a “powerful figure” when he narrates the history of

the Israelites, rather than a paradoxical one, see Voitila 2011, 381.
422 Commentators note that Judith’s inheritance and bequeathing of property and the

length of her slave’s service are not totally in accord with Jewish law as we know it;
see notes on 8:6, 7, 8; 10:5; 12:1–4; 16:23, 24.

423 Hieke 2012 suggests that the theological – and legal – aspects of Judith are an attempt
to reinforce and propagate teachings found in the Torah.
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God’s ways and intercede for her people in word as well as deed. Judith’s
substance as a heroine is linked to her theological wisdom in circular
fashion: her piety and moral stature lend her theological statements truth
and significance, even while her words on divine matters add to her worth
and import.

We can see the importance accruing to words and the stature granted to
those who speak them in the victory song Judith sings, celebrating her great
triumph (16:1–17). Like the Song of the Sea and Deborah’s Song, the vic-
tory song in our book is a recapitulation in poetry of events which already
have been recounted in prose, coupled with praise of God. Judith’s song,
which incorporates themes and phrases from the two biblical ones, grants
her the status of the earlier biblical singers, Moses, Miriam, Barak, and
Deborah, and assimilates her to them. The victory song serves a deeper
theological purpose as well. In the biblical narratives of Exodus and Judges
which precede the two songs, we are shown God’s direct intervention in the
salvation of the Israelites, but we find no such divine intervention in our
book. It is only in Judith’s song that we hear of God’s intercession, so that
Judith’s words serve to affirm the presence of God in these events.424 The
last section of the victory song (16:13–17) moves beyond the actual conflict
with the Assyrians and stresses God’s role as creator and judge, broadening
and deepening the role assigned to God in our work. Here, too, as in
Judith’s programmatic speech to the elders of Bethulia, Judith’s words are
best understood as coming from a heroine rather than a mere tool. Her pro-
nouncements are clearly important to the author, conveying the work’s
message, even while adding to her substance and eminence.

When Judith prays at length to God before setting out on her mission
(9:1–14), she behaves as other endangered and pious heroines of Second
Temple literature do, joining the ranks of Susanna, Esther of the Additions,
and Sarah of Tobit.425 At first sight, her prayer seems well-suited to a fe-
male, but such pleas for divine help are not the province of women alone,
and we can also compare her words to those of endangered men such as
Hezekiah or Judah the Maccabee. In her prayer, Judith particularly ident-
ifies with her vengeful ancestor Simeon, and many of the themes found in
the prayer – on the uniqueness of God, his creation of the universe, and a
call for retribution – are similar to those voiced by outstanding biblical
leaders such as Moses, David, and Solomon.426 The prayer contains a plea

424 See further introductory note to 16:1–17.
425 See introductory note to ch. 9.
426 See notes on 9:2–4, 12–14.
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for help, asking God to shatter the enemy and aid her in her quest by grant-
ing her both force and powers of deceit, but she also characterizes God,
stressing his power, his creation of heaven and earth, and his exclusive rule.
Judith’s words are neither penitent nor fearful and her self-control even
while beseeching God underscores her moral and religious authority, as
well as her emotional strength. Here, too, Judith is a mouthpiece for the
author’s theological concerns, and hers is a dignified and authoritative
voice, if not a particularly female one.

Judith has one other notable speech in the book, her lying tale to Holo-
phernes. In this speech she refers frequently to God, both directly and indi-
rectly. In addition to her playful and ambiguous references to her “lord”
(i.e. God /Holophernes), Judith also echoes the deuteronomistic theology
which Achior had outlined to Holophernes.427 She uses this depiction of
God as a deity who regularly punishes sinning Israelites for her own pur-
poses, as an important element in her false story. Judith tells Holophernes
that the Israelites are about to commit a sacrilegious act and consequently
will be punished by God, who will guarantee Holophernes a bloodless vic-
tory. Judith also presents herself to Holophernes as an emissary of God and
she claims that God communicates with her directly. This last claim is par-
ticularly interesting. Judith only hears from God in an imaginary scenario
which she invents, and her lie reminds us of God’s actual silence towards her.
Despite her pious way of life and many prayers, despite the dangerous
mission she takes upon herself, the author does not choose to grant his her-
oine any sign or hint of encouragement from God.428 We may even imagine
a gap or tension of sorts between the heroine and her author. Judith’s lie
seems to reveal her desire for such a signal or perhaps her conviction that
she is worthy of a divine sign. God is present in our book, if only in a verse,
and the author could have granted Judith’s wish, as it were, and have God
communicate with her in some fashion. Instead, the author depicts a one-
sided relationship between Judith and God, where she addresses him but is
not addressed in return, and she must proceed without explicit divine aid or
encouragement. A direct communication from God would serve as a divine
seal of approval of Judith and her activities, but we can nonetheless inter-
pret God’s distance from Judith as adding to her stature. Her ability to act
on her own demonstrates her great courage and the depth of her faith, and
she is perhaps all the more impressive because she has help from no one,

427 See notes on 11:5–19, 9–10; for Achior’s deuteronomistic pronouncements, see
5:17–21 with notes.

428 See note on 11:16–17. Egger-Wenzel 2009 contends that Judith is, in fact, a prophet.
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God included. We have seen (above, 102) that Esther of the Additions re-
ceives courage from God, while Susanna needs rescue from the outside, by
Daniel. Such dependence on mortal and divine aid diminishes the two latter
women, but also makes them more human – and more female – than Judith.

What shall we do with Judith? We should recognize her as the book’s
most substantial character, an independent, impressive, and complex figure,
who cannot be termed feminist by any means. Neither Judith’s behavior nor
her concerns nor her outlook are those of a flesh and blood woman. The
author uses Judith both as a vehicle to tell an exciting and dramatic story
and as the chief spokesperson for various theological (and political) ideas,
and these are demanding and somewhat contradictory tasks. Judith’s role
as a femme fatale requires that she be beautiful, seductive, and deceptive.
She must also be unencumbered by a family and the activities of an ordinary
woman if she is to undertake her mission. At the same time, Judith’s role
as a religious authority demands wisdom, piety, and punctilious religious
observance, and the author takes pains to present her as an authoritative
and moral figure. Judith has much to do and say in our book, but neither
her voice nor that of her author is a female voice.
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A. 1:1–16 Nebuchadnezzar Goes to War
with Arphaxad

Chapter 1

(1.) In the twelfth year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, who ruled over the
Assyrians in the great city of Nineveh, in the days of Arphaxad, who ruled
over the Medes in Ecbatana,

(2.) (Arphaxad) built walls around Ecbatana of hewn stones, three cubits
wide and six cubits long. He made the walls seventy cubits high and fifty cu-
bits wide.

(3.) At the city gates he placed towers one hundred cubits high and sixty
cubits wide at the foundation.

(4.) He made the city gates seventy cubits high and forty cubits wide, (wide
enough) for the passage of his army’s warriors and his infantry in formation.

(5.) In those days, King Nebuchadnezzar made war against King Arphaxad
in the Great Plain, that is the plain on the borders of Ragae.

(6.) He was opposed by all those who lived in the highlands and all who
lived along the Euphrates, the Tigris, and the Hydaspes, and the plain of
Arioch, king of the Elamites. A great many nations gathered together to join
the forces of the sons of Cheleoud.

(7.) Nebuchadnezzar, king of the Assyrians, sent word to all those who
lived in Persia and all those who lived in the west, those living in Cilicia,
Damascus, Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, and to all those who lived along
the coast,

(8.) and to those among the peoples of the Carmel, Gilead, Upper Galilee,
and the great plain of Esdraelon,
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(9.) and to all those in Samaria and its cities and beyond the Jordan as far
as Jerusalem, Bethany, Chelous, Kadesh, and the river of Egypt, Taphnes
and Rameses, and all the land of Goshen,

(10.) (sending word) beyond Tanis and Memphis, and to all those who
lived in Egypt up to the borders of Ethiopia.

(11.) However, all the inhabitants of the land disregarded the word of Ne-
buchadnezzar, king of the Assyrians, and did not join him in war, because
they were not afraid of him. In their eyes he seemed just a single man and
they sent away his messengers empty-handed and disgraced.

(12.) Nebuchadnezzar became greatly enraged at the entire land. He swore
by his throne and kingdom that he would take revenge upon the whole area
of Cilicia, Damascene, and Syria, and that he would kill by his sword all the
inhabitants of the land of Moab, the Ammonites, all of Judea, and all those
in Egypt, as far as the coasts of the two seas.

(13.) In the seventeenth year he marshalled his army against King Arpha-
xad. He prevailed in war and routed Arphaxad’s entire army, all his cavalry
and all his chariots.

(14.) He gained possession of his cities and came as far as Ecbatana. He cap-
tured the towers and looted the city’s streets, turning its beauty into shame.

(15.) He seized Arphaxad in the mountains of Ragae and struck him down
with his spears, destroying him to this very day.

(16.) Then he turned back (to Nineveh), he and all of his combined forces,
a vast number of warriors, and there he and his army relaxed and feasted
for one hundred and twenty days.

Commentary

The chief focus of our story is the Assyrian attack on the Israelite town of
Bethulia, but the author opens his work with a much broader canvas, paint-
ing the wider background of Assyrian conquests before narrowing his scope
and turning his attention to the Israelites in chapter 4. Our book begins
by depicting a clash between Nebuchadnezzar, king of the Assyrians, and
Arphaxad, king of the Medes. A series of details, precise and wrong, open
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the book, and fictitious detail is piled upon fictitious detail in order to pro-
vide a rich, impressive, and initially puzzling backdrop to the story. We are
first introduced to the pseudo-historical Nebuchadnezzar, king of the Assy-
rians, and then turn immediately to his enemy and rival, the otherwise un-
known Arphaxad of Media. The unfamiliar Arphaxad builds extensive for-
tifications around Ecbatana and raises a large army, but to no avail, for he is
defeated by Nebuchadnezzar, despite the great gathering of allies on his
side. Arphaxad is as colorless in death as he is in life, while in this chapter
Nebuchadnezzar is the underdog, an angry king who is not properly feared
by other nations. Arphaxad has a great many allies, while Nebuchadnezzar
attempts to enlist the aid of several nations, so that the geographical sweep
of this chapter is quite wide, with a blend of familiar and unknown places.
The chapter is as tall as it is wide, so to speak, for it also describes fortifi-
cations of great dimensions, the extraordinarily high towers, walls, and
gates built by Arphaxad in Ecbatana. The fictionality of the characters, the
exaggerated dimensions of the Median fortifications, and the vast geo-
graphical sweep of the allies involved, are all part of the same literary effect,
and these mistakes and exaggerations are deliberate. It seems that the Baby-
lonian king Nebuchadnezzar, a notorious figure among the Jews, is deliber-
ately allotted the wrong kingdom. He is also given an imaginary enemy, for
the historical Medes were allies, not enemies of the Babylonians. In this
fashion we are warned from the very start that the story we are reading is
not historical or literally true, and that its significance lies not in its colorful
details but in the underlying message; see Section 3. We are told very little
about the conflict between the two kings and their reasons for going to war,
for it is the defeat of Arphaxad at the hands of Nebuchadnezzar that is im-
portant here. Arphaxad, it seems, builds – and is built up – in order to make
Nebuchadnezzar’s victory all the greater. The fact that the well-fortified,
powerful Arphaxad with his many allies cannot defeat Nebuchadnezzar
makes the Assyrian king a very frightening adversary for the Israelites of Be-
thulia. At the same time, Arphaxad’s defeat is an indication that sheer
force – strong fortifications and a numerous army – does not guarantee suc-
cess, a lesson that Nebuchadnezzar and his forces will learn as well. The
subsequent victory of Judith and the Israelites, their success against the As-
syrians where Arphaxad failed, is a deliberate contrast, meant to stress that
victory over enemies stems from divine aid, not massive armies.

1:1 In the twelfth year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar: Our book begins in
the manner of a historical biblical work. We are told the king’s name, his
subjects, capital city, and regnal year, as with Ahasuerus in the opening of
Esther (1:1–3). Next, in the second half of the verse, comes the mention of
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Arphaxad, his subjects and capital city, and such joint datings of (warring)
kings in one verse are found at e.g. Gen 14:1; 1 Kgs 16:15; Isa 7:1. The his-
torical Nebuchadnezzar (605/4–562 B.C.E.), the arch-enemy of the Jews,
was the second ruler of the Neo-Babylonian empire. He captured Jerusalem
in 597 B.C.E. and deported Jews to Babylon in that year (2 Kgs 24–25). In
the year mentioned here, Nebuchadnezzar’s twelfth year, i.e. 593–92
B.C.E., Zedekiah, king of Judah, went to Babylon, presumably in order to
reassure the king of his loyalty (Jer 51:59). Zedekiah subsequently rebelled
and Nebuchadnezzar then destroyed Jerusalem and its temple in 587–586
B.C.E. The setting here, then, is pre-exilic, but elsewhere in Judith (4:3 and
5:19), the Jews are said to have recently returned from the Babylonian cap-
tivity.

Nebuchadnezzar, who ruled over the Assyrians: This jarring statement – for
Nebuchadnezzar ruled over the Babylonians, and not over the Assyrians –
has been explained in several different ways. One possibility is that our
author is muddled and simply confuses Assyria with Babylonia, since Assy-
ria was used in the Persian period as a general term for the empire based in
Mesopotamia (Millard 1999, esp. 195). Thus Herodotus (1.95, 106) along
with many classical writers, does not separate the two empires, and thinks
of Babylon as another great city of Assyria (Kuhrt 1987a, 543). But the
Greeks, unlike the Jews, did not suffer through the trauma of Nebuchad-
nezzar, and our author is very well-versed in the Bible. Another expla-
nation, offered by those who think that Antiochus IV is hiding behind the
figure of Nebuchadnezzar, is that “Assyrian” here means “Syrian,” a term
used to describe the province of Coele-Syria (e.g. 1 Macc 7:39). In addition
to Antiochus IV, many other actual rulers have been put forward as the
“real” Nebuchadnezzar; see Section 3, 35–38. But it seems that the depic-
tion here of Nebuchadnezzar as king of the Assyrians is deliberate. The
kings of Assyria and Babylonia, Sennacherib and Nebuchadnezzar, were the
two worst enemies of biblical Israel; see, e.g. Jer 50:17: “Israel are scattered
sheep, harried by lions. First the king of Assyria devoured them, and in the
end King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon crunched their bones.” The two kings
are conflated here, creating a menacing composite figure, one who com-
bines the worst features of Sennacherib of Assyria and Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon. Nebuchadnezzar, king of the Assyrians, is both a fictional figure
and a frightening one.

in the great city of Nineveh: Nineveh was the capital city of the Assyrians
during the seventh century B.C.E. and Sennacherib lived there, as we know
from both biblical sources (2 Kgs 19:36) and cuneiform ones (“Sennache-
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rib’s Siege of Jerusalem” COS 2.119B). The biblical expression “great city
of Nineveh” hlvdgh ryih hvnyn (Gen 10:12; Jonah 1:2; 3:2; 4:11) points to
the city’s status as an important royal capital; compare Josh 10:2; Jer 22:8.
Sennacherib turned Nineveh into his capital, undertaking a massive rebuild-
ing program, with a new palace, aqueducts, garden, high walls, and gates
(Frahm 2008), reminding us of Arphaxad in our text. Nineveh was con-
quered and destroyed in 612 B.C.E. by the historical Nebuchadnezzar’s
father, Nabopolassar (625–605 B.C.E.), with the help of his allies, the
Medes, led by Cyaxares (625–585 B.C.E.); see Babylonian Chronicle no. 3,
lines 29, 40–47 (Grayson 1975, 93–94) and the further references collected
by Kuhrt (1995, ii. 543–546 and 590). The city was virtually synonomous
with evil in the Bible: “Ah, city of crime, Utterly treacherous, Full of violence,
Where killing never stops!” (Nah 3:1); see too Jonah 1:2; Zeph 2:13–15. In-
terestingly, in one of the two Tobit traditions (G1 14:15), Nebuchadnez-
zar and Ahasuerus are said to be the two kings who captured Nineveh.
When the city of Nineveh fell to the Babylonians and Medes in 612 B.C.E.,
“its dramatic collapse reverberated around the Near Eastern and Aegean
world,” (Kuhrt 1995, ii. 543). Its downfall is recorded in classical and
Babylonian sources, as well as biblical ones; see Machinist (1997). This
makes the combination of Nebuchadnezzar and Nineveh particularly chall-
enging: a triumphant king rules over an evil city which was notorious in the
ancient world for its sudden and thorough downfall. We, the readers, do not
quite understand how things will turn out, and the very mention of Nineveh
is perhaps an early hint of Nebuchadnezzar’s ultimate defeat in our story.

in the days of Arphaxad, who ruled over the Medes: Arphaxad is not known
and commentators have tried unsuccessfully to identify him with one of the
Median kings found in Greek sources or else proposed that Arphaxad is a
Median title; Roitman (1995, 303–305) surveys these attempts. Rollinger
(2009) suggests that the Mede leader Fravartish who rebelled against
Darius I in 522 B. C. E. underlies the figure of Arphaxad here. He points to
the parallels between Nebuchadnezzar’s defeat of Arphaxad and the de-
scription in the widely disseminated Behistun inscription (DB ii. 24–25,
31–32) of Darius’ suppression of a rebellion by the Medes; see too note on
1:15. However, it is most likely that Arphaxad is a fictional character, in-
vented by our author to serve as a foil to his fictional Nebuchadnezzar and
be defeated by him. Pfeiffer (1949, 296) nicely notes how Arphaxad com-
bines features of three Median kings, as depicted in Herodotus: (1) he
resembles Deioces, who fortified Ecbatana, (2) he is like Cyaxares, who was
a contemporary (and ally!) of Nebuchadnezzar, and (3) he is similar to
Astyages, the last Median king, whose kingdom was conquered by Cyrus
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the Great. Such a composite king well matches Nebuchadnezzar, king of the
Assyrians. Kρφα<2δ is the third son of Shem in the LXX (Gen 10:22;
11:10–13; 1 Chr 1:17; in Genesis Apocryphon xii. 10 he is Shem’s oldest
son) and the author makes symbolic use of this geneaology. The biblical
Arphaxad’s brothers are Assur and Elam (Gen 10:22) and Zenger (1981,
449) links this with the mention of Assyrians (1:1) and Elam (1:6) in our
text: the conflict between Nebuchadnezzar and Arphaxad is both world-
wide and a civil war between brothers. Roitman (1995) points to Arphaxad’s
connection with the Chaldeans, both in the resemblance between the He-
brew forms of their names d>kprX – ,yd>k and in the link forged between
them in post-biblical traditions (Jub. 9:4; Jos. Ant. 1.144). The Jews are de-
scended from the Chaldeans according to Achior (Jdt 5:6), which would
mean, suggests Roitman, that Arphaxad is a forefather of sorts to the Jews.
Arphaxad is defeated here by Nebuchadnezzar, while his weaker, but more
pious “descendants,” the Israelites, are not.

Medes: The Medes left no writings or readily-identified archaeological arti-
facts behind and it is difficult to reconstruct their history, political structure,
or precise territory. Traditionally, the Medes were perceived as the fore-
runners of the Persians and associated with them; see 16:10 with note.
A Babylonian Chronicle indicates that the Medes were allies of the histori-
cal Nebuchadnezzar’s father (see above), and Nebuchadnezzar himself is
said by Berossus (FGrH 680 F7d; see too F8a) to have married a daughter
of the Median king Astyages, Amytis. Eupolemus states that Astibaras, king
of the Medes, joined Nebuchadnezzar in his successful military campaign
against Judah (FGrH 723 F 5) and Priebatsch (1974, 51–52) suggests a link
between our account and that of Eupolemus, even if the details are reversed.
Compare Jer 51:11, 28.

Ecbatana: * Εκβ2τανα (or Kγβ2τανα in Herodotus and Aeschylus), was
also known as XtmxX (Ezra 6:2) and was located near the modern Iranian
city of Hamadan, east of the Zagros mountains. Ecbatana was the capital of
the Median kingdom and captured by Cyrus the Great when he conquered
the Medes in 550 B.C.E., and it became one of the Persian royal residences.
Thus Nineveh was destroyed in 612 B.C.E. before Nebuchadnezzar’s time
(605–562 B.C.E.), while Ecbatana was captured after his reign.

1:2–4 These verses describe the fortification of Ecbatana undertaken by
Arphaxad. Modern researchers know very little about the buildings of
ancient Ecbatana. Sites near Hamadan containing monumental building
works and fortifications dating from the 8th to 6th centuries B.C.E. have
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been excavated, but because there is so little direct knowledge of Median
art and history, archaeologists are unable to determine whether the remains
are those of ancient Ecbatana, the capital of Media (Sarraf 2003). Classical
historians, on the other hand, tell rather colorful tales of the building of Ec-
batana and several royal figures are associated with the construction of the
capital city of the Medes. Herodotus (1.98) says that Ecbatana was founded
by Deioces, ca. 700 B.C.E. Herodotus’ Ecbatana is fortified by a series of
seven colored, concentric walls and the outermost wall is said to be about
the circumference of Athens. Ctesias (FGrH 688 F 1b.13.5–8) has the legend-
ary Assyrian queen Semiramis build a road to Ecbatana, a royal palace in
the city, and waterworks which involve tunneling through a mountain.
Polybius, writing in the second century B.C.E., offers the fullest description
of the city (10.27.4–13). He states that Ecbatana was particularly rich and
beautiful, with a magnificent palace. Although it had no town wall, the
citadel had impressive fortifications, says Polybius, and the circumference
of the citadel was nearly seven stades or some 1,300 meters; Diodorus
(17.110.7) makes the circuit of the city an immense 250 stades (or 46 kilo-
meters). Polybius warns his readers that Ecbatana was particularly prone to
elaborate and exaggerated accounts by rhetorical writers and it is interest-
ing that our account fits well into this classical tradition, as Hadas (1959,
168) notes. Our author describes the building works of the fictitious Arpha-
xad, reminding us both of Sennacherib who was renowned for his restora-
tion of Nineveh (see above), and the historical Nebuchadnezzar, who was
well-known for his building activities in Babylonia. Nebuchadnezzar con-
structed defense works, re-built great sections of Babylon, and restored
various temples. Several building inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar survive,
painting a (false) picture of a benevolent and peaceful ruler, with no men-
tion of his military activities. The king describes his pious acts of restoring
old temples or building new ones and we barely hear of his conquests, his
relations with vassal countries, and the quantity of tribute he exacted. “Had
we known Nebuchadnezzar II only from his royal inscriptions, he would
have emerged as a pious ruler who did nothing but serve his gods.” (Tad-
mor 1997, 334); see too COS 2.122A-B; Wiseman (1985, ch. 2); Kuhrt
(1995, ii. 593–596). The colossal size of the walls of the historical Nebu-
chadnezzar’s city of Babylon was proverbial in both classical and biblical
texts. Jer 51:53, 58 attests to the great height of the Babylonian walls and
gates, while classical sources provide greatly exaggerated dimensions for
Babylon’s walls. Herodotus (1.178–179), describes Babylonian walls 200
royal cubits (= ca. 100 meters) high, and 50 royal cubits (= ca. 25 meters)
thick, with enough room on top for a 4-horse chariot to turn. He also states
that the circumference of the city was 480 stades or over 86 kilometers!
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Ctesias supplies even more unrealistic figures and his Babylonian walls
are wide enough for six chariots to ride alongside each other (Diod. Sic.
2.7.3–4). Aristophanes (Birds 551–552, 1124–1131) parodies these
measurements, having his birds build a Babylon-like wall between heaven
and earth. It is 100 fathoms (=ca. 200 meters) high and has room for two
chariots to pass, even with horses as large as the Trojan horse. Were any
of these classical accounts known to the author of Judith? In the Bible, we
find, at times, a precise list of the dimensions of buildings and furnishings,
as well as the materials used in their construction. This is true of the taber-
nacle (Exod 25–27, 35–39), Solomon’s temple and palace (1 Kgs 5–8;
2 Chr 2–5), and the ideal temple found in Ezekiel (40–42). While these
biblical buildings may be lavish and on a grand scale, the descriptions
and dimensions are realistic, but this is not true of the numbers provided
here. Our author prefers excessive measurements and these huge stones,
walls, gates, and towers only emphasize the extent of Arphaxad’s defeat.
The greater the power of this fictitious Median king, the more impressive –
and frightening for the Israelites – his defeat at the hands of Nebuchadnez-
zar is.

1:2 (Arphaxad) built walls around Ecbatana: There is a ms. variant
Zκοδ+μησεν *Εκβατ2να κα5 περιωβαλεν … τε�ξη which would mean that
Arphaxad actually built Ecbatana; compare too Vg. Jdt 1:1 et ipse aedifica-
vit civitatem.

cubits: A cubit is the length of the forearm, the distance from the fingertips
to the elbow, or approximately half a meter, so that these stones are one and
a half meters thick and three meters long, while the wall is thirty five meters
high and twenty five meters thick. We can note for comparison’s sake that
the monumental walls of ancient Nineveh were approximately twenty five
meters high and fifteen meters thick (Frahm 2008, 17).

1:3 towers: These towers are an incredible fifty meters high and thirty
meters wide.

1:4 passage of his army’s warriors: This group of soldiers is contrasted with
the infantry, so presumably the cavalry is meant. Despite the use of detailed
numbers for the dimensions of Arphaxad’s fortifications, we hear nothing
of the size of his army, and we hear of the numbers of Nebuchadnezzar’s
forces only after his victory (1:16; see too 2:5, 15). Nonetheless, the exten-
sive fortifications and detailed lists of allies and places found in our chapter
convey an impression of the size and sweep of the armies.
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his infantry in formation: There was, it seems, enough space for the infantry
to march out in orderly lines. Compare (above on 1:2–4) the accounts of
Herodotus, Ctesias, and Aristophanes, who describe the width of the walls
of Babylon in terms of the number of chariots that can turn around on
them.

1:5 In those days: We return at last to the book’s opening words, telling of
Nebuchadnezzar’s twelfth year.

King Nebuchadnezzar made war: The most frequent connective in our text
is κα�, meant to represent the Hebrew waw-consecutive. This lack of
explanatory particles – a very un-Greek feature – means that we often have
to forge connections in the story by ourselves. Should we conclude that
Nebuchadnezzar attacked because of Arphaxad’s extensive fortifications?
The Vulgate has Arphaxad glorying in his powerful army and fine chariots
(Vg. Jdt 1:4) and the Median king’s tall walls and towers seem to point to
his excessive pride or hubris. At the same time, Nebuchadnezzar is aggres-
sive and imperialistic from ch. 2 onwards and perhaps he initiates the con-
flict here as well.

the Great Plain, that is the plain on the borders of Ragae: The phrase
sounds like a calque translation of Hebrew rv>ymh Xvh lvdgh rv>ymb. Such
wording is used when a single name does not suffice to identify an object or
a place has two names; see, e.g. Gen 14:17; Num 33:36; Zech 1:7. The
Great Plain is identified with Irak Ajami in modern Iran, a plain beginning
about 160 kilometers northeast of Ecbatana and extending to the moun-
tains of Elburz, south of the Caspian sea (Enslin 1972, 60; Moore 1985,
125).

Ragae: Ragae, called here Ragau ( ’ Ραγα&) and termed Rages ( ’ Ρ2γοι) in
Tobit (1:14, etc.), was an important city in ancient Media, whose ruins, a
mound called Rai, are located about 13 kilometers southeast of modern
Teheran. Ragae is some 300 kilometers from Ecbatana. Elsewhere in the
LXX ’ Ραγα& is used for the personal name vir in the geneaologies of
Gen 11:18–21.

1:6 He was opposed (σψν1ντησαν πρ9« α�τ+ν) … gathered together to
join the forces of the sons of Cheleoud: This verse is difficult. The opening
Greek phrase is ambiguous, for σψν1ντησαν can mean either “joined”
or “confronted.” Thus we can either understand that these groups joined
together with – or else that they confronted – “him” (πρ9« α�τ+ν), who
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could be either Nebuchadnezzar or Arphaxad. Since at Jdt 2:6 κα5 $<ελε&σT
ε=« σψν2ντησιν clearly means hostile confrontation and at 10:11 κα5
σψν1ντησεν α�τ� προφψλακG τ�ν *Ασσψρ��ν the guards confront and
seize Judith, we should take the verb σψναντ2� to mean “come out
against” here as well. Some mss. read ε=« π+λεμον instead of πρ9« α�τ+ν
making it plain that the intentions of these peoples αre hostile. Whom are
these nations opposing? The additional information that these nations
gathered together to join the “sons of Cheleoud” does not help us, since it is
not clear if these nations are allying themselves with the Cheleoudites or re-
sisting them, and the name Ξελεο&δ is not found elsewhere. (Chelous/
Ξελο&« mentioned at 1:9 and Cheleon/ Ξελε,ν at 2:23 are similarly puzzl-
ing.) Some commentators take the Cheleoudites – see Section 6, 81 on the
regular use of the Hebrew idiom “sons of” to denote an ethnic group in our
work – to be a name for the Medes, while others link them with the Chal-
deans and Nebuchadnezzar; see, e.g. Stummer (1947, 19–23) and Haag
(1963, 12–13, n. 13) for the first view and Moore (1985, 126) for the sec-
ond. If the list here is of the nations allied to Arphaxad, it should represent
the borders of the Median empire, while if the catalogue is that of Nebuch-
adnezzar’s allies, it should outline an area around Nineveh. On either
interpretation, several of the names mentioned present difficulties and it
is tempting to blame these difficulties on the author’s disregard for realistic
geography. There are three allied armies mustering here: from the hills,
beside the rivers, and from the plain, and these different geographical
formations are used to express the breadth and number of the allies. If
we turn from the problematic geography to the plot of our story, it is likely
that the nations mentioned in this verse are allies of Arphaxad, a coalition
of forces who will confront Nebuchadnezzar. This list of nations is sand-
wiched between a description of Arphaxad’s massive building activities and
a survey of the nations who refused to join Nebuchadnezzar, because they
see him as a powerless individual (1:11). If the peoples listed here were Ne-
buchadnezzar’s allies, it is unlikely that he would then be regarded as incon-
sequential by the nations mentioned in 1:7–10.

those who lived in the highlands: ο4 κατοικο7ντε« τGν ]ρειν1ν is used
below (Jdt 5:5; 11:2) to describe the people of Judea. Here it may refer to
the Zagros mountain range on the Iranian plateau, opposite the plains of
Mesopotamia and Elam, between Ecbatana to the northeast and Baghdad
to the southwest; thus Moore (1985, 126). The expression would then refer
to Nebuchadnezzar’s allies. Stummer (1947, 21) suggests that the phrase
refers to the upper reaches of the Tigris and the Euphrates in the Armenian
mountains, i.e. the northern border of the Median empire.
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all who lived along the Euphrates, the Tigris, and the Hydaspes: The Eu-
phrates and the Tigris are the principal rivers of Mesopotamia, familiar
from the Bible, and present no problem, but the Hydaspes, which is found
only here in the LXX, is a river in India now called the Jhelum, a tributary
of the Indus. Some scholars are reminded of Ahasuerus whose empire
stretched from India to Ethiopia (Esth 1:1; see too LXX Dan 3:1), and think
that the Indian river marks the eastern border of Arphaxad’s realm. The
Syriac has ylvX here and this leads other commentators to suggest that the
reference is to the Choaspes (mistakenly transcribed as Hydaspes), a river
near Susa, which flows into the Tigris-Euphrates; cf. Dan 8:2 and see
Stummer (1947, 19–20).

the plain of Arioch, king of the Elamites: King Arioch of Elam is otherwise
unknown, but Genesis 14 which, like our passage, tells of a war between
coalitions of foreign kings, has left its mark on this verse; see Section 4,
49–50. The names Arioch and Elam are found in Gen 14:1, 9 where we hear
of King Arioch of Ellasar and King Chedorlaomer of Elam, and “Arioch,
king of the Elamites” seems based on the pair there. Arioch is also the name
of the chief of Nebuchadnezzar’s executioners in Daniel (Dan 2:14, 15, 24,
25). Elam in southwest Iran, whose capital was Susa, was conquered (more
or less) in 646 B.C.E. by the Assyrian king Ashurbanipal, and was no longer
a political factor in the historical Nebuchadnezzar’s time (Kuhrt 1995,
ii. 500). While many translators think our text refers to allies commanded
by the unknown Elamite king Arioch (see, e.g. NRSV, NJB, etc.), it is more
likely that the plain is named for Arioch, rather than ruled by him at the
dramatic date of the story; compare the expression “valley of the king”
„lmh qmi at Gen 14:17. The form * Ελψμα�οι is found only here; elsewhere
we find Αιλαμ�ται (Isa 11:11; 21:2,6) for Elamites and the Hebrew ,lyi is
usually spelled Αιλαμ (Gen 10:22, etc.) or sometimes Ηλαμ (Ezra 8:7, etc.)
or �λαμ (1Chr 26:3). Arphaxad and Elam are both sons of Shem, accord-
ing to Gen 10:22; see note on 1:1.

1:7–10: In verse 6 we heard of the nations who rallied against Nebuchad-
nezzar, while in verses 7–10 we find a list of those whom he unsuccessfully
tries to convince to join him. Here, the sequence of places is fairly com-
prehensible. In addition to sending messengers to Persia (see below), the
king turns to the west of his kingdom and moves more or less southward,
dispatching messengers from Cilicia in the north, through Syria, Lebanon,
Palestine, Egypt, and down to Ethiopia in the south. Here, too, some of
the places are unknown. In verse 6, different topographical entities –
rivers, mountains and a plain – were all mentioned, and in verses 7–10 the
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author blends together indiscriminately various geographical markers,
mentioning countries, cities, mountain ranges, and coastal areas (Haag
1963, 13–14).

1:7 Nebuchadnezzar king of the Assyrians sent word: This is the first of a
series of messages delivered in Judith; see 3:1; 4:4; 8:10; 11:14; 12:6; 15:4.
Several of these messages are described, as here, by means of a simple verb
of sending with no direct object. See 4:4; 11:14; 12:6 and compare
Josh 10:3–4 for a similar series of messages sent by a king in search of allies.
Zenger (1981, 452, 7b) compares Jer 27:1–11 (which, like our verse, takes
place during the twelfth year of Nebuchadnezzar, albeit the Babylonian
one), where the prophet warns representatives of a series of kingdoms that
there is no point in resisting the rule of Nebuchadnezzar.

all those who lived in Persia: Persia was under Median (i.e. Arphaxad’s!)
rule when the Assyrians (and the Babylonian Nebuchadnezzar) were in
power, and such a plea for assistance would only make sense after the con-
quests of Cyrus the Great. It is likely that our author was careless about dis-
tinguishing between the empires of his two warring kings; Stummer (1947,
21–22) suggests that Persia here means Babylonia, as in 2 Macc 1:19 and
Jos. Ant. 9.278–279.

all those who lived in the west: All the following places are west of Assyria.

Cilicia, Damascus: A country and a city. Cilicia is an area on the southeast
coast of Anatolia, adjoining Syria. Cf. „lyx at Ezek 27:11 (with Grintz
1957, 74) and see too 1 Macc 11:14; 2 Macc 4:36; 4 Macc 4:2.

Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon: This is the only place in the LXX where we
find Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, a range of mountains situated between
Lebanon and Damascus, paired together. Normally Λ�βανο« translates
]vnbl, but very occasionally we find the translation Kντιλ�βανο« instead;
see Deut 1:7; 3:25; 11:24; Josh 1:4 and cf. Josh 9:1 (]vnblh lvm lX).

all those who lived along the coast: The Greek κα5 π2ντα« τοV« κατοι-
κο7ντα« κατ� πρ+σ�πον τ:« παραλ�α« is cumbersome; a literal trans-
lation would be “over against the coast” (Enslin 1972, 61) or “facing the
coast” (NETS). Compare the similar phrasing of LXX Gen 16:12 and the
description of Zebulun at Gen 49:13. Stummer (1947, 11) sees the author
drawing a line southwest in orientation with Cilicia and Damascus,
Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon on either side. The Mediterranean coast, north
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of Haifa, lies along this line. Verse 2:28 has a full list of these coastal cities,
including places both north and south of Haifa.

1:8 those among the peoples of the Carmel (τοV« $ν το�« ��νεσι το7
Καρμ1λοψ): This is a peculiar expression: how many peoples were there on
Mount Carmel? Assuming a (misread) Hebrew substratum is one way to
make the text clearer here; see the suggestion of Fritzsche (1853, 137) that
yrhb “in the mountains” – or possibly yrib “in the cities” – was read as
ymib “among the peoples.” Corley (2008, 92–93) rejects a Hebrew basis
for Judith and translates “those among the gentiles of Carmel and Gi-
lead …,” comparing Jdt 4:12 where το�« ��νεσι clearly means gentiles.

Gilead, Upper Galilee: Gilead is the region east of the Jordan river, and the
upper Galilee is the northern Galilee, northwest of the Sea of Galilee.

the great plain of Esdraelon: The name Esdraelon, used to denote the west-
ern portion of the valley of Jezreel which separates the Galilee from Sama-
ria, appears only in Judith in the LXX; elsewhere lXirzy is transliterated as
Ιεζραελ. For the Greek form * Εσδρηλ,μ, see the discussion in Hanhart
(1979b, 78–79). Zenger (1981, 452 n. 8b) notes that the four places in this
verse form a cross, with the Carmel and Gilead on a west-east axis and
upper Galilee and Jezreel on a north-south axis.

1:9 Samaria and its cities: This apparently refers to the area south of the Jez-
reel valley, north of Jerusalem and west of the Jordan river. For the role
played by Samaria in Judith, see Section 3, 32–33 and note on 4:4.

beyond the Jordan: If we continue to follow the Assyrian perspective, this
would be the west bank of the Jordan (thus Enslin 1972, 61), but as Zenger
(1981, 452 n. 9a) notes, when the author describes this area again in verse
12, he includes Ammon and Moab, so we should understand the east bank
or Transjordan here.

Bethany, Chelous, Kadesh: Here the geography becomes more difficult and
these three locales are not easily identified. According to our verse, these
three cities should lie between Jerusalem and the river of Egypt, i.e. Wadi
el-Arish; see next note. Bethany and Chelous appear only here and scholars
have proposed several identifications. Fritzsche (1853, 137) places the first
two towns north of Hebron and using Josh 15:58–59 identifies Bethany
with Beth-Anoth and Chelous with Halhul; he thinks that Kadesh here is
the Kedesh of Josh 15:23. Stummer (1947, 12–13) suggests that Bethany is
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Mamre outside of Hebron, Chelous is Chalutsa, the modern Khalassa,
southeast of Beersheba, and Kadesh is Kadesh Barnea, the biblical oasis
which is located in north Sinai (see, e.g. Deut 32:51 and cf. Gen 14:7). See
further Otzen (2002, 88) and Grintz (1957, 77–78). Perhaps none of these
names should be pressed too hard in view of the author’s geographical
imprecisions. Chelous may – or may not – be related to the Cheleoud of 1:6
and the Cheleon of 2:23.

the river of Egypt (το7 ποταμο7 Α=γ&πτοψ): In the LXX ποταμ9«
Α=γ&πτοψ translates ,yrjm rvXy ,,yrjm lxn ,,yrjm rhn i.e. is used of the
river of Egypt, the wadi of Egypt, and the Nile; see, e.g. Gen 15:18;
1 Kgs 8:65; Amos 8:8 respectively. Here it is most likely to be the wadi of
Egypt, i.e. Wadi el-Arish which separates Egypt and Palestine.

Taphnes and Rameses and all the land of Goshen: Taphnes or Tahpanhes
(cnxpxt, see, e.g. Jer 43:7) and Rameses (ccmir see, e.g. Exod 1:11) are
two cities in the east Delta of Egypt bordering on Sinai, where the land of
Goshen is also found. At times ]>g /rX and ccmir /rX are used inter-
changeably: see Gen 47:4, 6, 11 (MT) and Gen 46:28 (MT and LXX).
Taphnes is called Daphnai in Greek and Herodotus knows it as a military
outpost (Hdt. 2.30). Rameses is identified with the Egyptian city of Pira-
messe, where pharaohs of the nineteenth and twentieth dynasties resided.

1:10 beyond Tanis … up to the borders: Literally “until coming to Tanis …
until coming to the borders” (B�« το7 $λ�ε�ν … B�« το7 $λ�ε�ν). Our
author is particularly fond of the phrase B�« το7 $λ�ε�ν which often trans-
lates Xvb di or hkXvb in the LXX; 5 of the 22 LXX occurrences are in our
text.

Tanis: also known as Zoan (]ivj) was an important city in Lower Egypt on
the east Delta.

Memphis: was the main residence and capital of the kings of Egypt, some
21 kms. south of Cairo. It is known as [m or sometimes [n in the Bible. We
find Memphis and Tanis mentioned together at Isa 19:13 and Memphis and
Taphnes at Jer 2:16; 46:14.

the borders of Ethiopia: Ethiopia or >vk refers to the land and people south
of Egypt and extending into east-central Africa. MT writers knew that Cush
was close to Egypt and we find the two countries mentioned together at
Gen 10:6; Isa 45:14; Ezek 29:10, etc. Nebuchadnezzar’s messengers cover a
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great deal of territory moving down from Cilicia in the north to the borders
of Ethiopia in the south.

1:11 all the inhabitants of the land: Nebuchadnezzar’s emissaries stop at
many places on their long journey from Cilicia to Ethiopia, but they receive
a single negative response from all whom they approach. Several mss. read
here ο4 κατοικο7ντε« π»σαν τGν γ:ν (the inhabitants of the entire land)
and indeed, this uniform rejection of Nebuchadnezzar seems to encompass
virtually the entire earth.

disregarded the word of Nebuchadnezzar: We have not actually heard
his words so far or been told the contents of the message he sent. The
expression “disregarding / spurning the word of” rbd hzb ($<οψδενω�/
φαψλ�ζ� I:μα/ λ+γον) is found only in relation to God or his messengers
in the MT; see Num 15:31; 2 Sam 12:9; 2 Kgs 19:21 (= Isa 37:22);
2 Chr 36:16. This is the first instance of a recurring theme in Judith, where
Nebuchadnezzar is presented as a rival of God. Our author uses phrases
and actions associated with God in order to suggest that Nebuchadnezzar
sees himself as divine; see Haag (1963, 16) and Voitila (2011, 375–376).
The king’s anger and vengeance in the wake of such disregard is godlike too,
as are his subsequent words; see below.

because they were not afraid of him: This is the first appearance of a recur-
ring theme in the work, fear. The question of the rights and wrongs of the
war does not arise here and the nations approached by Nebuchadnezzar do
not join him simply because they are not afraid. Almost everyone in Judith
is afraid and acts out of fear. The coastal peoples fear Nebuchadnezzar and
his general Holophernes greatly and offer to surrender (2:28). The Israelites
are very frightened on several occasions (4:2; 7:4) and this leads them to
turn to God, but also to attack their leaders and suggest that they surrender.
The Assyrians claim at first not to be afraid of the Israelites (5:23), but
ultimately are overtaken by fear and trembling and flee from them (15:2).
Judith is reassured by Holophernes and his soldiers that she need not fear
him (10:16; 11:1) and indeed she does not; she fears God instead (8:8).

In their eyes he seemed just a single man ()« �νGρ εJ«): Elsewhere in the
LXX )« �νGρ εJ« consistently translates dxX >yXk and always refers to a
group of people acting as one, e.g. Judg 20:8 (“all the people rose as one
man”). Here it seems to be the equivalent of ,dXh dxXk “an ordinary
man” which is twice used in the MT of Samson when he loses his extraordi-
nary powers and becomes )« εJ« τ�ν �ν�ρ,π�ν (Judg 16:7, 11). Virtually
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the same expression is found again at Jdt 6:3 where Holophernes boasts
that his army will smite the Israelites )« @ν�ρ�πον Bνα, i.e. “as if they
were simply one man.”

they sent away his messengers empty-handed and disgraced: “Empty-
handed and disgraced” is a hendiadys: these messengers are disgraced be-
cause they return empty-handed. Compare the wording here �νωστρεχαν
τοV« �γγωλοψ« α�το7 κενοV« $ν �τιμ�� with Ruth 1:21 κα5 κενGν
�πωστρεχων με ynby>h ,qyrv and see 2 Sam 1:22; Isa 55:11.

1:12 Nebuchadnezzar became greatly enraged (κα5 $�ψμ,�η … σφ+δρα):
The anger of kings is proverbial (“The king’s wrath is a herald of death”
Prov 16:14; see too LXX Prov 24:22γ-δ) and biblical, Greek, Persian, and
Oriental kings are all capable of great wrath. There are several angry kings
in the Bible, such as Pharaoh at Gen 40:2, Balak at Num 24:10, Saul at
1 Sam 20:30, David at 2 Sam 12:25, and Ahasuerus at Esth 1:12. We find a
raging Nebuchadnezzar in Daniel; see Dan 3:13,19 and cf. MT Dan 2:12,
where the king is very angry Xyg> [jqv cnb Xklm, while in the LXX he is
sad and gloomy (στψγν9« γεν+μενο« κα5 περ�λψπο«). Apocryphal kings
can be quite enraged as well: such are Antiochus IV (2 Macc 7:39;
4 Macc 8:2, 9) and Ptolemy IV Philopator (3 Macc 3:1; 5:1, 30). Greek lit-
erature has its share of angry kings and tyrants as well, figures such as the
Persian kings Cambyses and Xerxes in Herodotus (see, e.g. Hdt. 3.32, 34;
7.11, 210) and Sophocles’ Oedipus (e.g. OT 411, 699, 855, 1274). In a
royal Assyrian inscription (COS 2.119 a, lines 16–19), Sennacherib de-
scribes himself as raging like a lion when angered by a rebel. Interestingly, in
their royal inscriptions (DNb=XPl §2b) both the Persian ruler Darius and
his son Xerxes claim to control their anger: “I am not hot-tempered. When I
feel anger rising, I keep that under control by my thinking power. I control
firmly my impulses.” Rajak (2007) surveys a series of angry tyrants in Hel-
lenistic Jewish writings. Alexander and Alexander (2007, esp. 99–101) note
how the topos of the absolute, arrogant Oriental ruler is found in both Jew-
ish and Greek texts of the Hellenistic period, and both continue earlier
traditions of Hebrew and Greek political thought, which now blend to-
gether smoothly. Not only kings become angry; compare Holophernes’
great anger at the Israelites at 5:2. God, of course, can become extremely
angry as well – see, e.g. Exod 32:10; Num 11:1; Deut 6:15, etc. – and there
is perhaps something divine about the wrath of Nebuchadnezzar, a king
who will subsequently be portrayed as a rival to God.
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swore by his throne and kingdom: This is the first of a series of oaths and
vows in Judith; see 2:12; 7:28; 11:7; 12:4; 13:16. We might have expected
Nebuchadnezzar to swear by a Babylonian or Assyrian god, but he chooses
instead to swear by his own throne and kingdom; compare his second oath
at 2:12. No king swears by his throne or his kingdom in the Bible, but
Joseph takes an oath in the name of Pharaoh (Gen 42:15–16). Nebuchad-
nezzar’s oath begins with the words ε> μ1ν (aμοσεν … ε> μGν $κδικ1σειν),
generally used in positive oaths. ε> μ1ν is found in Greek papyri as well as
the LXX and is thought to be a blend of ε= μ1 and O μ1ν, and the three
phrases are often confused in the manuscripts; see Conybeare and Stock
(1905, 91 § 103) and Thackeray (1909, 83–84). Nonetheless, it is worth
noting that in Rahlf’s edition of the LXX ε> μ1ν is found only at Job 1:11;
2:5; Ezek 33:27; 34:8; 35:6; 36:5; 38:19, in addition to our passage. In Eze-
kiel the phrase is used when quoting God’s words, while in Job it is Satan
speaking both times, so that Nebuchadnezzar may be using a phrase norm-
ally reserved for divine figures in the LXX.

he would take revenge upon the whole area of Cilicia, Damascene, and
Syria: This is the first mention of vengeance in Judith; compare in particular
Jdt 16:17, Judith’s victory song, where it is God who takes vengeance on
those who rise up against him. This catalogue of places and peoples to be
punished should parallel the earlier list of people to whom Nebuchadnezzar
has sent messages (1:7–10), but there is only a partial correspondence.
Here, too, the list moves from north to south, from Cilicia, down to Syria
and the area around Damascus, then on to both sides of the Jordan river
(Moab, Ammon, and Judea), and finally to Egypt and beyond.

kill by his sword (�νελε�ν τ� Iομφα��): Some manuscripts add a κα� before
�νελε�ν here, making for a smoother reading. �νελε�ν is a future infinitive
here, parallel to the earlier infinitive $κδικ1σειν; see too 7:13; 16:4 and LSJ
(s.v. α4ρω�). For verbs of oath-taking followed by future infinitives in the
LXX, see Gen 21:23; 1 Sam 30:15; Isa 54:9; 2 Macc 7:24; 9:15–17, etc.
Nebuchadnezzar’s words here are echoed in Judith’s victory song, when
she tells of the enemy’s threat (ε>πεν … τοV« νεαν�σκοψ« μοψ �νελε�ν $ν
Iομφα�� 16:4 with note); it is almost as if she has heard the king’s oath
here. Indeed, �νελε�ν τ� Iομφα�� is a unique expression in the LXX, and
various other verbs are coupled with $ν Iομφα�� or $ν στ+ματι Iομφα�α«
(brx ypl) to describe killing with a sword.

all the inhabitants of the land of Moab, the Ammonites, all of Judea, and all
those in Egypt: Note the careful variation in phrasing: each nation or geo-
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graphical entity is presented in slightly different terms. The land of Moab
was directly east of the Dead Sea and that of Ammon immediately to the
north of Moab; see notes on 1:9 and 5:2.

as far as the coasts of the two seas: Which two seas? This could be the Red
Sea and the Mediterranean or the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf; others
understand the White Nile River and Blue Nile River. There was also an
ancient tradition in the Near East according to which kings described their
empire as stretching “from the upper to the lower sea,” i.e. from the Medi-
terranean to the Indian Ocean; kings ranging from Sargon of Akkad to
Cyrus the Great use the phrase (Haubold 2007, 56–57). In other words, our
phrase may possibly be a genuine Assyrian echo.

1:13 in the seventeenth year: Our book opened in the twelfth year of Ne-
buchadnezzar’s reign (1:1). Did he prepare for five years and then go to war
against Arphaxad or did the war between the two last for five years?

routed Arphaxad’s entire army: There is a nice echo in the Greek here.
Earlier Nebuchadnezzar’s messengers have been turned back empty-handed
(�νωστρεχαν τοV« �γγωλοψ« α�το7 κενο&« 1:11) and now he does the
turning back – of his enemy’s forces (�νωστρεχεν π»σαν τGν δ&ναμιν).

1:14 as far as Ecbatana: According to 1:5, the two armies first clashed near
Ragae, and that is where Nebuchadnezzar kills Arphaxad. Apparently,
Nebuchadnezzar then continued to Ecbatana, some 300 kilometers away,
destroying the cities in his path. The historical Ecbatana was conquered by
Cyrus the Great in 550 B.C.E. According to 2 Macc 9:3, Antiochus IV died
near Ecbatana, but this is not found in any other source.

captured the towers: The very tall towers described at 1:3; they are built up
by our author only in order to be destroyed.

looted the city’s streets: Pillaging, despoiling and plundering, or the threat
of such action, are frequently mentioned in Judith. We hear of the Assy-
rians’ intention to plunder (2:7, 11; 16:4) and their actual despoiling (2:23,
26–27; 4:1), as well as of the Israelites’ fears of being plundered (4:12; 7:27;
8:21) and their being looted in the past (8:19). In the end it is the Israelites
who will take a great deal of booty from the Assyrians (15:6–7; cf. 9:4).
While such descriptions of conquest, destruction and looting can be found
in virtually any account of a war, it is worth noting that this is a regular
theme in Assyrian royal inscriptions. See, e.g. Younger (1990, passim) who
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cites a series of Assyrian royal inscriptions where kings boast of the destruc-
tion they have brought upon the enemy.

turning its beauty into shame: The tone here is that of the Book of Lamen-
tations, and the despoiled Ecbatana takes on the aura of Jerusalem; see, e.g.
Lam 1:6–7 and compare Jer 9:18; Ps 44:14; 79:4, etc. This description of
the looting of Ecbatana by Nebuchadnezzar is perhaps meant to remind the
reader of the destruction of Jerusalem by the historical Nebuchadnezzar,
and to stress the grave threat the Assyrian Nebuchadnezzar presents to the
Israelites, Jerusalem, and the temple.

1:15 He seized Arphaxad in the mountains of Ragae: The flight of the
enemy king to the mountains and his subsequent capture is a regular motif
in ancient Near Eastern conquest accounts; see the many parallels adduced
by Younger (1990, 220–222). At the same time, the fact that Arphaxad is
captured on a mountain is perhaps significant for the Book of Judith as a
whole, for activities on mountain tops play a special part in the work; see
Craven (1983, 79–80) and Ben-Eliahu (forthcoming, ch. 4). Ragae is the
setting for the defeat of the Median rebel Fravartish at the hands of Darius I.
The rebel was then brought to Ecbatana and in his Behistun inscription
(DB ii.32), Darius writes about mutilating Fravartish himself, cutting off
the Median king’s nose, ears and tongue, putting out an eye, and eventually
having him crucified, just as Nebuchadnezzar deals personally and violently
with Arphaxad here; see Rollinger (2009) and note on 1:1. Commentators
also point to the possible parallel with the death of the last Persian king,
Darius III. In the summer of 330, Darius passed through Ragae, pursued by
Alexander the Great, and he was killed soon afterwards by the Persian Bes-
sus, his body repeatedly wounded. Bessus was then mutilated and executed
at Alexander’s command in Ecbatana (Plut. Alex. 43.3; Curtius Rufus 5. 13.
16; 7. 5. 40; 7. 10. 10); see Rollinger (2009, 442–443) and cf. Caponigro
(1992, 57).

struck him down with his spears ($ν τα�« ζιβ&ναι« α�το7), destroying him:
The word ζιβ&νη (or in its variant form σιβ&νη) is post-classical and ap-
pears only two more times in the LXX (Isa 2:4; Jer 6:23), translating tynx
and ]vdyk respectively. This description of the encounter between the two
kings is quite brief, but the mention of spears points to the violence in-
volved. Nebuchadnezzar kills his enemy singlehandedly and thoroughly,
just as Judith will later kill his lieutenant Holophernes on her own. Judith
cuts off Holophernes’ head, and the wording here “destroying him,” may
suggest that Nebuchadnezzar mutilated his enemy as well; see previous
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note. Duels between warring enemy leaders are regularly found in Homer’s
Iliad; see, e.g. Edwards (1987, 79–81) for a description of the recurring
Homeric pattern of duels, where major warriors such as Agamemnon,
Hector, and Achilles kill enemy leaders. Fatal encounters between warring
leaders are also a regular pattern in the Greek historian Ctesias (FGrH
688 F1b [2. 19. 7]; F7–8a; F14.36, 37, 40, 41; F20). Perhaps the closest bib-
lical parallel is the death of Zebah and Zalmunna, the kings of Midian,
at the hands of Gideon (Judg 8:12–21) or the five trapped kings killed by
Joshua (Josh 10:17–27). For David and Goliath, see notes on 13:6, 7, 8;
15:1–7. Nebuchadnezzar’s direct involvement here in the execution of his
enemy makes him seem human rather than divine.

destroying him to this very day: Presumably this means that the Median
kingdom has disappeared for once and for all, to this very day; see 14:10 for
another such reference to the time of the story’s writing, rather than its dra-
matic date.

1:16 all of his combined forces (π»« C σ&μμικτο«): σ&μμικτο« and
$π�μικτο« are both used in the LXX to translate bri, a mixed or motley
group; see Exod 12:38; Jer 25:20; 50:37; Ezek 30:5; Neh 13:3. Herodotus
(7.55) describes Xerxes’ army as including C σ&μμικτο« στρατ9«
παντο��ν $�νω�ν.

relaxed and feasted (I��ψμ�ν κα5 ε��ξο&μενο«) for one hundred and
twenty days: Both participles (and their corresponding verbs) are quite rare
in the LXX. We can compare Nebuchadnezzar’s long feast here with the
180 day banquet of Ahasuerus (Esth 1:4). Some commentators see our
feast as one of thanksgiving, a religious celebration of the victory (cf.
Schmitz 2004a, 42), while others (Haag 1963, 15) see it as a display of the
king’s might and and splendor. Uzziah, Achior and the elders of Bethulia
will hold a party of a very different sort at 6:21 (with note); cf. 16:20 where
the victorious Israelites celebrate for three months. This lengthy feast brings
about a pause in the book’s action; compare 3:10 and cf. Wills (2011, 159).
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B. 2:1–20 The Assyrians Prepare for War

Chapter 2

(1.) In the eighteenth year, on the twenty second day of the first month,
there was talk in the palace of Nebuchadnezzar king of the Assyrians of tak-
ing revenge upon the entire land as he had spoken.

(2.) He summoned together all his servants and ministers and set before
them his secret counsel and finished (recounting) all the evil of the land
from his own lips.

(3.) They decided to destroy everyone who had not responded to his re-
quest.

(4.) When he concluded his council, Nebuchadnezzar king of the Assyrians
summoned Holophernes the chief commander of his army, his second in
command, and said to him,

(5.) “Thus says the Great King, lord of the entire earth, ‘Behold you will
leave my presence and take with you men confident in their strength, some
one hundred and twenty thousand infantry and a great troop of horses with
twelve thousand riders.

(6.) Go and march against all the land to the west since they did not heed
my words.

(7.) Tell them to prepare earth and water since I will be marching out
against them in my rage. I shall cover the whole face of the earth with the
feet of my army, and will hand them over to my soldiers to be plundered.

(8.) Their wounded will fill the valleys and streams and an overflowing
river will be filled with their corpses.

(9.) I shall lead them away as captives to the edges of the entire earth.
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(10.) Go then and capture their entire area in advance for me. They shall
surrender to you and you will then guard them for me until their day of
punishment.

(11.) Do not show any pity to those who do not comply, but hand them
over for killing and plunder in all your territory.

(12.) For by my life and the might of my kingdom I have spoken and shall
do this by my own hand.

(13.) And you, do not violate a single one of your lord’s commands, but
carry them out thoroughly according to my instructions, and do so without
delay.’”

(14.) Holophernes left the presence of his lord and summoned all the
leaders, generals, and commanders of the Assyrian army.

(15.) He counted and marshalled the selected men as his lord had com-
manded him, approximately one hundred and twenty thousand soldiers,
and twelve thousand mounted archers.

(16.) He arranged them in battle formation in the way that a great army is
organized.

(17.) He took a huge number of camels, donkeys, and mules for their bag-
gage, and countless sheep, cows, and goats for their provisions,

(18.) and a great store of food for each man and a vast amount of gold and
silver from the king’s house.

(19.) He and his entire army set out on a campaign ahead of King Nebu-
chadnezzar to cover the whole face of the earth in the west with their char-
iots, cavalry, and choice infantry.

(20.) The mixed group who joined them were as plentiful as locusts and the
grains of sand on the ground, for there was no counting their vast number.
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Commentary

In the previous chapter we saw Nebuchadnezzar preparing for war, attempt-
ing to recruit allies, and then going to battle, where he killed his arch-enemy
Arphaxad by his own hand. In this chapter Nebuchadnezzar gradually with-
draws from the action and hands over the reins to his chief general and
second in command, Holophernes. Before withdrawing, Nebuchadnezzar
convenes a conference and then commands Holophernes to punish all the
peoples of the west who had refused to join him in his successful campaign
against Arphaxad. The king displays great pride and anger, along with a
thirst for vengeance, and he uses distant and haughty language which subtly
designates him as a rival of God. Holophernes, who is present throughout
most of the book, is introduced here for the first time, but we are given no
hint of his character. He is silent during his audience with Nebuchadnezzar
and he raises a huge army and embarks on a successful campaign of great
conquests in the west without saying a word.

2:1–3 This is the first of a series of conferences and consultations in Judith;
see 5:2; 6:16; 8:10; 13:12. Nebuchadnezzar’s palace conference has biblical,
Egyptian, and classical precedents. Rehoboam holds two meetings, with the
elders and his own contemporaries (1 Kgs 12:3–14). The latter group’s poor
advice leads to his kingdom being split in two, but his adversary Jeroboam
receives bad counsel as well (1 Kgs 12:28). Ahasuerus convenes a confer-
ence after Vashti refuses to join his party (Esth 1:13–21), while at
2 Kgs 6:8–12 the advice given to the king of Aram is to no avail; see too
Balak’s words to the elders of Midian (Num 22:4). A military conference is
mentioned in the annals of King Thutmose III of Egypt, who says that he
consulted with his troops before the battle of Megiddo (ca. 1457 B.C.E.).
They recommended that he use an easier route; he reprimanded them and
chose the more difficult one (COS 2. 2A, lines 18–56). Scholars suggest that
there was a genre of Egyptian Königsnovelle, with recurring scenes such as
the king sitting in his audience hall, speaking to friends or counselors and
being praised by them, and instructing his sealbearer to carry out his com-
mands (Spalinger 1982, 101–103). Several of these elements – the king
speaking to counselors and instructing a subordinate to execute his com-
mands – are found here as well. In Greek literature, war conferences go all
the way back to Homer (Iliad 2.53–141, 207–393) and are often found in
historical writings, at times in a Persian context. Herodotus’ Xerxes con-
venes several councils and receives wise, but unheeded advice from Arta-
banus and Artemisia, as well as more self-serving counsel from Mardonius
(7.8–18; 8.67–69, 101–103; see section 5, 62–63, 67 and cf. Caponigro
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1992, 51–53). Ctesias (FGrH 688 F1b.25.4–5) and Xenophon (Cyr. 4. 1.
13–23) describe two fictional war councils where Medes are involved, while
Thucydides (4.17–20, etc.) and Xenophon (Hell. 6. 3. 16; 6. 4. 23) write of
war debates among Greeks. These war councils generally include heated ex-
changes and often one of the speakers advises against going to war. Ne-
buchadnezzar’s council, with its anonymous participants, and lack of dis-
cussion or debate, is not a typical war conference, and it is the least lively of
such conferences in Judith.

2:1 In the eighteenth year, on the twenty second day of the first month: In
the historical Nebuchadnezzar’s 18th year, 587–586 B.C.E., the final attack
on Jerusalem was underway, bringing about the destruction of the city and
a further deportation of Jews from Jerusalem (see Jer 32:1; 39:1; 52:29; cf.
2 Kgs 25:8), but elsewhere our story is said to take place in post-exilic times;
see 4:3 and 5:19 with notes. Nebuchadnezzar’s eighteenth year is, then, a
particularly difficult time for the Jews, but in the LXX (and not the MT)
version of Daniel two other events related to Nebuchadnezzar are dated to
his eighteenth year. These two incidents point to the king’s vulnerability,
rather than his power. In LXX Dan 3:1 we are told that the king builds a
golden statue in his eighteenth year, a statue to which all must bow down or
else be thrown into the fiery furnace. The Jews Shadrach, Meshach, and
Abed-nego survive this ordeal by fire, leading Nebuchadnezzar to recognize
and bless their God. In chapter 4 of Daniel, Nebuchadnezzar has a frighten-
ing dream in his eighteenth year (LXX Dan 4:1) and this vision and the
events which it foretells – his subseqent downfall and reinstatement – again
bring him to recognize God. Thus readers of Judith cannot be certain of the
significance of Nebuchadnezzar’s eighteenth year here: will the king hurt
the Israelites once again or will he be compelled to recognize the power of
God? We are given an exact date for this military conference, the 22nd day
of the first month, i.e. Nisan, and this is the only such complete date, with
day, month, and year, found in Judith. Such precise dates are sometimes
used in the Bible to denote particularly momentuous events – see, e.g.
Gen 7:11; Exod 40:17; Num 33:38; 1 Kgs 6:38; 2 Kgs 25:1, etc. Prophecies
and proclamations are sometimes dated this way as well; see Hag 1:1;
Zech 1:1, 7; 7:1; Ezek 24:1; 26:1. The 22nd day of Nisan is the day after
Passover, the very day that the Israelites leave Egypt, and Pharaoh and his
army die at the Red Sea. Thus while the year may be one of evil omen, the
day is one of great salvation. This underlying link with the exodus from
Egypt is the first of a series of such references in Judith.
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there was talk ($γωνετο λ+γο«) … as he had spoken (κα�P« $λ2λησεν):
Here $γωνετο λ+γο« refers to a discussion which took place in the palace,
but elsewhere, as Haag (1963, 16) notes, the phrase κα5 $γωνετο λ+γο« is
the standard LXX formula used to introduce a pronouncement by God,
translating ’h rbd yhyv (“The word of God came;” the fuller formula is κα5
$γωνετο λ+γο« κψρ�οψ πρ9« …). The Greek expression is found 94 times in
the LXX, and other than in our verse $γωνετο λ+γο« refers consistently to
the word of God. The Hebrew phrase rbd yhyv, too, virtually always refers
to God: cf. 1 Sam 4:1. In addition, κα�P« / κα�� / κα�2περ $λ2λησεν is the
standard translation of rbd r>Xk which is frequently (but not exclusively)
used of God in the Bible, often of God fulfilling his word; see, e.g. Gen 21:1;
Exod 7:13; 8:11, 15; Deut 26:19; Josh 22:4; Judg 2:15; 1 Sam 28:17;
1 Kgs 8:20, etc. When the author uses these standard biblical divine formu-
las in conjunction with Nebuchadnezzar he subtly sets up the king as a rival
to God.

taking revenge ($κδικ:σαι) upon the entire land as he had spoken: This
refers back to 1:12 where Nebuchadnezzar swore that he would take re-
venge upon Cilicia and its surroundings, using the identical verb (aμοσεν …
ε> μGν $κδικ1σειν). The verb $κδικω� and its cognates are used of the deeds
of God (7:28; 8:27; 16:17), Judith (8:35), and Simeon (9:2), in addition to
Nebuchadnezzar (6:5), in our work.

2:2 ministers: Compare 5:22 where the ministers (ο4 μεγιστ»νε«) are again
present at a group conference. There they are more vocal and react angrily
to Achior’s speech.

set before them his secret counsel (τ9 μψστ1ριον τ:« βοψλ:« α�το7): The
word μψστ1ριον refers to secrets, both secular (e.g. 2 Macc 13:21) and di-
vine (e.g. Wis 2:22). In Daniel 2 μψστ1ριον (which translates forms of zr)
refers to the mystery of Nebuchadnezzar’s portentous dream and per-
haps our Nebuchadnezzar’s secret plan is meant to have an aura of the
divine as well. The word βοψλ1 is used in our book only of the designs of
Nebuchadnezzar (see 2:4) and God (8:16).

and finished (recounting) all the evil of the land (κα5 σψνετωλεσεν π»σαν
τGν κακ�αν τ:« γ:«): The Greek here is difficult. σψντελω� generally
translates hlk (i.e. “be complete, finished”) in the LXX, and elsewhere
in Judith it means “to finish” (2:4; 10:1) or “to accomplish” (15:4). Here
σψνετωλεσεν seems to mean “finished speaking” and to require some
further infinitive, participle, or noun referring to speech. Fritzsche (1853,
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140) conjectures that an original Hebrew hlkyv was misread for hlgyv
(i.e. the king revealed the evil), while Corley (2008, 93) translates “he reck-
oned up all the evil of the land,” pointing to a parallel phrase at 1 Sam 25:17
σψντετωλεσται 3 κακ�α (vnnvdX lX hirh htlk yk), but the expression in
Samuel means evil has been determined or decided. “All the evil of the
land” apparently refers to the evil done by Nebuchadnezzar’s uncooper-
ative allies, rather than the evil to be done by the king.

from his own lips: Literally “from his mouth.” The fact that the king recounts
the insult from his own lips stresses the seriousness of their offence. The
phrase $κ το7 στ+ματο« α�το7 appears twice more in the next few verses
(2:3, 6), stressing that the king’s very own words have not been heeded.

2:3 They decided to destroy: The decision is presented as a joint one, rather
than Nebuchadnezzar deciding on his own.

everyone: Literally “all flesh,” a calque translation of r>b lk. Schmitz
(2004a, 12) notes that the concept of destroying all flesh is particularly
associated with Noah’s flood (Gen 6:17; 7:21; 9:11, 15), perhaps linking
Nebuchadnezzar and his council with divine powers of destruction.

his request (τ� λ+γ8 το7 στ+ματο« α�το7): literally “the word of his
mouth” a calque translation of vyp rbd; see Jer 9:19; Ps 36:4; Prov 18:4;
Eccl 10:12–13 and cf. Jdt 2:6; 5:5.

2:4–13 In the following verses Nebuchadnezzar gives specific instructions
on the conduct of the war to his commander-in-chief Holophernes. He tells
Holophernes of the war to be waged and demands that his general slaughter
and plunder those of the enemy who will not surrender. Such glimpses of
the interaction between a foreign king and his high officials are rare in the
Bible. We hear of the exchanges between Balak and Balaam (Num 22), King
Hanun of Ammon and his distrusting officials (2 Sam 10:3), the suspicious
king of Aram and his servants (2 Kgs 6:8–13), and we see Ahasuerus giving
Haman instructions (Esth 6:4–10). The exchange between Naaman and his
king, the king of Aram, is a particularly friendly one (2 Kgs 5:4–6). Here
Nebuchadnezzar gives orders while Holophernes listens silently and there is
no conversation between the two. Depictions of discussions between a king
and his chief commander are found in the Greek historiographical tradi-
tion; see, e.g. Xerxes and Mardonius at Hdt. 7.5–9 and see Section 5,
62–64. The Bible mentions a series of foreign chief commanders: some are
little more than names linked to their kings e.g. Phicol, chief commander of
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King Abimelech of Gerar (Gen 21:22, 32; 26:26; note how in the first two
verses his presence does not even change a verb from singular to plural) and
Shobach, Hadadezer’s army commander (2 Sam 10:16, 18; 1 Chr 19:16,
18). Others have a more prominent role to play and it is their kings who are
the minor figures, e.g. Sisera and King Jabin of Hazor (Josh 11:1; Judg 4:2,
7, 17, 23–24; Ps 83:10). Elsewhere we find powerful kings and important
lieutenants paired together, and each has a significant function, as in Judith.
Such are Sennacherib and Rabshakeh (2 Kgs 18–19; Isa 36–37; 2 Chr 31) or
Nebuchadnezzar and Nebuzaradan (2 Kgs 25:8, 11, 20; Jer 39:9–11,13;
40:1; 41:10; 43:6; 52:12, 15–16, 26, 30). All three of these latter com-
manders, Sisera, Rabshakeh, and Nebuzaradan, may have served as models
for the fashioning of Holophernes here. Holophernes, like Sisera, was
killed by a woman in a tent and like Nebuzaradan, he is a high official of
(a) Nebuchadnezzar and poses a serious threat to Jerusalem. Holophernes
resembles Rabshakeh in his provocative statements on the powerlessness of
God and the might of his own ruler.

2:4 When he concluded his council: Literally “And it came to pass (κα5
$γωνετο) when he concluded his council.” This Septuagintalism for yhyv is
quite common in Judith; see too Jdt 5:10, 22; 7:29; 10:1,18; 12:10; 13:12;
14:19; 16:21 for κα5 $γωνετο at the beginning of a verse or a phrase. The
word βοψλ1 here can be understood as counsel or plan, rather than council,
without changing the essential meaning: the discussion is over and a deci-
sion has been made.

Holophernes the chief commander of his army, his second in command:
This is the first appearance of Holophernes, who is introduced here with his
full titles. The name Holophernes is a Persian one, surprising in an Assyrian
(or even Babylonian) second in command. Diodorus of Sicily tells of two
men named Holophernes (or its variant Orophernes) and both bear some
resemblance to our Holophernes. The earlier Holophernes was a brother of
King Ariarathes of Cappadocia, and fought bravely in a campaign led by
Artaxerxes III Ochus against Egypt. Diodorus mentions a Bagoas in this
context as well. The younger Holophernes or Orophernes, a dissolute and
drunken figure who plundered temples, was befriended by Demetrius I Soter
and was active at the same time as Nicanor, the commander defeated by
Judah the Maccabee, whose end parallels in many ways that of Holophernes;
see further Section 3, 39–40. Corley (2012) is a useful study of the role
played by Holophernes in our work. The title “chief commander of his
army” is also used of a messenger of God, the emissary sent to Joshua in a
revelation scene (Josh 5:13–15).
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his second in command: Compare Joseph (Gen 41:43) and Mordecai
(Esth 10:3); see too 2 Chr 28:7; Tob 1:22.

2:5–13 This is the only passage where we hear Nebuchadnezzar speak and
his haughty words are similar in tone and content to Assyrian and Persian
royal inscriptions, as well as divine messenger formulas of the Bible. Con-
quering kings regularly took over the titles of their predecessors along with
their empires, establishing themselves as heirs to the preceding power, so it
is not surprising to find that Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian and biblical titu-
lature of powerful kings overlap; in the Bible these titles are used of God as
well. In their inscriptions, Assyrian kings used a great many epithets when
proclaiming their power, as in an inscription from 679 B.C.E.: “Esarhad-
don, great king, strong king, king of the universe, king of Assyria, chosen of
the gods Ashur and Shamash …”. These are “normal and very traditional
titles employed by Assyrian kings for centuries” (Van de Mieroop 1999,
50–51 who quotes the inscription). Such Assyrian royal inscriptions can be
hymns of self-praise. Thus Ashurnasirpal II states “I am king, I am lord,
I am praiseworthy, I am exalted, I am important, I am magnificent, I am
foremost, I am a hero, I am a warrior, I am a lion and I am virile.” (Grayson
1976, ii. 121 § 540).

2:5 Thus says: Nebuchadnezzar begins stiffly and authoritatively, in the
third person, using the standard biblical messenger language of rmX hk
(τ2δε λωγει). This formula is often used to quote God’s words; see, e.g.
Exod 4:22; Josh 7:13; 1 Sam 2:27; Jer 2:5, etc. Here Nebuchadnezzar is sur-
prisingly formal and punctilious with his second in command, and he acts
as his own messenger, reporting his own words. Compare too the opening
of Cyrus’ proclamation at 2 Chr 36:23 τ2δε λωγει Κ7ρο« βασιλεV« Περ-
σ�ν and the recurring third person formula “Darius the king proclaims”
which opens statements in the first person singular throughout Darius’
autobiographical Behistun inscription (Kuhrt 2007, 141–151).

the Great King: See too Jdt 3:2. Both Assyrian and Persian kings term them-
selves Great Kings in their inscriptions (see above) and Greeks regularly de-
scribe Persian kings in this way (e.g. Hdt. 1.188). LXX Ezra 5:11 describes
a king of Israel, Solomon, as βασιλεV« μωγα« (br lXr>yl „lmv), while
in the Additions to Esther we twice find letters written by the Great King
Artaxerxes βασιλεV« μωγα« Kρτα<ωρ<η« (Add Esth 13:1; 16:2). God is also
described as a Great King; see, e.g. LXX Ps 46:3 κ&ριο« Hχιστο« φοβερ+«
βασιλεV« μωγα« $π5 π»σαν τGν γ:ν and see too LXX Ps 94:3; Mal 1:14;
Dan 14:41; Tob 13:15. With these words, Nebuchadnezzar echoes ancient
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royal inscriptions and, more importantly in our context, places himself in
opposition to God. Nebuchadnezzar’s opening words greatly resemble
those of the biblical Sennacherib in the message delivered by Rabshakeh to
Hezekiah (τ2δε λωγει C βασιλεV« C μωγα« βασιλεV« Kσσψρ��ν 2 Kgs 18:19;
Isa 36:4) and our Assyrian king is plainly influenced by the biblical one.
Both kings pose a serious threat to Israel and Jerusalem and refuse to rec-
ognize the sovereignty of God, and both ultimately fail; see Schmitz (2004a,
30–31) and see Section 4, 46.

lord of the entire earth: Nebuchadnezzar is again described in this way at
Jdt 6:4, when Holophernes quotes another pronouncement of the king.
Here too traditional titles of ancient kings and biblical epithets of God over-
lap. Darius I and Xerxes I, for example, both appear as “king on this great
earth far and wide” (DSe § 2 and XPh § 2; Kuhrt 2007, 491 and 304), while
Tiglath-pileser III is described as “lord of the four quarters of the earth”
(COS 2. 38). The exact wording here κ&ριο« π2ση« τ:« γ:« is used in the
LXX to translate /rXh lk ]vdX, a description of God found at Josh 3:11,13;
Mic 4:13; Zech 4:14; 6:5; Ps 97:5. The phrase is also found at LXX
Exod 8:18 where God keeps the swarm of insects away from the land of
Goshen in order to demonstrate to Pharaoh that he is the Lord, the Lord of
the entire earth.

Behold: See note on 3:2.

you will leave my presence: Literally “go away from my face,” $<ελε&σT $κ
το7 προσ,ποψ μοψ a Hebraicism, ynplm tXjl, which is used of leaving
the presence of God (Gen 4:16) and kings (Gen 41:46; 43:31; Esth 8:15);
compare too Bagoas leaving Holophernes’ presence (Jdt 12:13). Holo-
phernes will fulfill this command to the letter; see Jdt 2:14. Here, as often in
the LXX, the second person future is used as an imperative; see Thackeray
(1909, 194) and Conybeare and Stock (1905, 72 § 74).

men confident in their strength: While Holophernes’ soldiers may be confi-
dent in their strength, they will discover that strength is not enough.

one hundred and twenty thousand infantry and a great troop of horses with
twelve thousand riders: 60,000 is a basic unit of Babylonian and Persian
armies and we find the figure of 120,000 soldiers in the Bible as well;
Judg 8:10 and 1 Chr 12:38. Herodotus (8.113; 9.32) tells of 300,000 men
at Salamis, we hear of armies 120,000 strong in Xenophon’s fictional
Cyropaedia (6. 2. 10; 8. 6. 19), while Eupolemus (FGrH 723 F5) assigns
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his Nebuchadnezzar 180,000 foot soldiers and 120,000 cavalry. Anti-
ochus IV has 120,000 fighting men at Dor (1 Macc 15:13; see too 11:45;
2 Macc 12:20).

horses … riders: This may be an ominous hint of Pharaoh’s horses and
riders who drowned at sea (e.g. Exod 15:1); see note on 9:7.

2:6 since they did not heed my words: We have not been told Nebuchad-
nezzar’s exact words, but his request for allies at 1:7–12 has now been
transformed into a command which the people of the west have disobeyed.
The victorious, imperious Nebuchadnezzar is filled with anger over their
disobedience (cπε��ησαν τ� I1ματι το7 στ+ματ+« μοψ), and his anger
seems to rival that of God. We can compare, for instance, God’s wrath and
retribution when the Israelites do not accept his word (cπει�1σατε τ�
I1ματι κψρ�οψ το7 �εο7 ;μ�ν Deut 1:26) that they need not be discour-
aged by the reports of the spies returning from Canaan; see too LXX
Deut 9:23 and 32:51 where cπει�1σατε τ� I1ματι is again used of dis-
obeying God.

2:7 Tell them to prepare earth and water: This demand for earth and water
is the strongest indication that our author was acquainted with Herodotus,
for it is only in Herodotus (and later writers influenced by him) that we
find a victorious king demanding earth and water from subjugated peoples.
Of course, if the submission of earth and water was an actual practice, our
text may well reflect a historical memory rather than being a literary echo.
In Herodotus the handing over of earth and water is a symbolic sign of
submisssion to the Persian king, meant to avoid a military confrontation or
serve as a preliminary to an agreement, and only those cities which refuse to
submit such tokens are to be punished. See Hdt. 4.126, 132; 5.17–18, 73;
6.48–49, 94; 7.32, 132–133, 138, 163, 233; 8.47; in these passages Hero-
dotus uses δ�δ�μι, α=τω�, and φωρ� of supplying earth and water rather
than the verb Ψτοιμ2ζ� found here. In our verse, Nebuchadnezzar intends
to plunder captive cities even after receiving earth and water; see Caponigro
(1992, 49–51); Corley (2012, 39–40). While there are Greek and Assyrian
instances of the symbolic use of a small amount of earth to indicate control
over a territory, the significance of the water remains a puzzle. Kuhrt (1988)
and Orlin (1976, esp. 265–66) are two attempts to explicate the signifi-
cance of these tokens; see too Luckenbill (1927, ii. 311, no. 811) where As-
surbanipal claims to have collected earth from the conquered cities of Elam.
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in my rage: Rage (�ψμ+�, �ψμ+«) is a quality associated with Nebuchadnez-
zar (cf. 1:12), Holophernes (5:2), and God (9:8).

cover the whole face of the earth : The expression καλ&χ� π»ν τ9
πρ+σ�πον τ:« γ:« (/rXh ynp tX tvckl) does not appear elsewhere
and the phrase seems to be a combination of two expressions: καλ&πτ�
τGν Eχιν τ:« γ:« (/rXh ]yi tX tvckl) and πρ+σ�πον τ:« γ:«
(hmdXh ynp//rXh ynp). Elsewhere it is the Israelites who are said to cover
the face of the earth, in addition to frogs, locusts, and darkness; see
Num 22:5, 11; Exod 8:2; 10:5, 15; Isa 60:2.

cover … with the feet of my army: This evocative expression is not found
elsewhere in the LXX.

will hand them over to my soldiers to be plundered (δ,σ� α�τοV« ε=« διαρ-
παγGν α�το�«): The phrase δ�δ�μι ε=« followed by some form of destruc-
tion, plunder, etc. – διαρπαγ1ν, φ+νον κα5 4ρπαγ1ν, �φανισμ+ν, προ-
νομ1ν, $κδ�κησιν, α=ξμαλ�σ�αν, δια�ρεσιν, κατ2βρ�μα, Eλε�ρον – recurs
repeatedly in Judith; see 2:7,11, 27; 4:1,12; 8:19; 9:2–4; 10:12; 11:15; 16:4.
Such phrasing is Septuagintal; see Isa 42:24; Jer 25:31; 26:6; 30:16;
Ezek 31:14; 35:12, etc. for hlkXl ,tvml ,zbl ,hllql ,brxl ,hcy>ml ]tn.
Plunder and spoils are a recurring theme; see note on 1:14.

2:8 Their wounded will fill the valleys and streams (ο4 τραψματ�αι α�τ�ν
πληρ,σοψσιν τ�« φ2ραγγα« α�τ�ν κα5 τοV« ξειμ2ρροψ«): Other mss.
read π»« ξειμ2ρροψ« in the nominative singular, which would mean “every
stream and overflowing river will be filled with their corpses.” For the im-
agery of hills and springs filled with the wounded and dead, see Ezek 32:5–6
and 35:8. In the latter passage, as Schmitz (2004a, 37) notes, the word-
ing of the LXX is similar to our text (κα5 $μπλ1σ� τ�ν τραψματι�ν σοψ
τοV« βοψνοV« κα5 τ�« φ2ραγγ2« σοψ …) and God threatens these
drastic measures in order to compel Edom to recognize his divinity. Thus
Nebuchadnezzar’s threats here subtly present him as a counter-god. See
Isa 8:8; 10:22; 28:18; Dan 9:26; 11:22, 26, 40, etc. for further instances of
biblical flood imagery. The king’s words here have parallels in post-battle
vaunts found in Assyrian royal inscriptions as well; see note on 6:4.

an overflowing river (ποταμ9« $πικλ&ζ�ν) will be filled with their corpses:
Our immediate association is that of Pharaoh and his army drowning in the
Red Sea and indeed the rare verb $πικλ&ζ�, found only 3 other times in the
LXX, is twice used of these Egyptians (Deut 11:4; 3 Macc 2:7; cf. Isa 66:12).
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Compare too the passage in Homer where the river god Xanthus complains
to Achilles that his waters are blocked by the corpses of the many men
Achilles has slaughtered (Il. 21.218–220).

2:9 captives: The historical Nebuchadnezzar and his officer Nebuzaradan
sent a great many Israelites to captivity as exiles (Jer 39:8–9) and this makes
our Nebuchadnezzar’s threat all the more frightening. For threats and acts
of deportation by Persian kings see, e.g. Hdt. 4.204; 6.9 and the discussion
in Briant (2002, 505–6).

the edges of the … earth: Nebuchadnezzar has a long reach, as does Alex-
ander (of 1 Macc 1:3) whose conquests and plundering reach the very ends
of the earth; compare the effects of Joseph (Deut 33:17) and Samuel (LXX 1
Sam 3:21). Often God is associated with the edges of the earth as creator
(Isa 40:28; Prov 30:4), judge (1 Sam 2:10), destroyer (Jer 12:12), or posses-
sor of great glory (Isa 42:10). God warns the Israelites that they may be dis-
persed to the edges of the earth (Deut 28:64; cf. Isa 43:6), and Nebuchad-
nezzar echoes this divine threat here.

2:10 capture … they shall surrender … guard: The two future verb forms
addressed to Holophernes (προκαταλ1μχT … διατηρ1σει«) are the equiv-
alent of imperatives (see above on 2:5), and the future form used of the
enemy ($κδ,σοψσιν), a firm prediction, is virtually a command as well. The
coastal cities will freely submit to Holophernes after his first round of con-
quests; see 3:1–7.

guard them for me until their day of punishment (3μωραν $λεγμο7): Ne-
buchadnezzar apparently plans to deal with the western countries by himself,
and mete out further punishment once they have been captured. King Heze-
kiah describes Rabshakeh’s call to surrender to Sennacherib as a day of suf-
fering, punishment and disgrace (hjXnv hxkvt hrj ,vy; LXX 3μωρα �λ�χε�«
κα5 ]νειδισμο7 κα5 $λεγμο7 κα5 ]ργ:« 2 Kgs 19:3= Isa 37:3) and perhaps
the echo here, with Nebuchadnezzar as Sennacherib and Holophernes
as Rabshakeh, is deliberate. Two further “days” in Judith are Achior’s day of
iniquity (6:5) and God’s day of judgment (16:5); see too Hos 5:9.

2:11 Do not show any pity (ο� φε�σεται C ]φ�αλμ+« σοψ το7 δο7ναι):
Literally “let your eye not spare” a literal translation of „ynyi cvxt Xl; see,
e.g. Deut 7:16; Ezek 16:5; 20:17, where the latter two passages have το7
with an infinitive, as here. Holophernes will be quite merciless even to those
who surrender; see Jdt 3:6–8.
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hand them over: We again find the Semitic construction δ�δ�μι ε=«; see
above on 2:7.

in all your territory ($ν π2σT τ� γ� σοψ): Some mss. omit the σοψ (i.e. “in
the entire land”) which makes for a smoother reading; perhaps the “your”
is proleptic, with the territory to be conquered already seen as belonging to
Holophernes.

2:12 For by my life and the might of my kingdom: At 1:12 Nebuchadnezzar
had sworn by his throne and his kingdom, but here he swears by himself
and his might ζ�ν $γP κα5 τ9 κρ2το« τ:« βασιλε�α« μοψ. Judith echoes
this vow in her double-edged conversation with Holophernes, when she too
swears by Nebuchadnezzar and his might (11:7). In the Bible only God
swears by himself, using the vow “as I live,” “by my life” ynX yx (ζ� $γ,;
see, e.g. Num 14:21, 28; Isa 49:18; Jer 22:24; 46:18; Ezek 5:1; cf. v>pnb
Jer 51:14; Amos 6:8; v>dqb “by his holiness” Amos 4:2 and compare
Gen 22:16). At Deut 32:40 God actually raises his hand to heaven while
taking an oath on his eternal life and there, as here, the context is that of
wreaking vengeance by his own hand. Once again Nebuchadnezzar usurps
a formula exclusively reserved for God, thus lending his punitive expedition
the aura of a divine mission.

I have spoken and shall do this (λελ2ληκα κα5 ποι1σ�): The king again
adapts a phrase normally attributed to God. $γP κ&ριο« λελ2ληκα κα5
ποι1σ� (yty>iv ytrbd ’h ynX); see Ezek 17:24; 22:14; 24:14; 36:36; 37:14.
The expression is also reminiscent of the Homeric formula dδε γ�ρ
$<ερω�, τ9 δ� κα5 τετελεσμωνον �σται (Il. 1.212, etc.) which is used both
by mortals and gods; see too note on 6:4.

by my own hand: This is the first instance of the recurring motif of “hand”
found in our work; see note on 9:9. Judith, too, speaks of deeds done by her
own hand, but also notes that it is God who aids her in achieving victory
by means of her hand ($ν ξειρ� μοψ 8:33; 9:9; 12:4; see too 13:15; 15:10).
Here Nebuchadnezzar uses Holophernes and a vast army as his powerful
hand.

2:13 do not violate a single one of your lord’s commands: Elsewhere we
find the same Greek vocabulary (παραβ:ναι τ9 I:μα κψρ�οψ) used of dis-
regarding the word of God. The Greek phrase translates two different
Hebrew verbs ‘h yp tX tvrmhl / rvbil: see Num 14:41; 22:18; 24:13;
Deut 1:43; see too Num 27:14 and 1 Sam 15:24 and contrast Esth 3:3
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where different language is used both in Hebrew and in Greek for disobey-
ing a king’s orders. Here, transgressing the word of Nebuchadnezzar is
subtly presented as analogous to disobeying God.

carry them out thoroughly ($πιτελ�ν $πιτελωσει«): The construction found
here, a finite verb together with a cognate participle, is one of the means
used in the LXX to translate the Hebrew infinitive absolute, and the parti-
ciple here is an intensifying one; see Section 6, 84.

2:14ff. Nebuchadnezzar virtually leaves the story at this point and does not
reappear in the flesh, leaving Holophernes to take over as chief villain. In
the Deborah-Barak-Jael story, which is one of the chief sources of inspira-
tion for our tale, there are two heroines (and a hero), and only one enemy,
but here we find one heroine and two enemies. The transition from Ne-
buchadnezzar to Holophernes seems necessary. If Nebuchadnezzar opens
our story because his name is instantly recognizable as an arch-enemy and
stereotyped evil king, having Judith seduce him and cut his head off would
be too far-fetched to accept. Holophernes is a convenient proxy, and he, the
agent of Nebuchadnezzar, will be confronted by Judith, the agent of God;
see Section 1, 6–8.

2:14 Holophernes left the presence of his lord: see note on 2:5 above. When
Nebuchadnezzar finishes speaking, Holophernes replies with deeds, rather
than words, leaving immediately in order to fulfill the king’s commands. We
do not hear his voice for several chapters, until 5:3.

leaders, generals, and commanders (τοV« δψν2στα« κα5 τοV« στρατηγοV«
κα5 $πιστ2τα«): This variation in vocabulary is typical of our author;
presumably all three groups are army officers of one kind or another.
στρατηγο� is used of generals (e.g. Jdt 14:12) and at 9:3 δψν2σται
“leaders” or “masters” are contrasted with δο7λοι. The word $πιστ2τη«
“chief,” “overseer” appears only here in Judith and is fairly rare in the
LXX; it translates, e.g. r> ,>gn ,dyqp.

2:15–18 In ch. 1 we heard next to nothing of Nebuchadnezzar’s physical
preparations for war and a great deal about the fortifications of his enemy,
Arphaxad, who was then vanquished. Here we find a detailed description
of the preparations for war, including the vast number of troops and the
sizeable amounts of food, supplies, and livestock. As with Arphaxad, this
stress on the enemy’s great numbers and extensive preparations serves two
distinct purposes: to arouse fear and awe in the reader and also to under-
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score the magnitude of the eventual Assyrian defeat. The greater the van-
quished, the greater the victor.

2:15 He counted (cρ��μησεν): Several biblical military leaders are said to
muster their troops before going out to do battle and at times the number of
troops gathered are recorded, but the regular verb used in this context is
dqp translated as $πισκωπτ� (see, e.g. Num 1:3; Josh 8:10; Judg 20:15;
1 Sam 11:8; 2 Sam 18:1; 1 Kgs 20:15; 2 Kgs 3:6). Organizing an actual nu-
merical military census can be a serious offense for the Israelites; see
2 Sam 24:1–10 where David sins in this way and the verbs hnm and rpc
(both translated �ρι�μω�) are found in addition to dqp. Compare LXX
Gen 14:14 where Abraham counts (cρ��μησεν) the members of his house-
hold before rushing off to save Lot (MT vykynx tX qryv). The Persian kings
in Herodotus are fond of counting, and particularly enjoy recording the
numbers of their troops. Xerxes counts his enormous army by squeezing
batches of them into a narrow space (Hdt. 7.59–60; compare 4.87).

one hundred and twenty thousand soldiers, and twelve thousand mounted
archers: see above on 2:5. We now learn that the cavalry who accompany
Holophernes are bowmen.

2:16 great army (πλ:�ο«): In this section (verses 16–20), there are a series
of expressions referring to the magnitude of the undertaking: the words
multitude (πλ:�ο«), very many (πολV σφ+δρα), and countless (ο�κ Oν
�ρι�μ+«) all recur at least twice in the five verses, sometimes together, in a
single expression (πλ:�ο« πολV σφ+δρα). The author takes pains to im-
press upon us the size and scale of the army and its provisions, and the di-
mensions of the expedition.

2:17 camels, donkeys, and mules … sheep, cows, and goats: Usually such
lists of animals are used in the Bible to depict individual wealth (Gen 12:16;
24:35; 30:43; 32:8; Job 1:3; 42:12; compare Exod 9:3 and Zech 14:15).
Elsewhere they are part of an inventory of booty (1 Sam 27:9; 1 Chr 5:21).

baggage (�παρτ�αν): While the word �παρτ�α is used in the translation of
various verses in the MT (Exod 40:36; Num 10:12; 31:17–18; Deut 20:14;
Ezek 25:4), it translates [u, icm and ll>, but not baggage or equipment,
as here; see too Jdt 3:10; 7:18.

countless: Compare the raiders of Midian and Amalek at Judg 6:5 and 7:12
whose men, livestock, and camels are countless (ο�κ Oν �ρι�μ+« as in our
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verse); in Hebrew rpcm ]yX. For other innumerable enemy forces, see
Jer 46:23; Joel 1:6; 2 Chr 12:3. In Herodotus, Xerxes’ soldiers fall in in-
numerable quantities (πλ1�ει �ναρι�μ1τοψ« Hdt. 7.211).

2:18 a great store of food: Compare Judith’s preparations when she sets out
on her expedition: her gold and silver jewelry is upon her and she takes only
a small supply of provisions (10:4–5).

gold and silver from the king’s house: This may refer to money to be used
for buying provisions along the way or to the valuable dishes and equip-
ment used by Holophernes and his officers (see Jdt 10:21–22; 15:11). The
word βασιλε&« appears on its own in the phrase $< οDκοψ βασιλω�« (“the
king’s house”) and is not linked to a name, adjective, or definite article as
elsewhere in Judith, but a few mss. do have το7 βασιλω�«. In classical
Greek usage, the word “king” by itself refers to the (fabulously wealthy)
Persian king.

2:19 ahead of King Nebuchadnezzar: Compare above 2:7, 10.

to cover the whole face of the earth: A direct echo of Nebuchadnezzar’s
command at 2:7.

chariots: have not been mentioned by Nebuchadnezzar; see 1:13; 2:22;
7:20.

choice infantry (πεζο�« $πιλωκτοι«): Compare cρ��μησεν $κλεκτοV«
@νδρα« at 2:15 and see too @νδρα« $πιλωκτοψ« at 3:6; all refer to select or
specially chosen men and there is little difference between the two words.
$κλεκτ+« is much more common in the LXX than $π�λεκτο«, and the author
of Judith, who is fond of synonyms, uses both.

2:20 The mixed group … were … plentiful (πολV« C $π�μικτο«): See
Exod 12:38 for $π�μικτο« πολ&« (br bri) and compare π»« C σ&μμικτο«
at 1:16 with note; the two words are synonyms and again our author uses
both.

as locusts and the grains of sand: See again the foreign fighters of Judg 7:12
(note on 2:17) for a parallel comparison of an army to both locusts and
grains of sand. The locust image, used to describe the destructiveness and
speed of an army as well as its size, is a negative one; see Judg 6:5; Jer 46:23;
51:14, 27 (=LXX 28:14, 27); Nah 3:15, 17. In Joel (1:6; 2:4–5) we find the
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reverse image: attacking locusts are compared to a great army. Grains of
sand or earth (@μμο« is used in the LXX to translate both /rXh rpi the
dust of the earth, as here, and the sands of the sea ,yh lvx) are found in
positive contexts as well, describing the numbers of Abraham’s descendants
(Gen 13:16; 22:17), the width of Solomon’s heart (1 Kgs 5:9), and the size
of an army (Josh 11:4; 1 Sam 13:5).

for there was no counting (ο� γ�ρ Oν �ρι�μ+«): A rare use of γ2ρ by the
narrator, rather than in a passage of direct speech.
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C. 2:21–3:10 Holophernes’ Conquests

Chapter 2

(21.) They left Nineveh on a three day journey to the plain of Bectileth and
they camped opposite Bectileth near the mountain to the north of upper
Cilicia.

(22.) He took all his army, infantry, cavalry, and chariots, and left from
there to the highlands.

(23.) He cut down Put and Lud and plundered all the Rassisites and Ish-
maelites who lived facing the desert to the south of Cheleon.

(24.) He passed along the Euphrates and crossed Mesopotamia, utterly de-
stroying all the mighty cities along the Abron wadi as far as the sea.

(25.) He captured the territory of Cilicia and cut down all those who op-
posed him, coming to the southern territory of Japheth, facing Arabia.

(26.) He circled round all the Midianites, set fire to their tents and plun-
dered their sheepfolds.

(27.) He went down to the Damascus plain at the time of the wheat harvest
and set fire to all their fields, destroyed their sheep and cattle, looted their
cities, ravaged their plains, and put all their young men to the sword.

(28.) Fear and dread of him fell upon those who lived along the coast, those
in Sidon and Tyre, and those who lived in Sur and Ocina, and all those who
lived in Jamnia. The inhabitants of Azotus and Ascalon, too, greatly feared
him.
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Chapter 3

(1.) They sent messengers to him seeking peace, saying,

(2.) “We, the servants of the Great King Nebuchadnezzar, are at your dis-
posal. Do with us as you please.

(3.) Our buildings, all our land, all our wheat fields, our flocks and herds,
and all the sheepfolds in our encampments are at your disposal. Do with
them as pleases you.

(4.) Our cities and their inhabitants are your slaves too. Come and treat
them as you see fit.”

(5.) The men appeared before Holophernes and delivered this message to
him.

(6.) He and his army descended to the coast and stationed garrisons in the
mighty cities. He also conscripted select men as an auxiliary army.

(7.) They and all the surrounding countryside welcomed him with wreaths,
dances, and tambourines.

(8.) But Holophernes utterly destroyed their shrines and cut down their
sacred groves, since it was granted to him to destroy all the gods of the land,
so that all the nations would worship Nebuchadnezzar alone, and people of
every language and tribe would invoke him as a god.

(9.) He went towards Esdraelon, near Dothan, which is opposite the great
ridge of Judea.

(10.) He camped between Geba and Scythopolis and was there for a month
in order to collect all the provisions for his army.

Commentary

2:21–27 Holophernes sets off with his huge army on a confused geographi-
cal route which does not make sense in terms of either time or place: travel-
ing on a strange, zigzag route, he covers great distances in an impossibly
short period of time. As Gruen (2002, 163) notes: “Holofernes’ march …
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looks like an aimless meandering, backtracking upon itself, taking round-
about routes … covering enormous distances in record time … Holofernes’
men must have trekked about three hundred miles from Nineveh to Cilicia
in just 3 days, crossed and recrossed the Euphrates three different times, en-
tered Cilicia twice, and approached the Palestinian coast both by way of
Damascus and through Arabia!” To complicate matters further, several of
the names recorded here, often found in different forms in the different
manuscripts, are not easily identified (nor do the variations in the Vulgate
help). Scholars grapple with these problems in different ways: some find the
author ignorant or incompetent (see, e.g. Barucq 1959, 27 note d and com-
pare Moore 1985, 137–139), while others (such as Stummer 1947, 23–27
and Grintz 1957, 89–92) do their utmost to make sense of the text. At times
this involves rearranging the order of the verses in order to construct a more
logical route (Otzen 2002, 88; Moore 1985, 137–139). Greenfield (1964)
suggests that Holophernes’ route here is based on a condensation of several
of the historical Nebuchadnezzar II’s military expeditions during 605–595
B.C.E., as recorded in Chronicle 5 of the Babylonian Chronicles (Grayson
1975, 99–102), which was then perhaps translated from Akkadian into Ara-
maic, but the resemblance between the conquests of Nebuchadnezzar II and
those of Holophernes is not that great; cf. Wiseman (1985, 31). Ball (1888,
275–279) is a full discussion of earlier attempts to make sense of this pas-
sage, while Otzen (2002, 88–89) is a useful summary of more recent schol-
arship. Such attempts to identify these areas precisely, are, in all likelihood,
superfluous. Our author may well have been ignorant of the geography he
outlines and he seems careless here as well, with his double mention of Cili-
cia and triple crossing of the Euphrates. The amount of time allotted to Ho-
lophernes’ sweeping conquests is also unrealistic: Nebuchadnezzar first
gives him his instructions in the month of Nisan (ca. April; see 2:1) and the
general already manages to capture a great many far-flung cities by “the
time of the wheat harvest” (i.e. in August at the latest); see note on 2:27.
Our tale is fictional and Holophernes’ route and list of great conquests are
there for their effect on the reader; they are not meant to be checked closely
against the actual geographical terrain. This use of pseudo-geography is
consistent with the author’s use of pseudo-history, and the catalogue of
place names, partly exotic and unknown, and partly familiar from the Bible,
is meant to impress us; see Section 3, 29–33. Such sweeping but sometimes
inaccurate geographical catalogues are familiar from Greek literature, as in
the hazy, unreliable description of Io’s exotic wanderings in the Aeschylean
Prometheus Vinctus (696–741, 790–815). Wills (1999, 1106) notes that
there is a similar list of known and unknown nations who advance against
Egypt in the Alexander Romance (1:2).
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2:21 three day journey to the plain of Bectileth: Bectileth cannot be iden-
tified, but its location to the left or north (from an Israelite perspective) of
Cilicia (i.e. near Cilicia) points to its being situated some five hundred kilo-
meters from Nineveh. Holophernes’ huge army manages to cover this dis-
tance in the impossibly brief time of 3 days. Stummer (1947, 27) accepts the
suggestion that Bectileth is a symbolic name, hlyuq (t)yb, “house of
slaughter.” Others suggest Bakatailloi, located south of Syrian Antioch, or
the valley of Beq’ah found between Lebanon and anti-Lebanon.

2:22 highlands: The highlands or hill country is mentioned repeatedly in Ju-
dith and the location is related to concern over the protection of holy places
and religious survival; see 1:6; 2:22; 4:7; 5:1, 3, 5, 15, 19; 6:7, 11; 7:1, 18;
10:13; 11:2; 15:2–3, 5, 7 with Craven (1983, 76–80) and Ben Eliahu (forth-
coming, ch. 4). Holophernes’ army passes over a variety of topographies in-
cluding plains, mountains, and sea coasts.

2:23–27 Holophernes behaves here as a brutal conqueror, slaughtering,
devastating, looting, ravaging, burning, and plundering, and the author
uses a rich variety of verbs to describe his movements and various destruc-
tive activities. See διωκοχεν … $προν+μεψσεν (23); παρ:λ�εν … δι:λ�εν …
κατωσκαχεν (24); κατελ2βετο … κατωκοχε … Oλ�εν (25); $κ&κλ�σεν …
$νωπρησεν … $προν+μεψσεν (26); κατωβη … $νωπρησεν … �δ�κεν ε=«
�φανισμ9ν (a Hebraicism) … $σκ&λεψσεν … $<ελ�κμησεν … $π2τα<εν …
$ν στ+ματι Iομφα�α« (a Hebraicism) (27). For a similar concatenation of
verbs of destruction in the Bible, see zvbl ,ll> … dbXlv gvrhlv dym>hl
(Esth 3:13 and 8:11). Such destructive deeds are also regularly recorded in
Assyrian royal inscriptions. See, e.g. Sennacherib’s First Campaign: Against
Merodach-baladan (COS 2.119A, lines 20–50): “… In my wrath, I made a
fierce assault … I slaughtered their warriors round about its wall like sheep
and took the city … I raged like a lion; I stormed like the flood. … I defeated
them and shattered his forces … with my own hands I took alive as captives.
I myself seized the chariots, wagons, horses, mules, asses, dromedaries … I
besieged, I conquered, I plundered …”

2:23 He cut down Put and Lud: Put is the name of a people of Libya (e.g.
MT and LXX Ezek 38:5), while Lud is used of two separate areas: it is both
the name of a people in North Africa (Gen 10:13) and also refers to Lydia in
Asia Minor (Gen 10:22). Since Put and Lud are found together in the Bible –
e.g. Jer 46:9; Ezek 27:10; 30:5 – the author may have linked African Put
improbably to Lud-Lydia, which is in the vicinity of Holophernes’ previous
stop, Cilicia. Others suggest that Put refers to Pisidia or Pedasus in Caria.
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plundered all the Rassisites: Rassis is otherwise unknown and suggestions
include both Tarsus (compare Tharsis Vg. Jdt 2:13) in Cilicia, and Rossus,
north of Antioch. Strabo (14. 5. 19) relates that the Issus, the location of an
important battle between Alexander and Darius III, is close to Rossus.

Ishmaelites: I.e. “nomadic desert tribes east of the Jordan in the Syrian de-
sert, north of the Arabian desert” (Enslin 1972, 71). Both the Rassisites and
Ishmaelites are termed the “children” or “sons” of Rassis and Ishmael in
hyper-biblical style; see Section 6, 81.

Cheleon: is another unidentifiable, unique name in our passage. It may be
Cholle, found between Palmyra and the Euphrates. Other scholars link it to
the Ξ2λον ποταμ+ν mentioned by Xenophon (Anab. 1.4.9); see Ball 1888,
276–277.

2:24 He passed along the Euphrates: This is, it seems, the third time that
Holophernes crosses the Euphrates on this expedition: first he crossed it to
go from Nineveh to Cilicia, next he must have gone over the river a second
time, since he is now crossing the Euphrates again, on his way to the sea, i.e.
the Mediterranean.

all the mighty cities (π2σα« τ�« π+λει« τ�« ;χηλ2«): Literally, “high” or
“lofty” cities and therefore mighty ones; at Neh 9:25 π+λει« ;χηλ2« trans-
lates tvrjb ,yri, i.e. fortified cities and this is what is meant here. See too
Jdt 3:6 (where the phrase recurs) and compare the tall and mighty giants
;χηλο5 γ�γαντε« of 16:6.

the Abron wadi as far as the sea: The sea is in all likelihood the Mediterra-
nean, but some take it to be the Persian Gulf and naturally this influences
the identification of the unknown Abron wadi. Some commentators think
that it is the Khabour or Habor river in northern Mesopotamia, a tributary
of the Euphrates; see, e.g. Stummer (1947, 26). Others suggest that
Kβρ�ν2 is a mistranscription of rhnh rbi, i.e. east of the Euphrates or Me-
sopotamia (see, e.g. Josh 24:2); see Moore (1985, 139), who cites Movers.

2:25 Cilicia: The sequence here, Cilicia-Mesopotomia-Cilicia (2:21–25),
does not make sense: why does Holophernes double back? Some commen-
tators see our verse as a summary of Holophernes’ earlier deeds (Ball 1888,
277), while others suggest that the verse is in the wrong place and should
follow verse 21 (Moore 1985, 137–138).
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the southern territory of Japheth, facing Arabia: Japheth is found only here,
but should be northeast of Damascus, according to 2:27. Arabia would
then refer to the North Arabian region of the Syrian desert or Arabia Des-
erta; thus Moore (1985, 139). Enslin (1972, 73) suggests that Japheth refers
to the south of the Phoenician-Palestinian coast, Philistia, which might be
said to be opposite, i.e. in the same latitude as, Arabia. He notes, however,
the incompatibility with Holophernes then going “down to the Damascus
plain” (2:27) and concludes, “once again his [i.e. the author’s] geography –
or lack of it – eludes us.”

2:26 the Midianites: The Midianites are often associated with the biblical
Ishmaelites, and their tents and sheepfolds point to their nomadic life style.
They are usually located in the northwestern corner of the Arabian penin-
sula, east of the Gulf of Aqaba.

plundered their sheepfolds (τ�« μ2νδρα«): See Zeph 2:6 where μ2νδρα
προβ2τ�ν translates ]Xj tvrdg. Interestingly, we find the combination of
Midian and μ2νδρα at LXX Judg 6:2, where the Israelites hide from the
Midianites in mountain shelters.

2:27 This verse is carefully written and the usual verb-subject-object word
order is deliberately varied. κα5 κατωβη ε=« πεδ�ον Δαμασκο7 $ν 3μωραι«
�ερισμο7 πψρ�ν /κα5 $νωπρησεν π2ντα« τοV« �γροV« α�τ�ν/ κα5 τ�
πο�μνια κα5 τ� βοψκ+λια �δ�κεν ε=« �φανισμ9ν /κα5 τ�« π+λει« α�τ�ν
$σκ&λεψσεν /κα5 τ� πεδ�α α�τ�ν $<ελ�κμησεν /κα5 $π2τα<εν π2ντα«
τοV« νεαν�σκοψ« α�τ�ν $ν στ+ματι Iομφα�α«. This description of the
conquest of the Damascus plain is very graphic and detailed: as Holo-
phernes approaches the Israelites we are made to feel just how powerful and
destructive he can be. Judith echoes elements of this description in the
words she attributes to the enemy in her victory song: ε>πεν $μπρ1σειν τ�
Aρι2 μοψ/ κα5 τοV« νεαν�σκοψ« μοψ �νελε�ν $ν Iομφα�� / κα5 τ�
�ηλ2ζοντ2 μοψ �1σειν ε=« �δαφο«/ κα5 τ� ν1πι2 μοψ δ,σειν ε=« προνο-
μGν /κα5 τ�« παρ�ωνοψ« μοψ σκψλε7σαι (16:4); see too 4:1.

at the time of the wheat harvest : For such seasonal markers, compare the
death of Manasseh at the time of the barley harvest (8:2). The date of the
wheat harvest varies from April in the Jordan valley to August in the upper
Lebanon (Enslin 1972, 73). Holophernes has been sent on his mission by
Nebuchadnezzar towards the end of Nisan, i.e. sometime in April (2:1) and
manages to conquer vast areas by August, in unconvincing record time. The
Assyrians set fire to the fields at a crucial time, destroying all of the harvest.
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ravaged ($<ελ�κμησεν) their plains: The compound verb used here $κ-
λικμ2� is very rare and is used of winnowing or sifting; see Wis 5:23.

put all their young men to the sword ($π2τα<εν … $ν στ+ματι Iομφα�α«):
Literally “he struck all their young men with the mouth of a sword,” a He-
braicism brx ypl hkh; see, e.g. Josh 8:24; Judg 1:8, 25.

2:28–3:10 As Holophernes approaches the Israelites, the geography be-
comes more recognizable and most of these Mediterranean coastal cities –
Sidon, Tyre, Jamnia (Jabneh), Azotus (Ashdod), and Ascalon – are familiar,
with the author moving from north to south. Nonetheless, two cities, Sur
and Ocina, are otherwise unknown. None of these cities is under Israelite
control which leads some scholars to date our work before the conquest
of Jamnia and Azotus during the reign of Alexander Jannaeus, i.e. to date
Judith some time before 100 B.C.E.; see, e.g. Delcor (1967, 179). Other
scholars point to the absence of Gaza and think it may show that the list
was composed after Alexander Jannaeus destroyed the city in 96 B.C.E.
(Moore 1985, 67–68). Since the author is not concerned with precise
geography or history, his text should not be pressed in this fashion; see Sec-
tion 3, 30–33. In this section we see how harshly Holophernes deals with
the frightened and submissive inhabitants of the coast. Despite their explicit
willingness to surrender and put their lives, land, and possessions at Holo-
phernes’ disposal, he chooses to treat them – and in particular their gods
and shrines – with great brutality. Our author describes the Assyrian con-
quest of foreigners at some length, before turning to the Israelites. He is not
interested in these foreigners and their holy places per se, but uses their situ-
ation in order to illuminate the crisis which the Israelites are about to face.
Holophernes’ behavior here serves as a clear and immediate warning to the
Israelites of the futility of trying to appease the invading Assyrians.

Fear and dread of him fell (κα5 $πωπεσεν φ+βο« κα5 τρ+μο« α�το7): This is
the second mention of fear, a recurring theme in our work. In a kind of
measure-for-measure punishment the narrator will later use virtually iden-
tical language to describe the Assyrians themselves as overwhelmed by dread
and fear (κα5 $πωπεσεν $π *  α�τοV« τρ+μο« κα5 φ+βο« 15:2). Both these
passages are an echo of LXX Exod 15:16 $πιπωσοι $π *  α�τοV« φ+βο« κα5
τρ+μο« (dxpv htmyX ,hyli lpt) and our verse even preserves the reversal
of the Hebrew word order (“fear and dread”) found in the Greek of Ex-
odus. The combination of φ+βο« and τρ+μο« is also found at Gen 9:2;
Deut 2:25; 11:25; 1 Macc 7:18; 4 Macc 4:10; Ps 2:11; 54:6; Isa 19:16. Such
fear of the enemy is not of course restricted to the biblical world. It is a
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recurring motif in Assyrian inscriptions which tell of enemies dazzled and
frightened by the terrible radiance of the king. These frightened foes fall to
their knees, bring the Assyrian king tribute, and beg him for mercy, just as
the coastal peoples will behave towards Holophernes in the following
chapter; see Kuhrt (1995, ii. 517–518).

Sur … Ocina: Both of these cities appear only here and are not readily iden-
tified. Sur is among the coastal Phoenician cities but cannot be Tyre here
(cf. $ν Τ&ρ8 in this verse), although some scholars suggest that Sur is a mis-
taken second mention, with a different transcription. Others identify Sur
with Dor, a coastal town 25 kilometers south of Mount Carmel, while
Ocina is thought to be Acco, which is north of Mount Carmel. This would
disrupt the north-south orientation of the list; see Stummer (1947, 28). Wa-
cholder (1974, 136–137) points to the resemblance between Sur and the
name given by Eupolemus to the biblical Hiram, Suron. He also notes that
there is a legend that after the people of Nineveh repented, Jonah settled in
Sur. Heltzer (2008, 31–34) suggest that Ocina derives from a postulated
Aramaic form Xyynyki meaning “people of Acco” and notes that Acco is
called by its newer name Ptolemais in 1–2 Maccabees (e.g. 1 Macc 5:15).

3:1–5 The message to Holophernes from the coastal peoples is phrased
quite rhetorically. Each of the three verses (3:2–4) opens with the deictic
particle =δο&, the regular LXX translation of hnh “behold, see,” and ends
with a variation of “as you please.” The tone could not be more submissive
or conciliatory, “Do with us, our people, our land, our homes, and our ani-
mals as you like,” and the expression of their submission varies from the
more dignified “we are at your disposal” (παρακε�με�α $ν,πι+ν σοψ 3:2;
compare 3:3) to the quite humble we “are your slaves” (δο7λοι σο� ε=σιν
3:4). The messengers twice repeat their invitation ξρ:σαι 3μ�ν (“do with
us as you like”), and then add the more urgent $λ�Pν �π2ντησον (“come
and meet with us”) in their final verse. Their words closely echo the nar-
rator’s description of the destruction recently brought about by Holo-
phernes in Midian and the Damascus plain (2:26–27). Indeed, the coastal
peoples offer Holophernes precisely those things which he has captured,
looted, and destroyed in his recent campaign: fields of wheat (πεδ�ον
πψρ�ν), sheep and cattle (τ� πο�μνια κα5 τ� βοψκ+λια), the sheepfolds
(α4 μ2νδραι), encampments (σκην�ν / σκην,ματα), cities (α4 π+λει«) and
of course, themselves, the inhabitants. They do not, however, mention their
young men, who nonetheless will be conscripted by the Assyrians; contrast
2:27 where we hear of Holophernes killing the defeated young men of the
Damascus region.
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3:1 They sent messengers: These are the frightened inhabitants of the cities
along the Mediterranean, who were mentioned in the previous verse (2:28).
There do not seem to be any Israelites in these coastal cities and we first
hear of the Israelites in ch. 4.

seeking peace, saying: Literally “with words of peace, saying” (λ+γοι«
ε=ρηνικο�« λωγοντε«). Compare Deut 2:26 �πωστειλα πρωσβει« … λ+γοι«
ε=ρηνικο�« λωγ�ν rmXl ,vl> yrbd … ,ykXlm xl>Xv and cf. Esth 9:30.

3:2 We, the servants: Literally “Behold (=δο&), we the servants.” =δο& is an
emphatic particle, difficult to translate, which is often used in Judith at the
very opening of a passage in direct speech (2:5; 3:2; 9:6; 13:15) and can
then be repeated to list elements in the speech, as we find here (3:3–4; see
too 13:15). The biblical hnh is used in both these ways as well; compare
Isa 65:13 (MT and LXX) where a thrice-repeated hnh and =δο& are used to
similar effect. For three consecutive uses of hnh – but not =δο& – in different
contexts, see e.g Gen 19:19–21; 20:15–16; 28:12–13; 37:7; compare LXX
Judg 7:13; 1 Sam 12:2 for three consecutive uses of =δο&.

servants of the Great King Nebuchadnezzar: These messengers, presumably
leaders of their various cities, present themselves as servants of the Great
King (note on 2:5), but Holophernes is not satisfied and wishes them to ac-
knowledge Nebuchadnezzar not just as a king, but as a god, and a sole god
at that (3:8). For “servants” see note on 3:4.

are at your disposal (παρακε�με�α $ν,πι+ν σοψ): The verb here is echoed
by παρ2κεινται in the next verse: the people, their homes, fields, and ani-
mals – all are placed before and available to Holophernes. LSJ s.v. παρ2κει-
μαι I.3 gives only our passage for the metaphorical meaning “lie prostrate,
of absolute subjection.” It is possible that the messengers portray their
buildings and fields, as well as their flocks and herds as lying prostrate be-
fore Holophernes – compare the cattle wrapped in sackcloth at 4:10 – but
such a colorful image seems frivolous in this context.

Do with us as you please: In their brief words, the messengers use three dif-
ferent expressions – κα�P« �ρεστ+ν $στιν τ� προσ,π8 σοψ (3:2); κα�9
#ν �ρωσκT σοι (3:3); )« �στιν �γα�9ν $ν ]φ�αλμο�« σοψ (3:4) – found in
the LXX as translations of a single Hebrew idiom „ynyib bvuk, literally, “as
is good in your eyes.” There is a fourth variation N �σται $ν το�« ]φ�αλ-
μο�« α�το7 �ρεστ+ν at 12:14. See e.g. MT and LXX Gen 16:6 for the first
Greek expression, Gen 19:8 for the second, and Judg 19:24 for the third,
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and see Thackeray (1909, 43). It is typical of our author to vary his wording
in this way; would a Hebrew original have the same phrase repeated three
times?

3:3 all the sheepfolds in our encampments: Compare 2:26. The coastal
messengers apparently have heard of the plight of the Midianites, with their
burnt tents and plundered sheepfolds.

are at your disposal: Compare the demand made by King Ben-Hadad of
Aram to King Ahab, asking for his silver and gold, beautiful wives and
children, and Ahab’s mollifying reply “As you say, my lord king: I and all
I have are yours,” (1 Kgs 20:1–4). See too Neh 9:24, 37 for kings and con-
querors doing as they please with subject peoples and their animals.
Contrast Abimelech’s words to Abraham, where he states that his land is at
Abraham’s disposal for him to settle where he pleases (Gen 20:15); Abime-
lech makes the offer from a position of power, the very opposite of the situ-
ation here.

3:4 slaves (δο7λοι): The coastal peoples begin by terming themselves “ser-
vants” or “slaves” (πα�δε«) and end their message as they began, once again
calling themselves “slaves” δο7λοι. While forms of δο7λο« are more com-
mon than those of πα�« in Judith, the two words seem to be used inter-
changeably. Thus Judith, in her conversation with Holophernes, refers to
herself both as a δο&λη and a παιδ�σκη (e.g. 11:5), while her maid is
termed δο&λη (e.g. 12:15) and παιδ�σκη (10:10), in addition to fβρα
(e.g. 8:10), by the narrator. When addressing Holophernes, his ally Achior
refers to himself as a δο7λο« (5:5), but other allies call themselves πα�δε«
(7:12) in a parallel situation. The biblical dbi can denote a wide range of
relationships – servants, slaves, subjects, and worshippers, as well as of-
ficers and ministers of a king – and the word δο7λο« is used in similarly
broad fashion in Judith. At times, slaves are plainly meant (e.g. at Jdt 6:7,
10, 11; 10:23), but when Holophernes terms himself and his army δο7λοι
of Nebuchadnezzar (6:3) or invites his δο7λοι to a party (12:10), clearly
something like “servants” or even “courtiers” should be understood. How
literally should the word δο7λοι be taken here? When speaking of the
historical Persian king, classical Greek authors present the relationship be-
tween the king and his subjects as that of a master (δεσπ+τη«) and his
slaves (δο7λοι), and stress that only the king himself is truly free; see, e.g.
Hdt. 7.103; Eur. Helen 276; Xen. Anab. 1. 9. 29; Hell. 6. 1. 12. Some mod-
ern commentators think that this Greek presentation reflects actual Persian
attitudes, but others point out that important courtiers could be called
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“slaves of the Great King,” and suggest that the term “slaves” was used to
denote even high-ranking officials, who were both subject and loyal to the
king; see Missiou (1993) vs. Briant (2002, 324–32). Are the coastal peoples
acknowledging Holophernes’ authority and pledging their loyalty to him
here or are they relinquishing all claims to liberty?

as you see fit: Literally, “as is good in your eyes,” a Hebraicism bvuk
„ynyib; see note on 3:2.

3:5 Holophernes: Again, as in his earlier meeting with Nebuchadnezzar,
Holophernes makes no verbal reply and we will not hear Holophernes’
actual voice until his exchange with Achior in ch. 5. Here, too, he responds
with deeds, placing garrisons, conscripting men, and destroying holy
places. Holophernes apparently sends away the coastal messengers empty-
handed, just as Nebuchadnezzar’s messengers were dismissed earlier
(1:7–11).

3:6 mighty cities: See note on 2:24.

conscripted select men: Compare Holophernes’ picked infantry at 2:19;
here he fills the ranks of his army with non-Assyrians, drawn from the sub-
ject coastal peoples. 1 Sam 14:52 tells of the constant conscription of strong
and valiant men by Saul in his unceasing warfare with the Philistines, while
Judg 7:4–7 is the classical tale of selecting soldiers before a mission, but Gi-
deon is, of course, given divine guidance.

3:7 This description is reminiscent of the reception accorded Alexander the
Great in Babylon according to Curtius Rufus (5. 1. 17–23). When Alex-
ander arrived, the road was strewn with flowers and garlands, magi
chanted hymns, and musicians played their instruments. Alexander’s pro-
cession may have been influenced by Cyrus the Great’s ceremonial entry
into Babylon. In the Cyrus cylinder telling of the conquest of Babylon by the
Persian king (COS 2. 124, lines 17–18, we read):“He [i.e. Marduk] made
him [i.e. Cyrus] enter his city Babylon without fighting or battle; he saved
Babylon from hardship. He delivered Nabonidus, the king who did not re-
vere him, into his hands. All the people of Babylon, all the land of Sumer
and Akkad, princes and governors, bowed to him and kissed his feet. They
rejoiced at his kingship and their faces shone.” Both Cyrus and Alexander
modelled their processions on those of earlier Assyrian conquerors (Kuhrt
1987b, 49).
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welcomed him with wreaths: Compare the later reception of Judith at
15:12–13, where women (and men) wearing olive garlands dance and sing
in her honor. It is not clear from the wording of our text here if the coastal
peoples wear garlands themselves as a sign of joyful celebration, or if they
present Holophernes with crowns as a token of his victory (and their sub-
mission). A third possibility is that they scatter garlands of flowers in his
path, as in the case of Alexander cited above; Herodotus (7. 54; 8. 99) also
tells of Persians scattering boughs of myrtle on the ground, when celebra-
ting a successful endeavor. None of these possibilities reflect biblical prac-
tices. The most likely interpretation is that Holophernes was awarded
crowns of gold or their monetary equivalent. Such crowns, actual and
metaphorical, were a later, more mercenary version of the classical Greek
practice of awarding athletic and military victors wreaths of leaves. In Hel-
lenistic times, crowns were regularly presented to powerful kings and con-
querors as a sign of respect and submission; see 1 Macc 13:37; 2 Macc 14:4;
Jos. Ant. 14.299 and the further references collected by Delcor (1967,
161–163).

dances and tambourines: Often it is women who greet a victor with dances
and tambourines (Judg 11:34; 1 Sam 18:6–7; see too Exod 15:20; Jer 31:4
and note on 15:12–14), but we find instances of men singing and dancing
as well. Singers praise God joyously before Jehoshaphat leads his army
to war against the Moabites and Ammonites, and the victorious army
returns to Jerusalem to the accompaniment of harps, lyres, and trumpets
(2 Chr 20:21–22, 28). David dances before the Ark (2 Sam 6:14–16; at
1 Chr 13:8 there are tambourines as well), and according to LXX 1 Kgs 1:40
there is dancing at the crowning of Solomon (where ,yllxb ,yllxm is
translated $ξ+ρεψον $ν ξορο�«). The Israelites dance around the golden calf
(Exod 32:6, 19), but dance is a means to worship God as well (Ps 149:3;
150:4). Dancing can also be a form of humiliation, if Samson indeed dances
before the Philistines (,hynpl qxjyv Judg 16:25). The coastal peoples’
dance before Holophernes combines several of these elements: a submissive
people dance before a powerful, even godlike victor.

3:8 This is the first mention of gods and their holy places in Judith and the
transition from the celebrating, welcoming people of verse 7, whatever their
motives, to the destruction of sacred objects and the demand that Nebu-
chadnezzar be worshipped as a god is startling and unexpected. The outer
manifestations of joy and celebration described here are a surprising pre-
liminary to the impious overturning of gods and their shrines. Victory
prayers and sacrifices seem in order, rather than the wholesale destruction
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of holy sites. In ch. 15 the dancing, timbrels, and wreaths of the Israelites in-
troduce Judith’s song of thanksgiving to God, while the Cyrus cylinder cited
on the previous verse goes on to tell of Cyrus restoring gods to their proper
places and carrying out building work in the Babylon temple, after he enters
the city. Cyrus sagely adopts local cultic practices for his own purposes,
but Holophernes destroys gods and their holy places. Holophernes follows
in the wake of Sennacherib and the kings of Assyria who seized and
destroyed the statues of gods of captive, disobedient nations (2 Kgs 19:12;
Isa 37:18–19; see too Kuhrt 1995, ii. 513). Greeks and Persians also en-
gaged in the destruction of each other’s religious sites (see, e.g. Hdt. 5.102;
8.33, 109, 143), but there are reservations about such behavior. Cambyses’
(alleged) attack on the Apis bull holy to the Egyptians is an indication of his
insanity in Herodotus (3.28–30), while Xerxes has Athenian survivors offer
sacrifices to the gods the day after his soldiers loot and burn the temples of
the Acropolis (8.51–55; see too 6.75; 8.129; 9.65). In a stele of Nabonidus
we read that the Median king “unafraid” destroyed sanctuaries and temples
of the gods of Assyria, but the Babylonian king Nabopolossar is innocent of
any such sacrilege; see Kuhrt (2007, 33). Here, Holophernes’ action is ex-
plained by his zealousness in establishing Nebuchadnezzar as the sole god
to be worshipped. Holophernes treats the gods and their holy shrines no
less destructively than he has treated his human enemies (note on 2:23–27)
and our author uses a variety of verbs to depict his actions against the gods:
he demolishes (κατωσκαχεν), cuts down ($<ωκοχεν), destroys ($<ολε�ρε7σαι),
plunders ($σκ&λεψσεν) and wipes out (�δ�κεν … ε=« �φανισμ+ν) the deities’
shrines and groves, and possibly their images as well (3:8 and 4:1; compare
the instructions on destroying foreign cults at Deut 7:5; 12:3; 2 Kgs 18:4
and see Judg 6:28).

While the author has mentioned the great fear of the coastal peoples
even before the Assyrians arrive in their territory (2:28), we hear nothing of
their reaction to the sacrilegious attack on their gods. Indeed, from Arpha-
xad onward, we learn next to nothing of the reactions of the various
nations who have been conquered by Nebuchadnezzar and his forces and it
is only the Israelites whose responses, fears, and prayers are described at
considerable length. The submission of the coastal peoples and the sub-
sequent destruction of their gods and shrines serve here a salutary warning
of the dangers of peaceful surrender. Even if the Israelites are willing to
forgo their political independence, such surrender will entail relinquishing
God and his temple as well. Neither great might nor outright surrender (as
here) do any good against Nebuchadnezzar’s army, and Judith will need to
turn to a third option, deceit and seduction coupled with faith in God, in
order to succeed.
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But Holophernes utterly destroyed their shrines (κατωσκαχεν … τ�
4ερ2 …) and cut down their sacred groves: Hanhart preserves the reading of
the mss. κατωσκαχεν … τ� Aρια (destroyed their territory), but the emen-
dation τ� 4ερ2 (destroyed their shrines) should be preferred here; cf.
Craven (1983, 77 n. 30 and 80–81 n. 33). The reading τ� 4ερ2 is based on
the Syriac (templa), which may have been influenced in turn by the mention
of Holophernes plundering π2ντα τ� 4ερ2 at 4:1. Holophernes cuts down
sacred groves, τ� @λση, here as well, and the word @λσο« is the regular
LXX translation of hr>X, the sacred trees or poles of the goddess Asherah.
Since the destruction of such sacred poles is frequently mentioned in the
MT together with the destruction of altars and idols – see Exod 34:13;
Deut 7:5; 2 Kgs 18:4; 23:14–15; 2 Chr 14:2; 17:6; 31:1; 34:3–4, 7 – it is
likely that the combination is found here as well.

it was granted to him to destroy all the gods of the land (Oν δεδομωνον
α�τ� $<ολε�ρε7σαι): Who authorized Holophernes to destroy the local
gods and their shrines? Moore (1985, 142–43) suggests that the coastal
people themselves grant Holophernes this right, but they have not included
their gods and holy places in their submissive speech. Nebuchadnezzar is a
more probable candidate, but he did not mention the destruction of foreign
gods in his detailed instructions to Holophernes (2:4–13) and the authori-
zation mentioned here comes as a surprise. Indeed, some mss. add “in
secret” ($ν μψστηρ�8), i.e. Nebuchadnezzar conveyed his command to de-
stroy the gods in private. It is also possible that Holophernes is acting on his
own initiative; see note on 6:2. Some mss. read δεδογμωνον rather than
δεδομωνον (i.e. Holophernes had decided to destroy these gods), but even if
we retain δεδομωνον this could be understood as “it was possible for him to
destroy” and he took advantage of this opportunity.

so that all the nations would worship Nebuchadnezzar alone, and people of
every language and tribe would invoke him as a god: Nebuchadnezzar is to
replace the local gods and only he is to be worshipped! While our author
has subtly presented the haughty Nebuchadnezzar as a rival to God from
the very start, lending the king words and qualities that are normally
reserved for God alone (notes on 1:11, 12; 2:1, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13), this explicit
demand that the king be recognized as a god – and a sole god at that – is
sudden and surprising. As Grintz (1957, 97) notes, there are a series of
haughty kings in the Bible: the king of Babylon is accused of wanting to set
his throne higher than the stars of God (Isa 14:12–14), the ruler of Tyre sees
himself as a god enthroned in the seas, but is warned that he shall die like a
man (Ezek 28:1–10), and Antiochus IV exalts himself above every god
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(Dan 11:36). The biblical Sennacherib disparages the gods of conquered
nations and mocks their ability to withstand his forces (2 Kgs 18:33–35;
Isa 36:18–20), but he does not claim to be divine himself. Indeed, none of
these biblical kings declares himself a sole deity or demands to be wor-
shipped. More generally, historical Assyrian kings seemed to have required
that conquered peoples acknowledge their authority and recognize the su-
periority of the Assyrian god Ashur, but there was no attempt to enforce
worship of the Assyrian god, let alone the king (Kuhrt 1995, ii. 511–514).
Nor is this true of Persian kings. Herodotus’ Xerxes is compared to Zeus
by an astounded Greek (7.56), but others stress his human status (7.203).
In the Old Persian inscriptions of Xerxes and his father Darius, we find
the kings forging a link between loyalty to themselves and the recognition
of Ahura Mazda, so that to defy the Persian kings is to defy the god
(DB §§ 72–73, 75–76 and XPh 4b). Xerxes tells of destroying the sanctuary
of the false gods (daivas) of a rebellious land, but neither he nor Darius
claim to be divine and Ahura Mazda is not a sole god, but “the greatest of
the gods” (DPh= DH § 2; DPg etc.; see Kuhrt 2007, 473–474). Our situ-
ation is perhaps closer to the Greek state and Egyptian temple cults of the
Ptolemies, where they were honored as gods. At the beginning of the third
century B.C.E., Ptolemy I Soter is already found on coins wearing the aegis
of Zeus and he appears Zeus-like (Koenen 1993, esp. 50–66). The historical
Antiochus IV must be mentioned in this context as well, for he promulgated
decrees against the worship of the Israelite God, and aspired to be a deity
himself; see further Section 3, 39.

worship (λατρε&σ�σι): In Jer 27:7 we hear of God decreeing that all the
nations should serve Nebuchadnezzar, his son, and grandson, for a limited
period until other powers take over, but the reference is to political power
,yvgh lk vtvX vdbiv; compare δοψλε&ειν α�τ� LXX Jer 34:6. The verb
λατρε&� found in our text, also translates dbi in the LXX, but only in the
context of religious worship, serving God (or gods), as opposed to political
subjugation (δοψλε&ειν). This is a distinction which is lost in Hebrew.

alone: The demand that Nebuchadnezzar be worshipped as a sole god
places him in direct opposition to God, virtually as an anti-God, and such
monolatry has no historical parallel; see Haag (1963, 23–25). Voitila
(2011, 372–376) notes that Holophernes makes a greater claim for the ex-
clusiveness of Nebuchadnezzar as a god than Judith does for God, because
she does not use explicit monotheistic language in relation to God; see notes
on 6:2 and 9:14.
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nations … language … tribe (π2ντα τ� ��νη, κα5 π»σαι α4 γλ�σσαι κα5
α4 φψλα�): Even though π2ντα τ� ��νη is the subject of one verb (λατ-
ρε&σ�σι) and the pair π»σαι α4 γλ�σσαι κα5 α4 φψλα� are the subject of
a second verb ($πικαλωσ�νται), the three terms – ��νη, γλ�σσαι, and
φψλα� – are found consecutively, virtually as one unit, in our text. These
three terms are rarely found together: see LXX Gen 10:5, 20, 31 (translat-
ing ,hyvgl … ,tn>ll ,tvxp>ml or something similar) and LXX1 (= OG)
Dan 3:2, 7, 96; the similar Aramaic phrase Xyn>lv XymX Xymmi is found at
Dan 3:4, 7, 31; 5:19; 6:26; 7:14. Daniel 3 seems particularly close to our
text: Nebuchadnezzar erects a colossal golden statue and has his herald pro-
claim that peoples, nations, and languages should prostrate themselves and
worship the statue. Commentators debate as to whether the statue is one of
Nebuchadnezzar himself or if it represents a god; in the MT and Theodo-
tion (=LXX2) versions of Dan 3:12 we are told that the three Jewish friends
do not serve Nebuchadnezzar’s god, while in the Old Greek (LXX1) they do
not worship the king’s golden image; see too Dan 3:18. According to both
LXX versions of Dan 3:1, this incident takes place in Nebuchadnezzar’s
eighteenth year, the very regnal year of our story, and the king’s empire is
said to extend from India to Ethiopia, just as our Nebuchadnezzar rules
over a wide territory. The golden statue in Daniel 3 is of unrealistic propor-
tions, sixty cubits high and six cubits wide, and these hyperbolic measure-
ments remind us of the unlikely proportions of Arphaxad’s fortifications,
while the detailed lists of public officials and musical instruments (Dan 3:3, 5)
remind us of the sweeping catalogues of place names in our text. Nebu-
chadnezzar of Daniel 3 will have to retract his arrogant demand and he is
made to see that the God of the Israelites is the more powerful god, a lesson
our Nebuchadnezzar will be taught as well.

every language: Using languages metonymically for peoples is biblical; see,
e.g. Isa 66:18. In some of their royal inscriptions, Persian kings describe
themselves as ruling over the lands of every language; see the Akkadian ver-
sions of DPg §§ 1–2 where Darius speaks of his realm of “Persia, Media
and the other lands of other tongues” (Kuhrt 2007, 483) and XPf, where
Xerxes calls himself “king of all countries and all languages, king of the
great and wide world;” see too Xen. Cyr. 1.1.5. Despite the interactions
among several cultures and peoples in our book, there is not even a hint of
language difficulties or the use of interpreters.

would invoke him as a god ($πικαλωσ�νται α�τ9ν ε=« �ε+ν): The preposi-
tion ε=« seems equivalent to )« here and lessens the impact: Nebuchadnez-
zar is to be called upon as if he were a god. Later, at 6:2, Holophernes will
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state outright that Nebuchadnezzar is an actual god; here he simply de-
mands that the king be worshipped as a god.

3:9 Esdraelon: For Esdraelon as Jezreel see note on 1:8. The valley of Jez-
reel, a topographically convenient meeting ground for armies, was notori-
ous for its many battles; see, e.g. Hos 1:4–5; 1 Sam 29:1; 2 Kgs 23:29. Sise-
ra’s army was defeated there as well (Judg 5:19–20) and the location may
hint at the forthcoming defeat of Holophernes, a latter day Sisera.

Dothan: is called Δ�τα�α here, but will appear elsewhere in the book as
Δ��2ιμ (Jdt 4:6; 7:3, 18; 8:3). Dothan (]tvd) is mentioned in the Bible
(Gen 37:17; 2 Kgs 6:13) and is identified with Tell Dotha, located about 22
kilometers north of Shechem. The geographical details are at least partially
correct: Dothan is south of the valley of Esdraelon and southwest of Scy-
thopolis, mentioned in the next verse, but see next note.

the great ridge (το7 πρ�ονο«) of Judea: This expression is difficult and
“saw” (πρ�ονο«) should be understood as “serrated ridge of hills” (LSJ s.v.
πρ��ν (A).1). The hills near Dothan, the hills of Ephraim, are not jagged,
and are not part of Judea. Is the reference to Jerusalem, some 100 kilo-
meters to the south, far from Dothan in Samaria? Commentators who
postulate a Hebrew original for Judith suggest that rv>m (saw) was read in-
stead of rv>ym (plain), and that the reference is to the plain of Jezreel, but
Jezreel is always termed a valley (qmi) in the Bible; see Grintz (1957,
97–98) who suggests reading rbim rather than rv>m and understands “op-
posite the great passageway to Judea.”

3:10 Geba: The Greek form Γαιβα� is found only here in the LXX and there
are a great many variants in the mss. Most commentators think this is yet
another variation on Γαβα, Γαβαα, Γαβε, Γαβαε, or Γαβεε the various
LXX versions of ibg. The biblical Geba (Josh 18:24; 1 Sam 13:3, etc.) is, in
turn, often confused both with Gibeah and Gilboa. One possible location of
Geba is 6 kilometers northeast of Samaria, close to both Dothan and Scy-
thopolis, which would best fit our text. Another suggestion is 6 kilometers
northeast of Dor in the vicinity of Mount Carmel; see John Kutsko, “Ridge
of Judea” ABD (V, 723–24).

Scythopolis: i.e. Beth Shean. Here we find the Greek name of the city
Σκψ��ν π+λε�« rather than a transliteration of the Hebrew ]X> tyb; com-
pare LXX Judg 1:27 τGν Βαι�σαν, Q $στιν Σκψ��ν π+λι«. This is an early
reference to the name Scythopolis which first appears in sources dating to
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the second century B.C.E.; see 2 Macc 12:29; Polyb. 5. 70. 4. The city is
strategically located at the junction of the Jezreel and Jordan valleys.

a month (μ:να 3μερ�ν): Literally “a month of days,” ,ymy >dvx or
,ymy xry, a Hebraicism; see Gen 29:14; Num 11:20–21; Deut 21:13;
2 Kgs 15:13. The author gives Holophernes a month’s rest as a means of
shifting the focus, for the first time, from the Assyrians to the Israelites.
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D. 4:1–15 The Israelites Prepare for War
and Pray to God

Chapter 4

(1.) The Israelites who lived in Judea heard all that Holophernes, com-
mander in chief of Nebuchadnezzar, king of the Assyrians, had done to the
nations, and of how he had plundered their temples and destroyed them.

(2.) They were exceedingly afraid of him and were terrified for Jerusalem
and the temple of the Lord their God.

(3.) For they had recently returned from captivity and only lately had all
the people of Judea been gathered together, and the vessels, altar, and
temple been purified from pollution.

(4.) They sent word to the entire area of Samaria, Kona, Beth-horon, Bel-
main, and Jericho, and to Hoba, Aesora, and the valley of Salem.

(5.) They first occupied the summits of all the high mountains and fortified
the villages on them. They also set aside stores of food for war provisions,
since their fields had just been harvested.

(6.) Joakim the high priest, who was in Jerusalem at that time, wrote to the
inhabitants of Bethulia and Betomesthaim, which is opposite Esdraelon
facing the plain near Dothan,

(7.) telling them to occupy the mountain passes because they allowed ac-
cess to Judea. It was easy to prevent them from entering, for the approach
was narrow, with room for only two men.

(8.) The Israelites did as they were ordered by Joakim the high priest and
the council of elders of all the people of Israel, who convened in Jerusalem.

(9.) All the men of Israel cried out to God in great fervor and they humbled
their souls in great fervor.
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(10.) They, their wives, children, and animals, and all the resident aliens,
hired men, and purchased slaves put sackcloth around their waists.

(11.) All the Israelite men, women, and children who lived in Jerusalem fell
prostrate before the temple, covered their heads in ashes, and spread out
their sackcloths before the Lord.

(12.) They covered the altar with sackcloth and together cried fervently
to the God of Israel not to allow their children to be carried off as plunder,
their wives be taken as spoil, their allotted cities be destroyed, and their
temple be contaminated and disgraced, a laughing-stock for the gentiles.

(13.) The Lord heard their voices and saw their affliction, while the people
fasted for many days in all of Judea and in Jerusalem, before the temple of
the Lord Almighty.

(14.) Joakim the high priest and all those who attended the Lord, the
priests and those who ministered to the Lord, had sackcloths around their
waists and offered the perpetual burnt offering, the votive offerings, and the
voluntary gifts of the people.

(15.) There were ashes on their turbans and they cried to the Lord with all
their might to watch favorably over the entire house of Israel.

Commentary

The author turns at long last to the Israelites, describing their reaction to
Holophernes’ rampage through neighboring territory. We also become ac-
quainted with the leadership of the Jews: the high priest Joakim, who gives
military instructions besides leading prayers and sacrifices, and the gerousia
or council of elders located in Jerusalem. The Israelites fear the Assyrian
general and his army greatly, but unlike the coastal peoples, they have no
thought of surrender. Their response to the imminent threat is both practi-
cal, as they fortify their military positions, and religious, for they pray fer-
vently to God, while wearing sackcloth and ashes. The author outlines the
military situation only briefly, but describes the supplications, sacrifices,
and prayers of the Israelites at considerable length. The chapter also in-
cludes the single instance in the book in which God appears as an agent.
Both the chronology and the geography outlined here present difficulties.
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4:1 The Israelites who lived in Judea: In our author’s presentation, there do
not seem to be any Israelites in the coastal cities which have already been
taken over by Holophernes in ch. 3. The Israelites are concentrated in
Samaria, Judea proper, and, of course, Jerusalem and it is only towards the
very end of the book that we hear of Jews living in Gilead and the Galilee as
well (15:5; see too 1:8).

Holophernes, commander in chief of Nebuchadnezzar, king of the Assy-
rians: This generous use of epithets, reiterating the titles of both Holo-
phernes and Nebuchadnezzar, emphasizes the gravity of the threat.

nations … temples: The Israelites hear what has happened both to the
nations conquered by Holophernes in the first part of his campaign
(2:23–27) and to the holy places in the coastal cities (3:8), and the narrator
places greater stress on the fate of the temples. We find a similar emphasis in
the next verse where the Israelites fear for themselves, for Jerusalem, and
for its temple.

destroyed them (�δ�κεν α�τ� ε=« �φανισμ+ν): Literally “gave them over to
destruction,” a Hebraicism; see too 2:7 (with note); 2:27; 4:12, etc.

4:2 exceedingly afraid ($φοβ1�ησαν σφ+δρα σφ+δρα): literally, “very,
very afraid” a Hebraicism dXm dXm used only here in Judith. Compare the
frightened coastal peoples at 2:28 ($φοβ1�ησαν … σφ+δρα) and see note
on 1:11. The narrator does not linger here over the Israelites’ concern for
their fields, animals, possessions and very lives; cf. 3:2–4.

and were terrified ($ταρ2ξ�ησαν): The verb appears at the very end of the
verse, an unusual position in the Septuagint. The verb ταρ2σσ� “to strike
with terror, upset” recurs several times in our book and its use points to the
dramatic turnabout in the story: here and at 7:4 it is the Israelites who are
distraught and terror stricken, but later it is Judith and her deed who fill the
Assyrians with terror (14:7, 19; 16:10).

the temple of the Lord: The temple is of central importance in Judith and it
is a functioning cult place, the locus of sacrifice and prayers; see 4:14; 9:1;
16:18–20 and see Otzen (2002, 94–97); Christiansen (2012). The temple in
Jerusalem is variously called C να+« (4:2), C ο>κο« (4:3), and τ� fγια (4:12,
13) in this chapter. It is typical of the author’s love of variety and precision
that he uses a different word τ� 4ερ2 for foreign temples (4:1).
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4:3 recently returned from captivity: This is a problematic chronological
marker. At 2:1, the story is said to take place in Nebuchadnezzar’s eight-
eenth year, i.e. 586 B.C.E., the year that the temple was destroyed, but here
the author tells of the return from the Babylonian exile and the purification
of the temple and its vessels! Barucq (1959, 29–30 n. e) finds a conflation of
two separate events here: the return from the Babylonian captivity during
the times of Zerubbabel, Ezra, and Nehemiah (539–400 B.C.E.) and the pu-
rification of the temple after Antiochus IV’s incursion (164 B.C.E.); such a
conflation well suits our author, and his use of pseudo-history.

The vessels, altar, and temple been purified from pollution (κα5 τ� σκε&η
κα5 τ9 �ψσιαστ1ριον κα5 C ο>κο« $κ τ:« βεβηλ,σε�« 3γιασμωνα Oν):
Here the narrator speaks of the purification of the polluted temple, rather
than its rebuilding, and he is, in all likelihood, influenced by the re-conse-
cration of the temple by Judas Maccabeus in 164 B.C.E. after its pollution
by Antiochus IV. For a desciption of the purification process, see 1 Macc
4:36–51, esp. 4:38, where we find language similar to that of our passage;
compare too verse 12 below and see 2 Macc 10:1–4. Compare Jdt 8:24
where Judith says that the fate of the temple environs, the building itself,
and the altar (τ� fγια κα5 C ο>κο« κα5 τ9 �ψσιαστ1ριον) rests upon the
people of Bethulia.

altar: LXX translators prefer the neologism �ψσιαστ1ριον for the Israelite
altar, while the common word β�μ+« is reserved for pagan altars; see Rösel
(2006, 248–9).

purified (3γιασμωνα Oν): Verbs and nouns based on fγιο« are quite promi-
nent in Judith and almost invariably refer to the temple and its vessels; see
4:12–13; 5:19; 8:21, 24; 9:8, 13; 11:13; 16:20; cf. 6:19.

4:4 The combination here of known, partially known, and unknown place
names is typical of the difficulties raised by the geographical information
provided in Judith. Samaria, Beth-horon, and Jericho are known, identifi-
able places. Hoba is mentioned in Genesis 14, a biblical tale of a military co-
alition, as is the city – but not the valley – of Salem (Gen 14:15, 18), but
neither Hoba nor the valley of Salem can be assigned a precise location. The
towns of Kona, Belmain, and Aesora are mentioned only in Judith (see too
15:5) and consequently are difficult to place and identify. A further compli-
cation is the varied transmission in Greek mss. of these unfamiliar and pre-
sumably transliterated Hebrew names: the apparatus criticus in Hanhart
(1979a) lists a whole series of variant spellings for Kona, Belmain, and
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Aesora. Generally speaking, our author is apparently referring to “a belt of
towns across the country to the north of Jerusalem” (Otzen 2002, 89) in
this verse, and some commentators (e.g. Enslin and Moore) prefer the
simpler, more general version of the Vulgate here, “they sent word all
around Samaria, as far as Jericho” (et miserunt in omnem Samariam per
circuitum usque Hiericho Vg. Jdt 4:3). We cannot determine the historicity
of these unknown towns. Archaeological excavations in northwest Samaria
in the vicinity of the valley of Dothan indicate that there were many settle-
ments in the area in Persian times, settlements which subsequently disap-
peared in Hellenistic times. Most of these remains are clustered around the
city of Samaria and the valley of Dothan. Thus our author may be referring
to actual towns dating to the Persian period when he mentions names that
are unknown to us, and some scholars see these archaeological sites as evi-
dence of a Persian background and date for Judith (Grintz 1957, 29–43;
Zertal 2009; see further Section 3, 33). However, since none of the exca-
vated towns has been definitively identified as a specifically Jewish settle-
ment or linked in any way with any of the place names found in Judith,
there is no proof of this hypothesis.

They sent word: Literally “they sent;” compare 1:9 where Nebuchadnezzar
sent messengers (�πωστειλεν 1:7; cf. �πωστειλαν here) to “Samaria and its
cities and beyond the Jordan as far as Jerusalem” and his plea for help was
rejected. The people of the region are now paying the price for refusing to
cooperate with Nebuchadnezzar.

the entire area of Samaria: The general region known as Samaria was
bounded by the Jezreel valley in the north, Aijalon valley in the south, the
Jordan river valley in the east, and the Mediterranean coast in the west, but
in Judith the coastal area is clearly excluded; see 2:28. Since Holophernes
was approaching Jerusalem from the north, Samaria is of strategic import-
ance in our story. The historical Samaria was an administrative center
under the Babylonians and Persians, with some control over the people of
Judea, and the people of Samaria were hostile towards the Jews. This inimi-
cal relationship is well-attested for the period when the Jews returned from
the Babylonian exile, the time referred to in the previous verse; see, e.g.
Neh 3:33–34; Ezra 4:4–16. Here, however, the Israelites of Judea must be
on good terms with the inhabitants of Samaria for they ask for their help in
defending Jerusalem and its temple against Holophernes. Indeed, we are
clearly meant to understand that there were Jewish settlements in Samaria
and Judith’s own city of Bethulia, difficult though it may be to place, is
plainly located in Samaria (see note on 4:6). How are we to reconcile the
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friendly, at least partially Jewish Samaria of Judith with what we know of
the area’s actual history? We have already encountered the theory that our
tale reflects the presence of Jewish settlements in Samaria during the Persian
period. Another possibility is to understand that our story takes place
against the background of an ideal, united Israel, one which has no division
between northern and southern Israel and incorporates cities found in both
areas. Such an imaginary setting could pre-date the capture of the kingdom
of Israel by the Assyrians in 722 (Otzen 2002, 82) or refer to any later time,
with the author deliberately presenting a Samaria without any Samaritans,
erasing them as it were, and re-incorporating the territory into the Land of
Israel (Ben-Eliahu forthcoming, ch. 4). Another explanation of this picture
of Samaria settled by Jews is that it reflects the political reality following the
capture of the important Samaritan cities of Shechem and Samaria by John
Hyrcanus in 107 B.C.E. Samaria remained under Jewish control, as part of
the Judean state, until Pompey captured it in 63 B.C.E., so that our story
could point to a date between 107 and 63 B.C.E; thus Moore (1985,
67–70). Other scholars use the geographical information found in our work
to arrive at other dates, but the author’s willingness to diverge from histori-
cal and geographical realities does not allow us to pinpoint a precise date on
the basis of geography alone; see Section 3, 30–33.

Kona:Κ�ν2 is mentioned only here and is otherwise unknown. Several mss. –
in the Old Latin and Syriac, as well as Greek – read (ε=« τ�«) κ,μα« instead,
i.e. “(to the) villages,” and some scholars prefer this reading, but it may
simply be an ancient emendation. Others suggest that Kona is a garbled
form of Kyamon (Jdt 7:3) or Kola (Jdt 15:4), or perhaps refers to Kamon, the
town where the judge Jair was buried (Judg 10:5; thus Stummer 1947, 16).
This latter town may be identical with Kamoun, a site taken by Antiochus III
in his war with Ptolemy Philopator, according to Polybius (5. 70. 12).

Beth-horon: Βαι��ρ,ν or ]vrvx tyb is a twin city comprised of Upper and
Lower Beth-horon, which is mentioned several times in the Bible. It is lo-
cated in the mountains of Judea in the valley of Aijalon. Judas Maccabeus
fought there against Seron, and Judah’s enemy Nicanor camped there be-
fore his final defeat (1 Macc 3:13–24; 7:39).

Belmain: Βελμ2ιν is found only in this verse of Judith and there are many
variant spellings of the name in the mss. It is not readily identified and may
be a corrupt version of Belbaim (Jdt 7:3) or Balamon (Jdt 8:3). Some
scholars (e.g. Grintz 1957, 102) identify it with Abel-maim, about twenty
kilometers south of Scythopolis, while others (Stummer 1947, 7; Zenger
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1981, 467) think it is the biblical Ibleam (Josh 17:11; Judg 1:27; 2 Kgs 9:27),
northwest of Dothan.

Jericho: is located in the Jordan valley, northwest of the Dead Sea, east of
the mountains of Judea and northeast of Jerusalem. In Hasmonean times,
Bacchides built a fortress there (1 Macc 9:50) and the Hasmoneans con-
structed a great palace complex nearby, which was later rebuilt and ex-
panded by Herod.

Hoba, Aesora, and the valley of Salem: All three of these places are extremely
difficult to identify: “The suggestions … are too many; everything remains
uncertain” (Otzen 2002, 89). Hoba (Ξ�β2) is also found at Jdt 15:5 and
there is an apparent variant, Ξ�βα�, at Jdt 15:4. The name is found at
Gen 14:15 where Abraham chases Lot’s captors “as far as Hoba, which
is north of Damascus,” but our Hoba must be a city further south, below
Samaria and north of Jerusalem.

Aesora is found only here and it has been linked with the biblical Hazor or
possibly Jazer, but there are at least four different biblical cities named
Hazor, while the location of Jazer is much disputed. Some commentators
think that the reference here is to Khirbat es-Sar, one of the suggested lo-
cations of Jazer, found between Samaria and Jerusalem.

Salem is also mentioned in Genesis 14 where it is the name of the city of
King Melchizedek, generally thought to be Jerusalem (Gen 14:18; see too
LXX Gen 33:18; Jer 41:5). The valley of Salem is found only here.

4:5 set aside stores of food for war provisions: Compare Holophernes’
preparations at 2:17–18; the Assyrians are said to have countless supplies.
Judith will later claim in her lying tale to Holophernes that the people of Be-
thulia have run out of food (11:12).

their fields had just been harvested: Compare 2:27 where Holophernes
comes to the plain of Damascus and burns the fields during the wheat har-
vest. The Assyrian army’s month long break (3:10) allows the Israelites to
harvest their wheat and store it in a safe place.

4:6–7 Here we encounter the high priest in Jerusalem, Joakim, who sends
military instructions to the people of Bethulia and Betomesthaim. Joakim
is a minor character in Judith. He is found only in this chapter, dispens-
ing military advice and joining his fellow priests in sacrifice and prayer
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(4:14–15), and at 15:8–10, where he comes to Bethulia to see the results of
the great victory and congratulate Judith. In the Vulgate he is called Helia-
chim (4:5, 7, 11; cf. 15:9) and is assigned a larger role in this chapter, ex-
horting the Israelites to pray and fast (Vg. Jdt 4:11–14). Joakim’s double
role as military adviser and high priest points to Hasmonean times when we
first hear of high priests who also function as military commanders. The
very first such priest is Jonathan, brother of Judas Maccabeus who was ap-
pointed high priest by Alexander Balas in 152 B.C.E, because of his useful-
ness as a military ally (1 Macc 10:15–21). Jonathan’s brother Simon subse-
quently agreed to serve as high priest (�ρξιερατε&ειν), leader of the people
($�ν2ρξη«) and commander in chief (στρατηγ+«) in an independent Judea
(1 Macc 14:47; see too 13:42). With the accession of Alexander Jannaeus in
104 B.C.E., these Hasmonean priests-leaders-generals called themselves
kings. Thus the very figure of Joakim, high priest and military strategist,
points to a Hasmonean terminus a quo for our story. Commentators have
attempted to identify the historical figure underlying Joakim, but no single
convincing personage has emerged (Moore 1985, 53). One popular sugges-
tion is that Joakim is meant to be a revised and positive representation of
Alcimus, the pro-Seleucid high priest of 161–159 B.C.E. who was an oppo-
nent of Judas Maccabeus (1 Macc 7:9–25, etc.); see, e.g. Baslez (2004,
374–376) and the convincing critique of Eckhardt (2009, 246–247). Given
the overall fictionality of the characters in Judith and the small role played
by the high priest here, there seems little point in attempting to find Joa-
kim’s historical conterpart.

4:6 Joakim, the high priest: The Greek form of the name found here
* Ι�ακε�μ (and its variant * Ι�ακ�μ) is used rather confusingly in the LXX for
two kings of Judah who were father and son, Jehoiakim (,yqyvhy) and
Jehoiachin (]ykyvhy); see esp. LXX 2 Kgs 24:6. Jehoiakim, who reigned 11
years (609/8–598/7 B.C.E.), rebelled at one stage against Nebuchadnezzar
(2 Kgs 24:1) and probably died during the first Babylonian siege of Jerusa-
lem. His son Jehoiachin was deposed and exiled by Nebuchadnezzar in 597
(2 Kgs 24:12, 15). * Ι�ακε�μ is also used in the LXX as a transliteration of
Joiakim ,yqyvy, a high priest in the time of Nehemiah (Neh 12:10, 12, 26).
Thus the name Joakim, in its Greek form, is found in the Bible in conjunc-
tion with military resistance to the historical Nebuchadnezzar as well as the
high priesthood (see too the priest * Ι�ακε�μ of Baruch 1:7), and is well-
suited for our character here, a high priest who devises a military strategy to
be used against Nebuchadnezzar’s commander-in-chief. Whenever Joakim
is mentioned, our author takes care to include his title “the high priest” C
4ερεV« C μωγα«, the LXX calque translation of lvdgh ]hkh, as well.
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who was in Jerusalem at that time: Since one would normally expect a high
priest to be in Jerusalem, this seems to be an indirect allusion to historical
circumstances where Hasmonean high priests who were military com-
manders were often found outside of Jerusalem because of their military ac-
tivities. Joakim’s location in Jerusalem, while hinting at the importance and
vulnerability of the city and its temple, also conveniently places the leader at
a distance from Judith and her city, allowing her greater freedom of action.

Bethulia (Βαιτψλοψ2): This is a name (with many variations of the Greek
spelling in the mss.) found only in Judith. While the author provides much
geographical and topographical information about the city, there is no
scholarly consensus as to Bethulia’s identity, location or very existence. The
town is said to be south of Esdraelon and near Dothan (4:6; 7:3; see 3:9;
8:3) as well as being near the otherwise unknown Betomesthaim (4:6). It is
located in the hill country of Samaria (6:11), on a mountain overlooking
a valley (10:10–11), with a spring at the foot of the city (6:11; 7:12–13). Be-
thulia is north of Jerusalem (11:19) and strategically located, for the city
controls the very narrow mountain pass which allows access to Jerusalem
(4:7). This last item is the most significant: on the one hand it explains the
central role played by Bethulia in our story, for it is the key to the conquest
of Jerusalem, but the narrow pass is also a strong indication of the city’s fic-
tionality. “All invaders entering the Jordan valley from the north and head-
ing for Jerusalem, from Sennacherib to the Seleucids” managed to get there
without encountering such an obstacle (Caponigro 1992, 53–54). More
generally, no known city in the area fulfills all the geographical criteria
listed above. Nonetheless, commentators try to identify and locate Bethulia.
Perhaps the most popular candidate is Shechem, which has some – but not
all – of the geographical features assigned to Bethulia (Torrey 1945, 91;
Pfeiffer 1945, 297 n. 15; Moore 1985, 150–151; cf. Enslin 1972, 80–81).
Another favorite suggestion is Beth El (e.g. Priebatsch 1974, 54–55), be-
cause of its similar name and its associations with the biblical Deborah
(Judg 4:5), one of the figures underlying the fashioning of Judith. Other
scholars (Grintz 1957, 33 and 103; see Stummer 1947, 8–9) think that the
name Bethulia derives from Bethul (or Bethuel), a town in the allotment of
the tribe of Simeon, Judith’s forefather (Jdt 9:2; see Josh 19:4; 1 Chr 4:30).
Several smaller, more obscure places have been put forward as well; see, e.g.
Ball (1888, 284) and the further references in Otzen (2002, 89). Recently,
Adam Zertal, using the geographical pointers supplied by our text, has sug-
gested precise locations for Bethulia (and Betomesthaim as well), in sites
dating to Persian times which he has excavated in northern Samaria, in the
vicinity of the valley of Dothan, but there is no actual evidence that these
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excavated sites were Jewish settlements; see Section 3, 31–33. Zertal (2009,
166) places Bethulia in a precise spot on a map, as do Z. Safrai (1987, 168)
and Aharoni and Avi-Yonah (1968, 132); Grintz (1957, 247) uses a ques-
tion mark, while Moore (1985, 42–43) does not include Bethulia in his map
of Palestine. It should be remembered that even if an actual location were to
be established definitively for Bethulia, this would not affect the overall fic-
tionality of the book. It is possible that a Hebrew name underlies the Greek
Βαιτψλοψ2, and commentators propose several different names, assigning
these names a symbolic significance. These names include hvlX tyb
(the house of God), hyli tyb (the house of ascent) and hlvtb (virgin or
young woman). The “house of God” is taken for instance as a code name
for Jerusalem or its temple (Zenger 1981, 435), while the “house of ascent”
well suits a town located on a hill top (Craven 1983, 73 n. 25). The word
hlvtb can be made to fit as well: Judith can be seen as a widowed maiden,
for she does not remarry (Jdt 16:22; see Joel 1:8), and Israel is termed
]vyj tb tlvtb a maiden daughter of Zion (2 Kgs 19:21; see too Jer 14:17;
Lam 1:15 and see Shapira 2005, 74–75).

Betomesthaim: This is probably identical with the variant Betomasthaim
mentioned at 15:4. This otherwise unknown town is found only in Judith
and is, in all likelihood, as fictional as its neighbor, Bethulia. Here too com-
mentators try to find a location for the town and trace the Hebrew under-
lying the Greek form. Suggestions range from ,yytvmvx tyb “house of two
walls” (Grintz 1957, 104); hmu>m tyb “house of animosity” (Torrey 1945,
92), or ,yXt>mh tyb “house of drinking parties,” an unattested Hebrew
form; see Gershenson (1998).

which is opposite: The description “opposite Esdraelon facing the plain
near Dothan” apparently refers to Bethulia as well as Betomesthaim, des-
pite the singular verb here; see 7:3; 8:3.

Esdraelon … Dothan: See note on 3:9.

4:7 telling them to occupy (λωγ�ν διακατασξε�ν): Normally the participle
λωγ�ν, used in the Septuagint as a calque translation of rmXl, would be
followed by direct speech, as in Jdt 3:1. Here we would perhaps expect
an imperative; compare 2 Sam 11:15 hyrvX tX vbh rmXl rpcb btkyv
(κα5 �γραχεν $ν τ� βιβλ�8 λωγ�ν Ε=σ2γαγε τ9ν Οψριαν) and contrast
2 Chr 30:1.
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for the approach was narrow (στεν:« τ:« προσβ2σε�« οϊση«): This is the
only instance of a genitive absolute construction found in Judith. This nar-
row pass which controls the entrance to Judea and Jerusalem is not found
in any historical account of attempts to invade Jerusalem and is clearly
imaginary, an invention of our author. Commentators suggest that our pas-
sage was influenced by Herodotus’ description of the Greek defense of the
narrow pass of Thermopylae against the enormous Persian army led by
Xerxes (Hdt. 7.176, 201); see Momigliano (1982, 227–228); Caponigro
(1992, 55); Corley (2012, 39–40). Herodotus has certainly left his mark
on Judith; see Section 5 and see note on 5:5–21 for the possible influence
of the conversation between Xerxes and Demaratus before the battle of
Thermopylae on the exchange between Holophernes and Achior. Such a
Herodotean connection is particularly interesting for the seeming analogy
between the Israelites and the Greeks, and their small, but brave armies
who must contend with huge enemy forces. Our pass, which is only wide
enough for two men walking abreast is even narrower than that described
by Herodotus, which has room for one wagon. There are many other Greek
stories of narrow passes controlled by heights (e.g. Xen. Hell. 4. 6. 8–11;
6. 4. 3) and this topographical feature was found in Palestine as well. As
Schmitz (1994b, 30–31 n. 48) notes, we already find Thutmose III of Egypt
choosing to lead his army along a narrow single-file path to Megiddo, ca.
1479 B.C.E.

4:8 did as they were ordered by Joakim the high priest: We might have ex-
pected to hear in the next verse of the Israelites’ military preparations, but
instead we find a lengthy description of their prayers and penitential rituals;
perhaps these were part of Joakim’s instructions as well.

council of elders (3 γεροψσ�α) of all the people of Israel: The gerousia or
council of elders is mentioned twice more in our book. In her false story, Ju-
dith tells Holophernes that the people of Bethulia ask the council for per-
mission to eat the first-fruits normally set aside for priests (11:14), i.e. ask
them to decide a religious matter. Members of the gerousia also join Joakim
in the ceremonial celebration at Bethulia after Judith’s victory (15:8), and
there, as here, the high priest is mentioned first and seems to be their leader;
compare the biblical kings who convene the elders at 1 Kgs 8:1; 12:6. There
are priests found in Judith as well (4:14; 11:13), and these priests are pre-
sumably led by the high priest Joakim, but there is no indication in our text
of their relation to the gerousia. The term γεροψσ�α is used in the LXX
alongside ο4 πρεσβ&τεροι * Ισρα1λ to translate lXr>y ynqz, the elders of
Israel (see, e.g. LXX Exod 24:1 and 9 for the interchangeability of the
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Greek terms). There was a group of “elders of Israel” who helped govern
the Israelites from Moses onwards, through the monarchical period, in the
Babylonian exile, and after the return from exile, and the composition and
functions of the institution changed over time and place; see Reviv (1989)
for a survey of biblical elders. Our author may have intended no more than
a general reference to a larger governing body akin to those mentioned in
the Bible, but “the council of elders of all the people of Israel” perhaps
points to a more technical term and institution, found in Hellenistic times.
Such a gerousia is mentioned in Seleucid documents, as well as Hasmonean
ones; see Jos. Ant. 12.138, 142; 1 Macc 12:6 (where we find Jonathan the
high priest, the gerousia, and the priests all mentioned together); 2 Macc 1:10;
11:27; see too 2 Macc 4:44; 3 Macc 1:8. The less technical ο4 πρεσβ&τεροι
is used of this group as well; see, e.g. 1 Macc 14:28; 2 Macc 13:13. We
know very little of the composition and powers of the Hasmonean gerousia;
indeed, some commentators attempt to learn more about this body from
our text. Delcor (1967,158–161) suggests that the use of the word
γεροψσ�α here points to a date before the time of Hyrcanus II, when the
term σψνωδριον came into use. Israelite institutions are distinguished from
Assyrian ones in our book. The enemy has a σψνεδρ�α (6:1,17; 11:9; see
too 5:2) and possibly a βοψλ1 (note on 2:4). Local Israelite government is
different as well. The town of Bethulia has three main leaders, termed τοV«
@ρξοντα«/ πρεσβψτωροψ« τ:« π+λε�« (6:14–15; 10:6), and τοV« πρεσ-
βψτωροψ« is also used of a larger group of elders (6:16).

4:9–15: The Israelites turn to lament and prayer. There are three groups
described in these verses: all of those living in Israel, the Israelites in Jerusa-
lem, and Joakim and the priests. The narrator describes three concentric
circles, moving inwards from the entire group of Israelites (4:9–10) through
those living in Jerusalem (4:11–12), then back again to the entire nation
(4:13), and finally zooming in on the priests and temple in Jerusalem at the
very center (4:14–15). All three groups cry out fervently to God and the
author carefully varies (1) the verb and/or aspect, (2) the name of God,
and (3) the adverbial phrase describing their ardent cries: κα5 �νεβ+ησαν
π»« �νGρ �ΙσραGλ πρ9« τ9ν �ε9ν $ν $κτενε�� μεγ2λT 4:9; κα5 $β+ησαν
πρ9« τ9ν �ε9ν �ΙσραGλ $κτεν�« 4:12; κα5 $β+�ν πρ9« κ&ριον $κ π2ση«
δψν2με�«. The groups’ appeals to God are accompanied by other outward
manifestations of great distress. All three groups fast and wear sackcloth;
the latter two groups are said to put ashes on their heads, and the people of
Jerusalem prostrate themselves before the temple. Despite the division into
three separate groups and locations, the overall effect created by the nar-
rator as he moves back and forth between these groups is that of a united
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community collectively beseeching God with all the means at their disposal:
cries, prayers, prostration, sacrifices, fasting, sackcloth, and ashes. The
prayers and cries found in our passage are a verbal articulation of distress
and an appeal to divine mercy, while fasting and the donning of sackcloth
and ashes are a powerful physical expression of these same needs and emo-
tions. These mute physical acts of sorrow and despair accompany and in-
tensify verbal prayers, graphically underlining the urgency of the actual
words; such acts are no less efficacious for being silent and external. Two
variations on this scene of communal lament and prayer are found later
on in the work. At 7:19–32 the people of Bethulia congregate and cry
out loudly to God, but their chief purpose is to remonstrate with their
leaders and insist upon surrender. Judith’s lengthy personal prayer to God
in ch. 9 is preceded by several of the gestures and acts found here: sackcloth,
ashes, and loud cries. She times her prayer to coincide with the offer of
incense in the temple and falls down on her face as well. There are also bib-
lical and post-biblical parallels to our scene of group supplication, similar
situations where the members of a community gather together in an effort
to enlist God’s aid in averting an impending disaster. Many of the elements
found in our verses – crying aloud, fasting, sackcloth, ashes, fervent prayer,
the participation of the entire community, and the immediate response of
God – are found in most of these passages as well. One close parallel is at
2 Chronicles 20:3–13, where a huge foreign army threatens the kingdom of
Judah. Men, women and children gather together and King Jehoshaphat de-
clares a fast and prays in the temple. There is an immediate divine response
through a prophet and God defeats the enemy army. Jonah 3:5–10 tells of
the penitent people of Nineveh. Led by their king, the people (and animals)
of Nineveh fast and wear sackcloth. Their cries and repentance from their
evil ways are heeded by God who relents and does not punish them. Joel 1–2
describes the reaction of the Israelites to another kind of threat, a plague of
locusts. Here too (see esp. Joel 1:13–14; 2:15–18) we find a gathering of
men, women, and children, who fast, wear sackcloth, and pray to God,
who responds immediately. In 1 Macc 3:42–54, a passage telling of the
communal lament by Judas and his army before their encounter with a
powerful Seleucid army at Emmaus, the Maccabeans attempt to re-create
a biblical event. Judas deliberately goes to Mizpah because of its past
history: Samuel had successfully interceded there for the Israelites in the
face of a Philistine military threat, using the familiar means of gathering
the people, crying out to God, and offering a sacrifice. Samuel received
an immediate response with the defeat of the Philistines (1 Sam 7:5–13).
The Maccabeans’ communal plea at Mitzpah contains many traditional el-
ements – they gather together, fast, wear sackcloth, put ashes on their head,
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tear their clothes, shout loudly to heaven, and pray – but includes a few new
elements as well, such as unrolling the scroll of Law. This combination of
traditional, biblical practices and new, unknown ones is found in our pas-
sage of Judith as well; see notes on 4:11–12. A particularly interesting post-
biblical parallel to our passage is found in L.A.B. 30:4–5, an expansion of
the Deborah-Jael-Sisera story. When Sisera approaches with his army, the
Israelites gather on Mount Judah and proclaim: “Let us fast for seven days,
man and woman, infant and nursing child,” transforming a biblical de-
scription of Israelites slaughtering the enemy (1 Sam 15:3 and 22:19) into a
description of a communal lament. They fast for seven days, sitting in sack-
cloth, and God then sends Deborah forward. There is no such fast in
Judges 4–5 and the people assemble not in the hills of Judea, but the high-
lands of Ephraim (Judg 4:5) and it is possible that Ps.-Philo was influenced
by our passage; see Tropper (1999, 53–55). Elsewhere, the Jael of L.A.B. is
plainly influenced by Judith; see Section 2, 12.

4:9 All the men of Israel (π»« �νGρ * Ισρα1λ): a Hebraicism, lXr>y >yX lk.

cried out (�νεβ+ησαν): This is the first use of a key word found in Judith
(�να)βο2�. The verb βο2� and its cognates, �ναβο2� and βο1 are found
at Jdt 4:9,12,15; 5:12; 6:18; 7:19, 23, 29; 9:1; 10:1; 14:16–17,19. As long
as the Israelites are in danger, the verb is used exclusively of them; other
peoples who fear Nebuchadnezzar’s army do not cry out. The Israelites cry
aloud in prayer to God, and in protest to their leaders; Judith accompanies
her prayers with cries as well. After Judith kills Holophernes, the situation
is reversed and it is Bagoas and the Assyrians who shout and cry (see notes
on 14:16–19 and compare note on 4:2). At times such crying seems to be
a non-verbal expression of distress (e.g. Jdt 7:19; 14:16), while elsewhere it
apparently describes the high volume of the prayers uttered aloud by a sup-
plicant (Jdt 9:1; 10:1). Crying (qiz or βο2�) is mentioned in all of the com-
munal scenes of supplication we have looked at above: see 2 Chr 20:9;
Joel 1:14; Jonah 3:7–8; 1 Macc 3:50; see too Esth 4:1; 3 Macc 5:51. Such
sounds of distress seem a natural response in difficult situations, but there is
also a power and efficacy to these cries. Thus at 1 Sam 7:8–9, the people im-
plore Samuel to refrain from silence and call upon God. He then cries out –
with no mention of any words uttered by him – and in the very next verse
we learn of God’s positive response; see too note on 4:13.

humbled their souls in great fervor ($ν $κτενε�� μεγ2λT): In many mss. the
phrase $ν $κτενε�� μεγ2λT is found twice in our verse, with the Israelites
both crying out and humbling their souls with great fervor. Compare the
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variation $κτεν�« (4:12) and see too $<ωτειναν τοV« σ2κκοψ« α�τ�ν
(4:11): the voices, souls, and sackcloth of the Israelites are stretched taut.
Other mss. read $ταπε�ν�σαν τ�« χψξ�« α�τ�ν $ν νηστε�� μεγ2λT in
the second half of the verse, i.e. the Israelites humbled their souls with a
great fast. The phrase ταπειν+� τGν χψξ1ν is the standard LXX trans-
lation of >pn yvnyi, literally “to afflict, humble oneself” which generally
refers to (or includes) fasting, one of the chief acts of ritual affliction. See
Ps 35:13 y>pn ,vjb ytynyi κα5 $ταπε�νοψν $ν νηστε�� τGν χψξ1ν μοψ; see
also Isa 58:3, 5; Ezra 8:21; cf. Lev 16:31; 23:27, 32, etc.; Num 30:14 is an
exception. Thus even if we retain the reading $ν $κτενε�� μεγ2λT we should
understand that the Israelites fast here. Indeed, we are told below (4:13)
that the people fasted for many days. Fasting, often accompanied by sack-
cloth and ashes, is found in a variety of situations in the Bible; see, e.g. Lam-
bert (2003). Our fast is essentially pre-emptive, and is intended to avert a
looming crisis; compare 2 Sam 12:16; Judg 20:26; Esth 4:16. Some fasts are
clearly penitential as well, e.g. Joel 2:12–13 and Jonah 3:5–10, but this is
not the case here.

4:10 They, their wives, children … put sackcloth: Seven separate phrases in
the nominative precede the single verb of this verse. The community at
large, including all its marginal members – women, children, hirelings,
slaves, and even animals – join in the group lament and prayer, fasting and
wearing sackcloth. In biblical accounts of communal supplication, con-
siderable emphasis is often placed on the participation of the entire commu-
nity, and at times, women and children are mentioned alongside of men; see
1 Sam 7:5; Esth 4:16; Ezra 8:21, 10:1; 2 Chr 20:4, 13; see too 1 Macc 3:44;
13:45. Compare too the Elephantine petition of 407 B.C.E. of the Jews to
Bagavahya, governor of Judah, to be permitted to rebuild their temple.
When the temple was destroyed “we, with our wives and our children were
wearing sackcloth and fasting and praying to YHW the Lord of Heaven.”
(COS 3. 51). Joel’s description of a communal gathering is especially color-
ful: he mentions children, nursing infants, bridegrooms summoned from
their chambers, and brides from their canopies (2:16). Later apocryphal
authors embellish such descriptions of distressed women and children,
making them quite vivid and melodramatic. Thus when Heliodorus comes
to confiscate temple funds, women wearing sackcloth under their breasts
throng the streets and young girls who are normally secluded indoors come
running (2 Macc 3:19). When Ptolemy wishes to enter the temple in 3 Mac-
cabees (1:18–20), virgins rush to the streets with their mothers, brides aban-
don their bridal chambers, leaving, we are told, their modesty behind, and
newborn children are abandoned by their mothers and nurses.
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wives: The Israelite women of our book, and particularly the women of Be-
thulia, are active members of their community and regularly join in group
assemblies; see Jdt 6:16; 7:23; 15:12. Women and children were particu-
larly vulnerable when their land was threatened, with women likely to be
raped and children taken away to slavery or death, and the susceptibility of
Israelite women and children is mentioned time and again (Jdt 4:12; 7:14,
22–23, 27, 32; 16:4). Women suffered no less from the effects of a siege
than did men, and perhaps that is why we find the women of Bethulia par-
ticipating actively in the city’s assemblies, prayers, and protests.

animals: Our passage is influenced by Jonah (3:7–8), where animals are said
both to fast and to wear sackcloth in a similar scene of communal lament
and supplication; see note on 4:12 for a verbal echo of LXX Jonah 3:8.
Beentjes (2004, 233) notes a reversal of sorts: in Jonah the people of Nine-
veh fast and put on sackcloth because of a message conveyed by a prophet
of Israel, while in Judith the Israelites fast and wear sackcloth because of an
army sent by the king of Nineveh. We hear in Greek writers of shearing the
manes and tails of horses and mules when mourning the death of a hero or
heroine, in addition to humans cutting their own hair. This practice is
attributed to Persians, Macedonians, and Thessalians; see Hdt. 9.24;
Plut. Pel. 33.8, 34.2; Arist. 14.8; Alex. 72.2; Eur. Alc. 425–429. While some
commentators find humor – in Jonah as well as Judith – in the depiction of
beasts clad in sackcloth, the context in both works is quite serious. It seems
that animals are included in order to stress the all-encompassing danger
faced by every living being; compare the groaning beasts at Joel 1:18. We
shall see immediately below (4:12) that even an inanimate endangered ob-
ject, the temple altar, will be covered in sackcloth. At Jonah 4:11 we learn
that God takes pity on the animals, as well as the humans of Nineveh “who
do not know their right hand from their left;” perhaps the Israelites in Ju-
dith wish to arouse similar divine compassion.

resident aliens, hired men (π2ροικο« κα5 μισ��τ+«): For the combination,
ryk>v b>vt, see Exod 12:45; Lev 22:10; 25:6, 40.

purchased slaves (�ργψρ,νητο«): The term is a translation of [ck tnqm
and is found only at Gen 17:12–13, 23, 27; Exod 12:44 in a similar context,
the commandment of circumcising all the household, including slaves
bought from the outside. Here too slaves participate with their own flesh
and body in the activity of the household.
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put sackcloth around their waists ($πω�εντο σ2κκοψ« $π5 τ�« ]σφ&α«
α�τ�ν): This is the standard LXX translation of ,hyntmb q> vmy>yv. Sack-
cloth features prominently in Judith; see Jdt 4:10–12,14; 8:5; 9:1; 10:3.
Sackcloth was a garment made of black goat’s hair or camel’s hair. It was
tied around the waist as a girdle, or worn over the head as a garment. It was
used as a sign of mourning (e.g. Gen 37:34; 2 Sam 3:31), to express distress
(e.g. 1 Kgs 20:31; 2 Kgs 6:30), or penitence (e.g. 1 Kgs 21:27; Neh 9:1;
Ps 35:13; all 3 verses mention fasting as well). We find the combination of
sackcloth and ashes at Jer 6:26; Esth 4:1 and all three elements – fasting,
sackcloth, and ashes – are found at Isa 58:5; Jonah 3:6–8; Esth 4:3; Dan 9:3;
see too 2 Macc 10:25; 1 Macc 3:47.

4:11 The author now shifts the scene to Jerusalem and its temple.

fell prostrate before the temple: For this position during prayer see 9:1 with
note.

covered their heads in ashes ($σποδ,σαντο τ�« κεφαλ�« α�τ�ν): The
rare verb σποδ+ομαι is used in this sense, “to strew with ashes,” only here.
For putting ashes on one’s head as a sign of affliction, see 2 Sam 13:19.
At times those in distress sat on ashes (Jonah 3:6; Job 2:8) and put dust on
their heads (Ezek 27:30). Dust can be combined or confused with ashes – cf.
the Hebrew rpXv rpi – and dust is found in conjunction with sackcloth as
well; see Job 16:15; Lam 2:10 and see note on previous verse.

spread out their sackcloths before the Lord: The practice of spreading sack-
cloths and the draping of the altar in sackcloth found in the next verse are
unique to Judith and are not attested elsewhere. It is possible that these new
details reflect actual practices prevalent in the author’s own time and that
he blends these with older customs familiar from the Bible. Judith will per-
form virtually the identical acts found here – falling to the ground, putting
ashes on her head, and exposing her sackcloth (9:1) – before beginning her
lengthy appeal to God.

4:12 They covered the altar with sackcloth (κα5 τ9 �ψσιαστ1ριον σ2κκ8
περιωβαλον): This is the third consecutive verse where the verb is post-
poned and does not come at the head of the sentence, a deviation from the
usual word order in Judith. The two previous verses had long, multiple sub-
jects in the nominative, but here it seems that the author wishes to stress the
direct object of the verb “the altar” and the opening κα� should be under-
stood as “even.” Covering the altar, a practice attested only here (see note
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on previous verse), stresses the danger and immediate threat to the holy
places. It is almost as if the altar is no less alive and vulnerable than the men,
women, children and animals who are in sackcloth, and the praying Isra-
elites are no less concerned for its fate.

cried fervently to … God ($β+ησαν πρ9« τ9ν �ε9ν … $κτεν�«): The ad-
verb $κτεν�« (see too above on $ν $κτενε�� μεγ2λT 4:9) appears only four
times in the LXX, always in the context of passionate entreaty to God. Our
passage seems particularly close to LXX Jonah 3:8 κα5 �νεβ+ησαν πρ9«
τ9ν �ε9ν $κτεν�« (hqzxb ,yhlX lX vXrqyv); see too Joel 1:14 κεκρ2<ατε
πρ9« κ&ριον $κτεν�« where the Hebrew simply says ’h lX vqiz and see
3 Macc 5:9. These are all scenes of communal lament and petition.

not to allow their children to be carried off as plunder, their wives be taken
as spoil, their allotted cities be destroyed, and their temple be contaminated
and disgraced, a laughing-stock for the gentiles: The Israelites’ prayer
is presented as a group petition, in indirect speech. In the Vulgate version
of Judith, Joakim prays on behalf of the suppliants in Jerusalem (Vg.
Jdt 4:11–14), just as Samuel does at Mizpah (1 Sam 7:9) or Jehoshaphat
does at the great assembly he convenes in Jerusalem (2 Chr 20:5–12; see too
Ezra 9; Neh 9). Our narrator does not allot the high priest a substantial role
and he reserves such a direct and lengthy prayer for his heroine Judith. Here
women and children are present along with the men, and presumably pray
along with them, but the prayer is presented from a masculine perspective,
the perspective of fathers and husbands. Interestingly, these men pray for
their children, wives, cities, and the temple, but not for themselves. The
content of the Israelites’ prayer here, with its four parallel clauses, is care-
fully worded: το7 μG δο7ναι ε=« διαρπαγGν τ� ν1πια α�τ�ν / κα5 τ�«
γψνα�κα« ε=« προνομGν / κα5 τ�« π+λει« τ:« κληρονομ�α« α�τ�ν ε=«
�φανισμ9ν/ κα5 τ� fγια ε=« βεβ1λ�σιν κα5 ]νειδισμ9ν/ $π�ξαρμα το�«
��νεσιν. Four distinct entities (τ� ν1πια, τ�« γψνα�κα«, τ�« π+λει«, τ�
fγια) are threatened by different kinds of destruction (ε=« διαρπαγGν, ε=«
προνομGν, ε=« �φανισμ9ν, ε=« βεβ1λ�σιν κα5 ]νειδισμ+ν). The first two
requests are worded chiastically (ε=« διαρπαγGν τ� ν1πια α�τ�ν / κα5
τ�« γψνα�κα« ε=« προνομ1ν) and the fourth and final item, the temple, is
allotted greater emphasis through the mention of two imminent dangers
(ε=« βεβ1λ�σιν κα5 ]νειδισμ+ν), followed by another descriptive phrase in
apposition ($π�ξαρμα το�« ��νεσιν). Perhaps the Israelites stress the threat
to the temple in their prayer because they see it as God’s direct and immedi-
ate concern. In her victory song, Judith attributes even worse intentions to
the enemy, mentioning the burning of the countryside and killing of young
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men and nursing babies, in addition to the seizure of children and young
women (16:4). When the people of Bethulia suffer considerably under the
effects of the siege, they all gather together, men, women, and children, and
urge their leaders to surrender. In a virtual reversal of the prayer here, they
state that they prefer being pillaged and plundered to dying by starvation
(7:26–27). The Israelites’ fears here are justified: we have already seen the
treatment of defeated enemies, their cities, and holy places at the hands of
Nebuchadnezzar and Holophernes (Jdt 1:14–15; 2:23–27; 3:6, 8). More
generally, the taking of women and children as war plunder, as well as the
killing or conscription of men, were regular practices in ancient warfare,
among the Israelites and their enemies. In fact, such conduct towards the
defeated was relatively benign and at times everyone – or virtually every liv-
ing being – was killed. See, e.g. Num 31:7–11; Deut 2:31–35; 20:12–18;
1 Sam 27:8–9; 2 Sam 12:29–31; Esth 8:11; 9:5 for the behavior of victori-
ous Israelites and compare the non-Israelites at e.g. Num 21:1; 2 Kgs 25:8–11
and Jer 52:30 (Nebuchadnezzar); Isa 20:1–6 (Sargon); Hos 10:14; 14:1
(where children are dashed to pieces along with their mothers). In Judith,
too, we find the Israelites of earlier times portrayed both as victims and vic-
tors who act according to these rules; see Jdt 5:18 and 8:19 versus 9:2–4.

plunder (ε=« διαρπαγ1ν): Compare Nebuchadnezzar’s threat at Jdt 2:7 and
the Israelites’ preference for this alternative over starvation at 7:27; see too
8:19.

their wives … as spoil (τ�« γψνα�κα« ε=« προνομ1ν): Judith uses the ident-
ical vocabulary to describe – in positive terms – the attack by Simeon and
his brothers on the city of Shechem κα5 �δ�κα« γψνα�κα« α�τ�ν ε=« προ-
νομ1ν (9:4); see too 7:26. This seems a euphemism for rape.

their allotted cities be destroyed: The land of Israel is an inheritance
(κληρονομ�α) from God, allotted by him to the Israelites (e.g. Deut 26:1)
and this is stressed several times in Judith; see Jdt 5:15; 8:22; 9:12; 13:5;
16:21. Compare the similar language of 2 Kgs 21:14 κα5 �π,σομαι τ9
;π+λειμμα τ:« κληρονομ�α« μοψ … κα5 �σονται ε=« διαρπαγGν κα5 ε=«
προνομ1ν (hcy>mlv zbl vyhv … ytlxn tyrX> tX yt>unv).

the temple (τ� fγια) be contaminated and disgraced: τ� fγια is used in
Judith solely for designating the temple and its environs; see Jdt 4:12–13;
8:21, 24; 9:8; 16:20 and note on 4:3. The temple has just recently been puri-
fied from pollution; see above on 4:3 and compare Judith’s fears at 8:21.
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a laughing-stock for the gentiles ($π�ξαρμα το�« ��νεσιν): The word
$π�ξαρμα is found five times in the LXX, always in the sense of Schaden-
freude, a source of malignant joy for one’s enemies; see Exod 32:25; Sir 6:4;
18:31; 42:11. The term ��νο« or ��νη appears ten times in Judith, usually in
a neutral sense of “nation.” Here the more pejorative gentiles (,yyvg) should
probably be understood; see too 8:22 and 16:17. For the vocabulary of
shame and disgrace in a similar context of destroyed or polluted holy ob-
jects, see Jer 51:51; Neh 2:17 and especially Joel 2:17 where reference is
made to the ridicule of the nations. At 1 Macc 4:45, Judah’s decision to pull
down the polluted altar stems from a desire to avoid embarrassment.

4:13 The Lord heard their voices and saw their affliction, while the people
fasted for many days: The narrator tells his readers that God perceives and
is well aware of the Israelites’ distress, but the people themselves do not
know that God has heeded their cries. This is the single instance in Judith,
the sole verse, where God is shown to be directly involved in the story’s
events. All the other depictions and explanations of God’s doings, ways,
and reactions come from the story’s characters and reflect their beliefs, not
the “objective” facts presented by the narrator. Here the omniscient nar-
rator makes it clear to his readers that God has responded and that sub-
sequent events will be controlled by him, even though the crisis is, in fact,
resolved solely on the human plane, with no overt divine intervention. With
this statement the narrator validates his characters’ belief in God and his
workings; see, e.g. Jdt 13:14, 17–18. In a sense, we, the readers, become
Judith’s theological partners, but we are allotted more knowledge than she
possesses: we know that God intends to act, and consequently can see that
the people of Bethulia are morally wrong to despair. In this fashion we are
led to agree with Judith about the proper attitude towards – and expec-
tations from – God; see note on 8:12–20. It is nonetheless surprising that
having introduced God as an actual, participating character, so to speak,
the narrator chooses to show him only here, and only in a fairly restricted
role as an observer, and God does not appear again. Nebuchadnezzar,
too, has been taken offstage by the author, after chapter 2, and the rivalry
between the two figures, the question of who is the real god, is resolved
through their surrogates and proxies, Judith and Holophernes; see Sec-
tion 1, 6–8.

heard their voices and saw their affliction: God both hears the outcries and
prayers of the Israelites and sees their suffering on his own. There are many
biblical passages which tell of God perceiving and responding to the distress
of the Israelites. Compare Num 20:16; 21:3; Deut 26:7 all of which have
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the expression ε=σ1κοψσεν κ&ριο« τ:« φ�ν:«, as in our verse, but in these
three verses we hear of God’s immediate response as well. We are often told
that God sends a judge or savior to rescue the Israelites after hearing their
cries. Judg 2:18 is a general description of the pattern; see too Isa 19:20;
Neh 9:27; Ps 34:18. At times we are told of a specific savior who is immedi-
ately appointed by God, to aid the Israelites (Judg 3:9, 15; 6:6–8; 1 Sam 9:16;
cf. Judg 10:12). Elsewhere, it is the very reference to a figure immediately
after the mention of the Israelites’ cries that indicates that God has ap-
pointed a leader and will act. This is the case with Moses (Exod 2:24–25,
3:1) and Deborah (Judg 4:3–4; compare L.A.B. 30:4–5 where the people
fast for seven days and Deborah then arrives on the scene). In our work,
there is a gap of several chapters between the statement that God has heard
the Israelites’ cries and the introduction of Judith, who will rescue her
people and we are not told, in fact, that Judith has been appointed by God,
although she will make such a claim in her deceptive speech to Holophernes
(11:16–17 with note). It is worth noting in this context the delay found in
the story of Susanna. When Susanna utters a brief prayer stating her inno-
cence, we are told immediately afterwards, within the same verse, that God
has heard her entreaty. Her saviour Daniel, however, appears on the scene
only later, when she is led off to be executed (LXX Dan 13:35a; 44–45). A
description of the cries of the Israelites is often coupled in the LXX with a
cognate form of �λ�β�, describing their oppression or affliction, just as we
find here (ε=σε�δεν τGν �λ�χιν α�τ�ν); see Exod 3:9; Deut 26:7; Judg 4:3;
10:12; 2 Sam 22:7; Neh 9:27; LXX Ps 33:7; 90:15; 106:6; 117:5. See in par-
ticular LXX Exod 3:9 (κ�γP Ψ,ρακα τ9ν �λιμμ+ν) and 4:31 (ε>δεν α�τ�ν
τGν �λ�χιν), where the wording is particularly close to our passage. This
echo of God’s response to the plight of the Israelites in Egypt seems delib-
erate, but the Israelites of Exodus, unlike our Israelites, are expressly told
that God perceives their affliction.

while the people fasted for many days: (Oν C λα9« νηστε&�ν 3μωρα«
πλε�οψ«): The Greek construction – Oν with a present participle νηστε&�ν –
points to the repeated, imperfect aspect; compare 10:21 Oν *Ολοφωρνη«
�ναπαψ+μενο« and 14:17 Oν * Ιοψδ5� καταλ&οψσα. There are several ex-
tended fasts in the Bible. Those of Moses and Elijah (Exod 34:28; Deut 9:9,
18; 1 Kgs 19:8) are closely related to their roles as holy men, while the men
of Jabesh who fast for seven days after recovering the bodies of Saul and
Jonathan from the Philistines (1 Sam 31:13; 1 Chr 10:12) fast from respect
and mourning. Nehemiah’s lengthy fast is penitential (Neh 1:4). The fast
described here seems closer to that of David, who fasts for seven days when
his son by Bathsheba is mortally ill (2 Sam 12:16–23). This fast is a religious
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act, a plea to God to resolve an impending crisis. Such prolonged fasting
makes sense when there is a crisis looming, rather than an actual war. Thus
Judas Maccabeus and his men fast and pray unceasingly for three days as
Antiochus Eupator’s army advances against them (2 Macc 13:12; see note
on 4:9). Judith also fasts regularly for extended periods of time, but does so
for different reasons; see note on 8:6. We are, perhaps, meant to link the
two parts of this verse together and understand that God is aware of the
Israelites’ plight precisely because they fast (and presumably pray) so con-
tinually. The Vulgate assigns the high priest, known there as Heliachim, a
speech here (see note on 4:6–7) and he makes just this claim to the Israelites,
telling them that if they continue and persist with their fasts and prayers,
God will hear them (Vg. Jdt 4:12). Nonetheless, there is something ironic or
disturbing about this continual expression of distress; we have already been
told that God has heeded the Israelites.

Lord Almighty: The term κ&ριο« παντοκρ2τ�ρ (“almighty, ruler over
all”) is found several times in Judith; see 8:13; 15:10; 16:5, 17. In the LXX
παντοκρ2τ�ρ often translates the word tvXbj when coupled with one or
two names of God. παντοκρ2τ�ρ is not a literal translation of the Hebrew
tvXbj, which can mean “hosts (of heaven),” “all of creation,” in addition
to “armies,” and an alternative translation found in the LXX, κ&ριο« τ�ν
δψν2με�ν, is closer; two similar expressions are found in Judith �ε9«
π2ση« δψν2με�« κα5 κρ2τοψ« (9:14); κ&ριε C �ε9« π2ση« δψν2με�«
(13:4). Scholars suggest that the term παντοκρ2τ�ρ – which is only
attested in non-LXX Greek texts from the first century C.E. onwards – was
coined by LXX translators in order to demythologize God, and turn the as-
sociation with military might into a more universal description of strength
and control; see Dogniez (1997) and Schwartz (2008, 155), with the further
references there. Here the epithet in used in association with the temple;
compare Hag 1:14; Zech 7:3; 8:9; 14:21.

4:14–15 In the previous verse the narrator first mentioned the people of
Judea and then turned to the Jews in Jerusalem who are found in front
of the temple. Here he moves even further inward, entering the courtyard of
the temple, as it were, and describing the deeds of the priests and attendants
offering sacrifices. For similar scenes of priests beseeching God at the
temple, compare Joel 2:17 and the priests who were mocked by Nicanor at
1 Macc 7:36–38.

4:14 sackcloths: We find a parallel picture of sacrificing priests wearing
sackcloth at the supplication scene of Joel 1:13. Normally priests wore
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special, costly garments and head coverings while performing their duties,
“for dignity and magnificence” (Exod 28:2) and this use of sackcloth –
along with the ashes on their turbans mentioned in the next verse – indi-
cates just how desperate the situation is; see Beentjes (2004, 233).

all those who attended the Lord: Literally “stood near the Lord,” ο4
παρεστηκ+τε«. For standing in the sense of attending, see Deut 18:7;
Neh 12:44; Ps 134:1.

offered the perpetual burnt offering, the votive offerings, and the voluntary
gifts of the people: This is a combination of regular daily sacrifices and
more spontaneous, voluntary ones. The perpetual burnt offering (τGν Cλο-
κα&τ�σιν το7 $νδελεξισμο7), i.e. dymth tlvi, was offered twice a day, in
the morning and in the evening; see, e.g. Exod 29:38–42. Votive offerings,
literally “vows,” are sacrifices offered in fulfillment of a promise (rdn),
while freewill gifts (hbdn) were a part of the well-being or peace (,yml>)
category of sacrifices and often associated with gratitude and joy; see
Lev 7:11–17; Deut 27:7 and compare Judg 20:26; 21:4 for such sacrifices in
times of distress. At the close of our book (Jdt 16:18), we find another such
sacrifice on a happy occasion: the victorious people of Bethulia come to Je-
rusalem, prostrate themselves before God, purify themselves, and offer
burnt offerings, voluntary offerings, and gifts.

4:15 ashes on their turbans: Turbans were a regular part of the special
priestly outfit (Exod 28:4, 40) and this unparalleled use of ashes on the
priests’ headgear is dramatic and disturbing. For strewing ashes on the
head, see Tamar (2 Sam 13:19); Judas and his companions (1 Macc 3:47);
and Judith as well (Jdt 9:1); see too notes on 4:10 and 4:11.

to watch favorably (ε=« �γα�9ν $πισκωχασ�αι): Compare Uzziah’s blessing
to the victorious Judith that God visit her with blessings ($πισκωχασ�α� σε
$ν �γα�ο�« 13:20). It is worth noting again that neither the priests nor the
people of Israel confess to any sins when praying to God; they are deeply
distressed, but not penitent.
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E. 5:1–6:21 Achior Describes the Israelites
and is Expelled to Bethulia

Chapter 5

(1.) Holophernes, the commander in chief of the Assyrian army, was in-
formed that the Israelites had prepared for war: they had closed the moun-
tain passes, fortified all the high mountain peaks, and placed traps in the
plains.

(2.) He became exceedingly angry and summoned all the leaders of Moab,
the generals of Ammon, and all the satraps of the coast.

(3.) He said to them, “Tell me now, Canaanites, who is this people who
lives in the highlands? What cities do they inhabit? What is the size of their
army and in what does their might and strength lie? Who rules as king over
them and leads their army?

(4.) Why have they, of all the people living in the west, disdained to come
and meet me?”

(5.) Then Achior, the leader of all the Ammonites, said to him, “May my
lord listen to a word from your servant and I shall tell you the truth about
these people who inhabit these highlands near you. No lie shall come out of
the mouth of your servant.

(6.) These people are descendants of the Chaldeans.

(7.) Formerly they lived in Mesopotamia, because they did not wish to fol-
low the gods of their fathers, who were in the land of the Chaldeans.

(8.) They departed from the ways of their ancestors and worshipped the
God of heaven, the God whom they had come to recognize. Their ancestors
expelled them from the presence of their gods and they fled to Mesopota-
mia where they lived for many years.
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(9.) Their God told them to leave their abode and go to the Land of Canaan.
They settled there and became rich in gold and silver and a great many
cattle.

(10.) Then they went down to Egypt, because famine overtook the Land of
Canaan, and they stayed there while they were fed. They became a great
multitude there, an innumerable race.

(11.) The king of Egypt rose up against them. They outwitted them and de-
meaned them with toil and brickmaking and made them into slaves.

(12.) They cried out to their God and he struck the entire land of Egypt
with incurable plagues. The Egyptians then expelled them from their midst.

(13.) God dried up the Red Sea before them.

(14.) He led them on a path through Sinai and Kadesh Barnea and they ex-
pelled all those who inhabited the desert.

(15.) They settled in the land of the Amorites and utterly destroyed all the
Heshbonites with their strength. After crossing the Jordan, they took pos-
session of all of the highlands.

(16.) They expelled from their midst the Canaanites, the Perizzites, the Je-
busites, and the Shechemites, and all the Gergesites, and settled there for
many years.

(17.) As long as they did not sin before their God, they prospered, because
a God who hates wickedness is with them.

(18.) But when they rebelled from the path he prescribed for them, often
they were utterly destroyed in numerous battles and became captives in a
land not theirs. The temple of their God was razed to the ground and their
cities were captured by their opponents.

(19.) Now, since they have turned back to their God, they have returned
from the diaspora where they were dispersed, have occupied Jerusalem
where their temple is, and have settled in the highlands which had been
empty.
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(20.) Now, my master and lord, if there is any error in this people and they
are sinning against their God, let us find out what their misdeed is and then
go up and fight them.

(21.) But if there is no lawlessness in their nation, let my lord pass over
them, lest their Lord and their God defend them and we shall be put to
shame before the entire world.”

(22.) When Achior concluded this speech, all the people who stood in a
circle around the tent grumbled. Holophernes’ chief officers and all the in-
habitants of the coast and of Moab demanded that he be torn from limb to
limb.

(23.) “For we shall not fear the Israelites. Indeed, they are a nation without
force and without might for a difficult battle.

(24.) Let us go up then and they will be devoured by your entire army,
Master Holophernes.”

Chapter 6

(1.) When the uproar of the men around the council had stopped, Holo-
phernes, chief commander of the Assyrian army, spoke to Achior and all the
Moabites, in front of the entire crowd of foreigners.

(2.) “Who are you Achior – and the mercenaries of Ephraim – that you
have acted the prophet among us today and said that we should not make
war upon the people of Israel, because their God will defend them? Who is
god, if not Nebuchadnezzar? He will send his might and utterly destroy
them from the face of the earth. Their God will not rescue them.

(3.) But we, his servants, will strike them as if they were a single person.
They will not be able to withstand the might of our cavalry.

(4.) We shall overwhelm them with our horses. Their mountains will be
drunk with their blood and their plains filled with their corpses. Their foot-
prints will not withstand us, but they shall utterly perish, says King
Nebuchadnezzar, lord of the entire earth. For he has spoken and his words
shall not be in vain.
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(5.) As for you Achior, you Ammonite mercenary, who have spoken these
words in the day of your wrongdoing, you shall not see my face from this
day onwards until I take revenge upon the race from Egypt.

(6.) Then the sword of my army and the spear of my servants shall go
through your ribs and you shall fall among their casualities when I turn
upon them.

(7.) Now my slaves are going to bring you to the highlands and place you
in one of the cities near the passes.

(8.) You shall not die until you are thoroughly destroyed together with
them.

(9.) If you hope in your heart that they will not be captured, do not be
downcast. I have spoken and none of my words shall fail.”

(10.) Holophernes then commanded his slaves who attended him in his tent
to seize Achior, bring him to Bethulia, and deliver him into the hands of the
Israelites.

(11.) The slaves seized him and led him outside the camp to the plain. They
took him from the middle of the plain towards the highlands and came to
the springs which were below Bethulia.

(12.) When the men of the city saw them approaching the mountain top,
they took up their arms and left the city for the mountain top. All those
armed with slingshots stopped their ascent, repeatedly pelting them with
stones.

(13.) Holophernes’ servants found shelter below the mountain and tied up
Achior. They left him cast down at the foot of the mountain and made their
way back to their lord.

(14.) The Israelites came down from their city and approached him. They
untied him and led him to Bethulia, bringing him before the leaders of their
city,

(15.) who were, in those days, Uzziah, son of Micah of the tribe of Simeon,
Chabris, son of Gothoniel, and Charmis, son of Melchiel.
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(16.) They summoned all the elders of the city, and all the young men and
the women came running to the assembly as well. They stood Achior in the
midst of all the people and Uzziah questioned him about what had hap-
pened.

(17.) Achior told them in reply what had been said at Holophernes’ council:
all that he had said in front of the Assyrian leaders and all of Holophernes’
boasting words against the house of Israel.

(18.) The people fell down, prostrated themselves before God, and cried
out, saying,

(19.) “O Lord, God of heaven, observe their arrogance and take pity on the
humble state of our people. Watch this day over those who are consecrated
to you.”

(20.) They reassured Achior and praised him highly.

(21.) Uzziah then took him from the assembly to his house and gave a
drinking party for the elders. They called upon the God of Israel for help
that entire night.

Commentary

In chapters 5 and 6 the narrator leaves the Israelites and returns to
Holophernes and the Assyrian forces. The two chapters tell of an advisory
council convened by Holophernes, and the lengthy response of Achior, the
commander of the Ammonite forces, to Holophernes’ questions about the
Israelites. Achior’s theological message about the God of the Israelites so
angers Holophernes that he has his servants seize Achior, bind him, and
abandon him at the outskirts of Bethulia, thus returning the narrative back
to Bethulia and the Israelites.

5:1 Holophernes, the commander in chief of the Assyrian army: The use of
Holophernes’ full military title here, in addition to his name, hints at the
power and tyrannical behavior that Holophernes will display in this epi-
sode; see too Jdt 6:1.

prepared for war … placed traps: Compare the description of the Israelite
war preparations from their perspective, at Jdt 4:5, 7–8. Here we hear of
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the use of traps or obstructions (σκ2νδαλα) as well. This is the only non-
metaphorical use of σκ2νδαλον in Judith; see 5:20 and 12:2 for the more
abstract meaning of stumbling block.

5:2 He became exceedingly angry: This is our first encounter with
Holophernes in the flesh, so to speak, where we actually see and hear his
immediate reactions, rather than simply learning of his deeds. Holophernes
is enraged at the Israelites because they are preparing for war, rather than
contacting him in order to surrender, as the coastal peoples have done. His
vehement anger, the rage of a tyrannical leader, is quite similar to that of
Nebuchadnezzar at 1:12; see note. Like Nebuchadnezzar (2:1–3), Holo-
phernes convenes a conference to plan his next actions in the wake of his
anger; compare too Ahasuerus (Esth 1:12–13), a third angry leader who
summons a council.

summoned all the leaders of Moab, the generals of Ammon, and all the
satraps of the coast: In the next verse Holophernes addresses this group of
leaders from Moab, Ammon, and the coast as Canaanites and he turns to
them as neighbors of the Israelites, who should be acquainted with their
ways and be able to provide information about them. The land of Moab
was directly east of the Dead Sea and that of Ammon immediately to the
north of Moab. Both Ammon and Moab were traditional enemies of Israel;
see, e.g. 2 Kgs 24:2; Zeph 2:8. The coastal peoples, who live along the
Mediterranean from Sidon to Ascalon, do not include any Israelites in the
book of Judith (see 1:7 and 2:28). Unlike the conference convened by Ne-
buchadnezzar (2:1–3), here we are privy to the actual proceedings.

leaders … generals … satraps: The author uses a variety of technical and
non-technical terms to describe the heads of the various contingents of the
Assyrian army; see 2:2, 14; 5:22; 14:12. The word σατρ2πη« is found only
here in Judith; elsewhere in the LXX it translates a whole series of words
used for leaders in the MT, ,yr> ,,ynrc ,,ynzvr ,,ynprd>xX etc.

5:3–4 Holophernes raises a series of questions about the Israelites and this
situation – a leader inquiring about the nature of an enemy – has parallels
both in Greek and biblical literature. One Greek parallel is in Aeschylus’
tragedy, the Persians (230–245), where Atossa questions the chorus of Per-
sian elders about the location of Athens, the size of its army, its wealth,
weapons, and leader; see Momigliano (1977, 26). Herodotus includes sev-
eral instances of a ruler asking about the people whom he is about to attack
and commentators pay particular attention to the parallels between our
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passage and the conversation between Xerxes and the exiled Spartan king
Demaratus (7.101–104); see below on 5:5–21 and Section 5, 61–64. The
closest parallel to our passage is biblical, for Holophernes’ questions greatly
resemble the questions which the spies sent to the land of Canaan are meant
to investigate (Num 13:17–21; see immediately below).

5:3 He said to them: Here we hear Holophernes’ voice for the first time.
Until now we have only seen him addressed by others: Nebuchadnezzar
provided him with instructions for the military campaign he is to wage
(2:4–13), while the coastal people sent delegates offering their surrender
(3:1–5). In both these instances, Holophernes replied with actions rather
than words. Although Holophernes is said to be exceedingly angry, his
questions are mild ones, a request for facts rather than a rhetorical ex-
pression of rage.

Tell me now ( *Αναγγε�λατε δ1 μοι):This is the first of 14 uses of the par-
ticle δ1 in Judith, which is always found in direct speech and generally fol-
lows immediately upon an imperative, as here; see Jdt 5:3, 5, 21; 7:9; 8:11;
12:6, 11, 13, 17; 13:11; 14:1, 13; compare 5:24; 12:18 and see Section 6,
88–89. In the LXX, δ1 is often used to translate the word Xn when it is
linked to an imperative in Hebrew. The particle Xn can mean “please” or
“now” and this seems true of the Greek δ1 in Judith as well. Here and at
12:11 “now” seems preferable, because the haughty commander is address-
ing underlings; see too 12:18 and 14:13. At 5:24 δ1 is used as an exhorta-
tory particle, while in all the other instances it is the equivalent of “please;”
see, e.g. Achior’s opening words immediately below (5:5). It is worth noting
that while there are many imperatives addressed to God in the prayers of
our book, none of these is accompanied by δ1; see, e.g. 6:19; 9:4, 8, 9, 12.
*Αναγγε�λατε here nicely echoes �νηγγωλη �ΟλοφωρνT of verse 1; the
news Holophernes has received causes him to ask for further information.

Canaanites (ψ4ο5 Ξαν2αν): Literally “sons of Canaan.” The expression
]ink ynb is not found in the MT, but our author is fond of this archaizing
calque translation of the Hebrew idiom “sons/ children of” used to describe
an ethnic group. Thus he calls the Ammonites “sons of Ammon” in the next
verse; see too Section 6, 81.

Who …? What …? What …? In what …? Who …?: In this verse Holo-
phernes asks five questions relating to the Israelites and inquires about the
people, their cities, army, strength, and leader. His interest is purely military,
but Achior, in his reply, will discuss historical and theological factors and
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ignore most of the factual questions; see Reiterer (2012, 151–152). In the
Bible a series of three or more questions such as we find here is generally
used as a rhetorical device, rather than as a means to acquire information;
see, e.g. 1 Sam 1:8; 12:3; 20:1; Jer 15:5. Several genuine questions are found
in Jonah, when the sailors interrogate Jonah about his background
(Jonah 1:8–9). Our passage is particularly close to Num 13:17–20 where
Moses, following God’s instructions, sends twelve men to reconnoiter the
land of Canaan. The spies are asked to investigate a number of issues relat-
ing to the quality and strength of the people and their land, issues similar to
those raised here by Holophernes. Indeed one of Holophernes’ questions
about the Israelites’ cities (τ�νε« S« κατοικο7σιν π+λει«) is a direct echo of
the Numbers passage hnhb b>vy Xvh r>X ,yrih hmv τ�νε« α4 π+λει« ε=« S«
οiτοι κατοικο7σιν $ν α�τα�« (Num 13:19) and it is interesting to note that
the Greek used in Judith is more idiomatic than that of the LXX passage
which seems to have inspired it; see Joosten (2007,*162) and Section 6, 84.
The questions the spies are meant to investigate are framed as polar
questions, e.g. “Are the people who dwell in it strong or weak, few or
many?” (Num 13:18), so that brief and limited replies are expected, while
Holophernes’ questions are open-ended. This may be why Achior allows
himself considerable length and leeway in his answers. Both Achior and the
spies will produce the “wrong” replies, greatly angering those who have
initiated the interrogation.

In what does their might and strength lie? ($ν τ�νι): This question is am-
biguous. While Holophernes apparently uses τ�νι as a neuter form “in
what,” referring to military might, Achior will reply to the question on a
theological plane, understanding τ�νι as a masculine form, “in whom,” and
stating that the Israelites’ strength lies in God.

king … leads their army: Holophernes combines these two separate func-
tions into one, even though he himself is the Assyrian commander in chief,
while Nebuchadnezzar is king.

5:4 disdained to come (κατεν�τ�σαντο το7 μG $λ�ε�ν): καταν�τ�ζομαι,
a post-classical word meaning “turn one’s back upon, disdain, reject”
(LSJ s.v.) is found only here in the LXX. Compare �στρεχαν $π *  $μ� ν�τα
([ri ylX vnp Jer 2:27); see too LXX Jer 39:33 (=MT 32:33); LXX Jer 31:39
(=MT 48:39). For similar syntax – το7 μ1 and infinitive – in a similar con-
text of refusing contact, see 2 Chr 36:13. Holophernes feels slighted, just as
Nebuchadnezzar was insulted by the treatment of his messengers at 1:11.
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meet me (ε=« �π2ντησ�ν μοι): i.e. in order to surrender. Compare Jdt 7:15
where Holophernes’ allies speak of making the Israelites pay for their
refusal to meet him peaceably (ο�κ �π1ντησαν) and compare the behavior
of the coastal peoples who invited Holophernes to meet (�π2ντησον 3:4)
with them.

people living in the west: West from the perspective of Nineveh; compare
2:6.

5:5–21 We are now introduced to Achior, the commander of the Ammonite
forces, who volunteers to supply background information on the Israelites.
At first glance Achior seems to be only a secondary character, and it is pos-
sible to summarize our story without even mentioning him; see Reiterer
(2012, 111–112). Yet Achior plays an important role in the book and links
its two halves, the pre-Judith and post-Judith sections. Achior, a male
gentile who recognizes the might of the Israelite God, but is no match for an
angry Holophernes, acts as a foil to the courageous Jewess Judith, who
understands God’s ways and manages to kill Holophernes. Their tales cor-
respond in many ways and their movements are parallel to one another, as
shown in detail by Roitman (1992b). Achior also paves the way for Judith
in her encounter with Holophernes, and she uses the truths he has told Ho-
lophernes in order to make her lies more convincing; see note on 11:11–19.
Unlike virtually every other character in the book, Achior also changes and
develops in the course of the story, eventually converting to Judaism. He be-
gins here as a man of words (ch. 5), is then silent and passive while being
physically moved and maneuvered by both the Assyrians and the Israelites
(ch. 6), and finally recovers his power of speech and undergoes one last
physical procedure, circumcision, voluntarily (ch. 14), thus uniting his
physical and verbal activities.

In the Bible, there are a series of gentiles who recognize God and confirm
his power and these figures may be seen as precursors of Achior. These in-
clude Jethro (Exod 18:1–12), Balaam (Num 22–24), Rahab (Josh 2:9–11),
and Naaman (2 Kings 5), as well as the Nebuchadnezzar and Darius of
Daniel (2:46–47; 3:28–33; 6:26–28). Achior can also be seen as the oppo-
site of Haman, who introduces the Jewish people to Ahasuerus in the most
negative fashion possible at Esth 3:8. Such recognition of God’s might by a
neutral outsider or even a hostile enemy is to be seen as strong confirma-
tion, virtual proof of God’s power. Some of these biblical gentiles have
simply heard reports of God’s deeds, while others are witnesses to miracu-
lous events with their own eyes. In this chapter Achior speaks as an out-
sider, but he will later witness the results of God’s protection of the Israelites
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directly. Our author may have chosen an outsider to voice some of the
book’s most important theological pronouncements as a rebuke of sorts: an
Ammonite understands the workings of God better than the Israelites do;
see further Section 7. Achior is also associated with two figures found out-
side biblical literature, the Assyrian sage Ahiqar and the Herodotean wise
adviser, the Spartan Demaratus. Ahiqar, the pagan wise man who had a
checkered career at the court of Sennacherib and Esarhaddon, and pro-
duced a series of maxims and proverbs, may have been an actual historical
Assyrian figure. Like Achior, Ahiqar is a good pagan who is persecuted by
the powerful, but ultimately receives his due. The earliest surviving version
of Ahiqar’s story is in Aramaic, found in fragmentary bits of the fifth cen-
tury B.C.E. Elephantine papyri, but there are Greek, Arabic, Armenian, and
Syriac versions as well. The tale was probably Assyrian in origin and clearly
was popular in the East, among Jews as well as gentiles; see the useful sur-
vey of Lindenberger (1985, 479–493). Thus we find a Jewish Ahiqar in the
Book of Tobit (1:21–22; 2:10; 11:19; 14:10). There, Ahiqar is said to be
Tobit’s nephew, and he helps Tobit return to Nineveh, interceding on his be-
half with Esarhaddon. He cares for the blind Tobit for two years and shares
in the joy of the happy end of his story. We also hear of the bad behavior of
Nadin, the adopted nephew of Ahiqar. The Vulgate Tobit 11:20 has a read-
ing “Achior” for the Greek Αξιαξαρο« or Αξικαρ (Tobit 11:19 short and
long versions) and this may have influenced modern commentators who
link the two figures; see Schmitz (2004b, 20–21 nn. 4–8). There is a resem-
blance of sorts between the Ahiqar of Tobit (“converted” to Judaism by the
author of Tobit, as it were) and Achior of Judith (a pagan who converts to
Judaism in the course of the tale): both combine theoretical wisdom with
actual deeds. Indeed Achior will later apply his theological speech to him-
self personally when he converts to Judaism (14:10); see further Cazelles
(1951) and Schmitz (2004b). Several commentators compare the exchange
here between Holophernes and Achior to a discussion between the Persian
ruler Xerxes and the exiled Spartan king Demaratus found in Herodotus
(Hdt. 7.101–104). Xerxes questions Demaratus about the Spartans’ will-
ingness to fight the much larger Persian army and Demaratus, speaking
freely, contrasts Spartan courage, ability to wage war, and love of freedom
with the Persian way of life. Both Achior and Demaratus describe the char-
acteristics of a foreign people to an enemy leader about to go to war, but
Demaratus concentrates on the Greek way of life, while Achior deals chiefly
with the history of the Jews and their relationship with their God. Thus the
chief parallel between the Xerxes-Demaratus scene and the encounter here
between Holophernes and Achior is in the function of the speeches, rather
than their content, as Schmitz (2004b) notes. It is nonetheless interesting to
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look at the discussion between Holophernes and Achior from a wider He-
rodotean perspective and this perspective suggests that Herodotus also left
his mark on the fashioning of the encounter between Holophernes and
Achior; see further Section 5, 61–64.

Achior’s speech falls into three parts, after a brief captatio benevolentiae
(Jdt 5:5); see Reiterer (2012) for a detailed analysis of the structure, lan-
guage and content of the speech and cf. Schmitz (2004a, 44–53 and 2004b).
Achior begins (5:6–16) with a historical survey. He starts from the very
beginnings of the Israelite nation, and then summarizes the story of the
exodus from Egypt and the conquest of Palestine. The next three verses
(5:17–19) tell of the Israelites’ exile and the subsequent return from the
diaspora, and here Achior adds a theological element to his historical
review, explaining Israel’s successes and failures in terms of the Israelites’
behavior and God’s reaction to it. If in the first part of Achior’s historical
survey we see the Israelites reacting to God’s instructions, in the second it
seems that God responds to their good and evil deeds, rewarding and pun-
ishing them in turn. The speech ends (5:20–21) with the conclusions to be
drawn by Holophernes from this history: the Assyrian commander will only
be successful if the Israelites have sinned and angered God. There are no
dates or numbers in the speech and none of the great Israelite leaders are
singled out; indeed, the only individual mentioned is the king of Egypt. The
absence of individual Israelites must be intentional; Achior (together with
his author) stresses the relationship between the Israelites as a whole and
their God. At the same time, in terms of the story, it makes sense that an
Ammonite outsider would not be familiar with every Israelite forefather
and leader. Another notable omission is the failure to mention the con-
quest of the northern kingdom of Israel (or the very fact of two kingdoms).
Achior does include in his account the names of several places and neigh-
boring nations, adding concrete geographical detail to his survey.

There are several historical surveys in the Bible and these passages have
much in common, constituting a sub-genre of sorts; see the useful survey in
Wischmeyer (2006, esp. 348–353). Josh 24:1–15 and Neh 9:6–37 are the
two passages closest to our text; see too Deut 26:5–9; 1 Sam 12:6–17;
2 Kgs 17:7–23; Ps 78; 105; 106; etc.; Acts 7 belongs to this tradition as well.
Ours is the only such summary put in the mouth of a non-Jew. Some of
these surveys begin with the creation of the world and others with Abra-
ham; almost all of them devote space to the events surrounding the exodus
from Egypt. None of these surveys is a full, chronological outline of the his-
tory of Israel and all include gaps and emphases of different kinds. These
accounts do not record history for its own sake and their purpose is to point
to the moral to be learned from the events, good and bad, which have be-
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fallen the Jews. The speakers stress God’s wondrous deeds and point to the
consequences of forgetting past rewards and punishments and straying
from the proper path. The surveys are generally related to the renewal of
the covenant between God and the Israelites; often they are found in a peni-
tential context, as prayers. Our context is different: Achior, an Ammonite
general reporting to an Assyrian army commander on the Israelites, is an
outsider and is not penitent or at prayer. At the same time, the deuteronom-
istic warnings which are an integral part of these historical outlines are an
important element in his speech as well, and allow him to admonish Holo-
phernes about the dangers involved in attacking the Israelites.

5:5 Achior (Kξι,ρ): Grintz (1957, 110) quite correctly argues for the He-
brew form rvXyxX (“My brother [is] light” or perhaps “brother of light”)
on the basis of parallel rvX names from the Elephantine papyri and the
many biblical names beginning with yxX such as ,inyxX ,„lmyxX ,bvuyxX
etc.; see too Reiterer (2012, 113 n. 7). The variant spellings rvyxX, rvyki,
rvykX found in later medieval Hebrew accounts of Judith stem from a mis-
transcription of the Latin. In LXX Num 34:27 we find bvuyxX written as
Kξι,ρ, but this is simply a mistake.

the leader (C 3γο&μενο«) of all the Ammonites: 1 Macc 5:6 speaks of τοV«
ψ4οV« Αμμ�ν … κα5 Τιμ+�εον 3γο&μενον α�τ�ν and Delcor (1967, 156)
suggests that both the official title of Timotheus and his position as a leader
of a coalition of the Israelites’ neighbors underlies that of Achior here.
Judas, however, fights and defeats the Ammonites and their leader, while
Achior is presented here as a positive figure. Such a favorable depiction of
an Ammonite is unusual. The Ammonites are the descendants of Lot and
his daughter (Gen 19:30–38) who were cursed by Israel (Deut 23:4–7); see
too Ezek 25:1–7; Jer 49:1–6; Neh 13:1–3 and the further passages collected
by Cazelles (1951, 127 and 136). This makes the choice of an Ammonite to
present the Jews in a favorable light all the more interesting; see further note
on 14:10.

May my lord listen to a word from your servant: Achior is careful to address
Holophernes in the respectful third person (�κοψσ2τ�) and to describe
their relation as that of lord or master and servant, κ&ριο« and δο7λο«.
When Judith first addresses Holophernes at 11:5, she will use very similar
language, terming herself his servant (δο&λη) and maid (παιδ�σκη), and
promising, as Holophernes does here, to tell him the truth; compare too the
submissive words of Holophernes’ allies at 7:9. We find similar polite re-
quests to be heard – voiced by (self-proclaimed) underlings who term them-
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selves servants of their powerful superiors – at Gen 44:18 (Judah to Joseph),
1 Sam 25:24 (Abigail to David), 1 Sam 26:19 (David to Saul), 1 Sam 28:22
(woman of Endor to Saul), and 2 Sam 14:12 (woman of Tekoa to David).
This language and stance is associated with petitionary prayer to God as
well; see, e.g. Gen 18:30; 1 Kgs 8:28–30.

a word from your servant: Literally, “a word from the mouth of your ser-
vant,” a Hebraicism; see, e.g. Deut 32:1; Eccl 10:12–13.

the truth … no lie: Achior stresses the candor of his words, stating that he
will speak the truth and tell no falsehood. The only other figure in Judith
to make a similar claim – both on speaking the truth and not telling a lie –
is Judith herself. She tells Holophernes’ men that she is going to their
commander in order to reveal the truth (10:13) and then announces to
Holophernes himself that she will tell no lies (11:5 with note). It is ironic
that Achior is disbelieved when telling the truth, while the lying Judith is be-
lieved. This emphasis on truthtelling and resistance to lies seems a particu-
larly Persian element, familiar to us both from the inscriptions of Persian
kings (e.g. DB iv §§ 52–64) and its reflection in Greek writings (e.g. Hdt.
1.136, 138). In the encounter between Demaratus and Xerxes discussed
above (note on 5:5–21), Demaratus requests permission from the Persian
king to speak the truth before explaining to him Spartan ways (Hdt. 7.101;
see too 7.209; Xen. Cyr. 8. 4. 13; compare Hell. 4. 1. 37). Compare too
1 Kgs 22:16 where the king of Israel, Ahab, presses the prophet Micaiah
(who always has negative things to say) to tell the truth.

inhabit these highlands near you: Literally “inhabit (κατοικε�) these high-
lands, living (ο=κο7ντο«) near you.” Achior repeatedly uses ο=κω� verbs
in this speech and the author is careful to distinguish between κατοικω�
(and ο=κω�) used to denote permanent occupation (in Canaan, the land of
the Amorites, and the hill country), as opposed to παροικω� used for tem-
porary residence (in Mesopotamia and Egypt). We find this distinction be-
tween permanent settlement and temporary occupation in the MT, where
the Hebrew uses, as a rule, two different roots, b>y and rvg respectively.
These roots are usually translated by κατοικω� and παροικω� in the LXX,
just as they are used here. The repeated use of ο=κω� verbs here is, then, an
effect that would be lost in Hebrew; see further Engel (1992, 158 and 167
n. 18); cf. Reiterer (2012, 122 n. 18).

5:6–9 In these four brief verses, Achior tells of the beginnings of the Israe-
lites, speaking of original Chaldeans who moved to Mesopotamia before
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settling in Canaan. There are gaps in the story of Abraham’s early life as re-
counted in Genesis 11:28–12:5. In Genesis 11:31 we are told that Terah,
Abraham, Lot, and Sarai leave Ur of the Chaldeans on their way to the land
of Canaan, but end up living in Haran, a city in northern Mesopotamia,
and we hear nothing of the deities worshipped in Ur. Abraham is then com-
manded by God to go to Canaan (Gen 12:1–5). In our passage, Achior fills
in the gaps, and we learn that these migrations are connected to the rejec-
tion of ancestral gods and the worship of God. Achior states that the Israe-
lites’ ancestors were expelled from their homeland because of their belief in
the existence of the God of heaven rather than the gods of their fathers.
While it is clear that Achior is referring to Abraham and his family, he
speaks quite generally of the collective ancestors of the Israelites rejecting
local gods and being summoned by God, and he does not mention Abraham
by name. This general reference to the Israelite ancestors is in line with
Achior’s deliberate portrayal of the people of Israel, rather than their leaders.
At the same time, it eliminates any possible contradiction between Gen 11:31,
where Abraham’s entire family has already left Ur, and Gen 12:1, where
Abraham alone is told to leave his “homeland,” presumably Ur; see
Neh 9:7. Other post-biblical sources (Jub. 11:16–17; 12:1–8,12–14; Jos.
Ant. 1.154–157) also state that Abraham recognized the true God and had
to leave Ur because of his beliefs, but in these sources it is only Abraham
who recognizes God. Indeed, in biblical (Josh 24:2–3) and post-biblical
(Jub. 12:1–8, 14) sources Abraham’s father and brothers are said to wor-
ship other gods or idols. Abraham is the one who is particularly chosen and
it is he who is brought by God over the Euphrates into Canaan (Isa 51:2;
Jub. 12:21–31). See Kugel (1997, 133–136) and Roitman (2004) for further
discussion of the extra-biblical versions of Abraham’s early life. Achior
passes over the more outstanding episodes in Abraham’s life – the covenant
with God and the near-sacrifice of Isaac – but Judith will later hint at these
episodes when she speaks of all three forefathers being tested (8:26). Inter-
estingly, Achior will, in a sense, re-enact the story of Abraham and his
family; see Roitman (1992b and 2004). Achior, like Abraham, will be ban-
ished for voicing unpopular views about the God of Israel (Jdt 6:11) and
will convert because of his express belief in God (Jdt 14:10 with note). Thus
these verses serve a dual purpose: adding previously unrecorded in-
formation on Abraham’s early life and preparing the way for Achior’s own
conversion. Achior’s account of Israel’s origins indicates that there is room
for proselytes such as he himself will become (Navarro Puerto 2006, 124).
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5:6 These people are descendants of the Chaldeans: Achior now turns to
Holophernes’ actual questions and begins his answer by echoing the very
words of the first question: τ�« C λα9« οiτο« (Jdt 5:3) with C λα9« οiτ+«
ε=σιν … (using a plural verb in the Greek constructio ad sensum). Yet his
reply is considerably fuller and more wide-ranging than warranted by Ho-
lophernes’ questions; the commander is clearly interested in the Israelites’
present day might and fortifications, not in their origins, history, and rela-
tionship with their God. Achior chooses to open his description of the
Israelites with their ethnic origins: they are descendants of the Chaldeans.
Biblical historical surveys normally emphasize religious beginnings (such as
the creation or the exodus from Egypt), rather than ethnic ones and Roit-
man (1994, 252–253) suggests that the mention here of the ethnic origins of
the Israelites is influenced by the inquiry into origins often found in Greek
and Roman ethnography. Given the many affinities between our work and
Herodotus, it is perhaps sufficient to note that Herodotus sometimes in-
cludes the origins of various peoples in his ethnographic surveys, at times in
the context of investigating the strength of an ally or an enemy (e.g. Hdt.
1.56–58; 4.1, 5–13), as here. This alleged Chaldean ethnic origin is not
found elsewhere in the Bible, but the Israelites are said to have come from
the land of the Chaldeans (Gen 11:31). The Chaldeans were associated with
the Babylonians from the eighth century B.C.E. onwards, in history as well
as in the Bible (e.g. Isa 47:1; Jer 21:4), and were also known as wise men
and skilled soothsayers (Dan 2:5, 10, etc.). Roitman (1994) suggests that
the author of Judith deliberately links the Jews to these learned figures,
while other commentators suggest that Achior is influenced by the troubled
relationship between the Assyrians and the Chaldeans, with the Chaldeans
first subjects and then conquerors of the Assyrians; see Schmitz (2004a,
76–78). Holophernes, when attacking Achior and his speech, will describe
the Israelites as being of Egyptian stock, i.e. lowly origins (6:5 with note),
clearly indicating that he does not accept Achior’s words here.

5:7 they lived in Mesopotamia: The reference is to Haran, in northern Me-
sopotamia. For the move from Ur to Haran, see Gen 11:31; see too Acts 7:2;
Jos. Ant. 1.152.

they did not wish to follow the gods of their fathers: Achior states that
Abraham and his family left Ur for religious reasons; compare Josh 24:2–3
where Abraham’s father Terah is said to have worshipped other gods and
see note on 5:6–9. The rejection of paternal gods and the departure from
ancestral ways (mentioned in the next verse) are positive deeds here, and the
means whereby the Israelites come to worship God. Subsequently, the rejec-
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tion of God will, of course, be sinful and straying from the paternal path
will be wrong; see verse 18 below and e.g. Judg 2:12, 19; 1 Kgs 22:43 and
cf. Josh 24:14–15.

who were (οj $γωνοντο) in the land of the Chaldeans: It is not clear from the
Greek if the subject of this clause is the forefathers or the gods, but since
we have already been told that these forefathers lived in Chaldea, a further
clause telling us that they were born ($γωνοντο) there seems extraneous and
Achior is apparently speaking of the gods who held sway in Chaldea. Some
mss. have �νδο<οι in place of – or in addition to – $ν γ� Ξαλδα��ν, i.e. Ab-
raham and his family refused to follow the paternal gods who were honored
there, but this may be a later addition; see Schmitz (2004a, 79 n.150).

5:8 They departed … and worshipped … Their ancestors expelled them …
and they fled to Mesopotamia: The changes of subject in this verse – from
Abraham and his family to their Chaldean ancestors and then back again to
Abraham and his kin – are not explicitly set out in the Greek and must be
supplied from the context.

They departed from the ways of their ancestors (τ�ν γονω�ν α�τ�ν): The
word γονε&« is a late one. It appears only 14 times in the LXX and only
twice translates surviving Hebrew MT texts, both of which include
mothers: Esth 2:7 and Prov 29:15. For the unusual portrayal of the rejec-
tion of ancestral ways as positive, see note on previous verse.

the God of heaven: Achior, the Israelites (Jdt 6:19) and Judith (11:17) all
use this designation of God as C �ε9« το7 ο�ρανο7. This epithet is found at
Gen 24:7 in an exchange between Abraham and his senior servant; compare
the longer form “God of heaven and earth” at Gen 24:3. The term “God
of heaven” became widespread during the Persian period and is often found
in the context of a conversation with a non-Israelite; see, e.g. Jonah 1:9;
Dan 4:34; Ezra 1:2; Neh 2:20; 2 Chr 36:23. It is also regularly used in the
letters addressed by the Jews of Elephantine to the Persian authorities (e.g.
COS 3. 51, 3. P116). The title conforms to the Jewish view of God as cre-
ator of heaven and earth, but also suits the “Persian Zeus,” Ahura Mazda,
who was located in, and co-extensive with, the heavens; see Hdt. 1.131 and
Kuhrt (2007, 549 n. 2). In post-biblical traditions Abraham is often pre-
sented as an astronomer and in some sources this interest in the heavens is
precisely what leads him to worship God; see Gen 15:5 with e.g. Jos. Ant.
1.156, 167–168; Jub. 12:16–20 and the further references cited by Kugel
(1997, 138–141).
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the God whom they had come to recognize: Achior does not reveal how
they came to know this heavenly God and some ancient tradition may
underlie his words here. The aorist $πωγν�σαν used here is ingressive, and
denotes the acquisition of that knowledge.

Their ancestors expelled them from the presence of their gods and they fled
to Mesopotamia: Such banishment and exile is not found in the Bible. Ac-
cording to Gen 11:31–12:5 and Neh 9:7, Abraham and his family left of
their own free will, and Abraham was then summoned by God. This is the
earliest evidence for an expulsion story; see Jos. Ant. 1.157, 281 and the
discussion in Roitman (2004, 83–84). Expulsion, denoted by the verb
$κβ2λλ�, which is found only in this chapter of Judith, is another recurring
motif in Achior’s speech together with its antonym ο=κω� discussed above
(note on 5:5; see Reiterer 2012, 125). $κβ2λλ� is used four times: twice of
the Israelites being expelled (by the Chaldeans 5:8 and the Egyptians 5:12)
and twice of the Israelites expelling peoples (of the desert 5:14 and of Ca-
naan 5:16).

5:9 Their God told them to leave their abode and go to the Land of Canaan
($<ελ�ε�ν $κ τ:« παροικ�α« α�τ�ν κα5 πορεψ�:ναι ε=« γ:ν Ξαν2αν):
This is an echo of Gen 12:1 where God commands Abram 5 Ε<ελ�ε $κ τ:«
γ:« σοψ … At the same time, Achior’s version in which Abraham and his
kin are told to leave their παροικ�α, their temporary abode, rather than the
native land and father’s house of Genesis 12:1 is a smoother version, since
we have been told of the family’s move to Haran; the joint command to the
entire family, all of whom have left Ur, is smoother as well. Note that the
Vulgate (Vg. Jdt 5:9) has God commanding them to leave Chaldea and live
in Haran.

and became rich in gold and silver and a great many cattle: Literally
“increased with” gold and silver, etc.; compare e.g. LXX Deut 8:13 for this
use of the verb πλη�&ν�. This section of our verse seems modelled on the
description of Abraham’s wealth at Gen 13:2, with the same three items,
gold, silver and cattle, mentioned there as well; compare too the description
of Holophernes’ well-equipped army at 2:18. Abraham becomes rich in
Egypt, as the result of handing over his wife Sarah to Pharaoh (Gen 12:16).
Our author does not include this unsavory episode, either deliberately or
because his historical survey is so brief; the Vulgate (Vg. Jdt 5:9) omits this
section of our verse.
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5:10–13 This brief account of the Israelites’ exodus from Egypt serves a dual
function. The exodus was an emblematic moment in Israelite history, the para-
digmatic salvation story, and as such is regularly included in biblical historical
surveys. This section of Achior’s speech contains echoes of the Book of Exodus
and resembles the historical surveys as well, particularly Deut 26:5–8; com-
pare Neh 9:9–11; Josh 24:5–7. At the same time the story of Exodus under-
lies our entire book (Section 4, 45–46) and here there is a clear and close par-
allel between the Egyptian king who wrongly thinks that he can mistreat the
Israelites and ignore their God, and Nebuchadnezzar. Achior offers a coded
warning to Holophernes, who does not understand or absorb the message.

5:10 Then they went down to Egypt because famine overtook the Land of
Canaan: Achior is describing the move by Jacob and his sons and he uses
the standard terminology of going down to Egypt, i.e. hmyrjm vdryv. The
wording here is particularly close to that of LXX Gen 12:10 telling of Ab-
raham’s descent to Egypt because of famine (κα5 $γωνετο λιμ9« $π5 τ:«
γ:« κα5 κατωβη Αβραμ ε=« ΑDγψπτον παροικ:σαι $κε� …), an episode
which also left its mark on our previous verse.

because famine overtook the Land of Canaan ($κ2λψχεν γ�ρ τ9 πρ+σ�πον
τ:« γ:« Ξαν2αν λιμ+«): Literally “famine covered the face of the land;”
this expression is not used of famine elsewhere in the Bible, but at Gen 41:56
famine is said to be “over the face of the entire land” /rXh lk ynp li
($π5 προσ,ποψ π2ση« τ:« γ:«). In the MT, locusts and the people of Is-
rael are said to cover the face of the earth (Exod 10:5,15; Num 22:5,11),
while in Judith this phrase is used of Holophernes’ army and camp at 7:18;
see too Jdt 2:7, 19. These biblical echoes suggest that just as the Israelites
managed to survive the famine and grow into a nation, they will survive the
attack by Nebuchadnezzar’s army.

They stayed there (κα5 παρlκησαν $κε�): Compare Gen 47:4 where the Is-
raelites tell Pharaoh “We have come to stay in the country for the time being
(παροικε�ν).”

while they were fed (μωξρι« οi διετρ2φησαν): The Greek here is difficult,
but plainly refers to the support and feeding of the Israelites by Joseph.
At LXX Gen 50:20–21 we find the verb διατρωφ� used to translate two
different Hebrew phrases referring to our precise context of Joseph nour-
ishing the numerous Israelites; see Gen 50:20 mνα διατραφ� λα9« πολ&«
(br ,i tvyxhl) and Gen 50:21 $γP δια�ρωχ� ;μ»« (,ktX lklkX yknX).
This again points to the careful use of the LXX by our author.
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They became a great multitude there (κα5 $γωνοντο $κε� ε=« πλ:�ο« πολ&):
Compare Deut 26:5 κα5 $γωνετο $κε� ε=« ��νο« μωγα κα5 πλ:�ο« πολV
κα5 μωγα; the next verse, Deut 26:6, is very like our next verse telling of
the Egyptians oppressing the Israelites and imposing hard labor upon them;
see too Exod 1:7–9. We find the same transition from the number of the
Israelites to the Egyptians’ harsh treatment at the historical survey of LXX
Josh 23:4–5, a passage not found in the MT. Five of the 14 occurrences of
the expression πλ:�ο« πολ& in the LXX are found in Judith. It is only here
that the phrase describes the numerous Israelites; elsewhere in the book it is
used in conjunction with Holophernes’ army, equipment, and the booty
taken from him (Jdt 2:17; 7:2,18; 15:7).

an innumerable race: Often it is a force hostile to the Israelites which cannot
be counted; see Judg 6:5; 7:12; Jer 46:23; Joel 1:6; 2 Chr 12:3 (and see note
on 2:17). The number of the Israelites is generally presented as a positive, if
infinite number, equivalent to the number of stars or grains of sand on the
seashore; see, e.g. Gen 22:17; 28:14.

5:11 The king of Egypt is the subject of the first verb in this verse, but the
remaining three verbs are found in the mss. in both the singular and the plu-
ral. The Egyptian king is the only individual mentioned in Achior’s histori-
cal survey and perhaps all four verbs should be taken in the singular, with
the Egyptian king singlehandedly taking a stand, outwitting, humiliating
and enslaving the Israelites. Such behavior would establish him quite clearly
as a forerunner of the villainous Nebuchadnezzar (and his lieutenant
Holophernes), and the king’s downfall would neatly foreshadow the forth-
coming defeat of the Assyrian tyrant at the hands of God. However, Han-
hart (1979b, 92–93) convincingly demonstrates that the subject of the verse
moves from the king to the Egyptians in general after the first verb; com-
pare Rahlfs, who assigns the second verb to the king as well. Our verse is
closely modelled on Exod 1:8–14 where we first hear the king of Egypt
speaking directly in the first person plural, and then immediately learn of
the Egyptians’ doings in the third person plural; this might explain the
change from singular to plural in the verbs here.

outwitted them (κατεσοφ�σαντο α�το&«): This is a clear allusion to the
original Exodus story and the Egyptian king’s words at Exod 1:10 δε7τε
ο?ν κατασοφισ,με�α α�το&« (vl hmkxtn hbh). The historical survey in
Acts (7:19) makes use of this evocative verb as well, in precisely the same
context. The verb κατασοφ�ζομαι – which is found in Greek writers from
the late second century B.C.E. onwards – appears only one more time in the
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LXX, again in Judith (10:19), where Holophernes’ soldiers express the fear
that the beautiful Judith’s countrymen might outwit the entire world. The
continuation of Exod 1:10 explains that the Egyptians are anxious lest the
Israelites join forces with their enemies, but Achior provides no such expla-
nation for the king’s behavior here. Nor is there any explanation found at
Deut 26:5–6 and LXX Josh 23:4–5, which also tell of the Egyptian oppres-
sion, immediately after mentioning the great numbers of the Israelites.

demeaned them with toil and brickmaking ($ν π+ν8 κα5 πλ�ν�8
$ταπε�ν�σαν α�το&«): i.e. toil consisting of brickmaking. Commentators
(e.g. Enslin 1972, 88–89; Moore 1985, 159) often link the toil and brick-
making to the previous verb κατεσοφ�σαντο, understanding “outwitted
them in hard labor and brick,” but our passage seems based fairly closely
on Exod 1:14 where the Egyptians embitter the lives of the Israelites with
hard labor, clay, and brick. Some mss. read $ν πηλ� κα5 πλ�ν�8 in our
verse, adding the “clay” of Exod 1:14.

and made them into slaves (κα5 ��εντο α�τοV« ε=« δο&λοψ«):The ε=« is
extraneous in classical Greek and the phrase is apparently meant to reflect
the Hebrew idiom ,ydbil ,> / ]tn; compare Gen 27:37; 45:8; Exod 2:14,
etc. For the combination of enslavement (δο&λοψ«) and humiliation
($ταπε�ν�σαν), compare LXX Gen 15:13 κα5 δοψλ,σοψσιν α�τοV« κα5
κακ,σοψσιν α�τοV« κα5 ταπειν,σοψσιν α�το&«.

5:12 They cried out to their God and he struck: Compare Exod 2:23 for
God’s immediate attention to the cries of the Israelites in Egypt. We have
already seen in 4:12–13 (with notes) that the Israelites have cried out and
God has heard them and seen their misery, so that readers of Judith – if not
the actual audience listening to Achior’s speech – should be able to link our
story with this description of Israel’s rescue from Egypt and realize that sal-
vation is at hand for the Israelites.

he struck the entire land of Egypt with … plagues ($π2τα<εν … πληγα�«):
Our author uses the terms found in the LXX account of the ten plagues. The
verb πατ2σσ� is used several times in the Exodus account (Exod 3:20;
7:20, 25; 8:12–13; 9:15, 25; 12:12, 23, 27, 29) and translates both hkn and
[gn, while πληγ1 is found only twice in the Egyptian narrative (Exod 11:1;
12:13), and translates both ign and [gn. Moses is absent from Achior’s
account; contrast the historical surveys of Josh 24:5; 1 Sam 12:8; Ps 105:26
where Moses – and Aaron – are said to be sent by God. Other biblical
surveys do not mention Moses, perhaps deliberately, for there is tension at
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times between God’s role in bringing about the exodus and the part played
by Moses; see Jacobson (1983, 142–144). Achior, despite his considerable
knowledge of Israelite history, does not mention any individual Israelites in
his speech. While his mention of the king of Egypt may hint at Nebuchad-
nezzar (and Holophernes), neither he nor the book’s readers know that
there is a female Moses, Judith, waiting in the wings.

incurable plagues: Compare Deut 28:27, 35 and contrast Isa 19:22.

expelled them from their midst: See Exod 11:1; 12:33, 39. This is the sec-
ond expulsion of the Israelites mentioned by Achior; both are significant,
positive turning points in their history. The Israelites’ subsequent expulsion
of the inhabitants of the desert and of Canaan (5:14, 16) are positive (for
them) as well; see note on 5:8.

5:13 God dried up the Red Sea: Here too Achior’s account is quite brief; he
does not mention the pursuing Egyptians or explain why God dries up the
sea. The Vulgate (Vg. Jdt 5:11–12) expands Achior’s words here and fills in
the gaps. Perhaps Achior wishes to point to the miraculous reversal of the
natural order of things which featured in the exodus, rather than stressing
the defeat of the Egyptian soldiers; compare Ps 77:15–21; 114:1–8. At
Josh 2:10 Rahab also refers to the splitting of the Red Sea in virtually ident-
ical language κατε<1ρανεν κ&ριο« C �ε9« τGν $ρψ�ρ�ν �2λασσαν �π9
προσ,ποψ ;μ�ν. She too makes no mention of the fallen Egyptians, but
does refer to the conquest of the Amorites as Achior will do immediately
below (Jdt 5:15). Rahab is another gentile who recognizes the sovereignty
of God (Josh 2:11), and as Dubarle (1966, i. 143–144) and Enslin (1972,
89) suggest, our author probably intends us to catch this echo and see the
resemblance between the two figures.

5:14 He led them on a path through Sinai: God leads the Israelites with a
pillar of cloud by day and pillar of fire by night; see, e.g. Exod 13:21–22.
Sinai is significant as the setting for God’s appearance and granting of the
Decalogue, but it is only natural that the Ammonite Achior does not men-
tion these events to Holophernes. Some biblical historical surveys omit the
Sinai traditions as well; compare e.g. Josh 24:5–8 which ignores Sinai with
Neh 9:12–15 which mentions the pillar of cloud and the manna as well.
Manna and the sweetening of water are also found in the Vulgate version of
Achior’s speech (Vg. Jdt 5:15).
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Kadesh Barnea was the base camp of the Israelites for thirty eight of the
forty years they spent in the Wilderness (Deut 1:19; 2:14) and was the site
of the report by the twelve spies (Num 13:26), Miriam’s death and burial
(Num 20:1), and Moses’ striking of the rock for water (Num 20:2–13); see
too Jdt 1:9 with note.

expelled all those who inhabited the desert: Apparently a reference to the
Amalekites (Exod 17:8–16); see too Num 13:29; 21:1–3. With this phrase,
Achior moves from God’s doings to the deeds of the Israelites.

5:15 They settled in the land of the Amorites and utterly destroyed all the
Heshbonites: The reference is to the conquest of Sihon, king of the Amorites
whose capital was Heshbon; his land bordered on Achior’s own country of
Ammon (Num 21:21–31; see too Deut 2:24–37; Judg 11:19–28). This
notable conquest is found in many of the historical surveys of the Bible,
where the conquered king Sihon is often mentioned by name (along with
the neighboring king Og); see Josh 24:8, 12, 18; Neh 9:22; Ps 135:11;
136:19–20. Rahab too (see note on 5:13) mentions this victory at Josh 2:10,
and the identical verb $<�λε�ρε&σατε is found in the Greek of that passage.
The form ’ Εσεβ�ν(ε)�τη« is found only here in the LXX; elsewhere our
author often prefers the more archaic expression “sons of” to refer to vari-
ous ethnic groups.

utterly destroyed … with their strength ($<�λω�ρεψσαν $ν τ� =σξ&ι
α�τ�ν): The verb $<ολε�ρε&� is used in the context of the destruction and
ban of the Amorites; see LXX Deut 2:34; 3:6; Josh 2:10. This emphasis on
the strength of the Israelites may be a response to Holophernes’ question at
5:3, “In what does their might and strength (=σξ&«) lie?” The Israelites do
possess strength and have been known to destroy their enemies completely.
The Vulgate version stresses God’s role in the conquest, his overthrowing of
the Israelites’ enemies, and the Israelites themselves are said to proceed
without bow or arrow, shield or sword (Vg. Jdt 5:16). Such stress on the
might of God, rather than that of the Israelites, is found in several of the
parallel historical surveys as well; see Deut 26:9; Josh 24:8, 12; Neh 9:8.

they took possession ($κληρον+μησαν) of all of the highlands: The terms
κληρονομ�α and κληρονομω� have religious significance in Judith, refer-
ring to the Israelites’ divinely ordained and bestowed inheritance of the
Land of Israel (Jdt 4:12; 8:22; 9:12; 13:5; cf. 16:21). This concept of the
land as an inheritance or birthright, hlxn or h>vry, is found in a similar con-
text in several of the historical surveys; see Josh 24:8; Neh 9:15; Ps 105:44;
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135:12 and see Voitila (2012, 382–384). The hill country or highlands west
of the Jordan described here by Achior is precisely the territory occupied by
the Israelites in our book; see Schmitz (2004a, 98–102).

5:16 Canaanites … Perizzites … Jebusites … Shechemites … Gergesites:
The MT has varying lists of the five, six, or seven nations driven out by the
Israelites; see Exod 3:8, 17; 13:5; 23:23, 28; 33:2; 34:11; Deut 7:1; 20:17;
Josh 3:10; 9:1; 11:3; 12:8; 24:11; Judg 3:5; 1 Kgs 9:20; 2 Chr 8:7. Our
list differs from the usual catalogues in its unique mention of the Sheche-
mites, who do not feature elsewhere as a tribe or people. Normally the term
Hivites, which is regularly included in the MT lists, is used to include the
people of Shechem as well; see Gen 34:2. The mention of Shechem here
foreshadows the reference to Simeon’s attack on Shechem after the rape of
Dinah which Judith mentions in her prayer (Jdt 9:2–4). At the same time,
the reference may reflect some hostility on the part of the author towards
the Samaritans, whose very existence is ignored in Judith, and towards their
center in Shechem.

many years: Literally “many days,” a Hebraicism; see 5:8; 16:25.

5:17–21: Up to this point Achior has ignored instances of the Israelites’ mis-
behavior, omitting any mention of negative incidents which occurred in the
desert or during the conquest of Canaan. In the following verses he turns
from a straightforward, positive history of the Israelites to a combination of
theology and history, explaining the reason for the Israelites’ exile, loss of
their temple, and subsequent return. Achior also sums up the conclusions to
be drawn from his historical survey and such conclusions are found in sev-
eral of the parallel biblical historiographical surveys; see Deut 26:10;
Josh 24:14–25; 1 Sam 12:14–15; Neh 9:26–37. Achior advises Holophernes
to proceed against the Israelites with caution, on the basis of his knowledge
of the workings of the relationship between the Israelites and their God. His
view of the relationship is a simple, black-and-white deuteronomist one,
with God rewarding and protecting the Israelites when they are loyal to
him, and punishing them when they stray. See Voitila (2012, esp. 380–382)
on the deuteronomistic content of Achior’s speech and compare the similar
programmatic statements at e.g. Deut 29:17–28, Judg 2:11–23, and
2 Kgs 17:7–23. Judith will return to Achior’s depiction of a simple deutero-
nomistic system where sin leads directly to harsh punishment from God in
her speech to Holophernes, stating that it is true, and Holophernes believes
her the second time around; see especially 11:9–11. While such a straight-
forward deuteronomistic theology portrays the Israelites as independent
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agents responsible for their own destiny (Navarro Puerto 2006, 124), this
approach seems to bind God, with the behavior of the Israelites seemingly
dictating divine reactions. But as Judith notes (8:17), God may nonetheless
choose to do as he pleases. Achior’s statement that God punishes the Israe-
lites only if they sin and that he makes use of foreign enemies in order to do
so is voiced by several biblical gentiles. Such are Rabshakeh’s words at
2 Kgs 18:19–26 and those of Nebuzaradan at Jer 40:2–3. Haman’s wife and
friends warn him of the dangers of going against the Jewish nation and
Mordecai when “the living God” is with them (LXX Esth 6:13). In post-
biblical literature, Balaam, whose relationship to Balak is parallel to that of
Achior to Holophernes, states that the only way to bring about the Israe-
lites’ downfall is to tempt them to sin; see Jos. Ant. 4.126–130 and L.A.B.
18:13–14.

5:17 they prospered: Literally “the good things were with them” (Oν μετ’
α�τ�ν τ� �γα�2). This expression is akward both in Hebrew, where there
is no MT parallel, and in Greek.

a God who hates wickedness: Compare Isa 61:8; Ps 5:6.

God … is with them: Compare Judith’s triumphant words after killing Ho-
lophernes (13:11), “God, our God, is with us.”

5:18 utterly destroyed ($<�λε�ρε&�ησαν): This deliberate echo of the verb
used to describe the treatment of the Amorites at 5:15 underlines the check-
ered fate and vulnerability of the Israelites.

captives in a land not theirs: Compare the Israelite expulsion of the various
tribes of Canaan at 5:16; here the Israelites are defeated and expelled. The
expression “a land not theirs” is perhaps an echo of Gen 15:13 $ν γ� ο�κ
=δ�� (,hl Xl /rXb) which refers to the Israelites’ sojourn in Egypt; see too
Jer 5:19. Here, Achior is alluding to Babylon, ironically telling Holophernes,
the general of Nebuchadnezzar, about the Babylonian conquest of Jerusa-
lem.

The temple … was razed to the ground (C να9« … $γεν1�η ε=« �δαφο«): For
the expression, compare 2 Kgs 13:7; Isa 25:12; 26:5; Jdt 16:4.

5:19 they have returned from the diaspora: This verse is one of the most dif-
ficult in terms of the book’s chronology; see too note on 4:3. Achior is tell-
ing the commander of the king who destroyed Jerusalem about the return
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from exile and rebuilding of the temple. While many commentators see this
as an “egregious anachronism” (thus Moore 1985, 160), Schmitz (2004a,
114) nicely finds delicate irony here. Nebuchadnezzar’s great and destruc-
tive deeds have no long-lasting effect, for within decades the Jews return to
their homeland and temple. The Greek construction here, $πιστρωχαντε«
$π5 τ9ν �ε9ν α�τ�ν �νωβησαν, i.e. an aorist participle followed by a
phrase belonging to the participle and then a finite verb, is also found at
6:14 καταβ2ντε« δ� ο4 ψ4ο5 * ΙσραGλ $κ τ:« π+λε�« α�τ�ν $πωστησαν.
This word order is peculiar to – or especially common in – the LXX, accord-
ing to Walser (2001, 54–66).

Jerusalem where their temple is: The word used in this verse for temple, τ9
4γ�ασμα, is found only here in Judith: elsewhere we find C να+«, C ο>κο«,
and τ� fγια; see note on 4:2.

have settled in the highlands which had been empty: Is the hill country
empty because the Israelites living there had been exiled by the enemy?
Some classical authors describe Judea as an uninhabited territory when the
Jews first arrived there from Egypt; see Hecataeus of Abdera cited in Diod.
Sic. 40.3.2; Strabo 16. 2. 36. More generally the settlement of new, alleg-
edly uninhabited countries is a topos found in ancient ethnography, perhaps
in order to counter charges of imperialist conquests; see, e.g. Hdt. 4.11 on
the Scythians and Dion. Hal. (1.12.1; 1.13.3) on the settlement of Italy; see
too Stern (1974, i. 29–30).

5:20–21 The wording of these two verses points to the difficulties in char-
acterizing the language of our text. The Greek seems carefully written, with
the use of varied synonyms (λα+«, ��νο«), careful distinctions (�γν+ημα,
4μαρτ2νοψσιν, σκ2νδαλον, �νομ�α) and the sole instance of μ�ν … δ� …
in the entire work. At the same time we find the future indicative ($πι-
σκεχ+με�α … κα5 �ναβησ+με�α κα5 $κπολεμ1σομεν) in place of hortative
subjunctives.

5:20 my master and lord (δωσποτα κ&ριε): This is the first appearance of
the word δεσπ+τη« which is used 6 times in Judith, 5 times of Holophernes
and once of God. The combination δωσποτα κ&ριε in the vocative is found
in the LXX, outside of Judith, only at Gen 15:8; Jonah 4:3; Jer 1:6; 4:10;
Dan 9:15 and in all these instances refers to God; see too Isa 1:24; 3:1;
10:33. Here these humble words are addressed to Holophernes and, in a
subtle echo, Judith will repeat this vocative when addressing Holophernes
with her lying tale (Jdt 11:10). Judith will not only echo Achior’s special
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form of address; she will also repeat and reinforce his deuteronomistic
message, again warning Holophernes that the Jews can only be defeated if
they have sinned against God.

error … sinning … (�γν+ημα … 4μαρτ2νοψσιν): We find the two terms
linked at Tob 3:3; 1 Macc 13:39; Sir 23:2. The first refers to mistakes or
oversights (see LXX Gen 43:12 where �γν+ημα translates hg>m), while the
second alludes to deliberate sins. The more general term “lawlessness”
�νομ�α is used in the next verse.

misdeed: σκ2νδαλον is used in Judith in both the literal sense (5:1) and the
metaphorical one (12:2); here Achior nicely uses the word for the stumbling
block that will lead to the Israelites’ downfall. Achior’s suggestion here pre-
pares the way for Judith’s lying speech, for she will supply Holophernes
with precise details about the Israelites’ alleged sin (11:11–15).

5:21 let my lord pass over them: In the previous verse, when describing the
positive alternative, Achior used the first person plural, but here he switches
to the third person singular, using a polite imperative, παρελ�ωτ� δ1, for
the negative alternative.

my lord … their Lord and their God: This juxtaposition of the two lords,
Holophernes and the God of the Israelites, foreshadows an important
theme in the book, the contest between Nebuchadnezzar and God as to
who is the true god. The emphatic phrase “their Lord and their God” seems
intended as a contrast to Holophernes who is “master and lord” (verse 20),
but nonetheless not a god, a �ε+«; see Reiterer (2012, 121 and 142–145) on
the use of these three words in our book. In her encounter with Holo-
phernes, Judith will play upon the designation of both God and Holo-
phernes as “lord”; see note on 11:5.

defend: The verb ;περασπ�ζ� is used in the LXX to translate ]ng of the MT;
four such passages refer to God defending the Israelites from the Assyrian
Sennacherib; see 2 Kgs 19:34; 20:6 (=Isa 37:35; 38:6). The concept goes
back to Gen 15:1, where God reassures Abram and promises to act as his
shield. Holophernes will repeat the verb when attacking Achior’s speech
(6:2) and Judith will use it in her prayer to God (9:14), requesting that God
show the world that he protects his people.
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put to shame before the entire world: The fear of being disgraced and be-
coming a laughingstock is common both to the Assyrian forces and the
Israelites; see Jdt 4:12 (the priests in Jerusalem) and 8:22 (Judith) and com-
pare 1:11. The phrase “the entire world, all the earth” π»σα 3 γ: occurs
quite often in Judith and points to the high stakes involved and the back-
drop against which the action of the book is played out. Thus Nebuchad-
nezzar, king of the entire world (2:5; 6:4; 11:1, 7), wants to conquer and
punish all the earth (1:12; 2:1, 6, 9), after he has been turned down by all
the earth in his request for allies (1:11). Holophernes supposedly has a
worldwide reputation (11:8,16), while Judith’s deeds – true and false – will
be renowned over the entire earth (11:23; 16:21).

5:22–24 In these verses we hear of the strong reaction of the Assyrian of-
ficers and their allies to Achior’s speech. They speak in a collective voice,
buzzing with anger and a bloodthirsty desire to punish Achior, as well as the
Israelites. At Nebuchadnezzar’s earlier council, only the king’s voice was
heard, but here we are privy to the common man’s reaction, as it were, in ad-
dition to hearing the exchange between Achior and Holophernes. In the Bible
we are rarely told of discussions behind the scenes at the enemy camp. Per-
haps the closest parallel is at 1 Sam 29:1–11, where Achish would like David
to join the Philistine forces against the Israelites at Gilboa, but the Philistine
officers object because they mistrust and fear him, and Achish is forced to
send David away. At 1 Sam 4:5–10 we hear the Philistines exhorting them-
selves to be brave and do battle even though the Ark has come to the Israelite
camp; the Philistines are then victorious. At 2 Macc 14:5–11 Alcimus, a dis-
gruntled former high priest, urges King Demetrius to do away with Judas
Maccabeus and the king’s Friends who are present at the council all agree
with this advice; see too Section 5, 61–64 on war councils in Herodotus.

5:22 the people … grumbled ($γ+γγψσεν): Compare Jdt 14:19 where
words apparently fail the Assyrians altogether and they turn to shouting
and great cries when they learn of Holophernes’ beheading. The onomato-
poetic verb γογγ&ζ� is generally used of the (unjustified) complaints of
the Israelites; see, e.g. Exod 17:3; Num 11:1; 14:27.

around the tent: Presumably the tent is that of Holophernes, which is de-
scribed at 10:21.

all the inhabitants of the coast and of Moab: Compare 5:2 where the people
of Ammon are mentioned as well. Are these Ammonites now silent out of
loyalty to Achior?
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be torn from limb to limb (σψγκ+χαι α�τ+ν): While the verb can also
mean to thrash soundly, it seems as if this angry mob, who will soon express
their desire to devour the Israelites (5:24), are more bloodthirsty than that.
Compare Achior’s statement in the Vulgate that Holophernes’ people
wanted to kill him for his words (Vg. Jdt 6:12).

5:23 For we shall not fear the Israelites (Ο� γ�ρ φοβη�ησ+με�α �π9 ψ4�ν
* Ισρα1λ): The use of the preposition �π+ and genitive with the (transitive)
verb φοβω� is a Septugintalism; see LSJ s.v. φοβω� II.2. Achior’s speech has
not convinced these officers that the Israelites are any sort of military threat.

Indeed (=δοV γ2ρ): This combination of an adverbial interjection and con-
junctive particle is apparently an attempt to reproduce colloquial speech;
see too 12:12 and compare 9:7. Note the γ2ρ at the opening of this verse as
well.

without force and without might: These two terms δ&ναμι« and κρ2το« go
back to Holophernes’ question (5:3) on the size of the Israelite force and the
source of their might; compare too 9:14 with note.

5:24 Let us go up then (δι9 δG �ναβησ+με�α): This combination of con-
junction and particle again seems an attempt to suggest everyday speech;
the δ1 with the future indicative serve as a hortative, while the δι+ explains
their suggestion. The verb used here by the soldiers, “Let us go up,” seems a
deliberate echo of Achior’s words at 5:20. The officers, perhaps fearing an
outburst of anger from Holophernes, are quick to adopt Achior’s first, posi-
tive alternative, i.e. going to war.

they will be devoured: Literally “they will become prey or fodder” (κα5
�σονται ε=« κατ2βρ�σιν), a Hebraicism; see, e.g. Ezek 34:10. Judith will
echo these words when she first approaches Holophernes’ soldiers, explain-
ing that she is running away from the Hebrews, because they are about to
become the prey of the Assyrians (κατ2βρ�μα 10:12).

Master Holophernes: See note on 5:20.

6:1–21 While Achior is the main character in chapter 6 and features in vir-
tually every verse, he is nonetheless, with the exception of a single verse
(6:17), passive throughout, acted upon rather than acting himself. Achior is
moved in stages from the Assyrian camp to Bethulia and in the process is
physically handled – and manhandled – by a series of people. He is given
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over to Holophernes’ servants, taken up, led away, tied down, released by
the Israelites, led to Bethulia, stood up in the assembly, and finally taken to
Uzziah’s home. Achior is reprimanded harshly by Holophernes and encour-
aged and comforted by the people of Bethulia, but we hear nothing of his
reactions and feelings, and his words are reported only indirectly.

6:1–9 Holophernes’ speech here eches and reflects Nebuchadnezzar’s
speech at 2:5–13 and Achior’s speech in the previous chapter, and he returns
both to the content and the wording of these two speeches; see Schmitz
(2004a, 124–125). The situation here – a leader reacting harshly to unwel-
come words from a prophet or wise adviser – has a close biblical parallel,
the reaction of Balak to Balaam (Num 22–24), and the pair may have in-
fluenced our scene. Achior, like Balaam, is unable to say negative things
about the Israelites and Holophernes, like Balak, is angered because he has
not received positive encouragement to go to war against them. Balaam
may have been an Ammonite like Achior; see Moore (1985,166). King
Ahab and the prophet Micaiah (1 Kings 22) are a second biblical pair
whose relationship resembles that between Holophernes and Achior. Mi-
caiah first prophesies falsely in front of Ahab (and Jehoshaphat), predicting
a victory against Aram, but then tells the truth, saying that God has told
him to lead Ahab astray. The king is furious and has him imprisoned and
fed bread and water, but Ahab, like Holophernes, cannot escape the enemy
and is killed. Our situation has several parallels in Herodotus as well, where
wise advisers attempt to dissuade kings or commanders from going to war,
just as Achior tries to dissuade Holophernes here; see Section 5, 62–63.

6:1 the men around the council: These men are presumably identical with
the grumbling people mentioned in 5:22 and are a crowd of onlookers, not
the leaders who have been summoned to the council itself. The council is
termed a σψνεδρ�α; see too Jdt 6:17 and 11:9 which refer back to this con-
ference: these are the only three uses of σψνεδρ�α in the LXX. The term
σψνωδριον is used of Greek, Median, and Persian war councils; see, e.g.
Hdt. 8.56, 58; Ctesias FGrH 688 F1b25.4 and the further references in Del-
cor (1967,158). Nebuchadnezzar’s gathering of advisors is called a λ+γο«
(Jdt 2:3) and a βοψλ1 (2:4), while the conferences at Bethulia are termed an
$κκλησ�α (6:16; 7:29; 14:6). This varied terminology may be meant to re-
flect the different forms of government in Assyria and Israel.

Holophernes, chief commander of the Assyrian army: The lengthy descrip-
tion is deliberate: Achior has angered a powerful commander and the title
lends weight and authority to the harsh words that Holophernes will use.
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the Moabites: It is not clear why the Moabites are singled out here; they are
among those who demanded that Achior be punished (5:22). We would
expect that Holophernes would address Achior’s soldiers, the Ammonites,
instead, as he apparently does in the next verse, and some mss. do mention
Ammon here.

6:2 Who are you (τ�« ε> σ&): For a similar, rhetorical “Who are you?” ques-
tion, meaning “How dare you?,” compare Judith’s words to Uzziah and the
other leaders of Bethulia at 8:12, “Who are you, that you put God to the
test today?” (κα5 ν7ν τ�νε« $στ� ;με�«) and contrast Holophernes’ genuine
questions at 5:3. See too Exod 5:2, where Pharaoh asks, “Who is God
(τ�« $στιν) that I should obey what he says and let Israel go?” and see
Judg 9:28; 1 Sam 25:10; 26:14–15 for similar contemptuous dismissals in
the form of a question.

the mercenaries of Ephraim (ο4 μισ��το5 το7 *Εφρ2ιμ): This expression is
difficult. It should refer to the larger group to which Achior belongs (i.e. his
army of Ammonites), who presumably are damned along with him. There is
an early variant in the mss. which reads “mercenaries of Ammon;” see 6:5
where Achior is called KξιPρ μισ��τ� το7 Kμμ,ν. Other mss. omit this
obscure phrase or include Moab as well. The simplest interpretation of the
text is that Holophernes is calling the Ammonites hirelings or collaborators
of the Israelites, who are termed here, unusually, “Ephraim.” The phrase ο4
μισ��το5 *Εφρ2ιμ is found only at LXX Isa 28:1 where it is a mistrans-
lation of ,yrpX yrvk> (Ephraim’s drunkards), with the translator reading
,yrpX yryk> (hired workers of Ephraim) instead; our phrase must stem
from this LXX text; see Schmitz (2004a, 126–127; cf. 141–142). Heltzer
(2008, 35–40) notes that the term is insulting and underlines the lowly
status of the Ammonites; he compares Tobiah the Ammonite servant of
Nehemiah (2:10, 19, etc.).

acted the prophet: In fact, Achior has made no claim to be a prophet and
most of his speech was devoted to the past history of Israel. He was also
careful to present his conclusion in the form of two alternatives, leaving the
choice open to Holophernes. But Holophernes’ understanding of Achior’s
words as a prophecy, while inaccurate, is psychologically convincing. The
commander has heard Achior’s subtext (i.e. that God will defend his people
in this instance) and is angered by it. In her lying speech to Holophernes,
Judith does present herself as a prophetess at 11:16–17 and ironically, Ho-
lophernes will believe her.
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said … their God will defend them: Holophernes echoes Achior’s words at
5:20, using the identical verb ;περασπ�ζ� for God’s protection of the Is-
raelites.

Who is god if not Nebuchadnezzar? … Their God will not rescue them:
With these provocative words, the battle lines have been drawn. This is the
strongest articulation of the claim that Nebuchadnezzar is God found in the
book of Judith, but there have been earlier hints of the king’s alleged divine
status. At 2:5 Nebuchadnezzar had proclaimed himself lord (κ&ριο«) of the
whole world, perhaps referring to political dominion, rather than divine
sovereignty. At 3:8 we are told that Holophernes destroys the local gods of
the peoples he conquers so that only Nebuchadnezzar will be worshipped
and all will invoke him as a god. Here, Holophernes goes one step further
and states outright that Nebuchadnezzar is the sole god. It is interesting that
Holophernes is the one to make this claim, and not Nebuchadnezzar him-
self, and perhaps we are meant to understand that he is an over-zealous lieu-
tenant, who describes his king in terms that Nebuchadnezzar would not
use of himself. Commentators often see the figure of Antiochus Epiphanes
lurking behind Nebuchadnezzar’s claims of divinity and it is very likely that
Antiochus’ behavior influenced our passage (Section 3, 39 and note on 3:8),
but a lack of regard for local gods and holy places is a more general phe-
nomenon. Thus the Assyrian king Sennacherib destroyed the holy places of
Babylon when he captured the city in 682 and he took away the statue of
the Babylonian god Bel-Marduk to Assyria (Kuhrt 1995, ii. 585–586). The
biblical Sennacherib does not declare himself a god, but he shows little
respect for the gods of other nations, and he has an outspoken lieutenant,
Rabshakeh, who may have influenced the portrayal of Holophernes here.
Like Holophernes, Sennacherib’s envoy Rabshakeh belittles the God of the
Israelites and casts doubt on his capacity to save his people. He deliberately
speaks in “Judean,” rather than Aramaic, to the people gathered around the
walls of Jerusalem, telling them that they cannot trust in Hezekiah or in
God. Rabshakeh reminds the people of Jerusalem that other gods have been
unable to protect their peoples from Assyrian forces, providing a list of such
disappointed nations (Isa 36:1–20 ~ 2 Kgs 18:17–35; 2 Chr 32:9–16).
Gevaryahu (1964) suggests that Rabshakeh is elaborating upon the mes-
sage he was sent to convey on his own initiative, and this may be true of
Holophernes as well. Rabshakeh’s provocative statement turns the conflict
to one between God and Sennacherib, rather than a battle between Hezekiah
and Sennacherib. In similar fashion, Holophernes has now transformed the
military conflict between the Assyrians and the Israelites to a contest be-
tween rival gods. Achior has contrasted the two lords, his master (κ&ριο«)
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Holophernes and the Lord (κ&ριο«) of the Israelites (5:21), and Holophernes
takes this comparison further. He portrays Nebuchadnezzar as a direct rival
to God, belittling the power of the God of the Israelites and arguing for the
all-pervasive might of his own king. Holophernes’ defiant position here is
also similar to that of Goliath, another gentile who dares to belittle God
(1 Sam 17:26, 43), and like Goliath, Holophernes will meet his match in an
unlikely figure; see notes on 13:8; 15:1–7,12; 16:6, 19 for Judith’s resem-
blance to David. Compare too the arrogant Nebuchadnezzar of Daniel 3:15
and contrast the words of David at 2 Sam 22:32 (=Ps 18:32) “Who is God
except the Lord?” For God’s response to such false claims of divine status,
see, e.g. Isa 45:5; Ezek 28:1–10.

He will send his might: Holophernes has asked about the Israelites’ might at
5:3, but even after Achior’s speech he is still convinced that the Assyrians’
might – the army he commands – will win the day.

utterly destroy them from the face of the earth: This is strong language. In
the Bible, wiping from the face of the earth is a mighty deed to be performed
only by God himself; see Gen 6:7; 7:4; Deut 6:15; 1 Kgs 9:7; Amos 9:8;
Zeph 1:3, etc. Holophernes echoes here the verb Achior has used ($<ολε-
�ρε&�) to describe the Israelites’ vanquishing of the Ammorites (5:15) and
their own subsequent defeats (5:18).

6:3 we, his servants: Holophernes calls himself a δο7λο« of Nebuchadnez-
zar; see note on 3:4 and compare 2 Kgs 5:1, 6 where Naaman, the respected
commander of the army of the king of Aram, is also termed by the king his
servant (δο7λο« / dbi).

strike them: Holophernes again picks up on a verb of destruction, πατ2σσ�,
used by Achior, who spoke of God striking the land of Egypt (5:12).

as if they were a single person ()« @ν�ρ�πον Bνα): Holophernes again
appropriates for the Assyrians a capability normally reserved for God. At
Num 14:15 Moses is concerned that God will kill off the Israelites as
though they were one man, while at Judg 6:16 the angel of God promises
Gideon that he will help him strike the Midians as if they were but a single
man.

cavalry: Horses are found in the battle descriptions of Judith, as well as in
the songs and prayers; see 1:13; 2:5; 7:6; 9:7; 16:3.
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6:4 This is a particularly bloodthirsty verse, which is clearly influenced by
the strong words uttered by Nebuchadnezzar when he sent Holophernes on
his imperialistic mission of conquest (Jdt 2:7–8 with notes). Here, as there,
we find the language of flooding ($πικλ&ζ�ν 2:8; κατακλ&σομεν 6:4) and
filling (πληρ,σοψσιν 2:8; πληρ��1σεται 2:8 and 6:4) with corpses (το�«
νεκρο�« 2:8; τ�ν νεκρ�ν 6:4). Holophernes has taken Nebuchadnezzar’s
words to heart and made them his own, adapting his haughty and harsh
tone; at the end of the verse he will attribute additional words to the king
himself. This graphic depiction of the Israelites’ destruction resembles the
conquest descriptions found in Assyrian royal inscriptions, such as that of
Shalmaneser III: “I decisively defeated them. I felled with the sword their
fighting men. Like Adad, I rained down upon them a devastating flood. I
piled them in ditches (and) filled the extensive plain with the corpses of their
warriors. Like wool, I dyed the mountain with their blood. I took away
from them numerous chariots (and) teams of horses. I made a pile of heads
in front of his city. I razed, destroyed (and) burned his cities.” (COS
2.113A, i.41b–51a; see too the similar language in the inscriptions of e.g.
Tiglath-Pileser I and Ashur-Nasir-Apli II in Grayson 1976, ii. 7§ 13; 127
§ 552.) We find such harsh language attributed to an angry God as well; see,
e.g. the description in Isa 34:2–3 of the stench arising from corpses of
foreign nations and mountains running with their blood.

We shall overwhelm them with our horses: Literally, “we shall deluge them
with them” (κατακλ&σομεν γ�ρ α�τοV« $ν α�το�«). $ν α�το�« presumably
refers to the cavalry mentioned in the previous verse, while κατακλ&σομεν
“to deluge, inundate” should be taken metaphorically. Rahlfs prints
κατακα&σομεν (“we shall burn”) found in some of the mss; other readings
include καταλ&σομεν (dissolve, break up), κατακλ2σομεν (break) and
καταπατ1σομεν (to tread upon). The reading κατακλ&σομεν seems best,
because of its echo of $πικλ&ζ�ν at 2:8.

Their mountains will be drunk with their blood: Compare Deut 32:42;
Isa 34:3 (cited above), 7; Ezek 32:6. Such imagery is found in Homer as
well: in the Iliad (4.450–456) the earth is said to stream with blood during a
battle between the Greeks and the Trojans, and the clashing forces are com-
pared to storm-swollen torrents streaming down the mountains. Compare
too the first plague, where the waters of the Nile turned to blood, with
blood throughout the land of Egypt (Exod 7:19–21).

their plains filled with their corpses: Compare 2:8 where Nebuchadnezzar
predicts that the river will be filled with enemy corpses.
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Their footprints will not withstand us: This unique, colorful expression
seems a combination of several biblical phrases involving the soles of the
feet: there will be no place for them to rest their feet (see Gen 8:9;
Deut 28:65); every place touched by the soles of the feet will be captured
(see Josh 1:3); there will not be as much as a foot’s length of land left to
them (see Deut 2:5). The expression “nothing/ no one will be able to with-
stand you” is a favorite one in Judith; see 8:28; 11:18; 16:14; cf. 2:25.

but they shall utterly perish (�λλ� �π�λε�� �πολο7νται): The combi-
nation of �π�λε�� followed immediately by a conjugated form of the verb
�π+λλψμι is found four more times in the LXX; see Deut 4:26; 8:19; 12:2;
30:18. In 3 of these instances the phrase translates ]vdbXt dbX and refers to
the dire consequences for the Israelites if they worship other gods; while the
fourth passage (Deut 12:2) is a command to the Israelites to destroy foreign
gods. Here, Nebuchadnezzar (or his mouthpiece Holophernes) usurps the
biblical expression associated with God’s objection to foreign gods and
makes the punishment his own. The Greek construction here is used to re-
flect a Hebrew infinitive absolute, and we find a parallel construction used
by Nebuchadnezzar himself at Judith 2:13 $πιτελ�ν $πιτελωσει«; see Sec-
tion 6, 84.

lord of the entire earth: Compare Nebuchadnezzar’s identical self-presenta-
tion at 2:5 and the references cited at the note there; elsewhere, it is, of
course, God who is described in this way.

For he has spoken (ε>πεν γ2ρ) and his words shall not be in vain: Note the
correct, colloquial use of γ2ρ. Compare Nebuchadnezzar’s promise to
Holophernes at 2:12 “I have spoken and shall do this by my own hand.”
Holophernes uses very similar language of himself below at 6:9. For a simi-
lar description of God’s word which does not remain unfulfilled, see
Isa 55:11; here, too, Nebuchadnezzar rivals God.

6:5–10 Holophernes now turns from the fate of the Israelites to that of
Achior himself, reprimanding him harshly and threatening him. He plans to
execute Achior, but postpones his death so that he will share the fate of the
Israelites.

6:5 As for you Achior (σV δω, Kξι,ρ): Here too, as with the γ2ρ of the
previous verse, Holophernes uses colloquial Greek and his tone is one of
contempt.
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Ammonite mercenary: Achior has joined Holophernes’ army simply for the
pay; compare the “mercenaries of Ephraim” at 6:2.

the day of your wrongdoing: For biblical days of evil and punishment, see
2 Kgs 19:3; Isa 10:3; 13:13; 34:8; 37:3; Jer 17:17; 18:17; Ezek 7:19; 33:12,
etc.

you shall not see my face from this day onwards: Holophernes’ threat that
Achior will not see his face again, until he has avenged himself, is quite
ironic, since Achior will next see the dead Holophernes’ face – but only his
face – when his decapitated head is brought to Bethulia by Judith (Jdt 14:6).
Our author makes clever, literal use of the Hebrew idiom ynp tX tvXrl
“to see one’s face,” which normally means to appear before someone or
have access to a person. Holophernes’ irony here is unintended, but all his
words will come true just as he states at the end of his speech (6:9). Com-
pare Moses’ similarly ironic exchange with Pharaoh at Exod 10:28–29,
where Moses agrees with the king that he shall never see his face again.

the race from Egypt: Holophernes has not accepted Achior’s statement that
the Israelites are descended from the Chaldeans; see note on 5:6. Instead, he
assigns them an Egyptian origin. Holophernes’ words should be placed
in the context of claims, generally anti-Semitic ones, made from the third
century B.C.E. onwards that the Jews were of (lowly) Egyptian origin; see
Jos. Ant. 2.176–177 and the further references collected by Roitman (1994,
259–261).

6:6 the spear of my servants: The text needs to be emended here; the mss.
read “the people (C λα+«) of my servants,” but this reading does not make
sense. We would expect something parallel to “the sword of my army,” and
the Latin and the Syriac read “the spear” of my servants.

shall go through your ribs: Holophernes again uses concrete, graphic lan-
guage.

6:7 My slaves are going to bring you: Holophernes’ angry decision to move
Achior is similar to Ahab’s treatment of the prophet Micaiah when the
latter prophesies defeat in the forthcoming battle. The enraged king orders
Micaiah removed to a prison cell where he is to be fed bread and water and
await his arrival (1 Kgs 22:8–28). The prophet reacts defiantly to Ahab’s
words, but here, Achior – who is not a prophet and does not have the open
support of the God of the Israelites – remains silent. The slaves are going to
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“bring” or “return” (�ποκαταστ1σοψσιν) Achior to Bethulia; Holo-
phernes perhaps assumes that Achior has been in touch with the Israelites in
the past.

6:8 You shall not die: Once again this statement by Holophernes is – ironi-
cally and unintentionally – true: Achior will not die until he is destroyed
with the people of Bethulia, and that does not happen. Earlier Holophernes
has quoted Nebuchadnezzar’s threat �π�λε�� �πολο7νται (6:4); he now
turns this threat specifically against Achior, echoing the king’s vocabulary
with his �πολ�.

6:9 be captured: Hanhart’s reading λημφ�1σονται is to be preferred to
σψλλημφ�1σονται which is printed by Rahlfs. λαμβ2ν� is used in the
more general sense of “to capture,” while σψλλαμβ2ν� means “to appre-
hend, arrest.” See the next verse where Holophernes’ servants are com-
manded “to seize” (σψλλαβε�ν) Achior.

do not be downcast: Literally, “Do not let your face fall” μG σψμπεσωτ�
σοψ τ9 πρ+σ�πον, a calque translation of the biblical expression vynp vlpn
found at Gen 4:5–6. Holophernes is being sarcastic: “If you’re hoping that
they won’t be caught, have no fears, I promise you that they will.”

I have spoken and none of my words shall fail: This is a clear echo of 6:4.
Just as one should not make light of Nebuchadnezzar’s words, Holophernes’
pronouncements, too, should be heeded, for they too will be fulfilled. There
is a wordplay in the Greek between Achior’s “downcast” (σψμπεσωτ�) face
and Holophernes’ words that will not fail (διαπεσε�ται); both make use of
forms of π�πτ�. Such wordplay, using the verb lpn, is equally successful in
Hebrew: yrbdm rbd lvpy Xl … „ynp vlpy lX. For the latter expression,
compare Josh 21:45; 23:14; 1 Sam 3:19;1 Kgs 8:56; 2 Kgs 10:10; Esth 6:10.

6:10 his slaves who attended him in his tent: These δο7λοι are probably
ordinary attendants, rather than the fairly important army commanders
who participated in the conference; see above on 6:3 and see the servants at
10:20 and 13:1.

commanded his slaves … to … bring him: Holophernes puts his words at
6:7 into action and the author of Judith underlines this fulfillment of his
threat by using verbal echoes, repeating δο7λοι and �ποκαταστ:σαι.
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6:11 The slaves seized him: An echo of 6:10; these servants are obeying
Holophernes’ instructions to the letter. Achior’s journey has three stages:
(1) out of the camp (whose “exact” location is given at 3:9–10) to the plain,
(2) through the plain to the hill country, and then (3) to the outskirts of
Bethulia. Judith will cover the same territory in reverse at 10:10–11. This
movement from one camp to another is used by the narrator as a means to
change his focus from the Assyrians’ doings to those of the Israelites; this is
the first chapter which tells of events taking place in both camps.

6:12 mountain top … mountain top: all the Greek mss. have $π5 τGν κορψ-
φGν το7 Eροψ« twice, but the Vetus Latina and Syriac omit the first occur-
rence and several of the translators drop it as well.

stopped their ascent (διεκρ2τησαν τGν �ν2βασιν): The verb διακρατω�
“to control” appears only one more time in the LXX at 1 Esdr 4:50.

6:13–14 These verses have several participles which would not be out of
place in classical Greek; the syntax is unusually smooth.

6:13 found shelter below … cast down …: The triple use of ;π+ here –
;ποδ&σαντε« (found only here in the LXX) ;ποκ2τ� το7 Eροψ« … ;π9
τGν I�ζαν – lends the servants’ act an underhanded, sneaky air. Here they
do not follow Holophernes’ precise orders, for they were told at 6:10 to de-
liver Achior to Bethulia itself, directly into the hands of the Israelites.

tied up Achior: Achior is literally the man in the middle, trapped between the
Assyrians and Israelites, and he is abandoned in a no man’s land between the
two parties. There are many pictures from medieval times onwards of the
bound Achior tied to a tree, apparently under the influence of the Vulgate
account (Vg. Jdt 6:9) where he is bound with ropes, hand and foot, to a tree.

foot of the mountain: Compare 7:12 where the crucial water spring of Be-
thulia is described as flowing from the foot of the mountain.

6:14 approached him … untied him … led him … bringing him …: Achior
remains completely passive and silent and the Israelites who rescue him are
silent as well; contrast Judith’s arrival at the enemy camp and her lively ex-
change with the Assyrian soldiers before she reaches Holophernes himself
(Jdt 10:11–22). Note the contrast – actual and metaphorical – between
the Assyrians who fling Achior down (κα5 �φ:καν $ρριμμωνον 13) and the
Israelites who make him stand. Our author stresses this contrast by his re-
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peated use of forms of Dστημι ($πωστησαν α�τ� … κατωστησαν α�τ9ν
14 … κα5 �στησαν τ9ν KξιPρ $ν μωσ8 16).

the leaders of their city: Bethulia is governed by a group of three leaders,
rather than a single individual. Compare Joakim, the high priest in Jerusa-
lem who issues military commands as well.

6:15 in those days: This adds a nice storytelling touch; compare Judg 17:6;
18:1; 19:1; 20:28; 21:25.

Uzziah … Chabris … Charmis: The three men are introduced together, by
name and patronym, as equal leaders, but we shall only hear Uzziah speak;
Chabris and Charmis are extras who do not utter a word. Although Uzziah
is the outstanding figure among the three, he is not particularly authori-
tative or impressive. Indeed, it would be dramatically unsuitable to have a
powerful Bethulian leader who would confront Holophernes or curb Judith
and compete with her. These three men head a wider group of city elders
(6:16).

Uzziah, son of Micah of the tribe of Simeon: There are six individuals in the
Bible named Uzziah and nine named Micah. Judith describes herself as a de-
scendant of Simeon (9:2) and her husband is said to be from her tribe (8:2),
so that Uzziah may be related to one or both of them. We are perhaps meant
to understand that Bethulia is found in the territory of the tribe of Simeon,
which may have been located near Shechem at some point; see Moore
(1985, 168) and Section 3, 32. The other two leaders, Charmis and Cha-
bris, seem to be associated with other tribes; see next note.

Chabris, son of Gothoniel, and Charmis, son of Melchiel: Variations on all
these names can be found in the Bible. The form Chabris is not found in the
Bible, but the names Heber (Ξοβερ) and Melchiel are found together at
Num 26:45 as members of Asher’s tribe; the verse is probably the source of
the names here. Othniel (lXynti transliterated as Γο�ονιηλ in the LXX) is
the name of a Judge; see Josh 15:17; Judg 3:9–11, etc. Ξαρμ�« is not found
in the LXX, but the form Ξαρμι is used for the Hebrew name ymrk, and
both Reuben and Judah are said to have sons named Carmi (Gen 46:9;
1 Chr 4:1).

6:16 the elders of the the city: These elders may act as a council of sorts,
akin to the biblical elders “who sat at the gate;” see, e.g. Deut 21:19; 25:7;
Ruth 4:1–2.
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young men … women came running: Only the elders have been summoned,
but the younger men and the women come running as well. The presence of
women (and the absence of Judith) at this scene is noteworthy. We have al-
ready encountered Israelite women participating in communal prayers and
fasting (see note on 4:10), and in the next chapter (7:22–23) we will find the
weakened young men, women, and children appealing to Uzziah to sur-
render. The present public meeting does not stem directly from a communal
crisis and the women (and young men) seem to be there at least partly for
curiosity’s sake. We will subsequently find the people of Bethulia, great and
small, running to greet the returning Judith (13:13), and the women of
Israel hurrying to dance in her honor (15:12). Compare Neh 8:2–3 and see
notes on Jdt 7:20–29, 23–32 and 15:12–14 for the part played by women in
Bethulia.

assembly: The Israelites conduct an assembly ($κκλησ�α) as opposed to the
conference (βοψλ1 2:2) and the council (σψνεδρ�α 6:1, 17) of the Assyrian
forces; see note on 6:1.

They stood Achior: Achior is still passive, virtually a puppet in the hands of
others, and does not step forward on his own, but is made to stand; see note
on 6:14. In his next appearance (14:6–7), Achior will faint at the sight of
Holophernes’ head and will again be made to stand by the Israelites.

in the midst ($ν μωσ8) of all the people: Compare the technical term ε=«
μωσον in classical Greek used of coming forward to the public arena. Upon
her return to Bethulia, Judith, too, will tell her story in the midst ($ν μωσ8)
of the people (14:8); see too 6:17; 7:29; 14:19.

Uzziah questioned him: We now see that Uzziah is the foremost figure
among the three leaders of Bethulia.

6:17 Achior told them in reply: This is the sole verse in the chapter in which
Achior is the subject, rather than an object of others’ actions, but even
here he is presented only indirectly: the narrator summarizes Achior’s
words and we do not hear him speak. Presumably Achior repeats the entire
conversation: Holophernes’ questions, his own lengthy reply, and the angry
reactions of the army leaders and Holophernes himself. Our author uses a
similar technique in a parallel scene, when he simply tells us that Judith re-
capitulates her brave deeds for Achior and the Israelites (14:8), but does not
reproduce her actual words. The Vulgate presents a more talkative Achior
here and he stresses the dangers which he faced (Vg. Jdt 6:12–13).
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Assyrian leaders: Literally “leaders of the sons of the Assyrians.” This ex-
pression is a Hebraicism, as is “the house of Israel” found in the continu-
ation of the verse.

6:18 The people fell down, prostrated themselves before God: The Greek
has a constructio ad sensum with a singular collective subject and plural
verb. Grintz (1957,121) notes that the simple form “fell” is unusual: the
MT almost always includes an object for the fall – on the ground, on one’s
face, etc. The verb προσκψνω� like the Hebrew tvvxt>hl, which it often
translates, has a wide range of meanings from prostrating oneself to doing
obeisance to worshipping and we find all of these different meanings in our
text. Thus προσκψνω� is used of the Israelites and Judith worshipping God
(Jdt 5:8; 10:9) and/or prostrating themselves before him (6:18; 13:17;
16:18; cf. 8:18), as well as for Judith doing obeisance to Holophernes
(10:23) and Achior to Judith (14:17). The physical gesture of lowering one-
self to the ground or simply bowing – whether to a more powerful person or
to God – conveys obedience and submission to the higher authority and
often accompanies a prayer or a request. Here the Israelites accompany
their forceful gestures with cries. There is perhaps something comical in the
fact that it is Achior, who has been raised up by the Israelites and been made
to stand among them, who causes them to fall to the ground.

6:19 This verse contains a brief, but full-fledged prayer, consisting of an in-
vocation of God, followed by a threefold request. It is the only direct prayer
in the book which is not voiced by Judith.

O Lord, God of heaven: This expression is not found in the Bible; compare
the biblical phrase Κ&ριε C �ε+« “O Lord, God (of Israel)” found at
Judg 21:3; 1 Kgs 3:7; 8:23, etc. See too Achior’s depiction of the early
Israelites worshipping the God of heaven at 5:8 and see note there.

Observe their arrogance and take pity on the humble state of our people:
This contrast between the arrogant Assyrians and the downtrodden Israe-
lites alludes to God’s ability both to humble and to exalt mortals; see, e.g.
1 Sam 2:7; Ps 9:14; 18:28 for this combination. In her prayer Judith echoes
this request, asking God to note the arrogance (again ;περηφαν�α) of the
enemy (9:9). The humble state or affliction (ταπε�ν�σι«) of the Israelites is
mentioned several times; see notes on 7:32 and 13:20.

Watch … over those who are consecrated to you: Here τ�ν 3γιασμων�ν
refers, unusually, to people who are consecrated to God, rather than ob-
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jects, such as the temple. See note on 4:3 and compare 3 Macc 6:3 where
this participle is used of both people and objects.

6:20 reassured Achior: In the Vulgate (Vg. Jdt 6:16–18) Achior is comforted
by the Israelites in direct speech and told that God will ensure that he shall
see the defeat of the Assyrians. They also invite Achior to remain in their
midst after their deliverance, perhaps hinting at his forthcoming conver-
sion.

6:21 Uzziah took him … to his house: Achior is still being maneuvered and
moved by others, although the verb used here “took along” (παρωλαβεν) is
gentler than the “seized” (σψνωλαβον) used twice above (6:10–11).

gave a drinking party (π+τον): This combination of prayers and a drinking
party is surprising, but π+το« (which regularly translates the Hebrew
ht>m in the LXX) clearly implies drink; compare Holophernes’ π+το«
for Judith (12:10) where there is a surfeit of wine (13:1). The Vulgate (Vg.
Jdt 6:19–21) is clearly unhappy with this combination of drinking party
and prayers and speaks of a feast made by Uzziah which is then followed by
a general assembly and prayers. The figure of the biblical Jethro may play
a part here, for Jethro shares a meal with Moses, Aaron and the elders of
Israel “before God” (Exod 18:12). Uzziah’s party serves as a quiet interlude
before the Assyrian forces capture the town’s springs and it is perhaps ironic
that the leaders of Bethulia hold a drinking party just before they will be
confronted with a water shortage. In general, feasts alternate with fasts in
our story: see the much longer celebration mentioned at 1:16 which also
acts as a lull in between fighting and see too 4:13; 8:6; 12:1–4. Compare too
the drinking parties of the Book of Esther which are interrupted by a single,
subversive fast (Esth 4:16).

called upon ($πεκαλωσαντο) … God … for help: Compare Judith’s sub-
sequent suggestion to Uzziah and the elders that they call upon God for help
(8:17; see too 9:4) and contrast Holophernes’ intention that all the nations
call upon ($πικαλωσ�νται 3:8) Nebuchadnezzar as a god.

that entire night: Compare Samuel’s night-long cries at 1 Sam 15:11.
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F. 7:1–32 Holophernes Cuts Off
Bethulia’s Water Supply

Chapter 7

(1) On the following day Holophernes ordered his entire army and all the
people who had joined him as allies to break up camp and march against
Bethulia, to capture the mountain passes, and to make war on the Israelites.

(2.) Every warrior moved camp that day. Their army consisted of one
hundred and seventy thousand infantry and twelve thousand cavalry, in ad-
dition to the baggage and the foot soldiers in charge of it, a very great multi-
tude.

(3.) They camped in the valley near Bethulia beside the spring. The camp
extended in width from Dothan to Belbaim and in length from Bethulia to
Kyamon which faces Esdraelon.

(4.) When the Israelites saw this multitude, they were greatly terrified and
said to one another, “Now these people will lick the face of the entire earth.
Neither the high mountains nor the valleys nor the hills will be able to with-
stand their weight.”

(5.) Yet each man took up his arms, and after lighting fires in their towers,
they remained on guard that entire night.

(6.) The following day Holophernes led all his cavalry in full view of the Is-
raelites who were in Bethulia.

(7.) He surveyed the approaches to the city, inspected the water springs,
and seized them. He stationed garrisons of warriors at the springs and then
returned to his army.

(8.) Then all the rulers of the Edomites and all the leaders of the people of
Moab and the commanders of the coastal area approached him and said,
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(9.) “May our master listen to our words so that there will not be any harm
done to your army.

(10.) For these people, the Israelites, do not rely on their spears, but upon
the height of the mountains where they live. Indeed, it is not easy to ascend
the summits of their mountains.

(11.) So now, master, do not go to war against them in regular battle
formation, and not a single man of your army will fall.

(12.) Remain instead in your camp, keeping every man of your army safe,
and let your servants gain control of the spring of water which flows from
the foot of the mountain,

(13.) since all the inhabitants of Bethulia take their water from there. Thirst
will take hold of them and they will surrender their city. We and our army
will climb up the nearby mountain tops and encamp there in order to guard
against even a single man leaving the city.

(14.) They, their wives, and children will waste away in hunger. Even be-
fore a sword is raised against them, they will lie fallen in the streets outside
their homes.

(15.) You will pay them back in painful requital, since they rebelled and did
not approach you peaceably.”

(16.) Their words pleased Holophernes and all of his attendants and he
commanded them to do as they had spoken.

(17.) The Ammonite army moved forward, together with five thousand
Assyrians. They camped in the valley and captured the water supplies and
springs of the Israelites.

(18.) The Edomites and Ammonites went up and camped in the highlands
opposite Dothan and sent some of their soldiers to the southeast towards
Egrebel which is near Chusi, beside the Wadi Mochmur. The rest of the
Assyrian army camped in the plain and covered the entire face of the earth.
Their tents and their baggage were spread out in great profusion and they
were a very great multitude.
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(19.) The Israelites cried out to the Lord their God because their spirits
were low, since all their enemies surrounded them and there was no escap-
ing from their midst.

(20.) The entire Assyrian assembly, the infantry, chariots, and the cavalry,
remained in a circle around them for thirty four days. All the water con-
tainers of the inhabitants of Bethulia were used up.

(21.) Their cisterns were emptying out and they could not drink their fill of
water for even a single day, since their water was rationed.

(22.) Their infants lost heart and their women and youngsters fainted from
thirst and fell in the streets of the city and in the gateways, for no strength
remained in them.

(23.) All the people, the youngsters, women, and children, turned upon
Uzziah and the rulers of the city and cried out in a loud voice, saying before
all the elders,

(24.) “May God judge between you and us, for you have done us a great
injustice by not negotiating peace with the Assyrians.

(25.) For now there is no help for us, but God has sold us into their hands
to lie fallen before them in thirst and great helplessness.

(26.) Summon them now and hand over the entire city for pillage to Ho-
lophernes’ men and all of his army.

(27.) For it is better for us to become their plunder. Although we shall be
their slaves, we shall stay alive and not see the death of our infants with our
own eyes nor see our wives and children relinquishing their souls.

(28.) We call as witnesses heaven and earth, our God and Lord of our
fathers, who punishes us according to our sins and the transgressions of our
fathers, that he may not act according to these words on this very day.”

(29.) Great lamentation arose with one accord from the entire assembly
and they cried to the Lord God in a loud voice.
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(30.) Uzziah said to them, “Have courage, brothers, and let us hold out for
another five days in which the Lord our God will turn his mercy upon us,
for he will not forsake us altogether.

(31.) If these days go by and help does not come to us, I shall act according
to your words.”

(32.) Then he dispersed the people to their various posts. They departed to
the walls and towers of their city and sent their wives and children home.
They were in great despair in the city.

Commentary

This chapter is filled with people and movement, and has the largest cast of
characters to be found in the book. As in chapter 6, we spend time both in
the enemy camp and in Bethulia, as the narrator moves from the Assyrians
to the Israelites. The siege on Bethulia begins in earnest and the Israelites are
in great distress because their water supply has been cut off. Holophernes is
an active commander, leading the Assyrians and their various allies, while
Uzziah is led by the frightened people of Bethulia and barely manages to
postpone their request to surrender. This chapter is particularly rich in fic-
titious but specific details and includes a careful chronology of events, the
exact numbers of the Assyrian forces, and the precise location of the Assyr-
ian military camp.

7:1 On the following day: Presumably this is the day after Achior has been
banished. The story is moving into a specific and limited time frame. Van
Henten (1994, 38–40; 1995, 229–231) notes that the events recorded in
chapters 7–13, from the day Holophernes opens his campaign against the
Israelites until the day of his death, occupy a period of exactly forty days.
He links this number with Judith’s forty months as a widow (see note on 8:4)
and, more convincingly, with the Israelites’ forty years in the desert. For other
instances of dangers which last for forty days, see Gen 7:4; 1 Sam 17:16.

army … allies: The distinction here between Holophernes’ own army and
those who have joined him later as allies serves to explain how the numbers
of his army have grown considerably; see next verse. The allies are de-
scribed as a λα+«, and the word is found in this chapter both in the Homeric
sense of an army or military contingent (LSJ s.v. Ι.1) and the more general
sense of a people or nation. In the LXX λα+« almost always translates ,i.
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to break up camp and march against Bethulia (�ναζεψγν&ειν $π5 Βαιτψ-
λοψ2): The verb �ναζε&γνψμι appears only rarely in the LXX, most fre-
quently in Judith and 2 Maccabees (4 times in each work). In classical
Greek it is used of moving an army, or breaking up or shifting a camp,
which is precisely its meaning here.

7:2 moved camp (�νωζεψ<εν) that day: Note the echo of the verb from the
previous sentence: Holophernes commands and his soldiers immediately
execute his order on that very day. This is no easy task considering the size
of the army.

one hundred and seventy thousand infantry and twelve thousand cavalry:
The narrator is quite specific about numbers, besides being careful to note
the time frame. Holophernes had left Nineveh with an army of 120,000
regular soldiers and 12,000 mounted archers (Jdt 2:15) so the extra 50,000
foot soldiers come from his allies. These numbers are both exact and ex-
travagant.

a very great multitude (πλ:�ο« πολV σφ+δρα): The author of Judith is fond
of this Greek combination, which does not have a precise Hebrew equival-
ent. The phrase is found four times in Judith (2:17; 7:2,18; 15:7; see too
1:16) and just once elsewhere (Ezek 47:10 where it is used of fish). The great
numbers assigned to the Assyrian army are, at first sight, intended to be very
frightening, an indication of the grave danger facing the Israelites. At the
same time, there are several biblical instances of the defeat of huge enemy
forces, so that the very numbers of Holophernes’ army may paradoxically
hint at their ultimate weakness. The paradigmatic story of the downfall of a
huge army is the death of the 185,000 men in Sennacherib’s army at the
hands of an angel of God (2 Kgs 19:35). Joshua is able to defeat a coalition
of enemy forces “as numerous as the sand on the shore” (Josh 11:4) with
God’s help, and an equally huge Philistine army (1 Sam 13:5) is not success-
ful in its attempts to vanquish the Israelites. As Jonathan remarks on that
occasion, God may grant deliverance through a few men or through many
(1 Sam 14:6), so that enemy numbers alone do not decide the outcome of
such confrontations. The motif of the few who defeat the many is also par-
ticularly associated with Judas Maccabeus and his soldiers; see 1 Macc
3:17–19; 2 Macc 2:2; 11:4; see too Jdt 9:11 with note.

7:3 In addition to precise dates and numbers, the author now lists specific
places and the great size of the Assyrian army is indicated by delimiting the
space it occupies; its width and breadth are outlined in relation to named,
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but partly unknown, places. This combination of specific (but clearly exag-
gerated) numbers and precise (but possibly invented) geographical coordi-
nates is typical of the author of Judith. Such details lend an air of reality,
as it were, to the overall impression of a huge sweeping force which covers
the face of the earth. When describing the army mustered by Xerxes against
Greece, Herodotus tells us that they total 1,700,000 men and that it takes
seven days and seven nights for the entire army to march past the Persian
king (Hdt. 7.55–56). The Persian king counts his huge army by constructing
a circle which can hold ten thousand tightly packed men and then herding
his men by batches into the circle (7.60).

Dothan: see note on 3:9; the town is also mentioned at 4:6; 7:18; 8:3.

Belbaim: The name has many variants in the mss. and may well be identical
with Belmain (see note on 4:4) and Balamon (8:3).

Kyamon: is unknown, but may be identical with the biblical Jokneam, a city
in the Jezreel (or Esdraelon; note on 1:8) valley, which is identified with the
modern Tel Qeimun on the eastern slope of Mount Carmel.

7:4 The Israelites … were greatly terrified ($ταρ2ξ�ησαν σφ+δρα): This is
the last time the verb ταρ2σσ� is used in relation to the Israelites; compare
Jdt 14:7, 19; 16:10 and see note on 4:2.

said to one another: Literally “each to his neighbor” (vhirl >yX), a Hebrai-
cism; see, e.g. Gen 11:3; Judg 6:29; 2 Kgs 7:3; Jonah 1:7 and see Jdt 10:19.
This Septuagintal phrase follows immediately upon the more classical
Greek which opens the verse.

these people will lick ($κλε�<οψσιν) the face of the entire earth: The Israe-
lites express themselves quite rhetorically. A similar expression is found in
the Balak-Balaam story where the king voices his fear that the horde of the
Israelites will lick clean ($κλε�<ει) all their surroundings just as an ox licks
up the grass of the field (Num 22:4). In the next verse (Num 22:5), the Mid-
ianites complain that the Israelites have covered the surface of the earth,
just as our Israelites are concerned about the face of the earth disappearing.
The context of the two stories is identical – the fear of a populous enemy
eating up everything in sight – but here it is the Israelites who fear the in-
vading foreigners, rather than the reverse.
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Neither the high mountains nor the valleys nor the hills will be able to with-
stand their weight: The “entire earth” is divided up into its sundry parts.
While some interpreters take this phrase as referring to the land not being
able to produce enough food for the army, perhaps we are meant to imagine
these different landscapes groaning under the sheer weight of the massive
numbers of soldiers. Compare Gen 13:6 and 36:7 where the land is said to
be unable to support two different groups because of their many pos-
sessions.

7:5 Yet … remained on guard that entire night: The Israelites, although
badly frightened, turn to the necessary military preparations. For some bib-
lical instances of staying up all night in a wartime situation, see, e.g.
Josh 10:9; Judg 9:34; 1 Sam 31:12; 2 Sam 2:29; see too 1 Macc 12:27.

7:6 The following day: The narrator continues to provide an exact, detailed
chronology.

7:7 surveyed … inspected … seized … stationed … returned: This is the last
occasion where we see Holophernes in his role as military commander, a
role underlined by the series of verbs in the singular in this verse. We will
subsequently encounter Holophernes ensconced in luxury in his tent, feast-
ing, drinking, and plotting to seduce Judith.

inspected the water springs and seized them: This verse briefly notes the
capture of Bethulia’s water supply; a more detailed description of the pro-
cess is found immediately below (7:8–17), where it becomes clear that a
group of Holophernes’ allies seize the springs, rather than the general him-
self.

7:8–17 A group of ally commanders, the leaders of the Edomites, Moabites,
and coastal peoples, approach Holophernes and suggest that the people of
Bethulia should be subdued by thirst, rather than conquered by force. He
accepts their suggestion and they implement their plan to capture the city’s
water supply. Holophernes is given advice three times in the course of his
campaign against the Israelites: Achior supplies him with a historical and
theological survey which he chooses to disregard, while Judith allegedly
presents direct guidance from God, which he accepts. These commanders,
with their practical military and geographical advice, are, in fact, the most
helpful in assisting Holophernes to achieve his aims. Access to water is a
crucial element in the ability to withstand a siege, since water is more diffi-
cult to store than food, and thirst is harder to withstand than hunger. Once
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a city’s water supply runs out it has no choice but to surrender. Bethulia’s
water situation resembles that of Jerusalem, whose access to water was
limited in times of war and siege, since the Gihon spring in the Kidron Valley
was outside the city walls; cf. 2 Kgs 20:20. For biblical descriptions of the
control of water supplies, see 2 Sam 12:26–27; 2 Kgs 3:19, 25; 2 Chr 32:1–4;
see too Eph’al (2009, 64–66). Here, the capture of the city springs is a
shortcut intended to prevent unnecessary fighting and save lives; compare
Judg 1:24–26 where scouts make use of a local man to find a quick way into
the city and capture the town. Greek historians tell similar stories of such
shortcuts. Ephialtes tells Xerxes how to find a way around the “single-file”
pass at Thermopylae held by the Greeks (Hdt. 7.213–218; see too 1. 84),
and two young men show Xenophon a place to ford a deep river and cross
into Armenia (Xen. Anab. 4.3.8–13).

7:8 rulers of Edomites … people of Moab … coastal area: Leaders of three
different groups, described with three different terms (@ρξοντε«, 3γο&με-
νοι, στρατηγο�), approach Holophernes. The Edomites, traditional
enemies of Israel who lived south and east of the Dead Sea, are called here
“the children of Esau,” since Jacob’s brother Esau was thought to be the an-
cestor of Edom (Gen 36). This is the first we hear of the Edomites in Judith,
while the Moabites have already appeared several times (1:12; 5:2, 22; 6:1;
7:8), as have the coastal people (i.e. those living along the Mediterranean
coast), who were shown surrendering to Holophernes in ch. 3. At 5:2 we
find the Moabites and the coastal people linked with the Ammonites, rather
than the Edomites. The Ammonites may be keeping their distance here be-
cause of their disgraced commander, Achior, but they subsequently camp to-
gether with the Edomites at 7:18. All these peoples are the neighbors of the
Israelites and consequently are familiar with the terrain and water supply of
Bethulia and its surroundings. Their purpose here is to make the military
campaign easier for Holophernes and presumably for themselves as well.

7:9 May our master listen: This opening is very similar to that used by
Achior when he first addresses Holophernes (5:5): we find the same polite
use of the third person imperative followed by “please” (�κοψσ2τ� δ1),
as well as a reference to Holophernes as their lord (C κ&ρι+« μοψ 5:5)
or master (C δεσπ+τη« 3μ�ν 7:9). There are a whole series of commands
in Judith: some are respectful third person imperatives with δ1 (Judith to
Holophernes 12:6; Bagoas to Judith 12:13), other are polite, but more fam-
iliar second person imperative forms with or without δ1 (e.g. Holophernes
to Judith 12:17; Judith to Bethulia’s leaders 8:11, 32; 14:1; see note on 5:3).
At times commands are expressed by means of the future indicative, such as
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those used by the imperious Nebuchadnezzar when addressing Holo-
phernes (2:5).

so that there will not be any harm (�ρα7σμα) done: The word �ρα7σμα
appears elsewhere in the LXX only in Leviticus where it consistently trans-
lates qtn (i.e. a scale, scab, or break in the skin). Commentators take the
word here to mean shattering or destruction; see �ρα7σμα $ξ�ρ�ν 13:5.
The verb �ρα&� (“to break” or “shatter”) is twice used in our text in simi-
lar fashion; see �ρα7σον α�τ�ν τ9 �ν2στημα 9:10; ��ραψσε τοV« $ξ-
�ροV« 3μ�ν 13:14. Judith seemingly “hears” the promise of Holophernes’
allies here for she prays for – and then achieves – the shattering of these
enemy forces without any loss of life on the Israelite side.

7:10 For … Indeed … (γ�ρ … γ�ρ …): There are 36 instances of γ2ρ in Ju-
dith (in 32 verses) and the majority of them are found in passages of direct
speech, as here.

these people, the Israelites: Literally “this people (λα+«) of the sons of
Israel”; compare Exod 1:9 τ9 γωνο« τ�ν ψ4�ν * Ισρα1λ lXr>y ynb ,i.

do not rely on their spears, but upon the height of the mountains: Achior
has already told Holophernes that the chief “weapon” or strength of the
Israelites lies in their God, rather than their physical capabilties (Jdt 5:20–21).
Here, too, weapons are not what lend the Israelites their might –
compare the Assyrian forces composed of men who rely on their strength
(πεποι�+τα« $ν =σξ&ι α�τ�ν 2:5) – but God has been replaced by the geo-
graphical location of the people of Bethulia, an advantage Holophernes
is more willing to recognize. While Achior knows of the history and beliefs
of the Israelites, these speakers are familiar with the location and terrain of
Bethulia and its water supply. The high priest Joakim has warned the people
of Bethulia about the strategic importance of the narrow straits (4:6–7);
should he have thought about the water supplies?

7:11 master, do not go to war: The speakers move from the more formal
and respectful third person to the second person. Their confidence increases
as they are about to suggest a welcome alternative to the commander, one
which will eliminate the need for a conventional, pitched battle.

not a single man of your army will fall (ο� πεσε�ται): ο� with the future
indicative is used for prohibitions as well (see, e.g. 2:11, 13), so perhaps we
should understand “let not a single man fall.” The mention of a single man
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is a recurring theme; see 1:11 (with note); 6:3; 7:13; 10:19. Indeed, the
death of a single man, Holophernes, is what will ultimately decide the
course of the Assyrian-Israelite encounter.

7:12 your army … your servants: The speakers distinguish between Holo-
phernes’ original Assyrian army and their own forces.

gain control of the spring of water: Here a single spring is said to supply
water to the city; contrast 7:7 where we hear of several springs.

7:13 Thirst will take hold (�νελε�) of them and they will surrender: see
above on 7:8–17. Note that �νελε� is a future; compare the future infinitive
�νελε�ν at 1:12 and 16:4.

guard against even a single man leaving the city: This is dramatic irony.
These allies are technically correct: not a single man will leave the city, but a
woman, Judith, or actually two women, Judith and her maid, will manage
to do so. Here the author makes playful use of his “single man” theme; see
on 7:11.

7:14 We are given a double description of the effects of the siege. Here the
narrator has Holophernes’ allies eagerly anticipating the results of captur-
ing the water supply; he will then turn below (7:22) to the actual effect of
the water shortage on the people of Bethulia.

They … will waste away in hunger (τακ1σονται $ν τ� λιμ�): This com-
bination of melting (τ1κ�) and hunger is found in only one other place
in the LXX, Deut 32:24 τηκ+μενοι λιμ�, which translates a unique He-
brew expression bir yzm (“sucked out, empty”). Thirst will be an even
greater problem for the Israelites than hunger.

they will lie fallen (καταστρ��1σονται) in the streets: This prediction
comes true already at 7:22; compare too 7:25 with its echo of the verb
καταστρ,ννψμι. The verb καταστρ,ννψμι is rare in the LXX; four of the
ten uses are in our text and another four are in 2 Macc (5:26; 11:11; 12:28;
15:27), where it means to lay low or slaughter. Later, the tables will be
turned, when Judith orders the people of Bethulia to slaughter and scatter
(καταστρ,σατε) the enemy in the streets (14:4).

7:15 You will pay them back in painful requital (�νταποδ,σει« α�το�«
�νταπ+δομα πονηρ+ν): The wording here seems a variation on Gen 50:15
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κα5 �νταπ+δομα �νταποδ� 3μ�ν π2ντα τ� κακ2 which translates a He-
brew absolute infinitive (by>y b>h).

since they rebelled ($στασ�ασαν) and did not approach you peaceably:
The verb στασι2ζ� is rare in the LXX and found only at 2 Macc 4:30;
14:6 outside of our passage. The people of Bethulia did not actually rebel:
their crime lies in the defensive measures they take and their unwillingness
to surrender to Holophernes unconditionally. Compare Jdt 5:4 where
Holophernes complains that the Israelites are not willing to meet with him
and see note on 7:24 for the likely outcome of a peaceable approach to Ho-
lophernes.

7:16 Their words pleased Holophernes and all of his attendants: Compare
the virtually identical wording at 11:20 where Judith’s advice on capturing
Bethulia similarly meets with the approval of Holophernes and his people.
It is interesting that the approval of these attendants – probably chief aides
who are termed servants or attendants (see note on 3:4) – is considered
worth mentioning. Is Holophernes unduly influenced by those who sur-
round him? Of Holophernes’ three sets of advisors – these allies, Achior and
Judith – Achior is the only one whose advice is rejected by Holophernes and
his followers, although he has, in fact, given the best advice of all.

to do as they had spoken (κα�� $λ2λησαν): Our author is fond of this com-
bination; see Jdt 2:1; 6:9; 8:30; 10:9; 11:23 and compare Gen 27:19;
Jdg 6:27.

7:17 The Ammonite army: We would expect to find an army composed of
Moabites, Edomites, and the coastal peoples, since it is they who have come
up with the plan (7:8). Perhaps the Ammonites have volunteered for the
task to make amends for the behavior of their disgraced leader Achior, but
we would have expected the author to say so. Some mss. read “Moabite”
army.

together with five thousand Assyrians: Perhaps that is why Holophernes is
said to have seized the water supply at 7:7; his forces are involved as well.

army … camped (παρεμβολG … κα5 παρενωβαλον): Both the noun παρ-
εμβολ1 and verb παρεμβ2λλ� appear repeatedly in this chapter.

7:18 Egrebel … Chusi … Wadi Mochmur: Once again the geography is dif-
ficult. Neither Egrebel nor Chusi nor Wadi Mochmur are mentioned in the
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Bible and all three are missing from the Vulgate version of Judith. The three
places should be fairly close to Bethulia (itself difficult to pinpoint!), if they
surround the city’s water supply, but earlier scholars (Fritzsche, Miller,
Stummer) place them southeast of Shechem, perhaps imagining an out-
flanking movement; see Otzen (2002, 90). Thus Egrebel is identified with
Acraba or Acrabeta, some sixteen kilometers southeast of Shechem, Chusi
is sometimes identified with modern day Quzeh, ten kilometers south of
Shechem, and Mochmur may be Wadi Qana, a tributary of the Jarkon river.
All these identifications are tenuous and it seems best to note the overall ef-
fect achieved by the mention of these specific, if unknown, place names:
Holophernes’ soldiers are spread over a great distance, covering the face of
the earth, while the limited force sent to cut off the water supply heads to-
wards specific places in order to accomplish their task; compare 7:2–3.

covered the entire face of the earth: Compare 2:7 where Nebuchadnezzar
predicts that his forces will cover the face of earth and 2:19 where Holop-
hernes departs with the army with that intention in mind. The description
here does not seem to be an objective one, and perhaps it is told from the
point of view of the people of Bethulia who feel overwhelmed; compare
their fears at 7:4 (with note) that Holophernes’ army will lick the face of the
earth. Indeed, in the next verse the narrator moves directly to the people of
Bethulia and their reaction to the siege. For other biblical instances of huge
armies covering the face of the earth, see note on 7:2.

they were a very great multitude: The preceding poetic expression “covered
the entire face of the earth” would seem sufficient to convey the immensity
of the army, but the author adds another, more prosaic phrase, a favorite
expression of his; see note on 7:2.

7:19 cried out (�νεβ+ησαν) to the Lord their God: (�να)βο2� is a key word
in Judith. For most of the book it is used of the Israelites, but towards the end
of the work it is the defeated Assyrians who cry out; see note on 4:9. In our
chapter the Israelites first cry to God because they are surrounded by enemies
(7:19), and then cry to their leaders once their water is gone (7:23). After
reprimanding their leaders, they turn once again in prayer to God (7:29).

their spirits were low (nλιγοχ&ξησεν τ9 πνε7μα α�τ�ν): This depiction
of the Israelites’ fainthearted spirits, with its potent combination of
χψξ1 and πνε7μα, echoes LXX Ps 76:4 nλιγοχ&ξησεν τ9 πνε7μ2 μοψ
(=MT 77:4 yxvr [uittv); see too Isa 57:16; Jonah 2:8; Ps 107:5; 142:4;
143:4 and see note on 8:9.
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because … since …: The repeated Aτι … Aτι … causale is not elegant Greek,
but such use of yk … yk … is found in biblical Hebrew, where, as here, it can
signify both an immediate and a more general cause; see, e.g. Gen 3:19,
26:7. For encircling enemies compare, e.g. Ps 118:10–12.

7:20–29 Here the narrator turns to the effects of the siege. There are several
biblical descriptions of the effects of hunger and thirst on besieged people,
including the siege of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kgs 25:3; see too
Lam 2:11–12; 4:4–10). At 2 Kgs 6:24–30 we hear of a siege on Samaria
which is so effective that the starving people turn to cannibalism and a
woman cries out to the king, telling her sad story of cooking and eating her
son; compare Jer 14:16; 19:6–10. The description of the suffering of
women, children, and the elderly under siege became a topos in Greek his-
toriography and Polybius (2. 56. 3–7) criticizes the Hellenistic historian
Phylarchus of writing in an ignoble and womanish way: “In his eagerness to
arouse the pity and attention of his readers he treats us to a picture of cling-
ing women with their hair disheveled and their breasts bare or again of
crowds of both sexes together with their children and aged parents weeping
and lamenting as they are led away into slavery” (Pol. 2. 56. 7). Our author
is more restrained here; see note on 7:22. For further vivid depictions
of threatened and captive people in both the Bible and post-biblical works,
see note on 4:10. The people of Bethulia are deprived of water, not starving,
and two biblical incidents, or perhaps two variations on one episode, tell-
ing of Israelites suffering from thirst may underlie our story. Both in
Exod 17:1–7 and Num 20:1–13 the Israelites, who are not surrounded by
enemies, complain bitterly to Moses about the lack of water. Moses then
turns to God who miraculously supplies water. See further below, note on
7:23–32.

7:20 thirty four days: The author is careful to mention the precise passage
of time, just as he has noted precise geographical locations. The siege will
last forty days altogether; see note on 7:1.

All the water containers of the inhabitants of Bethulia were used up: The
transitive construction of $κλε�π� here ($<ωλιπεν π2ντα« τοV« κατοι-
κο7ντα« … π2ντα τ� �γγε�α) is unusual, as is the word order with the
subject at the end, but $κλε�π� is found elsewhere in the LXX in the con-
text of receding water or diminishing food supplies; see, e.g. Gen 8:13;
21:15; Josh 3:13; 4:7; 5:12 and compare Jdt 7:22, 27; 8:31; 12:3.
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7:21 their water was rationed: Compare Ezek 4:11, 16–17 for the rationing
of food and water.

7:22 Their infants lost heart and their women and youngsters fainted from
thirst: One would perhaps expect the reverse, with the infants fainting and
the women and youngsters losing heart. The word νεαν�σκο« “youngster”
is used in the LXX of a young man (i.e. rin ,rvxb) and occasionally of a
child (i.e. dly). Here it presumably means youngsters, older than children
(see next verse), and younger than adult men.

fell in the streets of the city: The Israelites fulfill – precisely – the prediction
made by Holophernes’ allies at 7:14. This description is more embellished
than the spare depiction of the Israelites’ thirst at Exodus 17 and
Numbers 20 and is in accord with other colorful descriptions of the effects
of a siege; see note on 7:20–29.

no strength (κρατα��σι«) remained: The word κρατα��σι« is rare in the
LXX; see only LXX Ps 59:9; 67:36 besides our verse. Compare the more
frequent cognate verb κραται+� at Jdt 1:13; 13:8 and elsewhere in the
LXX.

7:23–32 This scene can be compared to the depiction of the Israelites at
4:9–15, where we also find distressed men, women, and children seeking
intervention and help. In the earlier scene God is supplicated with the aid of
Joakim and the priests, while here the people of Bethulia cry out to Uzziah
and the town elders. Earlier the Israelites fasted deliberately, but here they
have no choice when abstaining from water. More generally, our episode re-
sembles a recurring biblical scene, that of the Israelites complaining to their
leader(s), generally Moses; see, e.g. Exod 15:22–25; 16; Num 14; as well as
Exod 17:1–7 and Num 20:1–13 cited above. These type scenes include the
following elements: (1) the people react strongly to a difficult situation, cry-
ing aloud; (2) they converge on the chief leader(s); (3) they voice their angry
complaints; (4) the leader turns to God, (5) who resolves the crisis; cf. van
Henten (1994, 42 and 1995, 235). Here, Uzziah does not turn to God and it
is only Judith who will do so later: Uzziah is no Moses, despite the parallel
situation. In our episode, the narrator tells us nothing of God and his reac-
tion (as he did at 4:13), but shows us the Bethulians’ interpretation (and
misunderstanding) of the role played by God in their misfortune.

7:23 All the people, the youngsters, women, and children: Presumably the
adult men of Bethulia are included in the general phrase “all the people.”
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Here too, as at 4:10–11, women and children participate in the public
gathering. The people of Bethulia act as a chorus of sorts, generally reacting
to events, such as the appearance of Achior (6:16–20) or the return of the
triumphant Judith (13:13–17). Here they initiate an action, attacking the
town leaders, and their words here are the longest speech assigned to them.

turned upon Uzziah: Compare Exod 14:10–11, where the Israelites first cry
out to God and then question Moses harshly, for a similar transition from
God (7:19) to human leaders in times of crisis.

cried out in a loud voice: See Jdt 7:29; 9:1; 13:14 (with note); 14:9,16 for
more such loud cries. They are used, naturally enough, to express emotions
such as fear or thanksgiving, as well as in prayer.

7:24 May God judge between you and us: A biblical expression; see
Gen 16:5; 31:53; Judg 11:27; 1 Sam 24:13, 16. Here, however, the Israelites
are asking God to judge a situation in which he is an active party, so to
speak, for they claim that he has delivered them into the hands of the
enemy.

not negotiating peace with the Assyrians: Literally “not speaking peace”
(ο� λαλ1σαντε« ε=ρηνικ2), a Hebraicism; see note on 3:1 and compare
Gen 37:4: Deut 2:26; Ps 35:20. This is wishful thinking on the part of the
Bethulians: Holophernes does not want peace talks, but abject surrender.
When the frightened coastal nations approached him suing for peace, Ho-
lophernes treated them harshly, stationing garrisons, conscripting their
men, and destroying their shrines (3:1–8). In 1 Maccabees (13:43–47) there
is an interesting instance of desperate people – men, women, and children –
supplicating an Israelite leader in public and begging for peace. Simon who
has captured Gezer and purified it, takes on a godlike role, and the city’s in-
habitants pray to him for mercy.

7:25 God has sold us into their hands: i.e. delivered us into the hands of the
enemy. These are strong words. In the parallel scenes of complaint (see note
on 7:23–32), the Israelites’ harsh words are generally directed against
Moses, rather than God. Even at Num 14:3, when the Israelites react badly
to the spies’ report on the powerful nations of Canaan, their complaint is
phrased as a question (“Why has God brought us to this country?”) rather
than the outright statement of disappointment and betrayal which we find
here. For God “selling into the hands” see, e.g. Judg 3:18; 4:2, 9 and com-
pare the passive “we have been sold” at Esth 7:4.
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to lie fallen (το7 καταστρ��:ναι) before them: The people of Bethulia
seem to have overheard the prediction made by Holophernes’ allies at 7:14
“they will lie fallen (καταστρ��1σονται) in the streets.”

7:26 Summon ($πικαλωσασ�ε) them: Compare Holophernes’ destruction
of local gods and shrines so that all the nations would summon
($πικαλωσ�νται) Nebuchadnezzar as a god (3:8).

hand over the entire city for pillage: The fear of becoming spoil or pillage –
προνομ1 – is a recurring theme; see 4:12; 9:4; 16:4. The people of Bethulia
are so desperate that they order their leaders to hand over their city and sur-
render unconditionally.

7:27 For it is better (κρε�σσον) for us to become their plunder (ε=« διαρ-
παγ1ν) … slaves: Our passage echoes two of the biblical complaint stories
(above, note on 7:23–32) fairly closely. At Exod 14:12 the Israelites state
that it would be better (κρε�σσον) for them to return to Egypt as slaves,
rather than die in the desert. At Num 14:2–3, the Israelites again use the
phrase “it would be better …,” preferring to die in the desert or return to
Egypt, rather than dying by the sword and having their wives and children
seized as plunder (ε=« διαρπαγ1ν) in Canaan. See too Num 20:3–5 and
Exod 17:3 for similar reproaches, and contrast Judah’s words to his soldiers
before Emmaus that it is better to die in battle than watch the ruin of their
nation and temple (1 Macc 3:59).

plunder … infants … wives … children: Earlier, the Israelites in Jerusalem
have prayed to avoid precisely this fate, asking that their children not be
taken as plunder and their wives as spoil (4:12).

we shall be their slaves ($σ+με�α γ�ρ ε=« δο&λοψ«): ,ydbil hyhn. See, e.g.
Gen 44:9; 1 Sam 17:9; 27:12; Isa 56:6; 2 Chr 36:20 for the expression in
Hebrew.

stay alive (κα5 ζ1σεται 3 χψξ1): literally “our soul will live,” a Hebrai-
cism; see Gen 12:13; 19:19–20; Ps 119:175.

not see the death of our infants with our own eyes: Compare Hagar’s words
at Gen 21:16, in a similar context of dying of thirst.
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infants … children: This chapter is filled with mentions of young children,
using three different terms: τωκνα, ν1πια, παιδ�α. We find τ� τωκνα at
7:14, 27, 32; τ� ν1πια at 4:10, 12; 7:22, 27; 16:4; τ� παιδ�α at 4:11;
7:23.

not see … our wives and children relinquishing their souls (κα5 ο�κ
]χ+με�α … κα5 τ�« γψνα�κα« κα5 τ� τωκνα 3μ�ν $κλειπο&σα« τ�«
χψξ�« α�τ�ν): The women lend their gender to the participle in this syn-
tactical construction of an accusative and participle following a verb of per-
ception; compare Jdt 10:7 and 14:5 for further instances of this construc-
tion. For the soul leaving or failing, see LXX Jonah 2:8; Jer 4:31; Ps 83:3;
Tob 14:11.

7:28 We call as witnesses heaven and earth: See Deut 4:26; 30:19; 31:28 for
this phrase.

Lord of our fathers (κ&ριον τ�ν πατωρ�ν 3μ�ν). This use of κ&ριο« with
the genitive indicates that κ&ριο« does not simply translate the tetragram-
maton as a proper name, as often in the LXX, but is understood here as a
regular noun, “lord;” see too τ� κψρ�8 μοψ 16:1. This use of κ&ριο« is
found in 1 Esdras, Esther, and Daniel (i.e. in later strata of the LXX); see
Talshir (1999, 266–267).

the transgressions of our fathers: The people of Bethulia have a deutero-
nomistic outlook and believe that they are punished for the sins of their
fathers as well as their own. Judith will state that none of the Israelites of
her time have turned to other gods (8:18–20) and that may be why the people
of Bethulia introduce the sins of their fathers here, suggesting that their cur-
rent crisis stems from their fathers’ misdeeds rather than their own doings.

that he may not act according to these words (mνα μG ποι1σT κατ� τ�
I1ματα τα7τα): The text is difficult and there are variations in the mss.
One possibility is that “he” refers to Holophernes and the people are saying
“let Holophernes not act according to these words” (i.e. do what we have
described). Perhaps the reference is to God, and the people are requesting
that God not let these things happen. Some mss. do not have μG and read
mνα κα5 ποι1σT or mνα ποι1σητε and this would be a request by the people
that Uzziah (taking ποι1σT as a second person middle, the only middle of
ποιω� to be found in our text) or their leaders (ποι1σητε) do as they ask.
Uzziah’s words at 7:31 ποι1σ� κατ� τ� I1ματα ;μ�ν point towards this
last interpretation, as Moore (1985, 174) notes.
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7:29 with one accord (Cμο�ψμαδ+ν): Joint group action is quite frequent in
our book: see 4:12 (another instance of fervent prayer); 13:17; 15:2, 5, 9.

cried to … God: Here, as at 7:19 above, we are not told the content of their
cries, and perhaps their cries were non-verbal wails and tears; compare
Bagoas’ reaction to the death of Holophernes at 14:16. The Vulgate assigns
the people of Bethulia a penitential prayer, based on several biblical
passages, and mentions their crying as well. After they grow weary of weep-
ing, Uzziah rises to address them bathed in tears (infusus lacrimis Vg.
Jdt 7:18–23).

7:30 Have courage, brothers: Compare Moses’ encouraging words to the
frightened Israelites at Exod 14:13–14 and 20:20; we find �αρσε�τε (used to
translate vXryt lX of the MT) in all three passages. However, Uzziah is not
a leader of the caliber of Moses and he relates to the people of Bethulia as an
equal, rather than a leader. He resembles Aaron in the golden calf incident
(Exod 32), for he gives in to the people’s wrongful wishes and cooperates
with them. For the use of the vocative “brother(s)” in a trying situation, com-
pare Gen 19:7; Judg 19:23; 2 Sam 13:12; 1 Kgs 9:13; see too Jdt 8:14, 24.

let us hold out for another five days: There is a biblical instance of a mora-
torium before surrendering to the enemy at 1 Sam 11. The besieged people
of Jabesh-gilead ask Nahash the Ammonite for a seven day respite, before
surrendering to him. Saul, who is influenced by the spirit of God, then
comes to the rescue during that time period. As Alonso-Schökel (1975, 6)
notes, these five days in our book serve both a literary purpose, heightening
the suspense by narrowing the time frame, and a theological purpose, by
imposing a test or constraint on God. Commentators point to an interesting
parallel with the Lindian Chronicle, a Greek temple inscription, which
dates to 99 B.C.E. Hadas (1959, 165–169) and Grintz (1959) seem to have
pointed out this parallel independently, while Momigliano (1982) has been
widely cited by other scholars; Corley (2012, 37–39) has a detailed com-
parison of the two texts. The Chronicle (FGrH 532 F1 D1; see Higbie 2003,
43–47 and 141–147 for text and commentary) is a local history of the city
of Lindos in Rhodes and includes a description of a siege on Lindos by the
forces of King Darius, led by Datis. The campaign should probably be dated
ca. 490 B.C.E. The people of Lindos were ready to surrender to the Persian
forces because they had no water, but the goddess Athena appeared to a city
leader in a dream, telling the people to be brave (παρεκ2λει �αρσε�ν) and
saying that she would ask her father Zeus for water. The Lindian leaders
then negotiated a five day truce with the Persians, during which time abun-
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dant rain fell. This led the Persian commander to make peace with the city’s
inhabitants and to donate a series of gifts – his clothing, jewelry, sword
(akinakes), and wagon – to the temple of the goddess. There are plainly
many parallels with Judith: the mighty army attacking a small city, the
water shortage, the five day moratorium while awaiting a solution, a re-
quest for rain (see Uzziah’s suggestion to Judith at 8:31), a female savior
who turns to a higher power, and objects belonging to the commander of a
foreign army dedicated at a temple. There are, however, differences, as well:
Athena is divine and Judith human, and Datis makes peace with the enemy,
rather than being assassinated and having his forces defeated. The Chron-
icle cites six different lost Greek historians as sources for the tale, which
would indicate that it was a popular story; see Heltzer (1998). The author
of Judith may have heard an oral version of the tale or read one of the Greek
accounts.

God will turn ($πιστρωχει) his mercy upon us, for he will not forsake
($γκαταλε�χει) us altogether: Compare Deut 4:31; 31:6; Ezra 9:9;
Neh 9:17; Ps 94:14, etc. for the sentiment; none of these verses include the
qualification “altogether.” While Uzziah uses future verbs in the indicative
when declaring his belief in God’s help, he nonetheless allows for the possi-
bility that such help will not be all-embracing or immediately forthcoming.

7:31 If … help does not come to us: Compare 8:11 where Judith will quote
these words back at Uzziah, as it were, and reprimand him for setting God a
time limit.

I shall act according to your words: While this may be an echo of the
demands made by the people of Bethulia at 7:28 (see note), the phrase is
also euphemistic. Apparently, Uzziah cannot bring himself to say “I shall
surrender our city.”

7:32 great despair ($ν ταπειν,σει πολλ�): Compare Esth 3:15 for a de-
scription of a city’s emotional state. The word ταπε�ν�σι« often translates
the Hebrew word yni (i.e. “affliction”) in the LXX, and is almost inevitably
mentioned in the context of God perceiving his people’s sorrow and afflic-
tion and then acting; see, e.g. Gen 16:11; 29:32; 31:42; Deut 26:7;
1 Sam 1:11; 2 Kgs 14:26; Ps 9:14; Neh 9:9, etc. and see Jdt 6:19; 13:20;
compare Jdt 4:13 with note. Thus the despair of the people of Bethulia,
their afflicted and lowly state, is both the nadir of the story, and a turning
point. Judith, who will rescue the Israelites, is introduced in the very next
verse, at the beginning of chapter 8.
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G. 8:1–36 Judith Scolds Bethulia’s leaders

Chapter 8

(1.) At that time, Judith heard of this: Judith, the daughter of Merari son
of Ox, son of Joseph, son of Oziel, son of Elkiah, son of Ananias, son of
Gideon, son of Raphaim, son of Akitho, son of Elijah, son of Hilkiah, son
of Eliab, son of Nathanael, son of Salamiel, son of Sarasadai, son of Israel.

(2.) Her husband Manasseh, who was of her tribe and her family, had died
during the barley harvest.

(3.) For when he supervised those binding the sheaves in the field, the sun
came beating down on his head. He took to his bed and died in his city, Be-
thulia. They buried him with his fathers in the field between Dothan and
Balamon.

(4.) Judith remained in her house, a widow, for three years and four months.

(5.) She built a tent for herself on the roof of her house, placed sackcloth
about her waist, and wore her widow’s weeds.

(6.) She fasted all the days of her widowhood, except for the eve of Sabbath
and Sabbath, the eve of the new moon and the new moon, and the holidays
and festivals of Israel.

(7.) She was beautiful in appearance and very lovely to behold. Her hus-
band Manasseh had left her gold and silver, male and female slaves, flocks
and fields, and she watched over them.

(8.) No one spoke an ill word of her, because she feared God greatly.

(9.) Judith, then, heard the ill words of the people against their leader, since
their spirits were low because of the scarcity of water. She also heard all that
Uzziah had said to them and how he swore to surrender the city to the As-
syrians in five days.
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(10.) She sent her maid who was in charge of all her possessions and sum-
moned Uzziah, Chabris, and Charmis, the elders of her city.

(11.) When they came to her she said to them, “Listen to me, leaders of the
inhabitants of Bethulia. The words you have spoken to the people today are
not right, nor is this oath which you took and pronounced between God
and yourselves, saying that you would surrender the city to our enemies if
the Lord does not turn to our aid within these days.

(12.) Who are you, now, that you put God to the test today and take the
place of God among mortals?

(13.) You are now scrutinizing the Lord Almighty, even though you will
never know anything.

(14.) For you shall not plumb the depths of the human heart nor shall you
grasp the thoughts of human minds. How then can you inquire after God
who created all these things or know his mind or perceive his reasoning? Do
not, brothers, persist in angering the Lord, our God.

(15.) If he does not want to help us in these five days, he is able, on any day
he wishes, to protect us or even destroy us before our enemies.

(16.) Do not place restrictions on the counsels of the Lord our God, for God
is not to be threatened like a human nor is he to be misled like a mortal.

(17.) Therefore let us await the salvation that comes from him and call
upon him to help us. He will hear our voice if it pleases him.

(18.) For neither in our generation nor on this very day has there appeared
a tribe or a family or a district or a city of ours who bow to gods made by
human hands, as has happened in the past.

(19.) That is the reason that our fathers were put to the sword and plun-
dered, and suffered a great downfall in front of our enemies.

(20.) But we recognize no other god than him and consequently hope that
he will not disdain us or our people.

(21.) For if we are captured then the whole of Judea will fall. Our holy
places will be plundered and he will seek the defilement from our mouths.
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(22.) The murder of our brothers, the capture of our land, and the empti-
ness of our inheritance will recoil on our heads among the nations,
wherever we serve as slaves. We will become an offense and a disgrace in the
eyes of our owners.

(23.) For our servitude will not bring us favor, but the Lord our God will
make it dishonorable.

(24.) And now, brothers, let us serve as an example for our brothers, for
their lives are in our hands, and the holy places, the temple, and the altar
rest upon us.

(25.) In view of all this let us be grateful to the Lord our God, who is testing
us, as he did our fathers.

(26.) Remember all he did with Abraham, and how much he tested Isaac,
and all that happened to Jacob in Syrian Mesopotamia when he herded the
flocks of Laban, his mother’s brother.

(27.) He has not set us an ordeal by fire as he did with them to test their
hearts, nor has he taken revenge upon us, but the Lord chastises those close
to him as a warning.”

(28.) Uzziah replied to her, “All that you have said was spoken with a true
heart and there is no one who will oppose your words.

(29.) For your wisdom has been apparent not just from today, but from
your earliest days the people have recognized your intelligence and that
your heart’s intentions are good.

(30.) But the people are very thirsty and they compelled us to do what we
have promised them. They made us take an oath which we shall not trans-
gress.

(31.) Pray for us now, for you are a devout woman. The Lord will send rain
to fill our cisterns and we shall no longer be faint from thirst.”

(32.) Judith replied to them, “Listen to me and I shall perform a deed
which will be transmitted to generation after generation of our children.
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(33.) Stand at the gate tonight and I shall go out with my maidservant.
Within the days after which you said that you would surrender the city to
our enemies, the Lord will rescue Israel by my hand.

(34.) Do not inquire after my doings, for I shall not tell you until my deed is
accomplished.”

(35.) Uzziah and the leaders replied, “Go in peace and may the Lord God
go before you to avenge our enemies.”

(36.) They departed from her tent and went to their posts.

Commentary

In this chapter we are introduced, at long last, to Judith, the heroine of the
book, who figures prominently in all that follows. “Once Judith takes the
stage in chapter 8, she shares it with others but surrenders it to no one.”
(Craven 1983, 62). Judith’s late entrance, halfway through the book,
troubles many commentators (Section 1, 8), but it is not unparalleled.
Ezra first appears only in the seventh chapter of his eponymous book
and Judas Maccabeus, the hero of 2 Macc, is first mentioned briefly at 5:27
and then reappears from chapter 8 onwards. We are supplied at the very
outset with considerable detail about Judith and learn of her family back-
ground, widowhood, great piety, beauty, and wealth. This type of lengthy
presentation differs from biblical introductions of characters, where in-
formation is generally doled out according to the needs and development
of the story, rather than provided from the start. Here, some of the details –
e.g. Judith’s beauty, widowhood, and piety – are crucial elements in the
plot, but it seems that additional details are provided in order to pause and
linger on the heroine, paving the way for her subsequent predominance in
the story.

8:1 At that time: Literally “in those days,” a biblical phrase sometimes used,
as here, to mark the beginning of a narrative or an important sub-narrative;
compare Jdt 1:5 and see Exod 2:11; Judg 19:1; 1 Sam 28:1; 1 Macc 1:11.

Judith heard: We only learn what Judith has heard at 8:9. The narrator
presents a long digression on Judith’s background and way of life (8:1–8)
before returning to this opening verb eight verses later. This excursive
technique resembles that found at the very opening of the book (Jdt 1:1–5),
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where we learn about Nebuchadnezzar’s doings only after a digression of
four verses on the activities of his enemy. The use of this technique here for
a second time points to a fresh beginning, opening the second half of the
work and underlining the importance of Judith’s appearance on the scene.
A biblical method of introducing new figures uses the phrase “there was a
man,” which is then followed by the man’s name and location or ancestry;
see Judg 13:2; 17:1; 19:1; 1 Sam 1:1; 9:1; cf. Esth 2:5. Such openings may
stem from a time when these stories were independent units and not fitted
into a larger work, but this is not the case here.

Judith: The name Judith – variously written in the mss. as * Ιοψδ��, * Ιοψδε��,
and * Ιοψδ1� – is found only once in the Bible, where tydvhy is Esau’s Hittite
wife (Gen 26:34). We find the male counterpart, the name ydvhy at Jer 36:14,
21, 23. Heltzer (1980= 2008, 23–24) reads the name Yehudit in two Jewish
Aramaic ostraca from Egypt dating to the Persian period, and links this
with the Persian names of Holophernes and Bagoas, but the readings are
not certain; see Schürer (1986, iii. 1, 218 n. 4). Ilan (2002, 241–242) brings
five instances of the name Judith, dating from the first century B.C.E. until
200 C.E., but not all of them are firmly documented. We find a Judith in
the Infant Gospel of James, a document from the late second century
C.E. There, Judith is the name of an outspoken servant of Hannah, the wife
of Joakim and Mary’s mother. The chief interest in Judith’s name lies in
its symbolic value, “Jewess,” although we find the term “Israelites” (ψ4ο5
* Ισρα1λ), rather than Jews ( * Ιοψδα�οι) used in our work. The apocryphal
Susanna is termed 3 * Ιοψδα�α (LXX Dan 13: 22) and this may mean “Jew-
ess;” elsewhere she is termed a daughter of Israel and a daughter of Judea
(LXX Dan 13:48, 57). Judith’s name may also owe something to Judas
Maccabeus. She is, in many ways, a parallel figure to Judah (see Section 3,
39–40) and commentators suggest that she is meant to be a corrective fig-
ure, a counter example to the Hasmonean leaders who combined religious
and political sovereignty; see van Henten (1995, 244–245); Rakel (2003,
271–272); Baslez (2004); Roddy (2008).

the daughter of Merari son of Ox, son of Joseph … son of Israel: Judith’s
extended list of ancestors is far longer than any genealogy assigned to a
woman in the Bible. There are lengthy genealogical lists of biblical men,
such as the twenty four generations of Aaron’s descendants (1 Chr 5:29–41)
or the ten generations between Peretz and David (Ruth 4:18–22), but,
normally, when an individual figure is introduced with a list of his fore-
fathers, as Judith is introduced here, these ancestors go back four or five
generations at most. This is the case with Samuel (1 Sam 1:1; four fore-
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fathers), Saul’s father Kish (1 Sam 9:1–2; five forefathers), Mordecai
(Esth 2:5; three forefathers) and Zephaniah (Zeph 1:1; four forefathers);
compare too the apocryphal hero, Tobit (Tob 1:1; five forefathers). Such
genealogical lists of ancestors serve both to identify these biblical men and
stress their importance (Johnson 1988, 80). Several biblical women have
their family connections mentioned as well, but these lists are considerably
shorter and the information given about these women is often significant
for their story; see, e.g. Rebecca (Gen 24:15; cf. Gen 22:23) and Bathsheba
(2 Sam 11:3). Biblical genealogy is generally an androcentric genre, with
only fathers and sons noted, and this is true in Judith’s case as well. We do
find wives and daughters added to genealogical lists in the post-biblical
L.A.B. (1:1–8; 4:12–14, etc.) and Jub. (4:7–16; 8:5–9, etc.); see too the ge-
neaology of Jesus in Matt 1:1–17. Our heroine is given sixteen (!) named
forefathers, in contrast to the brief genealogies allotted to the town leaders,
Uzziah, Chabris and Charmis (Jdt 6:15), and Judith’s husband is, in effect,
given no genealogy at all and is identified solely through his wife. It is dif-
ficult to view Judith’s long line of ancestors as authentic in any way; cf.
Bruns (1956). Steinmann (1953, 72–74) suggests that the long list is meant
to mock the pretentious genealogical claims made by well-born Jews in the
author’s own day. Our long list seems intended to honor Judith, but at the
same time its very length warns the readers of its fictitiousness. Such a de-
tailed, but fictitious geneaology well conforms to our author’s practice
when dealing both with geography and history (see Section 3), and it is the
paradigmatic quality of Judith’s ancestors that counts. The names given to
her forefathers are without exception biblical and these names link her both
with a series of tribes and a series of functions, thus suggesting that Judith
is an ideal, generic Israelite woman capable of fulfilling many roles. Her list
of ancestors includes the names of a judge (Gideon), a prophet (Elijah), and
an advisor to a foreign ruler (Joseph), as well as members of the tribe of Levi
(Merari, Oziel, Hilkiah), and Simeon (Salamiel and his son Sarasadai, the
only father-son combination taken from the Bible). Interestingly Simeon
himself, the forefather of the tribe is not mentioned; compare Judith’s ref-
erence to him as her ancestor at 9:2. The list ends with the general, generic
name Israel, father of all the tribes; see Levine (1992, 21); van Henten
(1995, 247–250).

Merari son of Ox, son of Joseph, son of Oziel, son of Elkiah, son of Anan-
ias, son of Gideon, son of Raphaim, son of Akitho, son of Elijah, son of Hil-
kiah, son of Eliab, son of Nathanael, son of Salamiel, son of Sarasadai,
son of Israel. Some of these names may have been popular at the time of Ju-
dith’s writing. The names Uzziel, Hilkiah, Hananiah, Elijah (a Samaritan),
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Nathanael, and the very popular Joseph are all found in the lexicon of Ilan
(2002), which collects Jewish names from 330 B.C.E. to 200 C.E. and
Grintz (1957,129) notes that some of the names of the ancestors closest in
time to Judith – Joseph, Uzziel, Hilkiah, Hananiah, and Gideon – are used
during the beginning of the Second Temple period. However, since all the
names are found in the Bible, at times in census lists (Num 1:6, 8) or gen-
ealogies (Neh 12:12–21), there is no need to look any further for their
source. Indeed, virtually all the names listed in our verse are found in
1 Chronicles. Transliterated names present a particular difficulty when
moving from Hebrew to Greek (as the author of Judith almost certainly did
in the case of names) to English and the three possible versions of each name
are listed below.

Merari / Μεραρ� / yrrm – is the name of one of Levi’s sons (Gen 46:11).
Ox / 5�< / /vi / Uz – is the name of Abraham’s nephew (Gen 22:21).
Joseph / * Ι�σ1φ / [cvy – was, of course, Jacob’s son (Gen 30:24, etc.) and

the name was subsequently very popular. It is attested 231 times in the Ilan
(2002) lexicon.

Oziel (or Uzziel) / *Οζι1λ / lXyzi – was a Levite (Exod 6:18).
Elkiah (or Hilkiah) / ’ Ελκι2 / hyqlx – is one of Ezra’s ancestors

(Ezra 7:1); the name is found in Nehemiah as well (8:4, etc.). This Greek
form is problematic, since normally in Judith the letter het (x) is transcribed
with ξ as in * Ιεριξ, (Jdt 4:4). Indeed, the name hyqlx recurs in our list, in
the more regular form of Ξελκ�οψ below. We should, perhaps, prefer the
reading Ελκανα found in Syriac mss.; see Steiner (2005, 264–266) for this
argument.

Ananias (or Hananiah): pναν�οψ is found only here in the LXX, but it
seems to be the genitive of pναν�α« which transcribes hynnx. The name Han-
aniah is used of eleven individuals in the MT.

Gideon / Γεδε,ν / ]vidg – is one of the Judges (Judg 6–8).
Raphaim: The Greek reads Ραφα�ν which is used elsewhere in the LXX

for the Rephaim, a term for the underworld dead or for giants. The name
here is taken to be hypr / Ραφαια. There is a Rephaiah who is a descendant
of a Hananiah (1 Chr 3:21); another is a member of the tribe of Simeon
(1 Chr 4:42).

Akitho: The form Kκι�, is not found anywhere else in the LXX. Many
scholars prefer the manuscript variant Kξιτ,β which is used for bvuyxX,
the name of one or more Levitical priests; see, e.g. 1 Sam 14:3.

Elijah: *Ηλιο& is used both for XvhylX / Elihu (1 Sam 1:1) and for vhylX /
Elijah (1 Kgs 17:1, etc.)

Hilkiah: See above on Elkiah. Some scholars prefer the reading Μελξ�α /
hyklm found in various mss.
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Eliab … Nathanael: * Ελι2β / bXylX is the name of several biblical indi-
viduals, including a prominent member of the tribe of Zebulon (Num 1:9)
and David’s older brother (1 Chr 2:13), while Nathanael / Να�ανα1λ /
lXntn – is the name of a prominent member of the tribe of Issachar
(Num 1:8) and is also the name of another brother of David (1 Chr 2:14).

Salamiel, son of Sarasadai: Our author continues to use names from the
census of Numbers 1 (see previous note). Salamiel (or Shelumiel) / Σαλα-
μι1λ / lXyml> – son of Sarasadai (or Zurishaddai) / yd>yrvj is the leader of
the tribe of Simeon (Num 1:6). The form Σαρασαδα� used here is unique;
elsewhere in the LXX we find Σοψρισαδα�. This is the only sequence of
father and son which is repeated from the MT.

son of Israel: Presumably this is Jacob. Since Judith mentions her fore-
father Simeon at 9:2, we might have expected his name to be included here
as well, sandwiched between the head of his tribe, Salamiel, son of Sarasa-
dai, and his father, Israel. Simeon is found in the shorter Vulgate version of
Judith’s genealogy (Vg. Jdt 8:1, where he is said to be the son of Reuben)
and the name may have fallen out. Even if Simeon was originally included
in our list, there is a gap of several hundred years between him and the head
of his tribe. This is not intended to be a genuine genealogical chart.

8:2–3 We now hear of Judith’s husband, or to be more precise, of the cir-
cumstances of his death. This detailed description of the manner of Manas-
seh’s death underlines the chief fact about him: he has died and left Judith a
widow. Judith’s widowhood is central to the story, for it allows her a free-
dom and independence not available to married women, together with the
sexual experience of a wife. Manasseh is important precisely because he is
not there. There are several weak husbands in the Bible who are over-
shadowed by their more active and intelligent wives: such are the husbands
of Rebecca (Gen 24–27), the Shunamite woman (2 Kgs 4), Manoah’s wife
(Judg 13), and Naomi (Ruth 1–4). See too Section 5, 65–70 on independent
widows in Greek sources.

8:2 Her husband Manasseh … of her tribe and family: Judith’s husband is,
unusually, defined through her family: normally biblical women are ident-
ified through their menfolk. In the books named for women, for example,
Esther is Mordecai’s niece (Esth 2:7), Susanna is the wife of Joakim and
daughter of Hilkiah (LXX2 Daniel 13:1–2), and Naomi and Ruth are first
identified as the wife and daughter-in-law of Elimelech (Ruth 1:1–4). Inter-
estingly, once Elimelech dies, he is termed “Naomi’s husband” and “his”
sons are now called “her” sons (Ruth 1:2–3). In similar fashion, the wid-
owed Judith is used here to present Manasseh. The name Manasseh has var-
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ied biblical associations. Besides the son of Joseph (Gen 41:51) and the Ju-
dean king of ill repute (2 Kgs 21), there is also a Manasseh who rid himself
of his foreign wife (Ezra 10:30, 33). Judith and Manasseh are said to be of
the same family within the same tribe and such endogamy is considered
quite positive. This attitude can perhaps be traced back to Abraham who
sends his servant to find a wife for his son Isaac from his kinfolk and
father’s house, or as the LXX has it, “from my tribe and my father’s house”
(Gen 24:40). Marrying within the family is an important element in the
Book of Tobit, where Tobit himself is married to a kinswoman and he ex-
horts his son Tobias to marry within the family and tribe, following the
blessed practice of Noah, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Tob 1:9; 4:12). See
too 1Qap Gen vi. lines 8–9 where the practice of marrying brothers’
daughters is said to be “according to the custom of the eternal law which
the Lord of Eternity [gave] to humanity.” In Jubilees (4:9–28) the descen-
dants of Adam and Eve first marry their sisters and then – presumably when
there are more women around – marry their brothers’ daughters; see Grintz
(1957, 185–187) for further references to this practice among the sages of
the Talmud. While marriage to a fellow tribesman helped keep the land
within the same tribe in biblical times – see the story of the daughters of Ze-
lophehad (Num 27:1–11) – such an issue clearly was not relevant at the
time of Judith’s writing, but perhaps we are meant to imagine that Judith’s
story takes place in an idyllic past when the land of Israel was occupied by
all the tribes and inheritance of the family territory was an actual concern.
Judith’s endogamy serves several purposes. Besides being a praiseworthy
practice which adds to her good reputation, this close connection allows
her, it seems, to inherit her husband’s property and money and then be-
queath this inheritance to her husband’s relatives, as well as her own (see
notes on 8:7 and 16:24). Perhaps, too, our author has expended sufficient
energy on the invention of Judith’s genealogy and chose to spare himself the
necessity of composing an extended family for Manasseh as well.

had died during the barley harvest: The narrator includes a flashback, a de-
scription of the circumstances of Manasseh’s death, since his most signifi-
cant contribution to the story is his absence. There are two biblical tales
which take place during a barley harvest (2 Sam 21:9; Ruth 1:22) and both
these stories involve famine and powerful, bereaved women. In 2 Sam 21
David kills off children from the house of Saul at a time of famine in order
to appease the Gibeonites, a protected people, some of whom have been
killed by Saul. The mother of two of the victims, Rizpah, daughter of Aya,
wearing sackcloth, stays on a rock, protecting the dead from birds and
beasts, day and night, from the beginning of the harvest (in April or May)
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until the rains come. When David learns of her deed, he buries these
members of Saul’s family along with the bones of Saul and Jonathan, and
the famine ends. There are perhaps slight echoes of the strong and defiant
Rizpah in the figure of Judith: both act independently after a death at har-
vest time, both use sackcloth, and both bend powerful men to their will. In
the second story, two widowed women, Naomi and her daughter-in-law
Ruth, come to Bethlehem from Moab during the barley harvest. The har-
vest plays an important part in the story, affording the two women food,
and allowing Ruth to seduce Boaz in the field, and Judith resembles both
the seductive Ruth and the wise and independent Naomi. See Britt 2005 for
a different analysis of the three barley harvest stories.

8:3 The brief account of Manasseh’s death is an interesting amalgamation
of several biblical episodes, almost a pastiche of these various tales.

he supervised those binding the sheaves in the field: Here we are reminded
of Boaz, even if Boaz has a servant who supervises the reapers (Ruth 2:4–6);
compare too Joseph’s dream where he binds sheaves in the field with his
brothers (Gen 37:7).

the sun came beating down on his head: For the use of κα&σ�ν as burning
heat see LXX Isa 49:10 where it translates br>; compare too Jonah 4:8
where Jonah is punished by God with a scorching wind (πνε&ματι
κα&σ�νο« σψγκα�οντι) and suffers so badly from sunstroke that he wishes
to die. Manasseh also reminds us of the son of the Shunamite woman who
suffers sunstroke when he joins the reapers in the field, crying out “my
head, my head” (2 Kgs 4:18–20). Manasseh is neither a young boy nor a
runaway prophet, and the circumstances of his death are not impressive.

He took to his bed and died : Literally “he fell on his bed” (�πεσεν $π5 τGν
κλ�νην α�το7). The combination of aching head and falling on the bed is
an upsetting, even incongruent detail in view of Holophernes’ subsequent
fate, for Holophernes, too, will fall on his bed (προπεπτ�κP« $π5 τGν
κλ�νην α�το7), only to have Judith cut off his head; see Levine (1992, 19).

They buried him with his fathers in the field between Dothan and Balamon:
This final detail, burial with his ancestors in the family tomb, presents Man-
asseh in a more positive light. We are reminded of the patriarch Jacob’s
dying request to be buried with his fathers (Gen 49:29–31; compare 2 Kgs
12:22; 15:7; 2 Chr 25:28; 26:23). The description of the site of the burial
ground is vaguely reminiscent of the cave of Machpelah (Gen 23:17,19).
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Indeed, we will later learn that Manasseh is buried in a cave, for Judith will
be buried there as well, “in her husband Manasseh’s cave” (Jdt 16:23).

between Dothan and Balamon: For Dothan, see note on 3:9. Balamon is
found only here; see note on Belmain (4:4) and compare too “from Dothan
to Belbaim” (7:3 with note).

8:4–8 Judith’s secluded, elevated dwelling, together with her widow’s
weeds, celibacy, and fasting, all point to her distance from everyday life and
choice of a more ascetic mode of life. Such asceticism seems to go beyond
the ordinary conventions of widowhood. Her piety, asceticism, beauty,
wealth, and good reputation are all mentioned together in these verses and
these qualities are, unusually, linked.

8:4 Judith remained in her house: Other Israelite women in Jerusalem and
Bethulia have gone outdoors and joined in the communal gatherings,
prayers, and complaints during this time of crisis (Jdt 4:10–12; 6:16;
7:22–23), but Judith remains at home, and summons the city leaders to her
house. Judith does not leave home once she is widowed, out of modesty or
perhaps mourning, and this emphasis on Judith’s lengthy seclusion in her
house underscores just how unusual and brave her subsequent expedition
to the enemy camp is.

a widow (ξηρε&οψσα): The Greek present participle well emphasizes
Judith’s state of widowhood, the many practices she undertakes as a result
of being widowed; compare LXX 2 Sam 13:20 where the word is used of
the desolate, raped Tamar who stays in her brother’s home (κα5 $κ2�ισεν
Υημαρ ξηρε&οψσα; MT hmm>v rmt b>tv). In many ways, Judith is the
quintessential, ideal widow and her piety, wisdom, and chastity are virtues
particularly associated with widowhood (van der Toorn 1995). In the Bible,
widows are presented as a particularly vulnerable group, along with
sojourners and orphans (Exod 22:20–21; Deut 24:17, etc.). They are es-
pecially protected by God (Deut 10:18; Ps 146:9, etc.) and the Israelites are
commanded to care for and support them (Deut 14:29; 24:19–21, etc.).
There are several concrete instances of helpless, unfortunate widows in the
Bible (1 Kgs 17:9–24; 2 Kgs 4:1–7; cf. too the woman of Tekoa who pre-
tends to be a widow 2 Sam 14:2) and widowhood is also used metaphori-
cally to represent suffering, vulnerability, and loss. Thus the fallen city of
Jerusalem is compared to a widow (Lam 1:1), as are the people of Israel
(Isa 54:4–8), while the pampered woman – i.e. city – of Babylon is
threatened with bereavement and widowhood (Isa 47:8–9). At first sight,
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Judith, who is without male support or protection, seems to be virtually a
living embodiment of the people of Israel and their threatened territory.
“Like the widow Judith, Judea mourns, alone and vulnerable, against the
onslaught of Holophernes” (Hopkins 1998, 282). In her prayer to God,
Judith stresses her widowhood when asking for divine help (Jdt 9:4, 9). Yet,
she is not simply a poor, vulnerable widow and her character and situation
are more complex. Judith is beautiful, enterprising, wealthy, and highly
respected in her community. The death of her husband and the wealth she
has inherited means that she is independent and not limited by the authority
of any male. (“A woman acquires herself [i.e. her freedom] in two ways …
by a bill of divorce and by the death of her husband.” m. Qidd. 1:1). As a
widow, Judith is experienced in sexual matters, without being linked to any
man, and it is precisely this state of widowhood which allows her the free-
dom to set out on a mission of seduction and murder.

three years and four months: i.e. Judith has been widowed for 40 months,
a significant number. We are reminded of the forty years spent by the Israe-
lites in the desert (e.g. Num 32:13), the forty days spent by the spies in the
land of Israel (Num 13:25), and the forty days allotted by Jonah to the
people of Nineveh to repent (Jonah 3:4). The city of Bethulia is under siege
for forty days as well; for the exact calculations, see note on 7:1 and van
Henten (1995, 229–230). We do not know how old Judith was when she
married nor how long she was married, but forty months of widowhood is
not a lengthy period of time and it is likely that the attractive Judith is still
fairly young.

8:5 She built a tent for herself on the roof of her house: Judith’s makeshift
dwelling on her roof brings with it a series of associations, beginning with
the second tent found in our book, that of Holophernes. Both tents are
described by the same word, σκην1, but the contrast between Judith’s
simple tent on a roof and Holophernes’ luxurious one at the bottom of a
valley could not be greater (10:21–22 with notes). Judith will make a long
journey from her tent to that of Holophernes, transforming herself from a
pious figure clad in widow’s weeds to a well-dressed, seductive killer in the
process, and she is no less a commanding figure in Holophernes’ tent than
she is in her own. The location of Judith’s tent, on the roof of her house, is
also significant. Judith prays on her roof (9:1 with note) and a biblical roof
can be a private, intimate place. Rahab hides the spies on the roof of her
house and negotiates with them there (Josh 2:4–14), Samuel and Saul con-
verse on a roof (1 Sam 9:25), David mourns Absalom on an upper gallery
(2 Sam 19:1), while an anguished psalmist feels like a lone bird on a roof
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(Ps 102:8); see the further references collected by Grintz (1957, 131). Roofs
sometimes have erotic associations as well: Absalom sleeps with his father’s
concubines in a tent on a roof (2 Sam 16:22), and Bathsheba is first seen by
David from his roof (2 Sam 11:2). Here Judith is an anti-Bathsheba of sorts,
for instead of a beautiful, nude woman being viewed from a roof and then
summoned by a man, we have a beautiful woman dressed in widow’s gar-
ments summoning men to her roof. Yet Bathsheba, like Judith, is a complex
figure who is not just a beautiful woman. She negotiates carefully with
David, with Adonijah, and finally with Solomon, and in these negotiations
we see that she is clever, well-spoken, and probably ironic and manipulative
as well; see 1 Kgs 1–2 (in contrast to 2 Sam 11–12) and Ben-Ayun (2005,
177–217). Isolated in her tent on the roof, Judith also reminds us of several
unmarried women: Sarah of the Book of Tobit has a room in an upper
chamber (Tob 3:17), and Joseph’s future bride, Aseneth, is secluded in her
room in a tower, surrounded by virgin maidservants who protect her
(Jos. Asen. 2:1, 10–11). In the Vulgate, Judith, too, is cloistered with her
maids in a secret chamber on the roof (Vg. Jdt 8:5); compare 2 Macc 3:19; 3
Macc 1:18 for further instances of cloistered young women. While Judith is
not quite a “watcher from the window” along the lines of Abimelech
(Gen 26:8), Sisera’s mother (Judg 5:28), Michal (2 Sam 6:16), or Jezebel
(2 Kgs 9:30), her residence on the roof means that she looks outwards and
downwards as they do. Like them, her gaze – or perspective – helps to fo-
calize the dangers that threaten her people. Biblical women at the window
are often presented as passive or oppressed figures, while male watchers are
not (Seeman 2004) and Judith is closest to a biblical male at the window,
the authoritative and powerful Abimelech, whose vision allows him to
recognize and avert danger. Judith’s spatial position on the roof symbolizes
her elevated role and she uses her superior perspective in order to rescue
her people from disaster; see further Reinhartz (2000) and Levine (1992,
esp. 22).

placed sackcloth about her waist and wore her widow’s weeds: For sack-
cloth, see note on 4:10. When praying (9:1 with note), Judith exposes this
sackcloth, apparently worn underneath her clothes; compare 10:3 (with
note) where the sackcloth is again mentioned together with her widow’s
outfit. We find a reference to widows donning sackcloth at Joel 1:8 and a
private mourner, Jacob, tears his clothing and puts on sackcloth for the sup-
posedly dead Joseph (Gen 37:34; see too 2 Sam 3:31). Judith apparently
wears her sackcloth in mourning for her husband (contrast the Israelites at
4:10–11, 14, whose sackcloth is temporary and points to the gravity of the
crisis they face) and she wears an outer layer of widow’s weeds as well.
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Judah’s daughter-in-law Tamar normally wears widow’s clothes (Gen 38:14,
19), while the wise woman of Tekoa, who plays a bereaved wife and
mother, dresses in mourning clothes (2 Sam 14:2). Such mourning clothes
may have been identical with the outfit worn by widows. It is likely that
there was a customary way of dressing for widows, a virtual uniform which
proclaimed their bereaved state; see Deut 24:17 which may allude to such
customary dress. The widowed Judith probably wears simple clothing in
muted colors, as opposed to the festive clothing of her married days which
she will subsequently don; see Jdt 10:3, 7. While Judith dresses in this
fashion because her husband is dead, there seems to be an element of
religious asceticism at work as well: her modest and subdued attire is a re-
flection of her piety. It is interesting to compare the words of Adad-Guppi,
the mother of the sixth century B.C.E. neo-Babylonian ruler, Nabonidus.
In her autobiographical inscription (COS 1. 147, col. 1) she says: “In order
to appease the heart of my god and my goddess, I did not put on a garment
of excellent wool, silver, gold, a fresh garment; I did not allow perfumes (or)
fine oil to touch my body. I was clothed in a torn garment. My fabric was
sackcloth. I proclaimed their praises. The fame of my god and goddess were
set (firmly) in my heart …”

8:6 She fasted all the days of her widowhood: Judith’s extended fasting is
quite different from the fasts undertaken by the Israelites in Judea and
Jerusalem (Jdt 4:9, 13), in the wake of Holophernes’ military threat. The
Israelites’ fasting, sackcloth, and ashes are outward manifestations of their
great distress during an emergency, and accompany their prayers to God to
avert the impending attack. Judith, on the other hand, has fasted regularly
and worn sackcloth throughout the three years and four months of her
widowhood. She does not need to join the citizens of Bethulia in their fast-
ing and use of sackcloth because she has been performing these acts on her
own for several years, even before the current crisis. Indeed, once Bethulia is
under threat, Judith will, ironically, reverse her ordinary behavior and act in
contrast to every one else in her city. She will achieve her aims and save her
people by bathing, dressing in beautiful clothing, feasting, and drinking
wine with the enemy and the emphasis here on Judith’s ascetic lifestyle
makes her subsequent transformation into a femme fatale all the more
remarkable. Judith’s fasting seems to stem from a combination of mourn-
ing, piety, and asceticism which is meant to bring her closer to God. There
are biblical instances of week long or day long fasts in mourning or as a
mark of a respect for the dead (e.g. 1 Sam 31:13; 2 Sam 1:12; 3:35; contrast
2 Sam 12:16–23) and there are also instances of brief periods of abstention
from food in times of distress (e.g. 1 Sam 1:7–8; 20:34; Ps 102:5), but
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Judith’s extended fasting has no real parallel in the Bible. While both Moses
and Elijah fast for periods of forty days and forty nights (Exod 34:28;
1 Kgs 19:7–8), they are clearly under special divine protection. There does
not seem to be any penitence attached to Judith’s fasting, nor any desire to
induce a vision, as in Dan 10. While Judith’s fasting is mentioned in the con-
text of her widowhood, it should be linked to her overall righteousness,
punctilious observation of the commandments, and devotion to God. Her
abstention from food is part and parcel of her presentation as a pious
woman of good repute, indicating that fasting and asceticism are positive
qualities, and the virtues of fasting are stressed in several later works. An in-
teresting parallel to Judith’s fasting is found in the New Testament, where
the prophetess Anna serves God day and night with fasting and prayer for
the many long years of her widowhood (Luke 2:36–37). Anna and her fast-
ing may be modelled on the figure of Judith, and commentators suggest that
Anna who was married for seven years and then was widowed for eighty
four years, may have lived to be one hundred and five just as Judith did, if
she was married at the age of fourteen (yet another multiple of seven!); see
Elliott (1988). Both women are pious, abstinent widows whose devotion to
God is exemplary and their ascetic lifestyle may reflect actual, historical
practices. We hear in Philo’s first century C.E. account of ascetic men and
women, the Therapeutae and Therapeutrides, who live outside Alexandria.
They do not eat before sunset and some fast regularly, but not on the Sab-
bath; they also wear simple clothing (Philo Contempl. 34–38). Joseph of
the Testament of Joseph states that he fasted for seven years, while resisting
the advances of Potiphar’s wife (T. Jos. 3:4; see too T. Sim. 3:4). Diamond
(2004, 96–97) and Grintz (1957, 132, 187–188) bring further instances of
extended fasting. A noteworthy counter-example of a woman condemned
for her fasting is Miriam bat Alei Bezalim (literally “daughter of onion
leaves”) who is said to have lived in the time of Simeon ben Shetah (i.e. sec-
ond to first century B.C.E.). Miriam is accused by the rabbis either of pub-
licizing her fasting too prominently or else claiming to fast more than she
actually did (y. Hag. 2:2, 77d). Such lengthy fasting must, of course, imply
only partial fasting, with Judith, in all likelihood, fasting during the day and
then eating at night; this is her practice when staying in Holophernes’ camp
(Jdt 12:9). Fasting is associated with prayer, almsgiving, and righteousness
in Tobit 12:8, but interestingly, we hear nothing of Judith’s charity, despite
the great wealth she possesses.

except for the eve of Sabbath and Sabbath, the eve of the new moon and the
new moon, and the holidays and festivals of Israel: This mention of specific
days when fasting does not take place seems to point to a widespread prac-
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tice of fasting, which needed to be limited. There is a passage reminiscent of
our own in the Palestinian Talmud (y. Ta’an. 2:8, 66a) where we learn that
inquiring women are to be told that they are permitted to fast on all days
except for Sabbaths, festivals, new moons, Hol Hamoed (=the intermediary
days of Passover and Tabernacles), Hanukkah, and Purim. The days on
which Judith abstains from fasting are not identical with the prohibitions
on fasting found in this passage and elsewhere in Talmudic literature, and
her practice may reflect different customs current at the time of the book’s
composition. Thus, while the “holidays and festivals” of our text appar-
ently include all the days mentioned in the Talmud passage, Judith includes
the eve of Sabbath and the eve of the new moon as well. The general rule in
the time of the rabbis was that fasting was permitted on Fridays – t. Ta’an.
2:6; cf. b. Ta’an. 27b and see Büchler (1956, 49–54) for further references –
and there is no evidence outside of our text for the prohibition of fasting on
the eve of new moons. The very word for Sabbath eve in Greek, προσ2β-
βατον, is extremely rare; see the introduction to LXX Ps 92:1 and
Mark 15:42, who also supplies the synonym παρασκεψ1. Τhe word for the
eve of the new moon προνοψμην�α is found only here in all of extant Greek
literature. The expressions tb> bri and >dx >Xr bri are not found in the
MT.

eve of Sabbath and Sabbath, the eve of the new moon and the new moon:
The new moon and the Sabbath are sometimes associated together in the
later books of the Bible. On the new moon, as on the Sabbath, people gather
in the temple (Isa 1:13), go to see prophets (2 Kgs 4:23), refrain from com-
merce (Amos 8:5), and feast together (1 Sam 20:18); see Sh. Safrai (1987,
135). In post-biblical sources, the new moon is sometimes included among
full-fledged holidays. Thus the Seleucid king Demetrius I promises,“All fes-
tivals, Sabbaths, new moons and days of special observance, and the three
days before and three days after a festival, will be days of exemption,”
(1 Macc 10:34), while in the Book of Jubilees (1:14) we find “new moons,
Sabbaths, festivals, jubilees” mentioned together.

the holidays and festivals of Israel (Ψορτ�ν κα5 ξαρμοσψν�ν οDκοψ
* Ισρα1λ): Ψορτ1 translates gx or divm in the LXX, and apparently refers
here to the holidays prescribed in the Torah, while the ξαρμοσ&ναι or days
of joy is a more informal term for “festivals.” In the Syriac and Old Latin
mss. we find a reference to days of commemoration (μνημοσψν�ν or
memoriae) as well. The Scroll of Fasting, Megillat Ta’anit, a brief work in
Aramaic generally dated towards the end of the Second Temple period,
mentions some thirty five days of celebration when fasting is prohibited.
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Many of these days are related to Hasmonean triumphs, with Hanukkah as
an outstanding instance; see Noam (2003 and 2006). Our text may refer to
such days of commemorative celebration as those mentioned in the Megil-
lah or perhaps to the days included in the passage of the Palestinian Talmud
cited above. The rabbis extend the prohibition on fasting beyond the actual
days listed in Megillat Ta’anit and include the day before the holiday as well
(t. Ta’an. 2:6; b. Ta’an. 17b, etc.) and perhaps Judith’s addition of the eve of
Sabbath and eve of new moons to her non-fasting days is related to this phe-
nomenon.

8:7 She was beautiful in appearance and very lovely to behold: Judith’s
beauty is an integral part of her story – no less than her widowhood, piety,
and wisdom – and the narrator will refer to her appearance and its effect on
others several more times (Jdt 10:7, 14, 19, 23; 11:21; 12:13; 16:6, 9). Here
it is plain that Judith’s extended fasting has not affected her beauty. In the
Testament of Joseph (3:4) we learn that Joseph’s fasting while resisting
Potiphar’s wife lends him beauty “for those who fast for God’s sake are
granted beauty of countenance.” In similar fashion, Daniel’s restricted veg-
etarian diet leaves him as attractive as ever (Dan 1:4–15). This description
of Judith’s beauty is brief and along biblical lines, closely echoing that of
Rachel (Gen 29:17) and Joseph (Gen 39:6; the Greek of the LXX is virtually
identical to our passage). Contrast our brief description with the detailed
presentation of Sarai in the Genesis Apocryphon (1Qap Gen 20:1–8) where
the author lingers over her hair, eyes, nose, breast, arms, hands, feet, and
legs. Our author reserves such detailed delineation for Judith’s dressing
scene; see notes on 10:3–4 and 16:7–9. In later passages Judith is said to be
known for her wisdom as well as her beauty (8:29, 11:21), but the narrator
himself never describes her as wise. Instead, he demonstrates her intelli-
gence and good sense through her words, deeds, and the reactions of others.
See Bar-Efrat (1989, 48–51, 118–119) and Polak (1999, 274–276) on bib-
lical uses and descriptions of beauty; see too Steyn (2008).

Her husband Manasseh had left her gold and silver, male and female slaves,
flocks and fields: Unusually for a widow, Judith inherits all of her husband’s
money, property, and land and she controls it as well. Judith will distribute
this property to relatives on both sides of the family when she dies (16:24).
There are several wealthy women who control property of their own in the
Bible and most are apparently widows: thus Micah’s mother has 1100
pieces of silver (and apparently no husband, for she does not consult with
him about spending the money; Judg 17:1–4), the widowed Abigail has five
servant girls to accompany her when she joins David and clearly is still
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wealthy after her husband’s death (1 Sam 25:42), and the Shunamite
woman acts on her own to regain her property, with no mention of her hus-
band (2 Kgs 8:1–6; cf. 4:8–9). The widow in Zarephath manages a house-
hold, but is quite poor (1 Kgs 17:9–16), while Naomi is the one who sells
her dead husband’s property (Ruth 4:3, 5, 9); see too the deposits by
widows in the temple mentioned in 2 Macc (3:10). There are several biblical
instances of daughters inheriting property or receiving a gift of land
(Num 27:1–8; Josh 15:17–19 and Jdg 1:13–15; Job 42:15), but no explicit
instance of a husband bequeathing property to his wife. Indeed, according
to Num 27:8–11 we would expect Manasseh’s property to go directly to his
family; see too m. Baba Batra 8:1; b. Baba Batra 111b. Ilan (1995, 167–172)
collects further rabbinic material, including instances where the rabbis cir-
cumvent biblical law in order to ensure that widows will not be impover-
ished. As a presumably young and childless widow we would also expect
the levirate laws to apply to Judith (Deut 25:5–10), with Manasseh’s
brother as a suitable husband for her. Our author ignores the issue and per-
haps we should assume that Manasseh had no brothers and that is why his
wealth comes to Judith. It is worth noting that Manasseh simply leaves
(;πελε�πετο) his property to Judith and the author does not use the tech-
nical, legal vocabulary of bequeathing (i.e. κληρονομω� or κληροδοτω� =
>yrvhl ,lyxnhl). We also find a distinction between the people of Bethulia
who return to their inheritance (ε=« τGν κληρονομ�αν) while Judith goes to
her property ($π5 τ:« ;π2ρ<ε�« α�τ:« 16:21 with note; see Joosten 2007,
*173–*174). Thus, as Grintz (1957, 188–189) suggests, we should prob-
ably attribute Judith’s wealth to a gift by Manasseh before his death or per-
haps to a stipulation in the original ketuba (marriage contract), rather than
an actual inheritance. At the same time the Book of Judith is a work of fic-
tion whose practices may deviate at times from standard Jewish law, and
the legal niceties of inheritance should not be pressed too hard. The chief
point is that Judith is independently wealthy and such inherited wealth
would not surprise the book’s original audience. An ideal widow is either
very rich or very poor; “both conditions could signal a state of grace” (van
der Toorn 1995, 23). At the same time Judith belongs to the category of
those who need divine protection: the poor, humble, weak, desperate, and
homeless, and she portrays herself in this light; see note on 9:11 and see
Lacocque (1990, 35). Grintz notes that Judith is said to remain (cf. �μενεν
below) on her husband’s property rather than to administer it, but the fact
that she disposes of this property before her own death, distributing it to
her family as well as that of Manasseh, points to her absolute control over
her husband’s possessions. In the fifth century B.C.E. Jewish colony at Ele-
phantine, we find several marriage contracts which provide for a childless
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widow controlling (huyl>) or holding (htdxX) her husband’s property
after his death. These women do not have the right of alienation, and their
position does not correspond with that of their husbands, for should they
predecease their husbands, the men are to inherit their goods. See Porten
and Yardeni (1989, ii. B2. 6 lines 17–22; B 3.3 lines 10–13; B 3. 8 lines
28–29, 34–36) and the further bibliography cited by Joosten (2007,
*173–*174). In documents from the Judean desert dating to the first and
second centuries C.E. (i.e. after the composition of Judith), we find widows
and daughters possessing considerable amounts of property, property they
receive as a gift from their menfolk. Thus Babatha’s father Shimon gives his
daughter four date groves (see P. Yadin 16) and then gives over his other
properties to his wife Miriam as a gift in contemplation of death (P. Yadin 7).
See Bons (1998), Satlow (2001, 93–100, 204–209), and Bauckham (2002,
123–131) on the economic provisions for married women found in the
archives from Elephantine and the Judean desert.

gold and silver, male and female slaves, flocks and fields: This list of Judith’s
possessions reminds us of the property owned by the patriarchs. She is
no less blessed with wealth than Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. See Gen 13:2
(and Jdt 5:9!); 20:14; 24:35; 26:12–14; 30:43; 32:6; see too Job 1:1–3 and
compare Eccl 2:4–7. For the resemblance between Judith’s chief maidser-
vant and Abraham’s chief servant, see note on 8:10.

she watched over them (κα5 �μενεν $π *  α�τ�ν): Literally “she remained
over them” but Judith plainly controls her property; see above and compare
the role of her chief female servant, who “is in charge of all her property”
(8:10). For biblical wives as managers of a household, see Camp (1985,
85–86). The outstanding instance of a woman who enriches her household
by her skill is the woman of valor of Proverbs (31:10–31).

8:8 No one spoke an ill word ($π1νεγκεν I:μα πονηρ+ν) of her: Compare
Num 14:36 $<ενωγκαι I1ματα πονηρ2 (MT hbyd Xyjvhl) and see note on
8:9. Presumably people would have gossiped about the beautiful, wealthy,
and independent Judith if it were not for her godfearing ways.

she feared God greatly: We will hear again of Judith’s piety and devotion to
God from Uzziah (8:31 with note) and Judith herself (11:17). Several bibli-
cal men, including Abraham (Gen 22:12), David (1 Chr 13:12), and Job
(Job 1:1) are said to fear God; Joseph (Gen 42:18) and Jonah (Jonah 1:9)
describe themselves in this way. The expression is occasionally used of
biblical women as well: the midwives Shiphrah and Puah disobey the king
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of Egypt and save the Israelite baby boys because they fear God
(Exod 1:15–21), while Esther of the Septuagint is commanded by Mordecai
to fear God (LXX Esth 2:20). The apocryphal heroine Susanna, particularly
in the Theodotion version of her story, is quite similar to Judith as she is
portrayed here. She too is very beautiful and godfearing, and she is married
to an exceedingly wealthy man, Joakim (LXX2 Dan 13:2, 4). Susanna is not
a widow, but Joakim plays no part whatsoever in his wife’s tale, and, in es-
sence, he is as passive and negligible as the dead Manasseh. Susanna also
has a good reputation, until the two lecherous elders slander her (LXX2
Dan 13:27). Both apocryphal women exhibit courage, strength, and integ-
rity, both pray to God in very trying circumstances, and both are ultimately
victorious in their mission, only to return home and resume their earlier life-
style. Susanna, however, is a more innocent and passive heroine. She se-
duces only unintentionally and is incapable of confronting the elders and
saving herself, let alone her people. Indeed Susanna needs Daniel to come to
her rescue; see further Levine (1995); Reinhartz (2000); Steyn (2008). In
later versions of her story, Susanna is even more similar to Judith, and her
husband, Joakim, a silent background figure, disappears. In a seventh cen-
tury C.E. Syriac version, Susanna is a wise woman, the daughter of a priest,
who is married for only a short time before her very wealthy husband dies.
As a widow, Susanna is engaged day and night in the service of the Lord and
it is a twelve year old Daniel who comes to her rescue; see Hiebert
(2001,194–196). In an Ethiopian variant, Susanna is again a widow and
refuses to remarry so that she can dedicate herself to her creator. Here it is
the angel Michael who defends her (Wurmbrand 1963). In a Samaritan ac-
count, Susanna is the beautiful and learned daughter of a high priest who
does not marry and seeks to dedicate herself to God. In this instance, she
manages to acquit herself from the false accusations without outside help
(Stenhouse 1995).

8:9 Judith … heard: The author now returns to the opening phrase of the
chapter, κα5 sκοψσεν, resuming his story after an eight verse digression in
which he supplied Judith’s background; see Craven (1983, 86–88) on the
repeated use of �κο&� in 8:1–9:12. Judith does not see the action from
her tent on the roof, but hears of it, presumably through a member of her
household. What she hears will stir her to action; compare the biblical for-
mula of ivm>k yhyv which normally leads to action (Gen 29:13; 39:19;
Josh 5:1; 11:1; 1 Kgs 5:21, etc.) and compare Jdt 13:12 κα5 $γωνετο )«
sκοψσαν.
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the ill words (τ� I1ματα … τ� πονηρ2) of the people against their leader:
We have just been told in the previous verse that no one spoke ill (I:μα
πονηρ+ν) of Judith and this linguistic echo underlines the contrast between
Judith, whom no one maligns, and Bethulia’s leader, Uzziah. The narrator’s
perspective here is identical with that of Judith, for both see the words of
the people as wrong; compare the I1ματα πονηρ2 of the Israelite spies at
Num 14:36. In the story of Saul and Jabesh-gilead (1 Sam 11; see note on
7:30), we are told that Saul is extremely angry over the people’s willingness
to surrender within seven days and that God is with him. Here, Judith is not
said to be inspired by God, nor are we explicitly told that she is angry, but
the use of the adjective “ill” makes it plain just how displeased she is.

ill words … since their spirits were low because of the scarcity of water: The
narrator does not recapitulate the words spoken by the people of Bethulia
at 7:24–28, but repeats his description of their low spirits or ]λιγοχψξ�α;
cf. 7:19 where despair at being surrounded by the enemy leads the Bethu-
lians to cry out to God. Here their low spirits are said to be due to lack of
water and to bring about their angry demands. Compare Exod 6:9 where
]λιγοχψξ�α underlies the Israelites’ disbelief in Moses’s promises of divine
deliverance and Num 21:4 where it causes them to speak out against God
and against Moses.

he swore (aμοσεν) to surrender the city to the Assyrian in five days: Uzziah
does not in fact, take an oath, but simply states that he will do so
(Jdt 7:30–31) and it is the angry Bethulians who use language associated
with oaths (7:28 with note; compare 8:11, 30).

8:10 She sent her maid who was in charge of all her possessions: We hear of
several biblical women who have maidservants: Hagar belongs to Sarah
(Gen 16:1), Zilpah and Bilhah are given to Leah and Rachel respectively by
their father (Gen 29:24, 29), and Abigail has five unnamed maidservants
(1 Sam 25:42). Further anonymous maidservants belong to Rebecca,
Pharaoh’s daughter, and Esther, and these latter serving women are all
termed fβραι, as is Judith’s servant here; see LXX Gen 24:61; Exod 2:5;
Esth 2:9; 4:4, 16; 15:2, 7. The word used here for maid, fβρα, translates
both hmX and hrin, but not hxp>, in the LXX and is relatively rare. The
more common terms for female servants are παιδ�σκη and δο&λη, and
κορ2σιον is occasionally used as well. Judith’s maid is called fβρα seven
times (Jdt 8:10, 33; 10:2, 5, 17; 13:9; 16:23), δο&λη three times (12:15, 19;
13:3) and παιδ�σκη once (10:10), and while δο&λη and παιδ�σκη are used
of Judith as well, by herself and others (11:5, 6, 16, 17; 12:4,6, 13), fβρα is
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not. Indeed, the word has the more restricted sense of a favorite domestic
servant owned by a woman (see Photius Lexicon s.v. @βραι [sic]; Char-
iton 1. 4). In the Vulgate, Jerome uses abra (along with ancilla and puella)
for this anonymous maid and in later adaptations of the story of Judith,
Abra becomes her name, as it were. In many later representations of
Judith’s tale, particularly in paintings and musical compositions, this maid
is allotted a much more prominent role in the story. Since we are told next
to nothing about her in the Book of Judith, the many, many painters of
Judith and her slave can give free rein to their imagination and the serving
woman is portrayed in many guises, from young and beautiful enough to
rival her mistress to old and ugly. Judith’s servant has a responsible posi-
tion, reminiscent of that of Abraham’s steward, who was in charge of all
that Abraham owned (Gen 24:2; compare Gen 15:2; 39:4; 43:16). But
Judith has a female servant running her estate, rather than a male one. Her
maid accompanies her when she sets out on her journey, perhaps to prevent
any untoward gossip, although there are biblical women who are shown
commanding male servants, such as Abigail (1 Sam 25:19) and the Shuna-
mite woman (2 Kgs 4:22–24). In the Book of Judith itself, the maid’s role
and position are parallel to that of Holophernes’ chief servant, the eunuch
Bagoas, who is in charge of all of Holophernes’ affairs and their function is
described in virtually identical language (Jdt 12:11 with note). However,
unlike Bagoas, Judith’s trusted stewardess is “textually silent, undescribed,
and nameless” (Efthimiadis-Keith 2004, 249). She is there to serve Judith:
to manage Judith’s household, run errands, accompany her mistress on her
dangerous mission, and, above all, carry back Holophernes’ head. She does
all this silently, with all her actions centered around her mistress: her focus
as well as that of the narrator is on Judith, and the maid appears and dis-
appears according to the needs of the plot, sometimes within a single verse
(e.g. 10:11). Unlike several female servants in Greek tragedy, this maid does
not act as a confidante; see Section 5, 75–76 and compare Rebecca’s nurse
Deborah, who is unexpectedly – if briefly – mentioned twice (Gen 24:59;
35:8). We find several speaking servants, male and female, in the Bible and
these servants advise and aid their masters; see, e.g. Judg 19:9, 11, 13;
1 Sam 9:3–10; 14:1–15; 2 Kgs 5:2–3. Esther has a male attendant, Hathach,
who reports to her and delivers messages, in addition to several maids
(Esth 2:9; 4:5–16). In the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha several anony-
mous women servants play a role as well: there is a nasty servant in Tobit
(3:7–9), a pair of supportive serving women in the Additions to Esther
(LXX Esth 15:2, 7), a pair of maids in Susanna (LXX2 Dan 13:15–19),
a disobedient doormaid in the Testament of Job (7:1–12), and a concerned,
comforting maid in Joseph and Aseneth (10:6–7). Here, Judith and her
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maid have no real relationship, pace Craven (1983, 121), who sees their re-
lationship as one of mutual support, akin to that between Naomi and Ruth.
The slave is a cipher and we do not even know if she is a Jew or a gentile
(Glancy 1996, 82–86); see note on 16:23.

sent … and summoned (κα5 �ποστε�λασα … $κ2λεσεν): Compare
Deborah who sends for and summons Barak: the language in Judg 4:6
(qrbl Xrqtv xl>tv; LXX κα5 �πωστειλεν Δεββ�ρα κα5 $κ2λεσεν τ9ν
Βαρακ) is quite close to our text. Other biblical women who summon
men or send them messages are Rebecca (Gen 27:42 Xrqtv xl>tv),
Judah’s daughter-in-law Tamar (Gen 38:25), Rahab, who sends the spies
away (Josh 2:21; compare Michal at 1 Sam 19:17), Delilah (Judg 16:18
Xrqtv xl>tv LXX κα5 �πωστειλεν κα5 $κ2λεσεν), Bathsheba (2 Sam 11:5),
the wise woman of Abel Beth-Maacah (2 Sam 20:16), and Jezebel
(1 Kgs 19:2; 21:8). Such “sending” by women to men is a mark of their
authority, pointing to their importance, as Frymer-Kensky (2002, 149 and
397 n. 149) notes. The rabbis criticize Deborah for summoning Barak, and
in the same passage (b. Meg. 14b) criticize the prophetess Huldah as well,
calling both women haughty. Huldah, like Judith, delivers an unpleasant
message to an important male delegation, criticizing their religious attitude
(2 Kgs 22:14–20), but Judith summons the men, while Huldah is sought out
by them. Biblical prophets sometimes visit those whom they instruct or re-
primand (e.g. 2 Sam 12:1), but at this stage of the story Judith still remains
within her home and it is only towards the end of the book that she will ad-
dress groups of Israelites outdoors. Here, the private audience on the roof
of Judith’s house helps the town leaders save face.

summoned Uzziah, Chabris, and Charmis, the elders of her city: The name
of Uzziah is missing in many of the mss., but editors include his name in the
text, since Chabris and Charmis are silent throughout the discussion with
Judith, and Uzziah is the one who replies (Jdt 8:28, 35). Daube (2003, 865),
who argues for a close relationship between Uzziah and Judith, thinks that
Uzziah was already present in Judith’s house and that he was her source of
information about the town assembly, but this is not apparent from the text
itself. Schmitz (2004a, 156–157 n. 40) suggests that Uzziah was not, in fact,
summoned, but nonetheless came along, and then acted as the spokesman
for the three leaders. Uzziah is clearly primus inter pares and it is unlikely
that Judith did not send for him along with the others. Chabris and
Charmis are ciphers throughout the book, but the delegation of the three
chief leaders represents the town as a whole, while the presence of Uzziah
on his own would perhaps lead to gossip. Judith’s address to all three of the
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leaders lends extra weight and authority to her message, making it in effect
a message to the town as a whole.

8:11–27 Judith’s speech here, in which she scolds the elders for their im-
proper response to the crisis in Bethulia, is the longest and richest theologi-
cal discussion in our book. The speech can be divided into two: Judith
opens with a reprimand to the leaders for their arrogant attempt to dictate
to God, despite their very human limitations (8:12–16). In the second part,
she points out the ramifications of surrender and suggests to the leaders that
they appeal to God, for they have not sinned against him (8:17–24). Judith
rounds off this second section (8:25–27) by explaining that their current
situation is a test, in the tradition of the divine testing of the patriarchs,
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Schmitz (2004a, 160) nicely notes a formal
marker which divides the speech in two: in the first section (8:12–16) Judith
uses the second person plural almost exclusively, while in the second half
(8:17–27) it is the first person plural which predominates. The speech
centers on the concepts of faith and testing: Judith contrasts the elders’ al-
leged testing of God with God’s test of the people of Bethulia. Licht (1973,
56–60) presents a thoughtful analysis of these themes; see too Haag (1963,
40–43) and Hellmann (1992, 121–126). In this speech, which is not with-
out its theological inconsistencies, Judith interprets the five day mora-
torium prescribed by Uzziah as an attempt to dictate to God. If earlier it is
Nebuchadnezzar who seems to set himself against God (see notes on 3:8
and 6:2), here it is the elders who take divine prerogatives unto themselves,
according to Judith, when they test God and set him a time limit. Her harsh
reprimand of Uzziah does not seem altogether justified, for when Uzziah
suggests waiting a few days in the expectation that God will be merciful
(7:30), this could well be interpreted as faith in God, similar to Judith’s own
(see, e.g. 8:20), rather than the setting of an ultimatum. Judith assumes, in
deuteronomistic fashion, that God will not punish the Israelites when they
have not sinned (8:18–20), but proclaims at the same time that God can do
whatever he chooses and has the capacity to destroy the Israelites at any
time (8:15). She also seems to think that she herself is privy to God’s inten-
tions, for she explains that the situation in Bethulia is simply a divine test,
even while she criticizes the elders for their attempts to understand God’s
thoughts. While Judith’s speech deals mainly with the ways of God, and
includes elements found in the genre of wisdom books (Dubarle 1966,
i.170–171), there is an element of pre-battle exhortation as well; see note on
8:25. Judith criticizes the elders quite vigorously and some of her arguments
are quite innovative. Indeed, the two figures who best understand and eluci-
date the ways of God in our book are a woman, Judith, and Achior, an Am-
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monite general; see further Section 7, 105–106. Fischer and Obermayer
(2010) describe Judith as a “Kriegstheologin” and Moore (1985, 186)
terms Judith the “sole female theologian in the Old Testament.” There are,
however, several biblical women with a theological bent. Hagar emerges
triumphant after her meeting with an angel of God, and perhaps sees God
in a new light, for she is actually said to name God at the end of the en-
counter (Gen 16:7–13; see Trible 1984, 17–18). The pregnant Rebecca is
the very first biblical figure to seek out God and initiate a conversation with
him, turning to God in deep distress and asking “If this is so, why am I?”
(Gen 25:22). The medieval commentator Nachmanides in his commentary
on this Genesis verse understands Rebecca’s question to be a despairing,
existential protest and he compares her questioning to that of Job (10:19);
our speech, too, includes elements which resemble passages of Job. Susanna
is another “female theologian.” She has been instructed by her parents in
the Law of Moses and, like Judith, she is aware of the extent of God’s
knowledge (LXX2 Dan 13:3, 42–43; see note on 8:29). In the Vulgate ver-
sion of our speech Judith’s novelty and vigor are toned down, in keeping
with its presentation of Judith as a more passive and less independent
figure.

8:11 When they came: The leaders have no qualms about responding to
Judith’s summons. McDowell (2006, 44) points to a contrasting instance
found in a midrashic tale, where the priest Phineas and the judge Jephthah
tragically do not meet to save Jephthah’s daughter because each stands
upon his honor and thinks that the other should come to him (Gen. Rab.
60:3).

Listen to me, leaders of the inhabitants of Bethulia: We have twice been told
that Judith has listened (8:1, 9); now it is time for others to listen to her
(see too 8:32). As a woman addressing the town’s elders, her tone is not par-
ticularly conciliatory; contrast Judith’s first meeting with Holophernes,
where she prostrates herself (10:23) and then terms herself his slave and ser-
vant (11:5). We can compare Deborah’s imperious tone when addressing
Barak (Judg 4:6–9) and the wise woman of Abel Beth-Maacah who calls
herself Joab’s maidservant even when reprimanding him (2 Sam 20:17; see
too 1 Sam 25:24). The emphasis here on the leadership of the elders of
Bethulia is deliberate and pointed; they have not behaved in a manner
befitting leaders. After her initial harsh words to Uzziah, Chabris, and
Charmis, Judith will term them “brothers” (8:14, 24).
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The words you have spoken … are not right (ο�κ ε��1«): The word ε��1« is
used in the LXX to translate r>y of the MT, which can mean “correct,”
“upright,” and “pleasing to God;” see, e.g. 1 Kgs 11:33, 38. Judith prob-
ably intends all these meanings.

this oath which you took ($στ1σατε τ9ν Aρκον) and pronounced: The
expression mστημι Aρκον is difficult. In the LXX it translates hivb> ,yqhl
(to fulfill or uphold an oath) and is found only at Gen 26:3; Num 30:14;
and Jer 11:5; see too Sir 44:21 and Grintz (1957, 133). Here the text
requires something like “you bound yourselves to an oath, swore.” Perhaps
we should understand that the leaders have set up the oath as an obstacle
between God and themselves and the oath “stands” between them. If we
look at Uzziah’s actual words at 7:30–31, it is plain that he has made a
promise to the people to surrender the city if God does not come to their aid
within five days, but has not sworn any kind of oath. It is the people of Be-
thulia who use language associated with oaths, calling upon God, heaven,
and earth, as witnesses to their words (7:28).

between God and yourselves: The elders are behaving inappropriately, for
normally it is God who declares a treaty or promise or sign between himself
and the people; see, e.g. Gen 9:12, 17; 17:2, 7, 11; Exod 31:13 and compare
Moses’ intercession at Deut 5:5. Earlier the people of Bethulia have called
upon God to judge between them and their leaders (7:24), but here God is
treated by the city elders as an equal partner.

saying that you would surrender the city to our enemies if the Lord does not
turn to our aid within these days: The construction here, a future condi-
tional sentence in indirect speech, is noteworthy because it conforms to
classical Greek usage. Judith quotes the elders’ words in indirect speech,
using the nominative and infinitive construction with a rare future infinitive
(κα5 εDπατε $κδ,σειν τGν π+λιν το�« $ξ�ρο�« 3μ�ν) followed by a sub-
ordinate clause with $�ν and the subjunctive, an ordinary future condition
($�ν μG $ν α�τα�« $πιστρωχT κ&ριο« βο1�ειαν 3μ�ν). Compare 16:4 with
note.

surrender the city to our enemies: Compare the people’s explicit demands to
surrender at 7:26 and Uzziah’s vaguer promise to do so at 7:31.

if the Lord does not turn to our aid within these days ($�ν μG $ν α�τα�«
$πιστρωχT κ&ριο« βο1�ειαν ;μ�ν): Here Judith echoes and blends two dif-
ferent phrases from Uzziah’s promise at 7:30–31 πωντε 3μωρα«, $ν αJ« $πι-
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στρωχει κ&ριο« C �ε9« 3μ�ν τ9 �λεο« α�το7 and $�ν … μG �λ�T $φ *  3μ»«
βο1�εια. The compressed wording $ν α�τα�« rather than $ν πωντε 3μωραι«
may stem from $ν αJ« found at 7:30.

8:12 who are you: The contempt in this rhetorical question is clear. Com-
pare Holophernes’ angry, derogatory question to Achior at 6:2 κα5 τ�« ε>
σV *Αξι,ρ; Both questions also include a time marker and a relative clause
detailing the act that has angered the speaker, and Judith sounds no less
harsh and authoritative than Holophernes. See too Judith’s ironic question
to Bagoas, “Who am I to refuse my lord?” (τ�« ε=μι $γP … 12:14) which
nonetheless reflects her humility before God.

that you put God to the test today: Judith interprets Uzziah’s request for a
five day delay in the hope that God will come to the rescue as a test of God.
There are several instances in the Bible of humans testing God, but such
testing is not always presented in a negative light; see Licht (1973, 30–39).
One notorious test of God is found in a context similar to ours, when the
Israelites lacked water in the desert (see note on 7:20–29). Moses repri-
mands the Israelites for putting God to the test (Exod 17:2–7; Deut 6:16;
Ps 95:8–9) and the very place where they do so, Massah (hcm), is named
after this test (hcn). At the same time, a hero such as Gideon tests God
twice in a row by asking for two signs and God cooperates, so to speak
(Judg 6:36–40). Ahaz is encouraged to ask God for a sign and his unwill-
ingness to put God to the test is interpreted as a lack of faith (Isa 7:10–13).
A figure quite similar to Judith, Jael in L.A.B. (31:5–7), asks for two signs
from God before she kills Sisera and, as with Gideon, the signs are granted
without further ado. Judith, in the parallel scene of killing Holophernes,
twice prays to God before actually slaying him, but does not request a di-
vine sign (Jdt 13:4–9 with notes).

take the place of God among mortals: By setting God a limit, the elders are
usurping his role as it were, and attempting to dictate the course of events;
contrast Gen 30:2. The calque expression ψ4ο5 �ν�ρ,π�ν (“sons of men”
,dX ynb) used here is found only one more time in Judith, at 8:16, where it is
an echo of Num 23:19 (see note below). The phrase emphasizes the humble
descent and mortality of human beings.

8:13 You are now scrutinizing the Lord Almighty: Here too the elders are
taking a divine role upon themselves, reversing the usual order of things, for
it is God’s prerogative to test humans; see, e.g. Ps 11:4–5. For παν-
τοκρ2τ�ρ (Lord Almighty), see note on 4:13.
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you will never know anything (ο���ν $πιγν,σεσ�ε B�« το7 α=�νο«): Pre-
sumably Judith means that the elders will learn nothing from their scrutiny
of God. The harsh tone of Judith’s reprimand is akin to that of God re-
proaching Job from the whirlwind and demonstrating the unbridgeable gap
between divine and human knowledge (Job 38). The verb $πιγιγν,σκ� is
used in our book of knowing God (e.g. 5:8; 8:13–14; see too γιγν,σκ� at
8:20 and $π�γν�σι« at 9:14), prophetic knowledge (11:16), and ordinary
knowledge (14:5). B�« το7 α=�νο« is a calque translation of ,lvi di; see
too 13:19; 15:10; 16:17.

8:14 Judith’s argument is a fortiori: those who cannot even understand the
human heart certainly cannot fathom the ways of God. There is a logical leap
of sorts between Judith’s criticism of the elders for trying to test God and her
interpretation of this test as an attempt on their part to know the ways of
God’s mind and the depths of his reasoning; see Licht (1973, 57–58). The
language here is rich and rhetorical, with a series of synonyms relating to
heart, mind, and intellect, and several different verbs of investigation, per-
ception and understanding. The argument is set out in parallel clauses.

Aτι β2�ο« καρδ�α« �ν�ρ,ποψ ο�ξ ε;ρ1σετε
κα5 λ+γοψ« τ:« διανο�α« α�το7 ο� διαλ1μχεσ�ε
κα5 π�« τ9ν �ε+ν N« $πο�ησεν π2ντα τα7τα $ρεψν1σετε
κα5 τ9ν νο7ν α�το7 $πιγν,σεσ�ε
κα5 τ9ν λογισμ9ν α�το7 κατανο1σετε

you shall not plumb the depths of the human heart: It is God, of course,
who knows the secrets of the human heart, see, e.g. Jer 17:10; Ps 44:22.
Compare Wis 9:13 τ�« γ�ρ @ν�ρ�πο« γν,σεται βοψλGν �εο7; t τ�«
$ν�ψμη�1σεται τ� �ωλει C κ&ριο«;

nor shall you grasp (ο� διαλ1μχεσ�ε): The verb διαλαμβ2ν� is found in
the LXX only in works for which there is no Hebrew original.

how then can you inquire after God who created all these things?: This ap-
pears to be a brief version of the argument – often found in wisdom texts –
that human beings, who were not present when God created the universe,
cannot begin to comprehend divine matters; see, e.g. Isa 40:12–14; Job 11:7;
38:4; Prov 30:2–4.

Do not, brothers, persist in angering the Lord: Here Judith relents a bit, cal-
ling Uzziah, Charmis, and Chabris “brothers” rather than “leaders” as in
8:11. Compare Lot’s words to the men of Sodom at Gen 19:7.
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8:15–20 Judith makes two rather different claims here, in essence contra-
dicting herself. She argues that God is free to save his people (or not) as he
will and that it is wrong to set a time limit for rescue. At the same time she
herself clearly expects such salvation to come, as the Israelites’ due, since
they have not worshipped other gods; see Licht (1975, 175 n. 27).

8:15 he is able (�ξει τGν $<οψσ�αν): literally “has the authority;” compare
Mordecai’s description of everything as subject to God’s authority ($ν
$<οψσ�� σοψ τ9 π»ν $στιν LXX Esth 13:9).

on any day he wishes, to protect us ($ν αJ« �ωλει σκεπ2σαι 3μωραι«):
The Greek phrasing here is particularly free and idiomatic as Joosten (2007,
*162) notes. For σκεπ2σαι as sheltering or saving, see LXX 1 Sam 26:24;
1 Macc 3:3 and compare σκεπαστ1« at Jdt 9:11.

or even destroy us: This is the only hint that God may in fact let the people
of Bethulia be destroyed. For a similar willingness to accept whatever God
decrees, good or bad, compare Dan 3:17–18; 1 Macc 3:60.

8:16 Do not place restrictions (;με�« δ� μG $νεξψρ2ζετε) on the counsels of
the Lord our God: Literally, “Do not pawn, take as a pledge;” see, e.g.
Exod 22:25; Deut 24:6; Job 24:3. In a bold metaphor, Judith describes the
five day moratorium set by Uzziah and the elders as the time allotted by
them to God to redeem the pawned city. Her use of the pronoun ;με�« with
the imperative strengthens her plea. For the expression “the counsels of the
Lord” (τ�« βοψλ�« κψρ�οψ) see LXX Ps 106:11; Wis 6:4; and especially
Wis 9:13 cited above (on 8:14).

for God is not to be threatened like a human nor is he to be misled like a mor-
tal (Aτι ο�ξ )« @ν�ρ�πο« C �ε9« �πειλη�:ναι ο�δ’ )« ψ49« �ν�ρ,ποψ
διαρτη�:ναι): The Greek text here is a reworking of LXX Num 23:19 ο�ξ
)« @ν�ρ�πο« C �ε9« διαρτη�:ναι ο�δ’ )« ψ49« �ν�ρ,ποψ �πειλη�:ναι
(“God is not like a human to be misled nor like a mortal to be threatened”)
and it seems likely that our author expected his readers to recognize the bib-
lical citation underlying this difficult clause (Dimant 1988, 408–409; see
too 7:4 with note). The context of Num 23:19 is close to our own, for in
both passages, an unexpected figure (a woman, a foreign prophet) provides
unwelcome truths to leaders about the nature of God. In Numbers, the
prophet Balaam warns Balak that God is not to be trifled with, while here
Judith criticizes Uzziah and the elders for trying to dictate to God what his
behavior should be. LXX Num 23:19 is not a literal translation of the Maso-
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retic text ,xntyv ,dX ]bv bzkyv lX >yX Xl, “God is not a human that he
should lie, or a mortal, to change his mind” and our text is much closer to
the LXX than the MT. The addition of )« in the LXX of Numbers (God is
not like a human or a mortal) and the excision of lying are in accord with the
general tendency of the Septuagint to resist attributing anthromorphic
qualities to God. At the same time, the LXX version of Numbers better suits
our passage than the Masoretic one, since the five day “challenge” to God
by the leaders of Bethulia is seen by Judith virtually as a threat to God, but
there is no question of God lying, as in the Hebrew original. This close ver-
bal echo of LXX Num 23:19 is used by commentators as evidence for
a Greek original of Judith, rather than a Hebrew one. See Hanhart (1979b,
84–85, 98–99 n. 2); Engel (1992, 157–158, 166 nn. 9–11); Schmitz (2004a,
166–167,188–189); Joosten (2007, *164–*165); Corley (2008, 71 n. 27)
and Section 6, 90. Hanhart prints a variant reading here, the unique form
διαιτη�:ναι (i.e. God is to not to be turned by entreaty), rather than διαρ-
τη�:ναι which is found in many of the mss. Since Judith’s point is that God
will not be influenced by improper human arguments, and she suggests in
the very next verse (8:17) that prayer may well affect the deity, the reading
διαρτη�:ναι is to be preferred. Another interesting parallel with our verse is
found in the Testament of Joseph. Joseph, when speaking of the tribulations
he has overcome, stresses God’s protection and loyalty to those who fear
him, adding that God is not ashamed, afraid or weak the way that mortal
men are (ο� γ�ρ )« @ν�ρ�πο« $παισξ&νεται C �ε+«, ο�δ� )« ψ49« �ν�-
ρ,ποψ δειλιu, ο�δ� )« γηγενG« �σ�ενε� t �π��ε�ται. T. Jos. 2:5).

8:17 Therefore let us await the salvation: Compare the similar wording of
Gen 49:18. In essence this is what Uzziah has recommended, but he has set
a time limit of five days for the waiting period. The author uses here a rare
particle δι+περ “therefore” which is found in the LXX only here and in five
verses of 2 Macc.

call upon him to help us: The leaders of Bethulia and Achior have already
called upon God for help for an entire night; see 6:21 and compare 9:4.

He will hear our voice: We have already been told by the narrator that God
has heard the cries of the Israelites (4:13), so that Judith’s prediction has
already come true. In this fashion the author indicates that Judith’s theo-
logical approach is correct (and that God is on her side). We, the readers,
are certain that the Israelites will be saved, but do not know how this will
come about (Schmitz 2004a, 191–192). Judith herself, in her lengthy
prayer, will twice request that God heed her (ε=σ2κοψσον 9:4, 12)
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if it pleases him (α�τ� �ρεστ+ν): This is an important point: God need not
respond automatically to the prayers of the Israelites, even if they behave
well, and the deuteronomistic scheme is not an absolute one; see Voitila
(2012, esp. 381). The word �ρεστ+ν “pleasing” is used twice more in our
work, again in the context of finding favor in the eyes of a powerful figure.
Compare the desire of the nations conquered by Holophernes to please
Nebuchadnezzar (3:2) and Judith’s double-edged wish to please her lord
(12:14).

8:18–20 Here Judith voices straightforward deuteronomistic theology of
the kind expressed earlier by Achior (5:17–21): Israelite ancestors were
punished because they bowed to manmade gods, but the present day Israe-
lites need not fear because they recognize no foreign gods.

8:18 a tribe or a family or a district (δ:μο«) or a city: δ:μο« which often
translates hxp>m of the MT may refer here to “people,” rather than “dis-
trict,” but precise definitions are not important in this rhetorical, emphatic
catalogue; compare the list “man or woman … clan or tribe” in Deut 29:17
in a similar context of idol worship.

gods made by human hands: The expression �ε9« ξειροπο�ητο« is found
only here; normally ξειροπο�ητα suffices to indicate idols; see, e.g.
Lev 26:1; Isa 2:18 and compare τ� εDδ�λα τ� ξειροπο�ητα (Dan 5:4, 23;
6:28). A parallel expression used to describe such manmade gods is �ργα
ξειρ�ν �ν�ρ,π�ν ,dX ydy h>im (Deut 4:28; 2 Kgs 19:18; Isa 37:19;
Ps 115:4; 135:15); compare too the description of idols as the product of a
craftsman (“like scarecrows in a cucumber patch”) at Jer 10:2–5. We hear
in Judith only of idol worship by the Israelites, with no mention of such
worship by the Assyrian enemy. Rajak (2009, 193–204) notes the contrast
between the helplessness of actual foreign rulers and the splendor of their
cult images found elsewhere in Septuagintal literature.

8:19 our fathers: Contrast the positive exempla of the three original fore-
fathers below, 8:26–27.

put to the sword: The expression $δ+�ησαν ε=« Iομφα�αν / brxl ttl is
rare; compare Jer 25:31; Ezra 9:11 and LXX Ezek 29:10.

plundered: For the expression δ�δ�μι ε=« διαρπαγ1ν see Isa 42:24;
Ezek 23:46; 25:7; compare too Tob 3:3–4 whose content is similar to our
own. Here, the Greek phrase echoes two earlier passages: a threat by Ne-
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buchadnezzar (2:7 with note) and the fears of the Israelites (4:12). Judith
allays these fears and undermines the threat when she repeats the ex-
pression and explains that such plundering is a punishment allotted only to
those who worship idols.

suffered a great downfall: Literally “fell a great fall” �πεσον πτ�μα μωγα,
a Greek cognate accusative (see, e.g. Aes. PV 919) rendered by Grintz
(1957, 135) hlvdg hlpm vlpyv in Hebrew; compare LXX Num 14:42.

8:20 we recognize (�γν�μεν) no other god: See above (note on 8:13) on the
use of γιγν,σκ� and its compounds. The Israelites do not worship idols
nor do they recognize another god, such as Nebuchadnezzar. Judith has a
simple, straightforward answer to one of the crucial questions of the work,
who is the real god? She does not, however, add the proviso that there is no
other god; see Voitila (2011, 373–375) and note on 9:14.

and consequently (A�εν) hope: This hope for divine intervention is based on
the expectation that there is a direct reward for good behavior. The rare
particle A�εν (see too Jdt 11:16) underlines the Israelites’ theologically cor-
rect behavior as the source of this hope; contrast Judith’s own remarks at
8:15–16. Here Judith hopes for and even expects divine intervention, just as
Uzziah does, but she does not wait for such divine action and will immedi-
ately implement a plan of her own.

disdain (;περ+χεται) us or our people: The verb ;περορ2�, which can
also mean “overlook” or “ignore,” is normally constructed with the accus-
ative, but see LXX Lev 20:4 for the preposition �π+; our verse uses both
constructions.

8:21–23: Here Judith turns to the practical implications of a surrender by
Bethulia. Her description of the consequences of foreign domination has
much in common with the fears of the Israelites outlined in their prayer at
4:12. Both passages mention concern for the land and the holy places,
together with fear of plunder, defilement, and shame; compare 16:4. The
emphasis, however, is different. Judith assumes that the people of Bethulia
will be taken as slaves, and she is interested chiefly in the shame and dis-
grace such servitude will bring.

8:21 For if we are captured then the whole of Judea will fall (κλι�1σεται):
There are many variants of the verb κλι�1σεται, printed by Hanhart. Some
mss. read κα�1σεται “will be seated,” others read καψ�1σεται “will be
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burned” or ληφ�1σεται “will be taken away, captured.” Rahlfs conjectures
κα5 λημφ�1σεται (“will also be captured”). Zimmerman (1938, 72) and
Grintz (1957, 136) suggest that the confusion in the mss. stems from a con-
fusion of the Hebrew roots b>y and hb> (“to sit” and “to take captive”),
giving rise to forms of κ2�ημαι and λαμβ2ν� respectively. However Enslin
(1972, 117) argues convincingly for κλι�1σεται “to totter,” “fall,” “lie
prostrate” as the original reading. The meaning, in any event, is clear. Be-
thulia’s strategic location, its control over the single means of access to
Judea, means that its capture will lead to the conquest of all of Judah; see
Joakim’s letter at 4:6–7.

Our holy places will be plundered: This fear is justified; compare Holo-
phernes’ treatment of the shrines and gods of other conquered peoples at
3:8. Earlier, the Bethulians have asked the elders to surrender their city to
Holophernes’ army for plundering (7:26), but here Judith stresses that it is
not just their property, but God’s precinct which will be looted.

he will seek the defilement from our mouths: Here, too, the text is difficult,
but it seems that God is the subject of the sentence and Judith is stating that
the people of Bethulia will be responsible before God for the defilement
of his temple. Hanhart prints the conjecture “from our mouths” $κ το7
στ+ματο« 3μ�ν, i.e. God will seek an explanation of such defilement.
According to the mss. reading, $κ το7 αmματο« 3μ�ν “from our blood,”
God will seek payment or vengeance in blood from the people of Bethulia if
the temple is defiled.

8:22 murder … capture … emptiness: Of this fearsome threesome, murder
is mentioned twice more (Jdt 2:11; 9:3), capture and captivity are mentioned
several times (2:9; 4:3; 5:18; 9:4; 16:9), and the emptiness or desolation of
the Israelites’ inheritance (i.e. their land) is found only here.

will recoil on our heads: See Judg 9:57; 1 Sam 25:39; 1 Kgs 2:32–33;
Neh 3:36; Ps 7:17 for the expression.

among the nations wherever we serve as slaves: The Greek phrasing $ν το�«
��νεσιν οi $�ν δοψλε&σ�μεν $κε� is akward here.

We will become an offense and a disgrace in the eyes of our owners: Com-
pare Achior’s warning to Holophernes that if God should choose to protect
the Israelites, the Assyrian forces will be disgraced in the eyes of the entire
world (Jdt 5:21 with note); saving face is important to both parties to
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the conflict. Judith’s warning that the captive Israelites will be despised and
mocked is certainly warranted; see Holophernes’ behavior towards other
nations who surrender at 3:1–8.

8:23 our servitude will not bring us favor: Neither the Assyrians nor God
will allow the submissive Bethulians anything but dishonor.

8:24–28 In the closing verses of her speech, Judith turns from reprimand to
exhortation, using two of the three hortative subjunctives found in our text;
compare Uzziah at 7:30. She suggests that while humans are not permitted
to test God, they should accept tribulations and tests from God with under-
standing. Interestingly such understanding and trust on Judith’s part does
not lead to passive, fatalistic behavior, but allows her to act boldly; see Licht
(1973, 60) and Nickelsburg (1984, 107). Judith encourages the elders to
learn from the example of their forefathers and serve as an example them-
selves. In his account of the Israelites and their God, Achior used a histori-
cal survey of the people in order to warn Holophernes about the dangers
involved in attacking Israel and we have seen (note on 5:5–21) that such ty-
pological historical surveys constitute a sub-genre of biblical writing. Here
Judith uses another kind of historical illustration to make a point, listing a
series of individual figures who serve as an example on how to act. At times
these two kinds of demonstrations from the past overlap, when a historical
survey is based chiefly on the deeds of individual figures; see, e.g. Ps 105;
Sir 44–50 and the further passages in Wischmeyer (2006, 351–353). Lists of
exemplary figures are found in biblical literature, in the apocrypha and
pseudepigrapha. Dimant (1988, 391–395), who surveys these catalogues of
paradigmatic figures, notes that these lists are used to butress arguments re-
lating to divine justice or pious action (i.e. are used in contexts similar to
our own). One such catalogue is particularly interesting for our purposes.
The mother of the seven sons in 4 Maccabees is described in terms which
could well be applied to Judith, for she is “a female soldier of God,” “a
woman of adamantine mind” (4 Macc 16:12–14; see too note on 8:31).
This mother exhorts her children to die for their religion, mentioning the
examples of Abraham who was willing to sacrifice Isaac, as well as Daniel
and the three young men in the fiery furnace (4 Macc 16:18–25; compare
18:10–19). Another catalogue is found in Mattathias’ deathbed speech. He
mentions several ancestors whose behavior proved their zeal for the Law,
and here, too, Abraham who was “tested and found faithful” (1 Macc 2:52)
is included among them. Other such lists are found at 3 Macc 2:1–8; 6:1–8;
Wis 10:1–21; 2 Esdr 7:106–110. Similar catalogues of exemplary figures
also feature in early Christian literature. Hebrews 11 lists ancestors such as
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Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Sarah, and Moses, who demonstrated their faith by
their behavior and we again hear of Abraham being put to the test (Heb
11:17; see too Jas 2:21–25; 1 Clem. 9–12). Such lists of exempla are
thought to be influenced by Greek literature, where the rhetorical device of
a series of illustrative examples following the enunciation of a general prin-
ciple is used from Homer onwards; see Newman (1999, 160–168); Lumpe
(1966). In her prayer in the next chapter (9:2–4), Judith will use a single
historical paradigm, her forefather Simeon, as an inspiration for her own
deeds.

8:24 And now, brothers: See note on 8:14. Judith’s tone is again concili-
atory as she urges Uzziah, Chabris, and Charmis to attempt to save their fel-
low Israelites and the holy places, arguing that the fate of both rest in their
hands.

let us serve as an example ($πιδει<,με�α): There is no equivalent Hebrew
verb with this meaning in the MT.

for their lives are in our hands: Literally, “their soul hangs upon us;” com-
pare Deut 28:66.

8:25 In view of all this (παρ� τα7τα π2ντα): Perhaps: “In spite of every-
thing.”

let us be grateful (ε�ξαριστ1σ�μεν) to the Lord our God, who is testing us:
Rather than testing God, Judith suggests, the elders of Bethulia should be
thankful that God is putting them to the test. ε�ξαριστω� and its cognate
ε�ξαριστ�α (“to be grateful,” “gratitude”) generally appear in LXX pas-
sages which are not translations of the MT; see Esth 16:4; 2 Macc 1:11;
2:27; 3 Macc 7:16, etc., but see Sir 37:11 where it translates dcx tvlymg and
cf. Prov 11:16.

as he did our fathers: Here Judith is referring to the three forefathers of the
Israelites; contrast the more general use of “our fathers” in 8:19. The Vul-
gate adds Moses as well (Vg. Jdt 8:23).

8:26–27 Judith combines the notions of testing ($πε�ρασεν), trial by fire
($π&ρ�σεν) and chastisement for one’s own good (ε=« νοψ�ωτησιν μαστι-
γο�). Such chastisement, testing, and correction are a sign of divine favor
and attention; see, e.g. Deut 8:5; Ps 26:2; 94:12; Wis 3:1–7. In the Bible,
testing is reserved for inexplicable and momentuous divine occasions and
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it is not clear how the person who is tested will react (e.g. Gen 22:1;
Exod 16:4; 20:20); see Licht (1973, 13–19, 58–60). Here Judith explains, as
it were, why God is letting the people of Bethulia suffer temporarily. Once
she presents the siege as a temporary test, with a reward virtually guaran-
teed for those who do not despair despite the trying circumstances, there is,
in essence, no test. Compare T. Jos. (2:6–7) where Joseph explains how God
departed from him for a short time in order to test his soul, but he endured.
“Endurance (μακρο�ψμ�α),” says Joseph, “is a mighty charm, and patience
gives many good things.” Judith’s message here is not dissimilar.

8:26 Remember is used elsewhere to introduce lists of exemplary figures;
see 1 Macc 2:51; 4:9; 4 Macc 16:18. Judith’s next words Aσα $πο�ησεν
μετ� *Αβρα�μ κα5 Aσα $πε�ρασεν τ9ν *Ισα�κ κα5 Aσα $γωνετο τ� *Ιακ,β
are a good example of rhetorical variatio.

Abraham … and how much he tested Isaac: Abraham is the outstanding
example of a biblical figure who has been tested and proven loyal to God
and his trial is mentioned in a wide variety of texts. Abraham’s outstanding
trial is the binding of Isaac where the biblical text specifically says that God
tested him ($πε�ραζεν; MT hcn Gen 22:1), but post-biblical sources assign
him at times a whole series of tests. Such tests are mentioned at Neh 9:7–8;
Sir 44:19–21; Jub. 17:15–18; 19:2–3, 8; 1 Clem. 10:1, 7; m. Avot 5:3; see
too note on 8:24–28 and Licht (1973, 50–53). For a comparison between
Abraham and Judith, see note on 13:18. Here Judith presents all three fore-
fathers as figures who have undergone trials, apparently viewing various
episodes in their careers as tests. Interestingly she uses the word test in
conjunction with Isaac, rather than Abraham (contrast Vg. Jdt 8:22–23),
and we should probably understand that in Judith’s view, Isaac, too, was
being tested when Abraham bound him for sacrifice, for he understood his
father’s intentions and did not resist in any way. See 4 Macc 13:12; 16:20
and the further sources cited by Kugel (1997, 173–177) for this depiction of
Isaac. Moore (1985, 183) lists a series of trials and tribulations which Isaac
underwent, such as Rebecca’s barrenness, his own blindness, and the fric-
tion between his sons.

all that happened to Jacob in Syrian Mesopotamia when he herded the
flocks of Laban, his mother’s brother: Presumably Judith is referring to the
series of tricks played on Jacob by Laban, although Jacob himself is not
unacquainted with deceit; see Gen 29–31. The reference to herding flocks
may allude to the ruse used by Jacob with Laban’s sheep and goats at
Gen 30:31–43, where we twice find the phrase ποιμα�ν� τ� πρ+βατα, as
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here (Schmitz 2004a, 212). Judith places the greatest emphasis on the last of
the forefathers, Jacob, and perhaps she identifies with the dissimulating
Jacob. She also alludes to Jacob’s partner in deceit, his mother Rebecca
(Navarro Puerto 2006, 127).

Syrian Mesopotamia (Μεσοποταμ�� τ:« Σψρ�α«): translates Paddan-aram
of the MT and refers to the plain west of Syria and east of the Euphrates in
southern Turkey of today; see, e.g. Gen 33:18; 35:9.

8:27 He has not set us an ordeal by fire (ο� … $π&ρ�σεν): πψρ+� often
translates [rj (“to refine”) in the LXX and the combination of refining and
testing is found at Jer 9:6; Ps 17:3; 26:2; 66:10. Perhaps an actual ordeal by
fire is meant and this may be an allusion to the midrashic story of Abraham
being rescued by God from the Chaldeans’ fiery furnace (Vg. Neh 9:7;
L.A.B. 23:5, etc.). Some mss. do not have the ο� and take Judith to be say-
ing that God is subjecting the people of Bethulia to an ordeal similar to that
undergone by their ancestors, but this is less plausible, since her words here
are meant to be reassuring. Judith ends her speech to the elders on an en-
couraging note.

to test their hearts: Compare 2 Chr 32:31 where the attack of Sennacherib
in the time of King Hezekiah is described as a test by God to discover what
is in the king’s heart.

the Lord chastises those close to him as a warning: Judith takes the siege
as pointing to a special closeness between God and the people of Bethulia.
Compare Job 5:17 and Prov 3:11–12 for divine correction as a sign of
love. Zimmerman (1938, 72) suggests that “chastises as a warning”
(ε=« νοψ�ωτησιν μαστιγο�) translates a Hebrew play on words rcyym rcvml
and Grintz (1957,137) takes up the suggestion.

8:28–32 In his reply to Judith, Uzziah is both conciliatory and condescend-
ing. While he praises her sagacity, he does not take her words to heart and
has no intention of backing down from his plan to surrender after five days
have gone by. His suggestion that Judith pray for rain seems to stem from a
half-hearted attempt to placate her, rather than a belief in the efficacy of
prayer, by her or anyone else. We shall soon see that Judith herself believes
that more than prayer is necessary.

8:28 Uzziah replied: Uzziah is clearly present at this meeting; see note on
8:10.
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with a true heart: literally “with a good heart.” The phrase �γα�� καρδ��
is used in the LXX to translate (b)bl bvu, an expression associated with
happy devotion to God as well as cheerfulness and drinking. See, e.g.
Deut 28:47; 2 Sam 13:28; 1 Kgs 8:66; Esth 1:10.

8:29 your wisdom has been apparent … the people have recognized your in-
telligence: Ironically, Judith will receive an identical compliment on her wis-
dom and intelligence from Holophernes and his servants (Jdt 11:20–21),
but in fact both Holophernes and Uzziah underestimate her intellectual
abilities. In our passage, Judith does not persuade the town leaders, but she
will later win over Holophernes with deceptive words. We have already
seen Judith’s skill in theological argument, and her resourcefulness, ability
to manipulate language, and knowledge of military strategy will become
apparent in later chapters. There are eight biblical individuals who are
termed wise – lk> bvu ,]vbn ,,kx etc. – five men and three women. Joseph
(Gen 41:33), Joshua (Deut 34:9), David (1 Sam 16:18; cf. 2 Sam 14:20),
Amnon’s friend Jonadab (2 Sam 13:3) and Solomon (1 Kgs 2:9; 3:12, etc.)
are the five wise men; only in the case of Jonadab is this wisdom used for
negative purposes. The three intelligent women are Abigail (1 Sam 25:3,
33), the woman from Tekoa sent by Joab to influence David (2 Sam 14:2)
and the woman from Abel Beth-Maacah who rescues her besieged city by
delivering the head of a rebel to Joab (2 Sam 20:16). All three of the wise
biblical women manage to avert a crisis or bloodshed by means of their elo-
quence and persuasive powers, manipulating the powerful men whom they
address and deflecting their anger. They reprove the men with whom they
converse and cast their arguments at least partially in theological terms, just
as Judith does here. Judith is, so to speak, an amalgamation of these three
wise women of the Bible. Thus she possesses the beauty and seductive
powers of Abigail, the disguise and deceptive tongue of the woman of
Tekoa, and the ability to rescue her city by decapitating an enemy, just as
the woman of Abel does. Interestingly, according to the LXX, the anony-
mous woman of Abel removes and disposes of Sheba’s head by herself (κα5
ε=σ:λ�εν 3 γψνG … κα5 �φε�λεν τGν κεφαλGν … κα5 �βαλεν πρ9« Ι�αβ
2 Sam 20:22), while in the MT we are told that the people do so. Camp
(1981), Brenner (1985, 33–45), and Frymer-Kensky (2002, 58–63) discuss
biblical wise women and all three argue for an actual institution or official
capacity of Wise Women, i.e. clever, articulate women who have a special
status in their community and are involved in its political life. Despite her
secluded life as a widow, this definition applies to Judith as well. Judith is
also linked at times with the more abstract – and variegated – female figure
of Wisdom, found in texts such as Job 28:12–28; Prov 1:20–33; 8:1–36;
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9:1–18 (and cf. 31:26). See too Sir 24; Wis 7:7–9:18 and see Hopkins
(1998, 282–283) and Otzen (2002, 106–107). Elder (1996) points to a
series of interesting parallels between qualities assigned to wisdom or wise
people in Ben Sira and the actual qualities possessed by Judith. Thus Judith
takes a stand in the throng of elders (see Sir 6:34), she returns an answer
in times of need (see Sir 8:9), she prays (see Sir 39:5), she is prepared
to serve before great rulers, and to travel to strange lands to test good and
evil (see Sir 39:4). In Proverbs 1–9, Lady Wisdom has much in common
with her negative counterpart, the Strange Woman, and female sexuality is
part and parcel of both their personae; it takes a discerning eye to distin-
guish between them. Both are associated with embracing (Prov 4:8; 5:20)
and grasping (3:18; 4:13; 7:13). Both spend their time outside their homes
(1:20–21; 7:12), both are eloquent and seductive, and both prepare ban-
quets, offering hospitality to young men (9:2–6, 16–17). Judith, intriguingly,
shares qualities of both these women; see Camp (1985, 129–133) and Yee
(1989).

from your earliest days: Elder (1996) suggests that Judith received a formal
education; compare Susanna who was instructed by her parents in the Law
of Moses (LXX 2 Dan 13:3). Perhaps we are meant to think that Judith was
similar to Daniel, who displayed his wisdom at a young age (Dan 1).

your heart’s intentions are good (�γα�+ν $στιν τ9 πλ2σμα τ:« καρδ�α«
σοψ): Literally, “the form (or shape) of your heart is good.” The phrase τ9
πλ2σμα τ:« καρδ�α« is found only here in the LXX and Enslin (1972, 119)
suggests that it is a translation of bl rjy “devisings of the heart.” See
Ps 33:15 ,bl … rjyh (LXX C πλ2σα« … τ�« καρδ�α«) and Ps 103:14
where rjy is translated τ9 πλ2σμα; cf. MT and LXX Gen 8:21 ,dXh bl rjy
/ δι2νοια το7 �ν�ρ,ποψ.

8:30 the people are very thirsty and they compelled us: Uzziah is a weak
leader and blames the people for his behavior, reminding us of two biblical
figures, Aaron and Saul. When Aaron is reprimanded by Moses for making
the golden calf, he places the responsibility on the bad state of the people
(Exod 32:21–25), while Saul explains to a reproving Samuel that he has
destroyed only part of the booty taken from Amalek because that was the
people’s wish and he was afraid of them (1 Sam 15:14–15, 24; see too
13:10–11). Judith, who criticizes Uzziah and the other leaders harshly, is as-
similated to the two stern prophets, Moses and Samuel, but unlike the two
men, she is not informed directly by God about the people’s misdoings nor
does she intercede with an angry God and plead for forgiveness. Her prayer
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in the next chapter concerns her own mission and Uzziah will emerge un-
scathed from his capitulation to the people’s will.

They made us take an oath which we shall not transgress: Uzziah takes up
Judith’s description of his promise to the people as a sworn oath; see note
on 8:11 and compare 7:30–31. Such an “oath” justifes his refusal to change
his plan to surrender the city within five days and allows him to depict him-
self as a trustworthy person who is unwilling to go back on his word, rather
than a coward.

8:31 Pray for us: Hannah is the only biblical woman to address a request to
God (and her prayer served as a model for the rabbis when they outlined the
elements of prayer), but we find a series of women who pray in post-biblical
literature; see note on ch. 9.

you are a devout woman: This is the second of three references to Judith’s
piety. Earlier the narrator has noted her devotion to God and Judith will
subsequently describe herself to Holophernes as godfearing; see notes on
8:8 and 11:17. The phrase used here, γψνG ε�σεβ1«, raises interesting ques-
tions. It is not found elsewhere in the LXX, while ε�σεβ1« in masculine
form often translates qydj (“just, upright, devout”); see Isa 24:16; 26:7;
Prov 12:12; Sir 11:17, 22; 12:2; 13:17; 16:13; compare Isa 32:8 (bydn);
Sir 12:4 and 33:14 (bvu) and Sir 37:12 (dxpm); at Prov 13:19 there is no
corresponding Hebrew phrase. If we assume an original Hebrew version for
Judith, we would expect that the word tqdj underlies our text, but this
feminine form is not attested in the MT. Indeed, not a single biblical woman
is described as righteous, devout or pious, only as fearing God (see above
note on 8:8). The Vulgate reads mulier sancta es et timens Dominum (Vg.
Jdt 8:29), and the reference to a holy woman is striking. Compare Deborah
of L.A.B. who is called holy (sancta 33:6) by her mourners and terms her-
self a woman of God (mulier Dei 33:1; a calque, the feminine version of
,yhvlX >yX), “a striking appellation” for a woman (Brown 1992, 69). We
do find a woman linked with ε�σωβεια in 4 Maccabees. The mother of the
martyred seven children (see note on 8:24–28) is addressed as a soldier of
God in defense of piety (v … δι *  ε�σωβειαν �εο7 στρατι�τι) who con-
quered a tyrant by her steadfastness and is stronger than a man in word and
deed (4 Macc 16:14; see too 16:1), a description that well suits Judith.

The Lord will send rain: Several biblical figures pray for rain on behalf of
the people. Elijah is the outstanding rainmaker and he enlists God’s help
in both witholding and granting rain (1 Kgs 17:1, 14; 18:1, 41–45). Elisha
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intercedes with God on behalf of the kings of Judah, Israel, and Edom when
they set out to war against Moab and promises them both water and victory
(2 Kgs 3:9–20). Rain can be unwelcome if it falls at the wrong time. Samuel
prays for – and is granted – rain and thunder during the wheat harvest as a
punishment to the people for requesting a king (1 Sam 12:17–18). Not only
prophets request water. God causes water to gush out for the thirsty, pray-
ing Samson (Judg 15:18–19) and the angel of God responds to the cries of
the thirsty Hagar and Ishmael (Gen 21:14–19); see too the water which
God sends through the intercession of Moses (Exod 17:6; Num 20:11; see
note on 7:23–32). In rabbinic literature we find a series of miracle workers
and rainmakers, such as Hanina ben Dosa, Honi, and Honi’s grandson,
Hilkiah (b. Ta’an. 23a-24b). We are also reminded of the tale found in the
Chronicle of Lindos (FGrH 532 F1 D1), where Zeus brings rain to the be-
sieged city at the request of Athena; see note on 7:30. Is Uzziah serious in his
suggestion that Judith pray for rain? It is unlikely that he sees her as equal to
a prophet or a wonder-worker and his suggestion is probably intended to
deflect her critical words. If rain is the answer to Bethulia’s crisis, we might
expect Uzziah to turn to Joakim and the priests in Jerusalem to pray for
rain; see 1 Kgs 8:35–36.

be faint from thirst (ο�κ $κλε�χομεν): See note on 7:20.

8:32–34 Judith realizes that the town leaders are of no avail and decides to
deal with the situation on her own. Licht (1973, 60) points out that Judith’s
conclusion that she should act – rather than passively trust in God’s will and
accept the trying circumstances as a test – is a novel approach. It is precisely
the security afforded Judith by her belief that even the most trying of cir-
cumstances are simply a test by God of those close to him which allows her
to act so bravely and independently. Once again the Vulgate softens Judith’s
words and has her ask the elders to judge whether her intended deed comes
from God, while requesting that they pray to God for her success (Vg.
Jdt 8:30–31).

8:32 Listen to me: Judith ends her speech as she began (8:11), with a re-
quest that the elders pay attention.

I shall perform a deed: Judith does not bother responding to Uzziah’s sug-
gestion that she use words and pray and announces that she prefers deeds
instead.
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generation after generation of our children (ε=« γενε�« γενε�ν ψ4ο�« το7
γωνοψ« 3μ�ν): There is a play upon γεν in the Greek.

8:33 Stand at the gate: This is the first introduction of a recurring motif, the
actual – and metaphorical – crossing of boundary lines. Judith asks that
Uzziah and the other leaders meet her at the gate so that they will order the
gatekeeper to open the gates for her; see 10:9 with note. This request points
to Judith’s anomalous position: while she goes off independently to perform
a secret, daring deed, she nonetheless needs the elders’ cooperation in order
to leave the city freely; cf. 13:11.

I shall go out: Going out – like summoning and sending (see note on 8:10) –
is the act of independent and strong-minded women in the Bible. See
Gen 24:15 (Rebecca); 30:16 (Leah); 34:1 (Dinah); 38:25 (Tamar);
Exod 15:20 (Miriam and a chorus of women); Judg 4:18, 22 (Jael); 11:34
(Jephthah’s daughter); 2 Sam 6:20 (Michal); 2 Kgs 4:21 and 8:3 (the Shu-
namite woman); Ruth 1:7 (Naomi).

Within the days: Note how Judith is also tying God down, as it were, prom-
ising that he will come to the rescue within the five day time limit; compare
her words at 8:15.

the Lord will rescue ($πισκωχεται) Israel: In the LXX, $πισκωπτ� often
translates dqp which can mean to “punish” or “attend to.” Here something
like “look after” or “rescue” is intended; see note on 4:15.

by my hand: This is the first mention of a recurring theme, the hand of
Judith. Holophernes, we are told several times, dies by Judith’s hand, “the
hand of a widow,” “the hand of a female” ($ν ξειρ� μοψ τ:« ξ1ρα« 9:9; $ν
ξειρ5 �ηλε�α« 9:10; 13:15; 16:5; see too 12:4; 13:14; 15:10 and see note on
9:9). For other instances of God working through the hand of an individual,
see 1 Sam 28:17; 2 Kgs 10:10. Compare too Deborah’s words to Barak on
God delivering Sisera into the hands of a woman (Judg 4:9), i.e. Jael. Judith
is reminiscent of both Jael and Deborah; see Section 4, 48–49 with n. 201
and the further references there.

8:34 The author is playing with us here, for just as the town leaders will not
know of Judith’s deed until she has accomplished it, we, the readers are kept
in suspense and need to read further to find out her plan. Judith and her
author blend together here, as they do at 8:32, where Judith states that her
deed (=his composition) will be known for many generations.
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8:35 Go in peace: Compare Eli’s parting words to Hannah at 1 Sam 1:17.
For the expression, see Exod 4:18; Judg 18:6; 1 Sam 20:42; 2 Kgs 5:19. The
town’s leaders are surprisingly uninquisitive about Judith’s plans.

may the Lord God go before you: Compare Deborah’s exhortation to
Barak at Judg 4:14, where she states that God is going out before him.

8:36 her tent: The meeting with the elders has taken place on the roof, in
Judith’s makeshift dwelling. While the locale is an indication of Judith’s
modest, solitary way of life, it also points to her power over the town’s
leaders. They have come to her elevated territory at her bidding; see note on
8:5.

went to their posts: Perhaps they go off to the various guard duties men-
tioned at 7:32.
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H. 9:1–14 Judith’s Prayer

Chapter 9

(1.) Judith fell on her face, put ashes on her head, and exposed the sack
which she wore. It was just the time when the evening’s incense was offered
in God’s temple in Jerusalem. Judith cried loudly to the Lord, saying,

(2.) “Lord, the God of my father Simeon,
in whose hand you gave a sword to avenge the foreigners
who violated the womb of a virgin to her defilement,
exposed her thigh to her shame,
and polluted her womb to her dishonor.
For you said, ‘This shall not be so,’ but they did it.

(3.) Consequently you handed over their leaders for killing
and their bed, which was ashamed of their deceit, to be bloodied by deceit.
You struck down slaves along with rulers
and rulers on their thrones.

(4.) You handed over their women for booty,
their daughters into captivity,
and all their spoils to be divided among your beloved sons.
They were very zealous for you,
detested the pollution of their blood,
and called upon you for help.
O God, my God, hear me as well, the widow.

(5.) For you have made past things,
present ones, and those that will follow.
You have conceived of present and future things
and what you have reflected upon has come into being.
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(6.) The things you determined came forward
and said, ‘Look, here we are.’
All your ways are prepared
and your judgment is with foreknowledge.

(7.) Behold, the Assyrians are greatly increased in their army
and pride themselves on their horse and rider,
vaunting themselves on the might of their foot soldiers.
Their hope lies in their shield, spear, bow, and sling,
for they do not know that you are the Lord who crushes wars.

(8.) The Lord is your name.
Break their strength with your force,
shatter their might in your anger.
For they planned to pollute your temple,
defile the tabernacle,
the resting place of your glorious name,
and cut down the horns of your altar with iron.

(9.) Look at their arrogance,
send your anger upon their heads,
give to my widow’s hand the might that I have conceived.

(10.) Strike down slave with ruler
and ruler with his servant by the deceit of my lips.
Shatter their pride by the hand of a female.

(11.) For your might does not lie in numbers,
nor your mastery in strong men,
but you are God of the humble,
helper of the lowly,
stronghold of the weak,
protector of the disowned,
savior of those without hope.

(12.) Please, please God of my father
and God of Israel’s inheritance,
master of the heavens and the earth,
creator of the waters,
king of all your creation,
hear my plea.
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(13.) Let my words and guile
lead to wounds and bruises
for those who planned harsh things against your covenant,
against your sanctified house,
against Mount Zion,
and against the house possessed by your children.

(14.) Cause all your nation and all the tribes to recognize and know
that you are the God of all force and might,
and there is no other who defends the people of Israel but you.”

Commentary

Prayer is an integral part of Judith’s piety. In addition to her victory song,
which is also a thanksgiving hymn to God (16:1–17), we find Judith pray-
ing several times in the Assyrian camp. She prays nightly after bathing in the
springs (12:8), and utters two short petitions immediately before killing
Holophernes (13:4–5, 8; see too 11:17; 13:11, 14). Our chapter contains
the longest and most formal of her prayers and the inclusion of such a peti-
tion is in accord with other apocryphal and pseudepigraphical works,
where prayers are prevalent. These postbiblical prayers are generally longer
than biblical addresses to God and are often “scripturalized,” i.e. heavily
indebted to and influenced by the Bible, as is the case with Judith’s prayer
here (Newman 1999, esp. ch. 3). Three particular biblical passages underlie
our prayer: the tale of Dinah and Shechem (Gen 34), the Song of the
Sea (Exod 15:1–18), and the prayer of Hezekiah when confronted by
Sennacherib (2 Kgs 19:15–19 = Isa 37:16–20). Another feature of post-
biblical prayers is the prominence of women as pray-ers, perhaps as a result
of the greater visibility granted to women in Hellenistic society. In the Bible
several women sing songs of victory (note on 16:1), but we hear the words
of only a single petitionary prayer uttered by a woman, Hannah’s prayer for
a son (1 Sam 1:11). In apocryphal and pseudepigraphical literature a whole
series of women are shown at prayer. These heroines include Sarah of Tobit
(Tob 3:11–15), Susanna (Dan LXX1 13:35a; LXX2 13:42–43), Esther
of the Additions (Add Esth C= LXX 14:1–19), and Aseneth (Jos. Asen.
12–13); see too the theological pronouncements of the mother of the seven
martyred sons (2 Macc 7:20–23, 27–29). Biblical women who reappear in
para-biblical compositions (works which expand and rewrite biblical tales)
are often assigned prayers as well. Thus Rebecca (Jub. 25:11–23), Jael
(L.A.B. 31:5,7), Manoah’s wife, now named Elumah (L.A.B. 42:2), and
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Job’s daughters (T. Job 48:3–50:3) are all shown at prayer. McDowell
(2006) is a wide-ranging survey of women’s prayers in Second Temple
literature and Bar-Ilan (1998, 78–113) collects further, later material as
well; see especially the prayer assigned to Tamar, the daughter of David, in a
work ascribed to Gad the Seer (93–94); see too Craven (1999). Several
prayers embedded in narratives have been found in Qumran and these
prayers, which are generally attributed to biblical figures, include a re-
worked Song of Miriam (4Q365 frr. 6a ii, 6c; compare Exod 15:20–21); see
Chazon (1998, esp. 267–268). Flusser (1984) is a useful general survey of
prayers in Second Temple literature; Johnson (1948) and Mayer (1973)
look at apocryphal prayers; Beentjes (2004) and van den Eynde (2004) in-
vestigate prayer in Judith and Xeravits (2012) is a close study of our prayer.

Prayers embedded in a narrative, such as ours, can serve several pur-
poses. Judith intercedes here for the people of Bethulia at a time of great
crisis, so that the occasion of her prayer is directly related to the plot of the
book. The prayer she voices before going off on her independently con-
ceived mission of rescue underlines her moral and religious authority and
points to the likelihood that she will succeed: it is precisely because she is so
faithful to God and relies upon him that she is able to intervene for her
people. Judith prays for her own personal success as well as that of the
Israelites and the words which she addresses directly to God reveal some-
thing about her character, concerns, and intentions, just as biblical prayers
characterize the various pray-ers (Greenberg 1983, 17–18). At the same
time, the content of the prayer, particularly the depiction of God, echoes
motifs found in other prayers in the Bible and later Hellenistic Jewish litera-
ture and may well reflect the theology and beliefs of the author. While
Judith’s prayer follows upon Uzziah’s suggestion that she pray for her
townspeople (8:31), she makes no mention of the rain he thinks she should
request and her scope is much wider. After preparing carefully for prayer
(9:1), Judith begins by invoking God briefly as the god of her forefather Si-
meon. She then turns to the events narrated in Genesis 34, presenting a dif-
ferent perspective on the rape of Dinah and the subsequent punishment of
the Shechemites by Simeon and Levi, who are described here as God’s be-
loved, zealous sons (9:2–4a). Judith then asks to be heard by God, mention-
ing his powers of creation, foreknowledge and judgment (9:4b-6). Next Ju-
dith turns to the immediate crisis brought about by the arrogant, aggressive
Assyrians, describing them in language echoing that of Exodus 15. She asks
God to shatter the enemy, as well as aid her in her quest, which is to be ac-
complished both by force and deceit (9:7–10). In the final section of her
prayer, Judith again invokes God, depicting him as protector of the weak
and the master of creation. She again requests divine intervention and aid,
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so that all will recognize God’s might (9:11–14). The prayer combines,
then, petition, praise, and an acknowledgement of God’s power, together
with a description of the looming danger, and a revised account of a biblical
episode. It includes many features characteristic of prayers in Hellenistic
Judaism: a plethora of divine titles, the use of an exemplary list of biblical
characters or events, an emphasis on the uniqueness of God and the import-
ance of the temple, and a deuteronomistic theology of retribution (Corley
2004, 360; see notes below).

The situation underlying Judith’s prayer resembles that of several bibli-
cal prayers, where Israelite leaders request divine intervention during a mili-
tary crisis. Such is Hezekiah’s prayer when threatened by Sennacherib
(2 Kgs 19:15–19 = Isa 37:16–20), Asa’s plea when confronted by Zerah and
the Ethiopian forces (2 Chr 14:10), and Jehoshaphat’s petition when facing
a coalition of enemies (2 Chr 20:5–12). These prayers, contain, of course,
a plea for help, but they also include a characterization of God, stressing his
power, exclusive rule, and creation of heaven and earth (see the analysis of
Balentine 1993, 89–102), and these features are found in Judith’s prayer as
well. Our prayer is particularly close to that of Hezekiah and it is likely that
the author of Judith was directly influenced by Hezekiah’s words (Newman
1999, 139–145). Indeed, the overall resemblance between our tale and the
story of the defeat of the Assyrian king Sennacherib and his huge army in
the time of Hezekiah (2 Kgs 19–20; Isa 37; 2 Chr 31) is very strong, and
Sennacherib and his lieutenant Rabshakeh plainly serve as prototypes for
Nebuchadnezzar and Holophernes respectively; see Section 4, 46. Judith is,
perhaps, assimilated here to the exemplary, righteous king Hezekiah (see
2 Kgs 18:3–7), who encourages his disheartened people (2 Chr 32:6–8).
Both of Hezekiah’s prayers – his prayer for salvation from the attacking As-
syrians and his private prayer to be restored to good health (2 Kgs 20:2–3) –
lead to an immediate, positive response by God. We, the readers, suspect
that the response to Judith’s prayer will be affirmative as well, but her tale
unwinds more slowly and she receives no explicit response from God. The
Apocrypha also includes several prayers for divine aid in the wake of loom-
ing danger to the community. These include prayers by Mordecai and
Esther (Add Esth C = LXX Esth 13:8–18; 14:1–19), by Simon and Eleazar
(3 Macc 2:1–20; 6:1–15), and several prayers by Judas Maccabeus and his
soldiers (1 Macc 3:44–54; 4:30–33; 7:40–42; 2 Macc 8:14–15; 15:21–24;
see too 2 Macc 1:23–29; 8:18–20). Recurring elements in these apocryphal
prayers are a plea for God’s help, remembrance of his saving deeds in the
past, repentance, and a belief in God as savior (Flusser 1984, 570–572;
Mayer 1973; compare Corley 2004). Judith’s prayer includes the elements
of supplication, reference to earlier deeds, and expression of trust found in
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these apocryphal prayers, but there is no hint of penitence in her words and
no plea for divine forgiveness. Judith’s prayer also differs in this way from
several biblical prayers of distress, such as Ezra 9:6–15; Neh 1:5–11;
9:6–37; Dan 9:4–20, all of which contain a strong element of confession
and penitence. For an analysis of Judith’s prayer as a lament, see Flesher
(2007). Elder (1996, 67) notes the similarity between Judith’s prayer and
the descriptions of God found in the Hodayot or thanksgiving prayers of
Qumran (1QH1).

In her prayer, Judith uses phrases taken from the Song of the Sea
(Exod 15:1–18; see note on 9:7–9) and her words here have many features
of biblical poetry, although editors and translators rarely print the text in
the typographical layout of poetry, as they do with the victory song of
chapter 16. These modern editors generally follow in the wake of the ear-
liest manuscripts; in the Codex Alexandrinus, for instance, Judith’s prayer
is written as prose, but her victory song appears as poetry, with a separate
line for each stanza of every verse. There is significant parallelism in many
of the prayer’s verses (e.g. 9:11 with note), and parallelism is, of course, the
outstanding feature of biblical poetry. In several verses, connectives are
lacking, another characteristic of biblical poems (see note on 9:7). The
prayer also includes a series of recurring key words – δ�δ�μι (5 times),
κ&ριο« (4), �π2τη – �πατ2� (4), μ�ασμα – μι»ναι (3), κρ2το« (3), ξε�ρ
(3), @ρξ�ν (3), βοψλε&� (3), ο>κο« (3), and γιγν,σκ�-$π�γν�σι«-
πρ+γν�σι« (3); see further Schmitz (2004a, 236–237). As in biblical
poetry, these key words unify the poem and turn it into a cohesive whole.
We also find alliteration and assonance in Judith’s prayer (e.g. 9:11 �λλ�
ταπειν�ν ε> �ε+«, $λαττ+ν�ν ε> βοη�+«), which either may stem from an
original Greek version or else be an attempt to reproduce the qualities
found in a Hebrew original; cf. Gera (2007). All of these literary features,
taken together, lend a poetic feel to the prayer; see further Xeravits (2012)
who analyzes the cola, meters, and wordplay of the prayer’s verses.

Finally, a comparison of our prayer with Esther’s prayer in the Additions
to Esther during a similar crisis is particularly illuminating. Judith has a
great deal in common with the biblical MT Esther. The two beautiful, per-
suasive, and courageous heroines save their people through their interven-
tion with a gentile ruler. These enterprising women leave the seclusion and
safety of their homes in order to confront a powerful male and in both tales
matters come to a head at a drinking party. Thanks to the quick wits of the
brave heroines, the foreign oppressors die, along with many of the enemy.
Once their mission is accomplished, both women then return to more sub-
sidiary roles within their own community; see further Crawford (2003);
Day (1995, 222–225); Steyn (2008); Van der Walt (2008). While the figure
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of Judith is plainly influenced by Esther of the MT, she can also be seen as a
corrective of sorts, a more pious and observant version of the queen. Unlike
the MT Esther, Judith prays constantly to God, is careful to eat only kosher
food, and does not have sexual relations with a gentile. She is in essence, a
“corrected” or “anti” Esther, a superior paradigm of a heroine; see Daube
(2003, 849–870); Roitman and Shapira (2004). If the figure of Judith is
clearly influenced by the biblical Esther, Judith, in turn, seems to have in-
fluenced the portrayal of Esther in the Septuagint Additions, and this is par-
ticularly noticeable in the section surrounding Esther’s prayer (Add
Esth 14:1–19); see Section 2, 12 n. 25. Thus both women remove their
everyday clothing and place ashes on their head before turning to prayer
(Jdt 9:1 with note), both pray at length asking for God’s help in their under-
taking, and both dress up and beautify themselves afterwards (10:3 with
note). The two heroines are accompanied by female servants (10:5 with
note), when setting out for their dangerous encounter with the gentile
leader whom they wish to persuade and deceive. The similarity between
the two women extends to their prayers. Both Judith and Esther describe
God as all-knowing and master of all. They request his aid in their expe-
dition against arrogant, malevolent enemies, mention God’s past acts of
benefaction to the Israelites, and stress God’s sole sovereignty, in contrast
to rulers of flesh and blood. Both women request God’s help in address-
ing the foreign leader persuasively and both paint a grim picture of despair-
ing Israelites. While their two prayers have much in common, there are dif-
ferences as well and these differences point to Judith’s tougher character.
Esther’s tone is humble and verges on self-abasement; her fears and feelings
of inadequacy are apparent. Esther is apologetic about her own behavior,
explaining that she refrains from eating food that is not kosher and loathes
sharing her bed with an uncircumcised gentile. She is also quite emotional,
stressing her fear, solitude, and utter dependence on God, and is plainly
frightened of the “lion” Ahasuerus (Add Esth 14:13); she asks God to be
delivered from her fears. Judith, on the other hand, is not penitent in any
way and is much more self-sufficient. She does not mention any fears for
her own safety and places no emphasis on the fact that she is acting alone.
While Judith apparently identifies with the weaker creatures whom God
protects (see Jdt 9:11), she is a less emotional figure than Esther and the
tone of her prayer is calmer and more impersonal. Schuller (1992, 242):
“Judith prays neither for guidance as to what to do nor for the intervention
of an angel (contrast 2 Macc 15:23) … Rather … she asks only for ‘strength
to do what I plan’ (9:9).”
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9:1 Judith fell on her face, put ashes on her head, and exposed the sack
which she wore: Judith’s physical preparations for prayer are very similar to
those performed by the people of Jerusalem at 4:11 who fall prostrate be-
fore the temple, cover their heads in ashes, and spread out their sackcloths.
The widowed, pious Judith wears both sackcloth and widow’s weeds and
apparently the sackcloth is worn underneath her widow’s dress, so that she
exposes the sackcloth here by removing her outer widow’s dress. Compare
the king of Israel who tears his clothes when he hears of the cannibalistic
mothers, exposing the sackcloth underneath close to his skin (2 Kgs 6:30);
see too notes on Jdt 8:5 and 10:3. Schmitz (2004a, 224–225) suggests that
Judith normally wears a sack as a widow, i.e. her widow’s weeds are simply
sackcloth, which means that Judith removes her sackcloth in order to pray
in the nude, but such a state of undress during prayer is unparalleled.
Interestingly, according to some Greek, Syriac, and Old Latin mss. Judith
does not simply remove her dress here, but tears her clothes, just as the king
of Israel does; see too Ezra 9:5. The combination of torn clothing, ashes,
and cries reminds us of the biblical Tamar who, after she is raped by her
brother Amnon, tears her clothes, puts ashes on her head, and cries aloud
(2 Sam 13:19; the wording of the LXX κα5 �λαβεν Υημαρ σποδ9ν κα5
$πω�ηκεν $π5 τGν κεφαλGν α�τ:« is similar to our text κα5 $πω�ετο σπο-
δ9ν $π5 τGν κεφαλGν α�τ:«). Such an indirect allusion to Tamar fore-
shadows and underlines Judith’s explicit allusion immediately below (9:2)
to another raped woman, Dinah (Schmitz 2004a, 225). Fasting, sackcloth,
and ashes are outward expressions of inner distress in individuals, as well as
groups (see notes on 4:9–15; 8:5). These external gestures are found in peni-
tential contexts – e.g. Dan 9:3 and Ezra 9:3–5 – but also convey great dis-
tress which is not necessarily penitential, either because of a public concern,
as with Mordecai (Esth 4:1) or a private one, as with Joseph in his epony-
mous Testament who prays to be delivered from Potiphar’s wife (T. Jos.
4:3). While Judith joins in the fasting, prayer, sackcloth and ashes used by
the Israelites in their communal supplications (4:10–11 with notes), she
does so in private, on her roof. She prays alone and does not even ask her
maid to join her, unlike Esther’s request in a similar situation (Esth 4:16).
Judith’s ascetic life as a widow easily lends itself to the symbolic acts which
accompany prayers of distress, and in essence she need only add the ashes in
order to prepare for her crucial prayer, since she habitually wears sackcloth
(8:5), and presumably is fasting one of her regular fasts (8:6). A stress on
costume change is also found in conjunction with several other women who
pray in post-biblical works. Aseneth is a penitent figure who prays at length
in sackcloth and ashes before her conversion, and the author of Joseph and
Aseneth lingers on her change of costume both before and after her prayer
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(Jos. Asen. 10:9–12, 15–16; 13:2–4; 14:12–17), just as we find with Judith’s
apparel here; see Jdt 10:3–4; 16:7–9 with notes. Esther of the Additions re-
moves her royal robes and adornments before her prayer, covering her head
in dung, as well as ashes (Add Esth C13 = 14:2; compare Esther Rab-
bah 8:7). She then changes back to her royal finery before approaching
King Ahasuerus (Add Esth D1= 15:1). Susanna does not change her cloth-
ing of her own accord, but is uncovered by the lecherous elders at her trial
(Dan 13:32; LXX1 implies that she is stripped naked, while LXX2 seems to
indicate that her veil is removed). She then voices her silent prayer to God.
See Wills (1995, 13–14, 224–228 and 1999, 1141–1142) who sees these re-
curring, typological scenes of women at prayer as liminal episodes, featur-
ing separation, prayer, and re-incorporation into the community.

Judith falls to her face, i.e. lies prostrate on the ground; she will rise from
the ground at the end of her prayer (10:2; see too 4:11; 10:8 for similar ges-
tures while at prayer). Such prostration is the most common gesture to ac-
company prayer in the Bible (Ehrlich 2004, 38), so much so that those who
pray can speak of casting down their entreaties before God; see, e.g. Jer 36:7
and the further passages cited by Grintz (1957, 139). This kind of pros-
tration is also found in depictions of submission to humans, and Judith will
subsequently prostrate herself before Holophernes only to have his servants
lift her to her feet (10:23).

It was just the time when the evening’s incense was offered in God’s temple
in Jerusalem: Judith times her rooftop prayer carefully to coincide with the
late afternoon offering of incense in the temple, following in the footsteps of
Ezra (9:5) and Daniel (9:20–21); see too 1 Kgs 18:36; Luke 1:10; Rev 8:3.
She thus links her prayer with the ritual of sacrifice at the temple in Jerusa-
lem and this is early evidence for Jews outside the temple praying at the time
of the daily sacrifices, a principle later formulated by the rabbis (b. Ber. 26b;
t. Ber. 3:1). Incense was offered twice a day, in early morning and late
afternoon, as part of the two daily perpetual (dymt) sacrifices to God
(Exod 29:38–42; 30:7–8; Num 28:1–8; see too m. Yoma 4:4). The time of
the second incense offering was ,yybrih ]yb, often translated πρ9«
Ψσπωραν in the LXX (e.g. Num 28:4, 8; cf. τ9 �ψμ�αμα τ:« Ψσπωρα« in our
text). The rabbis fix this time as half past the “ninth hour” of the day
(i.e. mid-late afternoon), when the day is divided into 12 hours from dawn
to dusk; see y. Ber. 4:1 (7b); cf. Acts 3:1. The time of the second incense of-
fering was considered particularly propitious for prayer; see b. Yoma 44a
and the further discussion in Grintz (1957, 139–140). At times, prayer was
equated, metaphorically, with incense; see Ps 141:2 (“May my prayer be
like an offering of incense”); 1QS 9.4–5; 11Q5 18.9–11 and cf. Rev 5:8.
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Aaron uses incense as a means of protection, in order to save lives
(Lev 16:12–13; Num 17: 11–13) and perhaps we are meant to associate
these functions of incense with Judith as well; see Schmitz (2004a, 230–231).
It is likely that Judith faces the temple in Jerusalem during her rooftop
prayer. Solomon recommends that Israelites who pray turn towards the
temple in Jerusalem (1 Kgs 8:38, 44, 48) and we are told that Daniel prays
in an upstairs room whose windows face Jerusalem (Dan 6:11). Sarah of
Tobit prays in an upstairs room, while facing a window (Tob 3:10–11; com-
pare Tobit who prays in the courtyard of his house, 2:9 and 3:1) and Asen-
eth too, prays from an upper room (Jos. Asen. 10:4). There is also a sym-
bolic element in the rooftop location, for Judith is situated closer to heaven,
as it were; see note on 8:5.

Judith cried loudly to the Lord, saying: There is no need to use an actual
verb for praying here: Judith’s preparations, dress, timing, and body lan-
guage all indicate that she is about to pray. For κα5 ε>πεν here as “saying”,
i.e. the equivalent of the biblical rmXl used to introduce the direct words of
the prayer itself, compare MT and LXX Judges 5:1 κα5 wσεν Δεββ�ρα …
κα5 ε>πεν rmXl hrvbd r>tv.

9:2–4 Judith begins her prayer by invoking God as the god of her forefather
Simeon, and immediately turns to the role played by Simeon in avenging the
rape of Dinah by Shechem. In three compressed and difficult verses, Judith
presents her version of the events recounted in Genesis 34, using the tale as
a source of inspiration for, and vindication of, her own deeds. Such use of
a single biblical episode as an exemplary story which inspires someone
who prays is also found in the prayers of Tobias (Tob 8:4–8) and Judas Mac-
cabeus (1 Macc 4:30–33; 7:40–42); see Newman (1999, 150–154). Apart
from Simeon, Judith does not mention anyone involved in the Dinah-She-
chem episode by name and she presents Simeon’s vengeance upon the people
of Shechem as a positive deed, the act of a zealous, righteous figure who is
aided by God. While we might expect Judith, a solitary, beautiful woman
about to enter an enemy camp and meet with its commander, to associate
herself with the more vulnerable Dinah, who also went off on her own to
foreign territory, Judith stresses the role played by the zealous and violent
Simeon and seems to identify with him. Indeed Judith will behave very much
along the lines of Simeon and Levi of Genesis 34, for she too will use tricky,
deceitful words to lull her enemy and she too will kill her foe when he is
weak and off guard. Jacob is not pleased with his sons’ actions (Gen 34:30;
49:5–7), but Judith describes Simeon as a faithful agent of God, and she
herself will earn only praise for her deed. This revised depiction of Simeon
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(and/or Levi) as having been sent by God on their vengeful mission against
the Shechemites is found in other post-biblical works (T. Levi 5:3; Theodo-
tus fr. 7; Jub. 30:5–6; Jos. Asen. 23:13) and the zealotry of the attackers is
praised (Jub. 30:18; T. Levi 8:2). Our account is particularly close to that of
Jub. 30:1–6; for further Second Temple sources on Dinah, see Kugel (1992
and 1998, 403–435); Dimant (1988, 396–399); Balassa (2012). Simeon,
then, serves as a model for Judith, but her graphic description of the defile-
ment of Dinah and her mention of the harsh fate of the conquered Sheche-
mite wives and daughters seem to reflect more subconscious concerns and
fears (Navarro Puerto 2006, 130–131). The captive females of Shechem are
briefly mentioned at Gen 34:29, and while it is likely that they were raped as
well as taken into captivity, these women are not referred to in any of the
other post-biblical sources cited above (cf. Jos. Ant. 1.340) and none of
these sources lingers over the rape of Dinah, as Judith does here. Female im-
agery is used at times of peoples, cities, or nations, with Jerusalem, termed
for example, a bride (Jer 2:2) or Zion depicted as a virgin daughter
(2 Kgs 19:21); see Frymer Kensky (1992, 168–178); Rakel (2003, 49–50,
59–62, 274–278) with note on 8:4. Conversely, actual women are used at
times to embody or represent their land and people. Thus the rape of a
woman is seen as a symbolic conquest of the territory of a weaker people, or
as in the case of Dinah, as an attack upon her clan or family group. Judith,
the “Jewess,” represents her people and her city of Bethulia, whose name is
associated with the word hlvtb, virgin. The vivid language of rape and pol-
lution which Judith uses in relation to Dinah and the women of Shechem
hints at her fears for her own safety, but she uses identical terms of defile-
ment and pollution to describe the Assyrians’ plans to attack the temple in
Jerusalem (9:8 with note). Both Judith herself and her nation’s temple are in
danger of being sullied, and her task is twofold: to preserve her own physi-
cal safety and that of her nation (Wills 1999, 1144; Daube 2003, 854).

9:2 Lord, the God of my father Simeon: Simeon does not actually appear in
Judith’s long genealogy at 8:1 (see note), but Salamiel, son of Sarasadai, the
leader of the tribe of Simeon, is mentioned as an ancestor. Uzziah is from
the tribe of Simeon as well (6:15), and commentators suggest that Uzziah
and Judith are related. Towards the end of her prayer (9:12), Judith again
turns to God as the god of her father. For similar openings of a prayer,
invoking God as both the lord and the god of forefathers or Israel, see, e.g.
1 Kgs 18:36; 2 Kgs 19:15 and compare the beginning of Jacob’s prayer
“God of my father Abraham, God of my father Isaac” (Gen 32:10). For
the mention of a single forefather, as here, see, e.g. Mordecai’s invocation
“O Lord God, King, God of Abraham” in his Septuagint prayer (LXX
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Esth 13:15). Post-biblical prayers often begin with a lengthy list of epithets
of God – see, e.g. 3 Macc 2:2; Jos. Asen. 8:10 – and Judith will turn to such
epithets later in her prayer. Here, she is particularly interested in the doings
of her forefather Simeon.

you gave a sword: Contrast Gen 34:25 where we are specifically told that
Simeon and Levi each took their own sword. The divinely granted sword
mentioned here by Judith underlines Simeon’s changed role as God’s direct
agent in post-biblical literature; compare the golden sword from God which
Jeremiah gives to Judas Maccabeus to use against his enemies (2 Macc
15:15–16). In the Testament of Levi (5:3), it is Levi, Simeon’s partner in
Genesis, who is given a sword by an angel sent by God, in order to avenge
the disgraced Dinah; see Kugel (1992, 3–6). When Judith kills Holophernes,
she uses Holophernes’ own dagger, which is conveniently available
(Jdt 13:6). This happenstance may be due to divine providence as well, but
our author does not directly attribute the gift of a sword to God, who plays
a very indirect and muted role in Judith. Xeravits (2012, 166) notes that
elsewhere in Judith the word “sword” (Iομφα�α) regularly denotes the
weapon of the enemy; see 1:12; 2:27; 7:14; 8:19; 11:10; 16:4.

to avenge the foreigners (ε=« $κδ�κησιν �λλογεν�ν): The expression is
reminiscent of Ps 149:7 ,yvgb hmqn tv>il (το7 ποι:σαι $κδ�κησιν $ν το�«
��νεσιν). Despite the plethora of non-Israelites to be found in the Book of
Judith, this is the only time that the word “foreigner” (�λλογεν1«) is used in
our work. Other sources on Dinah stress the foreignness of the Shechemites
as well and such foreignness makes them unsuitable marriage partners;
see Jub. 30:11–14; Jos. Ant. 1.337–338; Kugel (1992, 15–17 and 1998,
406–407). Judith speaks of the foreigners, i.e. the Shechemites, in general
as violating Dinah and makes no mention of Shechem’s individual act; com-
pare Jub. 30:2–3 and see Gen 34:27 with Kugel (1992, 19–20). Terms for
vengeance – $κδ�κησι« and $κδικω� – are key words in our book and God,
Nebuchadnezzar, Holophernes, and Judith herself all seek vengeance on
their foes; see Jdt 1:12; 2:1; 6:5; 7:28; 8:27, 35; 16:17; Zenger (1981, 433).
The word $κδ�κησι« is also used several times in the extra-biblical sources to
describe the vengeance of Simeon and Levi on the Shechemites; see T. Levi
2:2; 5:3; Jos. Asen. 23:13.

who violated the womb of a virgin to her defilement, exposed her thigh to
her shame, and polluted her womb to her dishonor: The language here is
elaborate and difficult, as Judith lingers over the details, using three parallel
phrases to describe the rape. In recent years, several scholars have suggested
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that Dinah was not actually raped by Shechem, arguing that the verb hni in
Gen 34:2 refers to illicit sex, rather than rape, and pointing to Shechem’s
tender feelings toward Dinah as recorded in the next verse, Gen 34:3; see
Shemesh (2007) for a survey and rebuttal of this view. Judith’s graphic de-
scription of defilement, pollution, and blood here makes it plain that she
(and her author) understood that Dinah was violated against her will.

violated the womb of the virgin: Literally “loosened or undid the womb”
(�λψσαν μ1τραν). Some commentators are troubled by the double use of
“womb” (μ1τραν) in our verse and suggest reading μ�τραν here. Elsewhere
in Judith (10:3; 16:8) μ�τρα is used for a woman’s headcovering and
�λψσαν μ�τραν would mean they “undid her veil” or “loosened her hair”;
see Grintz (1957, 140–141). The three verbs used here – loosening, expos-
ing and polluting – would then describe a sequence of increasingly violent
deeds from uncovering Dinah’s hair to undressing her to the actual rape.
A similar sequence of increasing violence is found in Genesis 34:2 where
Shechem “seized, lay and abused” Dinah. The word μ�τρα can mean
“girdle” or “belt” as well and the expression μ�τραν λ&ειν is used in Hel-
lenistic poetry of undoing a virgin’s belt, a euphemism for deflowering her,
which well suits our context; see Apoll. Rhod. 1. 288; Theoc. 27. 54; Call.
Jov. 21 and the further references in LSJ s.v. μ�τρα I.2. On either reading,
μ1τρα or μ�τρα, the various stages of the rape of Dinah are being described
and there is no real reason to reject the manuscript reading; see Moore
(1985, 191). The double use of μ1τρα, which normally translates ,xr in
the LXX, brings to mind the phrase ,ytmxr ,xr of Judg 5:30; both LXX
versions of Judges translate the phrase inaccurately, linking the root ,xr to
pity or friendship. In the Judges verse, a wise woman comforts Sisera’s
mother by (falsely) imagining the spoils of women and colorful textiles that
Sisera will bring back; immediately below (Jdt 9:4) Judith gloats over the
captive female Shechemites and the material booty in similar fashion.

to her defilement (ε=« μ�ασμα): The term “defile” (Xmu) is not normally
used of the rape of virgins in the Bible, and is generally reserved for illicit
sexual relations with married women (e.g. Lev 18:20; Num 5:13–14;
Deut 24:4); compare too Jacob’s description of Reuben’s relations with his
stepmother Bilhah $μ�ανα« τGν στρ�μν1ν yivjy tllx Gen 49:4. Nonethe-
less, the verb Xmu (LXX μια�ν�; cf. the rarer noun μ�ασμα in our passage)
is used no less than three times in relation to Dinah (Gen 34:5, 13, 27); see
too T. Lev. 7:3 and Jos. Asen. 23:13. This language of defilement and pol-
lution is subsequently used by Judith in relation to the temple and holy
places; see 9:8 with note.
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defilement … shame … dishonor: Rape affects the community as a whole,
and the defilement, shame, and dishonor recoil upon all of Dinah’s family
and community; compare her brothers’ words, “it is an outrage to Israel,”
“a dishonor for us” (Gen 34:7, 14). None of our sources records Dinah’s
own reaction to the rape; contrast Tamar who when trying to resist Amnon
asks, “Where will I carry my shame?” (2 Sam 13:13). When Judith describes
the rape scene in repetitive, rhetorical language, she seems, for a moment, to
voice the horror of the abused Dinah. After she returns home to Bethulia,
Judith is careful to point out that she herself has not been subject to such
defilement and shame (μ�ασμα κα5 α=σξ&νην Jdt 13:16). Instead, she has
brought shame upon the house of King Nebuchadnezzar (14:18).

For you said, ‘This shall not be so (ο�ξ οHτ�« �σται),’ but they did it: This
is a reference to Genesis 34:7 where we are told that when Jacob’s sons hear
about Dinah they are infuriated because Shechem had committed an out-
rage by sleeping with their sister, “a thing not to be done” (h>iy Xl ]kv MT;
compare κα5 ο�ξ οHτ�« �σται LXX). The statement that Shechem’s deed is
unacceptable and ought not to be done comes from the narrator of Genesis,
who adds an editorial comment of his own or perhaps reports the brothers’
reaction and reasoning in indirect speech. But in our text this statement is
attributed to God, and interestingly it is the Septuagint version (“this shall
not be so”) which is quoted, rather than the MT one (“a thing not to be
done”). Commentators (Enslin 1972, 123; Kugel 2001,19–20; see too
Kugel 1998, 411–412) suggest that the attribution here of the words of the
biblical narrator to God indicates that the author of Judith believed that
God was the omniscient narrator of Genesis; compare the account of Dinah
at Jub. 30:5 where the narrator of Jubilees, an angel, declares, “And there-
fore let nothing like this be done henceforth to defile a daughter of Israel.”
This hypothesis – i.e. that the author of Judith sees God as the narrator
of Genesis – may be too much weight for the single phrase “for you said”
to bear, and it is likely that Judith is simply presenting her interpretation
of the Dinah story, according to which God sanctioned and encouraged
Simeon’s attack on the Shechemites. The citation here of the Septuagint
version of Gen 34:7 is thought to point to a Greek original for Judith
(thus Engel 1992, 158; see Section 6, 90–91), but the continuation of
our verse, κα5 $πο�ησαν “but they did it” seems to echo the verb h>i of the
Hebrew, and we can well imagine a Hebrew “original” along the lines of
v>iyv “h>iy Xl ]k” trmX yk; see Grintz (1957, 140–141). The expression
“a thing not be done” is found in the Bible several times, precisely as here,
in the context of sexual misconduct; see Gen 20:9; 29:26; 2 Sam 13:12.
Compare Deut 22:21; Judg 19:23–24; 20:6; 2 Sam 13:12 where the ex-
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pression hlbn tv>il “to commit a disgrace” (LXX ποιε�ν �φροσ&νην
“commit a folly”) is used of sexual misdeeds.

9:3 their leaders (@ρξοντα«) for killing: In the biblical account, all of the
male Shechemites were murdered, but special mention is made of the killing
of Hamor, the town leader (@ρξ�ν Xy>n Gen 34:2) and his son Shechem
(Gen 34:25–26). Judith may well be hinting here at her plan to kill the
Assyrians’ leader, Holophernes, and she assimilates Simeon’s attack upon
the Shechemites to her own situation, referring to rulers who become slaves,
a context which better suits the Assyrians and the Israelites than Simeon
and the Shechemites.

handed over … their bed, which was ashamed of their deceit, to be bloodied
by deceit (�δ�κα« … τGν στρ�μνGν α�τ�ν W xδωσατο τGν �π2την
α�τ�ν �πατη�ε�σαν ε=« αJμα): The Greek here is difficult and there are
several variant readings in the mss. Some editors – e.g. Enslin (1972, 123)
and Moore (1985, 191) – understand �πατη�ε�σαν as referring to Dinah,
rather than the bed, i.e. the bed is ashamed of the deceived Dinah; this in-
terpretation is bolstered by those mss. which omit the words �π2την
α�τ�ν, reading τGν στρ�μνGν α�τ�ν W xδωσατο τGν �πατη�ε�σαν, i.e.
“handed over their bed which was put to shame for the deceived” Dinah.
There are further variations; see Hanhart (1979b, 83–84); Zenger (1981,
493). According to Hanhart’s text, the anthropomorphized bed has a
greater sense of shame than the Shechemites. The very bed in which Dinah
was raped was ashamed of the deceit or seduction (τGν �π2την) used on
the girl and then was deceitfully (�πατη�ε�σαν) stained by blood in return,
when the owners of the bed were killed. This suggests a “measure for
measure” punishment, where the Shechemites bleed in requital for the
blood which the raped Dinah must have shed. Deceit and violence by the
non-Israelites lead to counter-deceit and violence by the Israelites, and these
deeds are sanctioned and encouraged by God. In the Genesis account, we
also find deceit and the blood of the Shechemites linked together. The
Shechemites were deceived into circumcising themselves by Jacob’s sons
who spoke to them with guile (Gen 34:13 hmrmb; LXX μετ� δ+λοψ).
Simeon and Levi then attacked and killed them precisely at the time that
their pain from the circumcision was at its height. Dinah, however, was not
deceived or seduced in the Genesis story, but was violated by force
(Gen 34:2; see note on 9:2). Here, too, Judith seems to be thinking of her
own plan to kill Holophernes, for she will use seduction and deceit in order
to kill Holophernes in his own bed (στρ�μν1 Jdt 13:9), which will cer-
tainly become bloodied when she cuts off his head; these are the only two
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uses of στρ�μν1 in Judith. The vocabulary of deceit, beguilement, and se-
duction – the verb �πατ2� and the nouns �π2τη (which is found in the
LXX only once outside of Judith, at 4 Macc 18:8) and �π2τησι« (found
only here in the LXX) – is quite prominent in our book; see Jdt 9:3,10,13;
10:4; 12:16; 13:16; 16:8. �π2τη and its cognates are a key term in Judith’s
prayer, and she will request that God grant her guile as well; see notes on
9:10 and 9:13.

You struck down slaves along with rulers and rulers on their thrones (κα5
$π2τα<α« δο&λοψ« $π5 δψν2σται« κα5 δψν2στα« $π� �ρ+νοψ« α�τ�ν):
Note the chiasm $π5 δψν2σται« κα5 δψν2στα« $π� and the elegant use of
two different meanings of the preposition $π� here, “with” and “on;” there
is a variation on this phrase at 9:10 where the reference to slaves and reign-
ing rulers better suits the context. Indeed, the combination here of blows,
rulers, thrones, and slaves seems to be based on the description of the strik-
ing down of the first-born in Egypt (Exod 11:5; 12:29; see Skehan 1963,
101), and further below (9:7–10) the Assyrians are likened to the Egyptians.
There are no thrones in Dinah’s tale; for Nebuchadnezzar’s throne, see
1:12.

9:4 handed over: The Hebraicism – δ�δ�μι with an accusative followed by
the preposition ε=« with another accusative (… l … tX ]tn ) – which was
used twice in the previous verse, is repeated here three more times.

booty … captivity … spoils: Compare the description of the pillaging of the
city of Shechem at Gen 34:27–29. Judith seems to be particularly concerned
with the fate of vulnerable young women, for she mentions the treatment of
wives and daughters, while in the biblical account we hear of wives and
children. The destruction said to be undertaken here by Simeon and his
brothers is virtually identical to the treatment of defeated enemies – actual
or impending – described in our book. All the characters in the Book of
Judith, be they Israelite or Assyrian, share the same views and expectations
as to how defeated foes should be destroyed, plundered, and exiled; see
Jdt 2:7–9; 4:12; 7:26–27; 8:21–22; 16:4 and note on 2:7. Such treatment of
vanquished enemies is regularly found in the Bible (e.g. Num 31:7–11;
Deut 20:10–15) and was widespread in other societies as well. See, e.g.
Homer, Il. 9.590–594; 22.58–71 and the bloodthirsty inscriptions of Assyr-
ian kings telling of their treatment of vanquished enemies cited by Younger
(1990, 94–96) and Kuhrt (1995, ii. 516–518); see too note on 1:14. In the
biblical world the enslavement of captive women and children is not the
worst possible punishment, for at times God orders a ban in which all the
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human enemies – men, women, and children – are to be killed; see, e.g.
Deut 2:34; 3:6 and cf. 21:10–14.

were very zealous for you: The Greek wording $ζ1λ�σαν τ9ν ζ:λ+ν σοψ,
with its internal accusative, seems to point to a Hebrew absolute infinitive,
i.e. vXnq Xnq (Intro. Section 6, 84), but the language here also echoes the
description of the original, outstanding zealot, Phineas; see Num 25:11 $ν
τ� ζηλ�σα� μοψ τ9ν ζ:λον; MT ytXnq tX vXnqb (and cf. Zech 8:2;
1 Macc 2:54, 58). Phineas, on his own, spontaneously killed an Israelite
man together with his partner in sex, a Midianite woman. His violent act
was directed both against intercourse with foreign women and the worship
of foreign gods which such relationships entail. God approved of his deed,
rewarding him and his descendants with the priesthood (Num 25:1–15).
Phineas served as a paradigm for later zealots such as Mattathias, when he led
the Maccabean revolt (1 Macc 2:24–27, 50, 54). Here Judith appropriates
such zealotry for her forefather Simeon (Nickelsburg 1981, 107) and subtly
changes the emphasis from a violent act by an individual on his own initi-
ative to a call for God’s help (Eckhardt 2009, 249–255). Her description of
her paradigmatic ancestor Simeon as a zealot paves the way for her own
zealous deeds, if we understand zealotry as a pious, spontaneous, and viol-
ent act designed to punish offences against God and his laws (Rhoads 1990,
1043–1044; Newman 1999, 129–134). Other post-biblical sources at-
tribute zeal for God to Simeon’s partner in the Shechem attack, his brother,
Levi (T. Lev. 6:3; see Jub. 30:18). Judith states that Simeon and his brothers,
termed here “God’s beloved sons” (the perfect cγαπημων�ν stresses that
they are still beloved) turned to violence because they hated the pollution of
their blood, i.e. Shechem’s rape of their sister or perhaps his desire to marry
her. Both Simeon and Phineas are concerned with the threat of foreigners vi-
olating the purity of the Israelites’ blood, while Judith is anxious to preserve
her land and its sacred places from violation. In the Bible, it takes a zealous
God himself to protect Jerusalem and the holy places from Sennacherib; see
Isa 37:31–32 (=2 Kgs 19:30–31) with Newman (1999, 133–134).

detested ($βδελ&<αντο) the pollution of their blood: Dinah, the actual vic-
tim, has disappeared. In Genesis we hear three times that Dinah has been
polluted at the hands of Shechem (Gen 34:5, 13, 27), but the pollution has
now been transferred to the brothers and their bloodline; see Newman
(1999, 129). It is Simeon’s father, Jacob, who is disgusted in Genesis, and he
feels odious in the eyes of his neighbors, because of his sons’ violent deeds
(Gen 34:30). The brothers’ detestation here is reminiscent of Esther’s words
in her prayer in the Additions (LXX Esth 14:15–16), where she uses the
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identical verb, βδελ&σσομαι, to describe her negative attitude towards the
bed of the uncircumcised Ahasuerus, and towards her royal crown, which is
like a menstrual rag in her eyes.

called upon you for help: No such call for help by Simeon or Levi is found in
other sources. Judith apparently assigns them a prayer in order to lend her
own parallel plea greater force; compare her words at 8:17. Judith moves
here between her future mission and the past deeds of Simeon, blending the
two. She wishes to be chosen by God and granted the authority to proceed
with her plan, and she would like to be a beloved daughter of God whose
plea for help will be answered; see van den Eynde (2004, 221–222).

O God, my God (C �ε9« C �ε9« C $μ+«): Compare Judith’s victorious
cry “God, our God is with us” when she returns to Bethulia (Jdt 13:11).
Here the tone is one of pathos and beseechment, reminiscent of Ps 22:2
yntbzi hml ylX ylX; LXX ’Ο �ε9« C �ε+« μοψ. For other double invocations
of God in prayer, see Deut 9:26; Ps 43:4; 51:16; 63:2; LXX Esth 13:9;
3 Macc 2:2, etc. Corley (2004, 367) links such double vocatives with
Exod 34:6, the locus classicus of an appeal to a “merciful and gracious”
God, where God mentions his own name twice.

hear me as well, the widow: Judith’s widowhood makes it more likely that
God will heed her words, for God is a champion of widows; see 8:4 and
9:11 (with notes); see too Sir 35:17–19 (cited by Beentjes 2004, 240–241).
Van der Toorn (1995, 24–25) links Judith with the prophetess Anna (see on
8:6) and Nabonidus’ mother, Adad-Guppi (see on 8:5), two other widows
whose prayers to God are deemed effective. While Judith’s tone here is be-
seeching and emotional, she is nonetheless well in control of her feelings.
Vulnerable widow though she may be, she does not mention any fears for
her own personal safety; see introductory note to ch. 9.

9:5–6: Judith now turns to God’s ways. She has already displayed her theo-
logical knowledge and views when reprimanding the town leaders (8:11–27).
Here she describes God as controlling all events, past, present, and future,
as well as planning and determining events with foreknowledge. Compare
Isa 44:6–7; 46:9–11; Ps 115:3 for similar depictions of God.

9:5 For you have made past things, present ones, and those that will follow:
Literally, “For you have made the things earlier than those and those and
the later things” (σV γ�ρ $πο�ησα« τ� πρ+τερα $κε�ν�ν κα5 $κε�να κα5
τ� μετωπειτα); the author uses generalizing neuter plurals to refer to Si-
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meon’s deed, as well as what preceded and followed the deed. All historical
events – past, present, and future – have been orchestrated or accomplished
by God. Simply put, God’s role as a creator, to which Judith returns at 9:12,
points to his ability to do whatever he likes in this world, including helping
Judith on her mission.

You have conceived of (διενο1�η«) present and future things and what you
have reflected upon has come into being: Compare Jdt 16:14 where Judith
describes God as creating things by means of his speech: thoughts spoken
aloud become objects and events. In the continuation of her prayer, Judith
will mention her own thoughts, asking God to give her the strength to carry
out what she has conceived (N διενο1�ην Jdt 9:9). See, e.g. Isa 14:24; 25:1;
Jer 23:20; 49:20 on God fulfilling his plans and decisions.

9:6 The things you determined came forward and said, ‘Look, here we are.’:
This rather fanciful picture of events planned by God standing before him
and announcing their presence reminds us of the anthropomorphized bed in
9:3 which feels shamed. Moore (1985, 192) compares the lightning which
announces its presence to God at Job 38:35 and the stars which reply to
God at Baruch 3:34–35. Later (12:4), Judith will speak of God accomplish-
ing the things he has determined through her hand.

your judgment is with foreknowledge ($ν προγν,σει): The word
πρ+γν�σι« is found only here and at 11:19 in the LXX, while the verb
προγιν,σκ� is used at Wis 6:13; 8:8; 18:6; where the first two verses de-
scribe the foreknowledge of personified Wisdom. There is no corresponding
biblical Hebrew term with the meaning “foreknowledge” and this is used as
an argument in favor of a Greek original for Judith (Engel 1992, 158). But
the concept of divine advance knowledge of all matters is certainly biblical,
even if the word itself is not used; see Isa 41:22–23; 42:9; 46:9–10 and the
further references cited by Grintz (1957, 142).

9:7–10 Judith now turns to the Assyrian threat, describing the enemy’s
intentions, and asking God to punish them and aid her in her mission. In
this section of her prayer, Judith echoes phrases and themes from the Song
of the Sea (Exod 15:1–18), drawing an implicit analogy between the present
enemy, Nebuchadnezzar’s Assyrian forces, and the archetypal vanquished
enemy, Pharaoh and the Egyptians. (In the Vulgate, this implicit compari-
son between the Assyrians and the Egyptians at the Red Sea is made ex-
plicit: “Look now upon the … Assyrians as you saw fit to look upon the …
Egyptians … and the waters closed above them … so be it Lord with these
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others …” Vg. Jdt 9:6–9). The exodus from Egypt and the crossing of the
Red Sea is the outstanding, paradigmatic instance of God rescuing the Is-
raelites and the exodus is mentioned in several biblical and post-biblical ex-
hortations and prayers; see, e.g. Josh 24: 5–7; Neh 9:9–11; Add Esth 13:16;
1 Macc 4:9; 3 Macc 2:6; 6:4 and cf. Jdt 5:10–13. If Judith’s ancestor Simeon
serves in her prayer as a direct source of inspiration, the example of the
Egyptians serves as another encouraging precedent, but Judith refers to the
exodus from Egypt only obliquely. Thus Judith continues to “scripturalize”
in her prayer, bolstering her request, as it were, by referring, albeit indi-
rectly, to a parallel situation in the past. This subtle presentation of the
Assyrians as latter-day Egyptians who, led by their arrogant leader, pursue
the Israelites reflects a cyclical or meta-historical view of the Israelites, their
enemies, and their God. Egyptian-like foes rise against and attack the Israe-
lites time and again, and the salvation God has granted in the past can be
repeated in the present. At the same time, the analogy between the exodus
and the situation in Bethulia subtly links Judith with Moses. She is, as van
Henten (1994) notes, a “female Moses;” see note on 16:13. The Song of the
Sea is a strong influence on Judith’s victory song (Jdt 16:1–17 with intro-
ductory note), as well as her prayer here, and Judith’s prayer and victory
song share certain resemblances. In both passages, Judith stresses the fact
that she is a woman (9:10; 16:5) and a widow (9:4, 9; 16:7), and she speaks
of her intention to beguile and seduce (9:10,13; 16:8–9). She also turns to
God as creator (9:5–6, 12; 16:14) in both songs. But the chief similarities
between our prayer and the later victory song stem from their joint resem-
blance to Exodus 15. Indeed, each of the Judith passages resembles the Song
of the Sea more than it does the other, and the wording of the two texts con-
tains several echoes of the LXX version of Exodus 15. Thus, in both her
prayer and her victory song, Judith cites LXX Exod 15:3 (which differs
from the MT; see Jdt 9:7–8; 16:1–2 with notes). Other parallels with the Ex-
odus song are a description of the intentions of the enemy (Exod 15:9;
Jdt 9:7–8; 16:4) and a reference to his cavalry (Exod 15:1, 4; Jdt 9:7; 16:3),
as well as an emphasis on the hand of the savior (Exod 15:6, 12; Jdt 9:9–10;
16:5). Our prayer also shares with the Song of the Sea (but not with
chapter 16) a mention of the temple and holy places (Exod 15:13, 17;
Jdt 9:8, 13), and the land inherited by Israel (Exod 15:17; Jdt 9:12). In ad-
dition, God is described as a helper and defender (LXX Exod 15:2; Jdt 9:
11) who sends forth his anger (Exod 15:7; Jdt 9:9).

9:7 Unusually, the verse opens with four parallel clauses, each with a con-
jugated verb, which are not linked in any way, despite the prolific use of κα�
in our text. Verses 9–10 are constructed in similar fashion, with five un-
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linked parallel clauses, each opening with an imperative, while verses 11–12
contain a long string of epithets describing God, with no connectives
between them. Such asyndeton is a notable feature of early biblical poetry,
including the Song of the Sea (Gera 2007, 110 n. 13). Thus our prayer
echoes Exodus 15 in style as well as content, and this syntactic marker is
first used precisely when the allusions to the Song of the Sea begin. All four
verbs in our verse are in the aorist, but should be understood as referring to
the present.

Behold (=δοV γ2ρ): This idiomatic expression is found only eighteen times
in the LXX (three times in Judith; see too 5:23 and 12:12) and this is the
only instance where God is addressed in this way.

the Assyrians are greatly increased in their army ($πλη�&ν�ησαν $ν δψν2μει
α�τ�ν): Compare the description of Pharaoh’s abundant chariots at
3 Macc 6:4 … Φαρα� πλη�&νοντα fρμασιν. The size and power of the
Assyrian army has been mentioned repeatedly (Jdt 1:16; 2:5, 16–17, 20;
7:2, 4, 18; see too 16:3) and one of the first questions Holophernes asks
about the Israelites is about the size of their army (τ9 πλ:�ο« τ:« δψν-
2με�« α�τ�ν) and the source of their strength and might (Jdt 5:3; compare
5:23). The disparity here in numbers and force makes the plight of the
Israelites seem particularly desperate, but Judith will immediately contrast
the Assyrians’ army with the might of God ($ν δψν2μει α�τ�ν 9:7; $ν
δψν2μει σοψ 9:8) and as Judith notes at 9:11, God’s strength has little to do
with numbers; cf. Ps 33:16–20. The question is not simply who has the
greater might and force, but how true power should be defined: Is it a ques-
tion of numbers? force? divine intervention? deception? See Rakel (2003,
198–199); Schmitz (2004a, 289); Lang (2012, esp. 181).

pride themselves on their horse and rider: This is reminiscent of the Song of
the Sea. The Assyrians may pride themselves on their cavalry, but they
would do well to remember that their predecessors, the Egyptians, had their
horses and riders hurled into the sea (Exod 15:1, 21). The Assyrian pride
(;χ,�ησαν) is perhaps influenced by the description of the Israelites
exalting God at Exod 15:2 (;χ,σ� α�τ+ν; see too the depiction of God
as glorying in his triumph at 15:1 hXg hXg). Later it is Judith who will be
a source of pride, exaltation, and boasting (see σV Hχ�μα … σV
γαψρ�αμα … σV κα&ξημα … Jdt 15:9).

vaunting themselves on the might of their foot soldiers: Literally “on the
arm of their infantry” ($ν βραξ�ονι πεζ�ν). For βραξ��ν as force or
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strength, see, e.g. Eur. Suppl. 478, 738 and compare both dy and ivrz in
Hebrew.

Their hope lies in their shield, spear, bow, and sling: For other such lists of
weapons, see Ezek 39:9; Neh 4:10; 2 Chr 26:14; Job 39:23. Com-
pare 1 Sam 17:45 where David points out to Goliath the uselessness of such
arsenals without God on his side.

9:7–8: you are the Lord who crushes wars, the Lord is your name (σV ε>
κ&ριο« σψντρ�β�ν πολωμοψ«. κ&ριο« Eνομ2 σοι): This is virtually a quo-
tation of the LXX version of Exod 15:3 κ&ριο« σψντρ�β�ν πολωμοψ«
κ&ριο« Eνομα α�τ�, with Judith using the second person when addressing
God, rather than the third person found in Exodus; compare the briefer,
more exact citation of the verse at Jdt 16:2 (with note). The Hebrew of
Exod 15:3 is quite different and reads vm> ’h hmxlm >yX ’h “God is a man
of war, God is his name,” and the use of the Septuagint version of the
Exodus verse is noteworthy precisely because of this difference; see Sec-
tion 6, 89–90. MT Exod 15:3 is the only biblical verse in which God is
termed a man and the change in the Greek seems to be a reaction against
such overt anthropomorphism (Gera 2007, 114). The Vulgate at Exod 15:3
depicts God as like a man of war dominus quasi vir pugnator; compare
Isa 42:13 where God is said to be like a hero and like a warrior >yXk Xjy
rvbgk hXnq ryiy hmxlm (and the LXX reads κ&ριο« C �ε9« τ�ν δψν2με�ν
$<ελε&σεται κα5 σψντρ�χει π+λεμον).

crushes: The concept of crushing or breaking wars, rather than waging
them, is found at Hos 2:20; Ps 46:10; 76:4; see the further references at
Lang (2012, 185). The verb σψντρ�β� used here is particularly common in
1 Maccabees (Corley 2008, 70–71 n. 24), where the army of Nicanor is said
to be crushed (σψνετρ�βη 3 παρεμβολG Νικ2νορο« 1 Macc 7:43), in
direct response to Judah’s prayer (σ&ντριχον τGν παρεμβολGν τα&την
1 Macc 7:42); see Section 3, 39–40 on the resemblances between the tale of
Judah and Nicanor and our story. Judith will immediately use further symp-
toms of crushing and breaking in her prayer here (I2<ον … κ2τα<ον 9:8).
Crushing wars is not a pacifistic move, and Judith is stating here that God
is so powerful that he eradicates wars: no human army can go to war with
him and he destroys the enemy in unexpected ways. Indeed, in our story
God will “crush” the war with the Assyrian army so that there will be no
actual battle and engagement with them, although their commander will be
killed and their forces soundly defeated. See further Otzen (2002, 99); Per-
kins (2007, esp. 135); Lang (2012).
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9:8 The Lord is your name: God’s name reflects his unique attributes
and has a supernatural power of its own; see Exod 3:13–15. God’s name is
glorious, honorable and terrible; see, e.g. “terrifying and glorious name”
(φοβερ� κα5 $νδ+<8 ]ν+ματι Pr Man 3) and “the glory of your great and
honorable name” (πρ9« δ+<αν το7 μεγ2λοψ κα5 $ντ�μοψ ]ν+ματ+« σοψ
3 Macc 2:9); compare too Jdt 16:1, “Exalt him and call upon his name.” Ju-
dith next turns to the dwelling place of God’s name, the temple.

Break their strength with your force, shatter their might in your anger: The
Greek here σV I2<ον α�τ�ν τGν =σξVν $ν δψν2μει σοψ// κα5 κ2τα<ον τ9
κρ2το« α�τ�ν $ν τ� �ψμ� σοψ is carefully composed in parallel, rhyth-
mic clauses.

in your anger: See too 9:9. Judith sees God’s anger as a sweeping, destruc-
tive force, presumably more powerful than the anger of both Nebuchadnez-
zar (1:12; 2:7) and his commander Holophernes (5:2). She warns both the
leaders of Bethulia (8:14) and Holophernes (11:11) of the consequences of
God’s anger.

For they planned to pollute (βεβηλ�σαι) your temple, defile (μι»ναι) the
tabernacle: Note the echo of the language of defilement and pollution used
of Dinah and the Shechemites at 9:2 above: ε=« μ�ασμα … $βεβ1λ�σαν.
The rape of Dinah is “the equivalent to the rape of the Temple/ Zion” (New-
man 1999, 135). For the use of these two verbs in other descriptions of the
defilement and pollution of holy places and objects, see, e.g. Lev 20:3;
Ezek 23:38; the MT has llx and Xmu. This language is particularly associ-
ated with the decrees of Antiochus IV and their outcome – see 1 Macc
1:44–47; 2:12; 4:38; 2 Macc 5:16 – and our text seems to hint at these decrees;
see Delcor (1967, 168–174); Otzen (2002, 133–134). Such pollution is, un-
surprisingly, a source of shame and disgrace; see 1 Macc 4:45 and compare
the prayers of the people of Jerusalem at Jdt 4:12. Here, Judith stresses the
threat posed by the Assyrians to the temple in Jerusalem, rather than the im-
pending danger to the people of Bethulia, to which she refers more obliquely
at 9:11. She combines her two concerns at 9:13 and speaks of the enemy’s evil
intentions against the places belonging both to God and the Israelites.

the resting place of your glorious name: Several biblical passages describe
God’s name as dwelling in the ark or temple (Deut 12:5,11; Jer 7:12;
1 Kgs 8:18–20; 2 Chr 6:20; see too 3 Macc 2:9), but God himself does not
dwell there. Once God’s name is established in the temple in Jerusalem, it is
imperative upon the Israelites to preserve its sanctity.
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cut down the horns of your altar with iron: This is the fourth mention of
the temple altar; see Jdt 4:3, 12; 8:24. The horns of the altar – found here in
the singular “horn” (κωρα«), although only the plural form xbzmh tvnrq is
found in the MT – are projections from the corners of the altar (Exod 27:2).
Persons in danger of being put to death held on to the horns for protection
and sanctuary (see, e.g. 1 Kgs 1:50; 2:28), so that cutting off the horns
means depriving people of their security; see Amos 3:14–15. The altar is
also supposed to be untouched by iron (Deut 27:5).

9:9 In this verse, Judith touches upon all the main players: God, the arro-
gant Assyrians, and she herself, a widow.

Look at their arrogance: Judith echoes a phrase from the prayer spoken by
the people of Bethulia (6:19 with note). The word ;περηφαν�α is associ-
ated with the pillaging of the temple by Antiochus IV (1 Macc 1:21–24;
2 Macc 5:21), Antiochus’ own personal arrogance (2 Macc 9:4, 7, 11) and
that of Nicanor (1 Macc 7:34, 47); compare too the depiction of the Egyp-
tian king Ptolemy IV Philopator (3 Macc 2:17). As in the previous verse,
Judith turns aside for a moment from the Israelites’ oldest enemies, the
Egyptians, to their most recent foes, the Seleucids (Mayer 1973, 22–23;
Schmitz 2004a, 297)

Send your anger (�π+στειλον τGν ]ργ1ν σοψ): With this close echo of
Exod 15:7 (�πωστειλα« τGν ]ργ1ν σοψ; MT „nvrx xl>t) Judith returns
to the Song of the Sea, again underlining the parallels between the plight of
the people of Bethulia and that of the Israelites in Egypt. She also indicates
her faith in a successful outcome and divine intervention similar to that cel-
ebrated by Moses in his song.

upon their heads: Judith will direct her anger against a particular head, that
of Holophernes.

give to my widow’s hand the might I have conceived: With this request,
Judith links herself both to her exemplary ancestor Simeon and to God. God
has given Simeon a sword in his hand (9:2) and Judith requests that God put
strength in her hand in similar fashion. God’s own (right) hand features
prominently in the Song of the Sea – see Exod 15:6, 12, 17; cf. 15:9 – and
this seems to underlie the use of the hand motif here (Skehan 1963,
esp. 106–108). In the third century C.E. Dura Europos painting, God’s role
in the crossing of the Red Sea is represented symbolically by two heavenly
hands, while in Greek the word ξε�ρ can be used of forceful deeds; see
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further Jacobson (1983, 149). Here Judith presents herself as acting on her
own initiative, even while she requests God’s aid, but elsewhere she de-
scribes herself as God’s instrument, with God accomplishing what he has
planned through her hand (8:33; 13:14–15; 16:5; compare 12:4 and
contrast 15:10). Judith terms her hand a “widow’s hand,” thus underlining
her vulnerability and the unlikely role she has taken upon herself. In the
next verse her widow’s hand will become the equally frail “hand of a fe-
male.” Some scholars interpret this stress on Judith’s powerlessness as an in-
dication that she is simply an instrument of God, who uses a lowly female in
order to disgrace the enemy further (see, e.g. Swidler 1979, 113–115; Milne
1993, esp. 54–55). Rakel (1999, esp. 42–44; 2003, 120–124) notes that in
Hellenistic times God was not portrayed as directly involved in events and
suggests that Judith is God’s epiphany, an embodiment of God in a new ex-
odus, so to speak. Judith is, in fact, both an independent agent – it is her plan
and her hand – and an instrument of God, for we are surely meant to under-
stand that it is through divine aid that her mission succeeds. Our text regu-
larly moves between these two poles of human initiative and divine assist-
ance, underlining at times the part played by Judith, the courageous heroine,
and stressing at other times God’s role as savior. We find such double cau-
sation in several stories of biblical heroes, with a similar interplay between
human courage and initiative and divine assistance; see, e.g. Judg 3:9, 15;
4:14–15; 6:36; 1 Sam 19:5; 2 Sam 23:10, 12. This tension between the ap-
preciation of human bravery and gratitude for divine salvation is also quite
prominent in relation to Judah in 1 Maccabees: see 1 Macc 2:66; 3:3–9;
9:21 versus 4:11 and 16:3. See further Seeligmann (1963) and Section 7, 99.

I have conceived: The verb “conceive” διανοωομαι is used only of Judith
and of God (9:5 with note). The narrator toys here with his readers: Judith
has no need to inform God of her plan for he knows both the future and the
past (9:5), but we are still kept in the dark. In the Vulgate, we are given a
clue as to what will happen for Judith requests from God that Holophernes’
arrogance be cut down by his own sword (Vg. Jdt 9:12).

9:10 Strike down slave with ruler and ruler with his servant: Here Judith
deliberately echoes a phrase she has used to describe the punishment of the
Shechemites (“You struck down slaves along with rulers and rulers on their
thrones” 9:3) in order to underline the similarity between her present re-
quest and the biblical precedent. The correspondence with events in the past
justifies, as it were, her present plea, and contributes to the likelihood of
its success. The mention of slaves and rulers better suits our Assyrian (and
Egyptian) context, than that of the Shechemites; see note on 9:3.
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Strike down: The verb πατ2σσ� is a key word in the book (Zenger 1981,
433). At first it is the Assyrians and their allies who smite their enemies and
boast of future blows (2:27; 6:3), but striking then becomes the prerogative
of the Israelites. πατ2σσ� is used three times in conjunction with Judith’s
killing of Holophernes, where she strikes with a sword, not her lips
(Jdt 13:8, 15; 16:6). Elsewhere πατ2σσ� – and the Hebrew root hkn – is
especially associated with the the plagues in Egypt; see, e.g. Exod 3:20;
7:20; 8:12; 9:15; 12:12 and compare Achior’s description at Jdt 5:12 κα5
$π2τα<εν π»σαν τGν γ:ν Α=γ&πτοψ.

by the deceit of my lips ($κ ξειλω�ν �π2τη«): The word �π2τη conveys
both deceit and seduction and Judith will use physical allure in addition to
verbal trickery in order to beguile and ensnare Holophernes; see 9:13; 10:4;
13:16; 16:8. In the biblical paradigm cited by Judith at the beginning of
her prayer, the Shechemites are said to be deceived by Simeon as a counter-
measure, in requital for their treatment of Dinah (9:3 with note). Here and
immediately below at 9:13 Judith unabashedly asks that God grant her
the power to lie and deceive and her request raises difficult moral issues,
for normally “deceitful lips” are to be avoided (see, e.g. Ps 17:1; 34:14,
120:2–3; Prov 12:22; see too Lev 19:11; Prov 6:17). The Vulgate softens
Judith’s petition, having her ask for boldness and resolve. She prays that
Holophernes be caught by the snare of his own eyes and that God strike
him through the dearness of – or perhaps gracious words from – her lips (et
percuties eum ex labiis caritatis meae Vg. Jdt 9:13; contrast Vg. Jdt 16:10).
This concern with Judith’s rectitude is not shared by the book’s characters,
who are not troubled by her subterfuges. Uzziah speaks of Judith walking in
the straight path before God (Jdt 13:20), while the high priest Joakim
praises her for the good things she has done and states that God is pleased
with them (15:10). Modern commentators are less happy with Judith’s acts
of deception. Some criticize her for violating basic moral laws (see, e.g.
Pfeiffer 1949, 302 and Bissell apud Moore 1985, 64–65), while others
excuse Judith’s behavior as a necessary deception, essential for the rescue of
her people (e.g. Craven 1983, 114–115; Zeitlin in Enslin 1972, 14); Judith
is a “Delilah for the cause of God” (deSilva 2006, 60). There are several in-
stances of biblical women who lie to preserve their family or guarantee its
continuity, such as Rebecca in her dealings with Isaac (Gen 27), Tamar with
Judah (Gen 38), and Michal with Saul (1 Sam 19), while other women, such
as the midwives in Egypt (Exod 1), Rahab (Josh 2), and Jael (Judg 4–5)
practice deception for the sake of the wider community. Such female decep-
tion is attributed by some scholars to women’s subordinate social status and
their powerlessness to engage in direct action; see, e.g. Fuchs (1985). Other
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scholars see the phenomenon of women actively saving lives, with or with-
out the use of deceit, as pointing to women’s greater ability to generate and
preserve life; see esp. Simon (2002, 187–198) who collects twenty one in-
stances of biblical women saving lives. Judith’s request here is particularly
interesting for while several biblical women engage in deception, she is the
only heroine who actually prays to God to make her a good liar (Craven
1989, 45). Compare the request made by Esther of the Additions to be
granted fitting words (λ+γον εϊρψ�μον Add Esth 14:13) with which to ap-
proach Artaxerxes. Lying, in any event, is certainly not limited to women in
the Bible. Prouser (1994) argues persuasively that throughout the Bible de-
ception is considered a legitimate tactic when used by a weaker character in
order to succeed. Dissembling biblical women are a subset of this group of
underdogs and there are biblical men who use subterfuge as well. Here, too,
deception can be used as a means to preserve the lives of the liars themselves
or in order to ensure the fate of their wider community. Abraham’s lies
about his relationship to Sarah (Gen 12 and 20) and Ehud’s deception of
King Eglon (Judg 3) are two notable examples. Deceptions and subterfuges
generally succeed in the Bible and liars often go unpunished; see Friedmann
(2002, 62–68) and Shemesh (2002); see too note on 11:5–19.

Shatter their pride (�ρα7σον α�τ�ν τ9 �ν2στημα) by the hand of a fe-
male: Compare the Song of the Sea, where it is God’s right hand which
shatters the enemy (��ραψσεν LXX Exod 15:6). When Judith returns to Be-
thulia after killing Holophernes she announces proudly that God has shat-
tered the enemy through her hand (��ραψσε Jdt 13:14) and the verbal echo
indicates that her prayer has been answered to the letter; see 7:9 with note
for the recurring use of �ρα7σμα and �ρα&� in Judith. Here Judith is con-
cerned with shattering the arrogance and pride of the enemy (see too 9:9),
but she will subsequently use the word �ν2στημα in conjunction with her
own people, praying that God direct her deeds towards their grandeur
(12:8). The term “female” hand ($ν ξειρ5 �ηλε�α«; see too Jdt 13:15; 16:5)
used here is thought by some scholars to be ignominous, for �1λεια is
used of animals as well as women (thus Moore 1985, 193 and 232), but it is
more likely that the word is meant to place particular emphasis on Judith’s
gender (Rakel 2003, 120–124). It is, of course, particularly demeaning for
an enemy to be crushed by a woman’s hand; see Judg 9:53–4; 2 Sam 11:21
and compare Deborah’s words to Barak at Judg 4:9.

9:11–12 These two verses include an exceptionally long apostrophe to God,
a concatenation of ten epithets. Corley (2004, 371–372) points to the
accumulation of titles for God in prayers as a postbiblical phenomenon; see
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2 Macc 1:24–25; 3 Macc 2:2–3, 6:2 for other such lists of divine titles in
Jewish Hellenistic prayers. Corley also notes the parallel phenomenon in
the opening of the Hymn to Zeus, by the Hellenistic poet Cleanthes. There
is a nice contrast in our two verses between the kind of epithets assigned to
God: in 9:11 Judith stresses his role as protector and savior of the down-
trodden, while in 9:12 we hear of the power and sovereignty of God.

9:11 For your might does not lie in numbers, nor your mastery in strong
men: The Greek wording here is chiastic (ο� γ�ρ $ν πλ1�ει τ9 κρ2το«
σοψ/ ο�δ� 3 δψναστε�α σοψ $ν =σξ&οψσιν). For the claim that God’s
strength has little to do with the size or might of armies, see 1 Sam 14:6;
17:47; 2 Chr 16:8–9; 1 Macc 3:17–19 and see note on 7:2. In her victory
song (16:6) Judith will make the same point about herself, noting that Ho-
lophernes was killed not by Titans or giants, but by a beautiful woman.

God of the humble, helper of the lowly, stronghold of the weak, protector of
the disowned, savior of those without hope: The five parallel clauses of the
Greek are carefully arranged. The first two predicates of God are structured
identically and rhyme (�λλ� ταπειν�ν ε> �ε+«/ $λαττ+ν�ν ε> βοη�+«); the
third predicate then chiastically varies the order of genitive and nominative
(�ντιλ1μπτ�ρ �σ�ενο&ντ�ν) and the last two return to the original case
order and open with similar sounding words (�πεγν�σμων�ν σκεπαστ1«/
�πηλπισμων�ν σ�τ1ρ).This variation in case order certainly cannot stem
from a Hebrew original, where the genitive cannot come first (Engel 1992,
158). Other pointers to a Greek rather than a Hebrew original here are the
use of βοη�+« … σκεπαστ1«, probably an echo of the Greek version of the
Song of the Sea where LXX Exod 15:2 βοη�9« κα5 σκεπαστ1« (“helper and
protector”) is not a literal translation of the MT hy trmzv yzi (“my strength
and my might”). The verbs �πογιγν,σκ� and �πελπ�ζ� are quite rare
in the LXX and each is used only once to translate a MT text (Deut 33:9
and Isa 29:19 respectively; see Joosten 2007, *161). Compare 2 Sam 22:3;
Ps 18:3; 144:2 for similar descriptions of God as a savior, protector, and
stronghold.

God of the humble (ταπειν�ν): The cognate verb ταπειν+� generally
translates hni “to afflict, humble, do violence to” and is found in the tales
of the rape of Dinah and Tamar (Gen 34:2, 2 Sam 13:12, 14, 22, 32; see
too Deut 22:29; Judg 19:24, etc.). Thus Judith may be hinting here at fears
for her own safety. This verse is perhaps the strongest acknowledgement by
Judith of her powerlessness and dependence on God, but she uses only gen-
eral plural terms which apply to all of the Israelites and does not speak of
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her own personal vulnerability. Contrast the dependent attitude of Esther of
the Additions in her prayer (“I am alone and have no helper but you, and
am about to risk my life” Add Esth 14:3). In her victory song, Judith terms
the Israelites “my humble ones … my weak ones” (ο4 ταπεινο� μοψ … ο4
�σ�ενο7ντω« μοψ Jdt 16:11).

9:12–14 The elements found in these final verses – the uniqueness of God,
his creation of the universe and a call for retribution – are particularly close
to the content of Hezekiah’s prayer (2 Kgs 19:15–19 = Isa 37:16–20). In this
manner the Assyrians of Judith’s tale are assimilated to the Assyrians of
Hezekiah’s time, just as they have been linked above with the Egyptians of
Exodus (see note on 9:7–10). Weinfeld (1972, 32–43), finds these three el-
ements – which he traces back to the deuteronomic scribes – in the prayers
of the “great national heroes” (40), such as Moses (Deut 3:23–25), David
(2 Sam 7:22–24), Solomon (1 Kgs 8:23), and Jeremiah (Jer 32:17–23). Our
author links Judith to these great heroes by assigning her a prayer with simi-
lar content.

9:12 Here Judith moves from God’s role as military savior to his role as cre-
ator of the universe. Compare 13:18 where the two divine roles of savior
and creator are linked; see too 8:14; 9:5; 16:14 for further mention of God
as creator. Creation points to God’s power and consequently to his ability
to vanquish enemies; see, e.g. Add Esth 13:10. Indeed, God is said to have
vanquished his mythological enemies Yam and Taninim in the course of cre-
ating the world (Ps 74:12–17; see Isa 51:9–10).

Please, please: Literally “yes, yes.” This is the only place in the LXX where
we find να5 να� and the repetition points to Judith’s highly charged emo-
tional state; compare her cry, “O God my God,” at 9:4.

God of my father: Judith refers back to Simeon (9:2).

God of Israel’s inheritance (κληρονομ�α«): i.e. the land of Israel; see too
Jdt 4:12; 8:22; 13:5 and compare Exod 15:17.

master (δεσπ+τη«) of the heavens and the earth: This is the sole verse
in Judith where δεσπ+τη« is used of God; all the other usages refer to
Holophernes (Jdt 5:20, 24; 7:9, 11; 11:10). See too note on 5:20 and com-
pare the description of Nebuchadnezzar as lord and king of the entire earth
(6:4; 11:1). The word δεσπ+τη« is used more frequently of God in the later
LXX books. For δεσπ+τη« when addressing God in prayer, together with
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or in place of the more usual κ&ριο«, see Jonah 4:3; Tob 8:17; Dan 9:8,
15–17; 3 Macc 2:2; 6:5, 10; Pr Azar 14; Ezek. Trag. 124.

creator (κτ�στα) of the waters: God is frequently addressed as creator in
prayers; see 2 Kgs 19:15; Jer 32:17; Neh 9:6; 2 Chr 2:11; Add Esth 13:10;
2 Macc 1:24; 3 Macc 2:3; Pr Man 2–3. For the use of κτ�ζ� to describe
God’s acts of creation, see LXX Gen 14:19, 22; 1 Esdr 6:12; Ps 88:12–13;
3 Macc 2:9. God created and controls all three spheres: heaven, earth, and
waters; see, e.g. Exod 20:11; Ps 146:6. The mention here of waters, rather
than the sea, the usual third member of the triad, may be influenced by the
parting of the waters at Exodus 14–15; see too Jdt 16:15. Or perhaps Judith
is thinking of the water shortage in Bethulia.

king of all your creation (βασιλε7 π2ση« κτ�σε,« σοψ): Compare
Jdt 16:14 (“Let all your creation serve you”) and see the similar wording of
the high priest’s prayer at 3 Macc 2:2 βασιλε7 τ�ν ο�ραν�ν κα5 δωσποτα
π2ση« κτ�σε�«. Corley (2004) notes the many similarities between Judith’s
prayer and that of the priest at 3 Macc 2; both belong to the same milieu.

9:13 Judith turns from the divine act of creation to the more immediate cri-
sis facing the holy places and the Israelites; for a similar transition from cre-
ation to God’s holy places see 3 Macc 2:9. Note too the somewhat unex-
pected allusion to the temple in the Song of the Sea (Exod 15:13, 17).

Let my words and guile; Many commentators take the phrase as a hendia-
dys, “guileful words,” but Judith will need both persuasive speech and her
powers of seduction and deception in order to entrap Holophernes; see note
on 9:10.

wounds and bruises: The Greek τρα7μα and μ,λ�χ reflects the biblical
combination hrvbxv ijp; see Gen 4:23; Exod 21:25; Isa 1:6 and cf.
Prov 20:30.

against your covenant, against your sanctified house, against Mount Zion,
and against the house possessed by your sons: See Jdt 4:12; 6:19; 8:21, 24;
9:8 for earlier references to the Assyrian threat against the holy places,
as well as the land, homes, and lives of the Israelites. Here Judith adds that
the very covenant between God and his people is under threat; see, e.g.
Gen 15:18; 17:7.
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the house possessed by your sons (οDκοψ κατασξωσε�« ψ4�ν σοψ): κατ2-
σξεσι« which often translates hzxX in the LXX is found only here in Judith.
The term is associated with the land of Israel which was granted to the
Israelites as an eternal possession (ε=« κατ2σξεσιν α=,νιον; MT ,lvi tzxX
Gen 17:8; 48:4).

9:14 all your nation and all the tribes: Commentators debate whether
Judith is praying that all of the nation of Israel recognize God’s might or if
her prayer refers to the entire world; see, e.g. Schmitz (2004a, 312–313) vs.
Enslin (1972, 126). There is some textual support for the latter view: a few
mss. read “every nation” $π5 παντ9« ��νοψ« here, rather than “all your
nation,” $π5 π»ν τ9 ��νο« σοψ. Perhaps Judith’s words are aimed at both
groups, with “all your nation” referring to the Israelites and “all the tribes”
including every tribe and people in the world. The thirsty Israelites of Be-
thulia seem to despair of God, but, as Judith has earlier noted, they have not
turned to other gods and recognize no other deity (Jdt 8:18, 20). Hezekiah,
who has influenced Judith’s prayer here, asks that all the kingdoms of the
world recognize only God (2 Kgs 19:19; Isa 37:20); see too the prayer of the
the priests at 2 Macc 1:27.

to recognize and know: The Greek here πο�ησον … $π�γν�σιν το7 ε=δ:-
σαι is akward and does not translate readily into Hebrew. $πιγιν,σκ� and
$π�γν�σι« are used several times in our work in the context of religious
knowledge; see note on 8:13.

you are the God of all force and might: The majority of manuscripts read
σV ε> C �ε+«, �ε9« π2ση« δψν2με�« κα5 κρ2τοψ« “you are the God, God of
all might and strength,” a stronger monotheistic statement. For the ex-
pression “God of all might,” see 13:4 with note.

God of all force and might, and there is no other who defends the people
of Israel but you: Here Judith seems to have overheard the exchange
between Achior and Holophernes, for she confirms Achior’s statements
and refutes his opponents. When Achior claimed that God will defend
(;περασπ�σT; compare ;περασπ�ζ�ν here) his people provided they
did not sin (5:21), Holophernes’ soldiers replied that the Israelites have no
might or strength (5:23, using δ&ναμι« and κρ2το« as here). Achior’s
words were then mocked by Holophernes as well, who said to him, “You
said that the God of the Israelites will defend (;περασπιε�) them, but who
is God if not Nebuchadnezzar? He will send his might (τ9 κρ2το« 6:2).”
Judith repeats Achior’s claim that God will defend the Israelites and states
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categorically that there is no other deity responsible for the situation of
the Israelites.

there is no other (ο�κ �στιν @λλο«) who defends the people of Israel but
you: Is this a claim for monotheism or monolatry? Is Judith saying that
there is no other god or that there is no other god who defends Israel? We
find formulations of God’s uniqueness at Exod 8:6; Deut 3:24; 1 Kgs 8:23;
while passages such as Deut 4:35, 39; 2 Sam 7:22; 1 Kgs 8:60; 2 Kgs 19:19;
Neh 9:6 include the stronger statement that there is no other god; see the
discussion in Voitila (2012, esp. 373–375).
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I. 10:1–17 Judith Prepares for her Mission
and Leaves Bethulia

Chapter 10

(1.) When Judith stopped crying to the God of Israel and ended all these
words,

(2.) she stood up from where she lay prostrate, summoned her maid, and
descended into her house where she spent Sabbaths and holidays.

(3.) She removed the sack which she wore and took off her widow’s weeds.
She bathed her body in water, anointed herself with rich myrrh, arranged
her hair, and put a headband on her head. She then dressed in the joyful
clothes which she had worn in the days when her husband Manasseh was
alive.

(4.) She wore sandals on her feet and put on anklets, bracelets, rings, ear-
rings, and all her jewelry. She made herself very beautiful in order to beguile
the eyes of all the men who would see her.

(5.) She gave her maid a skin of wine and a flask of oil and filled a leather
bag with roasted grain, fig cakes, and pure loaves of bread. She wrapped up
all her dishes and gave them to her as well.

(6.) They set out for the city gate of Bethulia and found Uzziah standing
there together with the city elders, Chabris and Charmis.

(7.) When they saw her – her face was transformed and her dress changed –
they were very astounded by her beauty and said to her,

(8.) “May the God of our fathers cause you to find favor and accomplish
your plans for the pride of the Israelites and the exaltation of Jerusalem.”
She bowed to God.
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(9.) She said to them, “Order the city gate opened for me and I shall go out
to accomplish the things which you have said to me.” They ordered the
young men to open the gate for her as she requested.

(10.) When they did so, Judith went out, she and her maid with her. The
men of the city watched her until she descended the mountain and crossed
the valley and they could no longer see her.

(11.) As they proceeded straight through the valley, an advance guard of
the Assysrians met her.

(12.) They took hold of her and asked, “To what people do you belong?
Where are you coming from and where are you going?” She replied, “I am a
daughter of the Hebrews and I am fleeing from them, because they are
about to become your prey.

(13.) I am on my way to the commander of your army, Holophernes, in
order to bring him a trustworthy message. I will show him the path he can
follow and capture the entire hill country. Not a single man of his shall per-
ish, not a living soul.”

(14.) When the men heard her words and perceived her face – it was as-
toundingly beautiful in their eyes – they said to her,

(15.) “You have saved your life by hurrying down to our lord. Go now to
his tent; our men will escort you until they deliver you into his hands.

(16.) When you stand before him, do not fear in your heart, but deliver
your message and he will treat you well.”

(17.) They then chose a hundred of their men who escorted her and her
maid, leading them to Holophernes’ tent.

Commentary

This section is is one of movement, from Judith’s tent on the rooftop of her
house in Bethulia to Holophernes’ tent in the heart of the Assyrian military
camp. Normally Judith spends her time at home, praying, fasting, and
wearing sackcloth, but now she must use very different tactics if she is to
rescue her people. She first beautifies herself, and then leaves her home,
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courageously confronting the enemy on his own territory. Judith changes
her outward appearance in preparation for moving outwards, transforming
herself from pious widow to femme fatale, and the narrator lingers over the
various stages of this process. We are told that she bathes, anoints herself,
combs her hair, dresses with care, and decorates herself with jewels. We
hear of several biblical women who groom themselves in order to attract
and allure: Tamar changes out of her widow’s weeds when seducing Judah
(Gen 38:14, 19), Ruth bathes, anoints herself, and dresses up for Boaz
(Ruth 3:3), and Esther puts on royal robes before approaching Ahasuerus
with a special request (Esth 5:1; compare Add Esth 15:1–2); see note on
10:3. The biblical passage closest to our text is the metaphorical description
of the foundling, Jerusalem, whom God dresses up in rich clothing and fine
jewelry to be a bride and queen (Ezek 16:9–13). The Ezekiel passage con-
tains the same details of bathing, applying oil, donning a dress, shoes, and
headcovering, and decorating with jewels as mentioned in our text and
commentators find in Judith’s festive change of clothing a similar symbol-
ism. If in her widow’s weeds Judith symbolized the Israelites’ suffering,
her transformation here anticipates their subsequent salvation; see Alonso-
Schökel (1975, 7 and 15). Another figure worth noting is the captive
woman of Deut 21:10–14, who is instructed to shave her hair, cut her nails,
remove her captive dress, and mourn her family, before being taken up by
her new husband. This captive woman must undergo a rite of physical
transformation before being incorporated into her new community. In es-
sence, Judith is disguising herself, for normally she wears the sober garb of a
widow and behaves in an exceptionally chaste and pious fashion, but here
she is deliberately seductive. We find a contrasting disguise in 2 Sam (14:2),
when Joab instructs the wise woman of Tekoa that she is to pretend to be a
woman in deep mourning. Biblical figures who disguise themselves in order
to trick another can be successful in their ploy and enjoy the fruits of their
masquerade without being punished (e.g. Gen 27:15; 29:23; 38:14;
Josh 9:4–5), but at times such disguises fail (1 Sam 28:8; 1 Kgs 14:2; 22:30).
Judith returns to her elaborate toilette in her victory song, presenting her
carefully achieved beauty as a crucial element in the undoing of Holophernes
(Jdt 16:6b-9). She sees this process of dressing up as an integral part of her
ability to foil and defeat the enemy. Her adornment scene is, in essence, an
arming scene, with Judith girding herself in the weapons associated with
women: perfume, lovely clothing, and finely wrought jewelry. The use of
clothing and jewelry to represent female power can be traced back to Near
Eastern poetical tradition. The Akkadian goddess Ishtar is made to remove
her crown, all her various jewels, and ultimately her dress, when she
descends through the seven gates of the underworld. She then loses all her
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power, is stricken by a variety of illnesses, and nearly dies. These external
items are restored to her, one by one, on her reverse journey, representing
the return of her strength and power (COS 1.108). The Sumerian version of
Ishtar, the goddess Inana, actually dies when she is stripped of all her dec-
orations in the underworld, and is then brought back to life (ETCSL
t.1.4.1). Near Eastern goddessess dress up to seduce and, at times, to kill.
Thus Inana bathes, anoints herself with oil, wears a grand queenly robe,
and puts on jewelry, when she wishes to seduce the mortal Dumuzi (ETCSL
t.4.08.29 = ANET 639). The goddess Paghat, of the Ugaritic Aqhat epic,
bathes, rouges herself, puts on a warrior outfit, takes a knife and a sword,
and then wears a female dress on top, when she sets out to avenge her
brother’s death: she uses both conventionally female and conventionally
male weapons. Like Judith, Paghat will arrive at the enemy camp and be
ushered into the tent of her male opponent, where much wine will be drunk
(COS 1.103). Scholars use the tale of Judith to supplement Paghat’s frag-
mentary tale, assuming that she too kills her enemy; see Parker (1989,
131–134) for further parallels. Judith’s dressing scene in preparation for her
encounter with Holophernes is particularly reminiscent of the preparations
made by Hera when she seduces Zeus in the Iliad (14.166–186; compare
Aphrodite at h. Aphr. 58–63, 84–90). Both females enter a room, bathe,
anoint themselves, comb their hair and get dressed. Hera then puts on her
jewelry, covers her hair and wears her sandals, while Judith covers her hair
immediately after combing it and puts on her sandals before adding her
jewelry. Hera turns to Aphrodite for her special embroidered sash which
contains intimacy, desire, and deceptive persuasion (Il. 14.214–217), while
Judith has prayed to God for the power of persuasion and deception
(Jdt 9:10, 13). Homeric scholars point to the parallels in purpose and lan-
guage between Hera’s adornment and the arming scenes of the Iliad (e.g.
Janko 1992, 173–174). In Homer, the longer and fuller the arming scene,
the greater the role played by the hero on the battlefield. Here, Judith’s leng-
thy adornment scene points to the gravity of the mission awaiting her. We
can also compare Judith’s preparations to the description of Goliath as he
girds for battle (1 Sam 17:4–7). The biblical narrator lingers over Goliath’s
bronze helmet, armor, breastplate, greaves, javelin and massive spear. Go-
liath is accompanied by his shield bearer, just as Judith will be accompanied
by her maid. Isa 59:16–17 contains a briefer, but extraordinary description
of God himself arming for war. It is also worth noting here the parallel
drawn by the rabbis between female jewelry and male weapons (e.g.
m. Kelim 11:8; Sifrei Deut 226). The Talmud states hyli hnyz ylk h>X
“a woman has her weapons upon herself” (b. Avod. Zar. 25b; b. Yebam.
115a), referring either to the perceived weakness of women, to female se-
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ductiveness, or to the outer dress and decoration of women as weapons.
Judith will make use of all three of these factors.

When Judith makes the transition from praying to God to meeting with
Holophernes, the distance she covers is metaphorical as well as physical,
and the author takes pains to record all the stages of her journey. Judith
goes from the tent on her roof down to her house, out of her house through
the streets of Bethulia to the city gates, out through the city gates and across
the valley into the enemy outpost, through the enemy camp, and finally
reaches Holophernes’ tent. Each of these transitions is significant, as she
crosses one liminal threshold after another. It is an extraordinarily attract-
ive woman who undertakes this dangerous journey and the narrator em-
phasizes Judith’s beauty time and again in the chapter, as we, the readers,
are made to see her through a series of male gazes. None of the men whom
Judith encounters on various stages of her journey – from the leaders of Be-
thulia through the Assyrian soldiers on the outskirts of the camp to Holo-
phernes and his servants – is immune and the author repeatedly uses the
identical root of amazement and wonder (�αψμ2ζ�, �αψμ2σιον 10:7, 14,
19, 23) to describe the effect Judith’s beauty has on all the males whom she
meets.

10:1 When Judith stopped crying: Literally “And it came to pass, when
Judith stopped crying.” The language here is a blend of Septuagintal style
(κα5 $γωνετο) and more colloquial Greek ()« $πα&σατο βο�σα). Despite
the length and eloquence of Judith’s prayer, we are not told that God has
heeded her words; contrast Jdt 4:12–13.

10:2 stood up from where she lay prostrate: See 9:1 where we are told that
Judith has prayed while prostrate, with her face to the ground.

summoned her maid: Contrast Esther whose maids join in her fasting at a
time of crisis (Esth 4:16).

her house where she spent Sabbaths and holidays: Judith apparently lives in
the house only on the days that she does not fast; see 8:6.

10:3 She removed the sack which she wore and took off her widow’s weeds:
Here it sounds as if Judith wears the sack over her widow’s weeds; contrast
9:1 (with note) where she is said to expose the sack, presumably by remov-
ing her widow’s garb. We may assume that Judith puts on her widow’s dress
over the sack before going downstairs to bathe, and is then hysteron prote-
ron said to take them both off. There are a series of biblical women – actual
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and metaphorical – who are said to take off their mourning garb and dress
in livelier or more seductive clothing. The wording of our text is particu-
larly close to the depiction of the widowed Tamar as she sets out to seduce
Judah. Judith περιε�λατο τ9ν σ2κκον … κα5 $<εδ&σατο τ� 4μ2τια τ:«
ξηρε&σε�« α�τ:« … κα5 $καλλ�π�σατο σφ+δρα (Jdt 10:3–4; compare
16:7), while Tamar περιελομωνη τ� 4μ2τια τ:« ξηρε&σε�« �φ *  Ψαψτ:« …
κα5 $καλλ�π�σατο (LXX Gen 38:14; the use of the rare verb καλλ�π�ζ�
is particularly noteworthy because it is not a literal translation of the diffi-
cult MT verb [littv; compare Jub. 41:9). Both Judith and Tamar remove
their widows’ weeds and dress in special clothing in order to seduce men
who underestimate their cunning and do not look beyond externals. Both
are successful in their mission: Tamar plots in order to have a child, while
Judith wishes to save her people. We are told that Tamar subsequently re-
turns to her widows’ weeds (Gen 38:19), but we do not know if Judith does
the same, once she returns to her quiet life in Bethulia; see note on 16:23.
We have seen how the prayer of Esther of the Additions greatly resembles
that of Judith (introductory note ch. 9) and Esther, like Judith, changes
from mourning clothes into splendid, majestic garb, appearing radiant once
her prayer is completed and her mission of persuasion is about to begin
(Add Esth 14:1; 15:1–2; see too Jos. Ant. 11.231, 234). Interestingly, in the
MT version of Esther, greater emphasis is placed on Mordecai and his
changes of clothing (Esth 4:4; 6:8, 11; 8:15). We find in the Bible other,
more metaphorical changes of attire as well. Isaiah advises a personified, fe-
male Jerusalem to shake off her dust and put on her finest clothes as a sign
of the end of captivity (Isa 52:1–2; see too 61:10) and in Baruch, Jerusalem
is presented as a grieving widow bereft of her children, who takes off her
robe of peaceful days and puts on sackcloth, only to be told to strip off these
garments and wear the cloak of God’s justice and a headband of divine
glory, etc. (Bar 4:20; 5:1–3). Judith’s rejection of mourning attire is sym-
bolic as well as a practical part of her plan, and represents her rejection of
the defeatism of the leaders of Bethulia and the beginning of the rescue of
her people.

She bathed her body in water: There is a water shortage in Bethulia! The
verb περικλ&ζομαι, to wash oneself all around, appears only here and at
Tob 6:2 in the LXX. Bathing women are linked to scenes of seduction and
sex: compare Bathsheba (2 Sam 11:2), Susanna (LXX2 Dan 13:15–21), and
post-biblical traditions about Reuben being tempted by the bathing Bilhah
(Jub. 33:2; T. Reu. 3:11; cf. Gen 35:22; 49:4).
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anointed herself with rich myrrh: Myrrh was used as perfume, in addition
to its role as incense in sacrifices. Compare Esth 2:12 where the women in
Ahasuerus’ harem use myrrh for six months in preparation for their en-
counter with the king and see Prov 7:17; Ps 45:9; Song 5:5. Judith manages
to be quite seductive even after a single application of myrrh. In her victory
song, she speaks of anointing her face (Jdt 16:7).

arranged (διωτα<εν) her hair and put a headband on her head: Various mss.
vary the verb here, with Judith combing, parting, or anointing her hair, and
Enslin (1972, 127) suggests that these variations stem from the unfamiliar-
ity of male scribes with female hairdressing techniques. Compare Jdt 16:8
where Judith is said to have bound her hair in a headband or μ�τρα. The
word μ�τρα can be used for “a net-like cap or woven snood used to keep the
hair in order … like a little bag to contain the hair” (Llewellyn-Jones 2003,
30–31); see Bar 5:2 where the widowed, bereft Jerusalem is told to put the
headband (τGν μ�τραν) of God’s glory upon her head. Presumably Judith is
dressing her hair in a particularly attractive way in this grooming scene.
Compare Jezebel who, in a brave gesture, is said to adorn her hair and put
on eye makeup before she is put to death (2 Kgs 9:30). Judith does not use
eye makeup here; cf. the criticism of mascara at Jer 4:30; Ezek 23:40.

joyful clothes: “… she had not always been a self-effacing paragon of
humility” (Gruen 2002, 166). Compare Esther of the Additions who puts
on her royal robes after praying to God, but compares her rich clothing to
menstrual rags (Add Esth 14:16; 15:1). See too the decorated tunic worn by
Amnon’s sister, Tamar (2 Sam 13:18). After she is raped, Tamar will tear
this robe.

10:4 sandals on her feet: Compare Ezek 16:10 and Hom. Il. 14.186 for
footwear as an element in a female dressing scene. Going barefoot was a
sign of mourning (2 Sam 15:30; Isa 20:2–4; Ezek 24:17, 23), and while we
need not assume that Judith was normally shoeless in her widow’s weeds,
these sandals, too, are probably more attractive footwear from happier
days.

anklets, bracelets, rings, earrings, and all her jewelry: Contrast Isa 3:18–21
where the daughters of Zion are punished and stripped of their various
items of jewelry: the vocabulary of the LXX passage is quite similar to
ours, if fuller (Dubarle 1966, i. 14); see too the items of jewelry listed at
Num 31:50; Ezek 16:11–13, and compare Rebecca’s jewelry (Gen 24:22).
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She made herself very beautiful in order to beguile the eyes (ε=« �π2τησιν
]φ�αλμ�ν �νδρ�ν) of all the men who would see her: Judith does indeed
beguile every single man who sees her in the course of her journey to Ho-
lophernes, as the narrator repeatedly tells us (10:7, 14, 19, 23). The word
�π2τησι« appears only here in the LXX, but see note on 9:10 for other
�πατ-words in our text. In her victory song, Judith speaks of her sandal
ravishing Holophernes’ eye, while her beauty captures his soul (Jdt 16:9).
This emphasis on the power of appearances to affect the eyes and conse-
quently the soul is found in Greek writings; see, e.g. Gorgias Helen 15–19
and Eur. Tro. 891–893, and compare Num 15:39, a warning against fol-
lowing one’s heart and eyes in lustful urges. The Vulgate is careful to add
here that Judith’s beauty came from God and that her dressing up stemmed
not from sensuality but from virtue (non ex libidine sed ex virtute pendebat
Vg. Jdt 10:4).

10:5 Judith now prepares kosher provisions for her journey. While Judith’s
newly-seductive appearance suggests that she is leaving her piety and
religious scruples behind, her concern with what she puts inside herself, her
food, remains the same and reassures the readers that despite her glamorous
exterior her piety remains intact; see too 12:1–4, 15 with notes.

leather bag: This harmless-seeming, everyday bag serves a double purpose:
carrying Judith’s kosher food on the way to the Assyrian camp and Holo-
phernes’ head on the way back; see note on 13:10.

wine … oil … roasted grain … fig cakes … bread: Compare the similar provi-
sions given to David by Abigail (1 Sam 25:18) and the list of foods at
1 Chr 12:41. Both of these latter lists include meat as well, but Judith takes
only vegetarian products and this suits her ascetic way of life. Bread or grain,
wine, and oil are recurrent basic staples of life in the Bible; see, e.g. Deut 7:13;
11:14; Jer 31:12; Ps 104:15 with note on 11:13. Foreign oil was considered
no less susceptible to impurity than gentile wine; see Chesnutt (2005).

pure loaves of bread (@ρτ�ν κα�αρ�ν): i.e. kosher bread. Compare the im-
pure bread to be eaten by Ezekiel (4:9–15) and the bread of gentiles avoided
by Tobit (Tob 1:10–11); see too m. Avoda Zara 2:6 with the further refer-
ences collected by Grintz (1957, 147–148) and Chesnutt (2005, 129).
Hieke (2012, 99) suggests that this bread is related to the biblical show-
bread or bread of presence placed in the temple before God every week
(Lev 24:6–7; 1 Kgs 7:48, etc.). Several mss. and ancient translations men-
tion cheese along with – or instead of – the bread; see Bogaert (1999,
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30–34) for an analyis of these variants. Such cheese, which is found in the
Vulgate account (Vg. Jdt 10:5), plays a part in medieval Hebrew tales of
Judith, where she is said to feed Holophernes cheese in order to make him
thirsty and cause him to drink great quantities of wine. Since Judith is
linked with Hanukkah in medieval times, this later detail of her story be-
comes the explanation for the custom of eating cheese dishes on Hanukkah;
see Dubarle (1966 i. 105–107, 109; ii. 148–149); Gera (2010a, 34–36). The
cheese also reminds us of Jael who feeds Sisera milk or curds (Judg 5:25).

wrapped up (περιεδ�πλ�σε) all her dishes: The verb περιδιπλ+� is unique
and attested only here. Judith brings along her own dishes and utensils to-
gether with the food to ensure that all will be kosher.

gave them to her as well ($πω�ηκεν α�τ�): While the maid, Judith’s perpetu-
ally silent companion, does little more than act as a pack mule, carrying
provisions in a bag one way and Holophernes’ head on their return, it is
probably wrong to translate $πω�ηκεν α�τ� here literally “placing the
supplies upon her” and we should understand the verb $πιτ��ημι as “add,
give besides” (LSJ s.v. III. 1). Compare Abigail who sends to David similar
supplies of food, if in larger quantities, on donkeys (1 Sam 25:18).

10:6–10 This scene at the city gate is reminiscent of several biblical en-
counters between men and women at the entrance or wall of a city, mascu-
line territory, so to speak. Rahab lets the spies out through the window of
her house at the city wall (Josh 2:15), the woman of Thebez throws down a
millstone from the city ramparts and kills Abimelech (Judg 9:50–54; see
2 Sam 11:21), and the wise woman from Abel Beth-Maacah negotiates with
Joab and arranges to have the head of Sheba son of Bichri thrown to him
from the city wall (2 Sam 20:14–22; in the LXX version she herself is said to
remove the head and throw it down). All three of these women, like Judith,
show great initiative and are able to deal successfully with the men whom
they encounter. The women of Thebez and Abel Beth-Maacah remove the
threat to their city by killing a single figure, just as Judith will do. This en-
counter between Judith and the leaders of Bethulia at the city gates also
brings to mind a famous scene from Homer, the teichoskopia, where the
alluring Helen puts aside her weaving, wraps herself in shimmering gar-
ments and leaves her home with two serving women, only to encounter the
elders of Troy at the city walls (Iliad 3.121–244). In Homer, as here, great
stress is placed on the male reaction to the beautiful woman, and Priam wel-
comes and comforts Helen, attributing the difficult circumstances to the
gods, just as Uzziah blesses Judith here and wishes her well. Unlike either
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the biblical women or Helen, Judith will subsequently walk out of the city
gates, leaving the men behind.

10:6 They set out ($<1λ�οσαν): Biblical women go out for a variety of pur-
poses. The Hebrew verb Xjy, which is often translated in the LXX by dif-
ferent forms of �<ειμι, is used of women who go to draw water from
wells (Gen 24:13, 15, 43; 1 Sam 9:11), as well as women who take to the
public arena to celebrate divine and human exploits in song and dance
(Exod 15:20; Judg 11:34; 1 Sam 18:6). At times the verb signals a more in-
dependent act by an individual woman. Thus Leah goes out to invite Jacob
to her tent for the night (Gen 30:16), Dinah goes out to visit the women of
her area (Gen 34:1), and Michal goes out to reprimand David for his ex-
cessive dancing (2 Sam 6:20). The Shunamite woman chases after Elisha to
have him resuscitate her son and several years later goes to the king to re-
claim her house (2 Kgs 4:22–30; 8:3), Naomi leaves Moab to return home,
while Ruth goes out to Boaz’s field (Ruth 1:7; 2:22). Perhaps the most in-
teresting parallel to our passage is Jael who goes out in order to invite Sisera
to her tent (Judg 4:18; cf. 4:22) and, of course, kill him. Judith sets out from
home with equally murderous intentions, but her daring expedition to the
enemy camp is unique and not shared by any biblical woman. Judith is ac-
companied by her anonymous maid and the narrator uses, at times, plural
verbs, including the maid as well as Judith in his account, but often the maid
is ignored. Judith’s maid, who assists her mistress and lightens her burden,
is not unlike the angel Raphael in Tobit (5:4, etc.), who similarly escorts
young Tobias on his journey and expedites matters. Esther of the Additions
is accompanied by two maids when she approaches the king, leaning on one
and having the other carry her train (Add Esth 15:2); see previous note for
Helen’s two maids.

found Uzziah standing there … with Chabris and Charmis: They have fol-
lowed Judith’s instructions to wait at the city gates (8:33).

10:7 The language of this verse is worth noting. The verse opens with )« δ�
ε>δον α�τGν and this construction, )« δω followed by an aorist indicative,
is used relatively frequently in Judith (twelve times), but only rarely outside
the apocrypha, i.e. only rarely to translate verses of the MT, where it
renders expressions such as im>k yhyv ,xl>b yhyv; see, e.g. Exod 13:17;
Josh 9:1. After a phrase with a subject in the nominative and a conjugated
verb (κα5 Oν cλλοι�μωνον τ9 πρ+σ�πον α�τ:«), the verse switches to an
accusative and participle construction (κα5 τGν στολGν μεταβεβληκψ�αν
α�τ:«), apparently dependent on the opening ε>δον. The expression used to
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describe the extent of the elders’ astonishment, $π5 πολV σφ+δρα, is found
only at Judith 5:18; 10:7; Jer 2:12 (where it translates dXm).

her face was transformed and her dress changed, they were very astounded
by her beauty: The narrator has already described the changes in Judith’s ap-
pearance in detail, but he now presents the transformed Judith from the per-
spective of Uzziah and the elders. For a surprising change of clothing during
a crisis, compare David who unexpectedly changes out of mourning clothes
after his child dies (2 Sam 12:20). David’s servants question his unconven-
tional behavior, but the elders who are struck by Judith’s beauty and surely
wonder at the change, do not. The Vulgate emphasizes this reticence, noting
that the elders were astounded by her appearance, but nonetheless asked
her no questions (Vg. Jdt 10:7–8). In the medieval Hebrew tales of Judith,
her exit through the city gates does not go as smoothly. The guards challenge
Judith, accusing her of falling in love with a gentile and/or plotting against
the city, and often she must take an oath affirming her innocence; see Gera
(2010b, esp. 84–86). Our account is virtually a reversal of the Susanna story:
the beautified Judith unabashedly walks up to the elders who are reluctant
to question her, let alone assault her. They bless her instead.

10:8 cause you to find favor: The construction here, δ�δ�μ� τινα ε=« ξ2ριν,
is not found elsewhere in the LXX; compare Gen 39:21; Exod 3:21;
Dan 1:9. Are the elders praying that Judith’s allure and charm succeed with
the enemy or that she find favor in the eyes of God?

accomplish your plans: They are careful not to ask what those plans are,
despite Judith’s seductive appearance; compare Judith’s request at 8:34.

for the pride of the Israelites and the exaltation of Jerusalem (ε=« γαψρ�αμα …
κα5 Hχ�μα …): The Bethulia leaders use rare and elevated words here; Joa-
kim and the elders of Jerusalem will repeat these phrases once Judith is suc-
cessful, calling her the exaltation of Jerusalem and the pride of Israel (15:9).
Just before killing Holophernes, Judith prays that her deed will lead to the
exaltation of Jerusalem (13:4).

She bowed to God: Commentators are troubled by Judith’s gesture here and
some editors, including Hanhart, adapt the variant reading προσεκ&νησαν
in the plural, i.e. the elders, who continue to be the subject of the verse,
bowed to God at the end of their blessing. Others suggest that an orig-
inal Hebrew text read ,hylX vxt>tv, i.e. Judith bowed to the elders in
acknowledgment of their words, but this was subsequently misread by the
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translator as ,yhlXl vxt>tv, bowing to God; see Enslin (1972, 129–130),
who convincingly suggests that Judith’s bow to God is the physical equiv-
alent of saying “Amen.”

10:9–11 The narrator slows the pace here and lingers over Judith’s depar-
ture: the city gates are opened at Judith’s request, and she and her maid go
through them, watched by the men of the city as they go down the moun-
tain and across the valley, until they can no longer be seen. We, the readers,
move together with Judith and her maid from the watching eyes of the
Israelites to the curious eyes of the Assyrian guards at the other end and the
narrator uses an artistic, cinematographic technique to record the change of
scene (Alonso-Schökel 1975, 7). At the same time the emphasis placed on
the opening of the gates of Bethulia and the women’s departure through
them towards the enemy camp firmly marks a threshold being crossed, a
significant, liminal threshold. There is a similar emphasis on the opening of
the city gates when the two women return (Jdt 13: 10–13; see Wills 1999,
1087 and 1148). Judith is pious, retiring, and modest within her city’s gates:
once outside these physical and metaphorical boundaries, she flaunts her
sexuality and engages in deceit and murder.

10:9 Order the city gate opened for me: At the gates of Bethulia, Uzziah and
the elders control Judith’s movements, independent though she may be.

accomplish the things which you have said to me: The wording here is
vague, probably deliberately so. Is Judith referring to her earlier conver-
sation where the elders have told her to pray for rain (8:31) or to the wishes
they have just made on her behalf? She is, in fact, setting out to fulfill her
own secret plan.

as she requested: The Greek phrase here κα�+τι $λ2λησεν – and its variants
κα�2περ $λ2λησεν, κα�� $λ2λησεν, κα�P« εDρηκα«, etc. – is used in the
LXX to translate the common biblical phrase rbd r>Xk, but there is no
MT instance of people acting hrbd r>Xk, i.e. in accordance with a request
made by a woman. It is not surprising to find the variant reading $λ2λησαν
“as they requested”; cf. 8:33–36.

10:10 watched her: Gruen (2002, 166) points out that this scene takes place
at night (8:33; 9:1; 11:3) and it should be impossible for those at the gate to
see Judith making her way in the dark. He sees this description as playful,
but it may simply be an oversight on the part of the author, or perhaps there
was a full moon.
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could no longer see her: Compare Abradatas’ men in Xenophon’s Cyropae-
dia (6. 4. 11), who are unable to concentrate on their leader and his new
armor until his beautiful wife Panthea departs from the scene.

10:11 they proceeded … met her: The maid fades away in mid-verse.

10:12 To what people do you belong? (Τ�ν�ν ε>): Compare the formula
used in Homer when questioning a stranger τ�« π+�εν ε=« �νδρ�ν (Il.
21.150; Od. 1.170; 10.325, etc.)

Where are you coming from and where are you going?: The identical ques-
tion (π+�εν �ρξT κα5 πο7 πορε&T) is addressed to Hagar by the angel of
God (LXX Gen 16:8) and in both cases the women immediately reply that
they are running away (�ποδιδρ2σκ�). See too Gen 32:18; Judg 19:17;
Jonah 1:8 for interrogations of strangers and compare m. Avot 3:1.

a daughter of the Hebrews: Judith does not identify herself as an Israelite,
the usual term in our book, since she is speaking to the Assyrians. “He-
brew” is generally used by foreigners of Israelites or by Israelites when they
encounter foreigners; see, e.g. Gen 39:14; Exod 2:6; 1 Sam 4:6; 13:19 and
note in particular Jonah’s parallel reply “I am a Hebrew” when questioned
by the sailors (Jonah 1:8–9). Both Holophernes and Bagoas will later call
Judith “the Hebrew woman” (12:11; 14:18), but the Assyrians sometimes
use the term “Israelites” as well (e.g. 5:23; 7:10). For “daughters” of an eth-
nic group see, e.g Gen. 24:3; 27:46; 28:1, 6. Daube (2003, 850) notes the
contrast between Esther and Judith: Esther hides her origins (Esth 2:20)
while Judith immediately identifies herself as one of the Hebrews. Daube
also compares Judith to Rahab, another independent woman who knows
how to handle all the men whom she encounters. Rahab, however, genu-
inely abandons her people and cooperates with the enemy who will sack her
city (Josh 2; 6:17–23), while Judith only pretends to do so here.

become your prey: Judith echoes here the threat uttered by Holophernes’
officers; see 5:24 with note.

10:13 Compare 7:10–15 where the Moabites and coastal leaders have simi-
larly promised to Holophernes an easy conquest of Bethulia with no loss of
life, through the blocking of the city’s water supply (7:11). Judith’s language
here is more colorful than that of Holophernes’ allies.
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the path he can follow: Judith could be referring to a physical route or to a
military tactic.

Not a single man of his shall perish, not a living soul (ο� διαφ�ν1σει τ�ν
�νδρ�ν α�το7 σ�ρ< μ�α ο�δ� πνε7μα ζ�:«): Literally,“neither a single
flesh nor a breath of life among your men shall perish.” Our verse is appar-
ently influenced by the wording of LXX Gen 6:17 π»σαν σ2ρκα, $ν —
$στιν πνε7μα ζ�:«, and the phrase “single flesh” σ�ρ< μ�α seems to be
used as the opposite of the calque “every flesh” π»σα σ2ρ< (r>b lk)
found at Jdt 2:3.

10:14 astoundingly beautiful: They are the second group of men in this
chapter to fall under Judith’s spell; see 10:7, 19, 23 and introductory note
to the chapter. Judith’s beauty is part of her message: her beauty underlines
her words and guarantees her a solicitous audience. At the same time, like
Pandora, her beautiful external appearance and her deceitful words cannot
be separated (see, e.g. Hesiod Erga 60–85).

10:15 You have saved your life: The Greek phrase here σlζ� τGν χψξ1ν
often translates “escape with one’s life” >pnh tX ulml; see, e.g. Gen 19:17;
1 Sam 19:11; Amos 2:14–15; Jer 51:6.

until they deliver you into his hands: In fact, they will be delivering Holo-
phernes into Judith’s hands.

10:16 do not fear in your heart : The soldiers seems to know their com-
mander well, for Holophernes will encourage Judith with identical words
(11:1 with note), and, by his lights, he will also treat her well (11:4).

10:17 a hundred … men: This exaggerated figure reflects the effect Judith
has on the Assyrian guard, as well as our author’s love of hyperbole. Com-
pare the 50 men who run in front of the two good-looking, would-be kings,
Absalom and Adoniya (2 Sam 14:25; 15:1; 1 Kgs 1:5–6).

leading them to Holophernes’ tent: Holophernes’ tent, a symbol of Oriental
luxury, ostentation, and ultimately weakness (see note on 10:21–22) is
apparently located deep within the Assyrian military camp, far from the be-
sieged Bethulia.
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J. 10:18–12:9 Judith’s First Encounter
with Holophernes

Chapter 10

(18.) There was a commotion in the entire camp, for word of her arrival
circulated among the tents. They came and surrounded her as she stood
outside Holophernes’ tent, waiting until he was told about her.

(19.) They were astounded by her beauty and astounded by the Israelites
because of her. They said to one another, “Who will look down upon this
nation, who has women such as these? It is not good if even a single one of
their men survives, for if they are left alone they will be able to outwit the
entire world.”

(20.) Holophernes’ bodyguards came out with all his servants and led her
to the tent.

(21.) Holophernes was resting on his bed under the canopy which was
woven of purple, gold, emeralds, and precious stones.

(22.) When they announced her to him, he came out to the front of the tent,
with silver lamps carried before him.

(23.) When Judith came before him and his servants, all were astounded by
the beauty of her face. She fell on her face and bowed to him, and his ser-
vants raised her up.

Chapter 11

(1.) Holophernes said to her, “Be courageous, woman and do not fear in
your heart, for I have not harmed anyone who chose to serve Nebuchad-
nezzar, king of the entire earth.
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(2.) Even now, if your people who live in the highlands had not looked
down upon me, I would not have raised my spear against them, but they did
this to themselves.

(3.) Now tell me why you ran away from them and came to us. You have
come to safety. Have courage, you shall live tonight and in the future.

(4.) For there is no one who will harm you, but you will be well treated, as
are the servants of my lord, King Nebuchadnezzar.”

(5.) Judith replied to him, “Accept the words of your servant and allow
your handmaiden to speak before you and I shall not proclaim a lie to my
lord tonight.

(6.) If you follow the words of your handmaiden, God will perform a con-
clusive deed with you and my lord will not fail in any of his undertakings.

(7.) For by the life of Nebuchadnezzar, king of the entire earth, and by the
might of he who has sent you to set every living soul right! Due to you not
only do humans serve him, but also the wild beasts of the field, the cattle,
and the birds of the sky. They will live in the service of Nebuchadnezzar and
his entire house, because of your strength.

(8.) For we have heard of your wisdom and your mind’s cunning devices.
The entire land has been told that you alone, in all the kingdom, are brave,
sound in knowledge, and wondrous in war campaigns.

(9.) Now, we have heard the words of the speech which Achior made at
your council, because the men of Bethulia spared him and he reported to us
all that he had said to you.

(10.) Therefore, my master and lord, do not ignore his words, but take
them to heart, for they are true. Our nation will not be punished and no
sword will have power against them, if they do not sin against their God.

(11.) But now, in order that my lord not be frustrated or ineffectual, death
will fall upon them, since a sin has taken hold of them by which they will
anger their God whenever they do something amiss.
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(12.) Since their food supply ran out and water became scarce, they have
decided to fall upon their cattle and have resolved to make use of whatever
God, in his laws, has forbidden them to eat.

(13.) They are determined to consume entirely the firstfruits of grain and
the tithes of wine and olive oil which they had consecrated and kept for the
priests who serve in Jerusalem in the presence of our God. No ordinary per-
son is permitted even to touch these things with his hands.

(14.) They have sent to Jerusalem, to bring back permission from the coun-
cil of elders, since there, too, the inhabitants have done these things.

(15.) This will happen: when they receive word and then act, on that very
day they will be given to you to be destroyed.

(16.) Consequently, I, your servant, knowing all this, have run away from
them. God has sent me to accomplish deeds with you which will astound
the entire earth, whoever hears of them.

(17.) For your servant is godfearing and serves the God of heaven night and
day. I will now stay with you, my lord, and your servant will go out at night
to the valley and pray to God, for he will tell me when they have committed
these sins.

(18.) I will come and report to you and you will then go out with your entire
army. Not a single one of them will resist you.

(19.) I will lead you through the middle of Judea until you come to Jerusalem
and I will set up your seat in its center. You will drive them like sheep without
a shepherd and no dog will growl at you. This has been told to me, for my
foreknowledge, and reported to me, and I have been sent to report to you.”

(20.) Her words pleased Holophernes and all of his attendants and they ad-
mired her wisdom, saying,

(21.) “There is no woman from one end of the earth to the other to match
her beautiful face and intelligent speech.”

(22.) Holophernes said to her, “God has done well in sending you before
the people to bring strength to our hands and destruction to those who
make light of my lord.
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(23.) You are indeed elegant in appearance and eloquent in your words. If
you do as you have promised, your God will be my God, and you will sit
in the palace of King Nebuchadnezzar and become famous throughout the
entire world.”

Chapter 12

(1.) He commanded that they lead her to where his silver service was laid
out and ordered that some of his finest food be set out before her and some
of his wine to drink.

(2.) Judith said, “I will not eat any of this so that it will not be a stumbling
block, but will be well supplied from what I have brought with me.”

(3.) Holophernes asked her, “If what you have with you runs out, where
will we get similar food to give you? There is no one of your nation among
us.”

(4.) Judith replied to him, “By your soul, my lord, your servant will not use
up what I have with me before the Lord does what he has planned by my
hand.”

(5.) Holophernes’ attendants led her to the tent. She slept until the middle
of the night and got up towards the morning watch.

(6.) She sent a message to Holophernes saying, “May my lord order that
your servant be permitted to go out to prayer.”

(7.) Holophernes commanded the bodyguards not to stop her. She stayed in
the camp for three days, went out every night to the valley of Bethulia, and
bathed in the water of the spring in the camp.

(8.) When she came out, she would pray to the Lord God of Israel, to guide
her path towards the grandeur of her people.

(9.) She would return purified and remain in her tent until she took her
food towards evening.
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Commentary

Judith now meets Holophernes and wins him over with her beauty and a
convincing, but false tale. She then settles into a routine at the Assyrian
camp. It is illuminating to compare Judith’s first encounter with Holophernes
to a similar scene in the Esther Additions (15:1–16) where Esther ap-
proaches the king. Both women first pray to God and then groom them-
selves carefully before risking their lives and seeking out the powerful gen-
tile ruler in order to save their people (see introductory note to ch. 9). The
two dominant men are surrounded by wealth and luxury: Holophernes
rises from his rich, canopied bed and the elaborately clothed Ahasuerus sits
on his throne. Esther is greatly frightened when approaching the king, for
he has an angry expression and although she is leaning on one of her maid-
servants, she faints. God then causes the king to change heart and behave
gently, and he reassures and calms Esther, promising to help her. Thus the
narrator of the Additions scene presents us with the reactions of Esther,
the king, and God himself, embellishing his narrative with swoons, angry
looks, and anguished hearts. Our narrator is much more circumspect. We
hear nothing of divine intervention and Judith’s feelings are not described.
While her maidservant is present, she is not mentioned and Judith has no
need of her services. Holophernes hastens to reassure and encourage Judith,
but we are told nothing of either his or her inner emotions and reactions.

10:18 commotion: The word σψνδρομ1 is found only here and at 3 Macc
3:8 in the LXX.

They came and surrounded her: These gawkers join the 100 soldiers who
have served as an escort. The Vulgate does not mention the hundred-man
escort or these additional onlookers.

10:19 astounded by her beauty and astounded by the Israelites because of
her: Yet another group of men reacts identically to the sight of Judith: see
10:7, 14, 23 and introductory note to ch. 10. Here a new factor is intro-
duced: Judith’s beauty has implications for the survival of the male Israe-
lites. The implicit danger a beautiful woman represents for her menfolk is
the theme of three parallel stories in Genesis where Abra(ha)m and Isaac
present their wives as their sisters, because they are afraid that as husbands
of these beautiful women they will be put to death (Gen 12:10–20; 20:1–18;
26:6–11). Our story is closest to the first of these tales, where we are shown
several stages of males reacting to an attractive woman: Sarai’s beauty is
remarked upon by her husband, the Egyptians, Pharaoh’s ministers, and
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presumably Pharaoh himself, once she is brought to his palace (Gen 12:11,
14–15).

They said to one another: See note on 7:4.

outwit (κατασοφ�σασ�αι) the entire world: While the context here – the
eradication of all the male Israelites – is similar to the use of the verb κατα-
σοφ�ζομαι in Exodus and its echo in Judith 5 (Exod 1:10–16; Jdt 5:11 with
note), here it is the Israelites, rather than Pharaoh who are said to be using
their wits. The precise connection between Judith’s beauty and the guile of
the male Israelites is not clear, but it is, of course, not the Israelite men, but
a single female, the beguiling Judith who presents the real danger. The
soldiers’ words here again remind us of the encounter between Helen and
the old men of Troy at the city’s gate (Homer, Il. 3.154–160; see note on
10:6–10), for the Trojan men admire Helen’s extraordinary beauty, but
stress the danger and sorrow it brings.

10:20 bodyguards: Literally, “sleeping companions;” παρακα�ε&δοντε« is
found only here in the LXX.

10:21–22 Holophernes’ tent is quite luxurious and brings to mind the tents
of Persian commanders, as described by the Greeks. Mardonius’ tent, cap-
tured by Pausanias, had gold and silver furnishings and tableware, rich tap-
estries, and a staff of bakers and cooks as well (Hdt. 9.82). The abandoned
tent of the Persian noble Tiribazus contained couches with silver feet, drink-
ing cups, as well as bakers and cupbearers (Xen. Anab. 4. 4. 21). Theopom-
pus (FGrH115 F263a-b) tells of the gifts sent to the Persian king which
made their way into these tents: splendid bedcovers and blankets, fine silver,
gold, and gem-encrusted cups and bowls. Such luxurious campaign tents
were found in the Near East as well and we hear of a rich royal tent cap-
tured by the Assyrian king Sargon from a Babylonian monarch (Luckenbill
1927, ii. 19–20, 34). These campaign tents could be quite large and Holo-
phernes’ tent was used for dining and drinking, as well as sleeping (Jdt 12:1,
15; 13:1–9). See further Miller (1997, 34–36, 49–55) and see below 15:11
with note. Despite its luxurious air, Holophernes’ tent represents the chief
source of power within the enemy camp and in that sense it is parallel
to God’s temple in Jerusalem; see Jensen (2006, 133). We have last en-
countered Holophernes in chapter 7, dealing with military matters, but here
we find him lying on his decorative bed; our last sight of him will be
on this bed as well (Jdt 13:2–9). The Assyrian commander, who has tra-
versed a vast amount of territory, conquering all the countries in his path,
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now reclines, eats, drinks, and ultimately is killed on his bed in his bedecked
and bejewelled tent. The author had no need to show Holophernes lolling
in bed here, for the general immediately gets up and goes out of his tent to
greet Judith, but this depiction of him as a pampered and effeminate crea-
ture is deliberate. Until now Holophernes has been portrayed as a savage
and efficient conqueror and his tent has served as the venue for a war coun-
cil, where Achior was punished for his outspoken views. Once Judith enters
his territory, Holophernes is transformed into a weak, luxury-loving, and
passive figure (Schmitz 2010) and that is why his rich living quarters are de-
scribed here for the first time. From their very first meeting, Judith deceives
Holophernes and unmans him, and his decorated tent hints at his suscepti-
bility and weakness. For defeated enemies as women in biblical accounts
see Isa 19:16; Jer 6:24; 50:24, 37; 51:30; Nah 3:13 with Lemos (2006,
esp. 235–236); see too the analysis of the Jael-Sisera encounter in Niditch
(1989).

10:21 Holophernes was resting on his bed: Contrast the huge iron bed of
Og, king of Bashan (Deut 3:11), notable for its dimensions rather than its
decorative jewels. Our next glimpse of Holophernes on this bed will be at
his death scene, when he lies drunk and is about to be decapitated by Judith.

canopy: The author returns to this canopy three more times. Judith will take
away the canopy together with Holophernes’ head in her food bag (13:6–9),
only to unpack and display the head and the canopy to the people of Bethu-
lia (13:15). At the very end of our story, Judith dedicates the canopy to God,
along with the rest of Holophernes’ possessions which have been given to
her (16:19). See Schmitz (2010), who notes that the word κ�ν,πιον comes
from κ,ν�χ “mosquito” and originally referred to a mosquito net, while in
first century B.C.E. Roman literature (Hor. Epod. 9.16; Propertius 3. 11.
45) the parallel Latin word, conopeum, is associated in a negative way with
Cleopatra, serving as a symbol both of her unsuitable power and oriental
effeminacy. Holophernes’ canopy feminizes and undermines him in similar
fashion.

woven of purple, gold, emeralds, and precious stones: Hanhart’s text reads
λ���ν πολψτελ�ν κα�ψφασμων�ν, i.e. the stones are interwoven, but the
adjective apparently describes the canopy as a whole and indeed several
mss. read κα�ψφασμωνον. Compare the furnishings of gold, purple, and
precious stones at Ahasuerus’ palace (Esth 1:6–7) and the king’s splendid
clothing of gold and precious stones in the Additions (Add Esth 15:6).
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10:22 the front of the tent (τ9 προσκ1νιον): The word is found only here
in the LXX. Judith and Holophernes meet on middle ground, so to speak.
She has come from the outside world, while he arrives from his bedroom in
the inner recesses of the tent. This is a reversal of sorts of the meeting be-
tween Jael and Sisera outside her tent, where it is Sisera who arrives at the
tent, and Jael who goes out to greet him (Judg 4:17–18). Both these meet-
ings are, of course, fatal for these men.

silver lamps carried before him (κα5 λαμπ2δε« �ργψρα� προ2γοψσαι
α�το7): This combination of noun, adjective, and participle is surprisingly
in the nominative, rather than a genitive absolute. The silver lamps – note
how silver was missing in the list of jewels in Holophernes’ woven canopy –
continue the image of wealth and splendor, while illuminating Judith’s
beauty, because it is evening; see note on 10:10 and see 11:3, 5; cf. 8:33. The
first encounter between Holophernes and Judith takes place at night, as
does their last meeting.

10:23 all were astounded by the beauty of her face: Once again we are told
of the effect of Judith’s appearance on male onlookers (see 10:7, 14, 19),
but it is interesting that we are not specifically told of Holophernes’ reac-
tion. Judith has set out to beguile the Assyrian commander, but we only
learn of his feelings at 12:16; see too 11:23 and 12:12.

She fell on her face and bowed to him: Judith falls on her beautiful face
when doing homage to Holophernes. The fearful people of Bethulia use
similar body language when turning to God (Jdt 6:18), and such gestures of
humility are used in the Bible for the supplication of both God (e.g.
Josh 5:14; 2 Chr 20:18) and humans. Biblical women seem particularly
prone to such prostration and bows: Abigail bows in this fashion to David
(1 Sam 25:23–24), as do the woman of Tekoa (2 Sam 14:4) and Bathsheba
(1Kgs 1:16; cf. 2:19), while Ruth prostrates herself in front of Boaz
(Ruth 2:10), and Esther bows in front of Ahasuerus (Esth 8:3); contrast
Mordecai who refuses to bow down to Haman (Esth 3:2). Men, too, can
use these gestures in front of their superiors or those whom they fear; see,
e.g. Gen 33:3; 2 Sam 9:6; 14:22; 1 Kgs 1:23; Dan 2:46; cf. 1 Sam 20:41.
Achior will bow to Judith in this fashion after he sees Holophernes’ decapi-
tated head (14:7).

11:1–23 This chapter, which records the first exchange between Judith and
Holophernes, is rich in irony and double meanings. Judith’s words are de-
liberately duplicitous, conveying one meaning to Holophernes and his ser-
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vants, and another to herself and, of course, to the readers of her tale. Ho-
lophernes’ words and those of his servants are sometimes ambiguous as
well, but their irony is inadvertent. Both the quantity and the quality of the
ironical passages in this chapter – and in the book as a whole – are note-
worthy; see Section 5, 57–58. One prominent source of irony stems from
Judith’s repeated use of the word κ&ριο«, “lord” or “master.” In polite ex-
changes in the Bible a speaker may refer to himself or herself as the “ser-
vant” or “maid” of the more powerful “master” who is addressed – see, e.g.
Gen 18:3; 19:2; 33:14; 1 Sam 25:27; 2 Sam 14:12 with note on 11:5 – and
our author takes advantage of this convention in order to create two layers
of meaning. In her words to Holophernes Judith is careful to emphasize her
role as an underling, a mere maidservant, δο&λη, who is anxious to please
her master or κ&ριο«. Naturally Holophernes understands that her intent is
to please him, her new Assyrian master, but in fact she means to please God.
In this fashion, Judith uses the word κ&ριο« to refer at one and the same
time to Holophernes and to God, and this deliberate ambiguity repeatedly
allows her words to be understood in two diametrically opposed ways.

11:1–4 Holophernes reassures Judith, promising her she will be safe and
well treated, as long as she is willing to serve Nebuchadnezzar.

11:1 Be courageous, woman (�2ρσησον γ&ναι): Holophernes repeats this
request immediately below, using a present imperative �2ρσει (11:3) in
place of the aorist found here, asking Judith first to calm down and then to
remain calm. There are several biblical instances where a man reassures a
woman, telling her to have no fear: the angel of God reassures Hagar
(Gen 21:17), Saul calms the witch of Endor (1 Sam 28:13), Elisha encour-
ages the widow of Zarephath (1 Kgs 17:13), and Ahasuerus soothes Esther
of the Additions (Add Esth 15:9; see note on 10:18). The situation here – an
attractive woman being reassured by a male enemy leader in a military
camp – is also particularly close to two passages in classical Greek writings.
In Xenophon’s Cyropaedia, the beautiful captive Panthea is reassured by
one of Cyrus the Great’s officers (�2ρρει, v γ&ναι Xen. Cyr. 5.1.6), while
in Herodotus, Pausanias addresses the elegant daughter of Hegetorides who
flees from the Persians at the battle of Plataea in similar fashion (γ&ναι
�2ρσει Hdt. 9.76.3).

do not fear in your heart: Holophernes echoes the words of his Assyrian
guards, who have earlier reassured Judith with identical phrases; see
10:15–16 and note on 11:4.
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I have not harmed anyone who chose to serve Nebuchadnezzar: Holo-
phernes has in fact harmed submissive peoples in the past. Compare 3:1–8
where he attacks the coastal peoples and destroys their religious sites, even
though they have offered him everything at their disposal and termed them-
selves his δο7λοι (3:4).

Nebuchadnezzar, king of the entire earth: Compare 2:5, 6:4, and 11:7 for
parallel descriptions of Nebuchadnezzar as ruler of the earth and contrast
Judith’s description of God as king of all his creation (π2ση« κτ�σε,« σοψ
9:12; see too 16:13–14).

11:2 Even now: The phrase κα5 ν7ν is frequently found in Judith, always in
passages of direct speech, and is particularly prominent in our chapter
(11:3, 9, 11, 17, 23). Like its MT equivalent htiv it is used to mark a tran-
sition or draw a conclusion.

if your people who live in the highlands had not looked down upon me
(ε= μG $φα&λισ2ν με): Holophernes is being disingenuous; see on 11:1.
Compare 1:11–12 for Nebuchadnezzar’s great anger against those
who belittled ($φα&λισαν) his word and see below, 11:22; the Assyrian
leaders are proud and sensitive of their honor. The sophisticated syntacti-
cal structure found here – a negative unreal condition, ε= μ1 and
past tense, followed by past tense and @ν – is rare in the Septuagint
and usually translates a sentence beginning Xlvl or ylvl – see, e.g.
Gen 31:42; 43:10; Judg 14:18; Isa 1:9; Ps 119:92. Compare too LXX
Gen 30:27; 31:27; Isa 48:18; Ps 54:13; Prov 2:20 for positive unreal con-
ditions.

raised my spear: See LXX 1 Chr 12:9; 2 Chr 14:7 for the unusual ex-
pression αDρ� τ9 δ+ρψ and cf. LXX Jer 50:10.

11:3 tell me: For the colloquial λωγε μοι in an interrogation compare LXX
Dan 13:58.

why you ran away (τ�νο« Bνεκεν �πωδρα«): The rare expression τ�νο«
Bνεκεν is found at Jonah 1:7–8 when the sailors question Jonah, an actual
fugitive; see too Jer 5:19; 2 Macc 3:9.

you shall live … in the future: Holophernes is absolutely – if unknowingly –
correct: Judith will go on to live long after their meeting and will continue
to live on in posterity as a great heroine. The expression ε=« τ9 λοιπ+ν (in
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the future) is found only at 2 Macc 11:19; 12:31 and has no obvious He-
brew equivalent; see Enslin (1972, 135).

11:4 there is no one who will harm you (ο� γ�ρ �στιν N« �δικ1σει σε): See,
e.g. 8:28 and 11:18 for similar constructions; in classical Greek we would
expect @ν and a subjunctive.

you will be well treated: An echo of Jdt 10:16.

as are the servants of my lord, King Nebuchadnezzar: The word δο7λο«, used
of an inferior who is subservient to a superior, conveys a wide spectrum of re-
lationships in our book. In the world of the Assyrians, all of Nebuchadnez-
zar’s subjects, including his second-in-command Holophernes, are servants
of their lord, the king; see 2:13 and note on 5: 5. Not all of these servants are
well treated; compare again the treatment of the coastal peoples, self-de-
clared servants of the Assyrians (3:4), and see Nebuchadnezzar’s instructions
to Holophernes on the treatment of nations who will surrender at 2:10.

11:5–19 Judith presents herself to Holophernes, earning his respect and
trust by means of a carefully worded false tale. There are a series of biblical
women who approach powerful men with a request, sometimes at great
personal risk. These women are generally wise and skilled in rhetoric, and
often they achieve their aims by manipulating or out-maneuvering the man
whom they address. In the fullest versions of this type-scene, these cou-
rageous women approach the authoritative male, generally on their own
initiative, bow or prostrate themselves, request permission to speak, and
then use conciliatory or obsequious language in order to make their request;
not every such scene contains all these elements. Such are the encounters be-
tween Jael and Sisera (Judges 4–5), Abigail and David (1 Sam 25), the wise
woman of Tekoa and David (2 Sam 14), the wise woman of Abel Beth-
Maacah and Joab (2 Sam 20:15–22), Bathsheba and David (1 Kgs 1), Ruth
and Boaz (Ruth 3), and Esther and Ahasuerus (Esth 5:1–4; 8:3–6; LXX
Esth 15:2–15); see too note on 8:29. The intervention of these women leads
to their own deliverance, but can bring about the death of others; see Ash-
man (2008, 98–99). Thus Abigail will eventually marry David after Nabal
conveniently dies, Esther will save herself and her people while bringing
about the death of Haman and many others, and the woman from Abel
Beth-Maacah offers up the head of Sheba son of Bichri in order to save her
city. Judith and Jael end up killing their conversational partners. In this
chapter, Judith most closely resembles Abigail in her encounter with David,
although Abigail has to deal with an additional man as well, the drunken,
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soon-to-be dead Nabal (1 Sam 25; see too Section 4, 47 and notes on 8:29
and 10:5). Abigail, like Judith, leaves her home and meets with David out-
doors, on his territory, so to speak. Both women are beautiful, humble, and
eloquent, flattering the man whom they address at the expense of others,
and earning his praise for their intelligence. Both aspire to prophecy as well:
Judith claims that God will reveal to her the proper time for the Assyrian at-
tack (Jdt 11:17), while Abigail predicts to David his future as a ruler of Is-
rael (1 Sam 25:28–30). Both women also disappear, as it were, once their
chief deed is done, for Judith retires to a quiet life back in Bethulia after kill-
ing Holophernes, and we hear nothing of Abigail once she marries David,
other than the birth of a son (2 Sam 3:3; 1 Chr 3:1); see Bach (1994).

Up to this point, Judith has been secretive and cagey with the elders of
Bethulia about her plans (Jdt 8:32–34), but she has not actually told any
lies. In this speech she will tell many falsehoods, and make use of duplici-
tous and ambiguous language. Judith has prayed for guileful, deceiving
words (9:10, 13) and it seems that her prayer has been answered, for she
demonstrates great skill in deceiving others. Judith is lying for a noble
cause – the salvation of her people and the preservation of God’s temple –
but the narrator has her do so with great glee, plainly delighting in her am-
biguous words, and we, the readers, are invited to join in the fun. The fact
that Judith’s deception “is narrated with such evident approbation” by our
author (Hughes 1909, 86 n. 1), who nonetheless stresses Judith’s punctili-
ousness in more technical religious matters troubles modern commentators.
Yet several biblical passages make it plain that lying and playing a part
in order to save one’s life are certainly legitimate. We can compare, e.g.
Gen 12:10–20, where Abraham not only remains alive but becomes
wealthy after lying about being married to Sarah, and 1 Sam 21:11–16,
where David plays a drooling madman to save himself; see further notes on
9:3 and 9:10. Here, Judith reminds us of several biblical women who lie and
deceive in order to save lives. The brave midwives, Shiphrah and Puah, of
Exod 1:15–22 are a close parallel. They lie to the powerful Pharaoh about
their efforts to save the young Israelite boys, but they are explicitly de-
scribed as godfearing, and are rewarded by God for their efforts. We can
also compare Ehud who uses a double-edged sword, i.e. his ambiguous lan-
guage, in order to gain access to Eglon and then deliver God’s secret mes-
sage, death (Judg 3:12–26). Ehud seems to delight in his deceptive words no
less than Judith does. Judith’s lengthy reply to Holophernes is carefully
composed. Her speech contains echoes of Achior’s speech in ch. 5 and her
own discussion with the elders in ch. 8. Judith’s language here is fluent and
colloquial, with fairly complicated syntax in some sentences and there are
several words which are rarely used in the LXX; see notes below.
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11:5 Accept the words of your servant (δω<αι τ� I1ματα): This is not a
common expression either in Greek or in Hebrew; compare Prov 4:10 δω<αι
$μοV« λ+γοψ« (MT yrmX xqv) and Jer 9:19 δε<2σ�� … λ+γοψ« στ+ματο«
α�το7 (MT vyp rbd ,kynzX xqtv).

and allow your handmaiden to speak: Note the parallelism of Judith’s two
opening phrases and compare the similar (but reversed) double request by
Abigail when first addressing David (1 Sam 25:24 “Let your handmaiden
speak, hear your handmaiden”). Both women stress their humble positions,
using two different words to stress their status as maidservant or handmaid,
and these words recur several times in their speeches (δο&λη: Jdt 11:5,
16–17; παιδ�σκη: Jdt 11: 5–6; hmX: 1 Sam 25:24–25, 28, 31, 41; hxp>:
1 Sam 25:27); see Ben Ayun (2005, 95–96). In similar fashion, Ruth uses
both hmX and hxp> of herself when approaching Boaz (Ruth 2:13; 3:9), as
does the woman of Tekoa when addressing David (2 Sam 14:6–19). The
wise woman of Abel Beth-Maacah uses hmX when requesting permission
from Joab to speak (2 Sam 20:17) and Bathsheba calls herself hmX to David
(1 Kgs 1:17). This use of “maid” or “servant” goes hand in hand with
addressing the powerful man as “lord.” Abigail repeatedly terms David
“lord” in 8 consecutive verses (1 Sam 25:24–31), the woman of Tekoa
addresses David in this way nine times (2 Sam 14:9, 12, 15, 17–20), often
using the expression „lmh ynvdX; see too Bathsheba speaking to David at
1 Kgs 1:17–18, 20–21 and Ruth addressing Boaz at Ruth 2:13. None of
these women uses the word “lord” in a two-edged way, with an underlying
reference to God, as Judith does here.

I shall not proclaim a lie to my lord tonight: Compare Judith’s promise to
Holophernes’ guards to deliver a true message to their commander (10:13).
This is deception at its very best, simultaneously the truth and a lie, for Ju-
dith will not tell a lie to God, but will deceive Holophernes. Judith’s promise
to tell the truth here echoes the opening words of Achior in his address
to Holophernes (5:5 with note). Ironically, Achior does tell the truth, but is
disbelieved and harshly punished by Holophernes, while Judith’s fabri-
cations are well-received. Judith’s speech is, in fact, built on Achior’s words
and the deuteronomistic theology that he has outlined for Holophernes.
Achior’s words have, it seems, been absorbed by Holophernes in the mean-
time, for he accepts Judith’s fictitious tale about the sinning Israelites who
are about to be punished by God.

my lord: Judith refers at one and the same time to Holophernes and to God.
Perhaps she has no difficulty in addressing Holophernes as “my lord” pre-
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cisely because she is in fact speaking of God and not the Assyrian com-
mander. It is interesting to compare here the rabbinic reaction to Daniel’s
use of the word “my lord” (yXrm Dan 4:16) when addressing Nebuchad-
nezzar and interpreting his dream. The rabbis ask if it is possible that Daniel
should speak in this manner to Israel’s arch-enemy, and they recast the bib-
lical verse, “My lord, would that the dream were for your enemy” by hav-
ing Daniel looking upward and addressing God, not the Babylonian king,
as “my Lord” and hoping that the dream be directed against God’s foe, i.e.
Nebuchadnezzar, rather than the king’s enemy; see Midrash Tanhuma
(Warsaw ed.) Mishpatim 4; Exod Rab 30:24. Judith’s behavior here is very
close to that of Daniel as envisioned by the rabbis.

11:6 If you follow the words (κατακολοψ�1σT«): See 1 Esd 7:1; 1 Macc 6:23
and Dan 9:10 for κατακολοψ�ω� as “follow, comply with.”

God will perform a conclusive deed with you and my lord will not fail
(�ποπεσε�ται): Here, too, the irony is based on ambiguous language:
Judith proclaims that her God will not fail and that he will deal thoroughly
with Holophernes, but Holophernes, of course, understands her to say that
his mission of conquest will succeed, with the help of God. The use of
�ποπ�πτ� in the sense of “to miss, fail” is post-classical; see Pss. Sol. 4:16.

in any of his undertakings: Compare Uzziah’s parting benediction to Judith
that God help her accomplish her undertakings (10:8).

11:7 For by the life of Nebuchadnezzar, king of the entire earth, and by the
might (ζ� γ�ρ βασιλεV« Ναβοψξοδονοσ9ρ π2ση« τ:« γ:« κα5 ζ� τ9
κρ2το« α�το7): Literally “(As) Nebuchadnezzar … lives and his might
lives.” The word ζ� used here is the usual LXX translation of yx, the Hebrew
formula for an oath; see, e.g. 1 Sam 1:26; 2 Sam 14:19; 2 Kgs 2:4. Once
again Judith’s powers of deception and irony are apparent. She strengthens
her flattering false statement by swearing in the name of a figure whose
power she does not recognize, taking a false oath by a false god, as it were.
Holophernes is, of course, unaware of her ruse. We can compare Joseph
swearing by Pharaoh, when he is deceiving his brothers (Gen 42:15–16). Ju-
dith’s oath is a parody of Nebuchadnezzar’s own arrogant words where he
swears by himself and his might Aτι ζ�ν $γP κα5 τ9 κρ2το« τ:« βασιλε�α«
μοψ 2:12, with note; see too 2:5. Judith will take two more oaths: at 12:4 she
is again ironic, swearing truthfully by Holophernes’ soul that she will not
run out of provisions before her Lord accomplishes his will, while at 13:16
she solemnly swears by God that she has not been violated by Holophernes.
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to set every living soul right (ε=« κατ+ρ��σιν π2ση« χψξ:«): This
expression has no parallel in the LXX; the two uses of κατ+ρ��σι« at
2 Chr 3:17 and Ps 97:2 do not illuminate our passage. Presumably such cor-
rection simply means the subjugation of all who cross Holophernes’ path;
see 2:4–13.

Due to you not only do humans serve him, but also the wild beasts of the
field, the cattle, and the birds of the sky. They will live in the service of
Nebuchadnezzar and his entire house, because of your strength (ο� μ+νον
@ν�ρ�ποι δι� σ� δοψλε&οψσιν α�τ�, �λλ� κα5 τ� �ηρ�α το7 �γρο7
κα5 τ� κτ1νη κα5 τ� πετειν� το7 ο�ρανο7, δι� τ:« =σξ&ο« σοψ ζ1σον-
ται $π5 Ναβοψξοδονοσ9ρ κα5 π2ντα τ9ν ο>κον α�το7): The text here is
difficult. Nebuchadnezzar is portrayed as ruling the beasts of the field and
the birds of the sky, in addition to many peoples, in two biblical books
(Jer 27:6; 28:14; Dan 2:37–38; cf. Dan 4:9, 18–19) and it seems clear that
in our verse τ� �ηρ�α το7 �γρο7 κα5 τ� κτ1νη κα5 τ� πετειν� το7
ο�ρανο7 should be grouped together with @ν�ρ�ποι as the subject of δοψ-
λε&οψσιν. Here, as in Jeremiah and Daniel, all living beings are said to serve
Nebuchadnezzar; compare Judith’s later prayer that God be served by
his entire creation (16:14). This punctuation and interpretation leaves us
with two difficulties in the continuation of the verse, for the next clause δι�
τ:« =σξ&ο« σοψ ζ1σονται $π5 Ναβοψξοδονοσ9ρ κα5 π2ντα τ9ν ο>κον
α�το7 then begins without any connective and it is not clear what the com-
bination of ζ1σονται $π5 with an accusative means. It is perhaps simplest
to conjecture that a κα5 has dropped out, and to take the humans, animals,
and birds as the subject of ζ1σονται as well, with ζ1σονται $π5 Ναβοψ-
ξοδονοσ9ρ κα5 π2ντα τ9ν ο>κον α�το7 meaning that all these creatures
will live under or in the service of Nebuchadnezzar and his house; see the
translations of NRSV, NJB, and NETS. $π� is missing in some mss., while
the nominative form π»« C ο>κο«, rather than the accusative, is found in
others, and some commentators (e.g. Moore 1985, 206 and 209; Enslin
1972, 136–137) understand that Nebuchadnezzar and his house are the
subject of ζ1σονται, i.e. Judith is saying that they shall live and prosper.
It is clear, on either reading, that Judith is simultaneously pretending to ac-
knowledge Nebuchadnezzar’s near-divine status, while greatly flattering
Holophernes as being the cause of the king’s great might. If in Jeremiah
(27:6, 28:14), it is God who grants Nebuchadnezzar dominion over living
beings, here, it seems, it is Holophernes who does so; see Otzen (2002,
101). Judith will continue to sing Holophernes’ praises in the next verse,
doing her best to mollify him and win his good will before outlining her
plan.
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11:8 Judith is laying on her praise with a trowel and assigns Holophernes
qualities which more rightfully belong to Nebuchadnezzar, who is a skilled
warrior. Perhaps she is deliberately driving a wedge between the king and
his commander-in-chief, flattering Holophernes that he is Nebuchadnez-
zar’s equal. We have not seen any instances of Holophernes’ genius in wag-
ing war, just his use of threats and brute force, as well as non-belligerent
means suggested by others, such as the proposal to cut off Bethulia’s water
supply. Judith will immediately lay out before Holophernes another such
simple shortcut. In essence – and in truly ironical fashion – Judith is describ-
ing herself here. She is wise, cunning, singularly brave, an excellent military
strategist, and, as Holophernes himself predicts (11:23), she will be re-
nowned throughout the land.

cunning devices (τ� πανοψργε&ματα): This rare word can refer both to
good and evil deeds, and perhaps Judith deliberately uses an ambivalent
term. Compare Sir 1:6; 42:18 (where the Hebrew has ,hymvrim) and see Di
Lella (1995, 41), who suggests that the Greek of our verse is based on the
two Greek verses of Sir 1:6–7a which yield an identical sequence of σοφ�α,
πανοψργε&ματα, and $πιστ1μη. The contexts of the two works are, how-
ever, quite different and of the trio of words, only πανοψργε&ματα is un-
usual.

The entire land has been told (�νηγγωλη): The verb �ναγγωλλ� is a key
word in this chapter (11:5, 8, 9, 15, 19) with a great deal of information,
mostly false, being passed around. Here Judith reminds us of Rahab, for
both women tell outsiders how their reputation has spread far and wide,
and both express a willingness to help the enemy; see Josh 2:9–11. Judith is
dissembling about her change of allegiance, while Rahab is not, but both
women are clever, devious, and well able to maneuver and negotiate with
every man whom they encounter; see too note on 10:12.

wondrous (�αψμαστ+«): The word is used only one additional time in Ju-
dith, as an epithet of God in the victory song, who is wondrous in strength
(�αψμαστ9« $ν =σξ&ι 16:3). Earlier Nebuchadnezzar had assimilated him-
self to God (see note on 2:5), but here it is Judith who assigns Holophernes
this seemingly divine quality. Judith herself has aroused a great deal of
admiration and wonder because of her beauty ($�α&μασαν $π5 τ� κ2λλει
α�τ:« 10:7; see too 14, 19, 23), and she will soon be admired for the wis-
dom of her words as well ($�α&μασαν $π5 τ� σοφ�� α�τ:« 11:20).
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11:9–10 For a brief span of two verses, Judith turns to the truth, echoing
Achior’s earlier theological explanations to Holophernes (5:17–21). She,
like Achior, believes that God will not punish the Israelites without due
cause, and she has used precisely this argument in order to reassure Uzziah
and the elders (8:18–20). Here, she needs to convince Holophernes of the
validity of this deuteronomistic outlook in order to have him believe that
the Israelites have sinned and will be punished.

11:9 Now, we have heard the words of the speech: Judith speaks collo-
quially, beginning with the key word of the verse, speech, in the nominative
case (κα5 ν7ν C λ+γο«), but then switching over to “we heard” cκο&σαμεν
τ� I1ματα α�το7. This syntactic break, a nominativus pendens construc-
tion, i.e. the use of a nominative without a verb, is common in colloquial
classical Greek (e.g. Xen. Oec. 1. 14), and is also found in the MT and LXX
(e.g. Gen 3:12; Num 22:24). Here the anacoluthon is “an effective rhetori-
cal touch” (Enslin 1972, 138).

your council: Judith uses the correct terminology, σψνεδρ�α, for the council
that took place; see note on 6:1.

spared him (περιεποι1σαντο α�τ+ν): For περιποιωομαι as “rescue, keep
alive,” see LXX Gen 12:12; Exod 1:16; Num 22:33, etc., where it translates
forms of hyx. For Achior’s rescue by the people of Bethulia, see Jdt 6:12–17.

had said: The verb used $<ελ2λησεν is found only here in the LXX and the
preposition $< points to speaking freely or blurting out, an accurate charac-
terization of Achior’s blunt advice to Holophernes; see LSJ s.v. $κλαλω�.

11:10 my master and lord (δωσποτα κ&ριε): δεσπ+τη« is used of Holo-
phernes five times (5:20, 24; 7:9, 11; 11:10) and only once of God (9:12).
The combination δωσποτα κ&ριε is found only here and in the precise pas-
sage of Achior’s speech to which Judith is referring, for Achior addresses
Holophernes as δωσποτα κ&ριε when explaining God’s ways to him (5:20;
compare too 4μαρτ2νοψσιν ε=« τ9ν �ε9ν α�τ�ν 5:20 with 4μ2ρτ�σιν ε=«
τ9ν �ε9ν α�τ�ν of our verse). The echo is deliberate: the author has Judith
reproduce and reinforce both the content and the tenor of Achior’s words,
even though she was not present when he spoke.

Our nation … their god: Judith moves from first person to third, from her
perspective to that of Holophernes.
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11:11–19 In her words to Holophernes thus far Judith has used a blend of
ambiguous language, pure truth, and false flattery, but here she fabricates
an imaginary story of an imminent sacrilegious act by the Israelites. Judith
has not come to the Assyrian camp with a specific plan and she must over-
come several obstacles, if she is to succeed in her mission. She needs to win
over Holophernes’ trust, gain a few days’ respite within the Assyrian camp
while awaiting an opportunity to kill him, and set up an escape route to be
used once the deed is done. All the elements of her lying tale are carefully
constructed to bring about these aims; see Dancy (1972, 110–111). Judith
wins Holophernes’ confidence by presenting herself as an emissary of God
who can guarantee a bloodless shortcut to victory, an emissary acquainted
with the theological “rules” which Holophernes has heard from Achior. She
portrays the starving people of Bethulia as being on the verge of sinning,
rather than as having already sinned, in order to gain a few days time and to
provide an excuse to leave the camp every evening, allegedly in order to
consult with God. At the same time, there is a truth of sorts underlying her
story. The people of Bethulia have given Uzziah a five day ultimatum to re-
solve the crisis and they plan to surrender to Holophernes once that time
has elapsed. Such behavior is wrong, even sacrilegious, in Judith’s eyes, so
that the people of Bethulia are, in fact, on the verge of sinning; see Schmitz
(2004a, 339–340).

11:11 But now, in order that my lord not be frustrated or ineffectual, death
will fall upon them: The opening of this verse can be understood in two dif-
ferent ways. One possibility is to take the phrase “death will fall upon
them” as the action underlying the purpose clause, i.e. the Israelites will die
in order to prevent Holophernes from being frustrated or ineffectual. Both
the syntax – a subjunctive for the purpose clause (mνα μG γωνηται) followed
by a future indicative ($πιπεσε�ται) – and the underlying ironic tone, where
the Israelites will supposedly die in order to prevent Holophernes any dis-
comfort or inconvenience, point towards this interpretation. This statement
will turn out to be true: they, i.e. the Assyrians, will die, in order that
Judith’s lord, i.e. God, will not be blocked. A second interpretation takes
“death will fall upon them” as a continuation of the purpose clause with
“a sin has taken hold of them” as the result, i.e. sin has overtaken the Israe-
lites in order to bring about their death and prevent Holophernes from
being ineffectual; see further Enslin (1972, 138–139).

frustrated or ineffectual (�κβολο« κα5 @πρακτο«): �κβολο« is found only
here in the LXX and LSJ s.v. cites only our passage for the meaning “frus-
trated.” @πρακτο« is found at two additional passages: 2 Macc 12:18;
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3 Macc 2:22. The continuation of the verse, “when they do something
amiss” contains two further rare words: �τοπ�α is again used only here in
the LXX, whileCπην�κα is found in a single additional passage, 4 Macc 2:21.

a sin has taken hold of them by which they will anger their God whenever
they do something amiss: This statement, with its complicated syntax of
past indicative (κατελ2βετο α�τοV« 4μ2ρτημα), future indicative ($ν R
παροργιο7σιν τ9ν �ε9ν α�τ�ν), and subjunctive with #ν (Cπην�κα #ν
ποι1σ�σιν �τοπ�αν) becomes clearer in the following verses. Sin has al-
ready overtaken the Israelites because of their sacrilegious intention to eat
food set aside for the priests. They are waiting for permission from Jerusa-
lem to do so, and each time they act on this permission, they will anger God.

11:12 Since their food supply ran out and water became scarce: We have
been told of a water shortage, because the wells have been cut off
(7:20–22), but there has been no mention of a food shortage. Judith may
well be stretching the truth, in order to attribute to the Israelites the ficti-
tious sin of eating forbidden food. The use of the word $πε� “since” here is
worth noting. $πε� often begins a clause in classical Greek, but the word is
quite rare in the LXX, and of the 38 uses, only 17 are in books translated
from the MT.

to make use of whatever God in his laws has forbidden them to eat: This
may refer to the fat and blood which are not to be eaten, but are set aside
for God (Lev 3:16–17; 17:10–14), to firstborn animals (Deut 15:19–23), to
animals which were not properly slaughtered, etc. In the Vulgate, Judith
states that the Israelites intend to drink blood (Vg. Jdt 11:11).

11:13 They are determined: Note the use of the “vivid” perfect κεκρ�κασιν
(Enslin 1972, 140) and compare διωγν�σαν of the previous verse.

the firstfruits of grain and the tithes of wine and olive oil which they had
consecrated and kept for the priests who serve in Jerusalem: The trio of
grain, wine, and oil (rhjyv >vryt ]gd) serves as a symbol of agricultural
plenty (e.g. Deut 7:13; Hos 2:24; Joel 2:19) and the three items are found
together in lists of items to be set aside for Levites, as tithes (Deut 12:17;
14:23; see Num 18:21–24) or as firstfruits and tithes of tithes for priests
(Deut 18:4; Neh 10:40; see Num 18:12, 26–28; 2 Chr 31:5 and the further
references in Hieke 2012, 101–102). Thus the division found in our verse
between firstfruits of grain and tithes of wine and olive is unexpected, as
is the depiction of tithes being given to priests, rather than Levites. Com-
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mentators also note that the contributions are collected in Bethulia, but
intended for priests in Jerusalem, rather than being distributed to local
priests, as is prescribed in rabbinic sources; see the discussion in Alon
(1977, 89–102) and compare, e.g. Tobit 1:6–7. Scholars resolve these
anomalies by pointing to changing practices in the distribution of food con-
tributions to priests at the end of the Second Temple period or by suggesting
that our passage reflects the particular practices of the Pharisees or Saduc-
cees; see the detailed discussions of Büchler (1956, 60–63) and Grintz
(1957, 189–193). It is perhaps wrong to press our text too vigorously in
order to reach conclusions about actual practices. Judith is weaving a bla-
tantly false tale for a non-Jew who is ignorant of Israelite laws and prac-
tices; cf. Alonso-Schökel (1975, 9). Her tale must sound convincing and
plausible to the Assyrian, but it need not be based on authentic details. Just
as the narrator allows his readers to enjoy Judith’s use of duplicitous irony
in this speech, he may have also intended to entertain his original audience
with an inaccurate depiction of temple practices and beliefs which nonethe-
less manages to fool Holophernes. At the same time, the wider message, i.e.
dietary laws and rules about firstfruits and tithes are an indispensable
marker of Israelite identity and their observance determines God’s attitude
towards his people, is a serious one; see Hieke (2012, 99–102).

the priests who serve in Jerusalem: literally “stand before” (παρεστηκ+σιν)
God in Jerusalem; see 4:14 for a similar expression and compare Deut 18:5;
17:12.

No ordinary person is permitted even to touch these things with his hands:
There is no biblical evidence that ordinary people were not allowed to
touch such food contributions. It is possible that our passage is an early bit
of evidence for the extension of the biblical requirement that priests eat
firstfruits in purity to an earlier stage of the production and storage, with
the food considered pure once it was set aside for the priests. Consequently
it was not to be touched by ordinary lay people, who presumably were not
pure; thus Sanders (1990, 194–195); see too Alon (1977, 222 n. 85); Grintz
(1957, 192–193). Yet, here, too, it is possible that Judith is exaggerating
the Israelites’ (imaginary) transgression and simply using an a fortiori argu-
ment, for Holophernes’ benefit: if the Israelites are not allowed even to
touch these foodstuffs, they certainly will sin by eating them.

11:14 They have sent to Jerusalem, to bring back permission: Rahlfs’ text
with the future participle μετακομ�σοντα« (i.e. men to convey their request)
is easier to understand than the aorist participle μετακομ�σαντα« (i.e. men
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who conveyed permission) printed by Hanhart. This fictitious delegation
from Bethulia to Jerusalem allows Judith some leeway, several days in
which to await the alleged return of the messengers with the response that
will lead to the actual sin and punishment.

Jerusalem … the inhabitants have done these things: Judith continues to
lie. We have not heard that the inhabitants of Jerusalem are short of food
and water, so that there is no need for them to eat such forbidden food. If
the Jerusalemites have already sinned in this way, it is plain that the council
will grant permission to the people of Bethulia to follow in their wake. Per-
haps Judith means to demonstrate how easy it will be to conquer Jerusalem.
The elders, who allegedly have already granted such permission to the
people of Jerusalem are ripe for divine punishment and will now compound
their sin, by granting such permission to the people of Bethulia.

council of elders: See 4:8 with note on the council of elders or gerousia.
Here the Jerusalem elders are allegedly consulted on religious matters, while
at 4:8 they dealt with military issues.

11:15 This will happen (κα5 �σται): Judith takes on the tenor of a prophet;
compare 14:2 and see Enslin (1972, 140).

when they receive word and then act … they will be given ()« #ν
�ναγγε�λT α�το�« κα5 ποι1σ�σιν, δο�1σονται): The syntax here, the
subjunctive with #ν followed by a future indicative, is classical.

they will be given to you to be destroyed: See note on 2:7 for the construc-
tion δ�δ�μι ε=« followed by a noun conveying destruction, disappearance or
ruin. Judith’s claim that the Israelites will be punished by God for eating
food set aside for priests, even though they are under siege and suffering
from famine, raises an interesting question. Does the threat of starvation
allow one to eat consecrated food? This fictitious situation is clearly one of
life and death and eating priestly food in order to survive may not have been
considered a transgression in the eyes of the book’s original readers. The
story of David and his men requesting – and receiving – consecrated bread
from Ahimelech the priest at Nob (1 Sam 21:2–7) is a notable counter-
example to the stance adopted here. Presumably David’s men were hungry,
as we are specifically told at the analogous story of Matt 12:3–4, and the
priest readily complies with their request, once he learns that they are pure,
i.e. have kept away from women. Josephus, on the other hand, has strong
reservations about the behavior of his rival and enemy, John of Gischala,
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who distributed sacred wine and oil to the people when Jerusalem was
under siege. John contended that it was proper to use divine things while
fighting for God and the temple, but Josephus states that John and his
“atheistic” men would have been destroyed even if the Romans had not
arrived on the scene (BJ 5.562–566). Survival can be more important than
keeping to the letter of God’s laws, and the rabbis state that one is allowed
to break every commandment – except the prohibitions on murder, im-
proper sexual relations, and the worship of foreign gods – in order to stay
alive (b. Sanh. 74a). The issue of upholding religious scruples and prohi-
bitions in wartime conditions is a complex one and this is particularly ap-
parent when it comes to observing the Sabbath. Thus Mattathias and his
followers decide to fight on the Sabbath in order to save themselves after
their comrades have been slaughtered on the Sabbath (1 Macc 2:39–41; see
Jos. Ant. 12.275–277), but the Book of Jubilees ordains that a man who
makes war on the Sabbath should be punished by death, and makes no
allowances for special circumstances (50:12–13). While Holophernes is
meant to believe every word of Judith’s lies, it is not clear if the Jewish
readers of Judith were intended to accept the premise underlying this part of
her tale.

11:16–17 Judith not only describes herself as godfearing and devout,
qualities already assigned to her by the narrator and by Uzziah (8:8, 31), but
now presents herself as a prophetess, or, to be more precise, as someone who
is granted foreknowledge and to whom God will speak. This claim to
prophecy is an intriguing and riddling part of her tale. While Judith is con-
stant in her devotion to God, and frequently addresses him in prayer
(9:1–14; 13:4–5, 7; 16:1–17), we are never shown God communicating with
her in any way. God has a very limited overt role in our book (see 4:13 with
note) and he neither speaks to Judith nor sends her a sign. It is only in her
fictitious tale that God supposedly reveals things to Judith and we can in-
terpret this alleged relationship in several different ways. One possibility is
to take Judith at her word here, i.e. to rank Judith among the likes of women
who are actually termed prophetesses in the Bible: Miriam (Exod 15:20),
Deborah (Judg 4:4), Huldah (2 Kgs 22:14), and Noadiah (Neh 6:14). Anna,
who in many ways is modelled on Judith, is also called a prophetess
(Luke 2:36; see note on 8:6). Judith has much in common with the two out-
standing biblical prophetesses, Miriam and Deborah, and perhaps the simi-
larities indicate that she is a prophet as well; see the discussion of Egger-
Wenzel (2009). We also find revelatory experiences granted to biblical
women in several post-biblical works; see Chesnutt (1991). Rebecca of Jubi-
lees is visited by a spirit of truth before blessing Joseph (Jub. 25:14–23) and
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has revelatory dreams (27:1; 35:6). Aseneth is visited by the chief angel of
God, who confirms her conversion and grants her many blessings (Jos.
Asen. chs. 14–17), and she is also told of heavenly secrets by her brother-
in-law, the prophet Levi (22:13). Job’s daughters are granted rich spiritual
experiences, sing heavenly hymns, and see their father’s soul conveyed to
heaven (T. Job 46–53). These three works are generally dated from mid-sec-
ond century B.C.E. to first century C.E., and they suggest a tendency at that
time to depict women as receiving messages from God. This trend is con-
tinued in several rabbinic sources which provide lists of female prophets,
lists which include several more biblical women than those specifically
said to be prophets (b. Meg. 14a; see the further sources in Chesnutt 1991,
121–122). This more inclusive view of women as prophets may have in-
fluenced the fashioning of Judith’s story. At the same time, it is worth noting
that all these post-biblical and rabbinical sources restrict themselves to the
Bible, retroactively granting prophetic powers to biblical women. The rab-
bis state categorically that prophecy had disappeared from Israel with the
death of the latter prophets, Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi (t. Sotah 13:3;
b. Yoma 9b, etc.) and we rarely find actual prophets in post-biblical litera-
ture. It is likely that in Hasmonean times, i.e. at the time of Judith’s writing,
it was generally acknowledged that true prophecy had ceased. Judas
Maccabeus, for instance, has a dream, in which Jeremiah hands him a
sword with which to vanquish his enemies, and while this dream is said to
encourage his followers, there is no hint that Judas is an actual prophet
(2 Macc 15:11–17); see the discussion and further bibliography of Sommer
(1996). Thus the depiction of Judith as a prophetess is anachronistic, and it
is possible that Judith is telling one more outright lie to Holophernes, an un-
truth that would be recognized by the book’s readers, who know that there
are no longer any prophets, but not by the Assyrian commander, who is un-
familiar with the niceties of the Israelites’ religion. But since the chronologi-
cal setting of the book is so vague and the assimilation of Judith to biblical
heroines such as Deborah, Jael, and Miriam is so strong, we may be meant
to accept her self-declared status as prophet. Lies and fictitious tales can re-
veal the inner wishes of a person and this lie may reveal Judith’s conviction
that she is worthy of such communication and her desire that it take place.
While the rabbis thought that prophecy and direct communication from
God no longer existed among the Israelites, they did recognize weaker forms
of divine communication, including an echo, so to speak, of the divine voice,
known as bat kol (see again t. Sotah 13:3; b. Yoma 9b, etc.) and perhaps
Judith is referring to this secondary form of revelation; thus Grintz (1957,
156). Judith’s self-portrayal as a woman of God may also be aimed at pro-
tecting her from unwanted sexual advances.
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11:16 Consequently: A�εν is found 43 times in the LXX, but only in 18 verses
from the MT, where it generally translates r>X in the sense of whence; see,
e.g. Gen 10:14; 24:5; Deut 11:10. Outside of the MT it is often used in the
classical Greek sense of “therefore” or “thereupon,” as here, and at Jdt 8:20.

God has sent me to accomplish deeds with you which will astound the en-
tire earth: Judith has returned to her ironic mode. She will indeed accom-
plish great deeds with Holophernes – killing him – and the entire earth will
subsequently hear of her handiwork; compare 16:21. For Judith’s claim to
be sent by God, compare the divine sending (xl> / [$<]�ποστωλλ�) of ac-
tual prophets and leaders at Exod 3:10 (Moses); Judg 6:14 (Gideon);
1 Sam 9:16 (Saul); Isa 6:8 (Isaiah); Mic 6:4 (Moses, Aaron and Miriam),
etc., and contrast Holophernes who, as Judith notes, has been sent by Ne-
buchadnezzar (11:7).

astound ($κστ1σεται): Compare 12:16 where Holophernes’ heart is rav-
ished ($<ωστη) by Judith, 13:17 where the people of Bethulia are astounded
($<ωστη) by her deeds, and 15:1 where the Assyrian army is overwhelmed
($<ωστησαν) by the death of Holophernes.

11:17 your servant is godfearing (�εοσεβ1«): Compare 8:31 where Uzziah
terms Judith a devout woman γψνG ε�σεβ1« and 8:8 where the narrator
states that she feared God greatly $φοβε�το τ9ν �ε9ν σφ+δρα; the term
used here, �εοσεβ1«, combines elements of both phrases. As with ε�σεβ1«,
no woman is described as �εοσεβ1« in the MT; it translates ,yhvlX Xry at
Exod 18:21; Job 1:1, 8; 2:3. The mother of the seven sons is called 3 4ερ�
κα5 �εοσεβG« μ1τηρ (4 Macc 16:12; cf. note on 8:31) and the combination
γψνG �εοσεβ1« is found at Jos. Asen. 8:7.

serves the God of heaven night and day: See note on 5:8 for the expression
“God of heaven.” Judith twice calls herself Holophernes’ servant (δο&λη)
in this verse, but she is careful to add that she serves God as well, deliber-
ately using a different word, �εραπε&οψσα. By using the expression “night
and day” Judith prepares the way for her request to leave the camp at night
to pray (12:5–9) and supposedly to hear from God. She uses her genuine
devotion to God in order to plot and lay a trap for Holophernes.

for he will tell me: Judith displays no doubts or hesitation about God in-
forming her. She need not have involved God here: an ordinary human
messenger from Bethulia would have sufficed to tell when the Israelites
turned to sin.
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11:18 report: The verb προσαναφωρ� is late and found twice more in
non-MT books of the LXX (Tob 12:15; 2 Macc 11:36).

you will then go out with your entire army: Judith will later give very simi-
lar instructions to the Israelites, having them send every single able man to
pursue the Assyrian army (14:2–4).

Not a single one of them will resist you: Once again Judith’s words can be
understood on two levels, for the Israelites will not resist the dead Holo-
phernes, but will attack his army instead.

11:19 I will lead you through the middle of Judea until you come to Jeru-
salem and I will set up your seat in its center: Judith will have Holophernes’
head brought to Bethulia and will convey Holophernes’ tent, bed and fur-
nishings to Jerusalem. She dedicates these items, along with Holophernes’
jewel-encrusted canopy, to God (and it is God, of course, who is enthroned
in Jerusalem; see, e.g. Jer 3:17). In essence, then, her words here are true, for
these furnishings are the equivalent of Holophernes’ seat of office or throne;
see 16:19 with note. Compare 2 Kgs 6:18–19 for a similar combination of
falsehood and truth, where Elisha promises to lead the blinded soldiers of
Aram to the man they seek, i.e. himself, but brings them instead to Samaria.
Here, Holophernes is virtually blinded by Judith’s seductive appearance and
promises. Commentators are reminded here of two Herodotean figures
who express their willingness to betray the Greeks to the Persians, the genu-
ine traitor Ephialtes and the false traitor Themistocles; see Section 5, 65
with n. 259.

You will drive them like sheep without a shepherd: It is of course Ho-
lophernes’ men who will be totally helpless once their leader is killed and
will be rounded up like sheep without a shepherd. See, e.g. Num 27:17;
Jer 23:1–2; 50:6; Ezek 34:8; Zech 10:2; 13:7 for the image of lost sheep,
scattered and without their shepherd. One biblical passage particularly
close to ours is Micaiah’s prediction that the Israelites will be scattered on
the mountains like shepherd-less sheep, because Ahab will die (1 Kgs
22:17=2 Chr 18:16). The other prophets have falsely predicted victory for
Ahab in order to entice him to his death, just as Judith entices Holophernes
here.

no dog will growl (ο� γρ&<ει κ&�ν τ� γλ,σσT α�το7): Literally, “no dog
will growl with his tongue;” see LXX Exod 11:7 for the identical ex-
pression, which translates vnv>l blk /rxy Xl (“no dog will whet his
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tongue”) of the MT; compare Josh 10:21. These two pictures of sheep being
rounded up and dogs who do not bark, let alone bite, portray subdued ani-
mals obeying Holophernes’ will, and remind us of Judith’s earlier descrip-
tion of all creatures, both wild and domestic, serving Nebuchadnezzar
(Jdt 11:7). Judith, who has taken pains from the start to flatter Holophernes
at the expense of the king, continues to depict Holophernes as the equal of
his master.

This has been told … and reported to me … I have been sent: Judith has just
stated that God has sent her (11:16) and that he will speak to her (11:17),
but here she turns to several passive verbs to describe her sources and
mission, with no explicit mention of God. Perhaps she hesitates to lie again
about her relationship with the divine, for she has, in fact, sent herself to the
Assyrian camp. In virtually all of the medieval Hebrew tales of Judith,
Judith tells Holophernes that she is the daughter or sister of prophets and
never claims to be a prophet herself; see Dubarle (1966. ii, 106, 110, 114,
etc.); Gera (2010b, 82–83).

for my foreknowledge (κατ� πρ+γν�σ�ν μοψ): See note on 9:6 for the
word πρ+γν�σι«. Egger-Wenzel (2009, 116–118) attempts, somewhat un-
convincingly, to link the three appearances of the verb προγιν,σκ� at
Wis 6:13; 8:8; 18:6 with our passage in order to argue for Judith’s prophetic
capacities.

reported to me (�πηγγωλη μοι) … to report to you (�παγγε�λα� σοι):
Many mss. read �ναγγε�λαι rather than �παγγε�λαι. The two verbs are
used virtually synonymously (see, e.g. Jdt 3:5 and 5:3), and the slight vari-
ation in prefix well suits our author who takes pains to vary his vocabulary.
But the double �παγγωλλ� of Hanhart’s text underscores Judith’s role as a
link in the chain of transmission, an intermediary who simply passes along
God’s message to Holophernes.

11:20–23 The parallel with Achior’s speech continues, for here, too, there is
a two-stage reaction, with the Assyrians as a whole first expressing their
views, followed by Holophernes’ own response (see 5:22–6:9). Is Holo-
phernes guided by his men? In these verses we see a different kind of irony
at play, an inadvertent irony. Holophernes and his followers speak more
truthfully than they realize and do not fully appreciate the meaning of their
own words. Judith is indeed uniquely wise and beautiful and will be known
throughout the land, and it is indeed good – for the Israelites! – that she has
arrived on the scene.
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11:20 Her words pleased Holophernes and all of his attendants: We find
virtually identical wording at 7:16 in an analogous situation, when the As-
syrian commander and his men welcome the allies’ suggestion that they
block up the wells of Bethulia and guarantee the submission of the city
without any need for fighting. The echo is deliberate: nothing pleases Ho-
lophernes and his army more than the possibility of avoiding a hazardous
military confrontation.

they admired her wisdom: The narrator has thrice used a very similar phrase
to describe the reaction of various groups of men to Judith’s beauty ($�α&-
μασαν $π5 τ� κ2λλει α�τ:« Jdt 10:7, 19, 23). Here it is her wisdom that
impresses them – compare Judith’s ironic compliment to Holophernes on his
wisdom (11:8) – but they return to her beauty immediately below. When Uz-
ziah and the elders of Bethulia react to an earlier speech by Judith, they too
praise her wisdom and intelligence, but neither the Assyrians nor the Israe-
lites fully comprehend her intentions or appreciate her to the full (8:29 with
note). Elder (1996, 63 and 68) points to a series of parallels between the
qualities assigned Wisdom or wise people in Ben Sira and the actual qualities
Judith has. Thus Judith takes a stand in the throng of elders (see Sir 6:34),
she returns an answer in times of need (see Sir 8:9), she prays (see Sir 39:5),
and she is prepared to serve before great rulers and to travel to strange lands
to test good and evil (see Sir 39:4); see too Hopkins (1998, 279).

11:21 There is no woman … to match her beautiful face: Compare the un-
paralleled beauty of Panthea of Xenophon’s Cyropaedia (5.1.7), the fairest
woman in Asia.

beautiful face and intelligent speech: Hanhart prints $ν κ2λλει προσ,ποψ
rather than the reading of many mss. $ν καλ� προσ,π8; this better par-
allels the second part of the phraseσψνωσει λ+γ�ν and echoes 10:23. For this
combination of intelligence and beauty, compare the description of Abigail at
1 Sam 25:3 �γα�G σψνωσει κα5 καλG τ� εDδει σφ+δρα and Holophernes’
own words immediately below on Judith’s beauty and eloquence (11:23; see
too note on 8:29). Judith’s beauty seems to lend her words greater credibility.

from one end of the earth to the other: This expression (�π * @κροψ B�«
@κροψ τ:« γ:«; MT /rXh hjq di /rXh hjqm) is biblical; see LXX and
MT Deut 13:8; 28:64; Jer 12:12.

11:22 God has done well in sending you: Holophernes believes in Judith’s
fictitious mission and accepts her claim to foreknowledge, despite his vehe-
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ment rejection of Achior’s true words earlier. Contrast his mocking question
to Achior at 6:2, “Who are you Achior … that you have played the prophet
($προφ1τεψσα«) among us today?” with his acceptance here of the
“prophetess” Judith. Our passage resembles another positive reaction to an
endangered woman’s speech, David’s words to Abigail (1 Sam 25:32–33).
David thanks God for sending Abigail to him and compliments her on her
perception and judgment.

before the people: Either “ahead of the Israelites” or “in front of the Assy-
rians.”

to bring strength to our hands and destruction to those who make light of
my lord: A μων is lacking here: $ν μ�ν ξερσ5ν 3μ�ν κρ2το« would nicely
balance $ν δ� το�« φαψλ�σασι … �π,λειαν.

make light of my lord: Compare 11:2 where Holophernes, using the same
verb (φαψλ�ζ�), complains that the Israelites have looked down upon him
and compare the slighted Nebuchadnezzar of 1:11. While Holophernes
plainly uses “my lord” to refer to Nebuchadnezzar, his words, with a slight
twist, imply that destruction will come to those who do not treat God with
due respect.

11:23 elegant in appearance (�στε�α ε> σV $ν τ� εDδει σοψ): Compare the
description of Susanna as �στε�αν τ� εDδει (LXX1 Dan 13:7). The word
�στε�ο« is rare and used only of two other individuals, the infant Moses
(Exod 2:2) and the heavy Eglon (Judg 3:17).

eloquent in your words: Holophernes does not fully appreciate just how true
his compliment is. Judith’s persuasive speech reminds us here of the Strange
Woman of Proverbs who is not only sexually alluring, but uses smooth and
wheedling words, and leads her male victim like an ox to a slaughterhouse
(Prov 7:5, 21–22).

your God will be my God: This playful echo of Ruth’s words to Naomi
(Ruth 1:16) should not be pressed too hard. Holophernes has no intention
of following in Ruth’s footsteps and adopting Judith’s country or people,
nor is it likely that he will adopt her God. Commentators point to another
foreign commander-in-chief, Naaman, who recognizes God as the only god,
after he is cured of his skin disease (2 Kgs 5:15, 17), but Holophernes has
insisted to Achior that Nebuchadnezzar is the only god (Jdt 6:2), and it is
unlikely that he has changed his mind. His attitude is closer to that of King
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Jehoshaphat who promises his military ally, the king of Israel, “I will do
what you do; my men shall be your men, my horses shall be your horses.”
(1 Kgs 22:4). Judith herself is in many ways the antithesis of Ruth: she does
not leave her home, does not remarry, and does not change her god; see
Daube (2003, 851–852).

you will sit in the palace of King Nebuchadnezzar: Judith, who has rejected
her own comfortable home after her husband died and spends her days on a
tent on her roof, would surely not find this offer tempting. Bagoas will echo
this promise at 12:13, where it is apparent that her role in the palace will be
one of mistress or concubine.

you will … become famous throughout the entire world: Holophernes
speaks the truth unbeknownst to himself. At 16:21 we see that the Assy-
rian’s promise is fulfilled, so that it is Holophernes who is the prophet here.
While Holophernes may well have the fame or notoriety of a beautiful
courtesan in mind, Judith’s renown will, ironically, be due to his death. For
God granting a great name and fame, see 2 Sam 7:9; Zeph 3:20.

12:1–4 This is Judith’s first joint, but separate, meal with Holophernes.
Their second and final banquet together is described at 12:10–13:9 and the
meal here paves the way for the later, crucial encounter. After listening to
Judith’s story and welcoming her into his camp, Holophernes wishes to
wine and dine her. Uzziah and the elders of Bethulia have behaved in similar
fashion towards Achior when he unexpectedly arrived at their city, first lis-
tening to his tale and then organizing a drinking party (π+το« 6:21) in his
honor. Achior’s party became a night-long session of prayer, while the meal
here showcases a brief display of curiosity and irony. Joint meals are meant
to welcome the outsider and incorporate him or her into the new commu-
nity, for eating or drinking together implies a feeling of solidarity and trust;
see, e.g. Ps 41:10. Agreements between members of two different ethnic
groups can be sealed over meals; see, for instance, the covenant and joint
meal of Isaac and Abimelech at Gen 26:28–31. Here, Judith eats with Ho-
lophernes but does not share his food, and her separate food points to her
distinct culture and background, stressing the distance between the two of
them. Meals encode distinct values and lifestyles and the juxtaposition of
two disparate meals side by side underlines the differences between the two
cultures; compare the three tables set respectively for Joseph, his brothers,
and the Egyptians at Gen 43:32. In the Book of Daniel we find what
amounts to a controlled experiment in which two diets, representing two
different lifestyles, are set side by side. Daniel and his friends flourish when
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they eat only vegetables and water in the court of Nebuchadnezzar, avoid-
ing the king’s rations and wine given to the other children, thus proving the
superiority of their way of life (Dan 1:5–16). Our mixed meal – a meal
shared by a female and a male who come from different cultures and eat dif-
ferent food – is reminiscent of the meal shared by Calypso and Odysseus in
the Odyssey (5.195–200), just before they part. The goddess Calypso and
the mortal Odysseus are lovers, but ultimately they belong to different
worlds, and this is symbolized by the different food they eat while sitting
opposite one another: ambrosia and nectar for the goddess and mortal food
and drink for Odysseus. In Herodotus (9:82), the victorious Spartan com-
mander Pausanias emphasizes the great gap between the luxurious Persian
lifestyle and the simple Spartan one, by setting a Persian meal and a Spartan
one side by side. Pausanias also notes how the sumptuous Persian furnish-
ings and rich food point to the Persians’ stupidity in attacking the plain-liv-
ing Greeks. Holophernes is another foolish and wealthy aggressor, and his
rich furnishings and gold and silver dishes will eventually be dedicated to
God, after they pass through Judith’s hands; see Jdt 15:11; 16:19. Judith is
pious, seductive, and ironic at this meeting. She toys with Holophernes, re-
sponding to his question about her future provisions with an ambiguous
answer, and again playing on the double meaning of “lord.” Her meal with
Holophernes is analogous to her verbal exchange with him: both operate
simultaneously on two levels and both convey a mixed message. If their
joint meal seemingly implies fellowship and trust, Judith’s insistence upon
using her own kosher food, drink, and utensils sets up a barrier which
points to the gap between herself and Holophernes and indicates that there
can be no real alliance between the two of them. Judith preserves her sep-
arate identity in physical matters and the great care she takes with what
enters her body is a clear sign that she will not be seduced, despite her allur-
ing appearance. Eating and sexuality are, in a sense, parallel for Judith and
both involve stringent rules; see Jensen (1990, 176) as cited by Otzen (2002,
121). The observance of dietary laws is, then, an integral part of Judith’s
character and story, but this avoidance of gentile food also belongs to a
wider trend in Second Temple literature. Daniel (Dan 1:5–16), Tobit
(Tob 1:10–11) and Esther of the Additions (Add Esth 14:17; contrast
Esth 2:9) all take pains to avoid gentile fare and eat their own separate food.
See too 1 Macc 1:62–63; 2 Macc 5:27; 6:18–31; 7:1–42; 3 Macc 3:4–7;
4 Macc 5:1–6:30; Jos. Asen. 7:1; 8:5 and compare Let. Aris. 128–170; see
the further references cited by Chesnutt (2005, 129) and cf. Sutter Reh-
mann (2008). Some of the figures described in these works are careful to eat
only kosher food and avoid anything specifically prohibited in the Torah,
but the aversion of others to gentile food seems to go beyond the actual
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rules and regulations and points to a general reluctance to be associated
with gentiles and gentile practices. An extreme expression of this attitude is
found at Jub. 22:16: “Separate yourself from the gentiles and do not eat
with them and do not perform deeds like theirs and do not become associ-
ates of theirs, because their deeds are defiled and all their ways are contami-
nated …” Judith deliberately associates with a gentile, in order to kill him,
but she is punctilious about not eating his food.

12:1 his silver service: Judith will subsequently receive these silver dishes as
booty from the Israelites who loot his tent (15:11) and then dedicate them
to God (16:19).

some of his finest food: ]χοποι1ματα is found only here in the LXX and,
like Eχον, can refer to dainty dishes or delicacies.

be set out before her: The verb used here, καταστρ,ννψμι, is rare in the
LXX and has sinister overtones elsewhere in Judith, where it is used of
people laid low by hunger, thirst, and the sword (Jdt 7:14, 25; 14:4).

his wine: Wine will play a crucial part in their second banquet. While Judith
is careful to take along her own wine (10:5 with note), it should be noted
that there is no biblical law against gentile wine and we first hear of such
prohibitions in rabbinic times, e.g. m. Aboda Zara 2:3; 4:8–12. As Collins
(1993, 142–143) notes, Nehemiah, as cupbearer, must have tasted royal
wine.

12:2 I will not eat any of this: Judith is being offered unkosher food, not
forced to eat it, and unlike the martyrs Eleazar and the mother and her
seven sons (2 Macc 6:18–31; 7:1–42; 4 Macc 5:1–6:30), her tone here is not
defiant. Her words are closer to those of Esther of the Additions who states,
“Your servant has not eaten at Haman’s table, nor taken pleasure in the
royal banquets, nor drunk the wine of libations.” (Add Esth 14:17). Esther,
however, is in a less precarious situation, for she is addressing God, not ex-
plaining matters to Ahasuerus.

so that it will not be a stumbling block: Figures who reject gentile food
often term it unclean, an abomination, or pollutant; see Dan 1:8;
1 Macc 1:62–63; 2 Macc 6:19; Jos. Asen. 7:1 and cf. Gen 43:32. Here Ju-
dith is quite tactful and she bases her refusal to partake of Holophernes’
food and wine on her desire to avoid offending God. She has just invented a
lying story in which people, even starving people, who touch the wrong
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kind of food so anger God that he wishes to destroy them (Jdt 11:11–15).
Her insistence upon eating only strictly kosher food serves to confirm her
false story and demonstrate her godfearing ways: the keeping of dietary
rules is a matter of life and death. At the same time, Judith echoes a word,
σκ2νδαλον, “stumbling block” or “offense,” which has earlier been used
by Achior in his advice to Holophernes (5:20), thus reminding Holophernes
of the previous warning and reinforcing it. For a biblical counter-example
of eating at a gentile’s table, see 2 Kgs 25:29–30; compare too Esth 2:9 and
passim.

well supplied from what I have brought with me: Presumably Judith has
brought enough food for five days, the length of the moratorium an-
nounced by Uzziah, and the time frame within which she must succeed.

12:3 Holophernes asked: Holophernes’ question, which exhibits a surpris-
ing and uncharacteristic concern with others, is essentially a “feed,” allow-
ing Judith to display her powers of irony once again.

If what you have with you runs out: Since Judith has told him that the
people of Bethulia are starving, Holophernes may well assume that she has
very little food with her.

12:4 By your soul: The phrase ζ� 3 χψξ1 σοψ used here consistently trans-
lates the oath „>pn yx in the MT. Of the ten biblical instances of the oath,
three are spoken by women in encounters with powerful men: Hannah to
Eli (1 Sam 1:26), Abigail to David (1 Sam 25:26), and the woman from
Tekoa to David (2 Sam 14:19). Judith’s oath here well fits this biblical pat-
tern, but it is also part of her ironic, double-edged reply. The oath means
“as surely as your soul lives” and that is a very short-lived certainty indeed;
cf. Jdt 2:12; 11:7 (with note); 13:16.

your servant will not use up what I have with me: Judith knows that matters
must come to a head within the next five days.

before the Lord does what he has planned by my hand: Within a single sen-
tence, Judith moves from addressing Holophernes as “my lord” to the fu-
ture deeds of “the Lord,” i.e. God, and one can hardly blame Holophernes
for misunderstanding what these plans are. For the “division of labor” be-
tween God and Judith and the recurring motif of Judith’s hand, see note on
9:9.
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12:5 middle of the night … morning watch: We find three watches in the
biblical night: the “first” or beginning of the watches (Lam 2:19), from
sunset to ten o’clock; the second or “middle watch” (Judg 7:19) from ten
until two o’clock; the third, “morning watch” (Exod 14:24; 1 Sam 11:11
where the Greek $ν τ� φψλακ� τ� Ψ��ιν� is identical to our verse), from
two to sunrise. There is a puzzling gap here between the time Judith stops
sleeping, midnight, and when she actually arises, a little before the morning
watch, i.e. sometime from two o’clock to sunrise.

12:6 She sent a message to Holophernes: As Enslin (1972, 145) notes,
Judith has no hesitation in sending a message to Holophernes in the early
morning hours.

May my lord order that your servant be permitted to go out to prayer: This
request is another instance of the particular care the author takes when re-
porting direct speech. Judith uses the third person imperative with the polite
δ1 (see note on 5:3) and precise prepositions ($π5 προσεψξGν $<ελ�ε�ν). Ju-
dith has already told Holophernes of her plan to go out of the camp to pray
every night at 11:17, and the repetition here allows the author to slow the
pace of the story, building up suspense before the death scene. The request
also demonstrates how Holophernes himself is made to lend a hand in fa-
cilitating Judith’s escape.

12:7 Holophernes commanded (προσωτα<εν): It is typical of the author to
vary the verb used by Judith ($πιτα<2τ�).

went out ($<επορε&ετο) … bathed ($βαπτ�ζετο) …: In this verse and the
two following ones, the author uses imperfect verbs to describe Judith’s re-
peated actions.

bathed in the water of the spring: Is Judith purifying herself from contact
with gentiles? Or is this a case of ritual immersion before prayer, an ex-
tended form, as it were, of the handwashing commonly undertaken before
prayer in rabbinic times, if not earlier? Commentators raise both possibil-
ities and either explanation – cleansing herself from proximity to gentiles or
purification before prayer – would well suit the pious Judith. Alon (1977,
152–157 and 201–203) discusses both hypotheses, together with the rel-
evant post-biblical and rabbinical sources; see too Sanders (1990, 30 and
258–261). The first explanation nonetheless seems more likely. Judith is
punctilious in her religious observance, perhaps even overly punctilious (see
note on 8:6) and this ritual bathing after contact with non-Jews may stem
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from her own particularly strict rules of behavior. Just as Judith will touch
none of Holophernes’ food and drink, even though his wine, for instance,
may actually be permitted, because of an overall wish to distance herself
from gentiles (note on 12:1–4), she may well feel the need to cleanse herself
because of her proximity to them. We do not see Judith bathing – or even
washing her hands – before her prayer on the roof of her house (9:1). In-
stead she washes afterwards, when beautifying herself (10:3); see Büchler
(1956, 56–59). In the Hebrew medieval tales of Judith, she is said to go out
from the camp to bathe to cleanse herself after menstruation. While this ex-
cuse allows Judith to postpone Holophernes’ sexual advances, it also seems
to reflect a patriarchal worldview in which the only possible reason a
women would immerse herself in water would be because she was men-
struating and ritually impure. These medieval writers do not envision a holy
woman of God who, like her male counterparts, would use water in more
spiritual acts of purification; see further Gera (2010b) and cf. the reading
adopted by Moore “bathe herself from the uncleanness” (1985, 217), with
his note ad loc. If Judith had been menstruating, one ritual immersion
would suffice and she would not need to dip three days in a row.

in the camp: This phrase is difficult, because the spring is specifically said to
be located outside of Holophernes’ camp, on the outskirts of Bethulia (7:3,
12–13, 17). It is simplest to understand “in the camp” in the wider sense of
“the area under enemy control,” despite its more limited meaning earlier in
the verse. Some mss. do not include the phrase.

12:8 When she came out: i.e finished bathing. Judith must have submerged
herself in the spring.

she would pray to the Lord God of Israel: In chapter 9, Judith prays in the
late afternoon, when the incense is offered in the temple (9:1 with note), but
here she prays before dawn; compare Lam 2:19; Ps 119:62. For the special,
pious practice of praying just before or during sunrise in post-biblical and
rabbinic sources, see the references collected by Büchler (1956, 59) and
Grintz (1957, 158). The author is careful to note that Judith’s prayer is ad-
dressed to the true lord, the Lord God of Israel, and not the “lord” Holo-
phernes.

grandeur (�ν2στημα) of her people: Literally “grandeur of the children of
her people.” Compare 9:10 where Judith prays that God shatter the pride
(�ν2στημα) of the enemy by her hand. Some mss. read “his,” i.e. God’s
people, rather than “her” people.
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12:9 purified: It is perhaps the combination of immersion and prayer that
purifies Judith.

until she took her food towards evening: Judith eats but once a day and this
may be a continuation of her regime of fasting, where presumably she fasts
during the day and eats in the evening; see note on 8:6. Just as Daniel and
his companions look healthier on their diet of vegetables and water than the
children who eat from the king’s table (Dan 1:5–16), Judith apparently
thrives on her strict regimen and her beauty is unaffected.
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K. 12:10–13:10 Judith Kills Holophernes at a Party

Chapter 12

(10.) On the fourth day Holophernes made a drinking party for his ser-
vants alone and did not extend an invitation to any of the officers.

(11.) He said to Bagoas the eunuch, who was in charge of all of his affairs,
“Go and persuade the Hebrew woman who is in your care to come to us
and eat and drink with us.

(12.) Indeed, it would be shameful for us if we were to let go of a woman
like that and not sleep with her. For if we do not seduce her, she will laugh at
us.”

(13.) Bagoas left Holophernes’ presence and went to her, saying, “Let not
this fair maid hesitate to go to my lord to become honored in his presence,
to drink wine with us for good cheer, and to become today like one of the
Assyrian women who are attendants in the palace of Nebuchadnezzar.”

(14.) Judith replied to him, “Who am I to disobey my lord? I shall hasten to
do everything that is pleasing in his eyes and this will be a source of joy to
me until the day I die.”

(15.) She stood and dressed up in her clothing and all her feminine finery.
Her maid went ahead and spread a fleece for her on the ground opposite
Holophernes, a fleece she had received from Bagoas for her daily use, to re-
cline on while eating.

(16.) Judith came in and reclined. Holophernes’ heart was distraught be-
cause of her, his soul was shaken, and he had an overwhelming desire to
sleep with her, for he had looked for an opportunity to seduce her from the
day he saw her.

(17.) Holophernes said to her, “Drink now and be of good cheer with us.”
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(18.) Judith replied, “Indeed I will drink, my lord, for today is the greatest
day of my life since I was born.”

(19.) She took what her servant had prepared, and ate and drank opposite
him.

(20.) Holophernes was delighted by her and drank a great quantity of
wine, the like of which he had never drunk in a single day from the time he
was born.

Chapter 13

(1.) When evening came, his servants quickly departed. Bagoas closed the
tent from the outside and dismissed the attendants from his master’s presence.
They all went to their beds, exhausted because of the excessive drinking.

(2.) Judith was left alone in the tent with Holophernes, who had fallen on
his bed, since he was soused in wine.

(3.) Judith told her maid to stand outside the bedroom and to wait for her
to come out, as she did every day, since, she said, she would be going out to
her prayers. She said something similar to Bagoas too.

(4.) They all left and no one, small or great, remained in the bedroom. Ju-
dith stood near his bed and said in her heart, “Lord, God of all might, look
this hour upon the work of my hands for the exaltation of Jerusalem.

(5.) For now is the time to lay claim to your heritage and to carry out my
plan to shatter the enemies who have risen against us.”

(6.) Approaching the bed post which was near Holophernes’ head, she
withdrew his sword from it.

(7.) She came near the bed, took hold of the hair of his head, and said,
“Make me strong, Lord, God of Israel, on this very day.”

(8.) She then struck his neck twice with all her strength and cut off his head.

(9.) She rolled his body off the bed and removed the canopy from the posts.
After a short time she went out and handed Holophernes’ head to her maid.
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(10.) She put the head in her food sack. The two left together, following
their usual practice for prayer. They crossed through the camp, circled the
valley, and climbing the ascent to Bethulia, approached the city gates.

Commentary

Holophernes invites Judith to a drinking party as a prelude to seducing her
and Judith readily accepts the invitation. She then manages to kill the
drunken Holophernes as he sleeps. In the Bible there are several erotic en-
counters between men and women of different ethnic origins, but generally
it is a foreign woman who tricks and seduces an Israelite man. The Canaan-
ite Tamar tricks Judah into fathering her sons (Gen 38), Potiphar’s wife
attempts to seduce Joseph (Gen 39:7–20), and Ruth seduces Boaz (Ruth 3),
while both the Timnite woman and Delilah trick Samson (Judg 14:16–18;
16:4–20). These relationships can lead to death: Zimri dies because of his
relationship with Cozbi the Midianite woman (Num 25:1–15), Samson
commits suicide in the wake of Delilah’s betrayal (Judg 16:28–30), and
Jezebel bring about Ahab’s downfall (1 Kgs 18–21); cf. too Jael and Sisera
(Judg 4–5). Other negative foreign women are found at Judg 3:5–7 and
1 Kgs 11:1–13; see the surveys in Ashman (2008, 17–23) and Brenner
(1985, 106–122). Not all such encounters between non-Israelite women
and Israelite men end badly; the Queen of Sheba, for example, has a suc-
cessful visit with Solomon (1 Kgs 10; 2 Chr 9). There are fewer instances of
relationships between Israelite women and gentile men, but Shechem will
die after raping Dinah (Gen 34), and Haman’s exaggerated intimacy with
Esther contributes to his demise (Esth 7:8).

12:10 On the fourth day: Literally “It came to pass on the fourth day.” This
elevated phrase underscores the importance of the party, which is the set-
ting for a crucial moment, the killing of Holophernes. The party takes place
on the fourth day in order to have Judith’s deed fit precisely within the time
limit of five days. She will return home with Holophernes’ head on the
morning of the fifth day, the final day of the ultimatum.

Holophernes made a drinking party for his servants: Compare the similar
wording of Gen 40:20 where Pharaoh makes a party for all his servants on
the third day; Pharaoh’s party will end with a death as well.

his servants alone and did not extend an invitation to any of the officers:
Perhaps these servants are aides on his staff, drinking companions with
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whom he feels more comfortable than the officers, who might be rivals for
Judith’s attention; see 13:1 with note.

officers: Literally “those engaged in duties” (τ�ν πρ9« τα�« ξρε�αι«); see
1 Macc 12:45; 13:37 for similar expressions.

12:11–12 Holophernes confides in Bagoas, explaining his need to seduce
Judith in order to preserve his reputation, and asks him to summon her. Eu-
nuchs such as Bagoas are privy to their masters’ secrets in Greek sources
and advise them as well; see Section 5, 73. There are also several biblical
servants who approach women for mating and marriage: Abraham sends
his servant to find a wife for Isaac (Gen 24:1–9), while David sends servants
to fetch Abigail (1 Sam 25:40) and Bathsheba (2 Sam 11:4), but does not
confide his thoughts and wishes to them; compare David’s exchange with
his inquisitive servants at 2 Sam 12:20–23. Abraham’s servant speaks freely
to his master before setting out on his mission and there are other friendly
exchanges between masters and their servants in the Bible. Jonathan’s ser-
vant accompanies him on a dangerous mission and Jonathan talks to him
throughout, explaining their aim, plan of attack, and the possible outcome.
The anonymous arms-bearer speaks as well and expresses solidarity with
his master (1 Sam 14:1–15). Saul, too, discusses plans and possibilities with
his servant, who is quite resourceful and gives his master good advice
(1 Sam 9:1–14), as does the servant in Judges 19. While Bagoas does not
reply to Holophernes here, we will hear his voice immediately below, when
he persuades Judith to come to the party.

12:11 Bagoas the eunuch: Bagoas is the counterpart of Judith’s unnamed
maid as can be seen from this initial description (N« Oν $φεστηκP« $π5
π2ντ�ν τ�ν α�το7) which closely resembles the wording used to intro-
duce Judith’s maid (τGν $φεστ�σαν π»σιν το�« ;π2ρξοψσιν α�τ:« 8:10
with note). Bagoas, however, plays a greater part in our narrative than the
anonymous maid. He is named and speaks, unlike Judith’s maid, and he
acts as Holophernes’ confidant, while Judith does not exchange a single
word with her maidservant. In addition to being in charge of Judith, Bagoas
also guards the entrance to Holophernes’ tent (13:1; 14:13) and is the one
to discover his master’s headless body (14:14–19); see further Section 5,
72–75. A eunuch named Bagoas was an influential adviser of Artaxerxes III
Ochus in the king’s campaign against Phoenicia and Egypt and this cam-
paign included a commander named Holophernes (or Orophernes) as well,
causing scholars to suggest that these two figures underlie the Holophernes
and Bagoas of our story. However, Holophernes and Bagoas are not found
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together in Diodorus’ acount, and Bagoas is much more prominent than
Holophernes; see Diod. Sic. 16. 47. 4; 17. 5. 3; 19. 2–3; Guyot (1980,
189–190) and the discussion in Section 3, 35–36. Artaxerxes’ Bagoas was
both courageous and deceitful and he did not hesitate to assassinate most of
the royal family. Our Bagoas, who takes charge of Judith and will later be
greatly upset to discover Holophernes’ body, is a less belligerent and more
loyal figure. The Persian name Bagoas is one particularly associated with
eunuchs and we find several fictitious eunuchs named Bagoas; see Ovid Am.
2.2.1; Lucian, Eun. 47.4; Heliod., Aeth. 8.2.3. Pliny even claims (incor-
rectly) that Bagoas was “the Persian word for eunuch” (NH 13.41). The
name Bagoas (and its variants) is not, however, used exclusively of eunuchs
(Guyot 1980, 76 n. 50) and we find several variations on the name in He-
brew and Aramaic sources. Thus the name Bigvai yvgb is found at Ezra 2:2,
14; 8:14; Neh 7:7, 19; 10:17, while the 5th century B.C.E. Elephantine
papyrus no. 30 is a petition addressed to Bagohi yhvgb, the Persian governor
of Judea. This latter figure may be identical with the Βαγ,ση« mentioned
by Josephus (Ant. 11.297–301). A fragmentary Aramaic court tale from
Qumran (4Q550d) has a character named Bagoshe (y>vgb), apparently an
Aramaic variation on the Greek Βαγ,α«. It is perhaps significant that none
of the figures in these Hebrew and Aramaic sources is identified as a eu-
nuch. This suggests that the eunuch Bagoas of our story – or at least his
name – stems from Greek tales of the Persian courts, rather than Hebrew or
Aramaic ones. We do, however, find eunuchs similar to Bagoas in the Book
of Esther, the biblical book which is most influenced by the world of Persian
storytelling (Berlin 2001; Johnson 2005; see further Section 5, 59). Hegai,
Shaashgaz, and Hathach are three named eunuchs found in Esther, and
they, like our Bagoas, supervise the women of the harem and act as inter-
mediaries (Esth 2:3, 8, 14–15; 4:5–6, 9–10; see too 1:12, 15). Interestingly,
in the Alpha Esther text (2:8), Hegai becomes the eunuch Bougaios who
guards women Βοψγα�ο« C ε�νο7ξο« C φψλ2σσ�ν τ9 κορ2σιον; cf. LXX
Esth 2:8 Γαι τ9ν φ&λακα τ�ν γψναικ�ν. Haman is called Αμαν
Αμαδ2�οψ Βοψγα�ο«, apparently a mistaken version of yggXh, in LXX Esth
(3:1; 9:10; 12:6).

Go and persuade the Hebrew woman: Bagoas is instructed to persuade Ju-
dith, not just bring her, and he does, in fact, use gentle and persuasive words
at 12:13. In a similar situation at Esth 1:10–12, Ahasuerus sends seven eu-
nuchs to fetch his wife Vashti to his party, but there is no mention of per-
suasion, and she, of course, refuses.
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persuade (πε�σον δ1): δ1 often follows an imperative in Judith; see note on
5:3. The particle signifies either urgency or politeness, as does Xn (which it
often translates in the LXX). Here Holophernes seems emphatic, rather
than polite.

the Hebrew woman: See 10:12 (with note) and 14:18 for the term “He-
brew.” Judith has not introduced herself by name either to Holophernes
(11:5) or to his soldiers (10:12) and neither Holophernes nor Bagoas ever
uses her name.

to come to us and eat and drink with us: It is probably the first item which
interests Holophernes above all, but drink will be his downfall.

12:12 it would be shameful: Compare below (12:16), where we are told
that Holophernes has wanted to sleep with Judith from the first moment he
saw her. Ironically, Holophernes’ desire to seduce Judith in order to avoid
shame and ridicule will bring even greater shame upon him, his death at
Judith’s hands. Here Holophernes reminds us of two other men who try,
unsuccessfully, to avoid becoming objects of derision in the wake of their
encounters with women. When Judah cannot find Tamar (whom he thinks
a prostitute) in order to pay her, he tells his friend to stop looking lest they
become an object of laughter μ1ποτε καταγελασ��μεν (Gen 38:23; com-
pare καταγελ2σεται 3μ�ν of our verse). Judah does not realize that he
will be placed in an even more ridiculous position when he wishes to have
Tamar burned as a punishment for bearing his own child. Abimelech is a
second figure who is afraid that a woman will cause him to be ridiculed.
When a woman of Thebez mortally wounds him with a millstone, he asks
that his arms-bearer kill him, for he does not want to be described as some-
one who has died at the hands of a woman. The servant does so, but
nonetheless the story of his death by the woman is the tale that circulates
(Judg 9:53–54; 2 Sam 11:21). Ahasuerus, too, is in danger of being shamed
by a woman, his wife Vashti who refuses to appear when he summons her
to his party (Esth 1:10–18), but due to the intervention of his advisers he
suffers no further humiliation.

us … we … us: Note Holophernes’ use of pluralis maiestatis.

if we were to let go … if we do not seduce her: Holophernes’ syntax here is
varied, with two different kinds of Greek future conditions. The first is a
more vivid future condition, ε= with the future indicative παρ1σομεν, the
single such instance in Judith, and the second is the more regular form of fu-
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ture conditions, $�ν with the subjective μG $πισπασ,με�α, one of thirteen
such conditions in Judith. This is a subtle distinction in Greek which cannot
be reproduced in Hebrew. The verb $πισπ2� is used both of physically
drawing and dragging as well as enticing or alluring. Here Holophernes
is speaking of his intention to persuade and seduce Judith, not rape her.
$πισπ2� is used to translate a single verse of the MT, in another failed se-
duction scene, when Potiphar’s wife says “Sleep with me” and catches hold
of Joseph’s clothing ($πεσπ2σατο α�τ9ν τ�ν 4ματ��ν vdgbb vh>pttv
Gen 39:12).

a woman like that: Compare the reaction of the Assyrian soldiers to women
such as Judith (10:19). They see her extraordinary beauty as a different sort
of challenge to be overcome, an indication of the intelligence and ability of
the male Israelites.

and not sleep with her: Holophernes uses the verb Cμιλω�, “to associate
with, to have intercourse with” and presumably he does not mince words
with his servant Bagoas. See LXX Prov 5:19; Dan 13:37, 57, 58 (the Sus-
anna story) for Cμιλω� in a similar sexual context. Compare too Jdt 12:16
(with note), where the narrator uses σψγγ�γνομαι, a verb with a very simi-
lar range of meanings, to describe Holophernes’ great eagerness to sleep
with Judith.

she will laugh at us: Judith is in all likelihood the subject of the verb κατα-
γελ2σεται here; both active and deponent future forms of the verb γελ2�
are found in the LXX. Holophernes, who thoroughly misunderstands
Judith and her motives, thinks that a woman as attractive as her expects to
be seduced. Compare Vg. Jdt 12:11 where the narrator remarks that it is
shameful for the Assyrians if a woman mocks (inrideat) a man by managing
to escape from him unmolested.

12:13–14 Bagoas invites Judith, gently and politely, to join the ranks of
Assyrian mistresses and she readily agrees, once again displaying her dex-
terity in using ambivalent and duplicitous language. Biblical women are
often removed from their surroundings and taken to join men, with no
mention of their wishes or desires. Both Rebecca (Gen 24:58) and Abigail
(1 Sam 25:39–42) express their consent when they are summoned by ser-
vants to marry a man, but other biblical women are simply taken away,
often as mistresses. Thus we hear nothing of the reaction of Sarah
(Gen 12:15; 20:2), Bathsheba (2 Sam 11:4), or Esther (Esth 2:8, 16) when
they are made to join strange men, while Amnon’s sister, Tamar, is brought
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to him under false pretenses (2 Sam 13:1–11). Here Judith is asked for – and
gives – her consent.

12:13 Let not this fair maid hesitate: Bagoas uses the polite third person
when speaking to Judith, and addresses her as παιδ�σκη, a word which can
mean “young woman” or “maidservant.” Judith has twice used the word
παιδ�σκη of herself when speaking to Holophernes (11:5–6), presenting
herself as a humble servant, and the narrator has used the term of Judith’s
maid (10:10). Bagoas is perhaps being subtle, complimenting Judith on her
youth, but reminding her at the same time of her dubious status in the As-
syrian camp; see Moore (1985, 224).

to become honored: Bagoas uses euphemistic and tactful language: it is an
honor to sleep with Holophernes.

to drink wine with us for good cheer: The Greek syntax is difficult: the fu-
ture indicative π�εσαι is sandwiched between two infinitives (δο<ασ�:ναι,
γενη�:ναι) which depend on μG ]κνησ2τ�. There are variant readings
which change π�εσαι to the infinitive πιε�ν or the infinitive γενη�:ναι to a
second person future indicative, but the overall meaning is clear; see Enslin
(1972, 148–149). Drinking, being with Holophernes, and enjoying good
cheer all recur in Holophernes’ invitation to Judith immediately below
(12:17; see too 12:20).

one of the Assyrian women: Literally “one daughter of the sons of Assyria,”
a strained expression even by the standards of our author, who is particu-
larly fond of using “sons of” (and presumably “daughters of”) to describe
ethnic groups; see Section 6, 81. Bagoas is apparently referring to Nebu-
chadnezzar’s concubines who reside in the royal palace and is hinting that
Judith could acquire a more permanent role as Holophernes’ mistress. See
Davidovich (2007, 44–60) for a survey of the place allotted to secondary
wives and concubines in royal households in the ancient Near East and
Egypt. Such royal concubines could become chief wives.

12:14 An identical situation found in the Greek novel Chaereas and Calli-
rhoe by Chariton (6.5.8–10), underlines the difference between the style
used in a Greek novel and that of Judith. In this novel, generally dated to the
late first century C.E., i.e. after Judith, the eunuch Artaxates, the Persian
king’s most trusted adviser, tries to persuade the chaste Greek heroine Cal-
lirhoe to sleep with the king. “Callirhoe’s first impulse,” the narrator tells
us, “was to dig her nails into the eyes of this would-be pimp and tear his
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eyes out, but being a well-brought up and sensible woman, she quickly re-
membered where she was, who she was (κα5 τ�« $στιν α�τ1), and who it
was who was talking to her. She controlled her anger and from that point
spoke ironically (κατειρ�νε&σατο) to the barbarian. ‘Oh,’ she said, ‘I hope
I am not so deranged as to think myself fit for a king … You are intelligent
enough to realize that your humane king doesn’t love me; he pities me.’”
Both Callirhoe and Judith are experts in the use of ironic and manipulative
language. Judith is presumably no less appalled by the eunuch’s suggestion
than Callirhoe, but our author does not reveal her inner turmoil and
thoughts and, in biblical fashion, allows her words to speak for themselves
and characterize her.

Who am I to disobey (�ντερο7σα) my lord?: Judith is no less ironic with
Bagoas than she has been with Holophernes. She will not, of course, dis-
obey her lord, God, and she may well take Bagoas’ invitation as a sign from
heaven that the time to act has come, a sign to which she quickly and hap-
pily responds. In LXX Esth 1:17 the identical verb (�ντε�πεν) is used to
describe Vashti’s defiance of Ahasuerus; Judith does not turn down an invi-
tation to a party. For the rhetorical question “Who am I?,” compare
Holophernes’ angry question to Achior “Who are you?” (6:2 with note).

is pleasing in his eyes: This is the fourth variation in our text on the MT
phrase ynyib bvuk; see note on 3:2. For doing what is good in one’s eyes in a
(frightening) sexual context, see Gen 19:8; Judg 19:24.

this will be a source of joy to me until the day I die: In the Bible it is usually
punishments which are said to last until the day of one’s death and the
phrase has negative associations; see 1 Sam 15:35; 2 Sam 6:23; 20:3;
2 Kgs 15:5; Jer 52:11; 2 Chr 26:21. Here, Judith expects to be joyful until
she dies and indeed, it is very likely that the assassination of Holophernes
was a source of joy for her until she died. At the same time the dark over-
tones of the phrase foreshadow Holophernes’ imminent death.

12:15–13:9 Holophernes’ drinking party will prove fatal for him and it
should be remembered that festivities are not always happy occasions in the
Bible; we can well understand why Job is concerned about his children’s be-
havior at parties (Job 1:4–5). Isaac’s weaning party is followed (in the very
next verses of the text) by the expulsion of Ishmael (Gen 21:8–10), Jacob’s
wedding banquet is the prelude to him being given Leah rather than Rachel
as a wife (Gen 29:22–23), and Pharaoh hangs his baker (and saves his cup-
bearer) at his birthday party (Gen 40:20–22). Samson’s wedding party is the
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occasion of his wife’s betrayal and leads to the death of thirty Philistines
(Judg 14:10–19), while Nabal’s feast is followed by his paralysis and death
(1 Sam 25:36–38). Ahasuerus is angered and shamed by the refusal of
Vashti to attend his party (Esth 1:10–12), and Esther’s two parties bring
about the demise of Haman (Esth 5:1–9; 7:1–10). Jael and Abigail are two
other biblical women who use hospitality, food, and drink in order to bring
about the death of a man, if not in the context of a drinking party. Abigail’s
civil words and generous provision of food to David seem to lead indirectly
to the death of her husband Nabal at his party (1 Sam 25), and Jael’s
invitation to Sisera and the drink she gives him allow her to kill him
(Judg 4:17–22; 5:24–27). Jael, Abigail, and Esther take the initiative in pro-
viding hospitality for their male guests, but here it is Holophernes who in-
vites Judith to a drinking party. He nonetheless will die as well. As Di Lella
(1995, 46) notes, Holophernes would have done well to heed Ben Sira’s
warning (Sir 9:8–9) to keep away from a beautiful (married) woman and
avoid drinking wine with her, lest his soul succumb to her and disaster fol-
low; see too Bach (1997, 183–209). Biblical men who drink to excess are at
the very least disgraced and often, as here, are killed while in their cups; see
Daube (2003, 501–512) and note on 12:20. Fatal feasts are also found in
the wider Oriental and Greek context; see, e.g. Bowie (2003). Herodotus,
for instance, tells of a series of Persian, Median, Egyptian and Greek ban-
quets which involve deaths of individuals or groups of people; see Hdt.
1.73, 118–119; 2.100, 107; 3.32 and compare 3.121 and 9.108–113. Sev-
eral of these Herodotean feasts (1.106, 211; 5.18–20) involve the stratagem
found here of first having the victim become drunk. Women are also the key
figures in some of the banquets described by Herodotus (2.100; 5.18–20;
9.108–113), and these women use the feasts in order to gain their deadly
objectives.

12:15 She stood: Did Judith speak to Bagoas while reclining on her fleece?

her clothing and all her feminine finery: For a detailed description of
Judith’s various adornments, see 10:3–4 and compare 16:7–9; the author
sees no need to linger here over her finery. In Pseudo-Philo, Jael, who is de-
scribed as an exceptionally beautiful woman, is said to adorn herself in
similar fashion when she goes out to meet Sisera (L.A.B. 31:3).

Her maid went: Just as Bagoas goes as Holophernes’ emissary to Judith’s
quarters, his counterpart, Judith’s maid, goes in parallel fashion into Ho-
lophernes’ tent and paves the way for Judith’s entrance.
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spread a fleece for her on the ground opposite Holophernes: The author
lingers on this fleece, slowing the pace of the narrative and setting the scene
for Holophernes’ demise. The fleece itself serves a variety of functions.The
use of carpets and rugs on the ground points to Oriental luxury – see, e.g.
Xen. Cyr. 5. 2. 15; Hell. 4. 1. 30. It is interesting to compare the testimony
of Heracleides of Cumae, writing at about the time of Alexander the Great,
on the dining practices of the Persian king (FGrH 689 F2 = Athen.
4.145b-146a). The king dines in one room, with his guests in another. After
dinner, a eunuch summons the guests to drink, but the king receives differ-
ent wine. The guests sit on the floor, while the king sits on a couch with
golden legs. Here, Holophernes apparently sits on the ground and the men-
tion of Judith reclining on the rug opposite Holophernes has erotic associ-
ations. We are reminded of Jael covering Sisera with a blanket or mantle
(the usual translation of the unique word hkym> found at Judg 4:18) and of
Haman falling upon the couch where Esther was reclining (Esth 7:8); see
too Prov 7:16–18 and see further Zakovitch (1981, esp. 370–371). At the
same time, we are told that that Judith has used this fleece on her own for
four days, for eating her separate and kosher meals, so that the fleece seems
to point to her purity and chastity; see, e.g. Enslin (1972, 149). Finally,
there may be a hint of Gideon’s fleece as well (Judg 6:37–40), the fleece he
uses in order to test God and receive two divine signs of encouragement.

12:16 Judith came in and reclined: Judith makes an entrance after the stage
has been set, and the narrator has us focus on her as she reclines on the
fleece on the floor, in a suggestive position. While reclining on a rug, rather
than sitting at the table, may have been the normal position for eating at the
time of Judith’s writing – see Moore (1985, 224–225) and Grintz (1957,
161) – this depiction of Judith lying on a rug also has a sexual tinge, as can
be seen from Holophernes’ immediate and intense reaction.

Holophernes’ heart … soul … overwhelming desire: We are given a glimpse
into the tumultuous feelings of the passionate Holophernes, but not a hint as
to what Judith is thinking, feeling, or planning. Virtually all of the men who
encounter Judith, Israelites and foreigners alike, are impressed by Judith’s
beauty (10:7, 14, 19, 23), but here Holophernes is said to be absolutely be-
side himself. Compare the effect Tamar has at first on her half-brother
Amnon who becomes ill with passion (2 Sam 13:2), and that of Susanna on
the elders who are overwhelmed by desire for her beauty (LXX1 and LXX2
Dan 13:56). See too the power the courtesan Apame is said to have over
King Darius in 1 Esdras (4:28–31) and compare the description in Plutarch
(Demetrius 38) of the symptoms of the love-sick Antiochus when he sees his
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stepmother Stratonice. In a reversal of our scene, it is the splendid and
frightening Ahasuerus who arouses a strong physical reaction in Esther of
the Additions (15:1–15). While the figure of Holophernes clearly owes
something to Sisera of Judges 4–5 (see Section 4, 48), Holophernes, in turn,
influenced later depictions of Sisera. Thus in pseudo-Philo, Sisera is no less
passionate about Jael than Holophernes is about Judith; this is not true of
the biblical Sisera. In L.A.B. we first hear of Sisera’s wish to take beautiful
women as concubines (31:1) and then of his desire to take Jael as his wife
(31:3), but, instead, he dies like a woman, at the hands of a woman (31:7).

he had an overwhelming desire to sleep with her (κα5 Oν κατεπ��ψμο«
σφ+δρα το7 σψγγενωσ�αι μετ *  α�τ:«): κατεπ��ψμο« is found only here in
Greek literature, and the prefix κατ2 is used as an intensifying adverb. The
verb σψγγ�γνομαι is quite rare in the LXX and is always used in a sexual
context; see Gen 19:5; 39:10 and the longer version of the Susanna story
which has language similar to our verse (xσξ&νοντο �ναγγε�λαι τGν
$πι�ψμ�αν α�τ�ν Aτι s�ελον σψγγενωσ�αι α�τ� LXX2 Dan 13:11; cf.
13:39). A few biblical men are portrayed as being motivated by love, rather
than sexual passion, and at times these men are willing to pay a heavy price
for the women they love. Jacob loves Rachel and works an extra seven years
for her (Gen 29:18–30), Samson loves Delilah and reveals to her the source
of his strength (Judg 16:4–17), Ahasuerus loves Esther and makes her his
queen (Esth 2:17), and Shechem, who falls in love with Dinah after raping
her, is willing to be circumcised and pay a great bridal price in order to
marry her (Gen 34:1–24); see too 2 Chr 11:21–22.

he had looked for an opportunity to seduce (�πατ:σαι) her: See 12:12 for
a different explanation of Holophernes’ desire to seduce Judith. Up to this
point, it has been Judith who has planned to use seduction and deceit
(�πατ2� and �π2τη) in her encounter with Holophernes (9:13; 10:4; see
too 13:16; 16:8), and her powers prove greater than his. Holophernes is de-
ceiving himself when he thinks that he will be able to beguile and ensnare
Judith.

12:17 be of good cheer with us: Literally “be with us (γεν1�ητι με�’ 3μ�ν)
for good cheer,” an implicit sexual invitation. Holophernes is not particu-
larly subtle in his seduction methods. Moore (1985, 225) notes that the two
elders issue virtually an identical invitation to Susanna (LXX2 Dan 13:20
κα5 γενο7 με� *  3μ�ν; see too Tob 3:8). Drink and merriment recur in these
verses; see 12:13 and 12:20.
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12:18 Indeed I will drink (π�ομαι δ1): Judith echoes Holophernes’ words
π�ε δ1, particle and all, but here δ1 is used as an emphatic particle, rather
than as an accompaniment to an imperative; see 5:3 (with note) and cf.
5:24.

today is the greatest day of my life: Once again Judith uses duplicitous lan-
guage, and Holophernes certainly cannot be expected to understand that it
is the prospect of killing him, not sleeping with him, which makes the day
great.

12:19 what her servant had prepared: The author again notes that Judith
eats only what her maid has prepared for her. Judith has presciently brought
along a supply of wine (10:5), but her separate food and wine point to the
barrier she is careful to maintain between Holophernes and herself, a bar-
rier that will not be bridged; see note on 12:1–4.

12:20 Holophernes was delighted by her and drank a great quantity of
wine: The verb delighted (η�φρ2ν�η) picks up the mention of good cheer
(ε�φροσ&νη) at 12:13 and 17; drinking wine is mentioned in all three verses
as well. The combination of good cheer and wine can lead to dangerous
situations in the Bible: Nabal and Amnon die after their hearts are merry
with wine (1 Sam 25:36; 2 Sam 13:28–29), Boaz is seduced after happily
drinking (Ruth 3:7), and Ahasuerus is humiliated by Vashti (Esth 1:10).
More generally, drunkenness – with no mention of merriment – can lead to
disaster and death. Noah and Lot are sexually shamed (Gen 9:20–24;
19:30–38), the drunken king of Aram, Ben-hadad, has his army defeated
(1 Kgs 20:16–20), the king Elah is murdered by Zimri while in his cups
(1 Kgs 16:8–10), and Belshazzar dies because of his impious behavior while
drinking (Dan 5). See further Daube (2003, 501–512), who notes that in
some dozen cases of drunkenness in the Bible, it is the drinker who suffers
or else narrowly escapes serious hurt, rather than behaving violently to-
wards others.

from the time he was born: In the last few verses mention has been made of
the end of Judith’s days (12:14; see too 12:13), the day of her birth (12:18),
and the day of Holophernes’ birth (12:20). All these days lead up to the cru-
cial day, the day of Holophernes’ death.

13:1–9 The story of Judith reaches its dramatic climax with the killing of Ho-
lophernes and the author narrates this section of his story carefully, in fairly
fluent Greek. Several verses do not begin in the standard form of κα� fol-
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lowed immediately by an aorist verb, but open with subordinate clauses or
with δω as a connective. γ2ρ is used in the first three consecutive verses as
well and this is rare in the narrative sections of our text (as opposed to pas-
sages of direct speech). There is also a play of simple and complex forms of
verbs (13:1 with note) and an unusual indirect speech construction (13:3
with note). This section also has relatively few variants in the mss.; see
Moore (1985, 229). The account of Holophernes’ assassination is strongly
influenced by the twice-told tale of the killing of Sisera by Jael (Judg 4:15–22;
5:24–27), and the part played here by Judith is plainly a variation on the role
of Jael in Judges. Both women kill the chief army commander while he is
sleeping, after he has drunk wine or milk, and they attack the enemy’s head
by using weapons that just happen to be at hand; see Section 4, 48–49. While
Judith’s deed is plainly based on that of the biblical Jael, our book influenced,
in turn, later depictions of Jael, most notably her portrayal in L.A.B. (31),
where she is transformed into a beautiful, pious and deliberately seductive
figure; see notes on 12:15; 13:2, 7. In similar fashion, Holophernes seems to
have influenced the portrayal of Sisera in L.A.B.; see note on 12:16.

13:1 his servants quickly departed, Bagoas … dismissed the attendants:
Compare 12:10 (with note) where we are told that Holophernes has invited
his servants to the party, but not any officials. These “servants,” probably
members of his staff, are clearly distinguished from the attendants whom
Bagoas dismisses, attendants who presumably serve the food, pour the
wine, etc. Bagoas, the chief eunuch, supervises the proceedings.

departed … closed … dismissed: Two of these three verbs in Greek are vari-
ations on the same simplex form whether we read �ναλ&ειν, σψνωκλεισεν,
and �πωλψσεν as in Hanhart’s text or accept the alternate reading �να-
λ&ειν, σψνωκλεισεν, and �πωκλεισεν found in several mss. This wordplay
cannot be reproduced in Hebrew. For such dismissal of attendants, com-
pare Joseph revealing his identity to his brothers (Gen 45:1) and Amnon
just before he rapes Tamar (2 Sam 13:9).

Bagoas closed the tent: In the Bible there are several scenes where a room,
often an inner room or bedroom, is the setting for deceit, seduction, and
betrayal, while closed doors are even more ominous and point to sexual
violence and murder. Joseph cries over his brothers in an inner room
(Gen 43:30), Bathsheba pays a scheming visit to the aging David in his bed-
room (1 Kgs 1:15), Elisha is supposedly privy to the secrets in the king of
Aram’s bedroom (2 Kgs 6:12), and baby Joash and his nurse hide from the
murderous Athaliah in a bedroom (2 Kgs 11:2; 2 Chr 22:11). Samson is not
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allowed into his first wife’s room and his vulnerable spot is discovered by
Delilah in their bedroom (Judg 15:1; 16:6–20), Ish-Boshet is killed and be-
headed while asleep in his bedroom (2 Sam 4:7), and Elisha hides behind a
closed door when a messenger is sent to kill him (2 Kgs 6:31–32). Lot’s
guests are nearly raped by the people of Sodom who try unsuccessfully to
break down closed doors (Gen 19:4–11), the concubine of Gibeah is actually
raped while her Levite husband hides behind closed doors (Judg 19:22–27),
and Amnon sends Tamar away and locks his door after raping her in the
privacy of his room (2 Sam 13:9–18). In two passages particularly close to
our own, Ehud kills King Eglon in the privacy of an inner room and then
closes the doors behind him (Judg 3:15–26), while Jael murders Sisera in a
tent (Judg 4:15–22; 5:24–27). Readers of Judith may think at first that the
closed tent here will lead to rape or seduction (and surely Bagoas closes the
doors in order to allow such a sexual encounter to take place), but in fact
Holophernes’ closed tent will come to resemble the closed room of the as-
sassinated King Eglon and Jael’s tent with the dead Sisera sprawled on the
ground. For more positive deeds behind closed doors, see 2 Kgs 4:4–5, 33.

13:2 Judith was left alone in the tent with Holophernes: It is clear from the
previous verse that only Judith remains behind with Holophernes, but the
narrator wishes to stress this fact, hinting strongly that sexual relations will
take place. When a biblical man and woman who are not married are alone
together, these encounters are generally erotic and often have harsh conse-
quences. Lot’s daughters sleep with their father when they think they are
alone in the world with him (Gen 19:30–36), Potiphar’s wife tries to seduce
Joseph when they are alone (Gen 39:7–19), Amnon rapes Tamar in the soli-
tude of his bedroom (2 Sam 13:9–14), and Haman will be accused of trying
to seduce Esther when the two of them are alone (Esth 7:7–8); see too
Prov 7:7–27; Gen 34:1–2. At the same time, a woman alone with a sleeping
general in a tent cannot but recall Jael and Sisera.

Holophernes, who had fallen on his bed: The prostrate Holophernes re-
minds us of several figures, beginning with Manasseh, Judith’s husband,
who falls on his bed (�πεσεν $π5 τGν κλ�νην α�το7 8:3; compare προ-
πεπτ�κP« $π5 τGν κλ�νην α�το7 here) when suffering heat stroke and
then dies; see 8:3 and 13:7 with notes. Haman falls on Esther’s bed, bring-
ing about his own downfall ($πιπεπτ,κει $π5 τGν κλ�νην LXX Esth 7:8),
and in 1 Macc (1:5; 6:8) the two rulers, Alexander and Antiochus IV, fall
to their beds in the knowledge that their end is near and then actually
die. Compare too Sisera who is described as falling between Jael’s legs
(Judg 5:27) and fallen dead (Judg 4:22).
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he was soused in wine: (Oν γ�ρ περικεξψμωνο« α�τ� C ο>νο«): Compare
Jonah 2:6 περιεξ&�η Hδ�ρ μοι for the wording here and see note on 12:20
on drunken figures in the Bible. While we have been told that it is Holo-
phernes himself who has drunk so much wine (12:20), we may well imagine
that Judith has encouraged him to drink up. In Pseudo-Philo, there are two
variations on this scene of a woman dealing with a man made powerless by
drink: Delilah gets Samson drunk before cutting off his hair (L.A.B. 43:6;
cf. Judg 16:19), and Jael mixes wine with the milk she gives Sisera (L.A.B.
31:6; cf. the milk and curds of Judg 4:19 and 5:25). The blend of wine and
milk which Jael gives to Sisera in L.A.B. well-symbolizes her portrayal in
the work, for she blends features of the biblical Jael with those of Judith.
In L.A.B. Jael is said to be beautiful and she adorns herself before going out
to greet Sisera and entice him to a bed scattered with roses (L.A.B. 31:3;
see note on 13:7 and Burnette-Bletsch 1998). In later Jewish tradition, the
situation is reversed and Judith is said to feed Holophernes milk or cheese,
apparently under the influence of the biblical Jael’s tale; see 10:5 with note.
The Strange Woman of Proverbs 9 uses bread and water: she seduces men
with stolen water and secret bread, and brings about their death
(Prov 9:16–18); see further Ashman (2008, 117–121).

13:3 Judith takes the initiative again and begins to put her plan in action.

Judith told her maid to stand outside the bedroom and to wait for her to
come out: Our text makes it plain that Judith’s maid is not present at the ac-
tual killing of Holophernes and we next encounter her at 13:9, when Judith
hands her Holophernes’ head after leaving the tent. Nonetheless, the maid
is present in countless paintings of this death scene and sometimes helps
Judith with the actual killing. In some paintings, the maid is young and vir-
tually indistinguishable from her mistress Judith, acting as her accomplice
and double, as it were, but in other representations she does not resemble
Judith in the least. Our text gives us no clue as to the maid’s age or appear-
ance. From the fifteenth century onwards, painters who portray the pair
often make the maid older, uglier, and darker than Judith, perhaps using the
servant as a reflection of the complexities and darker side of Judith’s act; see
Garrard (1989, 298–299); Wills (1999, 1147–1148). Judith does not tell
her servant of her plans here nor does she ask for her help or support. An in-
teresting contrast to their relationship is found at 1 Sam 14:1–15, where
Jonathan’s arms-bearer accompanies his master on a dangerous mission
which is explained to him. The servant expresses his solidarity and support
of the plan, and joins in the killing of the enemy. Judith is more independent
and secretive than Jonathan and accomplishes her deed singlehandedly. In-
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deed, she treats her maid just as she does Holophernes’ servant, Bagoas,
telling them both a similar, partially true tale about her intention to go out
as usual in the early morning hours, and assigning the two an identical role
on the sidelines. Judith’s instruction to her maid to stand and guard outside
the tent is reminiscent of Sisera’s instructions to Jael at Judges 4:20 to stand
at the tent opening and deny that anyone is inside. Sisera asks Jael to lie
(although ironically his words will shortly become true and there will be no
live person inside the tent), while Judith, an expert in ambiguous and de-
ceptive speech, does not actually lie to her maid and to Bagoas, but simply
allows them to think that she will be sleeping with Holophernes. Many
commentators (e.g. Enslin, Moore, and Grintz) take the aorist verbs de-
scribing Judith’s words to the two servants, ε>πεν and $λ2λησεν, as equiv-
alent to pluperfects, i.e. Judith had said these things before going to the
party, but there is no reason to assume that she is not addressing them as the
other partygoers leave and Holophernes lies asleep.

as she did every day: i.e. during the past three days. Having Judith stay in
the camp for four days before killing Holophernes both heightens the sus-
pense and tension for the reader and serves the inner workings of the plot,
allowing Judith to establish a routine of leaving the camp to which Bagoas
and the Assyrians will have become accustomed.

since, she said, she would be going out ($<ελε&σεσ�αι γ�ρ �φη): The Greek
construction of nominative with infinitive used here to report indirect
speech does not reflect Hebrew syntax and is worth noting; see Section 6,
85. The verb �φη is found only here in our text, while the two other verbs
in our verse which mean “she said,” ε>πεν and $λ2λησεν, are both quite fre-
quent in Judith.

13:4–9 Unlike the assassination of Sisera by Jael, where the killing comes as
something of a surprise, and the precise method used is not altogether clear,
Judith’s act of killing here is quite straightforward. The scene interweaves
Judith’s prayers and deeds, and Judith resembles the people described in
Psalm 149 who wreak vengeance upon the nations, praising God with their
voices while holding swords in their hands (Ps 149:6–7; see Craven 1983,
114). Judith begins by supplicating God for help, and then approaches
Holophernes’ bed, picks up his dagger, and prays briefly for a second time,
asking for the actual physical strength needed to put Holophernes to death.
Only then does she strike Holophernes twice and cut off his head. This
combination of prayer and murder is quite notable. Judith is a particularly
prayerful heroine and her prayers reflect both biblical and post-biblical
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conventions. She has prayed at length before setting out on her journey (ch.
9) and will sing a substantial victory song as well, once her mission is ac-
complished (16:1–17). She also prays nightly in the Assyrian camp (12:8)
and will utter a brief prayer of thanksgiving once she returns to Bethulia
with Holophernes’ head (13:14). The longer and more formal prayers of
chapters 9 and 16 are preceded by detailed preparations, but these two
brief prose prayers are urgent and extemperaneous; presumably, Judith’s
prayers of the past few nights at the spring have been of a different sort
as well. Prayers by Judith just as she is about to assassinate the drunken
Holophernes may seem out of place (thus Craven 1983, 115–116, who
finds them satirical), but her brief petitions are reminiscent of many ad
hoc prayers in the Bible, prayers that also arise in stressful circumstances.
Jacob, for example, prays before a possibly fatal encounter with Esau
(Gen 32:10–13), Moses prays with great brevity that Miriam be restored to
health (Num 12:13), Joshua prays after the Israelites are killed by the
people of Ai (Josh 7:6–9), Samson utters two brief prayers when faced with
difficulties (Judg 15:18; 16:28), Elijah prays when reviving the widow’s son
(1 Kgs 17:20–21), and Jonah’s fellow sailors pray during the storm
(Jonah 1:14). Judith’s first prayer here well fits the biblical pattern of ad-
dress, petition and motivation (Greenberg 1983, 11, 17–18), while her sec-
ond one, which is even more urgent, is simply a brief address and petition.

13:4 They all left : The Greek has $κ προσ,ποψ, “his (or perhaps her) pres-
ence.”

small or great: Literally “from small to big” (�π9 μικρο7 B�« μεγ2λοψ),
a Hebraicism lvdg div ]uqm used again, more appropriately at 13:13.

stood near his bed: Compare Jael who covers Sisera, who apparently lies on
a bed (Judg 4:18).

said in her heart (ε>πεν $ν τ� καρδ�� α�τ:«): In the Bible such speaking
in or to one’s heart is often used of the secret thoughts and inner reasoning
of various figures, including God himself; see Gen 8:21; 17:17; 27:41;
1 Sam 27:1; 1 Kgs 12:26; Isa 47:10; Ps 10:6, 11, 13; Eccl 1:16; 2:1,15;
Esth 6:6, etc. Here the expression refers to silent prayer and Judith reminds
us of Hannah who prays silently in her heart (hbl li trbdm; LXX $λ2λει
$ν τ� καρδ�� α�τ:« 1 Sam 1:13; compare Gen 24:45). It is typical of the
more vulnerable Judith of the Vulgate that she is said to cry; her lips also
move silently as in the depiction of Hannah (Vg. Jdt 13:6). Susanna also
prays tearfully to herself, when falsely accused by the elders, and we are
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told that God heard her prayers (LXX1 Dan 13:35–35a); our narrator gives
us no sign that Judith’s appeal has been heard.

God of all might (�ε9« π2ση« δψν2με�«): The phrase is found only here
and at 9:14 in the LXX. For the expression (κ&ριε/ κ&ριο«) C �ε9« τ�ν δψν-
2με�ν which sometimes translates tvXbj yhvlX, see LXX 1 Kgs 17:1;
2 Kgs 19:20; Isa 42:13; Ps 58:6; 79:8, etc. Judith apparently emphasizes
God’s power and might because she herself will shortly have need of physi-
cal strength (and will request from God such might in her second prayer).

the work of my hands: Here Judith means it literally: she will kill Holo-
phernes with sword in hand.

exaltation of Jerusalem: See 10:8 and 15:9 (with note).

13:5 For now is the time to lay claim to your heritage: Judith persuades or
motivates God as it were, pointing to the benefit to be gained from a dead
Holophernes, the recovery of the land of Israel, God’s land, for the Israe-
lites. This is the third time that Judith mentions God’s heritage (κληρονομ�α
8:22 and 9:12; see Voitila 2011, 382–384 on this term in our book) and she
shares this concern with two biblical women. The wise woman of Abel
Beth-Maacah, is equally protective of God’s heritage (hlxn) and arranges to
have her city saved by having the head of a villain, Sheba son of Bichri, cut
off (2 Sam 20:15–22; see esp. 19). The wise woman of Tekoa, coached
by Joab, reconciles David with Absalom whom he is cutting off from
God’s heritage (2 Sam 14:1–20, esp. 16). Camp (1981) discusses these two
incisive, faithful, and authoritative “mothers in Israel” of 2 Samuel. Judith
greatly resembles them both; see note on 8:29.

carry out my plan: We, the readers, have never been told of Judith’s precise
plan of action when she goes over to the Assyrian camp, and it is perhaps
only now that she has, in fact, formulated a specific plan, i.e. to take advan-
tage of Holophernes’ inebriated state and kill him.

your … my … us …: Judith virtually sets herself up as God’s partner or ac-
complice, not just his agent.

to shatter (ε=« �ρα7σμα): Crushing or shattering the enemy is a recurring
motif of the work; Judith’s prayer here echoes her earlier one at 9:10 where
she asks that the enemy’s pride be shattered (�ρα7σον) by the hand of a fe-
male; see too notes on 7:9 and 13:14.
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13:6 she withdrew his sword: While our author does not show God re-
sponding to Judith’s prayer in any way, perhaps we are meant to understand
that the divine response consists of having Holophernes’ sword so readily
available to her. The word used here for sword, �κιν2κη«, is of Persian ori-
gin and refers to a short, straight sword known already to fifth century
Greeks as a Persian word and weapon (Hdt. 7.54.2; see Miller 1997,
46–48, 105). The word is found only here and at 16:9 in the Septuagint and
is part of our work’s Persian decor; cf. Josephus Ant. 20.186. It is, of course,
ironic that Holophernes will die by his own sword, and his death by his
own weapon is a measure-for-measure punishment; see, e.g. Ps 37:14–15;
7:13–17. There are two stages to the killing. Judith comes armed only with
her good looks, which, in essence, cause Holophernes to fall into a stupor,
and she then uses Holophernes’ own sword to destroy him, reminding us of
David in his duel with Goliath. David has a slingshot of his own which he
uses to knock Goliath down, but he then uses the Philistine’s own sword to
cut off his head (1 Sam 17:49–51; see too 1 Sam 21:9–10 and LXX Ps 151:7;
compare 2 Sam 23:21 and 1 Chr 11:23). Holophernes’ sword is a masculine
weapon, and it is perhaps significant that the two biblical women who are
shown actually killing men use more everyday instruments. The woman of
Thebez fatally wounds Abimelech with a millstone (Judg 9:53; 2 Sam 11:21),
while Jael uses a tent peg to kill Sisera (Judg 4:21; 5:26). The rabbis praise
Jael for using a peg to kill Sisera rather than a masculine weapon, because
she respects the biblical prohibition of Deut 22:5: “A woman shall not wear
a man’s equipment” (h>X li rbg ylk hyhy Xl) where the word ylk is taken
to mean not just clothing but weapons, ]yz ylk, as well. See the addition to
Targum Jonathan on Judg 5:26; b. Naz. 59a with Rashi ad loc.; Bamberger
(1980).

13:7 took hold ($δρ2<ατο) of the hair of his head: This echo of Manasseh’s
death as described at 8:3 is curious: in both cases we find a head, a bed, and
the root δρ2σσομαι / δρ2γμα used for grasping a handful of sheaves or
hair; see too note on 13:2. Hair is also linked with men’s deaths in the case
of Samson (Judg 16:17–22) and Absalom (2 Sam 18:9; cf. 2 Sam 14:26).

Make me strong, Lord, God of Israel, on this very day: Judith’s prayer here,
at the actual moment of killing, is briefer than her prayer at 13:4–5, but is
similarly composed and contains a vocative invoking God, a request in the
imperative, and a reference to the immediate moment in time. Indeed, this is
a crucial moment, since the fifth and final day of the moratorium proposed
by Uzziah is about to begin, and the drunken Holophernes may well wake
up at any minute. Judith prays for strength, referring perhaps both to the
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physical strength needed to stab Holophernes with the sword and the psy-
chological strength needed to carry out the killing. Compare Samson’s
prayer for strength before his superhuman feat of bringing down the pillars
on the Philistines (Judg 16:28) and the prayer uttered by Jael of L.A.B. just
before she kills Sisera that God strengthen her arm (L.A.B. 31:6). Jael’s
words there, Virtutifica in me Dominica hodie brachium meum (“Strengthen
in me today, Lord, my arm”), are a close echo of Judith’s words here; see,
e.g. Murphy (1993, 141–143). In L.A.B. (31:5–7) Jael addresses God twice
just before killing the enemy commander, just as Judith does, but unlike
Judith, she asks for – and receives – two signs from God that her prayers for
a successful mission have been heard. Perhaps Judith has more self-confi-
dence than Jael or perhaps our author wishes to keep God at a distance.
This post-biblical Jael also exchanges harsh words with Sisera before killing
him, something which Judith does not do here. There are two exchanges be-
tween victims and surprising executioners in the Bible. The aging prophet
Samuel curses the fearful Agag before cutting him down (1 Sam 15:32–33)
and young David reprimands the boasting Goliath before killing him
(1 Sam 17:42–47). Judith does not speak to the comatose Holophernes be-
fore killing him and all her words are addressed to God.

13:8 She then struck his neck twice with all her strength: The narrator does
not linger on the killing and Holophernes is dispatched fairly quickly, with
two blows. Only two biblical women are shown actually killing men:
Jael and the woman of Thebez; see note on 13:6. All three women, Judith,
Jael, and the woman of Thebez, attack the head of their male victims, as
does Delilah when facilitating the capture of Samson (Judg 16:19; see Rakel
2003, 235–237). Interestingly, the wise woman of Abel Beth-Maacah, who
negotiates with Joab and arranges to have the rebel Sheba killed, is said in
the Septuagint version to have removed Sheba’s head herself (κα5 ε=σ:λ�εν
3 γψνG … κα5 �φε�λεν τGν κεφαλGν LXX 2 Sam 20:22). Other instances
of biblical women using some measure of strength include Rebecca provid-
ing water for ten camels (Gen 24:16–20), Rahab letting the spies down on a
rope (Josh 2:15), and Michal lowering David down through the window
(1 Sam 19:12).

all her strength: This section of Judith seems to be a living illustration of the
debate between the three bodyguards in 1 Esdras (3:1–5:6; see esp. 4:18–19,
29–33) on what is strongest – wine, kings, or women. Holophernes’ death
indicates that a leader can easily be bested both by wine and women, while
Judith demonstrates how a woman, using her beauty and her body, can be
strongest; see Jordaan and Coetzer (2008).
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cut off his head: This singular deed, Judith’s beheading of Holophernes, is
the climactic moment of our tale, the outstanding dramatic element which
is remembered by anyone acquainted with the story. The two significant
physical objects in our story are Holophernes’ head and Judith’s hand (see
note on 9:9), but interestingly the two never meet, not even in this verse.
The beheading is in a sense a continuation of Holophernes’ own behavior,
as Holophernes who has “lost his head” over the beauty of Judith now
actually loses it (Craven 1983, 108). At the same time, with Holophernes’
death the vast Assyrian army loses its head, their commander, and once he is
killed, they are unable to function (Jdt 14:3, 18–19; 15:1–2). Freud (1957,
207–208) suggests that the beheading is a symbolic substitute for cas-
tration, with Judith castrating, as it were, the man who had sexual designs
on her; see too Reinhartz (2007). Lemos (2006) points to several functions
fulfilled by mutilation of enemies in the Bible, using our story as a particu-
larly helpful test case: such mutilation shames the victim and his community
and signals a new power relationship, with the victim now subjugated or
subject. The victim also becomes associated with groups of a lower status,
most notably women. Mutilation by a woman is particularly shaming, as
Bagoas notes (Jdt 14:18). While these various symbolic meanings may well
underlie Judith’s decision to decapitate Holophernes and carry his head
back to Bethulia, rather than simply killing him, it is possible that the head
is also meant to serve as direct proof of her unlikely deed. Indeed, in many
of the medieval Hebrew tales, Judith needs Holophernes’ head in order to
convince the guards at her city’s gates that she has accomplished a great
deed and not simply betrayed her people; see Gera (2010b, 84–85). There
are many earlier precedents for such decapitation of an enemy, in biblical
and non-biblical tales. After killing Goliath with his sling, David uses Go-
liath’s own sword to behead him, and he takes the head to Jerusalem
(1 Sam 17:50–54; the wording used in the Greek to describe the beheading
is identical to our verse κα5 �φε�λεν τGν κεφαλGν α�το7 LXX 1 Sam 17:54,
while the MT text is slightly different). Judas Maccabeus and his soldiers
cut off the head and right hand of Nicanor and display them just outside
Jerusalem (1 Macc 7:47; 2 Macc 15:30–33). Both David and Judah may
have served as the inspiration for Judith’s act here (see note on 13:6) and in
all three cases, the death of the foreign commander leads to panic among his
forces and causes them to flee. There are other biblical beheadings. Saul’s
head is removed and sent around by the Philistines (1 Sam 31:8–9), while
the head of the rebel Sheba is given to Joab (2 Sam 20:22). Two men who
kill and behead Saul’s son, Ish-Bosheth, while he is sleeping, bring his head
to David and are executed by him for doing so (2 Sam 4:5–12). Interest-
ingly, David is incensed by the killing of a blameless man in bed in his own
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house, but Judith’s deed is presented by our author from a very different
perspective, and Holophernes is, of course, far from blameless; see Sec-
tion 7, 103. Gen 40:19; 2 Sam 16:9; 2 Kgs 10:7; 1 Macc 11:17; 2 Macc 1:16
are further instances of decapitations. In L.A.B. (31:9), Barak cuts off the
dead Sisera’s head and sends it to his mother, saying, “Receive your son
whom you hoped would come with spoils.” We also find many beheadings
outside of the biblical world. Assyrian kings boasted proudly in their in-
scriptions of cutting off the heads of the enemy and their palace reliefs
showed piles of severed enemy heads (Bleibtreu 1991). In one famous stone
sculpture, we see the disfigured head of the defeated king of Susa hanging
on a tree in a garden, while the victorious Ashurbanipal and his queen drink
together amidst war trophies; see Dalley (2007, 51–52). In classical sources
there are a great many beheadings as well. Herodotus, for instance, tells
of decapitation of dead enemies by Persians (3.79; 7.238; cf. 9.78–79 for
Greek resistance to such behavior), Scythians (4.64–65), and Taurians
(4.103). Greek and Roman historians also tell of two notable women who
decapitated men and Judith has much in common with both women. Chio-
mara is a beautiful, clever, and devious Celtic woman who arranges the
murder of the Roman soldier who has raped her. She then cuts off his head
and brings it to her husband, proudly and pithily noting that there is now
only one man alive who has had sexual relations with her. This event took
place ca. 189 B.C.E., i.e. a few decades before the writing of Judith, and
the Greek historian Polybius, who met Chiomara, is said to have admired
her courage and intelligence (Pol. 21.38 = Plut. mul. virt. 258d–f; see too
Livy 38.24; Val. Max. 6.1 ext. 2 and the discussion of Ratti 1996). A second
woman, the beautiful wife of an enemy of Alexander the Great named Spi-
tamenes, plies her husband with wine, and then cuts off his head with a
sword as he sleeps in his bed in a drunken stupor. Accompanied by a male
slave, she takes the head to Alexander’s camp (Curtius Rufus 8.3.1–10;
Metz epitome 20–23). The similarities with our story are plain and Burstein
(1999) suggests that the author of Judith drew upon the History of Alex-
ander by Cleitarchus, who wrote towards the end of the fourth century
B.C.E., and was in all likelihood the source of the later accounts of Spita-
menes’ wife. A third woman who deals with the head of a dead enemy com-
mander is Tomyris (see note on 13:10) and it is probably wrong to search
for a single figure, male or female, who underlies Judith here.

13:9 She rolled his body off the bed: Bagoas will find Holophernes’ headless
corpse thrown down at the threshold of the tent (14:15). Why does Judith
roll Holophernes’ body to the floor? Perhaps this final move is meant to
remind us of Sisera lying dead at Jael’s feet (Judg 5:27). The word used here
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for bed, στρ�μν1, rather than the more common κλ�νη, is used several
times in the Septuagint in the context of luxurious bedding, such as that of
Holophernes; see LXX Esth 1:6; Amos 6:4; Ezek 27:7. στρ�μν1 is found
only in one other verse of Judith, where it is used of the bloodied bed of the
Shechemites in which Dinah was raped (9:3 with note; see Schmitz 2010,
74 n. 4). Just as the people of Shechem paid a heavy price for their treatment
of Dinah, Holophernes is made to pay for his deeds and intentions towards
Judith and her people.

removed the canopy from the posts: Holophernes now lies, headless, on the
floor: not only does Judith behead Holophernes, she decapitates his bed
as well, stripping it of its rich canopy. When Judith first arrived in Holo-
phernes’ camp he was resting on his bed, lying under a purple and gold can-
opy studded with jewels. His effeminate appearance there foreshadowed his
end here, for neither he nor his canopy will survive their encounter with
Judith; see 10:21; 13:15; 16:19 with notes and see Schmitz (2010). Judith
does not take Holophernes’ sword; compare the fate of Goliath’s sword
(1 Sam 17:54; 21:10).

After a short time: Presumably even the heroic Judith needs a few minutes
to recover.

handed Holophernes’ head to her maid: Judith does not offer a single word
of explanation to her maid, nor are we told anything of the maid’s reaction
when given such a gruesome object. Judith treats her maid as a pack mule,
who is present simply in order to carry the head. Contrast the exchange be-
tween Elisha and his frightened servant, where Elisha even involves God in
his attempt to reassure the servant in a perilous situation (2 Kgs 6:15–17).

13:10 This verse is rich in Greek prepositions, seven in all, four of which are
part of compound verbs. It is difficult to reproduce the effect in Hebrew – or
to put it another way, this does not seem to stem from the direct translation
of a Hebrew verse.

She put the head in her food sack: The maid transforms the sack from a
receptacle for kosher food which is clean and can be eaten to a container for
an impure object, part of a dead body, which most certainly cannot be
eaten; see Otzen (2002, 121 = Jensen 1990, 177) on this inversion. The
word π1ρα, a leather pouch for food, is found only in Judith in the LXX;
see too 10:5; 13:15. The placing of Holophernes’ head in a food pouch
brings to mind Tomyris, the victorious Massagetan queen, who puts the
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dead Cyrus’ head in a wineskin (�σκ+«) filled with human blood (Hdt.
1.214). See Section 5, 65–67 on the resemblance between Judith and Tomy-
ris; the two women are linked in medieval works. In fifteenth and sixteenth
century paintings, Tomyris is shown placing Cyrus’ head in a vase held by a
female servant (who certainly is not mentioned in Herodotus’ original
account) in a pose identical to that of Judith placing Holophernes’ head in a
sack held by her maid; see Berger (1979, figures 5, 6, and 8).

The two left together (κα5 $<:λ�ον α4 δ&ο fμα): Judith and her maid are
presented here as a pair, a twosome, and perhaps there is an echo here of an-
other pair described in similar language, Abraham and Isaac, who walk to-
gether on their way to the binding of Isaac. See Gen 22:6 vdxy ,hyn> vklyv;
LXX κα5 $πορε&�ησαν ο4 δ&ο fμα; cf. Gen 22:8 where the identical
Hebrew phrase is translated differently. The two women are, it seems,
united in their determination to return home safely with the head, and the
author uses plural verbs throughout the verse; the maid will disappear and
re-appear in the following verses.

following their usual practice for prayer: The author underscores Judith’s
sagacity in using her nightly prayers as a means to arrange an escape route.
This is the first indication that the maid accompanied Judith to her prayers;
compare 12:6–9. We should probably assume that a respectable woman
such as Judith would not go out alone at night, but the author saw no need
to mention the maid.

They crossed through the camp, circled the valley, and climbing the ascent
to Bethulia, approached the city gates: Their original journey from Bethulia
to the heart of the Assyrian camp was described at length (10:10–20), but
here the whole of the distance is covered in half a verse, with each stage
of the journey clearly demarcated. The author is eager to bring his heroine
home.
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L. 13:11–14:10 Judith Returns Home
and Achior converts

Chapter 13

(11.) Judith said from afar to those guarding the gates, “Open, open the
gate now! God, our God, is with us, still showing his strength in Israel and
his might against our enemies, as he has done even today.”

(12.) When the men of her city heard her voice, they quickly went down to
the city gate and summoned the city elders.

(13.) They all came running, small and great, for her arrival seemed in-
credible to them. They opened the gate and welcomed them, and after light-
ing a fire for illumination, encircled them.

(14.) She said to them in a loud voice, “Praise God, praise him. Praise God
who did not withdraw his mercy from the house of Israel, but shattered our
enemies through my hand this very night.”

(15.) She then took out the head from the bag and showed it to them, say-
ing,“Here is the head of Holophernes, commander of the Assyrian army,
and here is the canopy where he lay in his drunkenness. The Lord struck
him down by the hand of a female.

(16.) As the Lord lives, who has guarded me on the path I took, I swear that
my face seduced him to his destruction, but he committed no sin with me to
defile or shame me.”

(17.) All the people were greatly astounded and they bowed down and
worshipped God, saying of one accord, “Blessed are you, our God, who
have brought to nought the enemies of your people on this day.”

(18.) Uzziah said to her, “Blessed are you, my daughter, to God most high,
above all women on earth, and blessed is the Lord God, who created the
heavens and the earth, who guided you to cut off the head of the leader of
our enemies.
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(19.) For your trust will not depart from the hearts of people who re-
member the strength of God forever.

(20.) May God make these deeds redound to your eternal glory, rewarding
you with good, since you did not spare your life when our nation was cast
down, but proceeded against our downfall, walking on the straight path in
front of God.” And all the people replied, “Amen, Amen.”

Chapter 14

(1.) Judith said to them, “Listen to me, brothers. Take this head and hang it
on the parapet of your wall.

(2.) When the day dawns and the sun comes out over the land, take up your
weapons, all of you, and let each able-bodied man leave the city. Appoint a
leader over them, as if you were going down to the Assyrians’ advance
guard in the plain, but do not go down.

(3.) They will then take up their arms, go to their camp, and rouse the gen-
erals of the Assyrian army. Next they will run together to Holophernes’ tent,
but will not find him. Fear will overtake them and they will flee from you.

(4.) You and all the inhabitants of the territory of Israel should follow them
and cut them down in their tracks.

(5.) But before doing this, summon Achior the Ammonite to me, so that he
may see and recognize the man who scorned the house of Israel and sent
him to us, as if to his death.”

(6.) They summoned Achior from Uzziah’s house. When he came and saw
Holophernes’ head in the hand of one of the men at the people’s assembly,
he fell on his face and his breath was taken away.

(7.) After they lifted him up, he fell at Judith’s feet, prostrated himself be-
fore her, and said, “Blessed are you in every tent of Judah. In every nation,
whoever hears your name will be terror struck.

(8.) Now tell me all that you have done in these past days.” Judith then told
him in the midst of the people all that she had done, from the day she left
until speaking with them now.
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(9.) When she finished speaking, the people cheered with a great voice and
let forth a joyous sound in their city.

(10.) When Achior saw all that the God of Israel had done, he came to be-
lieve in God strongly. He had the flesh of his foreskin circumcised and was
joined to the house of Israel to this very day.

Commentary

Judith returns home and is granted a warm welcome by the people of Be-
thulia. Her extraordinary accomplishment causes Achior to believe in the
God of Israel, and he converts to Judaism.

13:11 Judith said from afar to those guarding the gates: When leaving Be-
thulia, Judith needed Uzziah to give the order to open the city gates (10:9),
but here, upon her triumphal return, she issues the orders on her own. In
several of the medieval Hebrew tales of Judith, the gatekeepers question
Judith harshly when she returns home and they need to be convinced that
she has not betrayed the city and that a miracle has indeed taken place
(Gera 2010b, 84).

Open, open the gate now, God, our God, is with us: Only now, at the very
gates of her city, can Judith allow herself to say a brief prayer of thanksgiv-
ing, and she will utter a second short prayer once she is inside the city gates
(13:14). Judith’s command �νο�<ατε �νο�<ατε δ1 is the only instance in
the LXX of a repeated imperative followed by δ1 and there is no MT equiv-
alent of a repeated imperative with Xn or hti. These repetitions well convey
Judith’s excitement and triumph. For similar emotional repetitions of im-
peratives and key words in dramatic or critical situations, see, e.g. Judg 4:18
(hrvc … hrvc) and 5:12 (yrvi yrvi); 2 Sam 16:7 (Xj Xj); 2 Sam 19:1
(,vl>bX ynb ynb ,vl>bX); 2 Sam 20:16 (vim> vim>); 1 Kgs 18:37 (ynni …
ynni). Craven (1983, 101) terms Judith words here “a triumphant little
hymn;” compare Ps 24:7, 9; 118:19; Isa 26:2 for a more metaphorical men-
tion of gates in a hymnic context.

God, our God, is with us: Judith attributes her successful mission to God
and takes no credit for herself; see note on 9:4 for the double mention of
God and compare Ps 72:18. Achior has described God as being with the
Israelites, as long as they do not sin (5:17) and Judith’s feat (and words)
demonstrate the truth of his statement. Zenger (1981, 442) compares Heze-
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kiah’s encouraging words to the Israelites that God is with them in their
battle with Sennacherib (2 Chr 32:8; see too Exod 3:12; Deut 20:4;
Isa 8:10).

his strength in Israel and might against our enemies: Both factors, internal
and external strength, are important. See Jdt 9:8–11 and Schmitz (2004a,
289–293) on strength, might, and force (=σξ&«, κρ2το«, δ&ναμι«) in Judith.

13:12 When the men of her city heard her voice: Literally “and it came to
pass, when the men of her city heard her voice;” the author uses a more bib-
lical style to announce Judith’s arrival.

the city elders: Uzziah, Chabris and Charmis were at the city gates when Ju-
dith set out on her mission (10:6–10), and it is fitting that they should greet
her upon her return.

13:13 They all came running: There are many such crowd scenes in the
book. Earlier the inhabitants of Bethulia – young and old, male and female –
have come running to see Achior when he arrived in their town (6:16); the
whole city also came together when demanding that Uzziah agree to a sur-
render (7:23). The entire Assyrian camp thronged around Judith when she
first came there (10:18), and later all the Israelite women will hurry to see
her and celebrate her deed (15:12); compare too Judith’s prediction that the
Assyrians will run together to see the dead Holophernes (14:3).

small and great: literally “from small to big;” see note on 13:4.

her arrival seemed incredible (παρ2δο<ον): The very fact of Judith’s return
(note the Greek construction τ9 $λ�ε�ν α�τ1ν) is astounding and unex-
pected. Did the people of Bethulia expect Judith to be taken captive or per-
haps suspect that she had betrayed them?

They opened the gate and welcomed them: The opening of the gate has
metaphorical significance. Judith and her maid are welcomed and incor-
porated back into their native Bethulia, as they cross this liminal threshold
and return back to the norms of their society; see Wills (1999, 1087). The
double mention of the maid here (welcomed them … encircled them) is
noteworthy; compare the description of Judith and her maidservant depart-
ing from Bethulia (10:10).
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after lighting a fire for illumination, encircled them:: Compare Judith’s ar-
rival at Holophernes’ tent, where she was encircled by Assyrian soldiers
(10:18), with silver torches lit to illuminate Holophernes’ way (10:22). Per-
haps our author includes this homely detail of a fire in order to slow down
the story’s pace just before Judith produces Holophernes’ head. The illumi-
nation from the fire – the word φα7σι« is post-classical and Septuagintal;
see LXX Gen 1:14–15; Ps 73:16 – will also allow everyone to see the head
she displays. There is an interesting and uncharacteristic addition to this
verse in the Vulgate, where Judith is made even more important: she is said
to climb to a higher spot and order everyone to be silent (Vg. Jdt 13:16).

13:14 She said to them in a loud voice: The author of Judith is particularly
fond of the expression “loud voice” (φ�νG μεγ2λη). It appears six times,
more than in any other book in the LXX, and is used in conjunction with
praying (7:29; 9:1; 13:14), protesting (7:23), congratulating (14:9), and
mourning (14:16 with note).

Praise God, praise him. Praise God: Judith again uses repetition to convey
strong emotion; see note on 13:11. We find similar repeated calls to praise
God at Ps 113:1; 135:1; 146:1; 148:1–3; 150:1–6.

who did not withdraw his mercy from the house of Israel: Compare
Ps 66:20 for very similar language and see too 2 Sam 7:15; Jer 16:5;
Ps 40:12. Uzziah had promised at Jdt 7:30 that God will turn his mercy to-
wards the Israelites within five days; Judith’s deed has vindicated his words.

shattered our enemies through my hand: Judith has twice prayed to God
that he shatter the Israelites’ enemies (9:10 and 13:5 with notes) and the
repetition of the phrase here indicates that she now sees her prayer as ful-
filled. Compare 1 Macc (7:42–43), where Judas Maccabeus prays to God
before encountering Nicanor and his army on the battlefield, asking that
God crush the enemy (σ&ντριχον τGν παρεμβολGν τα&την) and the
author makes it plain that his prayer is answered when he states in the very
next verse that Nicanor’s army was crushed (κα5 σψνετρ�βη 3 παρεμβολG
Νικ2νορο«), with Nicanor himself the first to fall. In the Song of the Sea,
it is God’s right hand which shatters enemies (3 δε<ι2 σοψ ξε�ρ, κ&ριε,
��ραψσεν $ξ�ρο&« Ex 15:6), but here Judith quite rightly mentions her own
hand, both explaining her personal contribution to Bethulia’s salvation and
portraying herself as a divine instrument. She will mention her hand, a fe-
male hand, again in the next verse (13:15), and again stresses her role both
as agent and as God’s tool; see note on 9:9.
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13:15 She then took out the head from the bag and showed it to them:
Judith is not squeamish and handles Holophernes’ head freely. Compare
Jael, who invites Barak into her tent, in order to show him the dead Sisera
(Judg 4:22). It is perhaps significant that both women choose – or perhaps
find it necessary – to present physical evidence of their unexpected deed.

Here is the head of Holophernes, commander of the Assyrian army: The
added title, “commander of the Assyrian army” is both sarcastic, under-
lining the depth of Holophernes’ defeat, and necessary, for the people of
Bethulia are not acquainted first hand with Holophernes and would not
recognize him. Two biblical assassins, Rechab and Baanah, make a similar
statement, as they proudly hand over the head of Ish Bosheth to David,
“Here is the head of your enemy, Ish Bosheth, son of Saul, who meant to
take your life” (2 Sam 4:8). The two add, as Judith does here, that it is God
who has brought about this act of vengeance, but David is not pleased with
their efforts and executes them.

here is the canopy: The rich and bejewelled canopy, presented here as a
prize parallel to Holophernes’ head, serves as further physical evidence of
Judith’s brave deed, proof that she has been to the commander’s tent and
that the head belongs to him.

lay in his drunkenness: Judith takes pains to note that Holophernes was
drunk in this bedroom scene. His inebriated state allows her to kill him and
explains why he has not touched her.

13:16 As the Lord lives … I swear: Judith uses the phrase ζ� κ&ριο«, the
common biblical expression for taking an oath in God’s name; see, e.g.
Judg 8:19; 1 Sam 14:39; Ruth 3:13. Compare Judith’s two duplicitous
oaths to Holophernes at 11:7 and 12:4, where she swears by Nebuchadnez-
zar’s and Holophernes’ souls; see too 2:12.

who has guarded me on the path I took: Judith has no doubt that she has
been under divine protection, on her actual – and metaphorical – path. The
Vulgate assigns Judith an angel here, who has guarded her throughout her
expedition (Vg. Jdt 13:20).

my face seduced him to his destruction: Judith stresses that she has used only
her face, and not her entire body, in order to beguile and entrap Holophernes.
Compare her victory song where again it is her beautiful face that undoes
Holophernes (16:6) and see note on 9:10 on the use of seduction and deceit.
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he comitted no sin with me to defile or shame me: Judith insists that Holo-
phernes did not have sex with her and she deliberately contrasts her posi-
tion with that of Dinah, who has been defiled and shamed, using identical
terms (ε=« μ�ασμα κα5 α=σξ&νην 13:16; ε=« μ�ασμα κα5 … ε=« α=σξ&νην
9:2) to describe what Dinah has undergone and she has managed to avoid.
We, the readers, already know that Judith has not been sexually assaulted
or deliberately had sexual relations with Holophernes in order to trap him,
but this must be made clear and announced by Judith to the people of Be-
thulia as well. Judith’s “saving feat would be marred were she to compro-
mise her purity in the process” (Daube 2003, 541; he compares the Macca-
bean mother of seven sons who throws herself into a pyre so that no man
will touch her at 4 Macc 17:1). There is also a symbolic element to Judith’s
untouched state. The language of defilement, dishonor, and shame is also
used in our book in conjunction with the threat to Jerusalem and its temple
(4:12; 9:8), and in the end neither Judith nor Jerusalem will be violated by
the Assyrians. In other versions of Judith’s tale, she is said to be less pure. In
a medieval Hebrew tale, Judith hugs and kisses the enemy leader once the
room is cleared at her request. She is then said to lull him to sleep on her lap,
an echo of the phrase used to describe Delilah calming Samson in order to
enable the Philistines to attack him (Judg 16:19; see Dubarle 1966, ii. 174;
Gera 2010b, 93–95). According to some manuscripts of the sixth century
C.E. Chronographia of John Malalas (6.14), Judith sleeps with Holophernes
three nights before killing him; see Dubarle (1966, i. 115–118; ii. 178–179).
Biblical and post-biblical figures also protest their innocence and point to
their sexual abstinence. Thus Abimelech insists that he did not touch Sarah
(Gen 20:3–7; see too Gen 26:10 and contrast Gen 12:10–20), and in the
Book of Tobit (3:14) a different Sarah insists that she has remained pure
and untouched by any man despite the seven attempts to have her married.
The Testament of Joseph is almost entirely occupied with Joseph’s resis-
tance to Potiphar’s wife. We find conflicting descriptions of Jael’s relation-
ship with Sisera in rabbinic literature. In one source we learn that Jael was
not touched by the wicked Sisera (Lev Rab 23:10), but elsewhere she is said
to have had sex with Sisera seven times, because of the seven verbs found at
Judg 5:27 (b. Nazir 23b; b. Yeb. 103a). Esther of the Additions, when pray-
ing to God, complains of having to sleep with a gentile (Add Esth 14:15).

13:17–20 God – and Judith – are blessed by the townspeople and their
leaders. Greenberg (1983, 30–33) points to the resemblance between grate-
ful benediction of God and the thankful blessings of humans in the Bible,
and convincingly suggests that the language of biblical prayer is based on
the speech used by humans to communicate among themselves. The people
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of Bethulia first address God in the second person (Ε�λογητ9« ε>, C �ε9«
3μ�ν), while in the next verses Uzziah blesses Judith in the second person
(Ε�λογητG σ&, �&γατερ, τ� �ε�), but uses the third person of God
(ε�λογημωνο« κ&ριο« C �ε9« N« �κτισεν τοV« ο�ρανο&« …). In the Bible,
brief benedictions of God are normally worded in the third person, with a
short relative clause giving the reason for this expression of gratitude as in
verse 18 here; see, e.g. Gen 24:27; Exod 18:10; 2 Sam 18:28; 1 Kgs 1:48. A
few biblical benedictions are addressed to God in the second person (see
note on next verse) and this use of the second person in blessings of God be-
comes more common in later, post-biblical works and in more formal, less
spontaneous prayers; see Newman (1999, 27); Balentine (1993, 203–213).
Our passage makes use of both the earlier and the later types of benediction
to God, perhaps reflecting practices in the author’s own time as well as his
customary adaptation of biblical material. The language of blessing used
here, ε�λογω� and ε�λογητ+«, is subsequently used of Judith alone; see
14:7 (Achior blesses Judith), 15:9–10 (Joachim and elders of Jerusalem
bless Judith), 15:12 (Israelite women bless Judith); see too Craven (1983,
102 nn. 65–66).

13:17 All the people were greatly astounded: Judith has promised Holo-
phernes to perform a deed with him which will astound everyone (11:16)
and her words come true. Here, the people of Bethulia are astounded by her
deed, and susbsequently the Assyrians will be astounded as well (15:1); in
all three instances we find the verb $<�στημι. The entire Greek phrase used
here κα5 $<ωστη π»« C λα9« σφ+δρα is found at Exod 19:18, a depiction of
the people’s reaction to the revelation at Sinai. The MT reads rhh lk drxyv
dXm; see however Exod 19:16 and compare LXX 1 Sam 14:15.

they bowed down and worshipped God: Compare Exod 4:31; 12:27;
Neh 8:6; 1 Chr 29:20 for such bowing and prostration before God by
groups of Israelites and compare Jdt 5:8; 6:18; 9:1; 10:8; 16:18. Presumably
the people of Bethulia then rise and utter their blessing while standing; see
1 Sam 1:26; 1 Kgs 8:22; Ps 106:30 with Fitzmyer (2003, 244), for standing
as the usual position during prayer.

saying of one accord: The Israelites have prayed jointly when distressed
(4:12 and 7:29), and it is fitting that they should pray together at a time of
rejoicing as well.

Blessed are you, our God: See Tob 8:5; 11:14 for the identical form of bene-
diction (Ε�λογητ9« ε>, C �ε+«). We also find God blessed directly in the sec-
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ond person (Ε�λογητ9« ε>, i.e. htX „vrb “blessed are you”) at LXX 1
Chr 29:10; Ps 118:12; Dan 3:26, 52, 54–56; 1 Esdr 4:60; Tob 3:11;
8:15–17; 1 Macc 4:30.

who have brought to nought the enemies of your people: Holophernes’
head in the hands of Judith is strong evidence of God’s intervention for his
people.

13:18 Blessed are you, my daughter: Compare Ruth 3:10.

to God most high … who created the heavens and the earth: Uzziah’s words
here are virtually a citation of the words pronounced by Melchizedek
to Abram, in a similar context, when Abram returns from vanquishing
Chedorlaomer and his allies. Compare Gen 14:19 ε�λογημωνο« Αβραμ τ�
�ε� τ� ;χ�στ8 N« �κτισεν τ9ν ο�ραν9ν κα5 τGν γ:ν with our verse,
Ε�λογητG σ&, �&γατερ, τ� �ε� τ� ;χ�στ8 … N« �κτισεν τοV«
ο�ρανοV« κα5 τGν γ:ν. This deliberate echo of Genesis 14, with its un-
usual wording, assimilates Judith to the victorious Abram, while lending
Uzziah the aura of the king and priest Melchizedek; see Section 4, 49–50.
See too David’s blessing of God and Abigail for another such juxtaposition
of a grateful benediction addressed both to God and to a human being
(1 Sam 25:32–33); David cites Abigail’s wisdom and tact.

God most high: The combination “God most high” ]vyli lX is rare in the
MT and found only at Gen 14:18–20, 22 and Ps 78:35 (see too 56); see too
the Hebrew text of Ben Sira 46:5; 47:5, 8, 20; 1Qap Gen 21:20; 4QPrNab
passim. The phrase C �ε9« C Hχιστο« is more common in the LXX: see
1 Esdr 6:30; 8:19, 21; 9:46; Esth 16:16; 3 Macc 6:2; 7:9; Sir 7:9; 24:23;
50:17. The Greek Hχιστο« is an epithet used of Zeus as well, found in clas-
sical literature and later dedicatory inscriptions; see LSJ s.v. and Olofsson
(1990, 110–119).

who created the heavens and the earth: Our passage and that of Genesis 14
(LXX Gen 14:19, 22) use the Greek verb �κτισεν for “created” and the
Genesis text has the unique Hebrew phrase /rXv ,ym> hnvq; see
LXX 1 Esdr 6:12; Dan 4:37; 14:5 for other instances of this expression in
non-MT works. The more common divine epithet is “maker of heaven and
earth” /rXv ,ym> h>vi (C ποι1σα« τ9ν ο�ραν9ν κα5 τGν γ:ν) found at
Exod 20:11; 31:17; 2 Kgs 19:15; Isa 37:16; Ps 115:15; 121:2; 124:8; 134:3;
146:6; Neh 9:6. For God as creator or κτ�στη« of the cosmos or creator of
everything, see 2 Macc 1:24; 7:23; 13:14; 4 Macc 5:25; 11:5; Sir 24:8.
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the heavens (τοV« ο�ρανο&«): The use of the rare plural ο�ρανο&« rather
than ο�ραν+ν is noteworthy (and may be a deliberate deviation from the
singular of LXX Gen 14:19, 22). Pennington (2003) notes that the plural
form “heavens” is more poetic and ceremonial and is used, albeit inconsist-
ently, in prayers and praise addressed to God; see Jdt 9:12 and cf. 6:19.

Blessed are you, my daughter … above all women on earth: Here Uzziah no
longer imitates Melchizedek, but turns to the story of Jael and Sisera,
echoing the praise of Jael in Judg 5:24, “most blessed of women be Jael”
(ε�λογη�ε�η $κ γψναικ�ν Ιαηλ; MT liy ,y>nm „rvbt). Our author re-
turns to this verse in Judges when Achior praises Judith; see 14:7 with note.
Compare too Elizabeth’s blessing of Mary as the most blessed of women
(ε�λογημωνη σV $ν γψναι<�ν Luke 1:42).

Blessed (ε�λογητ1) are you … and blessed (ε�λογημωνο«) is the Lord: In
the biblical passage which underlies our verse (Gen 14:19–20), the two
Greek forms used for blessing are reversed with ε�λογημωνο« used of
Abram and ε�λογητ+« of God. Wevers (1993, 198–199) suggests that the
participle ε�λογημωνο« presents the blessedness of Abraham as a process,
while the adjective ε�λογητ+« points to the fact that God is blessed, but our
author does not preserve this distinction here.

who created … who guided you to cut off the head: The syntax here, two
consecutive relative clauses, is not elegant Greek, but Uzziah neatly divides
the credit for Holophernes’ death between God and Judith. For the link be-
tween divine creation and military strength, see note on 9:12.

13:19 Your trust will not depart from the hearts of people: This expression is
difficult. While some mss. read ο�κ �ποστ1σεται C $παιν+« σοψ, i.e. “your
praise will not depart from the hearts of people,” Hanhart prints the lectio
difficilior found in many mss.3 $λπ�« σοψ; see Grintz (1957, 165) and Moore
(1985, 233) for an attempt to understand this form of the Greek as a mis-
reading of a Hebrew original. $λπ�« is used in the LXX to translate a variety of
words based on the root xub as well as the word hcxm and can mean “trust,”
“security,” or “confidence,” in addition to “hope.” Note in particular
Jer 17:7 vxubm ’h; LXX �σται κ&ριο« $λπ5« α�το7; see too, e.g. Ps 40:5; 71:5.
Corley (2008, 90–91) points to the parallel wording at LXX Prov 23:18 3 δ�
$λπ�« σοψ ο�κ �ποστ1σεται; MT trkt Xl „tvqtv (“your hope will not be
cut off”). Judith is blessed here for demonstrating confidence in God, trusting
and relying upon him. It is precisely this confidence which led her to under-
take her mission and earned her the commemoration of her people.
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who remember the strength of God forever: Uzziah is careful to balance the
promised commemoration of Judith with the rememberance of God and his
strength. Both memories will last forever; see Uzziah’s mention of Judith’s
“eternal glory” in the next verse.

13:20 May God make these deeds redound to your eternal glory: This verse
contains three of the seven optatives in Judith. All seven are pure optatives,
used to express wishes. The expression eternal glory, Hχο« α=,νιον, ap-
pears only here in the LXX. Compare the eulogy of Judas Maccabeus; his
memory is said to be blessed forever (1 Macc 3:7).

these deeds: Literally “this” (α�τ2), an obscure expression.

rewarding you with good ($πισκωχασ�α� σε $ν �γα�ο�«): bvul „dqpl.
Compare Jdt 4:15 where the people pray to God to remember all of Israel
for the good (ε=« �γα�9ν $πισκωχασ�αι).

you did not spare your life: See Job 33:18 and Ps 78:50 for this expresssion.
Uzziah himself has not behaved so well, neither showing any initiative in
averting calamity nor risking his own life in order to confront the angry
people of Bethulia.

when our nation was cast down (δι� τGν ταπε�ν�σιν): The Israelites are
repeatedly described with the words ταπειν+«, ταπειν+�, ταπε�ν�σι«, i.e.
are portrayed as humble, cast down, despondent, etc.; see Jdt 4:9; 5:11;
6:19; 7:32; 9:11; 16:11.

on the straight path in front of God: Judith has prayed that God guide her
path (κατεψ�7ναι 12:8) and here Uzziah confirms that she has indeed
walked on a straight path ($π’ ε��ε�αν). Whatever the qualms of modern
readers about the means used by Judith to achieve her aim, Uzziah – and
our author – make it plain that they consider her deed just and honorable in
the eyes of God.

Amen, Amen: This double affirmation apparently reflects the people’s
enthusiastic confirmation of Uzziah’s blessing; compare Jdt 15:10 where
we find a single γωνοιτο in response to the blessing by Joakim. For further
instances of a double amen, see Neh 8:6; Ps 41:14; 72:19; 89:53 and cf.
Num 5:22.
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14:1–4 Somewhat unexpectedly, Judith now issues a series of military
orders, instructing the men of Bethulia on how best to deal with the Assy-
rian forces. The soldiers of Bethulia follow Judith’s instructions to the letter
and all of her predictions about the Assyrians’ behavior prove to be abso-
lutely accurate, perhaps because her advice is based on her firsthand
acquaintance with the Assyrian military leadership. Here, then, Judith is
transformed from Jael into Deborah, so to speak. After assassinating the
chief enemy commander in a tent just as Jael has done, she now becomes a
military strategist along the lines of Deborah in Judges 4. Deborah sum-
mons Barak to battle (at God’s behest), urges him to collect his forces, and
predicts his victory. She gives instructions about the proper time, place, and
tactics for the forthcoming battle with Sisera, as well as guaranteeing divine
assistance (Judg 4:6–10, 14). Judith does all these things as well, except for
promising God’s help. While Deborah accompanies Barak’s army, she does
not go out on the battlefield, and Judith, too, remains in Bethulia once
she has returned home, and does not join in the actual fighting. The wise
woman of Abel Beth-Maacah is another biblical woman who knows how to
deal successfully with a military threat, as she organizes her town’s response
to Joab’s challenge (2 Sam 20:15–22), while the woman of Thebez single-
handedly kills the commander Abimelech by throwing down a millstone
(Judg 9:53–54). Esther in the Alpha version of the Esther text is another bel-
ligerent woman, for she takes the intiative in asking King Ahasuerus for
permission to murder her enemies, kill Haman’s children, and plunder the
dead (Alpha Esth 7:18–21; 9:12–13). Day (1995, 142–148, 154–157,
222–225) discusses this violent and vengeful Esther and her resemblance to
Judith. Other biblical women who offer advice or take the initiative in un-
expected areas include Jezebel, who cleverly and deceitfully acquires Na-
both’s vineyard for Ahab (1 Kgs 21:1–15), Athalia who is her son’s coun-
sellor in wickedness before becoming queen herself (2 Chr 22:3), and
Zeresh, who advises her husband Haman (Esth 6:13). One additional figure
worth noting here is the Ptolemaic queen Arsinoe described in 3 Macc
(1:1–7) and Polybius (5.83.1–3, 84.1). Arsinoe rides out to the battle of
Raphia of 217 B.C.E. with uncombed hair, and persuades her brother’s sol-
diers to fight by combining tearful pleas with the promise of money.

14:1 Judith said to them: Judith now issues a series of orders, worded either
as imperatives or future indicatives, which the people of Bethulia then
follow. The verb hvj “command” is rarely used of biblical women – see
Gen 27:8; Ruth 3:6; Esth 4:5, 10, 17 – and here Judith is said to speak,
rather than order or command.
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Listen to me, brothers: See Jdt 7:30 and 8:14 with notes for the use of the
vocative “brothers;” compare Uzziah’s address to Judith as “daughter” at
13:18.

Take this head and hang it on the parapet: Our scene closely resembles that
of Judah arranging for Nicanor’s head to be hung from the citadel of Jeru-
salem (2 Macc 15:30–36; compare 1 Macc 7:43–48) and may have been in-
spired by that account. In both instances the hero/ine is surrounded by an
admiring crowd, who look upon the head of their dead enemy and bless
God. We are told that Judah orders that Nicanor’s head be hung from the
Jerusalem citadel as a clear and conspicuous sign of God’s help (2 Macc 15:
35) and presumably that is why Judith has Holophernes’ head hung from
the battlements of Bethulia. The sight is probably meant to encourage and
stimulate the Israelites, rather than frighten the enemy who are too far away
to see it. See Lemos (2006, 239–240) on such public displays of mutilated
enemies in the Bible and compare 1 Sam 31:8–10; 2 Sam 4:12. Other
ancient cultures also hung and displayed heads and other body parts of
dead foes; see, e.g. Hdt. 4.103, 202; 5.114 and see note on 13:8 for further
instances of beheadings, biblical and otherwise.

14:2 When the day dawns and the sun comes out over the land: Literally,
“and it shall be when the day dawns …” κα5 �σται 3ν�κα #ν (some mss.
$�ν) διαφα&σT C Eρ�ρο«; compare LXX Exod 13:5; Lev 5:23; Deut 7:12;
25:19 for similar circumlocutions which translate b hyhv /bqi hyhv/ yk hyhv
and see Gen 19:23; Judg 9:33 for similar markers of time. The verb δια-
φα&σκ� (and its cognate form διαφ,σκ�) is rare, both inside and outside
the LXX; see Gen 44:3; Judg 19:26; 1 Sam 14:36; 2 Sam 2:32.

take up … leave … appoint … do not go down: All these commands are
conveyed by the future indicative rather than imperatives; see note on 2:5.

each able-bodied man (π»« �νGρ =σξ&�ν): The Greek phrase is not found
elsewhere in the LXX.

Appoint a leader: Literally “give a leader” (δ,σετε �ρξηγ+ν) a Septuagint-
alism; compare Exod 18:25; Num 14:4. The word �ρξηγ+« most often
translates >Xr of the MT and this would be a grisly pun in Hebrew, with
Judith asking that the people of Bethulia appoint a head in the wake of Ho-
lophernes’ missing head.
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as if you were going down ()« καταβα�νοντε«): Note the Greek construc-
tion of )« with a participle to mean “as if, ostensibly” and compare LXX
and MT Gen 42:30; 2 Sam 4:10.

14:3 Judith now predicts what will take place in the enemy camp in the
wake of the supposed descent by the Israelite soldiers. Judith naturally uses
verbs in the future indicative for these predictions, but since she has just
used jussive futures in the previous verse, it is almost as if she is telling the
Assyrian forces what to do, in addition to instructing the fighting men of
Bethulia; compare note on 2:10.

Next they will run together to Holophernes’ tent: Compare 10:17–18,
where the Assyrian forces ran together to Holophernes’ tent when Judith
first arrived in their camp. In both instances Holophernes is found within
his tent, but this time he is dead and decapitated.

Fear will overtake them: Judith’s prediction is fulfilled to the letter; see 15:2
with note. In this latter verse, the author deliberately echoes phrases he uses
here, in order to underline the accuracy of Judith’s predictions.

14:4 all the inhabitants of the territory of Israel: The author now widens his
scope and has all those who live in Israelite territory join in the struggle
against the Assyrian army; see too 15:4. In this fashion the victory over the
Assyrians becomes a national triumph of the Israelites, rather than simply
the deed of Judith and the people of Bethulia, and the author presents a
paradigmatic message to all the people of Israel on the virtues of believing
in God.

cut them down: The verb used here (καταστρ,σατε) was earlier used by
Holophernes’ allies to point to the effect that thirst would have on the
people of Bethulia, who will lie fallen in the streets; see 7:14 with note and
7:25. At LXX Num 14:16 this verb is used to translate “slaughter” ux>.

14:5–10 Having delivered her instructions on preparing for battle early the
next morning, Judith summons Achior, so that he can learn of Holophernes’
downfall firsthand. This interlude with Achior – which includes an account
of his conversion – is then followed by a description of the men of Bethulia
carrying out Judith’s military orders (14:11ff.). Some scholars are troubled
by this sequence of events and prefer the order found in the Vulgate,
where Achior is summoned immediately after Uzziah blesses Judith (Vg.
Jdt 13:27–31), and Judith issues her military instructions only after their
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meeting; see, e.g. Moore (1985, 234). However, even in the Vulgate, a single
verse telling of Achior’s conversion is interposed between Judith’s instruc-
tions and their execution (Vg. Jdt 14:6). The Achior digression may be in-
tended to slow down the action and to increase tension (see, e.g. Schmitz
2004a, 145 with n. 99) or stress the “importance of Achior’s witness” (Do-
naldson 2007, 59 n. 64). When we first encountered Achior he was bold
and forthright in his dealings with Holophernes, but after being carted
away from the Assyrian camp and taken in by the people of Bethulia, he
apparently has lost much of his courage. Here we see him at his weakest,
literally fainting at the sight of Holophernes’ head. Once Achior absorbs the
fact of Holophernes’ death, he regains his courage and something of his
original assertiveness. He blesses Judith, asks to hear the whole story, and
then converts. Thus, in a course of a few verses, Achior is transformed from
a weak foil to Judith, a man who is unable to match her bravery, to an
exemplary righteous gentile who is capable of recognizing God’s greatness.
Achior is the only character in Judith who changes and develops in the
course of the story and unlike virtually every other male who has enoun-
tered Judith, he seems oblivious of her charms.

14:5 But before doing this (πρ9 δ� το7 ποι:σαι τα7τα): The δω (rather
than the ubiquitous κα�) is used here as an adversative, “but,” while the
construction πρ9 +το7 + infinitive reflects LXX usage; see Jdt 16:24 and
Thackeray (1909, 24). Judith stresses the unexpected order of events.

summon Achior the Ammonite to me: In the Vulgate, Judith’s imperious-
ness disappears and he is simply summoned with no mention of her com-
mand (porro Achior vocatus venit Vg. Jdt 13:27). Modern commentators,
too, have reservations about Judith being “dictatorial,” (Bissell cited by
Moore 1985, 234), but this seems unwarranted criticism of a conquering
heroine.

Achior the Ammonite: The narrator deliberately reminds us that Achior is
an Ammonite immediately before telling of his conversion; see note on
14:10.

so that he may see and recognize (mνα =δPν $πιγν�) the man who scorned
the house of Israel: Elsewhere in Judith the verb $πιγιγν,σκ� and the
noun $π�γν�σι« are used of knowing, acknowledging, and understanding
in a religious context (Schmitz 2004a, 85–86). See 5:8 and 9:14 where the
word is used of the recognition of God; see too 8:13–14; 11:16. Here, Ju-
dith shows Holophernes’ head to Achior so that he may see and recognize
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for himself that God does indeed protect the Israelites and punish their en-
emies, just as he had claimed earlier in his deuteronomical speech (5:21; see
too note on 5:6–9 and compare Vg. Jdt 13:27–28). Achior’s recognition of
Holophernes’ head then leads to his religious insight and conversion. Some
commentators understand $πιγν� here as “identify,” i.e. Judith summons
Achior so that he can identify Holophernes and confirm her story, since
none of the Israelites recognize him (see, e.g. Moore 1985, 234–235; Roit-
man 1992b, 36 and 44 n. 38), but this is to belittle her. The need for Achior
to identify Holophernes and substantiate Judith’s story is a regular element
in the medieval Hebrew midrashim, where Judith is mistrusted by her
townspeople and needs an outsider to lend credence to her deed (Gera
2010b, 84–85). Here, however, it is Judith who is offering to Achior confir-
mation of his earlier words, rather than having him prove the truth of
her claim. Judith’s desire to display the head to Achior also contains an
element of Schadenfreude, reminding us of Jael displaying the dead Sisera to
Barak (and Deborah happily imagining Sisera’s mother awaiting her son;
Judg 4:22; 5:28–30). In L.A.B. (31:9), Barak cuts off Sisera’s head and
sends it to his mother.

the man who scorned ($κφαψλ�σαντα) the house of Israel and sent him to
us: Judith is aware of Achior’s perspective on events: Holophernes has
sinned doubly, both in his attitude to Israel and his mistreatment of Achior.
$κφαψλ�ζ� is found only here in the LXX and is a late verb, most often
cited from Josephus by LSJ; see notes on 11:2 and 11:22 for the simplex
form φαψλ�ζ�.

as if to his death ()« ε=« �2νατον): Note the classical Greek use of )«.

14:6 They summoned Achior from Uzziah’s house: See 6:21. Achior did not
join the townspeople who rushed to see Judith.

saw Holophernes’ head in the hand of one of the men: Presumably this
anonymous man has received the head from Judith’s maid, but one wonders
why he is mentioned and why the head has to be held. Our author is per-
haps too fond of these grisly details. Earlier (6:5 with note) Holophernes
had threatened Achior that he would not see his face again until he avenged
himself upon the Israelites, but Achior now sees Holophernes’ face – and
only his face – in quite different circumstances.

he fell on his face and his breath was taken away ($<ελ&�η τ9 πνε7μα
α�το7): Achior faints, overcome by a combination of surprise, relief, grati-
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tude, and fear; compare the reaction of Jacob to the news that Joseph is
alive (Gen 45:26–28) and that of the Shunamite woman once her son is
resuscitated (2 Kgs 4:37). Achior’s falling on his face may also be a bit of
playfulness on the part of the author, for Holophernes’ very last words to
Achior were, “Do not let your face fall” (6:9). For the verb $κλ&� in the
context of fear and faint-heartedness, see, e.g. Deut 20:3 (the closest paral-
lel to our text); Josh 10:6; 18:3; 2 Sam 4:1.

14:7 After they lifted him up, he fell: Compare Jdt 10:23 (with note) where
Judith bows down before Holophernes and is raised up by his servants and
see the similar scene in the Additions to Esther, where the fainting Esther is
lifted by Ahasuerus (Add Esth 15:7–8). Compare too Aseneth when she sees
Joseph for the first time (Jos. Asen. 6:1): her heart is pierced, her soul shat-
tered, her knees become limp, and her body trembles. While our description
is briefer, such mention of physical symptoms of fear and excitement seems
novellistic, rather than biblical. There is also something comical about
Achior being raised up only to fall down again deliberately in obeisance to
Judith.

he fell at Judith’s feet, prostrated himself before her: The biblical expression
“fell on his face” (vynp li lpn) is often used of people expressing their fear of
God, but is also found when people bow to their more powerful superiors.
See, e.g. Gen 44:14; 50:18; 1 Sam 25:23; 2 Sam 9:6; 14:22; 1 Kgs 18:7;
Ruth 2:10; Esth 8:3. Thus Achior’s bowing down before Judith can be in-
terpreted in two rather different ways. One possibility is to see him as sub-
servient to Judith here, with his act akin to Judith’s (ironic) prostration be-
fore Holophernes (10:23). In other words his falling to the ground and
bowing are gestures which signal his recognition of Judith’s greater author-
ity. After his confrontation with Holophernes, Achior has been diminished
and perhaps effeminized (Moore 1985, 235: “The author has completely
reversed the sex roles of the male Achior and the female Judith.”) He has be-
come the object of verbs, rather than their subject, and handled physicallly
by Assyrians and Israelites alike. He was seized, led away, and tied up (σψν-
ωλαβον, sγαγον, �δησαν, �φ:καν, $ρριμμωνον) by Holophernes’ servants
at 6:10–13 and then untied, stood up, and brought to Bethulia by the Israe-
lites ($πωστησαν, λ&σαντε« … �π1γαγον, κατωστησαν 6:14) and made
to speak at their assembly (�στησαν … $ν μωσ8 6:16). Even when all, big
and small, have gathered for Judith’s unexpected return (13:13), he, a lowly
foreigner, remained inside Uzziah’s house until he was summoned. At the
same time, Achior is about to bless Judith and convert to Judaism, and such
a testimonial is only impressive if it comes from a worthy and significant
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person. While Achior is still described here in terms of his physical move-
ments, he nonetheless bows down willingly and deliberately, perhaps in re-
cognition of Judith as an instrument of divine will, a representative of God;
see Schmitz (2004a, 146–147).

Blessed are you in every tent of Judah: Presumably Achior pronounces this
blessing once he has risen again to his feet. He recovers his voice, so to
speak, and is the third one to bless Judith in this scene, after the people
(13:17) and Uzziah (13:18–20). His words are plainly based on the blessing
of Jael in the Song of Deborah (Judg 5:24), “Most blessed of women be
Jael … most blessed of women in tents ($κ γψναικ�ν $ν σκην� ε�λογη-
�ε�η).” It is perhaps ironic that both Judith and Jael who kill in tents are to
be blessed in tents. Another benediction which may underlie Achior’s words
here is that of the gentile Balaam, who blesses the tents of Israel (Num 24:5).
Balaam is another foreigner who, like Achior, acknowledges God’s sover-
eignty; see note on 5:5–21 and Section 4, 49–50. This is the only mention of
Judah in our work.

In every nation, whoever hears your name will be terror struck (ταρα-
ξ�1σονται): The language of LXX Deut 2:25 is quite similar: God instructs
Moses to bring his (Moses’) fear upon all the nations who will be terror
struck (ταραξ�1σονται) when they hear Moses’ name; see too Isa 64:1.
Moses and Judith have this effect, of course, as God’s representatives;
see van Henten (1994) on Judith as a female Moses. Achior’s words, which
also seem influenced by the depiction of panic-stricken nations in
Exod 15:14–16, are fulfilled below (14:19; 16:10), where we find the verb
ταρ2σσ� used of the distressed and confused Assyrians and Medes. Earlier
(4:2; 7:4), the same verb has been used to depict the uproar and terror of the
Israelites.

14:8 Now tell me all that you have done: Achior has recovered enough to
use an imperative with Judith and request that she satisfy his curiosity.

Judith then told him: The narrator slows the pace here and allows Judith
to tell her story, but he does not repeat her words to the reader. Compare
the parallel scene at 6:16–17 (with notes) where Achior is said to inform
the people of Bethulia of all that has happened at Holophernes’ council.
Judith’s exposition here may serve to calm Achior. We find a similar situ-
ation at Gen 45:26–27 where Jacob’s sons soothe their excited father and
give him time to recover himself by filling him in on Joseph’s doings, which
are not actually repeated by the narrator. Another parallel is that of Moses
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who, as the biblical narrator tells us, recounts to his father-in-law Jethro all
that God has done to rescue the Israelites from Pharaoh and the Egyptians.
The gentile Jethro, who seems to have influenced the portrayal of Achior
here, reacts to these words by expressing his recognition of God as the grea-
test deity and sacrificing to him (Exod 18:8–12), just as Achior will convert
after hearing Judith’s story.

tell me (�ν2γγειλ+ν μοι) … told him (�π1γγειλεν α�τ�) …: The change
of preposition in the two verbs is typical of the author’s love of variation,
but has no great significance, as the two are quite similar in meaning here;
compare 11:19 κα5 �πηγγωλη μοι κα5 �πεστ2λην �ναγγε�λα� σοι
where the difference is more apparent. It is not likely that this variation
stems from the translation of two different Hebrew verbs.

14:9 cheered (cλ2λα<εν) with a great voice: The people have already
thanked God and praised Judith and here they express their joy non-verb-
ally. The identical verb is used of wailing at Jdt 16:11; see too below for
antiphonal cries of despair and dismay by Bagoas and the Assyrians once
they discover Holophernes’ body (14:16,19).

let forth a joyous sound (�δ�καν φ�νGν ε�φρ+σψνον): Literally “gave
voice,” a Hebraicism, see, e.g. Num 14:1 vkbyv ,lvq tX vntyv; LXX �δ�κεν
φ�νGν κα5 �κλαιεν. The adjective ε�φρ+σψνο« is a late prose word (LSJ
s.v.) and is found only here and in 3 Macc (6:36; 7:19) in the LXX; compare
the use of ε�φροσ&νη at 10:3; 12:13, 17.

14:10 This single verse on Achior’s conversion to Judaism has aroused a
great deal of scholarly interest, both in terms of Jewish law and of the wider
historical context of conversion in Hasmonean times. Achior seems to be
the earliest instance of a convert in Jewish literature, for there are no con-
verts, as such, in the Bible. His conversion here entails three elements: a be-
lief in God, circumcision, and integration into the Jewish community
(Cohen 1999, 156–157). We find traces of each of these three elements in
the Bible, but no instance of all three together, and none of these biblical
passages depict an act of conversion per se. Thus Achior resembles Moses’
father in law, Jethro, who recognizes God’s greatness after he hears all that
God has done (Exod 18:8–12), as does Rahab (Josh 2:9–11). In later rab-
binic literature (e.g. Song Rabbah 1:3; Eccl Rabbah 5:11), Jethro and
Rahab are linked together as converts to Judaism. The gentile Na’aman
similarly recognizes God’s powers once he is cured of his leprosy by Elijah
(2 Kgs 5:1–15); compare too Balaam (Num 22–24), the Queen of Sheba
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(1 Kgs 10:9), Nebuchadnezzar (Dan 3:28–33; 4:31–34), Darius
(Dan 6:26–28), and the people of Nineveh (Jonah 3:5). Grintz (1957,
167–168) and Cohen (1999, 131 n. 60) bring further instances of the ac-
knowledgement of God by non-Israelites. Such confirmation of God’s
might by neutral or even hostile gentiles is thought to be particularly strong
proof of divine power; see note on 5:5–21. Circumcision, “an essential eth-
nic marker” (Cohen 1999, 123), is presented as a necessary condition for
intermarrying and uniting with the Israelites in the ruse used by Simeon and
Levi against the people of Shechem (Gen 34:13–17). In the LXX (but not
the MT) version of Esth 8:17, those who profess to be Jews ,ydhytmh are
said to have been circumcised, while at MT and LXX Esth 9:27 we hear of
those who join or are added to the Jews ,hylX ,yvlnh lk / το�« προσ-
τε�ειμωνοι«; see Donaldson (2007, 30–33). Other gentiles are also said to be
attached or joined to God and the Israelites; see, e.g. Isa 14:1; 56:3;
Zech 2:15 and the further references and discussion in Cohen (1999,
121–122). Some scholars (e.g. Zeitlin in Enslin 1972, 24–25 and Orlinsky
in Moore 1985, 87) see Achior’s conversion as faulty, because there is no
immersion in water or offering of a sacrifice in accordance with later rab-
binic practices (see, e.g. Sifrei Num 108). However, it is much more likely
that rabbinic rules and regulations concerning conversion evolved over time
and were not fully developed when the Book of Judith was composed; see
the very full discussion and bibliography in Lavee (2010, esp. 206–207 with
n. 73). Achior’s conversion is particularly interesting because he is, as the
author has reminded us several verses earlier (14:5), an Ammonite, and
Ammonites, together with Moabites, are expressly forbidden to join “the
assembly of the Lord,” down to the tenth generation (Deut 23:4). This verse
from Deuteronomy was understood by the rabbis as prohibiting marriage
between Ammonites or Moabites and Israelites. Indeed, the rabbis had to
make special allowances for the acceptance of the Moabite Ruth (e.g. m.
Yeb. 8:3; cf. 1 Kgs 11:1–2; Neh 13:23–27). Earlier Jewish sources at Qum-
ran understood the prohibition on joining the “assembly of the Lord” as
forbidding entrance to the Temple (e.g. 4Q(Flor)174 i.6; cf. Lam 1:10); see
further Donaldson (2007, 210–215); Cohen (1999, 248–252). Cohen
(1999, 252) correctly points out that it is anachronistic to take Deut 23:4 as
referring to conversion, because the concept of conversion “did not yet exist
in pre-exilic times,” but on any interpretation, the Deuternonomy verse is
one of several strong biblical reservations about welcoming Ammonites,
traditional enemies of the Israelites, into Jewish circles (see note on 5:5).
Our author, who is well acquainted with the Bible, nonetheless deliberately
chose to make his character Achior an Ammonite, one who was wise
enough to recognize God and was then accepted within the Israelite com-
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munity “to this very day.” Why did he do so? Roitman (1992b), who sees
Achior as a double or alter ego of Judith, and finds both characters equally
admirable, nicely notes that Achior’s conversion has several parallels with
Achior’s own depiction of Abraham at 5:8 (see note on 5:6–9). Roitman
stresses the nationalistic tone of our book and suggests that the conversion
is in keeping with its ideology of proselytism: the conversion of a hated Am-
monite who becomes the equal of Judith subtly underlines the superiority of
the Jews over the pagans. Vialle (2011, esp. 263–264) suggests that readers
of Judith are meant to admire Achior more than the devious Judith, because
of his integrity, and she thinks that the story of his circumcision is intended
as a positive contrast to the darker instances of circumcision at Gen 34 and
LXX Esth 8:17. Whether we see Achior as inferior, equal or, as is much
less likely, even superior to Judith, the choice of an Ammonite to defend the
God of the Israelites and ultimately recognize him well suits our author.
Had he come from a friendlier, less maligned nation, Achior’s speech in ch.
5 and his conversion here would have been less impressive, just as Judith’s
assassination of Holophernes would have been far less noteworthy had she
not been a woman. The Ammonite who becomes a true believer in God is
meant to be no less startling and compelling than the beautiful, pious
widow who goes out to kill, and both appear to be products of the same
mind.

Achior’s conversion may also have been influenced by historical Hasmon-
ean events, particularly by the conversion and incorporation of Idumaeans
in the Judean state by Hyrcanus (135–104 B.C.E.) and the incorporation of
the Itureans by Aristobulus (104–103 B.C.E.). These conversions may have
been forced; see Jos. Ant. 13.257–258 and cf. e.g. Cohen (1999, 136–137).
Scholars see the fictitious figure of Achior as a reaction to – and commen-
tary upon – the circumcision and conversion of actual gentiles, but disagree
as to whether the portrait of Achior is meant to justify Hasmonean policy
or express disapproval of it. Weitzman (1999) thinks that the positive pre-
sentation of Achior is meant to relieve the overall polemical tone against
non-Jews found in our work. He suggests that our literary conversion may
have been intended to show that the Hasmonean policy of anti-gentile viol-
ence could nonetheless be compatible with the conversion of local peoples
found from Hyrcanus onwards. Eckhardt (2009) sees Judith as an anti-
Hasmonean text and suggests that Achior the Ammonite convert is meant
to bring to mind Ruth the Moabite, the ancestress of David. Both Achior
and Ruth willingly join the house of Israel on their own initiative; unlike the
Hasmonean converts there is no forced circumcision or restricted access to
the Israelite nation. Roddy (2008) also sees Judith as an anti-Hasmonean
composition which criticizes forced circumcision. Whether Achior’s conver-
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sion is meant to be a criticism or an affirmation of Hasmonean conversion
policies, it is surely significant that the only positive gentile figure in our
work does not remain a gentile. While Achior is neither a king nor a very
high-ranking official, he should perhaps be linked with the group of gentile
kings and generals found in other post-biblical works who come to recog-
nize God, sometimes after attempting to attack the temple. These figures
include Heliodorus (2 Macc 3:33–39), Antiochus IV (2 Macc 9:11–18), and
Ptolemy Philopator (3 Macc 1:9; 6:33); see further Donaldson (2006). We
should also remember that Achior is a single individual who converts, and
while our author could have presented a group of the enemy forces as wish-
ing to join the Israelites and convert, he does not choose to do so.

When Achior saw all that the God of Israel had done: For this combination
of seeing what God has done and then believing in him, see the Israelites at
Exod 14:31; compare too Jethro at Exod 18:8–12.

he came to believe in God strongly ($π�στεψσεν τ� �ε� σφ+δρα): Com-
pare Abraham at Gen 15:6, the Israelites at Exod 14:31, and the people of
Nineveh at Jonah 3:5 for parallel descriptions of belief in God; cf. Roitman
(1992b, 40). It is only here that we find the adverb strongly (σφ+δρα) used
of belief in God; compare LXX 1 Sam 27:12 for an instance of such strong
belief in a human.

He had the flesh of his foreskin circumcised: The author uses the full tech-
nical description of circumcision here, περιετωμετο τGν σ2ρκα τ:« �κρο-
βψστ�α« α�το7, a phrase which recurs several times in the account of the
circumcision of Abraham and his household; see Gen 17:11, 14, 24–25; see
too Lev 12:3 and LXX Gen 34:24 with Vialle (2011, 262). In this manner
Achior is again assimilated to the very first convert Abraham; see note on
5:6–9. Ever since he was driven out from Holophernes’ camp, Achior has
been consistently handled and manhandled by others (see note on 14:7), but
here he chooses of his own volition to do something to his body.

was joined to the house of Israel to this very day (προσετω�η ε=« τ9ν ο>κον
* Ισρα1λ): The verb used here, προστ��ημι, is a technical term for proselyt-
ism; see LXX Isa 14:1; Esth 9:27 with Donaldson (2007, 487). Julius Afri-
canus (as cited by Eusebius, Historia Ecclesiastica 1. 7. 13) takes the ficti-
tious Achior to be a real character who is allegedly found along with Ruth
the Moabite and others in a register of proselytes and their descendants
stored in public archives, until the archives were burned by Herod. Cohen
(1999, 50–51) discusses the overall implausibility of any such register be-
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fore the second or third century C.E.; afterwards it is “conceivable but un-
documented.”

to this very day: Here the author introduces the “now” of his own time in
contrast to the time during which his story takes place; compare 1:15. He is
perhaps influenced here by the biblical description of Rahab who “lives in
Israel until this very day” (Josh 6:25) after she is rescued by Joshua. Achior
has echoed the words of the biblical Rahab in his earlier historical survey
(5:13 and 5:15 with notes) and here too he is assimilated to her, an arche-
typal proselyte at the time of Judith’s writing; see Daube (2003, 851 and
860 n. 92).
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M. 14:11–15:7 The Assyrians Are Defeated

Chapter 14

(11.) At daybreak they hung Holophernes’ head from the wall. All the men
took up their arms and went out to the mountain passes in units.

(12.) When the Assyrians saw them, they sent to their leaders, who went to
the generals, the captains of thousands, and all the other officers.

(13.) They came to Holophernes’ tent and said to the one in charge of all
his affairs, “Wake up our lord, for the slaves have dared to come down to us
to make war, so that they will be utterly destroyed.”

(14.) Bagoas went in and knocked on the curtain of the tent, since he sup-
posed that he was sleeping with Judith.

(15.) Since no one responded, he opened the curtain and went into the bed-
room. He found him thrown down on the threshold, a corpse, with his head
taken away.

(16.) He cried in a loud voice, wailing, groaning, and shouting mightily,
and tore his clothes.

(17.) Next he went into the tent where Judith had stayed, but did not find
her. He then rushed out to the people shouting,

(18.) “The slaves have behaved treacherously. A single Hebrew woman has
shamed the house of King Nebuchadnezzar. Look! Holophernes is on the
ground without his head!”

(19.) When the leaders of the Assyrian army heard these words, they tore
their tunics and their spirits were greatly shaken. Their cries and shouting
were very loud throughout the camp.
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Chapter 15

(1.) When the people in the tents heard, they were terrified by what had
happened.

(2.) Fear and trembling overtook them. Not a single person waited for an-
other, but with one accord they rushed out and fled on every path in the
plain and the highlands.

(3.) The men who were encamped in the highlands around Bethulia took
to flight. Then the Israelites, every fighting man among them, rushed out
against them.

(4.) Uzziah sent messengers to Betomasthaim, Hobai, and Kola, and to all
the territory of Israel to report on what had happened and to urge everyone
to rush out against the enemy and destroy them.

(5.) When the Israelites heard this, they all, with one accord, fell upon them
and cut them down as far as Hoba. The men from Jerusalem and all the hill
country also arrived, for they had been told of what had happened in the
enemy camp. The men in Gilead and the Galilee outflanked the enemy, in-
flicting great casualties, until they reached Damascus and its territory.

(6.) The remaining inhabitants of Bethulia fell upon the Assyrian camp,
plundered it, and acquired great wealth.

(7.) The Israelites returning from the slaughter seized the rest. The villages
and settlements in the highlands and the plain also took much booty, since
there was an enormous quantity.

Commentary

Holophernes is dead, but the Israelites must deal with the huge Assyrian
army encamped on the outskirts of Bethulia. Judith has already suggested
the best way to put the Assyrians to flight (14:1–4), and our author disposes
of the army quickly, devoting only a few verses to the defeat of the Assy-
rians and the taking of spoils.

14:11 The soldiers of Bethulia now obey Judith’s instructions of 14:1–2, al-
most to the letter. Day has indeed dawned (3ν�κα δ� C Eρ�ρο« �νωβη; cf.
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14:2 κα5 �σται 3ν�κα $�ν διαφα&σT C Eρ�ρο«), they hang Holophernes’
head ($κρωμασαν τGν κεφαλGν {Ολοφωρνοψ $κ το7 τε�ξοψ«; cf. 14:1
λαβ+ντε« τGν κεφαλGν τα&την κρεμ2σατε α�τGν $π5 τ:« $π2λ<ε�« το7
τε�ξοψ«), take up their arms (κα5 �νωλαβεν π»« �νGρ τ� Aπλα α�το7; cf.
14:3 κα5 �ναλαβ+ντε« οiτοι τ�« πανοπλ�α« α�τ�ν), and all the fighting
men leave the city (κα5 $<1λ�οσαν κατ� σπε�ρα«; cf. 14:2 κα5 $<ελε&σεσ�ε
π»« �νGρ =σξ&�ν �<� τ:« π+λε�«). Such close echoes in an author who
loves variety are deliberate and meant to demonstrate the men’s unswerving
obedience to Judith’s commands.

they hung Holophernes’ head from the wall: See note on 14:1.

in units (σπε�ρα«): See Baslez (2004, 367) on this Hellenistic technical mili-
tary term.

14:12 This is the third consecutive verse with δω as a connective rather than
κα�. We move here from Bethulia to the Assyrian camp together with the
men of Bethulia, just as earlier we have made the same journey together
with Judith and her maid (10:10–11). Along with the physical transition to
the Assyrian camp, the author moves over to his Assyrian characters, pre-
senting events from their perspective.

When the Assyrians saw them: These are the Assyrians stationed at the out-
skirts of the camp, closer to Bethulia.

they sent to their leaders: The compound verb διωπεμχαν used here can
mean to send in different directions and such a flurry of activity may hint at
the beginnings of panic among the Assyrians. Compare προπωμχοψσιν at
10:15, another compound form of πωμπ� which is used appropriately;
there are no instances of the simplex πωμπ�.

their leaders who went: Note the use of idiomatic Greek (τοV«
3γοψμωνοψ« … ο4 δω) to indicate the change of subject.

the generals (στρατηγο&«), captains of thousands (ξιλι2ρξοψ«), and all
the other officers: These commanders are mentioned in descending order
of rank. While στρατηγ+« and ξιλ�αρξο« may be used here in a specific
Hellenistic military sense (thus Baslez 2004, 367), both words are found
fairly often in the LXX in less technical contexts. The word ξιλ�αρξο« ap-
pears only here in Judith, but is found twenty eight more times in the LXX
(,yplX yr> Exod 18:21; Josh 21:14, etc.), while στρατηγ+«, which is used
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five times in our text for commanders of different foreign contingents, is
found over fifty times in the LXX to translate several different terms.

14:13 They came to Holophernes’ tent: At 14:3 Judith imagines these of-
ficers running to the tent after they have been woken by their soldiers; com-
pare too the commotion outside Holophernes’ tent when Judith first arrives
there (10:18).

the one in charge of all his affairs: This is how Bagoas was first introduced
at 12:11; the author closes his narrative circle by describing him in the same
way at his last appearance.

our lord … the slaves: The Assyrian officers, unaware of the death of their
lord (and commander) arrogantly refer to the Israelites – soon to be their
conquerors – as slaves and Bagoas repeats the pejorative term δο7λοι even
after he discovers Holophernes’ body at 14:18. In the Vulgate (Vg. Jdt 14:12),
these approaching Israelites are termed mures, mice who have left their
holes. Our author presents events here from the Assyrian perspective in
order to underline the extent of their misconception: he invites us to enjoy
the enemy’s delusions and arrogance. We can compare the biblical poet’s
delight in the misguided reassurance given to Sisera’s mother in the Song
of Deborah (Judg 5:28–30). Sisera’s mother imagines that her son is late
returning home because he is collecting booty and a “woman or two”
for each warrior and does not realize that the tables have turned and two
women have defeated Sisera and his army instead.

so that they will be utterly destroyed (mνα $<ολε�ρεψ��σιν ε=« τωλο«): The
verb $<ολε�ρε&� with its strengthening prefix $< is used elsewhere in Judith
of utterly destroying enemies (1:15; 3:8; 5:15, 18; 6:2, 8), but here there is
an additional phrase ε=« τωλο« “to completion,” to reinforce and stress the
complete annihilation which will not, in fact, occur.

14:14–18 This scene of the discovery of Holophernes’ body by Bagoas has a
close biblical parallel in the story of Ehud and Eglon (Judg 3:23–25). Judith
resembles Ehud, who deceives King Eglon and then kills him in a private
room, locking the door behind him (note on 13:1). Eglon’s servants, who
first attempt to explain away their master’s lengthy absence, and then open
the doors of his closed room and find his dead body inside seem to have
influenced the depiction of Bagoas here. Indeed the resemblance between
our scene and the biblical one is so striking that medieval Hebrew tales of Ju-
dith even quote from the Judges verses directly when telling of the discovery
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of the dead Holophernes; see Dubarle (1966, ii. 150–151); Weingarten
(2010, 124). At the same time, there is an interesting difference between the
Eglon scene and our own. The biblical narrator tells us nothing of the reac-
tion of Eglon’s servants or his people to the king’s death and turns immedi-
ately to Ehud’s doings, but our author lingers over the emotional reaction of
Bagoas and the Assyrians to the death of Holophernes, describing their cries,
shouts, and rending of their clothes. Unusually, the Vulgate presents an even
longer version of this dramatic scene (Vg. Jdt 14:8–14). The Assyrians of the
Vulgate do not dare to knock or enter Holophernes’ tent and those waiting
outside make loud noises in the hope that the sounds will wake him; Bagoas
claps his hands. Holophernes is also said to be weltering in his own blood.
This is one of the few expansions found in the Vulgate which is not related
to the work’s theological message. It is worth noting that neither Bagoas nor
the Assyrians acknowledge the involvement of God in Holophernes’ death;
contrast, e.g. the Egyptians at the crossing of the Red Sea (Exod 14:25). If,
as many commentators argue, the main theme of our book is the resolution
of the question “Who is the real god, Nebuchadnezzar or God?,” it is not
made plain to readers that the Assyrians have in fact learned and assimilated
the answer to that question, although the Israelites and the recent convert
Achior have certainly done so.

14:14 Bagoas went in and knocked on the curtain of the tent: We are meant
to imagine some kind of solid partition which separates Holophernes’ sleep-
ing quarters from other areas of the tent.

since he supposed (;πεν+ει) that he was sleeping with Judith: ;πονοω� is
used only here in Judith; Tobit 8:16 and Sir 23:21 are the two other in-
stances in the LXX; for ;π+νοια, see Sir 3:24; Dan 4:19, 33; 5:6. This is
a rare instance in Judith where we are told of a character’s thoughts; com-
pare 12:16 on Holophernes’ desire to sleep with Judith and note that we are
never privy to the thoughts of the book’s heroine, Judith. For some biblical
instances of a character’s thoughts, see, e.g. Gen 38:15; 1 Sam 1:13;
1 Kgs 12:26. Compare too Eglon’s servants who offer a reason for the king’s
absence at Judg 3:24, a reason which may reflect their thoughts rather than
words spoken aloud.

sleeping with Judith: The only other use of κα�ε&δειν μετ2 is at Gen 39:10
(hljX bk>l) telling of Joseph’s rejection of the seduction attempts by Po-
tiphar’s wife. Compare Jdt 12:5 where Judith plainly sleeps alone (Hπν�σεν)
and see Daube (2003, 463–464) on the different biblical words used for
sleeping and sex.
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14:15 He found him thrown down on the threshold, a corpse (εiρεν
α�τ9ν … $ρριμμωνον νεκρ+ν): Rakel (2003, 241–242) compares our verse
to Barak’s discovery of Sisera’s corpse and notes the similar wording in
LXX2 Judg 4:22: κα5 =δοV Σισαρα Iεριμμωνο« νεκρ+«. Compare too the
servants of Saul who discover David’s empty bed, filled by household items
and goat’s hair, which have been arranged by Michal (1 Sam 19:13, 16).

on the threshold: LSJ s.v. ξελ�ν�« gives only this verse and Hesychius
(ξελ�ν�δο« · ο�δ9« τ:« �&ρα« τ:« σκην:«) for the meaning “threshold.”
This stress on the threshold may be related to the depiction of the fallen
idol Dagon, whose head and two severed hands lie on the threshold of his
temple (1 Sam 5:2–5).

with his head taken away: “And so was the army’s!,” Moore (1985, 240).

14:16 He cried in a loud voice, wailing, groaning, and shouting mightily:
Until now, such crying has been heard only among the Israelites (see, e.g.
4:9–12; 7:29), but here the tables have turned and it is the Assyrians who
are made to cry out and groan. Our author’s use of the phrase “loud voice”
(φ�ν� μεγ2λT) sketches the trajectory of the book’s plot. At first it is the
Israelites who cry out loudly in despair (7:23, 29), followed by Judith
who prays loudly before going out to Holophernes (9:1). After killing
Holophernes, Judith cries out loudly in triumph upon her return (13:14)
and the Israelites cheer in a loud voice (14:9) when they learn of his death.
Now it is Bagoas who cries out loudly in sorrow (14:16). The author lingers
over Bagoas’ wails and groans in this verse and the next, and he has the As-
syrian leaders shout as well, once they learn of Holophernes’ death (14:19).
Biblical figures such as Esau (Gen 27:34, 38), David (2 Sam 19:5), and
Mordecai (Esth 4:1) certainly cry out in distress, but the moans and groans
assigned to Bagoas and the Assyrians may be intended to feminize them.
Defeated biblical enemies (and the recipients of bad news) are sometimes
likened to women, particularly women in childbirth; see, e.g. Isa 19:16;
Jer 6:22–24; Nah 3:13 with Hillers (1965). At the same time, Bagoas’ wails,
groans, and shouts owe something to the fact that he is a eunuch. In Greek
sources, eunuchs are often portrayed as emotional and melodramatic; see
further Section 5, 73–74.

tore his clothes: The different kinds of clothing worn by our story’s char-
acters and their change from one form of dress to another symbolically ex-
press their inner state of mind in external form. Sackcloth, widow’s garb,
seductive dress, and torn clothing – all play a part in Judith and all serve to
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characterize those who wear them. Bagoas tears his clothes as a sign of
mourning and despair and the Assyrian leaders will shortly follow in his
wake (14:19). The Israelites do not tear their clothing in the scenes of fear
and supplication in our book, but they do change their apparel and put on
sackcloth (see notes on 4:9–15; see too 9:1 and 10:3). In the Bible, char-
acters often tear their garments after receiving evil tidings; see, e.g.
Gen 37:29, 34; 44:13; and cf. Jer 36:24. Torn clothing can be accompanied
by cries and shouts (e.g. 2 Sam 13:19; Esth 4:1), as we find here. More spe-
cifically, we find such torn clothing in response to wartime defeat and
death; see, e.g. Josh 7:6; 1 Sam 4:12; 2 Sam 1:2, 11. The situations of sor-
row and anguish associated with torn garments sometimes lead directly to
prayer (e.g. 2 Kgs 19:1; Ezra 9:3–5; see too 1 Macc 4:39–40; 11:71), but
Bagoas and the Assyrians do not react to Holophernes’ death with prayers,
and turn instead to shouts, fear, and flight.

14:17 he went into the tent where Judith had stayed: Bagoas immediately –
and correctly – suspects that Judith is responsible for Holophernes’ death.

had stayed: The combination of a present participle καταλ&οψσα and Oν is
used to render a pluperfect of sorts; compare Oν πεποιηκψ�α (14:8).

14:18 The slaves have behaved treacherously (c�ωτησαν ο4 δο7λοι): In the
LXX ��ετω� is used to translate dgb (to betray), drm (to rebel), and i>p
(to sin against) and Bagoas may well intend all three connotations here;
compare the different use of the verb ��ετω� at 16:5. Our phrase closely re-
sembles LXX 1 Sam 13:3 c�ετ1κασιν ο4 δο7λοι (which is not a translation
of the MT ,yrbih vim>y), where Saul blows a trumpet and announces the
Israelite rebellion against the Philistines; see Dubarle (1966, i. 14).

A single Hebrew woman has shamed the house of King Nebuchadnezzar:
All three factors – the fact that Judith is a single person who has assassin-
ated Holophernes on her own, that she is a mere “slavish” Hebrew, and
that she is a woman – contribute to the Assyrian shame here. Earlier
Holophernes has boasted that he will kill all the Israelites as if they were but
a single person (6:3), but instead he has been undone by a single Israelite
woman. For the Assyrian view of the Israelites as weak, see 5:23; see too
note on 10:12 on the use of “Hebrew” in Judith. For the shame and humili-
ation of being killed by a woman, compare Abimelech and the woman of
Thebez (Judg 9:53–54; 2 Sam 11:21). Although Abimelech has his servant
kill him as soon as the millstone lands on him so that it will not be said that
he was killed by a woman, the report on his ignonimous death circulates
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nonetheless. Here, as there, the death of the commander is enough to bring
about the retreat of an entire army; compare too the death of Sheba son
of Bichri brought about by the wise woman of Abel Beth-Maachah
(2 Sam 20:15–22).

has shamed: $πο�ησεν α=σξ&νην is found only here in the LXX; normally
the verb α=σξ&ν� is used. Shame plays an important part in our story. Ju-
dith was invited to join Holophernes in an intimate setting which allowed
her to kill him, because he thought it would be shameful not to seduce her
(12:12), and she then stresses that she did not undergo any shame because
of the encounter (13:16; cf. 9:2). Instead, Judith manages to shame the en-
tire royal Assyrian house.

the house of King Nebuchadnezzar: Ironically, Bagoas had earlier hinted to
Judith that she might be lucky enough to join Nebuchadnezzar’s household;
see 12:13.

Look! Holophernes is on the ground without his head!: Bagoas is succinct,
blunt, and dramatic.

14:19 they tore their tunics: see note on 14:16.

their spirits were greatly shaken ($ταρ2ξ�η α�τ�ν 3 χψξG σφ+δρα): We
find virtually the same wording used to describe Pharaoh’s reaction to his
dream about the ears of grain at Gen 41:8 $ταρ2ξ�η 3 χψξG α�το7
(translating vxvr ,iptv) and it seems that the Assyrians have awoken to a
nightmare as well; see too LXX Ps 6:4; 41:7; Hab 3:2 where the phrase
translates three different Hebrew expressions. The reversal of roles between
the Assyrians and Israelites is now complete and Holophernes’ army has
gone from boasting and confidence (see 5:22–24) to panic and shouting.
Earlier the verb ταρ2σσ� has been used of the Israelites’ agitation and fear.
See Jdt 4:2 (κα5 $φοβ1�ησαν σφ+δρα σφ+δρα … κα5 … $ταρ2ξ�ησαν;
note the double σφ+δρα in our verse as well), 7:4 ($ταρ2ξ�ησαν σφ+δρα)
and compare 14:7 (with note) and 16:10. For some biblical depictions of
frightened enemies who lose their spirits and panic, see Exod 12:30;
15:14–16; Josh 5:1; 1 Sam 4:6–9.

cries (κραψγ1) and shouting: The word κραψγ1 is found only here in Ju-
dith; compare the κραψγ1 of the Egyptians at LXX Exod 11:6 and 12:30;
both translate hqij.
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15:1–7 This account of the decisive defeat of the Assyrians is written in
relatively colloquial Greek, with a variety of connectives – )«, )σα&τ�« δω
κα�, �λλ2, δω, and γ2ρ – and several sentences or clauses do not open with
the standard Septuagintal format of κα� followed by a conjugated verb and
subject (see, e.g. 15:5–7). The narrator repeatedly compares and contrasts
the Assyrians and the Israelites by describing them in identical phrases
having each of the two groups acting “of one accord” (Cμο�ψμαδ+ν 15:2,
5; cf. 9), rushing forward ($κξψ�ωντε« 15:2; $<εξ&�ησαν 15:3; mνα … $πεκ-
ξψ��σιν 15:4) and being the subject or an object of an assault, a falling
upon ($πωπεσεν $π’ α�τοV« φ+βο« 15:2; ο4 ψ4ο5 * ΙσραGλ … $πωπεσον $π’
α�το&« 15:5; ο4 κατοικο7ντε« Βαιτψλοψ� $πωπεσον 15:6). The defeat of
the Assyrian army is quick and straightforward, once Holophernes has been
assassinated, and it seems that the death of the Assyrian leader was in itself
sufficient to guarantee victory. This situation is reminiscent of the en-
counter between David and Goliath, where Goliath suggests that the con-
flict between the Philistines and the Israelites be resolved in a single contest
between him and a chosen Israelite (1 Sam 17:8–9). While the Israelites pur-
sue and slaughter many of the fleeing Philistines after David has killed Go-
liath (1 Sam 17:52–53), the story is essentially that of a single combat be-
tween heroes. We find brief descriptions of a series of similar victories of
single brave Israelites against Philistine heroes at 2 Sam 21:15–22; see too
2 Sam 23. Such contests, where a single encounter between two heroes is
meant to decide the fate of opposing armies, is found in Homer as well; see,
e.g. Iliad 3.85–112 and de Vaux (1971). In our book, Judith’s assassination
of Holophernes serves as such a single combat scene, for the huge Assyrian
army quickly crumbles after his death; see too note on 13:8. Biblical battles
often contain miraculous elements, with e.g. the walls of a city tumbling
down or the enemy slaughtering one another as the Israelites sing and praise
God; see Exod 17:8–16; Josh 6:4–5; 10:12–14; 1 Sam 7:9–11; 2 Kgs 7:6–7;
2 Chr 20:20–30; 32:21–22, etc. for such supernatural defeats. Sometimes
human beings join together with God in waging a battle. When the army of
King Asa of Judah, for example, is greatly outnumbered by that of the at-
tacking Cushites, Asa calls upon God for help. God strikes the Cushites,
who flee, and Asa then chases after them, killing many and taking a great
deal of booty (2 Chr 14:7–14). Jonathan’s attack on the Philistines begins
on his own initiative, but God then causes panic and an earthquake, causing
the enemy to flee (1 Sam 14:1–15); see further Polak (1999, 248–252) for a
brief, useful discussion of human and divine roles in biblical war accounts.
In our text there is no explicit mention of divine intervention. The Israelite
victory over the myriad Assyrian forces is presented in the same factual and
prosaic way as the depiction of Holophernes’ death at the hands of Judith,
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and in neither case do we find any direct involvement by God. Yet, both the
assassination of a mighty commander by an unarmed woman and the swift
and uncomplicated defeat of an enormous Assyrian army by the Israelites
certainly suggest divine assistance, even if the narrator leaves such explicit
attribution of the victory to God to his characters, most notably in the vic-
tory song of ch. 16. The broader situation outlined here – the general rout
and dispersal of an army after its leader is killed, the inflicting of a great
many enemy casualties, followed by the taking of booty, some of which is
brought to Jerusalem – is quite similar to the aftermath of David’s killing of
Goliath (1 Sam 17:51–54) and the defeat of Nicanor by Judah and his men
(1 Macc 7:43–47; cf. 2 Macc 15:25–35). David, like Judith, will be cel-
ebrated in song after the victory (1 Sam 18:6–7). The battle of Jehoshaphat
against the Ammonites and Moabites described in 2 Chron 20 is won
thanks to divine intervention, but its aftermath of taking booty, dedicating
some of the spoils, and celebrating with a joyful procession to Jerusalem is
also reminiscent of our book. Finally, the war outlined in Genesis 14, in
which Abram rescues Lot after the war of the five kings against the four and
is then blessed by Melchizedek, is another conflict which has left its mark
on our passage; see Montague (1973, 8–9); Dubarle (1966, i.139); Zenger
(1981, 440–441) and see too notes on 13:18; 15:5, 7.

15:1 were terrified ($<ωστησαν): The verb $<�στημι usually translates drx
(“to tremble, be terrified”) in the LXX and this is its meaning here; else-
where in Judith it means to be amazed or overcome by emotion; see 11:16;
12:16; 13:17.

what had happened ($π5 τ9 γεγον+«): See LXX Esth 4:4, 7 for a similar use
of τ9 γεγον+« and see immediately below 15:5 �ν1γγειλαν γ�ρ α�το�«
τ� γεγον+τα.

15:2 Fear and trembling overtook them: Some mss. transpose the two terms
and read $πωπεσεν $π’ α�τοV« τρ+μο« κα5 φ+βο«, but the order φ+βο« κα5
τρ+μο« in our text is a double echo, both a reversal of 2:28 where Holo-
phernes causes the coastal peoples to experience fear and trembling
($πωπεσεν C φ+βο« κα5 C τρ+μο« α�το7), and an allusion to LXX
Exod 15:16 $πιπωσοι $π * α�τοV« φ+βο« κα5 τρ+μο« (dxpv htmyX ,hyli
lpt). The phrase also underlines the truth of Judith’s prediction that the As-
syrians will be overtaken by fear (κα5 $πιπεσε�ται $π * α�τοV« φ+βο« 14:3)
once they realize that Holophernes is dead. See Josh 2:9; Esth 8:17; 9:2–3 for
a similar description of the fear of the Israelites descending upon other
peoples.
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Not a single person waited for another, but with one accord they rushed
out: Literally “not a single person remained to face his neighbor.” The nar-
rator mocks the panic-stricken Assyrians: the decision to flee is unanimous,
but nonetheless decided by each individual, with no hint of group discus-
sion or solidarity. Each and every soldier instantly runs for his life, with no
thought for his neighbor; compare the behavior of the frightened, fleeing
foreign soldiers at 2 Kgs 7:6–7. See too Jdt 7:4 where the Israelites are quite
afraid, but nonetheless voice their fears to their neighbors.

rushed out ($κξψ�ωντε«) and fled: The verb $γξω� implies spilling or
streaming out and it frequently translates „p> in the LXX. Often such
enemy flight is said to be the direct result of God introducing noise and con-
fusion (,mh) – e.g. Exod 23:27; Josh 10:10; Judg 4:15; 1 Sam 7:10 – but this
is not the case here. For the general rout or dispersal of an army after a
leader is killed, compare Abimelech’s army returning home after he is killed
by the woman of Thebez (Judg 9:55); see too note on 15:1–7.

15:3 The men who were encamped in the highlands around Bethulia: These
are the Moabites and Edomites who have volunteered to keep watch on Be-
thulia; see 7:8.

fighting man (�νGρ πολεμιστ1«): hmxlm >yX, a calque; see, e.g. Deut 2:14;
Judg 20:17; 1 Sam 16:18; Ezek 39:20; 2 Chr 17:13.

rushed out ($<εξ&�ησαν) against them: This is a “measure for measure”
reaction, a counterflow in the wake of the Assyrian stream of men; see note
on previous verse.

15:4 Uzziah sent messengers: At long last, we see Uzziah taking the initi-
ative and acting as a leader.

Betomasthaim, Hobai, and Kola: Betomasthaim is found ony here; see the
virtually identical place name Betomesthaim at 4:6, with note. Hobai, too,
is found only here, but Hoba is mentioned twice in our work; see 4:4 and
15:5 with notes. Kola may be identical with the Kona of 4:4. Are these in-
consistencies due to a careless author or careless scribes? Some mss. include
a further town, Bebai; see Neh 10:16. As Enslin (1972, 164) notes, all these
towns should be situated fairly close to Bethulia, and “further guesswork
about these localities is profitless.”
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all the territory of Israel : Uzziah is following Judith’s instructions to the
letter; see 14:4. In the next verse we will hear of the Israelite soldiers from
Gilead and the Galilee, in addition to Jerusalem, Bethulia, and the hill
country. The author broadens his canvas towards the close of our book, in-
cluding all the Israelites as participants in the attack on the Assyrian forces.
Compare the similar inclusive action in the Book of Esther (Esth 9:16–24),
where the action moves beyond the Jews of Susa to all the king’s provinces,
where local Jews defend themselves, kill their enemies, and celebrate their
victory.

report on: For the combination �γγωλλ� ;πωρ see LXX 2 Sam 10:5.

rush out: This is the third use of the verb $κξω� in three consecutive verses;
here we find an additional preposition, $πεκξψ��σιν; the people of the sur-
rounding towns are to stream forth as well, in addition to the soldiers of Be-
thulia. This form is found only here in the LXX and it is a good instance of
the variety and elegance of the Greek to be found in our work.

15:5 Israelites … Jerusalem … hill country … Gilead … Galilee …: We are
not told here of the numbers of the Israelite army, but hear instead of their
varied geographical origins. The geographical spread of the Israelite forces,
covering all its territory (see previous verse), indicates that the victory is
achieved and shared by all the Israelites.

Gilead … Galilee …: This description of the Israelites in Gilead and the
Galilee pursuing the Assyrian forces seems to come in the wake of the mili-
tary expeditions by the Maccabees in 163 B.C.E. When Jews in the Galilee
and Gilead were threatened by their enemies, Simon attacked in the Galilee,
and Judas Maccabeus and Jonathan attacked in Gilead. Jews in both
regions were brought to Judea for their safety; see 1 Macc 5:9–54 and cf.
2 Macc 12:10–31. Here our author transforms the Israelites of Gilead and
the Galilee from victims into powerful aggressors who manage to inflict
heavy casualties on the enemy.

fell upon them … as far as Hoba … until they reached Damascus: Compare
LXX Gen 14:15 where Abram and his men fall upon the enemy ($πωπεσεν
$π *  α�το&«; the MT has qlxyv i.e. he divided his forces) and pursue those
who have captured Lot “as far as Hoba, north of Damascus.” Our verse is
apparently influenced by the Genesis phrase, but splits the pursuit into two,
as far as Hoba and as far as Damascus. It is typical of our author’s fondness
for interweaving apposite biblical phrases taken from parallel situations –
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as well as his disregard for geography – and this Hoba may well be unre-
lated to the Hobai of the previous verse and Hoba of 4:4.

also arrived: Note the combination )σα&τ�« δ� κα� which is found in the
LXX only in books which have no MT original; see 2 Macc 2:14; 15:39;
3 Macc 6:33; Bar 6:21, 27, 70. The word )σα&τ�« is used only here in Ju-
dith.

outflanked: The late Greek verb ;περκερ2� is found in the LXX only here
and at 1 Macc 7:46, in a very similar context: people from surrounding
Judean villages pursue and encircle the soldiers of Nicanor’s army, who flee
once their commander has been killed.

inflicting great casualties: literally “with a great blow” πληγ� μεγ2λT.
The Greek expression translates hbr / hlvdg hpgm / hkm and is often used,
as here, of slaughtering great numbers of people; see Judg 11:33; 1 Sam 4:10;
6:19; 19:8; 1 Kings 20:21, etc.

15:6–7: The Israelites turn to taking spoils and collect an immense amount
of booty. This plundering lasts over thirty days; see 15:11. The Israelites’
behavior here corresponds to that of their Assyrian enemies, who earlier
have plundered the peoples whom they conquered (Jdt 1:14; 2:23, 26–27;
4:1). We can also compare Judith’s positive mention of the booty taken by
Simeon at Shechem (9:4 with note). Our favorable account of taking war
spoils may be contrasted with the restraint shown in Esther (9:10, 15, 16),
where the Jews are careful to take no plunder; Daube (2003, 857) sees our
passage as a corrective to the weak-kneed attitude in Esther, but it is worth
noting that Esther dwells a great deal more on the killing of the enemy than
our book does (Moore 1985, 241). Kvasnica (2008) suggests that writers
in the late Second Temple period are increasingly sensitive to the ethics of
plundering, although such concern is not apparent in our book. One in-
stance of “pious” plundering is provided by Judah after the battle of Em-
maus. Judah distributes the victory spoils to those persecuted, to orphans,
widows, the aged, and the actual soldiers, and carries the rest of the spoils
to Jerusalem (2 Macc 8:27–31). See Elgavish (2002, 266–271) on legitimate
and illegitimate instances of taking spoils in the Bible.

15:6 The remaining inhabitants of Bethulia … acquired great wealth: There
may be a “measure for measure” element at work here. The besieged inhab-
itants of Bethulia have suffered the most from the Assyrian invasion and
consequently take the most from the enemy. These remaining inhabitants
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are presumably the non-combatant women, children and old people, and
the children and women were most likely to be taken away as booty them-
selves; see Jdt 4:12; 16:4.

15:7 returning from the slaughter (�ναστρωχαντε« �π9 τ:« κοπ:«): Com-
pare the description of Abram returning from his military victory at
Gen 14:17 μετ� τ9 �ναστρωχαι α�τ9ν �π9 τ:« κοπ:«. It is not only the
wording which is similar here, but the situation. The victorious Abram is
met and blessed by a priest when returning from battle, just as Judith will be
met and blessed by a priest immediately below; see too 13:18 with note.

much booty (πολλ�ν λαφ&ρ�ν): τ� λ2φψρα, the classical word for spoils
is quite rare in the LXX (1 Chr 26:27; 2 Mac 8:30) and the cognate verb
λαφψρε&� used at 15:11 is found only in our text. 4ρπαγ1 (2:11), προ-
νομ1 (4:12), διαρπαγ1 (7:27), and σκ7λα (9:4) are other words used by
the author for booty or plunder.

since there was an enormous quantity (Oν γ�ρ πλ:�ο« πολV σφ+δρα):
This is a nice instance of our author’s hybrid style: the Greek connective
γ2ρ is combined with a doubled calque translation of a Hebrew phrase
dXm hbrh / br which is generally translated either πολV σφ+δρα or
πλ:�ο« σφ+δρα; see, e.g. Gen 15:1; Josh 11:4; 22:8; Zech 14:14;
2 Chr 4:18; 11:12 and cf. Ezek 47:10 for our phrase. The expression
(πλ:�ο«) πολV σφ+δρα has been used by the narrator several times to de-
scribe the vast size and supplies of the Assyrian army (Jdt 1:16; 2:17–18;
7:2, 18), so it is fitting that he uses it of the amount of booty as well.
We hear nothing of the numbers of the Assyrian dead, but the masses
of goods they leave behind point to their colossal defeat. Compare, e.g.
2 Chr 14:12–14, and see Elgavish (2002, 249–251) on the quantity of spoils
as an expression of the magnitude of a victory in biblical and near Eastern
texts.
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N. 15:8–16:20 The Israelites Celebrate their Victory

Chapter 15

(8.) Joakim the high priest and the Israelite council of elders who lived in
Jerusalem came to observe the good things that the Lord had done for Israel
and to see Judith and wish her well.

(9.) When they came to her, they all blessed her with one accord and said
to her,
“You are the exaltation of Jerusalem,
you are the great pride of Israel,
you are the great boast of our people.

(10.) You have done all this with your own hand,
you have done good to Israel,
and God is well pleased with this.
May you be blessed by the Lord Almighty for all time.”
And all the people said, “Amen.”

(11.) All the people plundered the camp for thirty days. They gave Holo-
phernes’ tent to Judith and all his silver, couches, bowls, and furniture. She
took them and put them on her mule, yoked her wagons, and piled the
goods on top of them.

(12.) All the women of Israel ran together to see her. They blessed her and
some formed a chorus of dancers in her honor. She took wands in her hands
and gave them to the women with her.

(13.) She and those with her put on olive wreaths. Judith stood in front of
all the people, leading all the women in dance. All the men of Israel, armed
and with wreaths, followed, singing hymns.

(14.) Judith began this song of thanksgiving in front of all of Israel and all
the people sang out this song of praise.
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Chapter 16

(1.) Judith said,
“Sing to my God with tambourines.
Chant to my Lord with cymbals.
Sing in harmony a psalm of praise for him.
Exalt him and call upon his name.

(2.) For the Lord is a God who crushes wars;
For he delivered me from the hand of my pursuers into his camp in the
midst of the people.

(3.) Assyria came out of the mountains from the north,
came with his myriad forces,
whose multitude blocked watercourses
and cavalry covered the hills.

(4.) He said that he would burn the borders of my land,
kill my young men by the sword,
dash my nursing babies to the ground,
hand over my infants for plunder,
and my virgins for booty.

(5.) The Lord Almighty has thwarted them by the hand of a female.

(6.) For their commander did not fall at the hands of young men
nor did the sons of Titans strike him,
nor lofty giants attack him,
but Judith the daugher of Merari
undid him with the beauty of her face.

(7.) For she took off her widow’s garb
for the exaltation of the oppressed in Israel.
She anointed her face with perfume,

(8.) tied her hair in a headdress,
and put on a linen dress to seduce him.

(9.) Her sandal caught his eye,
and her beauty captured his soul;
the sword went through his neck.
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(10.) Persians shuddered before her daring;
Medes were agitated by her boldness.

(11.) Then my humble ones raised a war cry.
My weak ones shouted,
and (the enemy) trembled.
They raised their voices,
and turned to flight.

(12.) The sons of young women pierced them
and wounded them as if they were children of deserters.
They perished because of the battle of the Lord, my God.

(13.) I shall sing a new song to my God.
Lord, you are great and glorious,
amazing in strength, unsurpassed.

(14.) Let all your creation serve you.
For you spoke and they came into being,
you sent forward your breath and it fashioned (them).
There is no one who can resist your voice.

(15.) For mountains will be shaken from their foundations with the waters,
rocks will melt like wax before you.
Yet to those who fear you, you will be most merciful.

(16.) For every sacrifice in its sweet savor is a small thing,
and every fat part in a burnt offering is a very little thing for you.
He who fears the Lord is great forever.

(17.) Woe to the nations who rise up against my people.
The Lord Almighty will take his vengeance upon them on the day of
judgment,
sending fire and worms to their flesh,
and they shall cry out in pain forever.”

(18.) When they entered into Jerusalem, they bowed down to God. After
the people purified themselves, they offered their burnt offerings, voluntary
offerings, and gifts.
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(19.) Judith dedicated to God all of Holophernes’ possessions that the
people had given her, as well as the canopy that she herself had taken from
his bedroom, as a votive offering.

(20.) The people continued celebrating in Jerusalem before the temple for
three months, and Judith remained with them.

Commentary

The Israelites now celebrate their great victory, with songs and sacrifices.
Judith, the people of Bethulia, and their allies make their way to Jerusalem
in order to give thanks to God. They are joined by the high priest Joakim
and the Jerusalem council of elders, who have come especially to Bethulia to
see Judith and the fruits of her victory. At some point in their journey to Je-
rusalem, Judith sings her victory song. A certain amount of time has elapsed
since the confrontation with the Assyrian forces: we must allow time for
Joakim and the elders to arrive from Jerusalem and then include the thirty
days of plunder before the people of Bethulia actually set out for the temple
in Jerusalem; contrast Deborah and Barak who sang “that day” (Judg 5:1),
i.e. the day of their victory.

15:8 council of elders: see 4:8 (with note) and 11:14, for two earlier men-
tions of the Jerusalem gerousia.

to observe … to see Judith: Although the elders’ purpose is said to be two-
fold, to observe God’s good deeds firsthand, in addition to seeing and bless-
ing Judith, this emphasis on verbs of seeing perhaps hints at their desire to
see the extraordinarily beautiful Judith with their own eyes.

wish her well (κα5 λαλ:σαι μετ *  α�τ:« ε=ρ1νην): literally, “speak with her
peace;” compare Esth 10:3 and Ps 122:8. This is the third blessing Judith
will receive, after those of Uzziah and Achior (13:18–20; 14:7).

15:9 When they came to her: There is a manuscript variant where it is
Judith who goes out to meet them $<:λ�ε πρ9« α�το&«, taken up in the Old
Latin, Vulgate (quae cum exisset ad illum Vg. Jdt 15:10), Syriac, etc. This
variation preserves male pride and keeps Judith in her place.

You are the exaltation of Jerusalem, you are the great pride of Israel, you
are the great boast of our people: Joakim and the elders use elevated lan-
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guage here. The Greek style is elegant, with an anaphoric repetition of σ& at
the beginning each of the three parallel cola, and three synonyms ending in
-μα used to describe Judith: σV Hχ�μα * Ιεροψσαλ1μ, σV γαψρ�αμα μωγα
το7 * Ισρα1λ, σV κα&ξημα μωγα το7 γωνοψ« 3μ�ν. This effect is not easily
reproduced in Hebrew. Their words echo the prayer of Uzziah and the
elders of Bethulia when Judith left the city (10:8). They had hoped that her
deeds would lead to the pride (γαψρ�αμα) of the Israelites and the exalta-
tion (Hχ�μα) of Jerusalem and the verbal echo here indicates that the
prayer of Uzziah and the elders has been fulfilled to the letter; see too Ju-
dith’s prayer that she act for the exaltation of Jerusalem (13:4).

15:10 You have done all this with your own hand, you have done good to
Israel: The continuation of this blessing is less poetic, but again makes use of
anaphora ($πο�ησα« τα7τα π2ντα … $πο�ησα« τ� �γα�2 …). In these
two verses, Joakim and the elders virtually assimilate Judith to God, as a
source of boasting (κα&ξημα 15:9; see LXX Ps 88:17–18) and of goodness
to Israel. We have just been told that the embassy has come from Jerusalem in
order to see the good that God has done (15:8; see, e.g. Exod 18:9; 1 Kgs 8:66;
Jer 33:9), but here we hear of Judith’s benefaction to Israel; see Zenger
(1981, 516); Haag (1963, 56). The significant role allotted here to Judith
seems to have disturbed Jerome, for this verse is transformed in the Vulgate.
Joakim says to Judith (Vg. Jdt 15:11): “You have played a man’s part (fecisti
viriliter) and kept your courage high, because you have loved chastity and
have not known another man after your husband. Therefore the hand of
the Lord has strengthened you and you shall be forever blessed.” Jerome
changes Judith’s active, killing hand, a recurring motif in the book (see note
on 9:9) into God’s hand which strengthens her, and her assassination of Ho-
lophernes becomes the act of a woman anxious to preserve her chastity,
rather than the deed of a heroine who saves her city; see note on 16:22.

God is well pleased: Compare LXX 2 Sam 22:20 and Ps 43:4 for this use of
ε�δοκω� which translates /px and hjr respectively.

May you be blessed (ε�λογημωνη γ�νοψ) by the Lord Almighty for all time:
Compare the words of blessing addressed to Judith by Uzziah (ε�λογητG
σ& 13:18) and by Achior (ε�λογημωνη σ& 14:7). Uzziah blesses Judith
for eternity as well; see Hχο« α=,νιον 13:20 and compare 2 Sam 7:29;
1 Kgs 1:31; 2:45 for such eternal blessings. The epithet Lord Almighty is
particularly appropriate here, for the Assyrian military defeat demonstrates
resoundingly that God, not Nebuchadnezzar, is the lord who possesses
might over everything; see note on 4:13 on παντοκρ2τ�ρ.
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And all the people said, “Amen”: Compare Jdt 13:20 where the people
respond to Uzziah’s blessing with a double Amen, γωνοιτο γωνοιτο, found
in some mss. here as well.

15:11 The vocabulary used in this verse is rare in the LXX: τ� Cλκε�α
“large bowls” is found only here, while τ� (κατα)σκεψ2σματα “furniture,
work of art” and σ�ρε&� “to heap up” are each used in only one other
verse, Sir 32:6 and Prov 25:22 respectively.

thirty days: This kind of detail, precise but exaggerated, is typical of our
author; cf. 2 Chr 20:25 where it takes three days to collect a great many
spoils. The author assigns a lengthy looting period to the Israelites in order
to stress once again the immense amount of booty, which reflects, in turn,
the enormity of the Assyrian defeat.

They gave Holophernes’ tent to Judith, and all his silver, couches, bowls,
and furniture: Biblical booty often consists of livestock; see Deut 2:34–35;
3:6–7; Josh 8:27; 11:14 and compare Jdt 2:17 where we hear of the great
many animals taken along on the Assyrian expedition. Objects of gold,
silver, and other metals are sometimes included in biblical spoils as well;
see, e.g. Josh 6:19, 24; 2 Sam 8:10–12. In classical Greek historiography,
we find several descriptions of luxurious Persian tents belonging to high-
ranking commanders which were captured on the battlefield and these
tents, too, contain rich couches, gold and silver utensils, drinking cups, and
dishes; see Hdt. 9.80–82; Xen. Anab. 4. 4. 21; cf. Theopompus FGrH
115 F263 a-b. Several passages in Greek writings illustrate how royal tents
were identified with the king himself, serving as a kind of mobile palace,
and the capture of a royal tent by an opponent was the symbolic represen-
tation of the transition of power; see Nicolaus of Damascus FGrH 90
F66.45; Diod. Sic. 17.36.5 and the further references in Briant (2002,
187–189); see too Elgavish (2002, 248). Such glorying in the capture of
enemy tents and furnishings goes back to the Assyrian empire and in two
inscriptions, dating to the end of the eighth century, the Assyrian king Sar-
gon boasts of such exploits; see Luckenbill (1927, ii. cc. 39 and 67); Miller
(1997, 34–36, 49–53). Holophernes’ tent represents the chief source of
power within the enemy camp and in that sense it is parallel to God’s temple
in Jerusalem, but the Assyrian commander is a false god whose “holy place”
is invaded and overturned; see Jensen (2006, 133). While Holophernes is
commander-in-chief of the Assyrian army, not its king, the transfer of his
tent and its furnishings to the heroine Judith is a symbolic gesture, under-
lining her role as chief victor. At the same time, the specific items given to
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Judith – the tent, couch, drinking bowls, and silver – are pointed reminders
of her encounter with Holophernes, since they form the backdrop to the As-
syrian’s seduction attempt, drunkenness, and assassination; see Jdt 10:21–22;
12:1, 17–20; 13:2–9 for these furnishings. Holophernes tried to use these
objects as tools to control and subdue Judith, but ultimately they served as
the instruments of his own downfall. Judith will subsequently dedicate
these objects of feasting and seduction to God (Jdt 16:19), transforming
and, in essence, purifying them. We hear nothing of the murder weapon,
Holophernes’ sword; see note on 16:19.

She took them and put them on her mule, yoked her wagons, and piled the
goods on top of them: This description of Judith loading objects and hitch-
ing up wagons by herself is surprising and we should probably assume that
her servants do the actual work. Where is her trusty maidservant? Presum-
ably the wagons are for the booty she has received, while she herself may
ride the mule on the journey to Jerusalem. Achsah (Judg 1:14) and Abigail
(1 Sam 25:20, 42) are two independent biblical women who ride donkeys;
compare too Rebecca (Gen 24:61, 64) and Rachel (Gen 31:34) on camels.

15:12–14 The Victory Procession. Before singing her song Judith is first sur-
rounded by “all the women of Israel” (Jdt 15:12). The women rush out to
greet her, praise her, and encircle her with a dance. These women who greet
and celebrate a victorious figure after the successful defeat of the enemy are
playing a traditional role, one assigned to women on several occasions in
the Bible. We can compare for instance, the women “from all the towns in
Israel” who celebrate David and Saul in song and dance after Goliath’s
death and the rout of the Philistines (1 Sam 18:6–7; see too 1 Sam 21:12;
29:5) and Jephthah’s daughter who tragically rushes out to greet her victori-
ous father, dancing to the sound of tambourines (Judg 11:34; compare
L.A.B. 40:1 where a group of women are said to greet Jephthah). Miriam
and the Israelite women sing and dance after the crossing of the Red Sea
(Exod 15:20–21), after Moses and the male Israelites do so. Women are also
found singing (and lamenting) at 2 Sam 19:36; 2 Chr 35:25; Eccl 2:8. More
generally, song and dance are often used by biblical men and women to
express celebration and joy; see Judg 21:21; 1 Kgs 1:40; Jer 31:4, 13;
Isa 30:29; 3 Macc 6:31–32, etc. Thus, both the women who praise Judith
and dance before her, as well as Judith herself, seem to be fulfilling a role
traditionally assigned to biblical women, celebration of a happy occasion in
song and dance. When Judith sings her song she is also following in the
wake of other individual female singers in the Bible, triumphant women
such as Hannah (1 Sam 2:1–10) and Deborah (Judg 5:1–31; Barak is her
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partner in song, but mentioned second). Several scholars also believe that
Miriam, who leads a chorus of dancing women while singing a verse of the
Song of the Sea (Exod 15:21), was the original composer of that song,
which was later attributed to Moses. See Cross and Freedman (1955), who
apparently pioneered this view, and van Dijk-Hemmes (1993, esp. 38–42).
An expanded version of Miriam’s song has been found at Qumran (4Q365
fr. 6, a col. ii and c) and one of its phrases resembles an expression in our
song; see note on Jdt 16:13. More generally, Judith’s song contains echoes
of both the Song of the Sea and Deborah’s Song; see note on 16:1–17. In our
text, Judith plays a double role: she is both the triumphant victor and the
female singer who celebrates the returning hero(ine)’s exploits in song. In
other words, Judith plays the part of both Jephthah and his daughter, Jael
and Deborah (and Barak), and David and the Israelite women. Our passage
is also exceptional because the men are said to follow Judith (κα5 cκολο&�ει
π»« �νGρ * Ισρα1λ 15:13) and the women whom she leads in dancing, an
unusual occurrence. These men join in celebrating a woman’s – and God’s –
feats in song, but are assigned a subsidiary role and are mentioned virtually
as an afterthought.

Several features found in the procession in honor of Judith have no bib-
lical parallels and are associated with Greek forms of celebration. Particu-
larly interesting are the thyrsoi which Judith hands out to her chorus of
women and the olive wreaths worn by the men and women alike. Normally
the term �&ρσο« is used of the staffs wreathed with ivy or vines, with pine
cones on top, used in the cult of Dionysus (LSJ s.v.). The depiction here
of wreathed, dancing women who hold thyrsoi and celebrate the fact of a
decapitated head immediately brings to mind the maenads or ecstatic fol-
lowers of Dionysus, most notably as they are portrayed in Euripides’ Bac-
chae (Levine 1992, 29 n. 18; Schmitz 2004a, 353–354), but our situation is
more complex. There are men present at this celebration, while Dionysian
women go off by themselves, and the men and women of our passage are
wreathed in olive branches, not the snakes or ivy associated with Dionysus.
The thyrsoi of our text may well refer to lulavim, closed palm fronds used to
celebrate Tabernacles (Lev 23:40), i.e. Jewish ritual wands rather than the
Dionysian ones. Josephus (Ant. 13.372) uses the word thyrsos to describe
the Jewish use of a lulab on Tabernacles to his Greek readers; see too
P. Yadin 3 line 7 (as supplemented by Lapin 1993, 114) where �[&]ρ[σ]οψ«
κα5 κ�τρια translate ]ygrtXv ]ybll of P. Yadin 15. Plutarch seems to know
something of the Jews’ ritual wands as well: he associates these Jewish
wands with the worship of Dionysus and states that the Jews carry branches
and thyrsoi, bringing the latter into the temple, a few days after the feast
of Tabernacles (Mor. 671d-e). The lulab was ritually waved when singing
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songs of praise (m. Suk. 3:9) and such palm fronds were also used more gen-
erally in triumphal Hasmonean processions which included music and
songs of thanksgiving. When Simon enters the citadel in Jerusalem, he and
his men celebrate their defeat of a great enemy with palm fronds (termed
β2ια), musical instruments, and hymns (1 Macc 13:51), just as we find in
our passage. A similar celebration, including thyrsoi and hymns, is organ-
ized by Judah when re-dedicating the temple (2 Macc 10:7). While the
Israelites of Hasmonean times had to be coerced into the worship of Diony-
sus (2 Macc 6:7; see too 3 Macc 2:29), they seem to have adopted the
Hellenistic tradition of carrying palms as a symbol of victory over an
enemy. Tarbell (1908) notes that the palm branch as a victory prize first sur-
faces in Greece of the fourth century B.C.E.; cf. Plut. Thes. 21.3. This tradi-
tion of carrying a palm as a sign of victory is attested in Roman practice
(e.g. Liv. 10.47.3) and victors celebrating a triumph wore a toga embroi-
dered with palm fronds (e.g. Suet. Claud. 17.3). Such use of palms is found
in rabbinic and early Christian literature as well; see, e.g. Lev Rab 30:2;
John 12:13 and the further sources cited in Lapin (1993, 131 n. 65).
At times we find Judith portrayed in art with a palm leaf in one hand and
a sword in the other (e.g. Speculum Virginum MS Arundel 44, fol 34v,
ca. 1140; compare the painting by Botticelli, Judith with the head of Ho-
lophernes, ca. 1470). The olive wreaths worn by Judith and the other
celebrants are a second Greek symbol of victory, a prize which dates back to
the Olympic games (Hdt. 8.26). Interestingly, we find the combination of
wreaths and palm branches used to celebrate Tabernacles in the Book of
Jubilees (16:30–31), perhaps under the influence of Greek practices; see
Dueck (2008, esp. 128–129). At 3 Macc 7:16 victorious Israelites celebrate
while wreathed with every kind of fragrant flower, singing happily and giv-
ing thanks to God. Gold wreaths, rather than actual ones are awarded to
foreign rulers, in Hasmonean times, along with (possibly gold) palm fronds
(1 Macc 13:37; 2 Macc 14:4 with Schwartz 2008, 470 who thinks that they
were real palm fronds). Thus Judith and the people who surround her blend
biblical celebrations of victory consisting of a song of thanksgiving, music,
and dance with more Hellenistic symbols of victory, such as palm branches,
wreaths, and a victory procession.

15:12 All the women of Israel ran together to see her … blessed her: Where
are these women running from? Are these all the women of Jerusalem who
come to greet the people of Bethulia (and their allies) as they arrive in the
city? Or perhaps women on the route from Bethulia to Jerusalem who join
the procession? The women’s actions mimic those of Joakim and the elders
from Jerusalem who set out to see Judith, and then congratulate and bless
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her (Jdt 15:8–9). Compare 1 Sam 18:6 where women “of all the towns of
Israel” go out to greet the triumphant David and Saul with music and cries
of joy.

All the women of Israel: The phrase π»σα γψνG * Ισρα1λ is found only
here, and it apparently is a feminine version of π»« �νGρ * Ισρα1λ which is
found at Judith (4:9, 11) and elsewhere in the LXX, where it usually trans-
lates lXr>y >yX lk (e.g. Deut 29:9; Judg 7:8). The feminine version of the
phrase requires a preposition or construct in Hebrew, e.g. ,lXr>yb h>X lk
lXr>y t>X lk ,lXr>ym h>X lk so that our phrase seems to be the inven-
tion of a feminine form based on the parallel Greek phrase in the masculine,
rather than a translation from Hebrew; see Section 6, 87.

ran together: For the verb σψντρωξ� compare Jdt 6:16 where all the people
of Bethulia, including women, race to see Achior, and 13:13 when the
people of Bethulia race to greet the returning Judith. At 14:3 the leaders of
Holophernes’ army run together to his tent.

a chorus of dancers: In our verse the word ξορ+« is in the singular; in the
plural ξορο� often translates tvlvxm “dances.” See Exod 15:20 where all
the women follow Miriam with timbrels and dancing tlxmbv ,yptb (μετ�
τψμπ2ν�ν κα5 ξορ�ν); see too Judg 11:34. We do not find any timbrels
mentioned here, but Judith does call for the playing of musical instruments
at the beginning of her song (16:1), and perhaps we should assume that
some of these women play instruments as well; the Vulgate mentions
musical instruments here (gaudebant … in organis et citharis Vg. Jdt 15:15).
These joyful, dancing women are in stark contrast to the crying and fainting
Israelite women depicted earlier (Jdt 4:10–12; 7:22–23), while Judith her-
self is greeted as the conquering heroine, just as earlier Holophernes had
been welcomed by the submissive coastal peoples with wreaths, dances, and
timbrels (μετ� στεφ2ν�ν κα5 ξορ�ν κα5 τψμπ2ν�ν Jdt 3:7).

She took wands (�&ρσοψ«) in her hands: Note the unexpected change of
grammatical subject from the Israelite women to Judith. Once again we are
made conscious of Judith’s hands; see note on 9:9. On thyrsoi, see note
above on 15:12–14.

15:13 She and those with her put on olive wreaths: Hanhart’s text reads
α�τG κα5 ο4 μετ *  α�τ:«, i.e. the men with her, while some mss. have κα5 α4
μετ * α�τ:« or κα5 3 μετ * α�τ:« restricting the wreaths to the women or just
Judith’s maid, but we see immediately below that the men have wreaths as
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well. Wreaths were made of different types of plants and each one had its
own significance. Olive wreaths were awarded to military heroes, as well as
successful athletes in Olympia; see note on 15:12–14. In Herodotus (8.124),
the victorious military leader Themistocles is awarded an olive crown for
his wisdom and cleverness and this combination of qualities well suits Ju-
dith; cf. Schmitz (2004a, 355–356) who suggests that Judith is assimilated
here to a victorious Olympic athlete.

leading all the women in dance ($ν ξορε��): The word ξορε�α is used in
classical Greek of a choral dance with music and is not found elsewhere in
the LXX. Our procession has Hellenistic elements intertwined with biblical
ones, and the Greek term reflects this situation. At the same time, Judith is
clearly following in the footsteps of Miriam who leads all the women in
song and dance (Exod 15:20–21). Other biblical women who dance when
celebrating a victory (see note on 15:12–14) normally do not have a leader
at their head, and none of these biblical women have men following them.

All the men of Israel … followed: Judith stands at the head of the proces-
sional celebration and the men follow in her wake, just as all the male char-
acters of the book have meekly followed Judith’s lead throughout the tale.
We could well imagine a separate chorus of men, led, for example by the
high priest Joakim, just as Miriam’ chorus of women in Exodus 15 is bal-
anced by Moses leading the men; see too Philo’s detailed description of
Moses and Miriam leading choirs of men and women respectively (Mos.
1.180; 2.255–257). Our author prefers to have only Judith in charge. This
trail of men is a symbolic touch and it surely is not a coincidence that there
is no trace of Judith heading the procession in the Vulgate.

armed and with wreaths: Almost all commentators understand the ex-
pression $ν�πλισμωνοι μετ� στεφ2ν�ν this way, but perhaps we should
translate “equipped with wreaths,” even if elsewhere in the LXX $ν-
�πλισμωνοι is found only in a military context and translates /vlx (i.e.
equipped for war). These men apparently do not join in the dancing.
Contrast David who dances before the ark in front of a mixed crowd of men
and women (2 Sam 6:14–16, 19).

singing hymns: Literally “sang hymns with their mouths,” i.e. ,hypb vr>,
a calque; compare Ps 40:4 >dx ry> ypb ]tyv. Moore (1985, 243) nicely
translates “with songs of praise on their lips.” The men and women sing to-
gether; see next verse.
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15:14 This verse, which introduces the actual victory song, borders on
poetry and has nearly parallel members: κα5 $<:ρξεν * Ιοψδ�� corresponds to
κα5 ;περεφ,νει π»« C λα+«, while τGν $<ομολ+γησιν τα&την is anal-
ogous to τGν αDνεσιν τα&την.

Judith began ($<:ρξεν) this song: The verb $<2ρξ� is often used to trans-
late hni in the sense of “sing” or “begin a song.” See Exod 15:21; 32:18;
Num 21:17; 1 Sam 18:7 where we find $<2ρξ� in the Greek and hni in the
Hebrew; see too * Ε<2ρξετε τ� �ε� μοψ in the next verse. In Homer and
classical writers $<2ρξ� means “to begin” or “initiate,” often in the con-
text of song (LSJ s.v. $<2ρξ� 1 and 2).

thanksgiving … song of praise: The two terms $<ομολ+γησιν and αDνεσιν
are apparently meant to be synonyms: a song of thanksgiving to God would
naturally include praise. The combination $<ομολ+γησι« and αDνεσι« is
found several times in the LXX; see 1 Chr 25:3; 2 Chr 20:22; Jonah 2:10;
Isa 51:3. The two words translate several different combinations in He-
brew, including hrmzv hdvt ,llhv tvdvh ,hlyhtv hnr.

all the people sang out: Hanhart’s text reads ;περεφ,νει, i.e. the people
“sang loudly,” while the form ;πεφ,νει “sang in reply” is found in the
Vaticanus and other mss.; neither verb is attested elsewhere in the LXX.
Having the Israelites sing in responsion to Judith’s lead would continue
the parallel with Exodus 15, for rabbinic commentators suggest that the
Israelites followed Moses’ lead during the Song of the Sea, either repeating
versets after him or completing the verses which he began (t. Sotah 6:3).
Compare too 2 Macc 1:23 where Jonathan is said to lead a prayer with
the others chiming in (καταρξομωνοψ Ι�να�οψ, τ�ν δ� λοιπ�ν
$πιφ�νο&ντ�ν; see Schwartz 2008, 154).

16:1–17 Judith’s Victory Song. The Bible contains both victory songs (e.g.
Judg 15:16; 16:24; 1 Sam 18:7; see too Ps 18, 21, etc.) and songs of thanks-
giving (e.g. 1 Sam 2:1–10; 2 Sam 22), and Judith’s song of victory and
thanksgiving has much in common with the two longest biblical victory
songs, the Song of the Sea (Exod 15:1–18; cf. 20–21) and the Song of De-
borah (Judges 5). These two biblical poems, like Judith’s song, combine a
description of a great victory over an enemy with the commemoration of
God’s deeds. The biblical singers, Moses and Miriam, Deborah and Barak,
are directly involved in the events they celebrate, and this is true of Judith as
well. Both Exodus 15 and Judges 5 follow upon a prose account of the won-
drous defeat of the Israelites’ enemies and both songs retell and recast the
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story of the victory, changing emphases and adding or detracting details
from the prose account. The poems do not narrate events sequentially, as
in the prose account, but celebrate significant moments. This, too, is true of
our song and it is worth remembering that a blend of prose and poetry is a
biblical feature, and such a combination would not be found in an ordinary
Greek text. The two biblical poems belong to different layers of composi-
tion than their surrounding prose narratives (see, e.g. Watts 1993, 356–358
with n. 36) and that is one reason for the juxtaposition of prose narrative
and poetic hymn found in both Exodus and Judges; the two versions are
stitched together. At the same time, the use of parallel accounts in prose and
poetry to depict the same event from two different perspectives magnifies
God’s triumph and celebrates the salvation of the Israelites, with the poetic
version enhancing and reinforcing the earlier prose narrative (Weitzmann
1997, esp. ch. 4). It is unlikely that the Book of Judith was composed in
stages, and Judith’s victory song is an integral part of the work, which was
written by a single author, pace Jansen (1937) and Dancy (1972, 124–125);
see the survey of earlier scholarship on the origin and unity of Judith’s song
cited by Rakel (2003, 99–102); Moore (1985, 252–257); Otzen (2002,
130–131). There are many verbal and thematic links between Judith’s vic-
tory song and the earlier prose narrative (Gardner 1988) and the song also
includes echoes of Judith’s prayer in chapter 9. Our author assigns his her-
oine a victory song which recapitulates his earlier prose narrative in order
to assimilate her poem to the two biblical poems in Exodus and Judges.
Indeed, the author of Judith includes in his song many themes found in the
two earlier poems. Thus all three poems include the intention to sing to God
and praise him (Exod 15:1, 21; Judg 5:3, 12; Jdt 16:1, 13), a mention of the
threat posed by the enemy and his cavalry (Exod 15:1, 4; Judg 5:19, 22;
Jdt 16:3), a description of the enemy’s downfall (Exod 15:1, 4–5; Judg 5:19,
22, 24–27; Jdt 16:5–6, 9, 11–12), as well as a mocking look behind the
scenes at the enemy’s plans and misconceptions (Exod 15:9; Judg 5:28–30;
Jdt 16:4). The three songs also stress God’s role in bringing about the vic-
tory (Exod 15:2–3, 6–7, 11, 16; Judg 5:4–5, 13; Jdt 16:2, 5, 12) and men-
tion how natural forces, most notably water, were unleashed against the
enemy (Exod 15:1, 4–5, 8, 10; Judg 5:4–5, 20–21; Jdt 16:15). The hand of
the victor is another recurring motif: God’s hand (Exod 15:6, 12; cf. 9),
Jael’s hand (Judg 5:26), and Judith’s hand (Jdt 16:5; cf. 2) respectively.
While the two biblical poems, Exodus 15 and Judges 5, have many features
in common, there are differences as well (see, e.g. Hauser 1987), and our
poem shares further features with each one of the two biblical songs. The
poems in Judges and Judith celebrate the exploits of the two heroines Jael
(Judg 5:24–27) and Judith (Jdt 16:6–10) respectively, as well as surveying
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the deeds of the Israelites (Judg 5:6–11, 14–18; Jdt 16:11–12), while in Ex-
odus no individual Israelite is mentioned and we hear exclusively of the vic-
tory of God. Both the Song of Deborah and Judith’s song end with a call for
destruction of the enemies of Israel (Judg 5:31; Jdt 16:17). The two poems
also share several rapid shifts of time, place, and perspective, with sudden
transitions from first to second or third person (and back again). In Exodus,
the narrator moves back and forth in time, but focuses on God and, to a
lesser extent, the enemy, and there are fewer transitions between the use of
the first, second, and third person. Judith 16 shares with Exodus 15 a
description of God as shattering wars (Exod 15:3; Jdt 16:2), a mention of
the fear felt by several foes (Exod 15:14–15; Jdt 16:10), a quotation of the
enemy’s nefarious plans (Exod 15:9; Jdt 16:4), the praise of God’s glory and
uniqueness (Exod 15:11; Jdt 16:13–14), a depiction of God sending forth
his breath (Exod 15:10; Jdt 16:14), and a brief allusion to the temple
(Exod 15:13; Jdt 16:16); see too note on Jdt 9:7–10. Judith’s song also
echoes the actual wording of the Song of the Sea and includes four nearly
verbatim phrases from the LXX version of the Exodus poem; see the useful
table in Rakel (2003, 250–252) and notes on 16:2–4, 10, 13–15 below;
see too Skehan (1963); Gardner (1988); Rakel (1999). These thematic and
linguistic echoes of Exodus 15 are found in clusters in the first and third
parts of the song, and the parallels often follow the order of the verses in
Exodus 15; unsurprisingly, there are few echoes of the Song of the Sea in the
section where Judith herself is described.

The appropriation of these two biblical texts by the author of Judith
serves several purposes. The imitation of, and allusion to, the occasion, con-
tent, and very wording of Exodus 15 and Judges 5 in Judith’s celebratory
song suggests that the heroine and her deeds belong to the same biblical tra-
jectory of a great victory followed by a song, with Judith continuing the
tradition, as it were, of these earlier singers. Just as Judith’s role in the sal-
vation of her people reminds us of Moses (van Henten 1994, Rakel 1999),
as well as Deborah and Jael (Hackett 1985, Crawford 1992, Shemesh 2006),
her song too, associates her with – and assimilates her to – the figures of
Moses, Miriam, Deborah, and Barak. So too the wider consequences of Ju-
dith’s deeds, the rescue of the people of Bethulia and the protection of the
temple in Jerusalem, are meant to be viewed as parallel to the deliverance of
the Israelites from Egypt, the paradigmatic salvation story of the Bible, as
well as corresponding to the victory over the army of Sisera. Judith invites a
communal response to her joyful victory hymn and the triumphant, singing
Israelites who have defeated the Assyrian invaders are thus paralleled to the
Israelites of Exodus and those of the time of Deborah. The call to sing God’s
praises is also an invitation to the readers of Judith to join the heroine in ex-
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pressing feelings of triumph and gratitude to the Lord. God plays a signifi-
cant role in all three poems, and the theological message of our book is well
served by its echoes of these two biblical poems. In the prose narratives
which precede the songs of Exodus and Judges we are shown God’s direct
intervention in the salvation of the Israelites (Exod 14; Judg 4:15, 23). The
two poems then further exalt God who has overpowered Israel’s enemies.
Unlike these two biblical episodes, the earlier prose account in the Book of
Judith does not tell of any direct involvement by God in the rescue of the Is-
raelites. We see Judith praying to God and relying upon his help in order to
accomplish her mission, but the author does not show any actual interven-
tion by God, who appears only once in those portions of the text which are
narrated by the anonymous, omniscient narrator (4:13 with note). It is only
in Judith’s song that we hear of God’s miraculous intercession and her hymn
stresses and praises God’s prominent role in the victory. It is God who leads
her people out of oppression and bondage, states Judith, just as he did
during the crossing of the Red Sea and the defeat of Sisera. In this fashion,
Judith’s song not only assimilates Judith herself to earlier biblical heroes
and heroines, but also assimilates God, as it were, to his role as saviour in
the paradigmatic biblical episodes. Precisely because his heroine seems to
have managed so well on her own, the author needs Judith’s song to estab-
lish and affirm the presence of God in the events he has outlined.

Victory songs and hymns are found in other post-biblical works, and
several apocryphal and pseudepigraphical heroes and heroines sing songs of
thanksgiving and triumph. These singers include Tobit (Tob 13), the three
young men rescued from the fiery furnace (LXX Dan 3:51–90), and the
three daughters of Job (T. Job 48–50); see Weitzman (1997, 86–90) for a
series of songs assigned to biblical figures in the Pseudepigrapha, Dead Sea
Scrolls, Philo, and rabbinic literature. In the L.A.B. version of Deborah’s
song, the singer points to the parallel between the victory of Deborah and
Barak and the Exodus victory over the Egyptians (L.A.B. 32:16–17; com-
pare too 32:1 and Exod 15:1), implicitly comparing or assimilating Debo-
rah to Moses (Bauckham 2002, 66), just as our author portrays Judith as
another Moses or Deborah. The version of Hannah’s triumphant song
found in L.A.B. (51:3–6) is also quite interesting because unlike its biblical
predecessor (1 Sam 2:1–10), the song is unabashedly a woman’s song, men-
tioning mothers, giving birth, nursing milk, etc.; see note on 16:4. Another
song worth noting is LXX Psalm 151, David’s autobiographical victory
hymn. This psalm did not survive in the transmission of the MT, but a vari-
ant Hebrew version was found in Qumran (11Q5 28.3–12) and we find
David describing his victory over Goliath in a manner similar to the depic-
tion of Judith vanquishing Holophernes; see note on Jdt 16:6. One further
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item from Qumran which is worth noting is a brief Aramaic fragment, a
text once associated with novellistic court tales from Qumran, but now
thought to belong to a separate work. This brief and patchy fragment
(4Q550f) is based in part on Isa 14:31–32, and refers to evil coming from
the north, “afflicted” Israelites, and water overrunning Media, Persia, and
Assyria; see Wechsler (2000, 143, 145–146). All of these elements are found
in our poem as well.

Turning to the structure and content of Judith’s song, we see that the
song has a tripartite division, with the final verset in one section leading
into the opening verset of the next section. Verses 1–5 praise God and de-
scribe the danger which he averted from the Israelites. Here the singer uses
the first person and tells of the enemy’s plans. Verses 6–12 are a description
of Judith’s preparations for her mission, and the subsequent execution of
Holophernes and defeat of the Assyrians. Here, too, we are given a glimpse
at the enemy’s reactions. At first Judith is described in the third person, but
towards the end of this section, when we hear of the Israelites’ actions against
the Assyrians, there is a transition back to the first person. Verses 13–17 are
a general praise of God, who is addressed in the second person, both as cre-
ator and judge. These final verses also include a description of the dread
punishment awaiting Israel’s enemies and they bear no direct relation to the
immediate circumstances of the song. Rakel (2003, 97) suggests that Judith
sings those sections of the song which use the first person, while the Israe-
lites sing the verses which describe Judith in the third person, but the use of
“I” in various sections of the poem is not really autobiographical; Judith
speaks virtually as a personification of her city (see note on 16:4). Such
juxtaposition of different voices, locations, and perspectives is found in Ex-
odus 15 and Judges 5 as well, and lends these poems immediacy and a var-
ied narrative pace.

Judith’s song, in the extant Greek version, contains many elements as-
sociated with biblical verse and editors generally print the text as poetry,
breaking up each verse into several units, although the division of the vari-
ous verses into individual units is not identical in different modern editions.
A special stanza-by-stanza layout of Judith 16:1–17 is already found in
ancient editions of the text such as the Alexandrian codex, perhaps because
Judith uses here words such as |σατε, $ναρμ+σασ�ε (16:1) and ;μν1σ�
(16:13), words with the specific connotation of singing a song. The
outstanding feature of biblical poetry is parallelism within verses and such
parallelism is apparent in many – but not all (e.g. 16:2, 5) – of the verses of
our text. See, e.g. 16:1a-b * Ε<2ρξετε τ� �ε� μοψ $ν τψμπ2νοι«/ |σατε τ�
κψρ�8 μοψ $ν κψμβ2λοι«; see too 3c-3d; 4bcd; 11a-b, etc. Sometimes this
parallelism is chiastic as in 16:10 a-b �φρι<αν Πωρσαι τGν τ+λμαν α�τ:«/
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κα5 Μ:δοι τ9 �ρ2σο« α�τ:« $ταρ2ξ�ησαν and such chiasmus, too, is
commonly found in biblical poetry. In Greek writing, parallel, balanced
clauses having the same semantic structure, which sometimes end with the
same or rhyming words, are particularly associated with the fifth century
B.C.E. rhetorician Gorgias and are a regular feature of artistic prose. Thus
the conventions of Greek artistic prose well suit both the translation – and
the imitation – of Hebrew biblical verse. Other features of biblical poetry
found in our song are the use of a simile ()« κηρ+« 16:15), asyndeton or
missing connectives (e.g. 16:1, 13), the repetition of a word at the beginning
of a verset (Oλ�εν … Oλ�εν … 16:3a-b), spare and elliptical syntax (e.g.
16:7–8 where the single use of ε=« Hχο« τ�ν πονο&ντ�ν $ν * Ισρα1λ applies
to all four items of dress), and two or more versets leading up to a crescendo
at the end of the verse (e.g. 16:6, 9). See further Gera (2007) with bibli-
ography; Wills (1999, 1177); see too introductory note to ch. 9. Key words
are another feature of biblical poetry: these repeated words serve to unify a
poem and transform it into a cohesive whole. The most frequent word in
our song of exaltation and thanksgiving to God is, unsurprisingly, κ&ριο«
which is found seven times. The related words Hχο«, ;χηλ+« and ;χ+�,
signifying pride and exaltation, are used four times. Many words in the
song are found only in this section of Judith, with a unique word in virtually
every verse, and several of these words are rarely found elsewhere in the
LXX; see the list in Schmitz (2004a, 366 nn. 69–70). There is also an unex-
pected mythological reference to Titans; see note on 16:6.

16:1 Sing … chant … sing in harmony … exalt: Judith calls upon the people
to join her in her song of praise and thanksgiving, using four opening
imperatives with not a single κα� to connect them. Such asyndeton is typical
of biblical poetry; see 16:3a-b, 16:13b-c and note on 9:7. For similar invi-
tations to sing to God found at the beginning of a song, see, e.g. Ps 96:1–2;
98:1; 149:1; compare too Judg 5:3 c-d. For $<2ρξετε as “sing,” see note on
15:14.

my God … my Lord (τ� �ε� μοψ … τ� κψρ�8 μοψ): κ&ριο« is taken here
as “lord” and given a dependent genitive, rather than being used as a proper
noun, the tetragrammaton; see 7:28 with note.

tambourines … cymbals: We have not been told at 15:12–13 that the
women (and men) who accompany Judith in her procession have musical
instruments with them and this call for musical accompaniment may be rhe-
torical rather than real, inspired by Miriam and the tambourine-playing
women of Exod 15:20 or the music which accompanied psalms; see, e.g.
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Ps 149:3; 150:3–5. We find the combination of tambourines and cymbals at
1 Sam 18:6 (women greeting David); 2 Sam 6:5 (David and the Israelites be-
fore the ark); see too 1 Chr 13:8. Cymbals are also associated with priestly
music and well suit a procession on the way to the temple in Jerusalem
(Rakel 2003, 105).

Sing in harmony ($ναρμ+σασ�ε): The verb $ναρμ+ζ� “to fit, adapt” is
found in classical Greek in a musical context of tuning (e.g. Aristoph. Eq.
989). In the LXX, it is found only here and at 4 Macc 9:26 where it is used
of fitting weapons to one’s hands.

psalm of praise (χαλμ9ν κα5 α>νον): Literally “psalm and praise,” a hen-
diadys. There is a variant reading χαλμ9ν καιν+ν; cf. below 16:13 Hμνον
καιν+ν.

Exalt him (;χο7τε) and call upon his name: See, e.g. Ps 34:4; 80:19; 99:5;
105:1; 145:1 for one or both of these phrases. Words based on ;χ+� / Hχο«
recur in this poem; see 16:7, 11. For the association between God’s name
and the temple in Jerusalem see note on 9:8.

16:2 For … for …: This verse is not composed as poetry and has no real par-
allelism between its component parts. In thanksgiving psalms, imperatives
calling for song and praise are often followed immediately by yk giving the
reason for such praise – see, e.g. Ps 117:1–2; 149:3–4 – and yk is generally
translated by Aτι. Here we have two successive uses of the causal Aτι, but
we find the connective γ2ρ in the poem as well; see 16:6, 7, 15.

For the Lord is a God who crushes wars: Judith has already used this ex-
pression to describe God in her prayer at 9:7–8 (see note) and her repetition
of the phrase here confirms her earlier statement, as it were, since in the
meantime God has indeed eradicated the war with the Assyrian forces with-
out an actual confrontation taking place; the Assyrians flee and are pursued
by the Israelites. At the same time, the phrase again reflects its original
source, LXX Exod 15:3, one of several deliberate echoes of the Song of the
Sea in our song, which link the rescue of Bethulia with the deliverance of the
Israelites from Egypt.

For he delivered me from the hand of my pursuers into his camp in the
midst of the people (Aτι ε=« παρεμβολ�« α�το7 $ν μωσ8 λαο7 $<ε�λατ+ με
$κ ξειρ9« καταδι�κ+ντ�ν με): This sentence is difficult and the text seems
to be corrupt; see Enslin (1972, 169). The meaning of ε=« παρεμβολ�«
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α�το7 $ν μωσ8 λαο7 – God’s camp(s) in the midst of the people? – is not
clear. Normally παρεμβολ1 is used in the singular in Judith, and refers to
the Assyrian camp; see, e.g. Jdt 6:11; 7:12; 14:3; 15:11; cf. 7:7, 32. So too
the preposition ε=« παρεμβολ�« α�το7 does not match that of the verb
$<ε�λατο. There are a variety of attempts to make sense of the text, none of
them certain. The Old Latin translation qui ponit suggests that Aτι ε=« was
in fact C τι�ε�« which would mean that God places his camp in the midst of
his people. Grintz (1957, 175–176) suggests that God’s camp refers to an-
gels sent by God to guard the Israelites (see, e.g. Exod 23:20; Ps 34:8); com-
pare Haag (1963, 56–57) who thinks the expression refers to God accom-
panying the Israelites’ camp during their wanderings in the desert and
subsequently to the temple in Jerusalem; see too Skehan (1963, 105–106).
Schmitz (2004a, 372–374) suggests using $<ε�λατο twice, in two different
senses: God both removes Judith from her city and her people and then res-
cues her from those chasing her.

he delivered me from the hand of my pursuers: No one physically pursues
either Judith or the people of Bethulia. The reverse is true, for the Israelite
forces have just chased after the fleeing Assyrians (15:2–5). Skehan (1963,
97) links this mention of pursuit with the description of the Egyptians chas-
ing the Israelites during the Exodus; see Exod 14:4, 8, 9, 23 (all of which
have καταδι,κ� in the LXX, as here); 15:9. For parallel biblical descrip-
tions of deliverance from the hands of an enemy, see, e.g. Exod 18:8–10;
Ps 7:2; 31:16.

me … my …: Is Judith simply referring to herself or is she speaking as a per-
sonified Israel, or both (“doppelt kodiert” Rakel 2003, 112)? In all the
other uses of the first person in the song (“my God,” “my infants,” “my
virgins,” etc.), Judith is speaking as a “mother in Israel,” a representative of
her city and people, and this seems true here as well; see 16:4 with note.

16:3 This verse is particularly rich in the stylistic effects of biblical poetry,
including anaphora (Oλ�εν … Oλ�εν …) in the first pair of versets, and close
syntactical and semantical parallelism in the second pair.

Assyria came out of the mountains from the north, came with his myriad
forces: The enemy, identified by place name rather than the people, is
depicted in frightening, but conventional fashion, with tens of thousands of
Assyrians coming from the north. Holophernes’ army has in fact taken an
exceptionally roundabout route (see note on 2:21–27), but danger to the Is-
raelites and Jerusalem from the north is a biblical topos; see, e.g. Jer 1:13–15;
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Ezek 39:2; Joel 2:20; see too Haag (1963, 57); Zenger (1981, 517). The
great numbers of the Assyrian army have already been mentioned at Jdt 2:5,
7, 15–20; 7:2–4, but here these numbers point to the magnitude of the
Israelite triumph.

whose multitude blocked watercourses and cavalry covered the hills: Here
we are reminded of the Assyrians’ arrogance as well as the Israelites’ fears,
both of which have proven unjustified. Nebuchadnezzar had imagined his
wounded and dead enemies filling valleys and watercourses (Jdt 2:8), while
the fearful Israelites thought that neither the high mountains nor the valleys
nor the hills would be able to withstand the weight of the Assyrian army,
who cover the face of the earth (7:4; cf. 7:18 and see 9:7 with note), but
neither the great numbers of soldiers nor the large cavalry were of any use.
Here, in what seems to be an inverted echo of the Song of the Sea, the enemy
cavalry covers hills instead of being covered by the depths of the sea; cf.
Exod 15:1, 21 and compare Judges 5:19–22. We find the combination of
mountains, hills, and watercourses at Joel 4:18; Ezek 6:3; 36:4, while
mountains and hills, Eρο« and βοψν+«, translating rh and hibg, are fre-
quently paired together, often in parallelism; see, e.g. Deut 33:15; Isa 2:14;
30:17; Ezek 34:6; Hos 4:13; Amos 9:13; Nah 1:5.

16:4 Here, too, the verse is carefully composed. The first and last of the five
versets form a chiastic outer frame, varying the order of the infinitive and
direct object in the accusative (4a ε>πεν $μπρ1σειν τ� Aρι2 μοψ / 4e κα5
τ�« παρ�ωνοψ« μοψ σκψλε7σαι) while the three inner sections are
constructed along identical lines: direct object in the accusative, possessive
pronoun μοψ, future infinitive, and prepositional clause (4b κα5 τοV«
νεαν�σκοψ« μοψ �νελε�ν $ν Iομφα��/ 4c κα5 τ� �ηλ2ζοντ2 μοψ �1σειν ε=«
�δαφο« / 4d κα5 τ� ν1πι2 μοψ δ,σειν ε=« προνομ1ν; see Rakel 2003,
113). Four of the five infinitives here are future ones, but there is no mss.
evidence for anything other than σκψλε7σαι; see note on 1:12 for �νελε�ν.

He said (ε>πεν): One way to understand ε>πεν here is “he proposed” or
“promised,” with the future infinitives expressing the content of the prom-
ise. We have already been privy to Nebuchadnezzar’s actual threats and
plans at 1:12 (where he uses a phrase identical to one in our verse �νελε�ν
τ� Iομφα�� to kill by the sword) and at 2:8–9 (where he imagines filling
valleys and rivers with great numbers of wounded and dead, and leading
captives to the ends of the earth). It is likely, however, that the infinitives
here represent indirect speech, in the nominative and infinitive construc-
tion, i.e. “he said that he would burn, kill …,” rather than “he promised to
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burn, kill …” ε>πεν is used much more rarely than �φη for such construc-
tions (see 13:3 with note), but our passage is probably influenced by the
Song of the Sea, where we hear the enemy speak directly in the first person
of his similar intentions to kill by the sword, pillage, etc. (Exod 15:9). Such
quotation of an enemy’s thoughts and expectations is also found at
Judg 5:28–30; Isa 10:5–14; 37:24–25; see too Deut 32:27. Judith’s descrip-
tion here of the separate fates of the land, men, (young) women, and
children echoes and reflects two earlier verses. The praying Israelites fear
that their towns will be destroyed, children carried off, and women taken
away as booty (4:12), while Judith herself describes (approvingly!) the
treatment alloted to Shechem by Simeon, with the women carried off,
daughters taken captive and spoils distributed (9:4). Both parties to the con-
flict, the Assyrians and the Israelites, have identical ideas and expectations
on how the enemy is to be treated and both anticipate that victory in war
will involve killing, capturing, and looting. We find, of course, a similar
outlook in the Bible; see, e.g. Gen 34:29; Num 31:9; Deut 32:25; 2 Kgs 8:12.

kill my young men by the sword: This is a common biblical description
(Grintz 1957, 176); see, e.g. Jer 11: 22; Amos 4:10; 2 Chr 36:17. Earlier,
Holophernes has struck down young men in this way (Jdt 2:27).

dash my nursing babies to the ground: This specific bloodthirsty punish-
ment has not been mentioned elsewhere in Judith; see 2 Kgs 8:12; Isa 13:16;
Hos 14:1; Nah 3:10; Ps 137:9 for the expression >urt ,hylli vel sim.,
where we consistently find the word “child” llvi (ν1πιον), rather than
“nursing baby” qnvy (�ηλ2ζον) as here.

my virgins for booty: Compare Sisera’s mother who imagines that a girl or
two is being collected as spoil for each of her son’s warriors (Judg 5:30). In
our victory song, as in Exodus 15, it is the enemy himself who voices wrong
ideas about what will transpire; in Judges 5, it is the enemy’s mother.

My land … my young men … my … babies … my infants … my virgins …:
Judith speaks for her city and her people and her use of the possessive pro-
noun does not reflect personal concerns; see Craven (1983, 107) for Judith’s
language here as “maternal.” Such maternal language is not the sole pre-
serve of women, for Moses speaks (in anger) of conceiving the Israelites and
carrying them in his arms as a nurse carries an infant (Num 11:12; Alonso-
Schökel 1975, 15). Nonetheless modern commentators are certainly cor-
rect in seeing Judith’s role as that of a “mother in Israel” (Judg 5:7; cf. 2
Sam 20:19); see too Section 7, 102 and note on 13:5. Ackerman (1998,
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38–44 and 62–63) outlines the wider implications of the phrase – mothers
in Israel possess wisdom, the power of persuasive counseling, faithfulness
to God’s covenant, and the willingness to go to war – and its relevance to
Judith. Compare too the Song of Hannah found in L.A.B. (51:3–6), which
is filled with references to birth, maternal milk, and motherhood, along
with mention of Hannah (and her son Samuel) as teachers and prophets.

16:5 This verse, which has no poetic features, neatly summarizes how both
God and Judith are responsible for the Israelite victory. Judith is neither
simply an instrument nor is she a replacement for – or an embodiment of –
God (pace Rakel 1999, 43), but works hand in hand with God, so to speak;
see note on 9:9.

Lord Almighty: See note on 4:13 and see below, 16:17.

thwarted them: Compare Ps 33:10 (MT and LXX) for this meaning of
��ετω� and cf. Jdt 14:18 for a different connotation of the verb.

hand of a female: This mention of a female hand serves as a convenient
transition to the next section of the poem telling of Judith’s daring deed.
Indeed, the next verse opens with an explanatory γ2ρ telling how Holo-
phernes died by a female hand; see 9:9, 10 (with notes) and 13:15. This
defeat of the enemy by a female hand is reminiscent of Deborah’s warning
to Barak at Judges 4:9 that God will deliver Sisera into the hand of a
woman, a theme which becomes even more prominent in Ps.-Philo’s version
of the Judges story (L.A.B. 31:1, 7). There, Deborah tells Barak that God
has said that an “arm of a weak woman” will attack Sisera, while Jael tells
the wounded Sisera, who feels that he is “dying like a woman,” that he can
tell his father in the underworld that he has “fallen into the hands of a
woman.” Death at the hands of a mere woman adds to Holophernes’
shame, points to Judith’s bravery, and indicates God’s involvement at one
and the same time; see Section 7, 98–99.

16:6–10 In these verses, which describe Judith’s seduction and assassination
of Holophernes, there is a transition from the first to third person. If until
now Judith has resembled Deborah in Judges 5, singing of events in which
she played an important role, here she reminds us of another crucial figure
in that song, Jael, whose deeds are narrated in the third person. The depic-
tion of seduction and killing found here is an apocopated and partial retell-
ing of events narrated at length in chapters 10 to 13. The singer touches
briefly upon a few highlights, using a series of snapshots to move quickly
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in time and space, going from Judith dressing up in her house to the assas-
sination several days later in Holophernes’ tent. This poetic version adds a
few details not found in the earlier account, but omits a great deal more,
and would not be comprehensible on its own without the fuller prose nar-
rative.

16:6 This verse brings to mind David’s “supernumerary” autobiographical
psalm, LXX Ps 151, telling of his anointment by Samuel and the beheading
of Goliath. A lacunose Hebrew version of the psalm, with slightly different
wording was found at Qumran (11Q5 28.3–12). In this seemingly personal
psalm, David describes himself as the youngest and smallest of the family’s
sons. His brothers were tall and handsome, but God chose him as leader
and he then beheaded the Philistine. David uses the same technique of re-
versal and thwarted expectations as the narrator does here. “My brothers
went out to meet him [=Samuel], handsome of figure and handsome of
appearance. Tall of stature and with handsome hair, God did not choose
them” (11Q5 28.9–10; cf. LXX Ps 151:5). Just as it is the shortest and least
handsome brother who is beloved of God and will kill the enemy leader, it is
the frail female Judith, rather than strapping young men or mythological
giants, who undoes Holophernes. The rhetorical use of repeated negatives
ο� γ�ρ … ο�δ� … ο�δω with the contrasting �λλ� … at the end of our
verse is both triumphant and mocking, and the mockery may be directed as
much against the Israelite men who did not confront the enemy as against
Holophernes who was outmaneuvered by a mere woman. For mockery in
women’s songs, see, e.g Judg 5:28–30; 2 Sam 1:20; Isa 37:22 and van Dijk-
Hemmes (1993, 43–48).

their commander (C δψνατ9« α�τ�ν): δψνατ+« is a key word in LXX
Judges 5 and is found six times, translating five different terms in the Song
of Deborah. Unlike Sisera in Judges 5 or Pharaoh in Exodus 15, Holo-
phernes is not mentioned here by name, just by function. Our Greek phrase
is used of Goliath at 1 Sam 17:51 (translating ,rvbg; cf. 1 Sam 17:4 where
�νGρ δψνατ+« translates another epithet of Goliath, ,ynbh >yX) and the
echo is “scarcely accidental” (Enslin 1972, 170). For the resemblances be-
tween Judith’s encounter with Holophernes and David’s with Goliath, see
notes on 13:6, 7, 8; 15:1–7.

did not fall at the hands of young men: The young men have gone from
being victims threatened by the enemy (16:4) to potential heroes.
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strike: This is the verb (πατ2σσ�) used of Judith killing Holophernes; see
Jdt 13:8, 15 and cf. 2:27; 5:12; 6:3; 9:3, 10 for other uses of the verb.

sons of Titans … giants (ψ4ο5 τιτ2ν�ν … γ�γαντε«): The expression “sons
of Titans” is particularly interesting for its combination of the Hebrew
idiom “sons of” to denote ethnic origin favored by our author (see Section 6,
81) with the mention of the deities of Greek mythology, the Titans. Titans
are found in the LXX at 2 Sam 5:18, 22 where τGν κοιλ2δα/ τ� κοιλ2δι
τ�ν τιτ2ν�ν translates ,yXpr qmi. The hypothetical Titans and giants
mentioned here serve as a foil to the improbable, actual victor, the female
Judith, lending her deed a mythic quality, but the association with Greek
myth should not be pressed too hard. Ezek. Trag. 217 mentions a “giant
sun” Τιτ�ν Qλιο« and Jacobson (1983, 214 n. 28) notes that casual allu-
sions to Greek gods are found even in rabbinic literature. Here, “sons of Tit-
ans” is no more than a synonym for the “lofty giants” of the next verset. The
word γ�γα« is used in the LXX of the Titan-like, mythological Nephilim,
who are born of the sons of God and daughters of humans (Gen 6:4; cf.
Num 13:33), but also of more ordinary warriors (rvbg; see, e.g. Gen 10:8–9;
Ps 19:6; 33:16). While the biblical giants of primeval times are depicted as
arrogant figures overthrown by God (e.g. 3 Macc 2:4; Bar 3:26–28), the
giants here are meant to be mighty figures, suitable opponents to do battle
against the fearful and powerful Holophernes. Compare the song honoring
Judas Maccabeus where he is said to put on his breastplate and war armor
like a giant ()« γ�γα« 1 Macc 3:3), before going off to war.

Judith the daugher of Merari: This full identification gives Judith and her
deed greater weight. Compare “Barak son of Abinoam” and “Jael the wife
of Heber the Kenite” in Deborah’s song (Judg 5:1,12, 24) and see Hannah’s
reference to herself as “daughter of Batuel” in her song in L.A.B. (51:6).

undid him with the beauty of her face: Judith’s beauty is her chief weapon
and the following description of her preparations and grooming, is her “ar-
ming scene,” where the specific details add to and underscore her triumph;
see note on ch. 10. The song stresses that it is Judith’s beautiful face, rather
than her entire body, which undoes Holophernes; he has only seen her fully
dressed.

16:7–9 These verses are an impressionistic depiction of the dressing se-
quence outlined at 10:3–4, with slight additions or variations.
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16:7 she took off her widow’s garb: The Vulgate is quick to add here that
she puts on her festive clothing (Vg. Jdt 16:9), ensuring that Judith will not
be left undressed in our imagination; see note on 8:5 for Judith’s clothing as
a widow.

for the exaltation of the oppressed in Israel: We will hear in the next verse
that Judith dresses up in order to seduce and deceive (ε=« �π2την 16:8), the
obvious motive behind her change of clothing, but here we are reminded, in
the very middle of the verse, of her ultimate aim, to save her oppressed
people. For “exalt” as a key word in the poem, see introductory note on
16:1–17; see too note on 15:9.

anointed her face with perfume ($ν μψρισμ�): The word μψρισμ+« is found
only here in the LXX. Compare 10:3 where Judith anoints her whole body
with rich myrrh (μ&ρ8 παξε�), not just her face.

16:8 headdress … linen dress: Compare 10:3 where we hear of Judith
putting on her headdress and the joyful clothes of her married days. The
combination of washing, anointing with oil and donning linen clothing
and headdress is particularly associated with priests, notes Rakel (2003,
130–133), who cites Exod 29:4–7; Lev 16:4, 23–24, etc. Judith is not
simply a femme fatale or a woman warrior, contends Rakel, and there is a
holy, sanctified side to her preparations as she both seduces Holophernes
and exalts her people; see too Levine (1992, 26–27).

to seduce him (ε=« �π2την): See note on 9:10.

16:9 In this verse we have moved from Judith grooming herself within the
four walls of her own home to her final encounter with Holophernes in his
tent.

Her sandal: See Jdt 10:4 with note; compare too Song 7:2 with the further
references cited by Grintz (1957, 177).

caught (Qρπασεν) … captured (xξμαλ,τισεν): Compare Jdt 12:16 for a
parallel description of Judith’s effect upon Holophernes. Ackerman (1998,
61) rightly notes that the two Greek verbs here have military connotations
as well as sexual ones. 4ρπ2ζ� generally means “to overpower,” as well as
“to seize,” while α=ξμαλ�τ�ζ� usually means “to make captive by spear”
rather than “to captivate” as in our verse. The blend of eroticism and viol-
ence found here is reminiscent of the depiction of Sisera’s death, particularly
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at Judg 5:27; see Niditch (1989); Rakel (2003, 134–137, 247–248). Here
Judith’s powers of attraction are celebrated; contrast the negative portrayal
of women’s seductiveness at T. Reu. 5:1–5 and cf. LXX2 Dan 13:56.

the sword went through his neck: This final verset is a surprise, a surprise
accentuated by the absence of a connective linking it to the two earlier parts
of the verse which are closely parallel in structure and meaning. The abrupt
transition from Judith’s allure to Holophernes’ murder is effective and un-
expected, while the use of the unusual word �κιν2κη« (see 13:6 with note)
and the mention of Holophernes’ neck return us to the death scene at
Jdt 13:6–10. Indeed, these words cannot be understood on their own with-
out recourse to the prose account. Here the sword is simply said to go
through Holophernes neck, with no mention of Judith’s hand wielding the
weapon as she does in the prose account, and this oblique presentation of
her deed is surprising in a song celebrating her victory; contrast the series of
verbs used to describe Jael’s killing of Sisera (Judg 5:26).

16:10 Persians shuddered … Medes were agitated: The two halves of the
verse are parallel, with the verbs appearing chiastically, at the beginning
and the end of the verse. Commentators are troubled by this mention of
Persians and Medes in the context of a victory over Nebuchadnezzar’s As-
syrian army, but the creative use of geography by the author of Judith and
the similar description of various terrified non-Egyptian nations in the Song
of the Sea (Exod 15:14–15) suffice to explain our verse. Earlier, Nebuchad-
nezzar has sent to the Persians asking for their help against the Median king
Arphaxad (Jdt 1:7), before conquering the Medes on his own (1:12–15).
Classical Greek sources rarely refer to the Medes and Persians together, but
the two groups are linked at Esth 1:3, 14, 18–19; 10:2; Dan 5:28; 6:9, 13,
16; 8:20. The fright of other nations before the Israelites is a commonplace:
see, e.g. Deut 2:25; Josh 2:9.

were agitated: The verb ταρ2σσ� was first used of the Israelites’ fear (Jdt 4:2;
7:4), but then became the lot of the Assyrians (14:19 with note); see too 14:7.

daring (τ+λμαν) … boldness (�ρ2σο«): Both words appear only here in Ju-
dith and are quite rare in the LXX, even rarer in books from the MT; see
only Ezek 19:7 (for �ρ2σο«) and Job 21:27; 39:20 (for τ+λμα).

16:11–12 In these two verses there is a return to the first person, with Judith
speaking of “my humble ones” and “my God,” again in “mother in Israel”
fashion; see note on 16:4.
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16:11 Then my humble ones raised a war cry, my weak ones shouted and
(the enemy) trembled: This verse is difficult, because the subject switches
from the Israelites to the Assyrians (and perhaps back and forth again)
without warning; different commentators assign different subjects to the
various verbs. The subject of the first two verbs is plainly the Israelites,
termed “my humble ones” and “my weak ones”; compare 9:11 where the
two terms again describe the Israelites under God’s protection. Here the
humble, weak Israelites are raised up as it were; compare Hannah’s song,
esp. 1 Sam 2:4, 7–8 and see Brooke (1994), who finds the same theme in the
Qumran version of Miriam’s song (4Q 365 6a col. ii) and in the Magnificat
(Luke 1:46–55). The Israelites raise a war cry (cλ2λα<αν) and shout aloud
($β+ησαν). Throughout most of the Book of Judith, such cries – generally
signalled by βο2� and �ναβο2� – are an indication of fear: see Jdt 4:9, 12,
15; 5:12; 6:18; 7:19, 23, 29 for the cries of the frightened Israelites and cf.
14:16–17, 19 for the panic-stricken Assyrians. In this victory song, how-
ever, the Israelites are suddenly transformed into warriors, just as Judith un-
expectedly becomes a killer, and their cries are a prelude to the routing of
the enemy; compare, e.g. Josh 6:20; 1 Sam 17:52 where we find cλ2λα<αν
as well. Some mss. read $φοβ1�ησαν for $β+ησαν, having the Israelites cry
out in fear, but the meaning is inappropriate in a victory song, and it is the
fleeing Assyrians who are panic-stricken. It is clearly the Assyrians who are
then the subject of the next verb and tremble out of fear.

They raised their voices and turned to flight: Who raised their voices? While
it is possible that the subject has changed once again and we again hear of
the war cries of the Israelites, with the subject then reverting back to the re-
treating Assyrians, it is simpler to assume that the enemy remains the sub-
ject of the final three verbs of the verse and it is the terrified Assyrians who
raise their voices in fear, before fleeing. We hear of the Assyrians’ loud cries
and subsequent flight at Jdt 14:16–15:3 and this may well be the sequence
of events described in brief here. A mention of the different kinds of cries
from the two warring parties would perhaps suit an antiphonal song. For
raising one’s voice in (alleged) fear see Potiphar’s wife at Gen 39:15,18; the
expression is used in the context of praising and reproaching as well; see,
e.g. 2 Kgs 19:22; 1 Chr 15:16.

16:12 The sons of young women (ψ4ο5 κορασ��ν) … children of deserters
(πα�δα« α�τομολο&ντ�ν): These two Greek expressions stem from a sin-
gular phrase in the LXX (1 Sam 20:30) ψ4� κορασ��ν α�τομολο&ντ�ν
“son of traitorous girls” (NETS) which is an imprecise rendering of the
difficult Hebrew expression tvdrmh tvin ]b “son of a perverse, rebellious
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woman” (JPS). Interestingly, the Greek plural κορασ��ν is attested in a
Hebrew variant tvrin in a Samuel text from Qumran, 4Q52 (Sam b), fr. 6
line 4. This echo of the Greek Samuel points to our author’s use here of the
LXX, rather than the MT (Corley 2008, 70) and he apparently splits the
Greek phrase into two, creating two new, seemingly parallel expressions.
(This use of πα�δε« as “children” rather than “servants, slaves” is not
found elsewhere in Judith; see Jdt 3:2; 7:12; 8:7.) Neither of the two ex-
pressions here is unambiguous; the first could mean sons of “slave women,”
rather than sons of “young women” (see, e.g. Esth 2:9 for this double use of
κορ2σιον / hrin) and the second could refer to children of “peacemakers”
or “those who come to terms” rather than “deserters” (see, e.g. hmyl>h /
α�τομ+λησαν Josh 10:4). The first expression is in the nominative and
refers to the Israelites, while the second is in the accusative and refers to the
Assyrians, but Haag (1963, 58 n. 153) suggests emending ψ4ο� to ()«) ψ4ο&«
and takes both expressions as descriptions of the slavish, deserting Assy-
rians, while Schmitz (2004a, 384–385) takes both phrases as referring
rather critically to the cowardly Israelites who were willing to surrender
to Holophernes. It seems best to see this verse as a continuation of the
theme of unexpected or improbable deliverance found at 16:6, 9, and 11.
The Israelite sons of young women are presumably quite young, “mere
children themselves” (Enslin 1972, 173) who are inexperienced in war and
yet they are able to harm and wound the powerful well-armed Assyrians
who behave as deserters. While defeat at the hands of the sons of slave
women would be even more ignominous, it is unlikely that the Israelites
would be described in this negative way in the victory song; cf. Jdt 7:27;
14:13, 18.

They perished (�π,λοντο) because of the battle of the Lord, my God:
Schmitz (2004a, 385–386) nicely notes the echo and reversal of Jdt 6:4,
where the “lord” Nebuchadnezzar threatens his enemies with such destruc-
tion (�π�λε�� �πολο7νται), but in fact the Assyrians have been destroyed
by the real Lord, Judith’s God. For God’s battle (array), see 1 Sam 17:36;
2 Chr 20:15. The young Israelites are victorious because of divine interven-
tion; this verset leads into the subject of the final section of the song, the
glory and power of God.

16:13–17 This, the last part of Judith’s song, is again a hymn to God, ad-
dressed here as creator and judge, and the content of these verses is quite
general, with no specific reference to the circumstances of Judith’s triumph.
This lack of specificity taken together with a seemingly apocalyptic tone has
led some commentators to see the brief hymn as an inelegant addition,
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tacked on to Judith’s victory song (see, e.g. Moore 1985, 255–256 and
above, note on 16:1–17). However, these verses have textual and thematic
links to the rest of the book and consequently do not seem like an after-
thought; see Gardner (1988); Rakel (2003, 99–103). Nor is the apocalyptic
tone of this short hymn all that apparent; see note on 16:17. The verses also
serve to broaden and deepen the presentation of God in the song (and in
the work), adding to the theological import of our book. Since we do not
see God overtly at work in the Assyrian defeat, the author uses Judith’s song
to stress God’s authority both over the forces of nature and over sinners.
In this fashion, God is incorporated, as it were, into the action of the battle.

16:13 I shall sing a new song to my God: Singing a “new song” to God is a
recurring formula in the Psalms; see Ps 33:3; 40:4; 96:1; 98:1; 149:1; see
too Isa 42:10. “New” here perhaps refers to a new, broader perspective,
with the wider implications of the victory expressed in this section of the
song.

great and glorious, amazing in strength, unsurpassed: These words of praise
are reminiscent of Moses’ words in the Song of the Sea; note in particular
the similarity between �νδο<ο« �αψμαστ9« $ν =σξ&ι of our text and LXX
Exod 15:6 δεδ+<ασται $ν =σξ&ι and Exod 15:11 �αψμαστ9« $ν δ+<αι«; see
too $νδ+<�« γ�ρ δεδ+<ασται Exod 15:1, 21. Judith’s words also resemble
the fragmentary remains of Miriam’s version of the Song of the Sea, found
at Qumran (4Q365 fr. 6, a col. ii and c, line 3 Xy>vm htX lvdg [sic] “you are
great, a deliverer” reminiscent of μωγα« ε> here; see too Ps 86:10; 147:5 and
Brooke 1994). While it is tempting to link Judith’s song here with the frag-
ments of Miriam’s song from Qumran, the evidence is too slight; see Egger-
Wenzel (2009, 96–106) for an analysis of Miriam’s song and its overlap
with our work.

16:14 Let all your creation serve you, for you spoke and they came into
being: We have already encountered God as creator several times; see es-
pecially 8:14; 9:5–6, 12 (with note); 13:18. Here, as in ch. 9, the emphasis is
upon the power and might which such creation implies. God as creator of
the world is master of all nations and creatures, and as such should be
served; contrast Judith’s supposed recognition of Nebuchadnezzar as a fig-
ure who is served by all living things, humans, animals, and birds, at 11:7.
At 9:5 God is said to create through thought, but here creation is achieved
throught speech, bringing to mind the recurring commands of Genesis 1.
Compare too Ps 33:9 and 148:5; the two verses share an identical Greek
phrase (Aτι α�τ9« ε>πεν, κα5 $γεν1�ησαν) which is very close to our pas-
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sage (Aτι ε>πα«, κα5 $γεν1�ησαν), although their Hebrew originals are dif-
ferent; see too Wis 9:1.

you sent forward your breath and it fashioned (them) (�πωστειλα« τ9
πνε7μ2 σοψ, κα5 Zκοδ+μησεν): This phrase is quite close to Ps 104:30
]vXrby „xvr xl>t; LXX $<αποστελε�« τ9 πνε7μ2 σοψ κα5 κτισ�1σονται
(“Send out your breath and they will be created.”). See too Ps 33:6, which
like our verse describes God creating both by his word and his breath.
�πωστειλα« τ9 πνε7μ2 σοψ is also an exact echo of Exod 15:10, where
God’s breath is used in a different context, causing the waters of the Red Sea
to cover the enemy. Zκοδ+μησεν is difficult here since it has no object and
some mss. read Zκοδομ1�ησαν, i.e they (=the creatures) were fashioned.
Levison (1995) suggests that Zκοδ+μησεν hints at Gen 2:22 telling of the
fashioning of the first woman from Adam’s rib where Zκοδ+μησεν trans-
lates ]byv of the MT; this is a rare instance where “building” hnb is used of
living creatures. God sending forth his breath is also reminiscent of the
fashioning of Adam himself (Gen 2:7; see Rakel 2003, 150–151).

There is no one who can resist your voice: Not only does God create by
means of his speech or voice, but no one is able to resist his commands; per-
haps the sheer power of God’s voice is referred to here as well. See, e.g.
Ps 29:3–9 on the power of God’s voice; Isa 55:11 and 2 Chr 20:6 on human
inability to resist God and his word. The depiction of God as a creator who
cannot be resisted is also found in Mordecai’s prayer in the Esther Addi-
tions (LXX Esth 13:10). The word “resist” �ντιστ1σεται reminds us of
Nebuchadnezzar’s threat that none of the Israelites will be able to resist his
army (6:4; cf. 2:25), of Judith’s false promise to Holophernes that no one
will be able to resist him (11:18), and of Uzziah’s statement that no one will
resist Judith’s words (8:28). Once again the speaker in the poem is setting
the record straight, as it were, underlining God’s true capacities (and Ju-
dith’s echo of them), as opposed to the false ones attributed to the Assyrian
leaders.

16:15 For mountains will be shaken from their foundations with the
waters, rocks will melt like wax before you: A fairly close parallel is
Judges 5:4–5, with its depiction of trembling earth, melting mountains, and
water pelting down from heaven; note in particular the similarity between
Eρη $σαλε&�ησαν Judg 5:5 and Eρη σαλεψ�1σεται in our text; see too
Judg 5:20–21. The verb σαλε&� is found one more time in our text to de-
scribe the effect Judith has on Holophernes $σαλε&�η 3 χψξG α�το7
(12:16): Judith stirs his soul, just as God stirs mountains. Judith has de-
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scribed God as creator of the waters at 9:12, but the σVν Hδασιν of our text
is difficult: are the mountains shaken together with the waters or by means
of the waters? The rushing waters also remind us of several verses of the
Song of the Sea (Exod 15:5, 8, 10) and the simile of rocks melting like wax
brings to mind the two similes of the Egyptians sinking like a stone and
sinking like lead found there (Exod 15:5, 10). All three victory songs de-
scribe God’s supernatural ability to unleash and overturn the forces of na-
ture and these depictions of God’s might enhance his glory and magnify the
victories, lending them a cosmic air. We find similar descriptions of God’s
capacity to bring about such upheavals at Isa 13:13; Ps 18:8 (LXX 17:8 τ�
�εμωλια τ�ν ]ρω�ν $ταρ2ξ�ησαν κα5 $σαλε&�ησαν, language similar to
our verse), while the concept of mountains and valleys melting like wax is
found at Mic 1:4; Ps 97:5 (LXX 96:5 τ� Eρη $τ2κησαν )σε5 κηρ9« �π9
προσ,ποψ κψρ�οψ, language close to our passage πωτραι δ’ �π9 προσ,-
ποψ σοψ )« κηρ9« τακ1σονται). The description here of God’s power
over the very foundations of nature also reflects and contradicts Nebuchad-
nezzar’s promise to drench the mountains with Israelite blood and to fill the
plains with corpses (Jdt 6:4) and indirectly pokes fun at the Israelites’ fears
that the Assyrian forces are capable of covering the face of the earth, so that
the mountains, ravines, and hills will not bear up under their weight
(Jdt 7:4). It is only God who can affect nature in this way; see Gardner
(1988, 416).

Yet (�τι δ�) to those who fear you, you will be most merciful (ε�ιλατε&σει«):
�τι is found in many mss.; Hanhart prefers the reading $π5 δ� (“and for
those who fear you”), but a contrast seems called for here and $π� is not
needed with ε�ιλατε&σει«. The verb is late and found in the LXX only at
Deut 29:19; Ps 102:3; in both cases it translates xlc and takes a simple
dative, as here. Gardner (1988, 421) points to the parallel Ps 33:18, 22 and
notes the many correspondences between Ps 33 and this section of our song;
see too Ps 103:17.

16:16 sacrifice … small thing …: At first sight it is surprising that the pious
Judith who is punctilious about fulfilling all commandments should mini-
mize the power and value of sacrifices. Indeed, we find a series of sacrifices
by Judith and her companions immediately below at 16:18. Consequently
some commentators (Moore 1985, 251; Wills 1999, 1178–1179) take this
verse to be a variation on the sentiments against sacrifices expressed at
1 Sam 15:22, Ps 50:8–15, and Hos 6:6 (see Zenger 1981, 520 n. 16a for
further references), with no real connection to our text. Yet Judith has seen –
i.e. the narrator has shown – that while the Israelites have prayed and sac-
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rificed to God, their faith was not strong enough and they were willing to
surrender to the enemy. Sacrifices are necessary and important, but must be
accompanied by the fear of God; see Schmitz (2004a, 410–411).

He who fears the Lord is great forever: Cf. the description of God as
“great” at 16:13. This statement seems a hyperbole, even if we take it as re-
ferring to Judith, but see 15:10 where Judith is blessed forever. For Judith’s
fear of God, see 8:8; the other Israelites are perhaps more renowned for
their fear of the enemy (4:2).

16:17 This single verse, along with the opening of verse 16:15, have been
made to bear a heavy weight by commentators who wish to interpret Judith
as an apocalyptic or eschatological work; see the survey and convincing
rebuttals of Moore (1985, 73–76, 251–252); Otzen (2002, 92–93, 98–99).
As Moore (1985, 251) notes, we would expect such an apocalyptic outlook
to be found in more than a verse or two, most notably in Judith’s reproving
speech to Bethulia’s elders (8:11–27). Otzen (2002, 92) correctly sees 16:15
and 17 as adding “to the cosmic dimension” of the work, no more.

Woe to the nations … The Lord Almighty will take his vengeance upon
them on the day of judgment: In the MT we hear, at times, that God will
judge (or condemn) all the gentile nations (e.g. Joel 4:2, 12; Zech 14:2–3,
12; Zeph 3:8), individual foreign nations (e.g. Ezek 30; Isa 34:5–6), or hu-
manity as a whole (e.g. Ps 96:13; Isa 66:16; Jer 25:31). There are a series of
expressions referring to days of suffering, punishment, ruin, disaster, anger,
evil, and retribution in the MT – see, e.g. 2 Kgs 19:3; Isa 10:3; Jer 18:17;
51:2; Ezek 22:24; Hos 5:9; Zeph 1:18; Ps 110:5; Prov 11:4 – but the term
“day of judgment” is not found. The expression 3μωρα κρ�σε�« is found
only at LXX Isa 34:8; Prov 6:34; Esth 10:11; Sol 15:12 outside of our verse,
and the first two passages have ,qn ,vy in the Hebrew.

my people: The first person is used one last time in this song; see note on
16:4.

sending fire and worms to their flesh: For worms and fire as a punishment,
compare Isa 66:24; see too Sir 7:17 (where the Greek has worms and fire
and the Hebrew just worms); Mark 9:48. In 2 Macc (9:5–10) Antiochus IV
has worms coming out of his body, sent to him as a divine punishment
along with several other physical disabilities, and commentators (e.g. Wills
1999, 1179; Rakel 2003, 159–160) suggest that our passage may be an al-
lusion to Antiochus of 2 Maccabees. Africa (1982, esp. 8–9) interestingly
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suggests that the depiction of Antiochus’ death in 2 Maccabees stems from
Herodotus. Jason of Cyrene, he argues, portrays Antiochus as a hybristic
figure similar to Herodotus’ Xerxes, and he awards the Seleucid king a
death based on that of the vengeful Pheretime in Herodotus (4.205), whose
live body teems with worms as a punishment from the gods. This would
mean that Herodotus is an indirect influence on our passage as well, but it is
more likely that Isa 66:24 underlies our verse. Perhaps we need not choose
between Greek and biblical influence here; see Schwartz (2008, 357–358).

and they shall cry out in pain ($ν α=σ�1σει) forever: αDσ�ησι«, translated
here as “pain,” often refers to physical sensations (LSJ s.v. I), but is used
elsewhere in the LXX of perception and knowledge, almost always trans-
lating tid (“knowledge” Prov 1:1, 4, 7, 22, etc.) with a single instance of
hmkx (“skill” Exod 28:3). Perhaps we should understand that the punished
sinners will cry out in full awareness of their sins. “Forever” is, as Enslin
(1972, 175) notes, “a rhetorical flourish” here, corresponding to the
“forever” of the previous verse and of 15:10. The victory song ends on a
note of reward and punishment. Those who fear God are treated with
mercy and are great “forever,” while those who are enemies of Israel suffer
“forever.” Compare the last line of the Song of Deborah (Judg 5:31) which
couples the wish that all of God’s enemies be destroyed with the desire that
those who love God will be like the emerging sun; see Rakel (1999, 37).

16:18 When they entered into Jerusalem: The victory song has been sung on
the road to Jerusalem; see 15:12 with note.

the people purified themselves: Some may be purifying themselves after kill-
ing enemy soldiers or coming into contact with those who did, and others
may have come into contact with the dead enemy’s possesions. All are pre-
paring for the sacrifice and subsequent feasting. See Num 19:11–22;
31:19–24; 1 Sam 16:5; Ezra 6:20–21, etc. on the need to purify oneself after
coming into contact with the dead and their vessels, as well as before offer-
ing a sacrifice.

burnt offerings, voluntary offerings, and gifts: Compare 4:14 with note on
the different types of sacrifices. Earlier the priests have offered sacrifices in
an attempt to enlist God’s aid; here the victorious Israelites offer further
sacrifices in gratitude and celebration. Presumably the great amount of
booty from the Assyrian camp (15:6–7, 11) is the source of these offerings
and gifts.
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16:19 dedicated to God … as a votive offering (�νω�ηκεν … ε=« �ν2�εμα):
�ν2�εμα is regularly used in the LXX to translate ,rx, God’s portion,
banned from everyday use by ordinary people. Judith has received
Holophernes’ tent, silver plates and bowls, and furniture; see 15:11. Pre-
sumably these rich dishes and furnishings will not be destroyed, but set
aside for temple use. Compare Josh 6:19, 24; 2 Sam 8:7–12 (and cf.
1 Chr 29:1–9); 1 Chr 26:26–28; see too Abraham at Gen 14:21–24 who
takes no plunder for himself.

canopy that she herself had taken: Judith takes away the gold and purple
canopy, encrusted with jewels, immediately after killing Holophernes and
apparently puts it in her food bag along with his severed head; see 10:21;
13:9, 15. The dead Holophernes and his possessions are scattered in several
places: his body was left behind in the Assyrian camp (13:9; 14:15) and his
head put on display on the Bethulia city wall (14:11). Here his tent furnish-
ings and canopy are brought to the temple in Jerusalem. Elsewhere, we hear
of placing the weapons of a defeated enemy in a temple. Goliath’s sword
was kept at the temple of Nob (1 Sam 21:10) and the Philistines dedicated
Saul’s armor in the temple of Ashtoreth, after cutting off his head and nail-
ing his body to the wall in Beth Shean (1 Sam 31:9–10; cf. 1 Chr 10:10).
In the Iliad (7.81–84), Hector promises that if he kills the strongest of
the Greeks, he will dedicate the Greek’s armor to Apollo. We might have ex-
pected Judith to dedicate Holophernes’ sword, his own weapon which she
has used against him, but she donates the luxurious canopy instead. Holo-
phernes is transformed from a successful military commander to a weak
and effeminate figure once he encounters Judith (Schmitz 2010), and in es-
sence the canopy is a better representation of his later self than the sword.
Judith had promised to guide Holophernes to Jerusalem and enthrone him
in the middle of the city (Jdt 11:19), and she now keeps her word by
depositing a surrogate for him, his canopy, in the temple. Compare David,
who brings Goliath’s head to Jerusalem, but puts the Philistine’s equipment
in his tent (1 Sam 17:54).

16:20 The people continued celebrating in Jerusalem before the temple for
three months: This celebration by the Israelites in front of the temple is in
marked contrast to their earlier fasting and praying at the spot; see 4:12–13.
We can also contrast Nebuchadnezzar’s even longer (and ultimately prema-
ture) victory celebration at 1:16, as well as the previous occasion when
Judith has been present at a festivity, her encounter with the drunken
Holophernes (12:20). For communal festivities at the temple, see, e.g.
Deut 12:12, 18 and see 1 Sam 11:15 for rejoicing before God after a victory.
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O. 16:21–25 Epilogue

Chapter 16

(21.) When these days were over, each person went home to his own in-
heritance. Judith then returned to Bethulia and remained on her property.
In her lifetime, she was honored throughout the land.

(22.) Many desired her, but no man knew her for the remainder of her life,
from the day that her husband Manasseh died and was gathered to his
people.

(23.) She became quite advanced in age and grew old in her husband’s
house, aged one hundred and five years. She set her maid free. She died in
Bethulia and they buried her in the cave of her husband Manasseh.

(24.) The house of Israel mourned her for seven days. She distributed her
property before her death to all the relatives of her husband Manasseh and
to her own relatives.

(25.) There was no one who frightened the Israelites during Judith’s life-
time and for many years after her death.

Commentary

The author brings his tale to a close with a short epilogue, briefly describing
the remainder of Judith’s life. Once Judith returns to Bethulia, after rescuing
her people and celebrating with them, she resumes her quiet life and with-
draws from the public arena. Judith lives on her own and dies at a ripe old
age, after freeing her maid and distributing her property. This withdrawal
from public life fits the pattern of several figures in Judges, such as Ehud
and Othniel, who come forward in order to rescue their people and then
apparently retire after fulfilling their specific mission; see Crawford (1992,
12); van Henten (1995, 242). The biblical narrator allows these judges
simply to disappear from his text, but our author stresses Judith’s retire-
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ment, which may be due to conventional gender roles. We can hardly
imagine her joining Uzziah and his companions as one of the city elders,
and once she returns home, she is, of necessity, domesticated; see Levine
(1992). Other adventurous and independent biblical women such as Tamar
of Genesis, Abigail, and Ruth, also disappear from view once their out-
standing deed is done. These women are seemingly tamed by marriage and
motherhood, but Judith remains on her own and does not choose to re-
marry. There are also several Greek heroines who are said to return to a
conventional, domestic way of life after displaying their courage. The fifth
century B.C.E. poetess Telesilla is said to have led the women of Argos in
their successful battle against the Spartan king Cleomenes; these women are
then married off to aristocrats in neighboring cities. Aretaphilia of Cyrene,
of the first century B.C.E., frees her city from a tyrant only to turn down a
political role and return home to spend the rest of her life weaving in the
women’s quarters (Plutarch Moralia 245 c-f; 255e-257e). See further Lef-
kowitz (1986, 87–90) who notes the implausibility of women sharing in
government in the Hellenistic age, despite the existence of Hellenistic
queens. There will be a historical Jewish queen as well, Shelamzion, but our
work was probably written before her time; see Section 3, 42–43.

16:21 each person went home to his own inheritance (�νωζεψ<εν Bκαστο«
ε=« τGν κληρονομ�αν α�το7): See Josh 24:28; Judg 2:6; 21:24; Jer 12:15
for similar instances of individuals returning to their territories vtlxnl >yX;
see note on 7:1 for the verb �ναζε&γνψμι. This separation and dispersal sig-
nals that our story is nearing its close; compare the ending of the biblical
novellas at Gen 18:33; Num 24:25; 1 Sam 1:19; 26:25; 2 Sam 20:22.

Judith returned to Bethulia and remained on her property: Note the distinc-
tion here between the other Israelites’ inheritance (κληρονομ�αν) and
Judith’s property (;π2ρ<ε�«). This distinction may be related to Judith’s
unusual position as a woman who both inherits and bequeaths her husband’s
property; see Bons (1998, esp. 202–208); Joosten (2007, *173–*174) and
note on 8:7.

in her lifetime: Literally “in her time,” κατ� τ9ν καιρ9ν α�τ:«. The ex-
pression is unusual; see only Num 9:13 where it translates vdivmb and com-
pare π2σα« τ�« 3μωρα« τ:« ζ�:« α�τ:« in the next verse.

she was honored: The identical word, �νδο<ο«, is used of God at 16:13.
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16:22 Many desired her, but no man knew her: Given Judith’s beauty, intel-
ligence, and courage, it is hardly surprising that many men were attracted to
her. More surprising perhaps is her decision to remain a celibate widow.
The biblical idiom “no man knew her” simply indicates that she had no sex-
ual relations, but presumably this means that the virtuous Judith rejected
marriage proposals. Jerome rewrites this verse in the Vulgate, dropping any
hint of men courting her and stressing Judith’s chastity, rather than her
desirability (Vg. Jdt 16:26); see Skemp (2011, esp. 267–271) on the way
Jerome re-fashions Judith into a model of the values which he wishes to
inculcate. While there was a Roman (and early Christian) ideal of univira,
i.e. a woman who was married only once, this concept does not seem to
exist in the Greek world and such abstention is not a particularly Jewish
value. In the Bible, “living widowhood” is a punishment (2 Sam 20:3; see
Davidovich 2007, 74–77), as is childlessness (see, e.g. 2 Sam 6:23), and
such childlessness is a necessary consequence of Judith’s decision not to re-
marry. Judith’s celibacy is taken by some as an indication of an increasingly
ambivalent attitude towards sexuality in Hellenistic Judaism, anticipating,
as it were, the Christian emphasis on chastity and celibacy (thus van der
Toorn 1995, 27), but her refusal to remarry should probably be seen as a
sign of her continuing independence. A second marriage would mean relin-
quishing her autonomy and control over her own affairs. Powerful widows
have much to lose by remarrying: we can compare widowed female rulers
found in Greek historiography, figures such as Semiramis and Tomyris, who
also reject would-be suitors; see Gera (1997, 13–14, 82–83) and Section 5,
65. On a more metaphorical level, Judith represents the city in her physical
person, and her continued chastity perhaps symbolizes the fact that her city
and her people remain inviolate (Stocker 1998, 8).

her husband Manasseh died and was gathered to his people: Manasseh,
who seemed an unimpressive figure in chapter 8, is granted greater distinc-
tion here and portrayed as one of the biblical patriarchs, for, like them,
he has been “gathered to his people.” The expression προσετω�η πρ9« τ9ν
λα9ν α�το7 (vymi lX [cXyv) is found in conjunction with Abraham
(Gen 25:8), Ishmael (Gen 25:17), Isaac (Gen 35:29), Jacob (Gen 49:33),
and Moses (Num 27:13; Deut 32:50). Manasseh will also be awarded a
family tomb akin to the patriarchs’ cave of Machpelah immediately below
(16:24).

16:23 She became quite advanced in age: The lacunose Greek phrase Oν
προβα�νοψσα μεγ2λη σφ+δρα literally means “she became quite ad-
vanced” and many commentators understand that Judith grew in fame and
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honor, rather than age. Yet the verb προβα�ν� is most commonly found in
the LXX in the expression προβα�ν� 3μερ�ν or ,ymyb Xb which is always
coupled with the statement that the person has grown old, as here; see
Gen 18:11; 24:1; Josh 13:1; 23:1–2; 1 Kgs 1:1. Note in particular Josh 23:2
(=LXX Josh 22:2) * ΕγP γεγ1ρακα κα5 προβωβηκα τα�« 3μωραι« and cf.
2 Macc 6:18. This biblical idiom would then continue the series of poetic
biblical expressions normally associated with the death and burial of out-
standing figures found in our epilogue.

in her husband’s house: This emphasis on Judith aging in her husband’s
house seems to indicate that she has not resumed her former ascetic prac-
tices of living on the roof, fasting, and wearing sackcloth; cf. Jdt 8:5–6. Her
experience with Holophernes and subsequent participation in the lengthy
communal celebrations have apparently released her from her intensive
mourning; see Reinhartz (2000, 328).

105 years: Is there a special significance to this number besides indicating
that Judith lived to a ripe old age? Zeitlin (in Enslin 1972, 181) notes that
this is exactly the span of years from Antiochus’ first encroachment of Jew-
ish rights (168 B.C.E). until Pompey’s arrival in Palestine (63 B.C.E.), i.e the
length of Hasmonean predominance; he assigns our work a relatively late
date, and sees Judith as influenced by Queen Shelamzion. Long life is, of
course, a sign of reward for the just; see, e.g. Gen 15:15; Job 42:17; Ps 91:16.

She set her maid free: Judith’s anonymous helpmate must be quite old as
well, and if she is Jewish, she has served far beyond the six years of servitude
allotted to Hebrew women in the Bible (Deut 15:12). The mention of her
manumission here rounds off the story: just as she has been introduced
together with Judith (8:10), she makes her exit along with her mistress
(Craven 1983, 86 n. 42). Yet this last mention of the maid leaves us uneasy.
As Glancy (1996, 84–86) notes, the manumission of an aged slave is not
necessarily an act of kindness. Judith has had the benefit of a lifetime of ser-
vice and the freed servant will need financial resources in order to survive.

She died in Bethulia and they buried her in the cave of her husband Manas-
seh: Ironically, it is only in old age and death that Judith becomes an ap-
pendage to her husband, joining him in his territory, as it were; see note on
8:2. It is rare to hear of a biblical woman’s death and burial, and even rarer
to hear of her age at the time of her death. Sarah is the closest parallel to our
text; see Gen 23:1–2,19. Judith, like Sarah, shares her husband’s burial cave
(Gen 25:10; 49:31; compare Tobit 4:4) and there is a hint here of the cave of
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Machpelah (see 8:3 with note), with Judith and Manasseh a new version,
so to speak, of the first patriarch and matriach. In the Bible, burial in the
family tomb is the most honorable and desirable form of burial; see
Gen 49:29–31 and Olyan (2005, 603–604) with the further references
there. We also hear of the death and burial of Rebecca’s nurse, Deborah
(Gen 35:8), of Rachel (Gen 35:18–19), and of Miriam (Num 20:1). In the
Book of Judges the death and burial of judges is often mentioned, even
when little else is recorded about some of these figures, and this practice
may have influenced our verse. See, e.g. Judg 10:2, 5; 12:10, 12, 15 for the
death of several minor judges and compare Judg 2:8–9 (Joshua); 8:32 (Gi-
deon); 12:7 (Jephthah); 16:31 (Samson); see too 1 Sam 25:1; 28:3 (Samuel).
This association of Judith with biblical judges is continued in the final verse
of our work.

16:24 The house of Israel mourned her for seven days: We hear of individ-
uals mourning biblical women, e.g. Abraham is said to mourn Sarah
(Gen 23:2; see too Gen 24:67), but this is an unprecedented instance of the
Israelites as a group, “the house of Israel” (see Jdt 4:15; 6:17; 8:6; 13:14;
14:10 for this expression), mourning a woman. Despite the practice of not-
ing the death of judges in the Book of Judges (see previous note), we hear
nothing of Deborah’s death in Judges and the author of L.A.B. compensates
for this omission by granting Deborah a lengthy farewell scene and then
having the people mourn her for seventy days (L.A.B. 33:6). For seven days
as a period of mourning, see Gen 50:10; 1 Sam 31:13; 1 Chr 10:12; cf.
Sir 22:12 where this practice is formulated as a regular practice. For burial
of a hero accompanied by communal mourning, see Gen 50:10–13 (Jacob);
1 Sam 28:3 (Samuel); 2 Chr 35:24 (Josiah); see too 1 Macc 2:70 (Matta-
thias); 1 Macc 9:19–21 (Judah); 1 Macc 13:25–26 (Jonathan).

She distributed her property: Judith is clearly in charge of the disposal of
her property, left to her by her husband, even if the verb used here, διε�λεν,
refers to dividing, rather than bequeathing (κληρονομω� or κληροδοτω�).
The fact that Judith leaves at least some of her possessions to her own
relatives rather than to Manasseh’s family demonstrates that her role is not
simply that of caretaker of her husband’s property; see notes on 8:7; 16:21.
Judith disposes of her physical possessions, but there is no spiritual last will
and testament, no final words from her on her deathbed, akin to the
speeches of Jacob at Gen 49 and Moses at Deut 33. Such verbal testaments
became increasingly popular in post-biblical literature; see the final words
of Tobit (Tob 14:3–11) and those of Deborah (L.A.B. 33:1–5) and see
further Weitzman (1997, ch. 3 “Swan Song”).
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before her death (πρ9 το7 �πο�ανε�ν α�τ1ν): Compare μετ� τ9 �πο�α-
νε�ν α�τ1ν in the next verse.

her own relatives: Literally “the nearest of her clan” (το�« �γγιστα το7
γωνοψ« α�τ:«). For C �γγιστα as relative or bvrq, see, e.g. Exod 32:27;
Lev 21:2. We have been told at 8:2 that Manasseh is of Judith’s tribe and
family (τ:« φψλ:« α�τ:« κα5 τ:« πατρι»« α�τ:«), but here she nonethe-
less belongs to a different γωνο«, and has relatives of her own, outside of
those she shares with Manasseh.

16:25 no one who frightened (C $κφοβ�ν) the Israelites: The words φ+βο«,
φοβω�, $κφοβω�, referring to fear of the enemy (and its absence), have
recurred throughout the work, in relation to the Israelites (4:2); Judith
(10:16; 11:1), the Assyrians (5:23; 14:3; 15:2) and other foreign nations
(1:11; 2:28). Here, at long last, the fears of the Israelites are allayed.

for many years after her death: Our book ends with a variation on the con-
tent (but not the wording) of a formula regularly used in Judges after the
death of one of the judges, “the land was quiet for 40 / 80 years,” again
assimilating Judith to one of the judges. See Judg 3:11, 30; 5:31; 8:28 and
compare 2 Chr 13:23; 20:30; 1 Macc 7:50; 9:57; 14:4; see too Haag (1963,
60) and van Henten (1995, 243). It is interesting that our author who
quotes dozens of biblical phrases and formulas chooses to vary the Judges
formulation here. Perhaps his choice of “many years” rather than forty or
eighty years, is meant to grant the Israelites of Judith’s time an even longer
period of peace and quiet, while placing his story in a long distant past.

The Vulgate version of Judith (Vg. Jdt 16:31) ends with an additional verse,
a late addition, which speaks of an annual celebration: “The day of the fes-
tivity of this victory was accepted by the Hebrews among their holy days
and is observed by the Jews from that time up to the present day.” This
seems to be an attempt to link the story of Judith with the celebration of
Hanukkah; see Section 2, 20.
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75, 77, 96, 219, 238, 242, 272, 356,
378, 380, 382, 411
see too councils and conferences

Aeschylus 57–58, 118, 152, 196
Aesop 59
Aesora 171–172, 174
Agamemnon 58, 132
Ahab 159, 203, 219, 225, 364, 377,

411
Ahai, Rav 21n.
Ahasuerus 115, 123, 128, 132, 138, 196,

199, 328, 332, 346–347, 355,
383–384, 386–387, 411
advisers of 28n., 135
eunuchs of 28n., 75, 379–380
in LXX 117, 140, 300, 302, 311, 328,
344, 348, 355, 370, 386, 416

Ahaz 277
Ahimelech 360
Ahiqar 58–59, 95n., 200
Ahura Mazda 164, 206
Aijalon valley 172–173
akinakes, Holophernes’ sword 59, 68,

250, 305, 318–319, 391, 393–395,
398, 443, 445, 462, 470

Akitho 256–257
Alcimus 175, 217
Alexander Balas 175
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Alexander the Great 57, 131, 144, 152,
154, 160–161, 385, 389, 397

Alexander Jannaeus 43, 156, 175
Alexandria 13, 18n., 94–95, 265
Amalek 147, 212, 289
Ammon and Ammonites 18, 33n., 81,

125, 129–130, 161, 196–197, 202,
212, 217, 219–220, 239, 242, 249,
419–420, 432
see too Achior

Amnon 51, 288, 301, 307, 332,
381–382, 385, 387–389

Amorites 203, 211–212, 214
Amytis 118
Ananias see Hananiah
angel of God 222, 236, 270, 275, 291,

300, 305, 307, 335, 338, 348, 362,
405, 455

animals, fish, and birds 48, 143,
146–149, 153, 157–158, 236–237,
259, 354, 364–365, 465
fast/ mourn/ in sackcloth 47, 180, 183
see too locusts; worms

Anna 265, 311, 361
anthropomorphism 89–90, 184–185,

280, 308, 312, 315
Anti-Lebanon 124, 153
Antiochis 36n.
Antiochus III 36n., 173
Antiochus IV Epiphanes 23, 36n., 37,

39, 116, 128, 130, 142, 163–164, 171,
221, 316–317, 389, 421, 468

Antiochus V Eupator 189
apocalypticism 464–465, 468
Apocrypha 11, 13–14, 17n., 22, 80, 101,

128, 182, 272, 284, 296–299, 451
Arabia 152, 154–155
Aram 219, 364

king of 135, 138, 159, 222, 387–388
Aramaic 11n., 14–15, 21, 58–59, 79,

82n., 152, 157, 165, 200, 221, 255,
266, 379, 452
legal documents 269

Aretaphilia 472
Ariarathes 139
Arioch 123

Aristobulus 41, 420
Aristophanes 120–121
army, Assyrian 130–132, 141–149, 208,

242
archers 147
camp 3–4, 31n., 166–167, 217, 227,
236, 242
cavalry 120, 141–142, 147–149,
222–223, 236, 314, 449
chariots 119–121, 148–149
defeated and terrified 90, 170, 315,
396, 413, 424–436, 462–463
infantry 43, 120–121, 141–142,
147–149, 236, 314
mixed 148, 160, 196, 235–236, 241
officers 146, 216–218, 238–242
size and strength 120, 141–142,
147–149, 236, 240, 243, 314,
455–456
see too commanders, army; crush/
shatter; military terminology; multi-
tudes

Arphaxad, king of Medes 26, 37–38,
113–122, 124, 130–132, 146, 162,
165, 462

Arphaxad of LXX Genesis 118, 123
Arsinoe 411
Artabanus 62–63, 135
Artaxerxes III Ochus 35–36, 139, 378
Artemisia 62, 65, 67–70, 135
Asa 298, 431
Ascalon 156, 196
Aseneth 55–56, 60, 100n., 263, 296,

301–303, 362, 416
ashes 169, 179–180, 182, 184, 190, 264,

300–302
Ashur 140, 164
Ashurbanipal 37, 123, 142, 397
Ashurnasirpal II 140, 223
Assur 118
Assyrian(s)

biblical and historical 34, 46, 162,
164, 173, 205, 221, 298, 322
court tales 58–59, 200
in Judith 26–28, 95, 114–132,
156–157, 160–167, 170, 174, 179,
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181, 216–217, 221–222, 227, 243,
281, 297, 308–309, 312–319, 322,
338, 350, 357, 365–367, 381–382,
396, 411–413, 423–436, 450,
454–458, 462–464, 468, 476
as “Syria” 116
see too army, Assyrian

Assyrian royal inscriptions 116–117,
128, 130–131, 140–141, 143, 153,
157, 223, 309, 397, 442

Astibaras 43, 77, 118
Astyages 117–118
Athaliah 388, 411
Athena 249–250, 291
Atossa 57, 196
Azariah de’ Rossi 20n.
Azotus 33, 156

Babatha 269
Babylon and Babylonians 26–27, 29, 33,

114–116, 119–120, 124, 141, 160,
162–163, 171, 205, 214, 221, 261
city walls 119–121
chronicles and inscriptions 117–119,
152, 160, 162, 264

Bacchides 174
Bagavahya 182
Bagoas 9, 47, 59, 72–75, 141, 277,

378–384, 388–389, 396, 426–430
and Artaxerxes III 35–36, 139,
378–379
emotional 74, 181, 249, 418, 428–429
and Judith’s maid 272, 378, 390–391
name 75, 255, 379

Balaam 49–51, 62, 64, 90, 138, 199,
214, 219, 237, 279–280, 417–419

Balak 50, 128, 135, 138, 214, 219, 237,
279–280

Balamon 54, 173, 237, 260–261
Barak 51, 107, 146, 273, 275, 292–293,

320, 397, 405, 411, 415, 428, 440,
443–444, 448, 450–451, 458, 460

Baruch 17n.
Bathsheba 51, 188, 256, 263, 273, 331,

347, 350, 352, 378, 381, 388
Bectileth 153

beheadings and decapitations 39, 57, 74,
98, 225, 288, 346–347, 389, 396–398,
412–413, 444, 459

Behistun inscription 117, 131, 140, 164,
203

Belbaim 173, 237, 261
Belmain 171, 173–174, 237, 261
Ben-Hadad see Aram, king of
Ben Sira 17n., 100n., 355, 408

translation by grandson 92, 95
Bessus 131
Beth El 176
Beth-horon 171, 173
Beth Shean see Scythopolis
Beth Zacharias 41
Bethany 125–126
Bethulia 5, 61, 99, 172, 262

army of 177–178, 227–228, 293,
411–413, 424–425, 431–436
children of 245–248, 403
city gates 30, 57, 292, 330, 334–335,
337, 399, 402–403
elders 13n., 90, 104, 106, 179, 228,
275–293, 336–337, 351, 356, 366,
368, 403, 441, 468
location 30–31, 176–177, 282–283
name 177, 304
people of 171, 174, 190, 229,
243–250, 271, 357–360, 402–409,
435–436, 440, 472
springs 176, 227, 238, 241, 366,
372–373
women of 101, 229, 245–248, 403
see too water shortage

Betomasthaim 177, 433
Betomesthaim 31n., 174, 176–177, 433
Bias / Pittacus 62
biblical women

approach and advise men 350, 371,
411
at assemblies 101, 182–183, 229, 261
bathe 331
beautiful and dangerous 344–345
bow 347, 350
cause death 350, 377, 384, 394–395,
411, 429–430
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celebrate victors 101, 161, 443–444,
447
close to God 275, 290, 361–362
and geneaologies 256, 258
go out 292, 335
hospitality of 384
imperious 272, 275, 411
lie and deceive 319–320, 351
are mourned 475
retire 472
ride 443
save lives 320, 350–351
seductive 103, 328, 331, 377
servants of 76, 271–272
summon men 273, 292
as symbols 304, 312, 331–332
taken away 381–382
vulnerable 101, 183, 185–186, 244
watch at windows 263
wise 51, 288–289
see too individual women

Bigthan and Teresh 75
Bilhah 76, 271, 306, 331
blessings 13, 49–50, 88, 136, 190, 259,

334, 336, 361–362, 406–410,
412–414, 417, 432, 436, 440–442,
445, 468

blood 66, 223, 283, 306, 308–310, 358,
398–399, 427, 467

Boaz 260, 328, 335, 347, 350, 352, 377,
387

Book of Esther
eunuchs 75, 379
MT 11, 15, 18, 59, 231, 434
LXX and Additions 12, 15, 17, 55,
60, 95–96

Book of Judith
author 5–6, 33, 53–54, 56, 77–78, 83,
90–91, 93–97, 100, 105–107, 120,
152, 170, 187, 237, 250, 256, 292,
297, 306–307, 318, 339, 344, 351,
365, 372, 387, 397, 407, 410, 415,
420, 422, 427, 434, 436, 442,
449–451, 462, 464, 476
biblical influences 45–56, 79–84,
88–91, 93–94, 254–255, 257, 260,

270, 279, 297–299, 303–310,
313–317, 320, 322, 354, 388–389,
396, 408–409, 417, 426–427,
431–432, 434–435, 443–444,
448–451, 453–457, 465–467, 476 and
passim
canonicity 17–19
chronology 29, 115–116, 130, 132,
136, 152–153, 155, 165, 171,
214–215, 235, 238, 244, 249, 254,
259, 262, 302, 357, 362, 372, 377,
387, 394, 398, 412, 421–422, 440,
442, 450, 458, 459, 470, 474, 476
criticizes Hasmoneans? 41–42, 106,
255, 418, 420–421
date 10, 38–44, 55, 132, 184, 256,
259, 266–267, 362, 385, 397, 407,
419, 422
exaggerated numbers 27–29, 76n.,
115, 120–121, 141, 146–149,
152–153, 165, 236–237, 339, 442
fictionality 5–6, 26–38, 97, 115, 122,
151–153, 165, 171–172, 175,
235–237, 256–257, 268, 352,
358–362, 420–421
genre 6, 34, 59–60, 91, 95–96, 274,
382, 416
geography and movement 28–34, 95,
122–124, 151–153, 171–174, 227,
235–237, 242–243, 292, 330, 337,
399, 434–435, 462
and Greek writings 57–78, 81, 93–96,
135, 196–197, 244, 249–250, 258,
272, 285, 333, 345, 348, 368–369,
378–379, 382–383, 384, 397, 428,
442, 444, 449, 453, 462, 469,
472–473
irony and humor 5, 58, 70–71, 183,
225–226, 241, 288, 347–348, 352,
365, 368, 380, 391, 394, 417, 430, 474
manuscripts 15–17, 25n., 36n., 152,
299
message 5–10, 28–29, 34, 38, 53, 96,
99–109, 115, 156, 162, 165, 187,
200–202, 256, 280, 313, 359, 413,
451, 465
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original language 11n., 79–97, 203,
280, 290, 299, 307, 312, 321, 336, 409
pauses and transitions 132, 167, 174,
195, 231, 254, 337, 414, 417, 425
recensions 16–17
structure 8–9
translations and versions 11n.,
14–16, 19n., 123, 163, 173, 225, 227,
257, 266, 301, 440, 455
see too language and style; Vulgate
Judith

Book of Women see women’s books
booty and plundering 35–36, 39, 70,

86n., 96, 130–131, 138–139,
142–143, 147, 153–155, 157–163,
185–186, 209, 247, 281–283, 289,
306, 309–310, 370, 411, 426,
431–432, 435–436, 440, 442–443,
457, 469–470

“brothers” 249, 275, 278, 285, 412

Cambyses 36, 59n., 63–64, 128, 162
Canaan and Canaanites 47, 81, 142,

196–208, 211–215, 246–247, 377
see too Palestine

Candaules’ wife 71
canopy, Holophernes’ 346–347, 364,

398, 405, 470
Cappadocia 35–36, 139
captive woman of Deuteronomy 328
Carmel 125, 157, 166, 237
catalogues 27–28, 30, 122, 129, 152,

165, 213, 281, 284–285
Chabris 228, 256, 273–275, 278, 285,

335, 403
see too Bethulia, elders

Chaldeans 118, 122, 203–207, 225, 287
Charmis 228, 256, 273–275, 278, 285,

335, 403
see too Bethulia, elders

cheese 25, 333–334, 390
Cheleon 122, 126, 154
Cheleoud 81, 121–122, 126
Chelous 122, 125–126
children 69, 76, 102, 159, 284, 292, 331,

369, 374, 383, 436

at assemblies 47, 180, 182, 185,
229
vulnerable 183, 185–186, 244–248,
259, 309–310, 411, 457

“children/sons of” 53, 81, 121–122, 154,
197, 212, 230, 240, 277, 373, 382,
460, 463–464

Chiomara 397
Choaspes 123
Chusi 242–243
Cilicia 29–30, 123–124, 127, 129, 137,

152–154
circumcision 18, 183, 199, 300, 308,

311, 386, 418–421
cities, mighty 154, 160
Clement of Alexandria 13
Clement of Rome 12n., 13, 38
Cleopatra II 42, 346
Cleopatra III 38n., 42–43
clothing 250, 346, 381, 394

changing 300–302, 328, 331–332,
336, 384, 461
simple 264–265
tearing 74, 181, 263, 301, 332,
427–430
see too sackcloth; widows

Clytemnestra 58
coastal cities and people 30, 33,

124–125, 151–152, 155–167, 170,
172, 196–197, 217, 238–239, 242,
338, 432
submissive 127, 144, 157–162, 169,
199, 246, 349–350, 446

combat, single 131–132, 431
see too David and Goliath; Holo-
phernes, death

commanders, army 146, 196, 219, 226,
238, 250, 345, 388, 396, 425–426,
442, 459
and kings 138–139, 170, 175, 198,
219, 222, 355, 378, 442
and priests 41, 175–176
see too army, Assyrian

communal laments 179–185, 301, 475
animals 183
children 182–183
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in Joel and Jonah 46–47, 180–183,
185, 189
outsiders 183
women 101, 182–183, 229, 261
see too crying out; prayers

conversion see Achior
corpses 66, 74, 143–144, 223, 397, 428,

467
councils and conferences 6–7, 61, 67,

135–138, 179, 195–226, 346, 417
terms for 219, 229, 356
see too elders of Israel

court tales 58–77, 95–96, 135, 159, 200,
379, 452
see too eunuchs; kings; slaves; warrior
women

covenant with God 102, 202, 204, 323,
458

Cozbi 103, 310, 377
creation 107–108, 144, 189, 201,

205–206, 278, 297–298, 311–313,
322–323, 349, 354, 408–409, 452,
464–467

crossing boundaries 30, 292, 330, 337,
403

crush/ shatter enemy 90, 108, 130–132,
138, 143–144, 153, 186, 212, 214,
222–224, 240, 297, 315–316, 320,
373, 393, 404, 450, 454

crying out 45, 47, 74, 101, 179–181,
185, 187–188, 210, 217, 230, 243,
246, 249, 271, 280, 311, 322, 330,
428, 430, 463, 469

Croesus 59n., 62–63
Ctesias 60, 65, 69–78, 119–121, 132,

136, 219
Cyaxares 117
Cyprus 35
Cyrus the Great 62–63, 66–67, 69–72,

117–118, 124, 130, 140, 160, 162,
348, 399

Cyrus the Younger 73–74

Dagon 428
Damascus 30, 49, 124, 129, 152, 155,

157, 174, 434

dance see song and dance
Daniel

influence on Judith 43, 48, 50–51,
95–96, 165, 222, 302–303, 354, 374
figure of 75n., 101–102, 109, 267,
270, 284, 289, 353, 368–369
book, MT 59, 129, 165, 199
book, LXX versions 12n., 17, 43,
136, 165, 248
see too Susanna

Dante 66
Darius I 36, 60, 62–63, 71, 74, 117, 128,

131, 140–141, 164–165, 249–250
Darius III 131, 154
Darius of Daniel 199, 419
Darius of 1 Esdras 385
Datis 249–250
David 101, 107, 128, 147, 161, 188,

217, 255, 258–260, 262–263, 269,
322, 335–336, 360, 388, 393, 405,
408, 420, 428, 444, 446–447, 454
and Abigail 47, 203, 288, 333–334,
347, 350–352, 367, 371, 378, 384
and Goliath 51, 132, 222, 315,
394–396, 431–432, 443, 451, 459,
470

day of death/ evil / judgment 144, 225,
383, 387, 468

Dead Sea 130, 174, 196, 239
scrolls see ancient sources index

Deborah
of Judges 48–49, 51, 102, 107, 146,
176, 188, 273, 275, 292–293, 320,
361–362, 411, 415, 440, 443–444,
448, 450, 458, 475
and Judith 48–49, 102, 290, 292, 362,
411, 415, 443–444, 448, 451, 475
of L.A.B. 55, 181, 188, 290, 451, 475
see too Song of Deborah

Deborah, Rebecca’s nurse 76n., 272, 475
dedications, temple 8, 250, 346, 364,

369–370, 408, 432, 443, 470
Deioces 117, 119
Delilah 103, 273, 319, 377, 386,

389–390, 395, 406
Dionysus 444–445
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Demaratus 61–63, 178, 197, 200–201,
203

Demetrius the chronographer 12n., 95n.
Demetrius I Soter 36, 39, 139, 217, 266
despair and low spirits 101, 180, 187,

243, 245, 250, 271, 300, 324, 418,
428–430

deuternomistic theology 52, 56, 105,
108, 202, 213–217, 248, 274,
281–282, 298, 352, 356
see too penitence and sins

Dialogue of Timothy and Aquila 17
diaspora 94–96, 201, 214–215
diet 66, 75n., 267, 359, 368–369, 371,

374
see too kosher food

Dinah 90, 101, 213, 292, 296–297, 301,
303–310, 316, 319, 321, 335, 377,
386, 398, 406

Diodorus Siculus 35–36, 119, 139, 379
Dor 142, 157, 166
Dothan 31n., 54, 166, 172, 174,

176–177, 237, 261
drunkenness see wine

earth 149, 223, 323, 431, 466
edges of 144, 366, 408, 456
entire 47, 127, 141, 217, 224,
237–238, 322, 349, 353, 363, 409
face of 50, 54, 143, 148, 208, 222,
237, 243, 456, 467
and water 35, 60–61, 142
see too heaven and earth

Ecbatana 26, 28–29, 115, 117–122,
130–131

Edom and Edomites 33n., 143,
238–239, 242, 291, 433

Eglon 47, 51, 55, 74, 320, 351, 367, 389,
426–427

Egrebel 242–243
Egypt and Egyptians 29, 35, 37, 87n.,

92, 93n., 123, 126, 129, 135, 139,
152, 162, 164, 178, 203, 205, 208,
214–215, 225, 247, 255, 317, 344,
368, 378, 382, 384
see too Exodus, story of

Egypt, river of 125–126
Ehud 24, 51, 54, 74, 104n., 320, 351,

389, 426–427, 471
Elam and Elamites 118, 122–123, 142
elders of Israel 41, 155n., 169, 178–179,

228, 231, 360, 440
Eleazar 298, 370
Elephantine 59, 182, 200, 202, 206,

268–269, 379
Eli 293
Eliab 27, 256, 258
Eliezer, son of Asher 22n.
Elijah, Judith’s forefather 27, 256–257
Elijah, prophet 188, 256, 265, 290–291,

392, 418
Elimelech 258
Elkiah see Hilkiah
Emmaus 180, 247, 435
endogamy 259
Ephialtes 65, 239, 364
Ephraim

hills of 166, 181
mercenaries of 53, 220, 225

Esarhaddon 140, 200
Esau 81, 239, 255, 392, 428
Esdraelon 31n., 125, 166–167, 172,

176–177, 237
Esther see too Book of Esther

and Judith 12–13, 19–20, 101–102,
299–300
in MT 15, 19–20, 51, 54, 75, 95–96,
258, 271–272, 300–301, 328,
330–331, 338, 347, 350, 377, 381,
384–386, 389
in LXX / Additions 12–13, 15, 17,
43–44, 55, 101–102, 107, 109, 270,
296, 298–300, 302, 310, 320, 322,
328, 331–332, 335, 344, 348, 350,
369–370, 386, 406, 411, 416

Ethiopia and Ethiopians 15–16, 29, 64,
123, 126–127, 165, 270, 298

ethnography 63–64, 205, 215, 225
eunuchs 28n., 58, 60, 70–75, 77,

378–379, 382–383, 385, 428
Euphrates 30, 122–123, 152–154, 204,

287
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Eupolemus 43, 77, 96, 118, 141–142,
157

eve see new moon; Sabbath
exemplary figures 255, 281, 284–286,

298, 303, 313, 317
exile, captivity, and return 33–34, 37,

144, 171–172, 175, 179, 201, 207,
213–215, 309

Exodus, story of 45–46, 49, 107, 136,
143, 188, 201, 205, 207–211,
222–223, 270, 309, 312–314,
317–319, 322, 418, 427, 430,
450–451, 454–455
see too Song of the Sea

Ezekiel the tragedian 12n., 95n.
Ezra 171, 254, 257, 302

face(s) 58, 82, 141, 160, 180, 225–226,
230, 301–302, 330, 332, 336, 347,
366, 405, 415–416, 460–461

fasting 47, 180–184, 188–189, 231, 241,
264–267, 301, 327, 330, 374, 470,
474
see too Megillat Ta’anit

fear 50, 61, 74, 101–102, 127, 146,
156–157, 162, 169–170, 181,
217–218, 237, 246–247, 269–270,
281–282, 300, 304, 321, 339,
347–348, 413, 416–417, 430, 432,
450, 462–463, 467–468, 476

feasting 29, 55n., 132, 231, 264, 266,
289, 368, 370, 383–384, 469
see too wine and drunkenness

female voice 100–101, 109
femme fatale 103, 109, 264, 328,

461
festivals 19–20, 24, 265–267
fire 136, 285, 287, 468–469
firstfruits and tithes see priests
five-day moratorium 57, 90, 249–250,

271, 274, 276–281, 287, 290, 292,
357, 371, 377, 404

floods 138, 143, 153, 223
food 47, 66–67, 71, 103, 146, 148, 174,

238, 244–245, 260, 333–334,
358–360, 368–371, 374, 384, 398

see too diet; fasting; feasting; kosher
food; meals, joint; priests

forty days / years 46, 235, 244, 262, 265,
476

Fravartish 117, 131
furnishings, dishes and equipment

147–148, 209, 334, 345–346, 364,
369–370, 394, 442–443, 470

Gadatas 72–74
Galilee 30, 33, 125, 170, 434
Gautier de Belleperche 22n.
Gaza 156
Geba 166
gender roles 68–69, 73–74, 98–109, 290,

320, 329–330, 345–346, 373, 394,
398, 414, 416, 428, 470–472

gentile(s) 9, 50–51, 54, 64, 95–96,
105–106, 125, 187, 199, 211, 214,
222, 273, 299–300, 333, 336, 344,
369–373, 377, 406, 414, 417–421, 468

geography see Book of Judith
Gergesites 213
gerousia see elders of Israel
giants 154, 257, 321, 459–460
Gideon 27, 132, 160, 222, 256–257,

277, 363, 385, 475
Gigis/Ginge 76
Gilead 30, 33, 125, 170, 434
God 6–7, 9–10, 34, 53, 72, 90, 105–108,

303–325, 352–353, 392
and Abraham 204–207
accused 246, 271
anger of 128, 142–143, 223, 316,
358, 371
belief in 418–421, 427
celebrated 161, 298, 300, 391, 402,
404, 406–409, 431, 448–469
as creator see creation
defends and shields 34, 216, 221, 279,
292, 298, 313, 321–322, 415, 458
disregarded 127, 279–280, 367
foreknowledge of 297, 300, 312, 351
glory 144, 316, 332, 450, 465, 467
of heaven see heaven
as king 140–141, 300, 323, 349
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limited role in book 7, 99, 107, 169,
187–188, 245, 361, 394, 451, 465
might 107–108, 144, 189, 198–199,
212, 240, 298, 314, 321, 324–325,
393, 403, 431–432, 465–467
most high 408
name of 315–316
responds to prayers 45, 180–181,
183, 187–188, 210, 250, 280–281,
298, 311, 330, 344, 393, 395, 404
shatters/crushes foes 89–90, 108, 297,
309, 315, 320, 373, 404, 450
tested 274–278, 385
tests and chastises 274, 284–287, 291
unfathomable 274, 277–281
unique 107–108, 222, 282, 324–325,
367, 450
vengeful and warrior 129, 145, 305,
315, 329, 405, 431–432, 468–469
wise and wondrous 278, 355, 465
see too covenant; deuteronomistic
theology; lord; Lord Almighty

gods, foreign 63, 119, 140, 145, 156,
160–164, 204–207, 221–222, 224,
247–248, 279, 283, 310, 324, 334,
361, 428, 460, 469
manmade 281
see too individual gods; temples, foreign

gold
objects 64, 161, 305, 346, 385, 398,
445, 470
and silver 35, 148, 159, 207, 264,
269, 345, 369, 442, 445
statue 48, 136, 161, 165, 249, 289

Goliath 50–51, 99n., 132, 222, 315,
329, 394–396, 398, 431–432, 443,
451, 459, 470

Goshen 126, 141
Gothoniel 228
Great King 140–141, 158, 160
Great Plain 121, 125
Greek in Palestine 92, 94–96

Hadadezer 139
Hagar 51, 76, 247, 271, 275, 291, 338,

348

Hamadan 118
Haman 51, 75, 138, 199, 347, 350, 370,

377, 379, 384–385, 389, 411
Hananiah 256–257
hand 145

of a woman 65, 68, 98–99, 292, 318,
320, 393, 449, 458
of God 317, 441, 449

Haninah ben Dosa 291
Hannah 290, 293, 296, 371, 392, 443,

451, 458, 460, 463
Hanukkah 19–25, 29, 40, 266–267, 334,

476
Hanun 138
Haran 204–205, 207
Harbona 75
harvest

barley 155, 259–260
wheat 152, 155, 174, 291

Hasmonean(s) 10, 33, 39–42, 94, 96,
174, 179, 267, 445, 474
influence on Judith 19, 39–42, 95,
106, 175–176, 255, 418–421
sects 105n.

Hasmonean bride, tale of 22–24
Hathach 75, 272, 379
heaven(s) 145, 181, 189, 303, 322, 362,

383, 466
and earth 108, 120, 206, 248, 276,
298, 408–409
God of 182, 204, 206, 230, 317, 322,
363

Hegai 75, 379
Hegetorides’ daughter 71, 348
Helen 57, 334–335, 345
Heliachim see Joakim
Heliodorus 182, 421
Hellenistic

institutions and practices 38n., 41,
161, 179, 296, 318, 445, 447, 472
settlements 32–33, 172
writings 43, 60, 83, 95, 100, 128,
244, 297–298, 306, 321
see too military terminology

Hera 57, 329
Herod 174, 421
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Herodotus 35, 59n., 60–78, 116–119,
121, 128, 135–136, 141–142,
147–148, 178, 196–197, 200–201,
205, 219, 237, 348, 364, 369, 384,
397, 399, 447, 469

Heshbon 212
Hezekiah 46, 107, 141, 144, 221, 287,

296, 298, 322, 324
highlands, mountains, and hills 30, 41,

122–124, 131, 143, 153, 176–177,
213, 215, 223, 237–238, 240, 349,
364, 433, 455–456, 466–467

Hilkiah, Honi’s grandson 291
Hilkiah, Judith’s ancestor 256–258
Hiram 157
historical surveys, biblical 52, 201–203,

205, 208–213, 284
see too Achior, talks to Holophernes

Hivites 213
Hoba 49, 171, 174, 433–435
Hobai 433, 435
Holophernes 7–8, 30, 37, 50, 55, 67–68,

138–148, 151–167, 317, 319, 322,
339, 344–399, 420
admires Judith 103–104, 288,
366–368, 380–381, 385–386, 466
angry and tyrannical 63, 195–196,
218–226, 277, 316, 349
and Artaxerxes III 35–36
confides in Bagoas 378–381
conquers and destroys 153, 155–156,
160, 162–163, 170, 186, 238,
246–247, 283–284, 446, 464
death and decapitation 8, 48, 57, 66,
131, 305, 308, 319, 333, 383–398,
404–405, 408–409, 412, 424–425,
431–432, 445, 451, 458–462, 470
discovery of body 47, 73–75,
425–430
feminized 238, 339, 345–346, 398,
470
name 35n., 59, 139
praised by Judith 350–355, 363–365,
466
replaces Nebuchadnezzar 6–8, 146,
187, 355

silent 135, 138, 146, 160, 197
see too Achior; beheadings and decapi-
tations; Manasseh; Orophernes; tent(s)

Homer 57, 81n., 132, 135, 145, 223,
235, 285, 329, 334, 338, 431, 448

Honi 291
Huldah 51, 273, 361
humbling oneself 47, 157, 181–182,

215–216, 300, 351–352, 382
hunger 238, 241, 244, 358–360, 370

and thirst see water shortage
Hydaspes 123
Hyrcanus II 179, 420

Idumaeans 41, 420
Inana 329
incense see sacrifices
India 123, 165
Infant Gospel of James 255
inheritance

by women 67, 69, 106n., 259, 262,
267–269, 472, 475
see too Israelites, territory

Intaphrenes’ wife 71
Isaac 52, 204, 259, 269, 274, 284–286,

304, 319, 344, 368, 378, 383, 399,
473

Isaac ben Samuel 20n., 24
Ish Bosheth 396, 405
Ishmael 81, 291, 383, 473
Ishtar 328–329
Ishmaelites 81, 154–155
Israel see Jacob
Israel, kingdom of 32, 173, 201
Israelites 162, 168–190, 313, 336,

344–345, 366
attack 319, 411–413, 424–425,
431–436, 463–464
celebrate 407–408, 440–448,
469–470
complaint scenes 245–249, 261,
277
humble and oppressed 181, 188, 230,
261, 321–322, 410, 461, 463
prayers and blessings 178–190,
230–231, 296–299, 407–408, 457
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territory and inheritance 170,
212–213, 259, 262, 268, 324, 393,
413, 434
see too Bethulia; biblical women

Itureans 41, 420

Jabesh, men of 188, 249, 271
Jabin 139
Jacob 27, 52, 208, 239, 256–260, 263,

269, 274, 284–287, 303–310, 335,
383, 386, 392, 416–417, 473, 475

Jael
of Judges 24, 48–49, 51, 54–55, 66,
146, 292, 319, 334–335, 347, 350,
377, 384–385, 388–395, 397,
405–406, 409, 415, 417, 449, 460,
462
and Judith 24, 48–49, 54–55, 66, 277,
292, 335, 346–347, 350, 385,
388–391, 395, 405, 411, 444
of L.A.B. 12, 55–56, 181, 277, 296,
384, 386, 388, 390, 395, 458

Jamnia 33, 156
Japheth 155
Jason of Cyrene 40, 95, 469
Jebusites 213
Jehoiachin 175
Jehoiakim 175
Jehoshaphat 161, 180, 185, 219, 298,

368, 432
Jephthah 101, 275, 443–444, 475

daughter of 275, 292, 443–444
Jerahme’el son of Solomon 22n.
Jericho 31, 35, 171–172, 174
Jeroboam 135
Jerome 13–15, 21–22, 25, 272, 441,

473
Jerusalem 10, 29–31, 35, 61, 92, 94–96,

106, 131, 141, 166, 170, 172, 174,
176–186, 214–215, 239, 261,
301–304, 310, 316, 328, 331–332,
336, 358–361, 364, 393, 396, 406,
412, 432, 434–435, 440–443, 445,
450, 454–455, 469–470

Jethro 51, 64, 199, 231, 418, 421
Jezebel 263, 273, 332, 377, 411

Jezreel, valley of see Esdraelon
Joab 275, 288, 328, 334, 350, 352, 393,

395–396, 411
Joakim of Judith 30, 37, 103, 168–169,

174–179, 185, 189, 245, 291, 447
celebrates victory 175, 178, 319, 336,
410, 440–441, 445
and elders 178, 440–441, 445
military commander 174–175,
177–178, 228, 240, 283
name 175

Joakim, Susanna’s husband 258, 270
Job 51, 269, 275, 278, 383

daughters of 297, 362, 451
John of Gischala 360–361
John Hyrcanus 33, 41, 173, 420
Jonachim 43
Jonah 157, 180–183, 185, 198, 260,

262, 269, 338, 349, 392
Jonathan, brother of Judas 175, 179,

434, 448, 475
Jonathan, son of Saul 188, 236, 260,

378, 390, 431
servant of 378, 390

Jordan river 31, 125, 129, 172
Joseph 95n., 103, 129, 140, 144, 203,

208, 256–257, 259–260, 265, 267,
280, 286, 288, 301, 353, 361, 368,
377, 381, 388–389, 406, 416–417,
427

Joseph and Aseneth, see Aseneth
Joseph ben Solomon 21n., 23–24
Josephus 11–12, 40n., 360–361, 415,

444
Joshua 132, 139, 236, 288, 392, 422,

475
Josippon, Book of 22n.
Jubilees, Book of 204, 256, 259, 266,

307, 361, 445
Judah 51, 103, 203, 228, 264, 273, 319,

328, 331, 377, 380, 417, 431
Judah, kingdom of 173
Judas Maccabeus 19, 40, 43, 96, 107,

139, 171, 173, 175, 187, 189–190,
217, 236, 247, 254, 305, 362, 410,
434–435, 445, 460
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influence on Judith 39–41, 55, 171,
202, 247, 255, 315, 318, 396, 412,
432, 475
prays 180–181, 189–190, 298, 303,
315, 404

Judea/Judah 32–33, 37, 42–43, 77, 95,
118, 122, 129, 170, 172–175, 178,
180–182, 215, 221, 255, 262, 264,
282–283, 291, 364, 379, 420,
434–435
great ridge of 166

judges, biblical 46, 173, 188, 257, 471,
475–476

Judith see too Book of Judith
advises 67–68, 267, 364, 411–413
beautiful and seductive 65, 69,
102–104, 106, 262, 267, 288,
299–300, 327–328, 330, 333, 336,
338–339, 344–345, 347, 355, 366,
374, 381, 384–386, 405, 440,
460–461, 473
chastises elders 104–106, 274–293
complex character 49, 69, 98–109,
262–264, 297, 327–328, 337, 369,
390, 420
cool and courageous 102, 109, 261,
299–300, 318, 328, 344, 350, 458,
462
death and burial 42, 260–261,
473–476
deceives and lies 58, 65, 69, 97,
102–104, 174, 216, 288, 319–320,
323, 329, 350–351, 357–365, 405
eloquence and irony 47, 58, 277, 278,
281, 347–363, 366, 369, 371, 383
geneaology 27–28, 255–258
and God 7–8, 52, 67, 72, 90, 98–109,
164, 187, 274–275, 297–300, 318,
361–362, 391, 432, 451
humble 159, 268, 275, 277, 348,
351–352
an instrument? 98–99, 146, 317–318,
402–403, 432
late appearance 8, 254–255
moral stature 48, 67, 102–103,
106–107, 109, 297, 319, 351, 410

name 255
piety and asceticism 11, 42, 103–104,
106–107, 261–267, 269–270, 290,
300–301, 328, 333, 337, 372–373, 474
prayers 45–46, 104–109, 180, 184,
250, 294–325, 361, 372–374,
391–395, 399, 402, 404, 449, 454
property and inheritance 106, 259,
262, 265, 267–269, 471–472,
475–476
“rectifies” biblical models 52, 54,
300, 435
retires upon return 42, 69, 104, 351,
471–472
seclusion 104, 261–263, 288,
471–474
sent by God? 7, 108–109, 188, 220,
330, 361–362, 365, 393, 395, 451
symbolic figure 27, 38, 98–99, 102n.,
177, 256, 261–262, 304, 328, 331,
406, 452, 455, 473
and warrior queens 65–72
widow 42, 65, 102, 106, 258,
261–265, 267–269, 292, 301, 311,
313, 317–318, 331, 473
wisdom 104–109, 288–289, 350,
355, 365–366

Julius Africanus 13, 421

Kadesh (Barnea) 125–126, 212
kings

angry and cruel 63, 128–129, 153,
159, 196, 225, 309
haughty 37–38, 163–164, 397
titles and epithets 140–141

Kish 256
knowledge / foreknowledge 87, 207,

278, 282, 297, 311–312, 324, 361,
365–366, 414–415, 469

Kol Bo 4
Kona 171, 173, 433
kosher food 4, 11, 25n., 54, 98, 103, 106,

300, 333–334, 369–371, 385, 398
see too diet

Kyamon 173, 237
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language and style 40–41, 52–53, 55,
79–89
see too Book of Judith
akward and difficult 53, 82–84,
121–122, 137, 166, 208, 214, 220,
248, 276, 283, 303, 305, 308, 324,
354, 373, 382, 409, 454, 463, 466
calques and Hebraicisms 52, 81, 92,
138, 139, 141, 143, 145, 158, 160,
167, 170, 203, 213, 225–226, 230,
237, 246, 247, 277–278, 281, 287,
339, 433, 436, 446–447
direct speech 85, 88–89, 91, 158, 177,
197, 218, 240, 303, 349, 372
elegant style 83–84, 86–87, 91, 155,
157, 185, 278, 309, 431, 434,
440–441
future forms 85, 141, 144, 215, 218,
239–241, 276, 357–360, 380–382,
411–413, 456
genitive absolute 80, 178, 347
imperatives 89, 141, 144, 177, 197,
216, 239–240, 279, 314, 348, 372,
380, 387, 394, 402, 411–412, 417,
453–454
indirect speech 85, 177, 185, 229,
276, 307, 388, 391, 456
infinitive absolute 84, 146, 224, 242,
310
infinitives 85, 198, 276, 382, 391,
414, 456
κα
 and aorist verbs 79–80, 92,
121
key words and internal echoes 9, 86,
91, 181, 197, 203, 207, 226–227, 236,
240–242, 247, 271, 276–277,
281–282, 299, 305, 309, 316–320,
324, 338, 348, 350–352, 355–356,
363, 366, 368, 371, 387, 393–394,
402, 407, 413, 425, 432, 441, 449,
453, 456–457, 459, 461, 464
mistranslation of Hebrew? 125,
137–138, 166, 336–337, 409
nominatives and subjects 182, 184,
209, 230, 244, 276, 335, 347, 354,
356, 391, 456, 463–464

optatives and subjunctives 88, 215,
276, 284, 350, 357–358, 360, 410
participles 80–81, 188, 215, 227,
230–231, 248, 261, 335, 347, 359,
409, 413, 429
particles and connectives 80, 88–89,
92, 121, 149, 157–158, 197, 215, 218,
224, 239–240, 243, 280, 282, 314,
354, 363, 380, 387–388, 425, 431,
436, 453–454, 462
prepositions 82, 92, 227, 229, 282,
309, 356, 372, 398, 418, 434, 446,
455–456
pronouns 81, 83, 92, 101, 279, 456
relative clauses 83–84, 276–277, 279,
407, 409
Septuagint influence 50, 52–53, 55,
56n., 82–83, 89–92, 143, 145–146,
178–179, 182, 185, 189, 198,
208–210, 218, 220, 240–241, 243,
279–280, 285, 290, 299, 301,
307–308, 310, 312–314, 317, 321,
345, 350, 399, 408–409, 417, 429,
444, 449–450, 454, 459, 463–464,
466
syntax 80, 84–87, 198, 227, 276, 283,
321, 351, 357–358, 360, 380, 382,
391, 409, 453
transliteration 40, 125, 166, 171,
175, 202, 228, 257
varied language 86–88, 91, 146, 148,
157–159, 170, 179, 196, 203, 215,
278, 286, 321, 365, 372, 380, 383,
388, 418, 425, 431, 434, 441, 448
wordplay 87, 90, 108, 216, 226,
282, 292, 347–348, 369, 388, 412,
416

Leah 271, 292, 335, 383
Lebanon 123–124, 153, 155
Levi 54, 90, 256–257, 297, 303–305,

308, 310–311, 362, 419
see too Simeon

Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum 12,
100n., 181, 384, 386, 390, 458
women of 102, 256
see too Deborah; Hannah; Jael; Sisera
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lies and deceit see biblical women;
Judith

Lindos Chronicle 57, 249–250, 291
liturgical poems on Judith 19, 20–21,

23–24
locusts 143, 148–149, 180, 208
lord

and Lord 4, 108, 216, 221–222, 248,
281, 322–323, 348, 352–353,
356–357, 367, 369, 371, 373, 383,
453, 464
as master of servants 202–203,
213–214, 218, 239, 350, 352, 426

Lord Almighty 189, 277, 393, 441, 458,
468

Lot 49, 147, 174, 204, 278, 387, 389,
432, 434
daughers of 103n., 202, 389

Lud 30, 153
Luke, Greek styles 92
lulab see palms
Lysimachus 95

Maccabees see Hasmoneans
1 Maccabees 12n., 40–41, 55, 95, 246,

315, 318
2 Maccabees 40–41, 55, 80, 93, 95, 236,

280, 468–469
3 Maccabees 80, 93
4 Maccabees 284, 290
Machpelah, cave of 54, 260–261,

473–475
maid, Judith’s 9, 75–76, 101, 106, 159,

269, 271–273, 300–301, 329–331,
334–335, 337–338, 344, 378, 384,
387, 390–391, 398–399, 403, 415,
425, 443, 446, 471, 474

maids and female servants 76, 263,
271–272, 300
biblical 76, 272, 301, 330
Greek 70–71, 76, 334, 399
post biblical 267, 272, 335, 344, 464
terminology 271–272, 348, 352, 382
see too maid, Judith’s

Manasseh, Judith’s husband 67, 155,
258–261

family tomb 31n., 54, 260–261,
473–475
and Holophernes 260, 389, 394
property 267–269, 475–476

Manasseh, king of Judah 37, 259
Manoah’s wife 258, 296
Mardonius 61, 135, 138, 345
Mary 66, 255, 409
Massagetae 63, 65–66
Massah 277
meals, joint 368–370, 387
Medes and Media 26, 34, 37, 43, 66,

69–70, 77, 114–122, 124, 130–132,
136, 162, 165, 219, 384, 417, 452,
462

medieval Hebrew tales of Judith 15,
20–24, 31n., 40, 54–55, 202, 334,
336, 365, 373, 396, 402, 406, 415,
426–427

Mediterranean Sea 124–125, 130, 154,
156, 172, 196, 239
see too coastal cities and people

Megillat Ta’anit 266–267
Melchiel 228
Melchizedek 49–50, 174, 408–409, 432
Memphis 126
Menachem ben Machir 24
Merari 22, 27, 256–257, 460
“measure for measure” 156, 308, 394,

433, 435
Mesopotamia 87n., 116, 122–123, 154,

203–207, 286–287
Micah

name 228
mother of 267

Micaiah 203, 219, 225, 364
Michal 263, 273, 292, 319, 335, 395,

428
Midian(ites) 81, 103, 132, 135, 147,

155, 157, 159, 222, 237, 310, 377
midrashim, Judith see medieval Hebrew

tales of Judith
military terminology 41, 53, 146, 196,

239, 425–426, 459
Miriam 13, 51, 107, 212, 292, 361–363,

392, 448, 450, 475
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song of 297, 443–444, 446–447, 453,
463, 465

Miriam bat Alei Bezalim 265
Mizpah 180, 185
Moab and Moabites 18, 129–130, 161,

196, 217, 220, 238–239, 242, 260,
291, 335, 338, 419–421, 432–433

Mordecai 75, 96, 140, 214, 256, 258,
270, 279, 298, 301, 304, 331, 347,
428, 466

Moses 107, 188, 210–212, 222, 225,
231, 244–249, 265, 271, 277, 285,
289, 291, 317, 322, 363, 367, 392,
417–418, 443–444, 447–448, 457,
473, 475
and Judith 45, 51, 211, 289, 313,
417, 448, 450–451

Moses Meldonado 24
“mother in Israel” 102, 393, 455, 457,

462
mother of seven sons 55, 93, 284, 290,

296, 363, 370, 406
mountains see highlands
mourning 40, 70–71, 73–74, 106,

183–184, 188, 261–264, 290, 328,
331–332, 336, 404, 429, 474–475

multitudes 147, 209, 236, 243, 436,
456

musical instruments 160–162, 165,
445–447, 453–454

mutilation of enemies 71, 131–132, 396,
412
see too beheadings and decapitations;
Holophernes, death

Naaman 51, 138, 199, 222, 367
wife’s maid 76n.

Nabonidus 160, 162, 264, 311
Nabopolassar 26, 117–118, 162
Nachmanides 16n., 19n., 275
Nadin 200
Nahash 249
Naomi 51, 258, 260, 268, 273, 292, 335,

367
Nathanael 256–258
nations, languages, tribes 48, 165

nature, overturned 143–144, 223–224,
237–238, 449, 466–467

Nebuchadnezzar
biblical 48, 50, 116, 124, 128, 136,
171, 175, 186, 199, 222, 244, 350,
354, 369, 419
historical 5, 26–27, 29, 34, 115–116,
118–119, 123, 131, 136, 144, 152,
171, 175

Nebuchadnezzar of Judith 5, 29, 50,
58n., 60–61, 113–132, 133–146,
298, 307, 309, 348, 350, 353, 355,
363, 368, 382, 405, 429–430, 462,
470
angry 128, 142–143, 196, 316, 349,
367
“real” identity 35–38
as rival of God 7, 9, 38, 47–48,
63, 127–129, 135, 137, 140–143,
145–146, 163, 221–222, 224, 322,
349, 354–355, 427, 441, 465, 467
as sole god 158, 161–166, 221–222,
247, 324, 365, 367
vengeful 129, 135, 137, 142–145,
172, 186, 281–282, 305, 456, 464,
466–467

Nebuzaradan 50, 139, 144, 214
Nehemiah 171, 175, 188, 370
new moon 265–267
Nicanor 36, 39, 55, 139, 173, 189, 315,

317, 396, 404, 412, 432, 435
Nineveh 6, 34, 116–117, 122, 152–154,

157, 180–183, 199, 200, 236, 262,
419, 421

Nissim ben Jacob 21n.
Nissim ben Reuben (Ran) 24
Nitocris, Babylonian queen 71
Nitocris, Egyptian queen 71
Noadiah 361
Noah 138, 259, 387
novels and novellas 34, 135, 416, 427,

472
diaspora 95–96
Greek 59–60, 70–71, 382–383
Jewish 6, 60, 95–96, 344, 452
see too court tales
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oaths 129, 145, 271, 276, 290, 336, 353,
371, 405

Ocina 156–157
Oedipus Rex 58, 128
Og 212, 346
Origen 13–14, 16, 18
Orophernes 35–36, 139, 378

see too Holophernes
Ox 256–257
Oziel 256–257

Paghat 329
paintings of Judith 8, 66, 76, 227, 272,

390, 399, 445
Palestine viii, 13, 29–33, 35, 37n., 39,

94–96, 123, 126, 173, 177–178, 474
see too Canaan

palms in celebrations 444–445
Pandora 339
Panthea 70–71, 73, 76, 338, 348, 366
pantocrator see Lord Almighty
Parysatis 76
Passover 136, 266
peaceful attitudes 96, 119, 158, 162,

190, 199, 242, 246, 250, 440, 464
penitence and sins 46, 103, 108, 147,

178, 180, 182, 184, 188, 190,
201–202, 206, 214, 216, 248–249,
298–301, 324, 356–360, 402, 406,
429, 465, 468–469

Peretz 255
Perizzites 213
Persia 29, 37, 123–124
Persian traces in Judith 33–35, 59–78,

140–142, 144, 147, 159–161,
172–173, 176–177, 203, 206, 255,
345, 379, 385, 394, 442
see too court tales

Phaedyme 71
Pharaoh 45, 50, 128–129, 136, 141, 143,

201, 207–211, 220, 225, 312, 314,
344–345, 351, 353, 377, 383, 418,
430, 459
daughter of 271

Pheretime 71, 469
Phicol 138–139

Philistines 74, 99, 160–161, 180, 188,
217, 236, 384, 395–396, 406, 429,
431, 443, 470

Philo of Alexandria 11, 265, 447, 451
Philo the elder 95n.
Philo, pseudo see Liber Antiquitatum

Biblicarum
Phineas 54, 275, 310
Phoenicia 35, 155, 157, 378
Phraortes see Fravartish
Phylarchus 244
pity see war, attitudes towards
piyuttim, see liturgical poems
plains 30, 49, 121–123, 125, 153,

155–157, 166, 177, 223, 227, 287, 467
poetry in Judith 88, 299, 448–451

and biblical poetry 48–49, 52, 88,
299, 314, 448–453, 455
and Greek style 299, 453
parallels prose account 48–49, 107,
449
see too Judith, prayers; Song of
Deborah; Song of the Sea;
victory song

pollution and defilement 37, 40, 171,
186–187, 282–283, 304–311, 316,
370, 420
see too shame and disgrace

Polybius 119, 244, 397, 411
Pompey 173, 474
Potiphar’s wife 103, 265, 267, 301, 377,

381, 389, 406, 427, 463
prayers and praying 46–47, 55, 88,

179–190, 230–231, 294–325, 368,
429, 441
in Bible 107, 180, 182, 203, 296–299,
304, 311, 313, 322–323, 392, 407
in post-biblical literature 55, 93, 107,
180–182, 296–302, 310–311, 313,
320–321, 323, 392, 395, 404,
406–407, 409, 448, 466
preparation for 300–302, 372–373,
407
timing and location 302–303
women’s 107, 296–297, 299–302,
311, 322, 392–392
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see too ashes; blessings; communal
laments; Israelites; Judith, prayers;
prostration and bowing; sackcloth;
thanksgiving; victory song

priests 11, 27, 41, 174–176, 178–179,
189–190, 217, 245, 257, 270, 291,
310, 323–324, 436, 454, 469
clothing 189–190, 461
consecrated food 103, 178, 358–361
military duties 41, 175–176, 228
see too Joakim

processions, victory 160–162, 432,
443–447, 454

prophets and prophetesses 27, 266, 273,
289, 291, 362–365, 458

prostration and bowing 136, 158, 160,
165, 179–180, 184, 190, 230, 275,
281, 301–302, 330, 336–337, 347,
350, 407, 416–417, 439

Ptolemy I Soter 164
Ptolemy IV Philopator 128, 173, 182,

317, 421
Ptolemy IX 43
Purim 20, 24, 266
purity 103, 171, 186, 190, 246, 310,

333, 359–360, 372–374, 385, 398,
406, 443, 469

Put 30, 153

questions 47, 57, 61, 63, 84, 177,
195–200, 205, 212, 220, 229, 277,
314, 336, 338, 349, 367, 369, 371,
383, 402, 427

rabbis 353, 361–362, 418, 445, 448,
451, 461
on biblical canon 17–18
on conversion 18, 419
on fasting 265–267
on food and wine 359, 370
on inheritance 268
on prayer 290–291, 302, 372–373
on women 273, 329, 362, 394,
406

Rabshakeh 46, 50, 139, 141, 144, 214,
221, 298

Rachel 267, 271, 383, 386, 443, 475
Ragae 30, 121, 130–131
Rahab 51, 64, 199, 211–212, 262, 273,

319, 334, 338, 355, 395, 418, 422
rain and rainmakers 223, 250, 260, 287,

290–291, 297, 337
Ramban see Nachmanides
Rameses 126
rape 90, 101, 183, 186, 213, 261, 297,

301–310, 316, 321, 332, 381,
388–389, 397–398
see too Dinah; sexual encounters;
Tamar, Amnon’s sister

Raphael of Tobit 335
Raphaim 256–257
Rashbam 24
Rashi 24–25, 394
Rassis 81, 154
Rebecca 51, 256, 258, 271, 273, 275,

286–287, 292, 296, 319, 332, 361,
381, 395, 443

Red Sea 130, 136, 143, 211, 312–313,
317, 427, 443, 451, 466

Rehoboam 135
Reuben 228, 258, 306, 331
rivers and streams 122–123, 126,

143–144, 154, 223, 456
Rizpah 51, 259–260
Roman rule of Palestine 38–39, 44, 173,

361
roof(s),

biblical 262–263
Judith’s 30, 262–263, 273, 293,
301–303, 327, 330, 368, 474

rooms 182, 329, 385, 390
inner/ closed 71, 74, 347, 388–389,
405–406, 426–427
upper 263, 303

Roxane 71
Ruth 15–16, 19n., 51, 101n., 103, 258,

260, 273, 292, 328, 335, 347, 350,
352, 367–368, 377, 419–421, 472

Sabbath 23–24, 265–267, 330, 361
sack, Judith’s food 66, 103, 333, 346,

398–399, 405, 470
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sackcloth 11, 47, 158, 179–185,
189–190, 259–260, 263–264, 301,
331, 428–429, 474

sacrifices 18, 161–162, 169, 174, 180,
189–190, 302–303, 419, 440,
467–469
incense 180, 302–303, 332, 373

Salamiel 256, 258, 304
Salamis 62, 65, 67–68, 141
Salem 171, 174
Salome Alexandra see Shelamzion
Samaria 31–33, 125, 166, 170–174, 176,

244, 364
Samaritans 32, 173, 213, 256, 270
Samson 103, 127, 161, 291, 377,

383–384, 386, 388–390, 392,
394–395, 406, 475

Samuel 144, 180–181, 185, 231,
255–256, 262, 289, 291, 395,
458–459, 475

sand, grains of 148–149, 209, 236
sandals 329, 332–333, 461
Sandanis 62
Sarah, Abraham’s wife 51, 54, 204, 207,

267, 271, 285, 320, 344, 351, 381,
406, 474–475

Sarah, Tobias’ wife 107, 263, 296, 303,
406

Sarasadai 256, 258, 304
Sargon 130, 186, 345, 442
Satan 66, 129
Saul 51, 74, 128, 160, 188, 203, 249,

256, 259–260, 262, 271, 289, 319,
348, 363, 396, 405, 428–429, 443,
446, 470

Scythians 62–64, 69–71, 215, 397
Scythopolis 31, 166–167, 173, 470
Seleucid(s) 41, 175–176, 179–180, 266,

317
see too Hellenistic institutions and
practices

Semiramis 119, 473
Sennacherib 27, 46, 49–50, 58n.,

116–117, 119, 139, 141, 144, 153,
162, 164, 176, 200, 216, 221, 236,
287, 296, 298, 310, 403

Septuagint 12, 15–19, 40–41, 43, 77,
79–97, 170, 177, 280–281, 349, 398,
431
see too Book of Esther; Book of Judith;
Daniel; language etc.

Seron 173
servants

biblical 47, 74, 159, 269, 271–272,
336, 377–378, 380–381, 390, 398,
426–429
self-proclaimed 47, 202–203, 222,
239, 275, 348, 350, 352, 363, 382
see too maids and female servants;
slaves

sexual encounters 70, 73, 103, 263, 289,
300, 306–308, 310, 331, 336,
361–362, 367, 369, 377, 381–383,
385–389, 396–397, 406, 427,
461–462
see too rape

Shaashgaz 75, 379
Shadrach, Meshach, Abed-nego 136
Shalmaneser III 223
shame and disgrace 57, 68–70, 106, 128,

131, 186–187, 198, 210, 217, 280,
282–284, 307–308, 312, 316, 380,
384, 387, 396, 406, 429–430, 458
and ridicule 57, 73, 187, 217,
380–381, 449, 459

Sheba, son of Bichri 288, 334, 350, 393,
395–396, 430

Sheba, queen of 377, 418
Shechem

city and people 33, 54, 166, 176, 213,
243, 297, 303–310, 316, 318–319,
398, 419, 435
son of Hamor 90, 101, 213, 296,
303–310, 377, 386
women of 101, 186, 309–310, 457

Shelamzion 37n., 38n., 42, 472, 474
Shem 118, 123
Shiphrah and Puah 51, 269–270, 351
Shobach 139
Shunamite woman 258, 268, 272, 292,

335, 416
son of 260, 416
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Sidon 35, 156, 196
sieges 3, 23, 30, 31, 117, 153, 175, 183,

186, 235, 238–250, 262, 286–288,
291, 360–361, 435–436
see too water shortage

Sihon 212
Simeon

ancestor of Judith 52, 101, 107, 228,
256, 285, 313, 317, 322
attacks Shechem 101, 137, 186, 213,
297, 303–311, 319, 435, 457
and Levi 54, 90, 297, 303–305, 308,
310–311, 419
tribe of 32, 176, 228, 256–258

Simon, brother of Judas 175, 246, 434,
445
of 3 Maccabees 55, 298

Sinai 126, 211, 407
“single man” 57, 74, 127–128, 222,

240–241, 339, 364, 429, 433
sins see deuteronomistic theology;

penitence and sins
Sirach see Ben Sira
Sisera

of Judges 48, 50, 55, 66, 139, 166,
292, 306, 334–335, 346–347, 350,
377, 384–386, 388–389, 391–392,
394, 397, 405–406, 409, 411, 415,
428, 450–451, 458–459, 461–462
of L.A.B. 181, 277, 384, 386, 388,
390, 395, 415, 458
mother of 263, 306, 415, 426, 457

slaves 157–160, 181, 210, 247,
282–283, 308–309, 318, 397, 426,
429
and servants 159–160, 164, 222,
226, 242, 288, 302, 350, 377, 388,
464

Solomon 107, 120, 140, 149, 161, 263,
288, 303, 322, 377

song and dance 161, 229, 335, 443,
445–448
see too musical instruments; victory
celebrations

Song of Deborah 48–49, 107, 417, 426,
444, 448, 450–451, 459–460, 469

Song of the Sea 45–46, 85, 89–90, 107,
296, 299, 312–323, 404, 444,
448–451, 454–457, 459, 462, 465,
467

Sparethra 71
Spartans 61, 63–64, 197, 200, 203, 369,

472
Speculum humanae salvationis 66
spies in Canaan 47, 142, 197–198, 212,

246, 262, 271, 273, 334, 395
Spitamenes 57, 397
statue(s) 48, 136, 162, 165, 221, 428

see too gods, foreign
Stryangaeus 69–70, 73
Sulpicius Severus 36
Sur 156–157
Suron 157
Susanna 13, 16, 19n., 55, 60n., 109,

188, 255, 296, 302, 331, 381,
385–386, 392–393
and Judith 101–102, 270, 275, 289,
336, 367
later versions 270

swords 55, 74, 81, 104, 129, 156, 212,
223, 225, 247, 281, 305, 317, 329,
351, 362, 370, 391, 394, 396–398,
456–457, 470
see too akinakes; weapons

Syria 37, 116, 123–124, 129, 153–155,
287
see too Damascus

Syriac 15–16, 19n., 123, 163, 173, 200,
225, 227, 257, 266, 270, 301, 440

Tabernacles 266, 444–445
Talmud 19, 24–25, 259, 266–267, 329

see too rabbis
Tamar, Amnon’s sister 51, 190, 261, 297,

301, 307, 321, 332, 381–382, 385,
388–389

Tamar, Judah’s daughter in law 51, 103,
264, 273, 292, 319, 328, 331, 377,
380, 472

Tanis 126
Taphnes 126
Telesilla 472
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temple in Jerusalem 10, 11, 29, 32, 37,
67, 95–96, 120, 131, 170–172,
176–177, 179–186, 189–190,
214–215, 231, 266, 268, 283, 298,
301–304, 306, 313, 316–317, 323,
333, 345, 351, 359, 361, 373, 406,
419, 421, 440, 442, 444–445, 450,
454–455, 470
altar and vessels 40, 171, 183–185,
187, 317

temples, foreign 35–36, 39, 139,
162–163, 170, 249–250, 428, 470

tent(s) 329, 335, 345, 347, 389, 391,
394, 405, 411, 417, 442, 470
Holophernes’ 8, 30, 48, 56, 59, 67,
73, 139, 217, 226, 238, 262, 327, 330,
339, 345–347, 364, 370, 378, 384,
388–391, 397, 404, 411, 413,
426–427, 442–443, 446, 459, 461,
470
Judith’s 262–263, 293, 327, 330, 368,
429
see too roof, Judith’s

Terah 204–205
Testament of Abraham 93
Testament of Job 93, 100n., 272
Testament of Joseph 406
testing and trials 105, 274–287

of forefathers 204, 284–287
see too God

thanksgiving, song and prayers 132, 162,
246, 296, 299, 392, 402, 440, 445,
448, 451, 453–454
see too prayers; victory song

Themistocles 65, 364, 447
Theodotus 95n.
Therapeutae and Therapeutrides 265
Thermopylae 61, 178, 239
Thucydides 136
Thutmose III 135, 178
thyrsos see wands
Tiglath-pileser I 223
Tiglath-pileser III 141
Tigranes the Great 37n.
Tigris 122–123
Timotheus 202

Titans 81, 321, 453, 460
Tobiah 220
Tobias 259, 303, 335
Tobit 12n., 13–15, 17, 59–60, 117,

200, 256, 259, 272, 303, 369, 451,
475

Tomyris 63, 65–67, 69–70, 397–399,
473

tribes, Israelite 27, 32, 176, 228,
256–259, 281, 324
see too Simeon

two seas 130
Tyre 156–157, 163

Ur 204–205, 207
Uzziah 9, 51, 67–68, 228–231, 245–250,

256, 271, 273–293, 304, 335, 356,
368, 402–404, 433–434, 472
admires/blesses Judith 49–50,
103–104, 190, 319, 334, 337, 353,
361, 363, 366, 407–410, 413, 417,
440–442, 466
weak 9, 51, 245, 249, 289–290,
410
see too five-day moratorium

Uzziel see Oziel

valleys 30, 143, 238, 456, 467
victory celebrations 55, 101, 132,

160–161, 178, 231, 266–267, 335,
403, 432, 434, 440–470

victory song, Judith’s 45–46, 48–49, 107,
155, 185–186, 296, 299, 313,
321–322, 328, 332–333, 355, 392,
405, 432, 440, 448–469
see too Miriam; Song of Deborah;
Song of the Sea

Vulgate Judith 11n., 14–15, 20–24,
31n., 100, 121, 152, 175, 185, 189,
207, 211–212, 218, 227, 229, 231,
243, 249, 258, 263, 272, 275, 285,
290–291, 312–313, 318–319,
333–334, 336, 344, 358, 392,
404–405, 413–414, 426–427,
440–441, 446–447, 461, 473, 476
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Wadi Mochmur 242–243
wands, ritual 444–446
war, attitudes towards 52, 101n., 127,

144, 183, 186, 309–310, 435, 457
see too booty and plundering

warrior women 65–72, 77
water shortage 47, 57, 212, 235,

238–250, 271, 277, 290–291, 323,
331, 338, 355, 358, 360

weapons 48, 67, 129, 131, 196, 212,
225, 281, 315, 329, 349, 388, 394,
401, 454, 470
metaphorical 102, 240, 328–330,
460–462
see too akinakes; swords

widows 65–70, 261–262, 267–270,
288, 292, 301, 311, 313, 317–318,
331–332, 348, 392, 420, 435, 473
clothing of 4, 98, 106, 263–264, 301,
328, 330–332, 428, 461

wine and drunkenness 25, 36, 66–68,
139, 220, 223, 264, 329, 333–334,
346, 358, 361, 369–370, 373,
390, 392, 394–395, 399, 405, 443,
470
drinking parties 23, 231, 350–351,
368, 377, 382–388, 390, 397

wisdom theology 6n., 52, 274, 278–279,
312, 366

woman of Abel Beth-Maacah 51, 102,
273, 275, 288, 334, 350, 352, 393,
395, 411, 430

woman of Endor 203, 348
woman of Tekoa 51, 102, 203, 261, 264,

288, 328, 347, 350, 352, 371, 393

woman of Thebez 51, 334, 380,
394–395, 411, 429, 433

women, biblical see biblical women
women of Proverbs

Lady Wisdom 51, 289
Strange Woman 51, 103, 289, 367,
390
woman of valor 87–88n., 269

women’s books 15–16, 19n., 258
worms 468–469
wreaths and crowns, victory 41n., 64,

161–162, 444–447

Xanthus 144
Xenophon 60, 70–73, 75, 77–78, 136,

141, 239, 338, 348, 366
Xerxes 36, 61–65, 67–68, 128, 132, 135,

138, 141, 147–148, 162, 164–165,
197, 200–201, 203, 237, 239, 469

Zarephath, widow of 261, 268, 348
Zarinaea 69–70, 73
zeal and zealots 8, 54, 162, 221, 284,

297, 303–304, 310–311
Zebah and Zalmunna 132
Zelophehad, daughters of 259
Zephaniah 256
Zeresh 214, 411
Zerubbabel 171
Zeus 57, 164, 206, 249–250, 291, 321,

329, 408
Zilpah 76, 271
Zimri 103, 310, 377, 387
Zion 177, 304, 316, 332

Mount 323
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